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Executive Summary
Australia has experienced rapid housing price inflation since the mid-1990s, leading to
claims that a bubble has formed in the residential property market. Between the low in
1996 and apparent peak in 2010, real housing prices soared by 123 per cent. Rampant
overvaluation has become the norm across the capital cities and housing prices have
become detached from economic fundamentals. Total land values relative to GDP doubled
between 1996 and 2010, driven by rising residential land values. Gross and net rental yields
have compressed to a historical low. In 2013, the gross and estimated net yields of houses
were a miniscule 3.9 and 1.9 per cent nationwide. Conversely, the net price to earnings ratio
is 53, indicating investors are paying massive premiums far in excess of rental income.
Investment property rental income has not covered expenses, principal and interest since
2001. In combination, these factors suggest investment strategies are fixated on capital gain.

Australia’s housing market bears significant risk of a large correction. Economic depressions
in the 1840s, 1890s and 1930s, and recessions in the mid-1970s and early 1990s, were all
caused by bursting land market bubbles, though mainstream economic commentary and
analysis does not acknowledge this. The common refrain is Australia has unique
characteristics distinguishing it from those nations suffering recent economic downturns
induced by real estate collapses. A groundswell of irrational exuberance and frenzied
speculation has blinded most Australians to the threat posed by the largest land market
bubble on record. The delusional ‘This Time is Different’ syndrome has afflicted both the
public and elites, instilling fervent belief that ‘prices have reached what looks like a
permanently high plateau’.

Contrary to conventional economic opinion, the severity of the 1890s and 1930s
depressions are explained by the state of the financial system prior to the onset of
economic collapse, rather than exogenous factors. To assess Australia’s future risk of an
economic downturn prompted by a land price correction, several key variables are
considered: private credit growth, leverage, the quality of risk management, trade settings,
bank balance sheets, foreign borrowing and capital inflows. The inadequacy and unrealism
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of neoclassical theory confirms it has little practical utility in predicting future financial
instability, so a different approach has been devised. Financial instability is modelled and
comprehensively detailed within a heterodox framework, synthesising concepts from the
post-Keynesian, Georgist, and behavioural finance schools of economic thought.

Bubbles in land markets can be identified during the boom phase, if not predicted
beforehand. Certain variables influence asset cycles: the acceleration of private debt used to
purchase assets, the degree of private expropriation of economic rent, extensive and
deleterious growth in the FIRE sector, and a multitude of pervasive psychological biases that
are the root source of irrational lender and borrower behaviour. Today’s financial system
shares disquieting similarities to those conditions present before the onset of the 1890s and
1930s depressions. The downturn of the 1930s is typically called the ‘Great Depression’, but
the 1890s depression was relatively worse, caused by the devastating collapse of inflated
capital city land markets. The modern financial sector has fuelled yet another land market
bubble, amplifying financial instability, which may lead to another economic downturn. As
Mark Twain was reputed to have said, “History does not repeat itself, but it rhymes.”

Throughout history and in recent times, a regular boom-bust pattern has repeated with
astonishing regularity in international land markets, meaning Australia is not immune to the
forces of correction and will eventually succumb to falling housing and land prices. High
population growth and deleveraging of the staggering private debt stock will probably cause
a large decline in gross domestic product per capita and gross domestic income. The
neoliberal agenda of deregulation, privatisation and liberalisation since the end of social
democracy in the 1970s has allowed the financial sector to lend freely. The dire
consequence has been the rise in the unconsolidated household debt to GDP ratio from 46
to a record 111 per cent between 1993 and 2010, lifting residential land prices far beyond
economic fundamentals.

Economic commentators predictably claim housing price inflation is caused by ‘fundamental’
factors, for instance, a housing shortage, high population growth, demographic change,
falling nominal interest rates, a low rate of inflation, regulated land supply and foreign
investment, but the primary causes are debt-financed speculation and a taxation system
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rewarding speculators. Price movements cannot be explained by supply and demand factors
because both the nominal rent to inflation and rent to income ratios have remained steady
over the course of the housing boom. Furthermore, the supply of housing has generally kept
pace with population growth. Depending on the measure of housing valuation, real housing
prices may fall between 30 to 50 per cent across the capital cities, devastating the economy
and rendering Australia’s financial sector insolvent.

The prevailing low rate of inflation means the bursting of the residential land market bubble
may cause both debt and general price deflation, amplified by spiraling bankruptcies, rising
unemployment and debt deleveraging. Without large scale debt restructuring, deleveraging
could take decades, consistently depressing aggregate demand due to the lost appetite for
debt. Compounding debt deflation is the forthcoming end to the largest mining boom since
the mid-19th century gold rushes, as China’s appetite for Australia’s resource commodities
diminishes. The household sector has benefited from a record terms of trade and strong
income growth, but the mining downturn will abruptly reverse these gains. Manufacturing
activity and other tradeables sectors continue to be harmed by the high real effective
exchange rate and diversion of human resources and capital, hollowing out the economy
(‘Dutch Disease’).

Neoliberal ‘reform’ has entrenched the power, profit and authority of private monopolists,
usurers, speculators, free riders, financial robber barons, inheritors and the indolent rich,
while regressively subjecting low and middle income earners to increased market discipline.
The progressive social welfare state has been transformed back into a conservative nanny
state, tasked with protecting the masters of the system of public subsidy, private profit. The
rentier class feasts on a daily banquet of privatised economic rents enforced by state policy,
while business and labour are smothered under a mountain of inefficient and inequitable
taxes resulting in greater unemployment, lower wages and disposable incomes, and higher
prices for goods and services. Critical reforms must reverse the damaging outcomes
generated by neoliberal policy and the servile class of economists supporting it. Private
capture of economic rent must be prohibited or severely curtailed to prevent a recurrence
of another bubble in Australia’s land market, ensuring a more efficient, stable and
productive economy run in the national interest.
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Introduction
It is difficult to find someone who hasn’t been taught from an early age that there are few
safer investments than residential property. Bricks and mortar are the foundation of the
‘great Australian Dream’. Australia’s affinity for housing means it generates fiercer emotion
than even religion or sport. For most, other than perhaps the wealthy, a home is by far the
largest investment asset they will ever purchase. In Australia, the ‘lucky country’, property is
as revered and iconic as kangaroos and the backyard BBQ. Perhaps even more so than other
developed economies, one’s status in Australia is largely defined by the lavishness and
location of the primary residence.

For much of the last twenty years, housing has lived up to its reputation as a risk-free and
high-gain asset. It is quite common for relatively low-paid Australians to have one, or even
two investment properties, alongside their primary residence outfitted with a swathe of
luxury items like plasma TVs and swimming pools. Property remains a coveted asset, but can
now be purchased without a deposit; the rest borrowed from banks, keen to boost shortterm profits by lending on this ‘safe’ asset class. The largest and most important investment
decision made during a common person’s life is not even financed with their own money,
and unlike most other purchases, property tends to be bought with only a small deposit and
a very large portion of borrowed credit. Leveraged property purchases are encouraged by
generous taxation policies. Relative to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Australians have
accumulated a greater household debt burden than the United States before their housing
market collapsed, causing the world economy to slump into the 2008 Global Financial Crisis
(GFC).

The majority of global housing markets corrected after the GFC, some with great ferocity,
but Australia’s continued to boom, especially in Sydney and Melbourne. The resilience of
the domestic market is attributable to a cabal of vested interests: highly leveraged banks,
the real estate and developer lobbies, media companies reliant on property advertising
revenue, federal and state governments supporting the banking sector and housing markets
with public funds, and of course, home owners and investors who reason that steep housing
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price inflation improves their financial wellbeing. Almost everyone insists the music play a
little longer, for they dream of escaping the drudgery of wage labour and achieving the
coveted property baron status (the ‘landed gentry’). Australia has one of the world’s most
expensive housing markets, but unlike a football game or an Olympic gold medal tally, the
public should feel shame, rather than pride, in achieving this feat.

Residential property is so highly leveraged that even a small fall in its value could have
disastrous consequences, placing heavily-geared owners in the dreaded position of negative
equity. Falling prices and credit defaults can reverberate throughout the economy, leading
to a recession or worse. After all, a real estate slump drove other wealthy economies into a
major downturn during the 2000s, not the other way around. Many can remember the stock
market mania during the late 1990s, popularly known as the Dot-Com bubble. Several years
of rapid price gains led to irrational commentary about the ‘new’ and ‘weightless’ economy,
until it became the ‘tech wreck’. It was a bubble driven by rampant speculation, with
investors deceived into believing stock prices were going to rise indefinitely.

A day scarcely goes by without fresh news of another country facing trouble in the banking
sector, experiencing an economic implosion, rising unemployment or political uproar.
Collapsing housing markets have devastated once vibrant and growing economies.
Compared to countries that now resemble wealthy banana republics, Australia appears to
have escaped the ravages of the GFC. With this in recent memory, many wonder if the same
is true of Australia’s residential property market: will housing prices continue to double
every seven to ten years, creating the means through ever-rising equity to simultaneously
fuel consumption and the purchase of additional investment assets? Or will prices revert to
mean, reducing the wealth and living standards of most Australians, and forcing fire sales by
those paying off homes and investment properties?

Australian housing prices have departed from their fundamental connection to rents and
incomes, facilitated by banks willing to lend on very generous terms and the improper
taxation of housing. The GFC led banks to drastically curtail business lending, causing
hardship for thousands of small businesses and farmers, but they showed no such caution
when it came to mortgages. Even during the depths of the crisis, borrowers were extended
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90 percent of a property’s sale price by the Big Four banks, second-tier lenders and nonbanking financial institutions. An orgy of imprudent lending has exposed the Australian
housing market and the banking sector to significant threats posed by a residential
mortgage book valued at more than $1.3 trillion, with minimal capital held in reserve to
withstand losses. Financier irrational exuberance has established a higher threshold for risk,
leading some lenders to offer 40 year loans with 125 per cent loan to value ratios if backed
by a parental guarantee.

The everyday taxpayer stands behind the entire financial system and severe losses are
possible in the event of a major crisis. Numerous protections, bailouts, bail-ins, guarantees,
subsidies and inducements allow the banks to continue lending with abandon, while
executive incomes and shareholder returns skyrocket. Naked avarice drives management to
lend enormous amounts of bank credit to homebuyers, causing prices to diverge
significantly from rents, incomes, GDP and inflation. In effect, bank lending has turned the
local housing market into a ‘Ponzi’ or pyramid scheme, where assets are purchased for the
expected capital gain rather than rental income generated, leading to a succession of
greater fools willing to bid property prices upwards. This pricing effect is multiplied across
the entire housing stock, raising euphoric investor expectations in a circular loop.

Many Australians believe rising housing prices are essential to improving standards of living
and economic growth, but the reverse is true. Housing bubbles drain resources from the
productive industrial economy because capital flows into zero-sum speculation that does
not enhance productivity. The finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE) sector is the real
beneficiary of unrestrained private credit growth causing recurring asset bubbles in both the
stock and real estate markets, aided and abetted by neoliberal or economic ‘rationalist’
policies over the last several decades. Australia is at the tail end of its latest real estate
bubble which first began developing in the mid-1990s. The economy is beset with numerous
problems, but these are disguised by low unemployment and rising incomes that generally
occur alongside a credit boom. Seldom do participants in the housing market look closely at
the fault lines crisscrossing the nation that are soon to widen, horrifying a generation who
thought their homes were safe. The financial capitalism of today has imposed a short-term
outlook on the public who are oblivious to the dark history of the real estate and financial
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markets. The vested interests in Australia do not want this history taught because its lessons
are stark.

This book is an attempt to broaden the debate beyond the dominant economic paradigm,
applying heterodox theories to better understand lessons from history as they relate to the
Australian property market. As the old maxim goes, those who know the past understand
the present; those who understand the present can predict the future. By delving into the
country’s rich historical record, identifiable patterns can be observed in the dynamics of
boom-bust cycles that have occurred in both the real estate and financial markets. Having
arrived at the precipice of the largest land market bubble on record, the unfolding of future
events will make it clear there is so much to be done, and yet, so much to be undone.
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Part 1: Australia’s Three Depressions
Analysis of the conditions prevailing before the onset of Australia’s three previous economic
depressions is a fruitful exercise, despite the differences in the developmental and
economic state of the nation during these periods. Following the establishment of the
colony of New South Wales as a penal settlement in 1788, economic activity later flourished
in the face of a pastoral boom during the early 1830s due, in part, to a rise in wool prices.
Between 1825 and 1859, colonies were established in Queensland, Victoria, Tasmania,
South Australia and West Australia.1 A small but growing population helped to establish the
future capital cities and an economy highly dependent on exports of sheep/wool, grains and
gold took hold. By the late 1800s, Australia was still a colonial nation undergoing the initial
stages of wide-scale urbanisation and had experienced a golden age of prosperity of
decades-long low unemployment and rising incomes, culminating in the world’s highest real
GDP per capita in 1890.2 The nation was undergoing rapid population growth but had not
yet federated (1901), remaining a collective of six colonies that were heavily reliant on an
export-led economy. By contrast, the federated Australia of the 1930s was more urbanised
and industrialised, developing into a mature economy that allowed for greater government
intervention to mitigate economic downturns.

The manufacturing sector had also begun to play a greater role in economic output amid the
development of commercial and administrative centres, assisted by road and rail
infrastructure. The rate of population growth during the ‘Roaring Twenties’ was lower than
in the late 19th century, and combined with the economic devastation of the 1890s
depression and Australia’s involvement in WW1, real GDP growth was weaker in the lead up
to the 1930s depression.3 Despite these differences, both depressions share a number of
similarities that suggest the possibility of common causal factors. For instance, both periods
had a free banking system without a central bank of last resort, over-dependence on
agricultural and mining exports, including foreign capital for investment, and lending for
1

Broomhill (2008: 13).

2

Whitwell et al. (1997: 380).

3

McLean (2004: 341).
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speculation in commercial land and stock markets, fuelled by easy credit and rising leverage.
Jack Lang, the ALP Premier of NSW during the early years of the 1930s depression, wrote in
his memoirs of his belief that real estate lending in the late 1800s and 1920s was a primary
cause of both depressions:

During my lifetime, I have been through two great depressions. The first was the Big
Bank Smash of 1893. The second was the Great Depression of 1929-32 ... after both
there were pledges that they could never happen again. ... the events leading up to
[both] were so similar ... First came the Great Boom ... The State debt appeared to
have no limits ... But biggest of all was the Land Boom. It was a new kind of gold
fever ... Everyone wanted to own land. There were fabulous stories of fortunes
made buying and selling land. At the same time, builders were pushing up all kinds
of structures ... Fancy prices were obtained for these dwellings from home-hungry
families. So prices went up and up. To finance these land sales and building projects,
a large number of building societies were established ... The societies worried little
about costs or valuations. They had the money to lend, and out it went. The private
banks found themselves in competition with these societies, so joined in the mad
scramble to provide accommodation. Borrowers didn't worry much about their
prospects of paying back the loans. They believed that the Boom was bound to last.
Boom, Borrow and Bust ... First a number of the Land and Finance companies failed.
Depositors lost their money, and those building homes were unable to complete
them. Of course there were the usual promises that the banking system would be
reformed.4

There is evidence to support Lang’s views that severe economic downturns follow frenzied
real estate and stock market speculation, driven by financier and investor greed.
Throughout history, the collapse of asset markets have caused financial and political turmoil,
alongside significant wealth destruction, higher unemployment, falling profits and reduced
economic growth. Financial crises also coincide with illiquid or under-capitalised bank
balance sheets, especially if they rely on foreign capital for domestic lending, as access to
the world’s capital markets often becomes constrained during serious economic downturns.

4

Boughton and West (2009).
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Economic historian Barrie Dyster notes “There have been three great depressions in
Australia-in the 1840s, the 1890s and the 1930s. Most people know that there was a
depression in the 1930s, and as we pass through the 1990s there are spasmodic reminders
of the 1890s.”5 Before examining Australia’s three depressions in further detail, it is
important to accurately define what a depression is. Economists typically define a recession
as two consecutive quarters of falling GDP or negative growth, although there is no widely
accepted definition of what constitutes a depression. The economic literature suggests two
primary criteria for distinguishing a depression from a recession: a decline in real GDP
greater than 10 per cent and/or a decline in real GDP that lasts for more than three years.6

Other characteristics of economic depressions include high and extended unemployment,
constrained consumer demand, a spike in credit defaults, widespread bankruptcies, financial
crises, banking failures, broad declines in income, currency devaluation and/or highly
volatile fluctuations in the currency, a deflationary general price level (a general decline in
the prices of goods and services), a sinking stock market, sovereign defaults, and
significantly reduced trade and commerce, particularly internationally.7 A depression is not
simply an extended recession, as recessions are not typically associated with price deflation,
financial crises, bank failures and credit rationing. These factors, however, are not always
present and depressions may also be marked by stagflation or occur without the failure of
5

Dyster (1993: 589).

6

The Economist (2008). Fisher and Kent (1991: 1) also define an economic depression based on the

fall in real GDP and decline in the terms-of-trade. The 1890s depression in Australian meets both
criteria, while the 1930s depression only meets the first criterion of a fall in GDP greater than 10 per
cent.
7

Bernanke (2002; 2004a). Borensztein and Panizza (2008: 5) note that throughout history sovereign

defaults have occurred on numerous occasions in sovereign bonds, bank loans and supplier’s credit.
Bernanke (2002) states “Deflation is defined as a general decline in prices, with emphasis on the
word ‘general.’ ... Deflation per se occurs only when price declines are so widespread that broadbased indexes of prices, such as the consumer price index, register ongoing declines... The sources of
deflation are not a mystery. Deflation is in almost all cases a side effect of a collapse of aggregate
demand—a drop in spending so severe that producers must cut prices on an ongoing basis in order
to find buyers.”

7

major financial institutions. For the purposes of this book, the technical definition used for
an economic depression is a fall in real GDP of more than 10 per cent and/or a decline in
real GDP lasting more than 3 years.

8

1.1 Australia’s First Depression: 1840 - 1845
Although there is little data available regarding Australia’s earliest recorded economic
depression from 1840 to 1845, this period is noteworthy given the enormity of the
collapse.8 At the time, all of the colonies were structured around export activities, primarily
wool production and meeting the needs of British manufacturing, as these foreign markets
sought imports from newly established colonies as a replacement to European imports. In
the late 1830s, Australia’s dependence on the British market was evident, however, when
demand for wool fell dramatically and caused the collapse of the ‘wool boom’.9 Australia’s
first trading bank, the privately owned Bank of New South Wales, was established by the
colony’s governor in 1816, but had experienced three liquidity crises within its first 11 years
of operation, during 1821, 1826 and 1828. It only remained functional during the latter two
crises due to emergency loans provided by the NSW governor, which came with strict
caveats concerning strengthening capital reserves and colonial administration oversight of
the bank (interest was not charged). 10

The 1826 liquidity crisis was a consequence of a sharp rise in loans by the Bank of NSW,
which had risen from £23,577 in 1820 to a peak of £95,408 in 1826 on the back of rapid
population growth, a steep rise in the price of agricultural stock and pastoral expansion.
Increasing competition and a shortage of currency compounded these problems and the
bank eventually asked for a loan of £20,000 to remain solvent. Governor Darling agreed but
imposed several conditions: appointed directors to the board, reduced volume of weekly
bank lending, full repayment of capital within a prescribed time frame and no payment of
dividends to shareholders. The loan was repaid by January 1827. 11 Liquidity problems
experienced by the bank of NSW in 1828 related to the colony’s slide into recession in 1827
and the lack of public confidence stemming from conflict between bank management and
shareholders. A run on the bank in late 1828 led to a further request for colonial
8
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11
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government assistance; the bank was granted funding once more due to concerns over the
possible worsening of economic conditions caused by a sudden failure. Support was subject
to the winding up of the bank within a year, a gradual reduction in lending, no dividend
payments until the loan was repaid, bank bills were to be taken as security against the loan
and a government director appointed. The loan was eventually repaid in May of 1829, but
the bank refused to be wound up. The governor eventually relented and allowed it to
continue trading.12

The first savings bank in Australia was established in 1819 – the New South Wales Savings
Bank – later to be replaced with the Savings Bank of NSW in 1832. The colonial
administration was heavily involved in the running of the bank and it generally experienced
greater stability than trading banks, although a bank run occurred in May of 1843 when
rumours spread that its securities were worthless. The government responded to these
concerns by confirming the bank’s solvency and providing a £50,000 government guarantee
over trustees’ borrowings. A number of other government-controlled savings banks were
established in other Australian colonies between 1835 and 1865, with private initiatives
supplanted by government institutions over time.13

During the late 1830s, investor euphoria developed for land market speculation, centred in
the capital cities, particularly Sydney and Melbourne. Reforms by the British parliament in
the 1830s had allowed joint-stock banks to open across England, with newly incorporated
banks dealing directly with the Australian colonies, such as the Bank of Australasia (1833),
the Bank of South Australia (1836) and the Union Bank of Australia (1837). Colonial land
markets were in their infancy during the early 1830s, with governors granting plots of free
land in an arbitrary and discriminatory manner, later giving way to public auctions to raise
revenue and the establishment of sale prices for lots. Double digit interest rates in Australia
attracted international capital seeking a higher yield than was available in England. These
factors paved the way for foreign financing of Australia’s first recorded real estate cycle.
Speculation was particularly intense between 1838 and 1840, leading to a rapid rise in the
12
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13
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value of stock and land as foreign (British) capital flowed into Australia, with lending
outpacing deposit growth. Large capital inflows encouraged the importation of luxury goods
well in excess of export growth. Rampant speculation in the land market resulted in
exorbitant prices being paid for city and town blocks, especially at public auctions where
alcohol was used to encourage exuberant bidding:

The favoured commodity for capital gains was real estate. The human and the
animal populations of the colonies grew fast, so how could demand falter? Little
more than a year after the founding of Adelaide in December 1836 prices had
soared; land companies and building companies were creating the pattern of tight
subdivision which still typifies inner suburban Adelaide. A land rush occurred as well
in the infant settlements in New Zealand. By 1839 and 1840 more and more
subdivisions were advertised around Sydney, sometimes with grandiloquent names
like Albert Town, Bourke Town and Gipps Town, and sold at champagne auctions
where free alcohol energised serious bidders. The most experienced men in New
South Wales filled their portfolios with town lots in such budding metropolises as
Marulan and Broulee, and other town sites were offered for sale, complete with
street signs and with cemeteries divided among the various denominations, that
have not been built upon even today. The greatest interest of all was shown in
Melbourne, which investors believed would become a great city at the centre of the
richest region in Australia. Capitalists in Tasmania and in Sydney drew on the credit
of their British backers to snap up lots in and around the town. The gentlemanly
overlander, C.H. Ebden, had paid £150 for an acre and a half at one of the first sales;
at an auction in 1839 he sold it for £9,280, and then went back into the market to
buy. Dr Charles Nicholson of Sydney, perhaps the most consistently successful
investor throughout nineteenth-century Australia, was prepared to pay £712 for 23
acres beside the Yarra in April 1840 which the previous owner had bought from the
Crown for £154 only eleven months earlier. In June 1840 a single Crown land auction
in Melbourne raised £105,000 (a skilled tradesman earned about £100 a year). In the
next few days purchasers wondered if they had gone too far. They noticed, too, that
men deeply in debt to them had spent at the auction as heedlessly as they had
themselves.14
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Residential and commercial land and property data are not available for the early 19 th
century, as real estate sales and Valuer General offices had not yet been established.
Without such data, it is difficult to determine the trends in the land and real estate markets.
Fortunately, a suitable proxy can be established via public land sales statistics. These sales
are a convenient proxy for determining the trends in the land market because governments
were often the single largest land owners in colonial times, selling to the public to raise
revenue. When investors became enthralled by manic speculation during the boom phase of
a land market cycle, they would purchase enormous amounts of public land for speculative
purposes, hoping to realise windfall gains in the future. Economist Phillip Anderson has
documented the historical trends in the United States land market from 1800 onwards using
this approach.15 Dyster continues:

Colonial businessmen, charged with realising and remitting profit on the imports and
avid for a share of the rewards, concentrated more than before on equally liquid
activities like money-lending and land-buying, crowding out from investment sectors
where profit came more slowly. This was a ‘rational’ response to the inflated cost of
imported capital. Once it was evident that they were responsible for capital whose
value had been vastly overestimated it became clearer than it might have been that
the prices of those assets (like debt or land) which had swallowed the funds were
themselves grandiose illusions; as they foreclosed or sold, and prices spiralled
downwards, the capital devalued further. Because of a crisis, then, in the economies
where capital circulated in greatest quantities (Britain and the United States), capital
became for the five following years plentiful but expensive for such a small, open,
productive and apparently affluent consumer economy as Australia was. Short-term
speculative investment became a more and more plausible, even irresistible, option
the longer these conditions persisted.16

Investors believed that prices would always rise, taking on an increasing amount of bank
credit to fund more purchases. Land bought by investors would often sit vacant and remain
15
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16
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undeveloped on the premise another investor would always be willing to commit a larger
sum of wages and private debt to purchase property. Eventually, investors became so
indebted that the rate of land sales slowed and finally collapsed as the public realised the
extent of their speculative folly. Land sales would often crash to a level equal to or below
the pre-boom phase as investors rapidly became bankrupt, banks were rendered insolvent
and the economy fell into depression. A record of early public land sales exists for the states
of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania. As the most
settled and populous state, New South Wales experienced the largest boom in land sales. In
1832, 20,861 acres were sold, quickly rising eighteen-fold to a peak of 389,547 acres in 1836.
Public land sales then rapidly collapsed to a low of 4,260 acres by 1844, a relative fall of 99
per cent. 17

Figure 1.1.1: Public Land Sales by State (Acres) 1832 - 1850
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Recorded crown land sales for New South Wales are by auction. A minor number of sales via other

means are documented between 1840 and 1850, but are excluded to maintain consistency (Butlin et
al. 1986: 34-35 - Tables B12-B13). Figure 1.1.3 combines the public land sales data for New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania.
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Figure 1.1.2: Public Land Sales by State (Acres) 1828 - 1850
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Figure 1.1.3: Five State Public Land Sales (Acres) 1837 - 1849
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Figure 1.1.4: Total Australian Colony Population 1840
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Other states had a similar experience, registering a boom in public land sales followed by a
devastating bust. New South Wales led the states as sales lifted during the early 1830s,
peaking later in 1836. The other states followed suit, with sales rising in the late 1830s,
peaking in 1839 in South Australia, and 1840 for Victoria, Western Australia and Tasmania.
By the mid-1840s, sales had hit rock bottom, along with colonial revenue. 18 The combined
five state trend in public land sales peaked at 532,942 acres in 1839, falling by 96 per cent to
18,659 acres in 1844. By 1849, the number of sales had partially recovered to 122,399 acres.
Despite Tasmania’s small size, it recorded a relatively high number of public land sales. This
apparent anomaly can be explained by Tasmania having a greater proportion of the
population relative to the other states, except for New South Wales.

A check on capital inflows occurred in 1839, as panic gripped the English money market due
to a sudden increase in the discount rate. The downturn was worsened by a fall in the price
of key exports between 1839 and 1840 (the price for sheep and wool) and a severe drought
between 1838 and 1840. Colonies were forced to import wheat which drained liquidity from
their reserves, and many pastoral borrowers were no longer able to repay loans from the
18

Treasury funds in Tasmania were so badly depleted during the depression that only £900

remained in December 1844 (Hartwell 1950: 193).
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proceeds of agricultural sales, particularly as many new farming stations did not provide
security for borrowings prior to 1843. The rise in the cost of credit, coupled with the
deterioration of wool growers’ ability to repay advances with the proceeds of wool and
sheep sales, caused a sudden and sharp deterioration of capital inflows and immigration.
Land sales fell significantly alongside a correction in real estate prices, leading to a spike in
insolvencies. This had the effect of slashing revenue and almost bankrupting some of the
colonial governments due to the simultaneous increase in expenditure. Eventually, six banks
were rendered insolvent in the early 1840s; Australia’s first ever wave of bank failures. This
included the Bank of Australia in March of 1843, although failures were relatively small and
most depositors fully recouped their funds. The Bank of Australia eventually settled its debts
and closed in July of 1851, while the Derwent Bank became another well-known casualty
when it finally closed in 1849. 19

Figure 1.1.5: Real GDP per Capita Index 1820 - 1850 (1820 = 100)
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Hundreds of businesses became insolvent and thousands of families were forced into
unemployment. Colonial governments attempted to deal with these issues through a high
intake of immigration, particularly in Tasmania, but this worsened unemployment due to an
excess supply of labour. The deflation in the price of goods and a contraction in property
19
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rents increased the difficulties of colonialists in meeting interest payments. Australia’s first
documented land market cycle is likely a major factor in causing the depression, leading to
nominal GDP falling by 31 per cent between 1840 and 1843.20 Real GDP per capita more
than doubled between 1820 and 1835, peaking in 1840 at the height of the land boom.
Economic output subsequently plummeted back to 1834 levels, falling by 22 per cent
through to 1942. Although nominal GDP fell by a greater extent, deflation in the price level
resulted in a smaller reduction in real GDP. 21 While the economy had experienced a
ferocious downturn during the early 1840s, it had promptly recovered by 1844 in real GDP
per capita terms. A gradual recovery began in 1845 as the balance of payments issue was
rectified by the large fall in imports (rather than a large increase in exports), a more
accommodative discount rate for credit and a rebound in the price of wool. 22 Australia then
underwent another economic boom, with real GDP per capita doubling during a short six
year period between 1842 and 1848.
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1.2 The Second Depression: 1892 - 1899
The era before the 1890s depression was marked by strong expansion in the Australian
economy and has been referred to by historians as the ‘First Long Boom’. Colonies quickly
recovered following the depression of the 1840s as wool exports to Britain resumed and
capital inflows returned, alongside brisk growth in the level of British non-convict
immigration. A wealthier urban middle class (‘bourgeoisie’) began to form due to extensive
trade and growing financial ties with Britain. An embryonic manufacturing sector steadily
developed, but a lack of access to British capital rendered it labour-intensive and small-scale
in nature. Consequently, there was heavy reliance on British imports of manufactured goods
but little tangible, indigenous capital formation. Australia’s relationship with England as
overlord did not hinder development though, as the colonies thrived in the decades leading
up to the 1890s depression, particularly as Britain had transformed itself into a global
financial centre by the 1870s. Further, a degree of self-governance and autonomy permitted
during the 1850s and 1860s meant colonies had some freedom to choose their form of
economic, political and social development.23

The gold rushes of the 1850s and 1860s made Australia into a major producer and exporter
of this precious metal. Australia’s world share of gold production was approximately 30 to
35 per cent between 1865 and 1875 and 18 to 26 per cent between 1880 and 1900.
Discoveries of large deposits in the 1890s resulted in large increases in the production and
export of gold from 1895.24 During the mid to late 1800s, the wool industry expanded and
became a significant economic sector. Immigration levels were relatively high and the
population increased by a factor of eight from 400,000 to 3.2 million from 1850 to 1890.25
Rapid population growth increased the demand for housing and a residential construction
boom followed, with housing supply running ahead of demand for much of the 1880s. 26
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The influx of foreign capital, an optimistic real estate investment appetite, the use of land as
loan collateral for further speculation, and fringe financiers such as pastoral companies and
land banks led to financing of increasingly marginal investments. The lowering of credit
standards caused a boom-bust cycle in the national land market, but the greatest effects
were seen in Melbourne. A financial crisis erupted as foreign capital withdrew, asset values
were written down and bank runs occurred on major financial institutions. Following the
suspension of payments for 11 banks during April and May of 1893 and the declaration of a
five day banking holiday in Victoria on 1st May 1893, the public panicked. Major financiers
attempted to restructure debt, raise capital and shift deposit terms in an attempt to survive.
A number of building societies, banks and non-banking financial institutions collapsed and
significant shareholder and depositor funds were lost.27

The economic downturn was exacerbated by a severe multi-year drought in the mid-1890s
that significantly reduced pastoral output. The terms of trade (ToT) fell by 25 per cent from
the mid-1880s to the mid-1890s and a large rise and fall in the share market also
contributed to a substantial loss of national wealth. 28 During the 1880s, the public sector
accounted for 40 per cent of all investment, funded almost entirely by British capital. Large
public debts were run up by colonial governments to fund infrastructure projects for the
mining boom of the 1890s. For instance, the public debt of NSW in 1890 was £49 million, of
which 90 per cent was sourced from British lenders. When London later became reluctant to
lend to Australia following the Barings Bank crisis of 1890, colonial governments struggled to
raise the funds needed in the face of declining tax revenues precipitated by a fall in wool
prices and falling customs revenue from lower imports.29

The ‘irrational exuberance’ of this period led to investors expecting unrealistic capital gains
on real estate investment, a primary cause of financial instability.30 This instability formed
27
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during the 1890s, caused by an unsustainable rise in the private debt to GDP ratio, lent
primarily to the non-financial business sector. Bank advances quickly outpaced the growth
in domestic deposits, leading to both stock and land market bubbles that were
turbocharged by unsustainable short-term foreign funding. Risk was amplified by a fall in
liquidity and capital ratios ahead of the crisis, meaning limited capital reserves and liquid
funds were available to withstand a steep fall in asset prices, rising impairments, and to
meet rolling liabilities. The later collapse of the banking system was almost certain following
bank runs, a rise in commercial and personal bankruptcies, loan defaults, and the rapidly
declining value of securities and collateral.

The 1890s depression was severe, as real GDP fell by 10 per cent in 1892 and another 7 per
cent in 1893. Compared to the later 1930s depression, growth was moderate and erratic, as
real GDP did not surpass the previous 1891 peak until 1899. Annual real economic growth
between 1890 and 1895 was -6.3 per cent. The growth rate of GDP per capita fell 20 per
cent during the 1890s and did not return to the heights of the late 19 th century until the
1940s. 31 Retail prices fell more than 20 per cent between 1891 and 1897, with significant
declines in house rents, comprising 40 percent of the retail index. 32 From 1891 to 1895,
Australia experienced average deflation of 4.5 per cent per annum. 33 The rate of deflation in
the 1890s was more severe and lasted longer than the 1930s. The 1890s depression was
truly devastating for common Australians, especially for those who carried significant debts
at the time of the crash.

prolonged contractions as they have in Japan over the past decade?” It is commonly accepted to
mean the presence of investor enthusiasm or mania driving asset prices to levels unsupported by
fundamentals.
31
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Figure 1.2.1: Real GDP/GDP per Capita Index: 1890s and 1930s (1891 and 1930 = 100)
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Figure 1.2.2: Retail Price Index 1890s and 1930s (1891 and 1930 = 100)
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Leading up to the depression, the gold rushes and high levels of immigration resulted in an
annual average adult population growth of 2.5 per cent during the 1860s and 1870s,
accelerating to 4 per cent in the 1880s. The population rate, however, fell steeply in the

21

1890s, decreasing to less than 2 per cent per annum by the turn of the century. 34 Population
growth averaged 3.1 per cent annually from 1871 to 1881 and 3.4 per cent from 1881 to
1891, a primary factor stimulating the high GDP growth during this period. Higher annual
average rates of population growth from 1891 to 1901 (1.7 per cent) compared to 1933 to
1947 (1 per cent) partially explains the greater fall in GDP per capita during the 1890s
depression.

A large construction boom fuelled by high immigration rates prompted an explosion of
investment in the lead up to the 1890s depression, with total investment averaging above
15 per cent of GDP for 17 consecutive years to 1891. In the swiftly expanding urban centres
of Sydney and Melbourne, building activity averaged 14 per cent of GDP from 1875 to 1891.
Private investment dominated construction activity, accounting for 60 per cent of total
investment during the 1870s and 1880s, with public investment a relatively minor 7 per cent
of GDP. Although the construction boom can be partially attributed to high population
growth, feverish construction activity continued even as population growth slowed in the
late 1880s. The rapid growth in the residential housing stock resulted in supply running
ahead of demand for much of the 1880s; a large decline in the housing stock growth rate of
-4 per cent (peak to trough) occurred from 1887 to 1900. 35

Australian trading banks were largely unregulated during the mid to late 1800s, with few
restrictions on bank activities and limited capital requirements allowing the entry of new
competitors. There was no lender of last resort (a central bank) to provide emergency
liquidity in any of the colonial capitals, for instance, to help meet depositor demands during
a bank run to prevent banking stress and eventual failure. Prudential oversight was minimal
and progressive legislation that restricted certain types of lending, such as the appetite for
real estate, was relaxed. In particular, the ‘real bills doctrine’ prohibiting property being
used as loan collateral was overturned, in addition to rules governing debt to capital
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ratios.36 New banks competed for deposits and loans with greater risk, spurring the larger
established banks to follow suit. 37

Total debt to nominal GDP rapidly increased from less than 40 per cent in 1880 to 70 per
cent in 1892. The vast majority of private credit growth during the late 1800s was extended
to the business sector, not households. Household debt remained a mere 1 to 3 per cent of
nominal GDP from 1861 to 1925. From 1861 to 1893, business debt increased from 27 to 70
per cent. These trends had reversed by the turn of the century as total private debt
comprised less than 39 per cent of GDP in 1902. The credit boom in the lead up to the 1890s
depression was amplified by lending from building societies, land and fringe banks and
finance companies. In the early 1880s, 26 trading banks controlled nearly 90 per cent of
financial system assets, but intense competition from non-banking financial institutions
lifted their share of total financial assets from 12 to 21 per cent between 1885 and 1892. By
early 1893, 23 trading banks only controlled 70 per cent of financial system assets. The focus
of non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) on financing property speculation led to major
banks lowering their lending standards and rapidly expanding their branch network in
response.38

Competition between bank and non-bank lenders resulted in total assets of financial
institutions rising from £93 million to £235 million during this period, with the assets of
trading banks alone rising from £84 million to £152 million. 39 Alongside the rapidly
escalating stock of private debt, the number of bank branches expanded strongly during the
1880s, rising from approximately 800 in the late 1870s to a peak of 1,534 in 1892. During
the depression, branch numbers fell to 1,235 (1896) and experienced subdued growth
thereafter. The risk in rapidly increasing bank branches is the possible loss of control over
internal lending processes and behaviours. Banks in crisis in 1893 had added, on average, 53
branches to their networks (annualised 6.4 per cent growth from 1880 to 1891), while those
36
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not suspending payment had only increased their average number of branches by 21
(annualised 4.9 per cent growth over the same period). A lack of suitably qualified banking
staff with local experience may have aggravated the problem, as the rate of growth in
Victorian banking employees was double the rate of all other sectors in the ten years to
1891. It is arguable the steep rise in asset growth is also related to financial instability;
between 1880 and 1891, the average growth in assets for failed banks was £4.4 million,
while the average for those surviving the banking crisis was £2.6 million.40

Table 1.2.1: Assets of Financial Institutions 1861 - 194141
Percent of Financial System Assets

Year

Building
Societies

Pastoral
Finance
Companies

Managed

Trustee

Savings

Trading

Funds

Companies

Banks

Banks

1861

-

-

-

-

5.8

94.2

1881

-

-

-

-

10.1

89.9

1886

6.3

11.3

5.6

-

6.9

69.9

1891

10.3

11.3

6.2

-

6.8

65.4

1896

2.9

13.1

9.9

-

11.1

63.0

1901

1.8

10.6

12.2

9.1

14.6

51.8

1911

1.5

7.1

13.2

12.2

19.1

47.0

1921

1.1

3.8

12.6

13.0

23.4

46.0

1931

1.3

3.5

16.3

18.4

21.7

38.7

1941

1.7

2.9

19.4

18.5

20.5

37.0

Bank lending was gradually used for speculative purposes, including loans to land finance
companies and individual investors in the real estate and stock markets. Speculation
40
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depressions throughout history. Confounding variables such as the rapidity of branch network
growth and the commonplace ‘unit banking’ in other jurisdictions, a far less common banking
feature in Australia, may partially explain this discrepancy.
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centred primarily in the commercial land market as banks were more willing to lend to firms
and investors than home owners. The general population was an unacceptable risk, due to
their relative poverty, insecure employment conditions, and the lack of social welfare to
sustain household cash flows. Banks held a declining level of liquid reserves against deposits
and a larger proportion of their loan portfolios were concentrated in high risk assets. As a
percentage of GDP, the total debt stock accumulated in the 1890s was greater than the
1930s. In the lead up to the 1890s depression, the increase in non-financial business sector
debt (rather than household borrowings) was responsible for the sharp rise in the private
debt to GDP ratio.

Figure 1.2.3: Private Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1861 - 1940
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The fall in the private debt to GDP ratio after the mid-1890s depressed investment. From
1893 to 1899, debt fell 26.2 percentage points from its peak, measured by the ratio of bank
loans and advances to nominal GDP. Private investment expenditure fell from over 10 per
cent of GDP in the 1880s to around 5 per cent in the late 1890s.42 The market share gained
by NBFIs peaked at 21 per cent of total financial assets in 1892, before falling to around 10
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Fisher and Kent (1999: 20); Kent (2011: 128 - Table 2). Five-year centred moving average for

private investment expenditure.
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per cent by the turn of the century. NBFIs did not experience a recovery in market share for
decades, remaining at around 5 per cent during the 1930s and 1940s. 43

Irrational exuberance existed in Australia before the bank crisis of 1893, particularly in
Melbourne, with people describing how easily money was obtained from banks and
invested in the land market and related securities in a competitive manner. As vacant land
does not yield income and presupposes a profit based on expected future capital gain,
rampant speculation became a primary investor strategy and motivating factor.44 Long-term
interest rates were accommodative (relatively low) at around 4 per cent during the 1880s
and early 1890s. During the latter half of the 1890s, interest rates dropped to around 3 per
cent.45 Irrational exuberance was also a feature of the stock market during the 1880s,
particularly on the Melbourne bourse. From a nominal trough in 1879, the All Ordinaries
index rose 150 per cent to its peak in 1889, before experiencing a fall of 32.4 per cent during
the 1890s depression (1889 to 1893).46

Although comprehensive data on commercial land prices are not available, indicators of
rampant speculation (centred in Melbourne) include the sizeable stock of debt extended to
the non-financial business sector and the large proportion advanced for real estate loans
and pastoral securities. From 1890 to 1892, 20 per cent of all bank advances were real
estate loans and 67 per cent were backed by pastoral securities. Business bankruptcies and
loan defaults accelerated as the market value of property and securities fell in the late

43

Fisher and Kent (1999: 8-9 - Figure 5, 33).

44

Hickson and Turner (2002: 160).

45

Stapledon (2012a: 309).

46

Keen (2011a) notes there were large falls in the price of banks shares during the 1890s depression.

Bank shares increased by 75 per cent in real terms from 1886 to 1891 on the back of speculative
lending, but experienced a 50 per cent fall in only six months during 1893 as land prices deflated.
The history of the stock market in Australia began in the latter half of the 1800s. Between 1860 and
1890, six stock exchanges were established in Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth and
Sydney. Vamplew (1987: 241) provides long-term share price indexes and dividend yields for 1875 to
1985.
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1880s. 47 Between 1880 and 1892, the weighted net annual rate of return on land
(compounded) was 34.6 per cent, peaking at 78.3 per cent in 1887.48 The average net
annual rate of return was consistently high across most regions of suburban Melbourne,
ranging from 28.6 per cent in the south-east up to 45.2 per cent in the north-west,
indicating the land boom was not localised to any particular suburb. Between 1880 and
1892, investors in Melbourne held their property for 3.7 years on average before realising a
sale. After 1884, many investors bought land purely for the purpose of lot sub-division (14
per cent of sampled observations). Allotments in preferred and populous suburbs were
keenly sought due to investor expectations of ongoing price increases, allowing them to flip
the property later for a quick profit.

Some of the greatest gains in Melbourne land prices were in a six to seven mile radius from
the CBD. The reason was that many investors were purchasing semi-rural land on the
assumption of a future change in land use gifting them a large windfall. The average rate of
return for acreage was greatest for those parcels sized between 50 to 100 acres, with a
return of around 40 per cent a year. Returns on land (by year of sale) did not become
negative in Melbourne until 1892, when lots and acreage experienced a net annual rate of
return of -4.5 per cent and -9.8 per cent, respectively. Except for 1881, 1884 and 1891, land
returns were well above rates on deposits, overdrafts and commercial paper, and even
above yields on speculative gold mining companies. This demonstrates land investment was
a highly profitable venture between 1880 and 1888, after which time land values and sales
fell dramatically, and land forfeitures began to rise. 49 Average land prices in Sydney were
estimated to have increased 80 per cent between 1880 and 1884. There are anecdotal
reports of Melbournian city blocks almost doubling in value within months during 1887,
with the peak of the land boom in Melbourne occurring a year later in 1888.50

47

Hickson and Turner (2002: 159).

48

Fisher and Kent (1999: 22); Silberberg (1975: 206); Simon (2003: 21). Nominal terms.

49

Silberberg (1975: 203-217).

50

Fisher and Kent (1999: 22).
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Table 1.2.2: Melbourne Land Average Rate of Return 1880 - 189251
Melbourne Land Average Rate of Return 1880 – 1892
Acres
Purchased

Sector

and Sold1

Total Value

Average Price

(£)2

Per Acre (£)

Average

Average Net

Investment

Annual Rate of

Period (Mths)

Return (%)

East

3,627

350,421

96.6

41.0

34.7

North

4,028

566,118

104.5

56.5

35.1

Northwest

549

79,954

145.6

31.2

45.2

Southeast

1,402

419,047

298.9

40.5

28.6

West

1,877

145,000

72.3

36.3

35.1

Total

11,483

1,560,540

-

-

-

-

-

135.9

43.8

34.6

Weighted
Average

Average Rate of Return by Land Category 1880 - 1892
Average Investment Period
(Months)
Year of Sale

Lot Sub-

Acreage

Division3

51

Average Net Rate of Return (%)
Lot SubDivision

Acreage

1880

-

-

-

-

1881

-

13.5

-

4.1

1882

-

10.4

-

49.7

1883

-

8.4

-

41.4

1884

-

24.5

-

10.0

1885

72.9

29.4

55.8

44.7

1886

42.0

27.8

38.2

54.3

1887

34.6

38.7

94.8

61.8

1888

-

46.8

-

38.4

1889

45.2

61.8

24.3

32.0

1890

-

60.8

-

18.2

1891

-

23.8

-

8.4

1892

89.7

76.6

-4.5

-9.8

Silberberg (1975: 207-208, 210, 212, 214, 216 – Tables I-VII).
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Weighted Average

55.7

42.5

40.7

33.6

Annual Rate of Return (A) and Investment Period (B) 1880 - 18924
Distance
From CBD

East

North

Northwest

Southeast

West

All sectors

(Miles)
A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

4-5

37

20

29

68

12

108

18

107

48

17

33

45

5-6

23

45

44

45

45

38

24

41

62

86

34

44

6-7

46

69

40

50

66

26

36

34

27

38

39

41

7-8

36

28

7

85

4

12

31

87

9

11

27

38

Acreage Size and Rate of Return 1880 - 1892 (%)
Distance From

5 - 10

10 - 20

20 - 50

50 - 100

100+

4-5

29

23

26

61

-

5-6

27

43

9

48

-

6-7

60

41

38

25

34

7-8

9

18

48

42

17

Weighted Average

38

38

29

40

24

CBD (Miles)

Average Rate of Returns by Year of Sale 1880 - 18925
Average

Average

Investment

Net Rate of

Period (Mths)

Return (%)

-

-

-

6,200

68.9

13.5

4.1

-

17,326

39.8

10.4

49.7

98

-

7,340

74.9

8.4

41.4

1884

510

-

54,356

106.6

24.5

10.0

1885

395

-

65,751

166.5

36.7

46.5

1886

208

-

41,620

200.1

31.3

50.3

1887

313

-

93,531

298.8

36.7

78.3

1888

780

-

238,152

305.3

46.8

38.4

1889

334

-

111,902

335.0

58.0

30.2

1890

1,699

-

262,535

154.5

60.8

18.2

Year of

Acres

Sale

Sold

1880

-

1881

Forfeited

Total

Average Price

Value (£)

Per Acre (£)

-

-

90

-

1882

435

1883

Land
(Acres)

29

1891

42

41

29,370

699.3

23.8

8.4

1892

15

742

9,750

650.0

83.2

-7.1

4,919

783

937,833

-

-

-

-

-

-

190.7

43.8

34.6

Total
Weighted
Average

Average Rate of Returns by Year of Purchase 1880 - 1892
Average

Average Net

Investment

Rate of

Period (Mths)

Return (%)

16.3

89.1

21.4

11,546

36.4

40.8

46.2

1,160

42,052

36.2

41.8

33.6

1883

671

68,540

102.2

57.1

33.4

1884

512

58,547

114.4

49.5

65.5

1885

342

64,593

188.9

23.9

47.2

1886

376

65,798

175.2

41.7

43.4

1887

458

75,173

164.1

19.5

43.3

1888

1,170

194,036

165.8

33.7

-3.9

1889

48

17,837

371.6

18.3

-9.1

1890

-

-

-

-

-

1891

-

-

-

-

-

1892

-

-

-

-

-

6,564

622,707

-

-

-

-

-

94.9

43.8

34.6

Acres

Total Value

Average Price

Purchased

(£)

Per Acre (£)

1880

1,510

24,585

1881

317

1882

Year of Sale

Total
Weighted
Average

Average Rate of Return: Melbourne Land Investment Versus Interest Rates/Market
Yields 1881 - 18916
Average Rate

Trading Bank

of Return on

Deposit Rate

Urban Land

(12 Month

(%)

Deposit %)

1881

4.1

1882

49.7

Year

Commercial

Trading Bank

Paper Rate

Overdraft

(90 Days %)

Rate (%)

3.5

5.5

7.0

27.9

4.8

6.3

8.0

29.8

30

Mining Stock
Yields (%)

1883

41.4

6.0

7.0

9.0

31.8

1884

10.0

5.3

6.5

9.0

31.2

1885

46.5

5.0

6.5

9.0

33.7

1886

50.3

5.5

7.3

9.0

25.9

1887

78.3

4.5

7.0

8.5

31.2

1888

38.4

5.0

7.0

8.5

27.2

1889

30.2

5.0

7.0

9.0

26.7

1890

18.2

4.0

7.0

9.0

6.2

1891

8.4

5.0

7.3

8.5

11.8

Table notes

1

Does not include the number of acres involved in lot sub-division or forfeited land. From

the total of 11,483 acres purchased and resold, 6,564 acres represented purchased acreage
and 4,919 acres were resold as complete estates or in large blocks.

2

The total only refers to the value of land bought and resold as entire estates or as large

blocks.

3

Advertising was normally required to sell land in lots. A lot subdivider was not required to

provide public utilities under law, meaning the price of lots were unlikely to significantly
differ from other categories of land.

4

A = average rate of return (%); B = average investment period (months).

5

The totals for ‘Acres sold’ and ‘Total value (£)’ refers only to land bought and resold as

large blocks or in whole i.e. excluding the value of acreage involved in allotment sales.

6

Arithmetic averages for bank deposits, commercial paper and overdraft rates. Yields on

mining stocks use the share value in the middle of September for Victorian gold-mining
companies only. Estimated rates of return on land are not directly comparable to rates of
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return on mining investment because the latter relates to current yields while the former
relates to annual average compound rates of return.

Figure 1.2.4: Real Melbourne Property Values - 1890s and 1930s
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Figure 1.2.5: Real Sydney Property Values - 1890s and 1930s
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Figure 1.2.6: Average Nominal Value of Victorian Rateable Properties 1874 - 1909
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In the 1880s, like today, the Sydney and Melbourne land markets were the most attractive
for speculators, although Melbourne took first place, experiencing the greatest rise in land
values and steepest compound annual rate of return on land. 52 A manic cohort of investors
were active, with a seemingly inexhaustible line of greater fools chasing ephemeral capital
gains by aggressively bidding prices upwards and rapidly flipping properties every few years.
Investors squatted on land on the periphery of the major colonial centres, awaiting
reclassification of land use so they could receive windfall gains. Eventually, after eight long
years of euphoria during which land was considered a fool-proof investment (1880 - 1888),
the dream ended and land prices collapsed. This destroyed untold investor wealth and
caused domestic banks to experience extreme financial distress, having lent heavily into the
land boom, tapping significant foreign capital in the process of inflating the land bubble.

While much of the real estate speculation featured prominently in the Sydney and
Melbourne commercial land markets, it is clear speculation also adversely affected the
residential property market. Nationally, real estate speculation fed into residential property
52

The Victorian index of cities, towns and boroughs is dominated by Greater Melbourne with

approximately 75 per cent of the number of properties. Straight lines represent missing values
between 1898 to 1901 and 1903 to 1905.
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prices, increasing by 32 per cent in real terms from 1887 to 1891, followed by a bust as
prices fell by 31 per cent from 1891 to 1898. In Sydney, housing prices rose 53 per cent
between 1888 and 1890, and then fell 37 per cent from 1890 to 1898. Melbourne’s housing
prices increased by 44 per cent from 1882 to 1891 before falling 29 per cent between 1891
and 1895.

In took until 1968 for Sydney housing prices to reach the former peak established in 1890 in
real terms; in Melbourne, it took until 1950 to reach the former peak established in 1891. In
2007-08 dollars, median residential land prices on the urban fringe in Melbourne during the
1880s averaged $14,500 and had almost halved by the 1900s to $7,800. It took until the
1950s for median land prices in Melbourne to reach the former peak established during the
1880s. Similarly, Sydney median residential land prices fell by almost half from $10,600 in
the 1880s to $5,500 by the early 1900s, again taking until the 1950s to match the former
peak. The fall in land prices from the 1880s to the 1900s is demonstrated by the ratio of
median land to housing prices which fell from 28 to 17 per cent in Melbourne and from 18
to 10 per cent in Sydney.53

53

Stapledon (2010: 22). Land sales are residential lots of land for sale or sold during the relevant

period. Most sales would have occurred in the outer suburbs; hence this measure is a proxy for the
cost of urban fringe land rather than all urban land at the time (Stapledon 2010: 4).
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Figure 1.2.7: Constant Quality Real Housing Price Index 1880 - 1940 (1880 = 100)
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Alongside the rapid growth of debt held by the non-financial business sector, government
(colonial) debt also rose steeply during the late 1800s. Prior to federation in 1901, colonial
governments were heavily involved in the provision of infrastructure. Capital expenditure
was financed mostly through borrowing as tax revenues were insufficient, with gross public
debt rising from 3 per cent of GDP in 1855 to a peak of 102 per cent in 1895. Tax revenues
averaged around 4 per cent of GDP during the 1850s, rising modestly to 6 per cent in the
1890s.54 Both public and private borrowings were heavily dependent on foreign capital. In
the business sector, lending outpaced the growth of domestic capital in the late 1800s and
banks increased their reliance on short-term foreign funding to meet credit requirements. A
large inflow of British capital occurred between 1881 and 1885, sharply accelerating from
1886 to 1890. It was funneled into commercial banks, land finance and pastoral
companies.55

54

Vamplew (1987: 256).

55

Hickson and Turner (2002: 149-150).
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Figure 1.2.8: Colonial Government Gross Debt to GDP Ratio 1850 - 1900
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There was also a large increase in the percentage of deposit accounts that bore interest
both domestically and in the United Kingdom, rising from 44 to 67 per cent between 1860
and 1880, and to a further 71 per cent in 1890. When including interest-bearing deposits in
the UK, 80 per cent of all deposit liabilities carried interest, resulting in a narrowing in the
spread between lending and borrowing rates from 1882-83 to 1886. 56 London issued 73 per
cent of Australian colonial debt between 1856 and 1880, rapidly increasing total foreign
borrowings.57 Following the Barings Bank crisis of 1890, colonial governments found it very
difficult to raise loans in Britain, compounding private sector difficulties in borrowing money
abroad.

Bank lending outpaced the growth in the domestic capital base, demonstrated by the ratio
of bank advances to deposits rising from around 100 to 131 per cent between 1880 and
1893. This ratio averaged 125 per cent over the five years to 1891, gradually decreasing to
66 per cent by 1920. Total overseas bank deposits also steeply increased during this period.
Capital inflows trended above 6 per cent of GDP for eight years during the 1880s and an
average 45 per cent of all bank liabilities were to British residents from 1886 to 1891,
56

Merrett (1989: 65).

57

Di Marco et al. (2009: 6).
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peaking at 50 per cent just prior to the onset of the depression in 1891. Liabilities in Britain
grew by 200 per cent over the 1880s, while assets had only grown by 40 per cent, leading to
a large net foreign liability position. By 1890, capital inflows began to wane as British and
other foreign investors become more risk averse following the near collapse of the Barings
Bank in London, placing capital-constrained banks under pressure. 58 By default, a high
dependence on foreign deposits (liabilities) increases the likelihood of financial instability.
Deposits may be withdrawn en masse if foreigners anticipate significant capital losses
stemming from currency depreciation and broader devaluation in the host country.59

There was also a mismatch between the maturity profile of liabilities and assets in the 1890s
which resulted in the majority of liabilities (such as interest-bearing deposits) being shortterm, while assets (loans) were increasingly of a longer duration. This rendered the loan
book illiquid, while the availability and cost of short-term funds became increasingly volatile
due to competition from non-bank competitors. Securities offered against loans often
consisted of real estate, livestock and share market holdings. Additional debt was extended
against the rise in the market value of these securities, raising the risk of a financial crisis
during an inevitable downturn. 60 The liquidity ratio of the banks fell sharply ahead of the
1890s depression, as the ratio of trading bank cash balances (cash, bullion and notes) to
deposits dropped from around 30 to 17 per cent between the early to mid-1870s and the
onset of the depression. The inclusion of bank holdings of government securities increased
the liquidity ratio to around 20 per cent.

Effectively, banks were illiquid. Their assets could not be easily sold and they had substantial
liabilities and lines of credit with other institutions, placing all at risk if low-cost funds were
to dry up in an unexpected crisis or bank run (mass depositor panic and withdrawals).61 The

58

Fisher and Kent (1999: 26-27); Hickson and Turner (2002: 149-150); Kent (2011: 132). The Barings

Bank faced problems in 1890 when loan defaults in South America caused liquidity difficulties.
59

Grossman (1994: 664). Thus a significant stock of debt denominated in foreign currency explains

how sudden capital outflows (bank runs) may eventuate.
60

Merrett (1989: 70-71).

61

Valla et al. (2008: 42).
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financial crisis of the early 1890s was virtually guaranteed by low liquidity ratios,
dependence on foreign capital and large falls in land prices and other securities on which
banks had lent heavily. Poor asset (loan) performance had weakened the banking system
due to falling cash flows, asset sales to meet creditor demands and waning public
confidence in the safety of the banking system.62 Banking stress was exacerbated by the
decline in trading bank deposits and sharp increase of savings bank deposits over most of
the 1890s, indicating a panicked public was increasing their savings and reducing their
exposure to trading banks which were perceived as financially unsound.

In the 1890s, the number of financial institutions failing or suspending payments was
significant and included 54 deposit takers, 13 trading banks and the majority of NBFIs.
Around 60 per cent (34) of those financial institutions closing did not re-open their doors.
Using the narrow definition of banks and excluding building societies, only 9 out of 28 banks
continuously traded during the 1890s. Forty-one deposit-taking building and land finance
companies failed between 1891 and 1892 in Sydney and Melbourne, causing 4 per cent of
total trading bank deposits to be lost in 1891 alone. At the height of the crisis during April
and May of 1893, over half of the trading banks (13 out of 23) failed or suspended payments,
together accounting for 56 per cent of deposits and 61 per cent of notes on issue in the
financial system. Only twelve of these reopened following restructuring, which required the
agreement of three-quarters of creditors and usually involved re-opening as new companies
but with the old names, acquiring additional capital (much from existing creditors) and
deferring the payment of deposits. Depositors experienced losses when the Federal Bank of
Australia and the City of Melbourne Bank failed, in addition to indirect losses resulting from
freezing of deposits during restructuring.63

62

Grossman (1994: 665-666).

63

Fitz-Gibbon and Gizycki (2001: 22); Hickson and Turner (2002: 162); Kent (2011: 128 - Table 2, 129).

Restructuring consisted of converting some deposits into preference shares, short-term deposits
into long-term deposits and raising new shareholder capital.
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A five day banking holiday was implemented by the Victorian government on 1 May 1893 to
address public panic over the security of deposits.64 A large number of building societies also
failed during the 1890s; in Victoria, these were reduced from 74 to 35 between 1888 and
1899, while in New South Wales, the number of building societies fell from 43 in 1886 to 37
by 1900. 65 As a consequence of the numerous failures of banks, building societies and other
finance companies, the cumulative losses that occurred between 1893 and 1904 comprised
108 per cent of shareholder’s funds in 1892. Bad and doubtful debts between 1893 and
1909 comprised 77 per cent of shareholder funds and the loss of trading bank deposits
comprised 12.9 per cent in year one, and 19.4 per cent to the trough in 1898.66 While many
depositors indirectly bore losses due to the freezing of their accounts, all unsecured
creditors of reconstructed banks were eventually repaid in full: £32 million was repaid to
holders of preference shares, suspended deposits and stock by 1896, three-quarters by
1901 and full repayment of all suspended deposits was completed by 1918. 67

The economic downturn in the 1890s was worsened by a large fall in the ToT, a severe
drought and labour unrest. The ToT fell by more than 25 per cent between 1883 and 1894.
Nominal exports decreased during the 1880s and 1890s, although exports increased in real
terms over the five years following peak output in 1891. 68 Australia’s small economy was
highly dependent on agricultural exports, especially wool. A severe drought between 1895
and 1903 significantly reduced pastoral output in Australia from around 12 to 5 per cent of
GDP in 1902. From 1860 to 1894, Australia experienced a general trend of falling export
prices, with the export price index down around 50 per cent. Export prices recovered
strongly in the second half of the 1890s.69

64

Hickson and Turner (2002: 148).

65

Vamplew (1987: 251).

66

Kent and D’Arcy (2001: 66).

67

Fitz-Gibbon and Gizycki (2001: 35). £4.6 million in stock was still outstanding in 1936, and £2.1

million in preference shares even remained on the books of the Commercial Bank of Australia until it
merged with the Bank of NSW in 1982.
68

Fisher and Kent (1999: 36).

69

McKenzie (2006: 4, 6).
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The depression resulted in large falls in government revenue and expenditure. Aggregate
government expenditure fell 17 per cent in nominal terms between 1891 and 1893. Tax
revenue decreased 12 per cent in that time, mostly due to declining customs revenue on
lower import values. Government deficit spending was not excessive, with the aggregate
government deficit prior to the 1890s depression less than 1 per cent of GDP, peaking at 1.3
per cent in 1893. Labour unrest and high levels of unemployment in the 1890s were a
consequence of the land bust, failure of financial institutions and large falls in domestic and
global economic output, trade and commerce. Unemployment peaked at 16 per cent in
1894 and shipping, mining and pastoral strikes took place between 1890 and 1896. Real
incomes in 1914 were only 14 per cent above the pre-depression peak in 1889. 70 Currency
volatility was minimal in the lead up to the 1890s depression and the exchange rate
remained close to parity with the British sterling.71 There was some devaluation in 1893
after the financial crisis, as banks imported gold to replenish their reserves but this
devaluation was negligible in comparison to the 1930s. From 1851 to 1929, the Australian
pound consistently maintained parity with the British pound. 72

70

Fisher and Kent (1999: 6) note there is limited comparable unemployment for the 1890s and

1930s. Although peak unemployment was higher in the 1930s (peak of 26 per cent), unemployment
recovered to pre-depression levels more quickly than in the 1890s (McLean 2006).
71

Before 1931, the exchange rate was fixed to the gold standard, except between 1914 and 1925.

72

Vamplew (1987: 244-245); White (2008: 2).
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1.3 The Third Depression: 1931 - 1934
The impact of the 1890s depression had been largely overcome by the early 1900s in gross
GDP terms, as both the United States and Europe recovered from the global depression. The
years between 1901 and 1929 were an era of generally steady growth, with further
development of the embryonic manufacturing sector and a rise in protectionist policies for
the benefit of local industry and labour. A basic minimum wage and the centralised
industrial arbitration system were established as part of this process.73 A mining boom
occurred between the mid-1890s and early 1900s in Western Australia, Queensland and
some parts of NSW. Despite this, the Australian economy did experience a small boom and
bust, with real GDP falling by 6.8 per cent between 1913 and 1918.74 The economic era after
WW1 was considered disruptive as the economy shifted from a war footing to consumption,
production and output. The war had unsettled immigration flows and the large proportion
of the population fighting abroad also resulted in a significant decrease in aggregate
demand. The rate of growth of the residential housing stock was also weak and it took until
the early 1920s for the economy to begin registering strong growth.

From less than 2 per cent per annum before the early 1920s, population growth increased
to 2.5-3 per cent per annum between 1922 and 1928. Growth in the residential housing
stock ran well ahead of population growth, contributing to a later decline in housing activity
and negative GDP growth.75 Several factors suggest the level of land market speculation in
the 1920s was subdued in comparison to the 1880s boom: stagnant population growth
relative to the earlier period, moderate growth in the ratio of debt to GDP in the lead up to
the 1930s depression, and a significant housing oversupply (particularly in Melbourne)
resulting from the housing construction boom of the 1880s and 1890s. 76
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Figure 1.3.1: Adult and Total Population Annual Change 1882 - 2012
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During the 1920s and 1930s, the banking sector appeared more prudent in their actions.
With less competition from NBFIs and higher interest rates (2 to 3 per cent above that in the
late 19th century), growth in the private debt to GDP ratio was considerably lower. The ratio
rose from 30 per cent in 1921 to a peak of 46 per cent in 1932. Although the rate of private
investment in the 1930s was still relatively high as a percentage of GDP, the ratio of public
to private investment was greater than 50 per cent; opposite to the earlier period. Banks
were not as reliant on foreign capital inflows and the level of investment was more in line
with the growth in the domestic deposit base. Compared to the 1880s, banks had a far
higher liquidity ratio and a greater proportion of quality assets, such as government
securities. Although banks continued to expand their branch networks, they did so in a
manner proportionate with business growth and less aggressively than the 1870s and 1880s.
Further, the banks also held less property assets on their balance sheets, had shortened the
maturity profile of their loans and attained a positive net foreign asset position.

Federation in 1901 led the government to establish the Commonwealth Bank of Australia in
1911, but it did not act as a central bank (lender of last resort) until well after the 1930s
depression had ended. In fact, the central bank has only provided direct loans on two
occasions during the 20th century, once to assist in the smooth exit of a failed bank and
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another time as a loan of last resort. Despite this, no Australian bank depositor has lost
money since 1900, except for those at one small bank who lost 1 per cent of their deposits.
Prior to the establishment of the Commonwealth Bank and the later central bank, colonial
governments and the banking industry association provided last-resort support to banks
experiencing financial distress. 77 Similar to the colonial era, the federal government
borrowed heavily to fund large infrastructure projects. Public debt at all levels of
government rose steeply from 63 per cent of GDP in 1913 to 171 per cent in 1932. The
proportion of foreign borrowings (primarily British), however, was smaller in the 1930s than
in the 1890s.

While nominal credit growth was muted compared to the 1880s, stock market speculation
was greater in the 1920s than the former period. From the trough in December 1916 to the
peak in February 1929, the All Ordinaries experienced a nominal increase of 196.1 per cent.
In the nine years before the stock market peak, share prices rose at an average quarterly
rate of 2 per cent.78 Prices steeply declined by 46.3 per cent in the crash lasting from
February 1929 to August 1931. The cumulative real stock return between 1929 and 1930
was -25 per cent.79 Despite the large fall, the stock market bounced back and by 1934 the
index had recovered to the 1929 peak.80
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Figure 1.3.2: Nominal Stock Market Indexes 1875 - 1959
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The 1930s experienced a greater exogenous shock than the 1890s, indicated by the much
larger fall in the corresponding ToT – minus 50 per cent in the 1930s versus minus 25 per
cent in the 1890s – and a steeper decline in nominal exports due to a large fall in the prices
for major agricultural exports. Despite this, Australia’s financial system in the 1930s
displayed greater stability than the former period, as only three financiers suspended
payments. There was a heavy 25 per cent devaluation of the currency in 1931 as it came off
the gold standard, helping the economy to recover via the re-pricing of export goods. The
onset of the 1930s depression was severe, with real GDP falling by 9.4 per cent in 1931,
possibly triggered by the bursting of the stock market bubble. 81 This was accompanied by a
large fall in real private consumption expenditure of 20 per cent between 1929 and 1931.
Compared to the earlier depression, economic growth returned promptly (by 1932) and real
GDP grew at an average 3.7 per cent over the next five years. Real GDP surpassed its
previous peak by 1934: half the time it took the 1890s economy to achieve this feat.
Although real GDP per capita fell 10.9 per cent over the early 1930s, it quickly recovered. 82
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Fisher and Kent (1999: 4).
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The 1930s deflation was not as severe as in the 1890s due to the smaller fall in real GDP and
real GDP per capita. Retail prices fell 15.4 per cent between 1930 and 1933. The general
price level fell over 10 per cent per annum for two years during the Great Depression,
whereas the 1890s depression saw a greater level of price deflation for at least six years.83
Lower rates of population growth in the 1920s and 1930s can partially explain the quicker
recovery of the economy in GDP per capita terms. The rate of population growth averaged
1.7 per cent annually between 1921 and 1933 and dropped to 1 per cent from 1933 to 1947.
Average adult population growth increased from 2 per cent post-WW1 to around 3 per cent
per annum between 1922 and 1928 due to an increase in immigration encouraged by
government subsidies, but population growth then decelerated from 3 to 2 per cent per
annum during the depression.84

Prior to the onset of the depression, unemployment was 7 per cent in 1929. The
unemployment rate then rose to 10 per cent in 1930 and peaked at 19.75 per cent in 1932.
Among trade unionists, the rate reached 28.1 per cent in 1932. Unemployment then fell
around 2 per cent per annum to reach 9 per cent by 1937. It was not until WW2 that
unemployment consistently stayed below 10 per cent.85 Investment was strong in the lead
up to the 1930s depression before collapsing, with total investment averaging 18 per cent of
GDP in the 1920s and remaining above 15 per cent for ten consecutive years to 1929. Public
investment spending comprised 9 per cent of GDP during this period, but both private and
public investment expenditure fell to less than 6 per cent of GDP by the mid-1930s. 86 While
there was still a relatively high rate of construction in the 1920s, building activity as a share
of GDP was lower than in the 1890s, averaging 9 per cent between 1920 and 1930. Further,
public construction took a more dominant role than that of private, comprising slightly more
than 50 per cent of building activity in the 1920s. Greater levels of private investment and
construction activity took place in the late 1880s compared to the 1920s.
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Figure 1.3.3: Investment Expenditure to GDP Ratio 1861 - 1939
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Unlike the 1880s and 1890s, the credit cycle in the lead up to the 1930s was tame by
comparison. The debt to GDP ratio rose from around 30 per cent in the mid-1920s to a peak
of 45 per cent in the early 1930s. By the end of WW2, this figure had fallen slightly to 38 per
cent. Measured by the ratio of bank loans and advances to nominal GDP, the fall in debt
from its peak (1932 to 1938) was 9.7 percentage points.87 Banks were more diversified and
did not experience the intense NBFI competition observed in the 1890s. Similar to the 1880s,
the bulk of private debt during the 1920s and 1930s was extended to the business rather
than household sector. Banks had moderate exposure to property as only around 4 per cent
of total advances were for this purpose on the eve of the 1930s depression. 88 Trough to
peak, the household debt to GDP ratio rose from 3 to 13 per cent of GDP between 1925 and
1932, before unwinding to 4 per cent of GDP by 1946. Business debt to GDP rose from 24
per cent in 1925 to a peak of 33 per cent in 1932, and then subsequently fell to a low of 15
per cent in 1945.89
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Figure 1.3.4: Building Activity to GDP Ratio 1861 - 1939
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Figure 1.3.5: Total Land Values to GDP Ratio 1910 - 1960
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There was a small cycle in the residential property market nationally, resulting in real
housing prices rising 25 per cent in the early 1920s, then falling by 21 per cent. It is not
apparent the land market boomed during the 1920s, as land values increased in line with
GDP growth. The ratio of aggregate nominal land values to GDP rose from a trough of 76 per
cent in 1925 to a peak of 123 per cent in 1931; a rise of 47 per cent. By 1951, this ratio had
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fallen to a low of 44 per cent. The rise in the ratio during the late 1920s and early 1930s was
due to nominal GDP falling in absolute terms from 1928 to 1932, rather than a surge in land
values; it took until 1931 for land values to also fall in absolute terms.

Economists Fisher and Kent estimated the trend in real estate prices using the capital values
of rateable properties in Sydney and Melbourne. Both cities experienced a doubling in
capital values between 1918 and 1930, followed by a subsequent fall of around 20 per cent
from 1930 to 1934. 90 In Sydney, real housing prices increased by 38 per cent from trough to
peak between 1920 and 1923, and prices in Melbourne rose 35 per cent between 1917 and
1929. Prices remained relatively stable throughout most of the 1920s, and then fell by 21
per cent in real terms, with the majority of the fall occurring during the early years of the
depression. The housing market then experienced modest price growth of 12 per cent
between 1931 and 1937. It should be noted that price controls were enacted in 1942 and
were not removed until 1949. 91 In 2007-08 dollars, median residential land prices on the
urban fringe in Melbourne in the 1930s averaged $8,700, falling to $5,000 by the 1940s. In
Sydney, median residential land prices declined from $7,700 dollars in the 1930s to $6,500
by the 1940s. In both cities, land prices had recovered by the 1950s. The fall in land prices
from the 1930s through to the 1940s is demonstrated by the ratio of median land to house
prices which declined from 17 to 8.4 per cent in Melbourne and from 12.6 to 9.7 per cent in
Sydney.92

The primary factors providing greater financial stability in the 1930s include a reduced level
of banking competition compared to the 1880s, proportionate growth in the branch
network relative to the broader economy, greater oversight of the type and extent of
business lending, and credit growth more closely matching the growth in the domestic
deposit base. Between the 1890s and 1930s depressions, the banking system underwent
significant changes, including trading bank consolidation, declining NBFI asset share and an
increase in the asset base of savings banks. There were 11 amalgamations among the
90

Fisher and Kent (1999: 23 - Figure 9), nominal terms.

91

Stapledon (2012a: 309-310).
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trading banks between 1917 and 1927; only 11 trading banks were left at the onset of the
1930s depression. 93 Additionally, banks were less reliant on foreign capital as a funding
source and prevailing interest rates were higher than in the 1890s. Banks lowered their risk
profile by reducing their exposure to real estate and maintaining higher liquidity and capital
ratios. Reduced banking competition is indicated by the stable asset share ratios of
institutions in the 1920s and 1930s. Managed funds and trustee companies did garner some
market share, but neither was heavily involved in extending credit.

The share of financial assets owned by building societies and other fringe finance companies
remained steady at around 5 per cent of the total. From 1896 to 1914, the number of bank
branches grew from 1,235 to 2,050, and by 1930, there were a total of 3,481 branches in
Australia, with an average of 387 per bank. The rate of growth in the branch network in the
lead up to the 1930s depression did not approach the rapid growth of the late 1870s and
1880s. 94 These factors helped to limit the economic damage associated with speculative
investments. Banks lowered their risk profile in the 1930s by holding a higher level of net
foreign assets (primarily British), reducing their exposure to real estate, and shortening the
maturity profile of loans. The ratio of bank advances to deposits held steady in the 1920s,
ranging between 65 to 85 per cent, before peaking at 95 per cent in 1930. This ratio then fell
to 72 per cent by the end of the depression. This suggests lending was more in line with
deposit growth in the 1920s than the 1880s. 95 The long-term interest rate during the 1920s
ranged between 6 and 7 per cent (2 to 3 per cent above the earlier period), before falling to
less than 4 per cent in the mid-1930s where it remained until the 1950s.96

Bank capital ratios increased during the 1920s, providing a greater safety buffer and
indicating a more judicious approach to lending than in the 1880s. The liquidity ratio of the
banks in the 1920s – the ratio of trading bank cash balances to deposits – fell from above 20
per cent to 17 per cent by 1929; the same level prior to the onset of the earlier depression.
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Unlike the 1890s, the banks in the 1930s held a far greater proportion of government
securities, increasing the relative liquidity ratio to around 41 per cent during the second half
of the 1920s. This placed banks in a far stronger position to weather a lengthy economic
downturn. The reduced reliance on foreign capital is indicated by capital inflows only
breaching 6 per cent of GDP for two years during the 1920s, and the ratio of bank liabilities
in Britain averaging only 15 per cent from 1920 to 1927 (less than 13 per cent in 1927)
compared to 45 per cent in the lead up to the 1890s depression.97 In the late 1920s, British
liabilities (excluding capital) comprised less than 3 per cent of Australian deposits and
liabilities had declined by 25 per cent between 1921 and 1927. 98

Figure 1.3.6: Capital Inflows to GDP Ratio 1861 - 1940
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IMF (1993: 161, 165). In Figure 1.3.6, data on capital inflows is not directly comparable before and

after 1901 due to a change in sources.
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Table 1.3.1: Financial Institution Stress - 1890s and 1930s99
Financial System Problem

1890s

1930s

-

-

Deposit takers

54

3

Trading banks

13

0

Majority

Few

-

-

12.9%

6.6%

19.4% (1898)

8.5% (1931)

108% (1893 - 1904)

19% (1930 - 1936)

Number of Financial Institutions
Failing / Suspending Payment

NBFIs
Loss of Deposits (Trading Banks)
In year one
To trough
Bank performance100

In contrast to the earlier period, conservative banking practices in the 1920s contributed to
reduced banking stress and greater financial stability. Unlike the 1890s, the banking sector
was more highly concentrated, with only ten trading banks in operation. Only three financial
institutions suspended payments in the 1930s and none were trading banks. This included
two smaller trading banks that held less than 0.5 per cent of total trading bank deposits in
1931 (including the Primary Producers Bank of Australia) and the Government Savings Bank
of New South Wales. When the former bank was wound up, depositors only lost 1.5 per
cent of the value of their deposits. In the latter case, the NSW Treasury defaulted on
interest payments and maturing government stock owed to the bank and to British
bondholders during February and March of 1931; however, the Federal government made
payments to international creditors to maintain credit standings.

In late 1931, an amalgamation between the Government Savings Bank and the
Commonwealth Bank was finally implemented, with all restrictions on accounts lifted in
January of 1932 (depositors could withdraw money freely).101 Both of these banks held total
deposits of £70.6 million in June 1930, falling to £54.2 million at their closure in April
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1931.102 Cumulative losses for shareholders were moderate, with a recorded fall of 19 per
cent of their initial funds between 1930 and 1936. Charges for bad and doubtful debts were
not identified in the 1930s by the Royal Commission into the Monetary and Banking Systems,
although losses may have been hidden by reporting lower profits.103 Banks were also better
able to withstand the economic downturn due to a large build-up of savings deposits,
reaching 40 per cent of total deposits during the 1920s. In the 1930s, both trading bank and
savings bank deposits declined 14 and 8 per cent respectively. The public was less panicked
than in the 1890s, leading to a limited number of recorded instances of a ‘run on deposits’,
suggesting people were withdrawing savings for general use and did not fear a catastrophic
banking collapse.104

Figure 1.3.7: Bank Advances to Deposits Ratio 1860 - 1940
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The 1920 and 1930s experienced a greater exogenous shock than in the 1890s, resulting in a
severe fall in the ToT, largely due to price falls in Australia’s major agricultural exports,
especially wool. Between 1925 and 1932, the ToT collapsed by almost 50 per cent, and in
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1932 alone, the fall was more than 25 per cent.105 The fall in nominal exports was greater
than in the 1890s, but real exports rose promptly in the first three years following the Great
Depression, after peak output in 1930. These figures accord with the 30 per cent reduction
in world trade volumes during 1931 to 1934. Before 1931, the exchange rate was fixed to
the gold standard, except between 1914 and 1925. The banks tried to resist exchange rate
devaluation in 1929 and 1930 and maintain parity with the sterling. Despite these attempts,
by early 1931 the Australian pound had devalued by almost 30 per cent and in 1932 the
Commonwealth Bank (acting in a role similar to a central bank) revalued the currency such
that £100 sterling bought £125 of the Australian pound. 106 This devaluation likely
contributed to the faster recovery in output compared to the 1890s depression, when the
Australian pound remained fixed in near parity to the British pound throughout the crisis.

Figure 1.3.8: Terms of Trade - 1890s and 1930s (1891 and 1930 = 100)
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Figure 1.3.9: Nominal Exports - 1890s and 1930s (1891 and 1930 = 100)
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Figure 1.3.10: Real Exports - 1890s and 1930s (1891 and 1930 = 100)
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As a consequence of the stock market cycle and large fall in the ToT, the government deficit,
which before the 1930s depression was less than 1 per cent of GDP, increased significantly,
peaking at 4.1 per cent of GDP in 1931 (compared to a peak of 1.3 per cent in 1893). Fiscal
deficits were funded mostly out of the sale of treasury bills to the Commonwealth Bank. A
large proportion of this deficit is attributable to the significant fall in revenues from public
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businesses, as aggregate nominal government expenditure fell 17 per cent between 1930
and 1932, outpacing the decline in tax revenue. The revenue decline was not as severe as
the 1890s, but still fell 6 per cent from 1930 to 1932, mostly due to declining customs
revenue on falling import values. The fall in tax revenue was partially offset by a new sales
tax.

Expansionary fiscal policy was shunned during the 1930s and no emergency liquidity was
provided, as the Commonwealth Bank was fearful of sparking inflation by providing credit to
the public sector.107 The other primary difference between the 1890s and 1930s depressions
was the ratio of government debt to GDP, which was much higher in the latter period,
despite having less reliance on foreign capital. From 1925 to 1928, 43 per cent of all British
overseas investments were in Australian government securities, rapidly increasing foreign
debt. Poor investment returns and steep increases in debt lead to Australia being cut off
from the London credit market when British investors became nervous. Government
counter-cyclical spending was restricted by the combination of low levels of foreign
exchange reserves and domestic borrowing.
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1.4 The 1890s as Australia’s Great Depression
The data considered so far suggests the 1890s depression was more severe than the 1840s
and 1930s depressions.108 The falls in real GDP and real GDP per capita were greater in the
1890s than in the 1930s, although this is partially attributable to high population growth in
the lead up to this depression. Further, the recovery to the previous GDP peak in real terms
took twice as long in the 1890s than during the 1930s. As well as a greater economic
contraction during the 1890s, the level of deflation was more severe and lasted for twice as
long as the 1930s. The 1890s experienced widespread financial instability, resulting in a
large number of banking and NBFI failures, while the 1930s financial system was far more
robust. Bank credit losses and bad and doubtful debts were also significantly higher in the
1890s depression, with no recorded credit losses during the 1930s. The fall in bank
profitability was much greater in the 1890s than in the 1930s. Anecdotal reports from both
depressions indicates that asset speculation was rampant, but the size of the credit cycle in
the 1890s, demonstrated by the greater rise and fall in the debt to GDP ratio, suggests
capital misallocation was far greater compared to the 1930s. Unfortunately, aggregate
nominal land values before 1910 are not available to confirm the size of the land market
cycle during the 1880s and 1890s.

Despite the scarcity of data, factors lending support to the hypothesis of a greater land
market cycle in the 1890s include reports of a steep rise in the value of commercial land,
and record-high rates of residential construction, private building activity and investment.
Non-financial business sector debt swelled during the 1890s depression, reflecting greater
capital inflows funding extraordinary levels of land speculation and construction activity. 109
For instance, it is reported that in Melbourne between 1887 and 1888, city blocks doubled
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Due to the early developmental stage of the economy and paucity of data for the 1840s,

comparisons are primarily made between the 1890s and 1930s. The fall in nominal GDP during the
1840s is the largest on record (over 30 per cent), but the economy quickly recovered in real GDP per
capita terms, doubling in size between 1842 and 1848. Further, the 1840s did not experience a
widespread banking collapse.
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in value within months.110 High levels of unemployment in the 1890s persisted longer than
the 1930s. Although the peak level of unemployment was greater in the 1930s, the labour
market recovered more quickly. In addition to an extended duration of high unemployment,
the 1890s experienced a more volatile cycle in residential housing prices.

Colonial governments rapidly increased public debt in the late 1800s, but this pales in
comparison to the debt run up by the states during the 1930s. The primary difference was
colonial governments’ reliance on foreign (British) capital to fund large infrastructure
projects, posing difficulties during the economic downturn when Britain became hesitant to
provide additional capital. Further, falls in colonial tax revenue were greater in the 1890s
than in the 1930s, magnifying fiscal problems. The 1930s depression is notable for a greater
rise and fall in the stock market associated with speculative lending, as well as the greater
fall in the ToT coinciding with a 30 per cent reduction in world trade volumes and significant
devaluation of the Australian currency. The severe worldwide depression of the 1930s
exerted a greater exogenous shock – larger falls in the ToT and nominal export prices than in
the 1890s – yet overall had a lesser adverse impact on the Australian economy. The
following table summarises the relative severity of the two later economic downturns,
suggesting the 1890s depression was more severe by a range of economic measures.
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Table 1.4.1: 1890s and 1930s Depressions - Key Economic Data1
GDP

1890s
10% (1892), 7%

Fall in real GDP

(1893)

Real GDP surpasses previous peak

1930s
10% (1931)

8 years

4 years

20% (1891 - 1895)

10% (1929 - 1931)

1890s

1930s

20% (1891 - 1897)

15% (1930 - 1933)

1890s

1930s

Pre-depression population growth (% per annum)

3.4% (1881 - 1891)

1.7% (1921 - 1933)

Depression era population growth (% per annum)

1.7% (1891 - 1901)

1.0% (1933 - 1947)

1890s

1930s

4% (1880s to mid-

6 - 7% (1920s to

1890s)

mid-1930s)

131% (1893)

95% (1930)

-

-

Prior to depression onset3

17%

17%

Relative liquidity ratio prior to depression4

20%

41%

-

-

Peak capital inflow (% GDP)

11% (1885)

8% (1928)

Peak capital inflow duration (> 6% GDP)

1883 - 1890

1921, 1929

Capital inflow average (% GDP)

7.7% (1880s)

4.5% (1920s)

-

-

£50m (1891; 50%)

£44m (1927; 13%)

-£22m (1891)

£51m (1929)

45% (1886 - 1891)

15% (1920 - 1927)

-

-

60 (1891)

263 (1929)

2,047 (1891)

1,966 (1929)

Fall in real GDP per capita

Inflation/Deflation
Rate of deflation2

Population

Financial System
Interest rate
Peak bank advances (loans) to deposits ratio
Liquidity Ratio

Capital Inflows

Liabilities of Trading Banks
Liabilities to British residents (% liabilities in
Australia)
Net assets in Britain
Average liabilities to British residents
Branch Network Growth
Branches per bank
Population per bank branch

91% (late 1870s -

Growth in total number of bank branches5

1892)

58

70% (1914 - 1930)

Annual average growth in branch networks

6.1% (1880s)

3.7% (1920s)

26 (1891)

11 (1929)

-

-

Assets per bank (1929 prices)

£11m

£30m

Shareholder’s funds per bank (1929 prices)

£2m

£7m

0.48%

0.83%

-

-

120,000 (1891)

520,000 (1929)

Top five banks share of bank assets

46%

64%

Herfindahl index (market concentration)

668

1093

1.8% (1888)

1.7% (1925)

14% (1891)

47% (1929)

-

-

Deposit takers

54 (1890s)

3 (1931)

Trading banks

13 (1893)

0

NBFIs

Majority

Few

-

-

First year

12.9%

6.6%

To trough

19.4% (1898)

8.5% (1931)

Bank credit losses7

77%

N/A

Bank performance8

108% (1893 - 1904)

19% (1930 - 1936)

-

-

Peak

21% (1892)

~ 5%

Fall

52% (1892 - 1900)

N/A - stable

1890s

1930s

73% (1893)

46% (1932)

Fall in ratio of debt to nominal GDP11

41% (1893 - 1903)

24% (1932 - 1937)

Peak household debt (% nominal GDP)

3% (1861 - 1925)

13% (1932)

Fall in household debt12

N/A - negligible

62% (1932 - 1943)

70% (1893)

32% (1932)

Private trading banks
Size of Private Trading Banks

Shareholder’s funds (per bank) to GDP
Bank Concentration and Profits
Population per bank

Profits (% of assets)
Savings and Commonwealth Bank share of total
bank deposits
Financial Institutions Failing or Suspending
Payment6

Trading Bank Losses

NBFI Share of Financial System Assets9

Debt/Credit10
Peak debt to nominal GDP

Peak business debt (% nominal GDP)
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Fall in business debt13

44% (1893 - 1902)

22% (1932 - 1941)

102% (1895)

171% (1932)

40% (1895 - 1913)

53% (1932 - 1940)

1890s

1930s

16% (1894)

19.75% (1932)

1890s

1930s

Currency devaluation

N/A - virtual parity16

30% (1931)17

Fall in terms of trade

25% (1883 - 1894)

50% (1925 - 1932)18

1890s

1930s

Increase in All Ordinaries Index (nominal)

150% (1879 - 1889)

196% (1916 - 1929)

Fall in All Ordinaries Index from peak (nominal)

32.4% (1889 - 1893)

46% (1929 - 1931)

Peak government debt (% nominal GDP)
Fall in gross government debt14

Labour
Peak unemployment15

Trade

Share Market19

402% (1886 - 1891),

Rise/Fall in Mining Index (nominal)

-76% (1891 - 1894)

Cumulative stock return (real)20

N/A - unavailable

-2% (1889)

-25% (1929 - 1930)

1890s

1930s

Average total investment (% GDP)

18% (1880s)

18% (1920s)

Average private investment (% GDP)

11% (1880s)

8.6% (1920s)

Average public investment (% GDP)

7.7% (1880s)

8.6% (1920s)

13.8% (1875 - 1891)

9% (1920s)

60%

50%

50% (1880s - late

25% (1920s - mid

1890s)

1930s)

> 5%

> 2%

1890s

1930s

N/A - unavailable

123% (1931)

-4.06% (1887 -

-3.47% (1926 -

1900)

1934)

-

-

National

32% (1887 - 1891)

25% (1920 - 1922)

Melbourne

44% (1882 - 1891)

35% (1917 - 1929)

Sydney

53% (1888 - 1890)

38% (1920 - 1923)

-

-

Investment Activity

Average construction activity (% GDP)
Building construction private share
Fall in private investment expenditure (%)
Fall in private investment expenditure (% GDP)

Property
Peak aggregate land values (% nominal GDP)
Res. housing stock growth rate - peak to trough21
Increase in Residential Property Values

Fall in Residential Property Values
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National

31% (1891 - 1898)

21% (1922 - 1931)

Melbourne

29% (1891 - 1895)

22% (1929 - 1931)

Sydney

27% (1890 - 1898)

36% (1923 - 1933)

1890s

1930s

< 1% (1880s)22

< 1% (1920s)

1.3% (1893)

4% (1932)

Fall in government expenditure (% GDP)

17% (1891 - 1893)

17% (1930 - 1932)

Fall in tax revenue23

12% (1891 - 1893)

6% (1930 - 1932)

174% (1890s)

117% (1930s)

Fiscal Settings
Government deficit (% GDP)
Peak government deficit (% GDP)

Peak cumulative CAD (% GDP)24

Table Notes

1

Summarises data referenced throughout Part 1, Kent (2011: 136 - Table A1); Kent and

D'Arcy (2001: 70 - Table 1).

2

Total percentage fall in the retail price index during the deflationary period.

3

Trading bank cash balances to deposits.

4

Includes government and municipal securities.

5

The number of branches increased from around 800 to 1,534 between the 1870s and 1892

but fell to 1,235 by 1896. From 1896 to 1914, branches grew from 1,235 to 2,050. By 1930,
there were a total of 3,481 branches in Australia.

6

Sydney and Melbourne in the 1890s. Comprehensive figures are unavailable but this is a

proxy measure of the scale of the financial crisis.

7

Cumulative bad and doubtful debts (share of initial capital). It is possible that the ‘no credit

losses’ outcome in the 1930s was hidden by banks via the reporting of lower profits.
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8

Cumulative decline in profits (share of initial capital). Kent and D'Arcy (2001: 70) define this

as “The cumulative difference between profit before tax relative to profit before tax in the
year prior to the onset of financial system difficulties.”

9

Non-banking financial institutions include building societies, pastoral finance companies,

managed funds and trustee companies. Although banks lost some share to trustee
companies and managed funds in the 1930s, they did not extend significant amounts of
credit. Total financial asset share for NBFIs fell from 21 per cent in 1892 to around 10 per
cent by 1900. NBFI asset share was stable during the 1930s and 1940s at approximately 5
per cent.

10

Due a break in the data series and changes in accounting methodology, caution should be

used with comparisons across the two time periods for government debt.

11

Bank credit to nominal GDP fell from 73 to 43 per cent of GDP between 1893 and 1903

and from 46 to 35 per cent between 1932 and 1937.

12

Long-term RBA figures separating household and business credit from 1861 to 1925

shows the vast bulk of private credit was non-financial business debt (household debt
stayed within a range of 1 to 3 per cent of GDP). See Battellino (2007: Graph 5). Household
credit to GDP fell from 13 per cent in 1932 to less than 5 per cent in 1943.

13

From 1861 to 1893, business credit increased from 27 to over 70 per cent of nominal GDP

then fell to less than 39 per cent in 1902. In the 1930s, business credit to GDP rose from 24
per cent in 1925 to a peak of over 32 per cent in 1932, falling to less than 25 per cent in
1941.

14

Gross public debt rose from 2.6 per cent of GDP in 1855 to a peak of 102.2 per cent in

1895. This debt ratio then fell to a trough of 62.6 per cent in 1913, before again rising to a
peak of 170.9 per cent in 1932. Another trough was established at 118 per cent in 1940.
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15

Finding comparable data between the two periods is difficult. Fisher and Kent (1999: 10)

note that although peak unemployment was higher in the 1930s, it recovered more quickly
to pre-depression levels than in the 1890s. This is consistent with the available data
suggesting a more severe downturn occurred in the earlier period.

16

There was some devaluation after the bank crisis of 1893, but this was negligible. From

1851 to 1929 the Australian pound consistently traded in virtual parity with the British
pound.

17

As measured by the nominal rise and fall in the All Ordinaries index: 1879 to 1889 (4.2 to

10.5), 1889 to 1893 (10.5 to 7.1), 1916 to 1929 (19.3 to 53.5), 1929 to 1931 (53.5 to 30.2).
The nominal rise and fall in the Mining Index: 1886 to 1891 (47.0 to 235.8), 1891 to 1894
(235.8 to 57.6).

18

Cumulative real return over the period.

19

£100 sterling bought £130 Australian.

20

Partially attributable to the 30 per cent fall in world trade volumes during the 1930s

depression and large falls in prices for agricultural exports. The ToT fell 25 per cent in 1932
alone.

21

Percentage point decline in the growth rate of housing stock between years.

22

Aggregate deficits across colonies as the establishment of a national government did not

occur until 1901. Figures after federation represent the aggregate debt of both the states
and federal governments.

23

Falls are primarily due to declining customs revenue via lower import values. In the 1930s,

the fall was partially offset by a new sales tax.
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24

Cumulated current account deficit as a share of nominal GDP. This comprises a proxy for

the extent of foreign liabilities.
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1.5 Factors Facilitating Financial Instability and Economic Crisis
Several factors increased the vulnerability of the Australian economy in the lead up to the
1890s depression. The overall level of private investment activity was higher in the 1890s
than the 1930s. Investment was focused on construction activity under high levels of
population growth and rapid urbanisation, but spiraled off into widespread land speculation
when financier competition led to lax lending standards and the formation of a large bubble
in land prices. Rapid growth in banking branch networks exacerbated the loss of control
over lending standards, and combined with a speculative investor belief that land
investment was a sure bet, bank balance sheets and land prices for urban and commercial
lots increased significantly. Credit was extended for increasingly riskier projects and
construction outran population growth. Land prices were increasingly delinked from
fundamental valuations. Banks reduced the level of liquid reserves held against deposits
(declining liquidity ratios), while simultaneously allowing larger proportions of their loan
portfolios to be invested in high risk assets such as loans to land finance companies
speculating on real estate. Regulations prohibiting property being used as collateral for
loans were overturned. Banks and NBFIs lent on property at inflated valuations and
experienced problems when business bankruptcies and loan defaults accelerated as land
prices and the value of securities fell in the early 1890s.

In the 1880s, growth in lending far outstripped the growth in deposits (domestic capital),
resulting in an over-reliance on foreign (primarily British) capital to meet ordinary credit
requirements. When large inflows of foreign capital ceased in 1890, banks, land finance
companies and pastoral firms were both capital and liquidity constrained. Banks’ high
external liabilities, low liquidity and weak capital ratios meant that ‘a run on the bank’
(public demand for deposits) automatically obliged the suspension of payments by many
banks and other financiers, causing the insolvency of many that were unable to adequately
restructure their debts. Colonial governments accumulated a significant debt burden in the
lead up to the 1890s depression. When Australia was cut off from the London credit market
due to poor investment returns and steep increases in debt, the result was an effective
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restriction on the amount of counter-cyclical government spending that was possible to
alleviate the economic downturn.

The 1920s experienced much lower levels of private credit growth, resulting in limited
private construction, building activity and land speculation compared to the earlier period.
In the lead up to the 1930s depression, banks enjoyed less competition from NBFIs and lent
more prudently, lending in line with the growth of the deposit base. Further, the expansion
of bank branch networks was moderate and greater control was exercised over lending
practices. Capital inflows were much lower than in the 1890s and external liabilities
comprised a smaller percentage of bank balance sheets. Banks actively reduced their
exposure to property on their asset portfolio and maintained higher relative liquidity and
capital ratios. While total gross government debt reached a higher peak during the 1930s
depression and also steeply increased from a higher base, falls in government tax revenue
were not as severe as during the 1890s.

The primary processes hypothesised to cause financial instability, including risk factors,
leading to a severe economic downturn are:

1. A general decline in bank lending standards and practices causes a greater proportion of
loans to be extended for speculative and marginal investments. This is exacerbated by
intense banking competition and the ready availability of significant foreign capital for
domestic investment.

2. Large and unsustainable rises in the private debt to GDP ratio occur when banks and
NBFIs pursue unsustainable asset and profit growth by lending heavily to the business
and/or household sectors. Large credit cycles often occur in a weakly regulated or
deregulated financial sector with few limitations on banking behaviour.

3. A boom in private debt to GDP ratios may be partially facilitated by the mispricing of
interest rates, exemplified by modern central banks employing a zero interest rate policy
to stimulate demand. Arguably, the reduction of interest rates below a justifiable level
could prompt investment in excess of available savings or productive opportunities
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within the economy. The path is laid for misallocation of capital and asset bubbles, as
increasingly marginal investments are enabled with cheap credit at short-term rates,
raising loan risks for creditors and debtors alike.111

4. The emergence of speculative financing within the broader economy leads to declining
debt productivity and the formation of asset bubbles. Such financing usually appears
alongside a manic investor mindset, identifiable in a common belief that investment in a
certain asset class is without risk or will yield returns far in excess of the initial
investment.

5. The risk of financial instability is amplified by high levels of banking leverage and rapid
expansion of bank balance sheets, low capital or liquidity ratios, dependence on shortterm foreign borrowings for long-term investments, and a high concentration of assets
on bank balance sheets (typically commercial and residential real estate) that are
overvalued relative to fundamental metrics.

6. Eventually the financial system reaches an endogenous limit of speculative activity when
no further acceleration in private debt is possible due to a lack of willing investors, debt
repayment limitations of investors, or restrictions on the ability and/or willingness of
creditors to continue lending.112 Asset prices begin to fall in response to steady or
decelerating rates of credit growth because accelerating credit growth is required to
maintain increasing asset prices.
111

Asset bubbles are not necessarily caused by accommodative interest rates alone, though low

rates may help to amplify the size of asset bubbles once they form. Nominal interest rates in
Australia were accommodative between the 1880s to the late 1960s, trending between 4 to 6 per
cent. Real interest rates were negative during the mid-1970s. A central bank was not even present
during the formation of Australia’s land and stock market bubbles during the 1830s, 1880s and
1920s; therefore, other factors are required to explain asset cycles outside of interest rates.
112

It is arguable that in fully deregulated financial markets at peak speculative activity, banks

become willing to lend almost any amount to borrowers. Thus, the ability of a debtor to finance
principal and interest payments may become a secondary consideration to the expected rise in the
capital value of bank assets.
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7. The negative wealth effect from falling asset prices prompts large falls in consumption
by individuals and households. In a credit-based economy, a significant reduction in
aggregate demand follows the decision of households and/or businesses to postpone
consumption and delay investment.

8. The trigger for a debt deflationary spiral is private sector deleveraging (negative credit
growth), reducing the outstanding private debt stock as loans are repaid, restructured or
defaulted upon. As business profits decline and output decreases, bankruptcies and
credit defaults also increase, causing a persistent and higher level of unemployment.
Rising unemployment reinforces the downwards spiral of falling asset values, debt
liquidation and defaults.

9. Debt deflation accelerates following a wide-scale ‘Minsky moment’ within the
speculative investor class. The rush to sell over-inflated assets without suitable counterparties worsens the downwards price spiral. The triggering of debt deflation in a low
inflation environment results in widespread price deflation.

10. Banks and other financiers who optimistically lent during the boom phase of the asset
cycle become overly pessimistic in response to broad economic contraction, the rise in
impairments, falling value of bank assets, and reduced profitability or absolute losses.
Credit is heavily rationed in response, compounding the downturn and preventing a
swift recovery. The most capital-constrained and illiquid banks are rendered insolvent
following bank runs and the sudden closure of short-term funding markets, particularly
if the residual maturity profile of debt is brief and they are dependent on offshore
borrowings to roll over short-term liabilities.

11. A state of stagnant economic growth or contraction persists, marked by high
unemployment, tight credit conditions, minimal discretionary spending, hoarding of
liquid assets, declining output, falling profits, reduced trade and commerce, debt
deleveraging, and asset liquidation stemming from a higher rate of credit defaults and
insolvencies. This process lasts for years until either large scale debt restructuring is
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arranged, debts are sufficiently paid down and/or household, business and government
balance sheets are adequately repaired.

12. Broader deflationary effects are felt in the economy as credit growth collapses in the
face of private sector deleveraging, leading to a fall in aggregate demand. The inability of
the private sector to increase their cash flows in a low inflation environment
exacerbates this effect. Asset prices fall in response to forced sales, high levels of
bankruptcies and personal defaults, and the general price level declines as businesses
cut their margins to remain solvent.
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Table 1.5.1: Factors and Predictors of Financial Instability1
Credit Cycle / Credit Growth
•

A steep rise and peak in credit growth as demonstrated by the ratio of private debt to GDP.

•

A trend of declining debt productivity as measured by the ratio of the change in GDP / the
change in aggregate credit.

•

A long-term trend of accelerating private debt growth begins to ease; a prelude to a later
sustained deceleration (a negative credit impulse).2

Nature and Level of Investment - Property and Financial Market Speculation
•

A persistently high and sustained private investment to GDP ratio, foreshadowing a future
downturn.

•

High levels of building activity/construction in the commercial and/or residential sectors
suggesting supply is outpacing demand.

•

Residential housing stock growth outpaces effective demand.

•

Commercial property stock growth outpaces available demand for floor-space.

•

Evidence of Ponzi financing in commercial/residential land prices e.g. a rapid rise in
residential/commercial land values to GDP ratio.3

•

Rampant stock market speculation leads to a sharp rise in the share price index and rapidly
rising P/E ratios indicative of asset market speculation.4

•

Plateauing credit growth for speculative asset classes as measured by the percentage increase
in lending aggregates (preceding falling asset prices).

Risk Management, Balance Sheets, Foreign Borrowing and Capital Inflows
•

Large foreign capital inflows provide funding for asset speculation.5

•

A financier focus on increasing loan volumes and market share over increasing the capital
strength of balance sheets.6

•

Disproportionate lending to any one asset class.7

•

A high proportion of interest-only loans for investment purposes.8

•

A narrowing of spreads between deposit and lending rates.9

•

Concentrated financial lending to sectors vulnerable during economic downturns e.g.
significant exposure to the mining or pastoral sectors.

•

A surge in the total size of assets under management.

•

Banking assets become concentrated within ‘too big to fail’ institutions. 10

•

A declining trend in stable long-term funding sources (e.g. fixed term domestic deposits) and
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dependence on short duration funding sources (e.g. short-term wholesale debt markets).
•

Increasing leverage in the financial system e.g. high loan to deposit ratios, falling capital ratios
and declining general/specific debt provisions.

•

Inadequate capital ratios exist as a safety buffer for bank losses.

•

Declining liquidity ratios e.g. small holdings of cash, bullion and other liquid assets.

•

Financiers invest in securities related to the Ponzi-financed asset classes and accept these
assets as collateral/liens for loans.

•

A rising rate of impaired assets and credit defaults.

•

A rising rate of personal/business insolvencies and bankruptcies (following falling asset prices,
reduced income/cash flows and rising unemployment during the economic downturn).

•

Funding costs rise significantly on capital markets e.g. bonds yields rise significantly.

•

A falling (shorter) trend in the residual maturity profile of short-term and long-term wholesale
debt borrowings.

•

A significant proportion of bank liabilities are met by rolling over debts on short-term capital
markets.

•

A sudden and significant weakening in financial sector profit performance.

Inflation and Interest Rates
•

A credit bubble forms and bursts in a low inflation environment.11

•

Interest rates are accommodative (the relative cost of money is low).12

Prudential Regulation and Level of Financial Competition
•

Declining prudential standards or weak financial regulation. 13

•

Intense financial sector competition exists between major banks and NBFIs.

•

A sharp rise in the ratio of financial assets to total assets for both NBFIs and major banks.14

•

Branch network growth outpaces the rate of lending growth.15

•

Loose financial assessor standards prompt optimistic valuations of borrower assets, cash flows
and creditworthiness.16

Financier Psychology
•

Financial sector irrational exuberance during a credit cycle/asset boom causes a downward
drift in risk premiums.

•

Widespread financier pessimism during an economic downturn such as universally negative
assessments of borrower and credit risk and severe credit rationing.

•

Shareholders have unrealistically high expectations of the potential long-term return on equity
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(ROE).17
•

Falling lending standards prolong unsustainable rates of credit and associated profit growth.

•

A rising risk tolerance for lending growth outpacing the rate of deposit growth.

Government Psychology
•

Government policy explicitly/implicitly protects financial sector assets, profits and access to
capital markets with public funds e.g. bail-outs/bail-ins, lender of last resort interventions and
regulatory capital forbearance.

•

A willingness to implement austerity measures (increasing taxes and cutting expenditure)
while the private sector is deleveraging.

Investor Psychology
•

A mania (herding psychology) reinforces property, stock and other asset speculation by the
private sector.

•

Investing strategies are premised on future capital gains and ignore persistent negative real
income returns from the Ponzi-financed asset class.18

•

Over-confidence in the growth potential of Ponzi-financed assets solicits an ever-rising volume
of debt for investment.

•

A preference is established for repaying debt combined with lower discretionary spending and
investment.

•

A persistently higher household savings ratio is established.

•

Depositor concerns over the safety and security of their savings causes bank runs.19

•

Waning investor interest and a re-evaluation of capital gain prospects leads to falling investor
activity and a declining number of transactions in asset markets e.g. falling volume of housing
sales.

•

The investor cohort experiences a ‘Minsky moment’ and simultaneously try to exit the market
over fears of capital losses.20

Government Debt and Fiscal Settings
•

A trend of declining tax revenues and public expenditure.21

•

Economic stimulus in the form of counter-cyclical spending to offset a large and persistent fall
in aggregate demand is absent.

•

The financial sector is backstopped during a downturn, in preference to stressed borrowers in
the household and business sectors.22

•

The social welfare net is inadequate to cushion rising unemployment and the loss of aggregate
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demand.

Population Growth and Labour
•

A high rate of population growth during the credit/asset cycle masks weak per-capita GDP
growth during the boom phase and inhibits economic recovery during the downturn.23

•

Surging unemployment worsens debt deflation and the rate of credit defaults and
personal/business insolvencies and bankruptcies.

Exogenous Variables
•

A small number of commodities account for the majority of gross value added exports.

•

A large ToT correction following an extended mining/pastoral boom of more than 5 years
duration (reducing national GDI/GNI).

•

The tradeables sector is hollowed out (‘Dutch Disease’) due to a high level of mining capital
expenditure, competition for human resources and increased share of value-add to GDP.24

•

Significant appreciation/depreciation of the currency.

•

Natural disasters that reduce economic output and trade. 25

Table Notes

1

Factors listed are experienced both during the expansionary (boom) and contraction (bust)

phases of the credit and asset cycle.

2

Keen (2011d: 30-31) notes that in a credit-based economy, accelerating debt is required to

stimulate aggregate demand. This means stabilisation of the debt to GDP ratio can trigger a
recession and deleveraging of the private stock of credit (a large and negative credit impulse)
can cause depression-like conditions. Further, debt acceleration strongly influences asset
prices, meaning asset bubbles must inevitably plateau and burst once debt saturation leads
to persistent deceleration in private credit growth. Asset prices collapse to levels supported
by fundamentals valuations based on income flow, sometimes overshooting the long-term
mean during the bust.
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3

Minsky (1992: 7) describes asset markets and their debt and income relations into three

categories: ‘hedge financing units’ in which the income flow from an asset meets
contractual (debt) obligations; ‘speculative financing units’ in which income flows are
sufficient to cover only the interest but not principal repayments, so debts are continually
rolled over; and ‘Ponzi financing units’ where the income flow generated by the asset is
insufficient to meet either the repayment of principal or interest. The latter category raises
the risk profile of the debtor as they have only three real options when asset prices fall,
economic conditions deteriorate and income streams weaken: increase cash flows by
cutting margins, sell the asset under financial distress and realise significant losses or enter
default arrangements.

4

Price to earnings (P/E) ratios of more than 20 typically indicate overvaluation. This is a

classic indicator of an asset bubble, as frequently demonstrated in the stock market.

5

This will be evident by the mismatch between the maturity profile of liabilities and assets,

with a preponderance of short-term liabilities (such as foreign deposits and wholesale
borrowings), and longer duration assets (loans), causing banks to be overly dependent upon
the impulses of the wholesale money market. The danger is in using too much offshore
funding for both lending into an asset bubble and to meet external liabilities.

6

Retained earnings have the appearance of passive residual after dividends are paid out

from current profits.

7

This may comprise excessive margin lending for stocks, high rates of lending for residential

owner-occupier and investor mortgages or excessive lending for commercial real estate
speculation. This is indicated by disproportionate credit aggregates relative to GDP, resulting
in an increasing concentration of Ponzi-financed loans (assets) on bank balance sheets.

8

A greater proportion of interest-only loans signals investors believe capital values will

continue increasing into the future. This strategy is dependent upon continual rising prices,
a method employed by negatively-geared residential property investors. In the event asset
prices fall substantially, investors are left with rapidly devaluing assets with a negative real
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rental income flow when all expenses and mortgage repayments are considered. This is a
recipe for rapid wealth destruction.

9

The demand for liquidity and the increased credit risk priced into market rates leads to

higher rates demanded of deposits and other sources of funding. In the face of declining
credit demand, banks face difficulties in maintaining profit growth given tightening spreads
and increasing bad debts.

10

A highly concentrated banking and financial sector amplifies, rather than reduces,

systemic risk in the presence of excessive Ponzi financing, an unstable funding mix, and
weak capital and liquidity ratios. The economy can be quickly crippled by a financial
contagion given the level of interconnectedness and the near identical risk posed by the
banks’ similar loan portfolios and funding profiles. Difficulties in, or failure of, one of the
large banks is likely to quickly spread as each institution controls a large proportion of the
total assets under management. Large falls in the value of bank assets may lead to technical
insolvency (negative net tangible assets), requiring additional regulatory capital to shore up
bank balance sheets in accordance with Basel regulations. A steep rise in impairments and
eventual defaults may also exhaust banks available capital reserves. Banks may also be
rendered cash flow insolvent during a liquidity event such as a bank run or wholesale
market closure if they have insufficient funds to meet liabilities as they fall due. Banks
become systemically important or ‘too big to fail’ when governments can be expected to
intervene to prevent their collapse due to the possible total size of shareholder, bondholder
and depositor funds lost in the event of a banking failure.

11

Increases the chances of asset price deflation and a fall in general prices due to forced

asset sales, increased bankruptcies and businesses cutting margins to increase cash flows. In
contrast, a high inflation environment helps inflate wages relative to debts, easing the
relative burden on borrowers.

12

The low cost of credit provides a signal to invest in assets to achieve a return greater than

those available from savings.
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13

Hickson and Turner (2002: 147) note the free and unregulated nature of the 19th century

banking system in Australia. It had few legal barriers to entry, no real restrictions on assets,
liabilities or bank capital, and no central bank, branch restrictions, price controls, bailouts,
deposit guarantees or discount window. The theory of ‘free banking’ spectacularly collapsed.

14

Aggressive attempts by NBFIs or second-tier banks to garner market share from larger

banks can lead to imprudent lending and liability practices, heightening the risk of a future
financial crisis. This process is replicated at the other end of the spectrum, where a very
concentrated number of lenders (few in number) dominate the market. It appears that both
excessive competition and excessive concentration raise overall financial sector risk.

15

Rapid branch network growth can result in a lack of central control over lending practices.

Although regulation has moderated some banking excesses, the collective financier
euphoria and over-optimism means significant capital misallocations are likely to persist,
particularly if bank management and shareholders are seeking an unrealistically-high ROE.

16

This will lead to over-inflated estimations of the value of bank balance sheet assets (loans)

and a higher risk of future credit defaults.

17

Unrealistic shareholder expectations put pressure on financial sector managers to engage

in high-risk and high-return strategies that manifest through trends in declining liquidity and
capital ratios, falling asset/credit quality, and counter-cyclical debt provisioning during the
asset cycle.

18

This is exemplified by the cohort of negatively-geared investors seeking to profit from

increases in capital values while running net rental income losses.

19

Government deposit guarantees enacted during the GFC were aimed at reassuring the

public and creditors that the Australian financial system was secure. Banking stress only
requires a small percentage of depositors to approach the bank and demand their full
deposits in cash, a relatively small increase in the growth rate of impaired assets
overwhelming capital buffers, or the closure of wholesale debt markets for short periods
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(less than 30 days), preventing debts from being rolled over. As banks lend out at large
multiples to deposits, very low levels of capital and liquid assets are actually immediately
available to meet contingencies such as bank runs, extended wholesale market closure and
sharply rising impairments and bank losses. Although these are infrequent events, they may
be triggered if the financial sector is perceived as fragile and fears emerge that deposit
holder, shareholder and bondholder losses are a very real prospect.

20

During a Minsky moment, the investor class reassesses the future risk of large capital

losses, resulting in a downwards spiral of declining sentiment, increasing stock, falling asset
prices and turnover rate, heavy discounting, and large reductions in private sector credit
growth.

21

Falling tax revenues and public expenditure usually result from a collapse in private sector

demand due to deleveraging and/or a large fall in the ToT.

22

In recent years, the government has purchased residential mortgage-backed securities

(RMBS) and established covered bond legislation to lower bank funding costs, provided
deposit and wholesale funding guarantees, implemented temporary short selling bans to
protect financial sector share prices, and authorised the establishment of liquidity facilities
to prevent future bank failure during a ‘credit crunch’ scenario (when wholesale markets
close and expose illiquid banks that cannot roll over debts).
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A high rate of population growth and rampant capital misallocation causes weak per-

capita GDP growth, despite the overall rise in GDP during the boom phase of a credit and
asset cycle. The figurative economic pie must be cut up into smaller slices given high rates of
population growth during the boom phase.
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Dutch Disease hinders economic recovery as other industries lose their comparative

advantage over time.
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For instance, extended drought, floods and fire require the significant allocation of

resources for rebuilding and reconstruction.
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Part 2: Understanding How Asset Bubbles Form
The variables considered in Part 1 provide a framework to consider contemporary economic
conditions and the likelihood of future financial instability. The speculative impulse of the
private sector appears to have formed a land market asset bubble, driven by households
betting on the future direction of residential property prices, underpinned by a universal
mindset that real estate is a foolproof investment. If an asset bubble is in existence, then
economic history strongly suggests the following broad factors will influence the degree of
future financial instability:
•

The rate of credit growth;

•

The nature and level of investment, particularly real estate and stock market speculation;

•

The degree of financial sector competitive pressures;

•

Bank balance sheets, foreign borrowings and capital inflows; and

•

The quality of risk management in the financial system.113

A heterodox account of financial instability is described in Part 2 which incorporates these
broad factors, alongside a post-Keynesian credit-based view of the economy in which loans
create deposits (money is ‘endogenously’ created) and aggregate demand is equal to the
sum of income and credit growth. The model is complemented by a behavioural finance
framework where psychological processes in the creditor and debtor cohorts amplify booms
and busts, particularly when land rent (‘geo-rent’) is easily expropriated. 114 In this creditbased model, asset bubbles eventually burst when debt growth is insufficient to sustain
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Fisher and Kent (1999: 2). Allen and Carletti (2013: 244) suggest “Central bank checks and

balances” should also be added, for instance, greater regulation of monetary experiments like
quantitative easing and reconsidering the independence of central bank monetary control,
particularly if low interest rates have contributed to the formation of asset bubbles.
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for poor financier decision-making during credit cycles.
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prices delinked from fundamental valuations.115 In the Australian economy, the likely trigger
for economic contraction will be debt saturation of the household sector when debt limits
have, or are, very close to being reached. Compounding this is a high degree of leverage
(gearing) within the financial system, indicating borrowers have little equity in their
investments, an outcome that will multiply losses as investor buffers are quickly eroded
during an asset bust. A high degree of leverage increases the risks and consequences of
future financial crises, for in the event of default and foreclosure, the value of bank
collateral (primarily residential property) will sharply decline, compounding capital losses.
The pool of participants willing to borrow credit shrinks rapidly under these circumstances,
impeding recovery.

Economic recessions and depressions are associated with debt stabilisation and
deleveraging periods following the boom phase of credit cycles that cause high levels of
debt to be accrued by the private sector. These slumps are worsened by the negative wealth
arising from falling asset values.116 Contrary to conventional economic theory, deflationary
impacts that accompany depressions and recessions are not directly related to the relative
expansion or contraction of the base money supply by central bank authorities, but rather
the rate of growth in bank lending. Effectively, a large and sustained deceleration in the rate
of lending in a credit-based system, in which credit wags the fiat money tail, leads to a
decline in the circulation of money expended on goods, services and assets, so a pattern of
broad price deflation may emerge, particularly in debt-backed assets.117
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Throughout Parts 2 and 3, the terms ‘credit economy’ and ‘endogenous money/monetary

creation’ are used interchangeably to represent the post-Keynesian perspective of the economy.
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Yates and Whelan (2009) estimates a one dollar rise in housing wealth results in a 1 to 1.5 per
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dollar fall. Windsor et al. (2013: 1, 3) estimates the fall to be much larger at 2.5 to 3 per cent. In the
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depressions (8 out of 29) are not marked by deflation, except for the Great Depression (1929-1934)
which caused deflation in 16 countries. The authors also note 90 per cent of deflation episodes do
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The downwards asset price spiral during the bust is reinforced by the liquidation of bad and
souring debts extended to non-credit worthy individuals for over-priced assets during the
boom phase of the asset cycle. The bursting of a large credit bubble in periods of low
inflation may prompt broad price deflation, as asset prices revert to their intrinsic value
based on income flows or long-term averages. In the current Australian economy, low
inflation indicates over-heated residential property prices will likely deflate in price rather
than stagnate while rapid income growth corrects the overvaluation, a process observed in
the episode of high inflation during the 1970s.

Deflationary impacts are likely to be worsened by highly-indebted households that are
unable to accelerate their repayment of debts, because unlike the business sector, they
cannot easily reduce overheads and living expenses. Alongside bank credit deflation and the
propensity for individuals to save during economic downturns, firms willingly engage in costcutting measures through price discounts, wage reductions and downsizing on declining
revenue to maintain sales in response to an economy-wide retreat from consumption. The
fall in disposable income for workers through wage cuts (or, more likely, stagnant wage
growth) and higher unemployment enforces strict savings behaviour by households,
amplifying the cycle of declining profits, output and consumption reverberating through the
economy. 118 Thus, history suggests an over-indebted private sector experiencing the
bursting of an asset bubble in a low inflation environment will experience debt deflation.
The tendency to delay investment and consumption during a downturn amplifies existing
deflationary pressures.

The Executive General Manager of the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA),
Charles Littrell, discussed financial stability in a recent speech about macro-prudential
supervision in which confidence was identified as a primary element, including:

not coincide with a depression, but fail to mention any possible relationship between recessions and
deflation, and do not consider credit growth as a potential variable underpinning these relationships.
118

De Grauwe (2009: 3-7, 16-18).
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• Reliability of payment and clearing systems;
• Safety of repositories for money, such as banks;
• Qualified borrowers receive credit on reasonable terms; and
• Failures among prudentially regulated institutions are rare, small, and managed. 119
APRA accepts investor psychology plays a role in financial stability; a sensible position to
hold given human sentiment ultimately drives the direction of financial markets. Australia’s
history of asset bubbles supports the idea that financial instability is worsened by the role of
confidence or lack thereof. Events such as bank failures, capital controls, wholesale market
closures and credit rationing can easily cause panic and bank runs, leading to crises for
lenders that are poorly capitalised and have low liquidity ratios, and losses for deposit
holders, bondholders and shareholders. Banks may experience solvency crises during the
bust phase of an asset cycle when the value of collateral held against loans falls sharply,
funding costs increase, the proportion of impaired loans rises, and they are unable to
rollover (refinance) short-term liabilities. During the boom, the collective willingness of
financiers to over-extend credit to borrowers at high leveraging ratios produces significant
bank losses when speculative assets correct in price, adding to the deterioration in
economic conditions and reinforcing the debt deflation cycle.120 The bursting of real estate
bubbles appears to be particularly damaging, as this is most often associated with banking
crises, for example, the crises of the 1980s and 1990s in Japan, Scandinavia, Indonesia,
Thailand, South Korea and other countries.121

Littrell adopts economist Hyman Minsky’s taxonomy in his speech and states long-term
business cycles are heavily influenced by confidence, with self-assured investors and
financiers lending out a greater volume of credit as asset prices rise and investment
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conditions; a rise in unemployment or adverse exogenous factors are not required to burst an asset
bubble.
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becomes more speculative.122 In a nutshell, he accepts Minsky’s premise that asset markets,
including debt and income, fall into three categories:
•

Hedge financing units: where the income or cash flow from an asset allows investors to
meet their contractual (debt) obligations;

•

Speculative financing units: where the income flow is sufficient to finance interest
repayments but not principal, so debts are continually rolled over. For example, when
government or financiers issue new debt to meet obligations of maturing debt contracts;
and

•

Ponzi financing units: where the income or cash flow generated by the asset is
insufficient to repay either principal or interest. The risk profile of the debtor is elevated
under these circumstances because when asset prices inevitably fall and income streams
weaken during an economic downturn, they only have three possible responses, namely
increase cash flows by cutting margins, sell the asset under financial distress and realise
significant losses, or enter default arrangements. 123

According to Minsky’s taxonomy of finance, asset bubbles require three preconditions: a
steep rise in real asset prices, an increase in the stock of private debt used to purchase
assets, and net income losses as income flows fail to meet either the loan principal or
interest. The majority of Australian residential property investors and owner-occupiers
identify as Ponzi financing units as the income flows generated by their housing investments
(imputed rent for owner-occupiers and actual rent for investors) do not cover loan
repayments, including running expenses, on aggregate.124 During an economic downturn,
households cannot cut overheads or margins like businesses can because their partner or
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institutions.
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children cannot be fired, living expenses cut beyond essential outgoings, nor parts of the
home sold.

Households may reduce their outgoings by cutting consumption of luxury and discretionary
goods, but families forced to consistently cut back on essentials like food and clothing to
meet debt obligations are in real hardship. Highly indebted households will attempt to
maintain loan repayments as the labour market deteriorates and many will sell their
properties under duress or enter default arrangements, substantially increasing supply and
reducing housing prices further. Eventually, land prices will reflect their value based on
economic fundamentals, which is a reasonable multiple against rent, income and GDP, and
return to tracking the rate of inflation. A reversion to the long-term mean in Australian land
prices implies large falls, irrespective of the measure being used. Any deflation in asset
prices need not be a sharp and short-term event, but could last well over a decade,
particularly if the government intervenes to try to prevent a housing crash.125 Although
housing prices have not collapsed in Australia following their 2010 peak in real terms,
residential property investors should not be complacent. Studies of speculative asset
markets show the most common bubble pattern results in prices rising to a peak, followed
by a gradual, initial decline during which investors experience financial distress, finally
leading to an eventual panic and crash in asset prices.126

Unlike earlier economic downturns, the financial instability following a land price correction
is unlikely to be transitory in nature or demonstrate a ‘U’ or ‘V’ shaped economic recovery.
Poor economic conditions will probably persist due to the enormity of the current credit
cycle funnelled into residential property. Housing busts generally have a larger impact on
the economy than stock market crashes, but occur less often on average; every 20 years
versus every 13 years for equity busts. The average output loss in GDP following a housing
bust is also greater at 8 per cent (4 per cent for equities). Housing busts follow booms
approximately 40 per cent of the time. The magnitude of real estate exposures often causes
125
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greater stress on the banking system and leads to a higher insolvency rate. During a housing
bust, the fall in the rate of private consumption, investment and fixed capital formation is
generally larger and occurs more quickly. On average, equity price crashes lead to price
declines of 45 per cent from peak to trough across 10 quarters, while housing busts have an
average price decline of 30 per cent across a period of around four years (16 quarters).
Housing price corrections tend to be more severe when a large run up in prices occurs
during the boom phase. Both housing and stock market crashes are strongly associated with
recessions in selected countries studied between the 1970s and 1990s.127

The large reduction in aggregate demand accompanying private sector deleveraging
(household and business balance sheet repair) will have a significant negative impact in an
economy addicted to debt.128 The relatively loose credit standards following deregulation of
the financial sector in the 1980s also suggests high credit defaults may emerge from a
significant subprime cohort that became increasingly indebted during the expansionary
phase of the credit boom. The emergence of a debt-deflationary spiral is likely to be
maintained by negative sentiment in the private sector due to wealth destruction from
falling asset prices and profits, a rising rate of insolvencies and bankruptcies, and
deteriorating employment and credit conditions throughout the economy.

Australians would be mistaken in believing the stability experienced over the last two
decades is the natural character of a capitalist economy. Contrary to this common
perspective, market economies are endogenously unstable and prone to an increasing level
of chaos, with increasing departures from equilibrium over time. 129 Moreover, central bank
interventions to combat instability are becoming gradually less effective, and the highly
interconnected nature of the modern global economy means entire financial systems can
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abruptly cascade into a downwards spiral. It should be remembered the financial chaos of
the GFC arose from a sea of tranquillity, with the rapidity and seriousness of the crisis
driving many mainstream economists to public expressions of surprise. To further
understand the causal factors behind financial instability, it is necessary to consider private
sector credit dynamics in detail and discard conventional economic theory, which is of
limited use in identifying asset bubbles and predicting consequent crises.
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2.1 The Financial Instability Hypothesis and Debt Deflation Theory Revisited
A coherent theoretical framework for explaining episodes of financial instability is found in
the credit-based, disequilibrium models of the economy as articulated by economists Steve
Keen and Wynne Godley, along with Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis and Fisher’s
Debt Deflation Theory to explain the expansionary (boom) and contraction (bust) phases of
the cycle. The addition of individual and group psychological dynamics, an approach
advocated by US economist and Nobel Prize winner Robert Shiller, helps describe how large
credit cycles and asset bubbles are caused by investor biases, irrational decision-making,
and the manic and herd-like behaviour of financial actors (lenders and borrowers).
Integrating a rentier sector into a model of financial instability highlights causal pathways
for increasing wealth inequality, falling productivity and rising living costs that accompany
the private capture of economic rents flowing from land, natural resources, banking and
other monopolies. Key events and factors that occur during the phases of credit and asset
cycles are outlined below and are explained in further detail throughout this section.
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2.1.1 The Expansionary (Boom) Phase of the Asset Cycle

Table 2.1.1.1: Key Events and Factors in the Expansionary Phase of the Asset Cycle
Calm Investment Phase
Following the excesses of the previous credit cycle, investors and financiers retain memories of
significant losses in net wealth accompanying irrational exuberance. Hedge finance represents a
conservative investment psychology, where relative tranquillity and financial stability prevails.

Hedge Finance Transitions to Speculative
Over time, initial hedge financing units in which the income flows from an asset meet contractual
(debt) obligations become more speculative. This is caused by financier complacency and/or
intense banking competition, leading to a relaxation of lending standards in the presence of a
forming investor mania.

Rising Aggregate Demand
The endogenous creation of money by banks upon extension of the loan (loans create deposits)
boosts aggregate demand and increases the purchasing power of all borrowers.

Herd Psychology and Rising Investment
The investor class shows a willingness to accumulate large private debt burdens irrespective of the
prevailing interest rate, with a herding consensus determining the market momentum based on
limited information and subjective analysis.

High Risk Lending and Large Credit Cycle
Factors such as investor optimism, regulatory capture, financial innovation or a general relaxation
of financial rules allow the formation of a large credit cycle in the private sector, often
accompanied by high leveraging ratios and foreign (external) capital inflows which amplify
financial fragility.

Positive Feedback Loop
Rising prices induce greater risk taking by financiers and debtors seeking easy profits/capital gains,
causing a positive feedback loop to form between rising prices and accelerating debt.

Asset Price Inflation and Increasing Monetary Velocity
Optimistic financier assessments and investor mania leads the rise in the money supply (credit
money) with persistently accelerating credit growth increasing the velocity of money in circulation
and asset prices.

Oversupply of Goods, Services and Assets
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Irrational investor exuberance may lead to an oversupply in the production of both industrial
goods and services and private sector assets, such as residential and commercial dwellings.

Falling Debt Productivity and Weakening Yields
Exhaustion of the capital stock and increased financing of more marginal (lower quality)
investments leads to a persistent trend of falling debt productivity.

Ponzi Financing Units
The majority of investors transition to Ponzi finance units, meaning continual capital growth is
required for investments to be profitable (a hallmark symptom of an asset bubble).

Subprime Borrower Cohort
Towards the peak of a credit cycle and asset bubble, a large percentage of borrowers fall into the
subprime category as the pool of willing and creditworthy borrowers shrinks and banks try to
maintain high levels of credit growth. Subprime borrowers are set to default in greater numbers
when prices fall and economic conditions deteriorate.

Asset Plateauing and Investor Reassessment
The asset bubble eventually plateaus and bursts when there is an insufficient body of investors
(‘greater fools’) entering the market with ever-increasing levels of debt to sustain inflated prices.

Prior to the boom phase of a credit cycle, a subdued and conservative era of lending is the
norm as a consequence of past financial excesses (debt-induced recessions or depressions).
Debtors and financiers alike retain memories of significant losses due to failed investments
with firms and households unable to repay their debts in large numbers. Banks and
financiers are now only willing to lend for conservative, low-risk investments and even in
that instance, debt to equity ratios remain low. On the other side of the creditor-debtor
relationship, borrowers do not seek liberal credit due to conservative estimates of the
income-producing capacity of their proposed investments. In effect, risk premiums are high
on both sides of the ledger due to fear of a repeat of an earlier economic crisis and
consequent losses. The relative tranquility of a growing economy with a low level of failed
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investments and defaults breeds confidence, then a sense of complacency among
bankers.130

Over time, lending standards relax as cognitive biases form in the financial sector. Existing
debts are easily repaid, making sense to increase leverage. Rising confidence leads to a large
rise in investment, indicated by the steep growth in the ratio of private debt to GDP. From a
psychological standpoint, it is understandable creditors become excessively optimistic
during the expansionary phase of the credit cycle because profits increase on rising asset
values and loan volumes, and the rate of credit defaults is low.131 Lower risk aversion,
however, means a higher proportion of loans are allocated to more marginal investments,
with financiers effectively lending as much as possible to borrowers irrespective of their
ability to service their debts. Financiers expect borrowers can sell their assets in the future
for a capital gain should they experience financial hardship, amortising the loan in the
process.

A ‘euphoric economy’ emerges wherein investors and financiers both develop high
expectations of success. Risk in the financial system rises sharply due to a combination of a
significant increase in the loan size, exhaustion of investments that offer high returns and
moderate risks, and less credit-worthy individuals being extended loans on optimistic
judgments by bank assessors.132 The risk profile of the loan book significantly rises, despite
increasing asset values and bank profits. Signs of financier over-optimism include a
willingness to dramatically increase banking leverage, falling capital and liquidity ratios,
heavy lending to any single asset class, acceptance of lower quality liability structures and
imprudent use of short-term domestic and offshore wholesale debt funding for long-term
investments overvalued against historical norms. Overdependence on external finance for
speculation represents the pinnacle of shared optimism between investors and financiers. In
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a sense, the irresponsible lending decisions of domestic banks set up a potential future
domino effect whereby cascading defaults by domestic borrowers could lead to creditor
defaults with international financiers.

During the credit boom, greed and the anticipation of large capital gains causes a
speculative mania to form in the investor class. A key motivating factor is the expected
expropriation of economic rent in perpetuity via the extraction of unearned wealth and
income, divorced from any underlying cost of production or improvements associated with
their investment. An ever-expanding number of investors are drawn into speculating on a
preferred asset class, driving prices well in excess of fundamental values, determined by the
income-producing potential of the asset. This process instills a collective euphoria in the
investor class, eventually succumbing to the belief the asset class has minimal risk or
promises an almost guaranteed future return.

The marginal nature of these investments results in declining debt productivity over time,
demonstrated by a broad trend of declining GDP growth per unit of debt. Each unit of debt
literally adds less growth to economic output, consistent with the hypothesis that credit is
increasingly misused for less financially-worthy endeavors such as stock and land market
speculation. The domestic pattern of declining debt productivity is replicated internationally
and is marked from the late 1970s onwards when banking sector deregulation began in
earnest. A greater proportion of funding is directed towards overvalued (Ponzi) assets,
increasing their concentration on the loan book. Systemic risk rises due to high levels of
leveraging, optimistic financier assessments of asset capital values and cash flows, and
increasing loan volumes resulting from the large growth in the stock of credit.

It is tempting to assert relatively low interest rates in Australia are the primary cause of
rapid credit growth, leading to a residential property bubble over the preceding two
decades. This is a popular view within the Austrian school of thought, suggesting asset and
business cycles are the result of artificially low interest rates engineered by central banks,
stimulating investment in excess of available savings in the economy. The basic hypothesis is
manipulated interest rates prompt investors to mal-invest in tangible assets because the
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real yields on cash or other liquid investments, after tax and inflation, are virtually zero.133
Thus, Austrian economists contend price signals are broadcast to investors seeking a real
return greater than zero to invest in assets using borrowed money. 134 Austrians, alongside
the neoclassical and New Keynesian schools of thought, also argue that money printing by
central banks will increasing lending, having adopted the empirically falsified money
multiplier model. In Australia’s case, some may argue households have simply taken on
large amounts of mortgage debt in response to an artificially low interest rate environment,
paving the way for significant speculator activity in asset markets that are expected to
return greater yields.

This theory is superficially appealing, but the argument that rising debt is a reflexive
response to falling interest rates is false on logical and empirical grounds. Logically, the
banking systems that existed in the 1830s, 1880s and 1920s were ‘free’ as there was no
central bank to control interest rates and print base money. Despite this, long-term interest
rates were accommodative throughout the 19th century until the early 1970s and stayed
within a band of 4 to 6 per cent almost the entire time, while land market bubbles formed in
the 1830s, 1880s and 1920s. 135 The negative real interest rates of the mid-1970s should
have created the largest credit and asset bubbles on record if the Austrian account was
correct, but this did not happen. Further evidence invalidating the suggestion that credit
growth is a simple function of the relative cost of credit comes in the form of interest
payments to GDP, which has not remained constant over the preceding two decades. 136 Low
interest rates may play a role in driving asset prices higher, but other factors are clearly
involved in generating asset cycles.

A common delusion affecting Australian property investors is the notion residential real
estate prices will double every seven to ten years, despite the mathematical impossibility of
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household incomes maintaining parity with such rapid price growth. Over the last two
decades, an irrational belief system has driven investors to continue investing exorbitant
levels of debt, irrespective of the cost of money. In a similar fashion, financiers usually
loosen their lending standards during the expansionary phase of the credit cycle as bank
competition stiffens and delusions form regarding the worth of private sector investments.
Accordingly, the availability of cheap credit is a symptom rather than a cause of financial
crises and strict control over interest rates or other state interventions are unlikely to
prevent the formation of further asset bubbles. The decisions of investors and financiers will
tend towards easy profits or anticipated capital gains, with risk aversion tending to diminish
over time in response.

During the mid-1970s, households gradually assumed higher levels of mortgage debt as the
end of social democratic control of the economy gave way to looser lending standards
following deregulation of the financial sector, amplifying the tendency of investors to
speculate rather than invest productively. Asset market inflation was, and is, the outcome of
rapid credit expansion, combined with herding psychology and short-term, opportunistic
decision-making by investors with multiple cognitive biases and irrational belief systems. For
instance, the Australian stock market experienced a significant fall of over 40 per cent
during the GFC that did not result in a commensurate decline of economic output (GDP).
This indicates the stock market does not accurately reflect the operation of the productive
industrial economy, but is yet another asset market prone to speculative boom-bust
cycles.137 In contrast to the Efficient Markets Hypothesis (EMH) that contends stock market
volatility is a function of new information affecting a share’s equilibrium price, stock
markets appear to be highly unstable and dynamic systems. Symptoms of endogenous
instability within stock markets include apparently random but deterministic patterns
(Fractal Market Hypothesis) that are overly sensitive to both positive and negative
information (Inefficient Markets Hypothesis), and susceptible to runaway processes due to
interdependent speculator interactions, akin to reactions observed in complex systems such
as nuclear reactors. 138
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The maintenance of relatively low interest rates since the mid-1990s may represent an
attempt to reflate the bubble economy in a belief cheap credit may advance investment
decisions. That is, conventional economists surmise a significant number of investors will
invest in asset markets if interest rates are sufficiently lowered, given the expected
differential between asset returns (principally calculated in potential capital gain) and the
cost of money (average interest rate) over the projected investor timeframe. As an
expanding pool of investors seek to enter the market or enlarge their holdings in the
preferred asset class, they begin outbidding each other with increasing sums of Ponzi credit
willingly extended by the financial sector. Thus, asset bubbles primarily result from liberal
lending standards and core beliefs held by the investor herd, rather than as a function of the
prevailing interest rate.

During the formation of asset bubbles, irrational investors confuse an asset’s price with its
value; the former reflects current market prices while the latter is based on fundamental
valuations such as the income flows. Consequently, investors dismiss valuations anchored to
a reasonable multiple of the annual gross income earned by the asset.139 Instead, a positive
feedback loop forms between capital prices and accelerating credit growth, paving the way
for significant misallocation of capital and the boom-bust cycle. Ponzi financing units soon
dominate the investor class, generating negatively-geared investments where cash flows are
less than debt servicing payments and running costs. Put simply, asset bubbles are caused
by investor herding behaviour and their faulty cognitive biases regarding the perceived
value of purchased assets.
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2.1.2 The Contraction (Bust) Phase of the Asset Cycle

Table 2.1.2.1: Key Events and Factors in the Contraction Phase of the Asset Cycle
Credit Stabilisation
Deceleration and then eventual stabilisation in private investment and consumption detracts from
aggregate demand and causes economic contraction in a credit-based economy; an effect
worsened by excess productive capacity and a surplus labour pool.

Asset Price Plateau and Excess Inventory / Overproduction
Asset prices plateau and then steadily fall, with debt to equity ratios rising. Asset markets
experiencing significant overproduction during the credit cycle experience an excess of sellers over
buyers, swelling inventory and falling turnover.

Weakening Profits / Incomes and Pessimism
Ponzi finance units experience deterioration in income flows associated with their investment and
a negative consensus forms as prices soften.

Falling Asset Prices and the ‘Minsky Moment’
Continual falls in asset prices cause investors to reassess the market critically. Sale of the most
marginal investments sets the tone for the entire asset market. This may lead to a ’Minsky
moment’, wherein investors simultaneously attempt to exit the market in a moment of panic. Few
suitable counter-parties are found to meet high asking prices and a negative consensus emerges
regarding the asset class.

Asset Bull-Traps
Temporary recoveries in asset prices may emerge during short-lived bursts of accelerating debt,
but prices will persistently deflate if credit growth continually grows at a slower pace than nominal
GDP, stabilises, or a trend of negative credit growth is established (a persistently large and
negative credit impulse/accelerator).

Keynesian Savings Paradox
The negative wealth effect is established by falls in net business and household wealth, reinforcing
the prevailing pessimism and loss of private sector confidence. A Keynesian savings paradox may
emerge, characterised by limited discretionary spending/investment and the hoarding of cash
deposits, exacerbating falling monetary velocity.

Credit Growth Contraction and Deleveraging Trend
A persistent deceleration in credit growth and a private sector preference for repaying debt
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establishes a deleveraging trend and overall private investment falls. Balance sheet repair is
extended in duration due to onerous debt burdens.

Falling Monetary Velocity and Deflationary Pressures
Debt deflation (falling asset prices) is compounded by persistent deleveraging, the associated fall
in monetary velocity and the destruction of credit as loans are increasingly repaid or defaulted on.
A low interest environment exacerbates deflationary pressures because household and business
incomes will not artificially rise to ease debt burdens.

Debt Liquidation / Distress Selling and Rising Unemployment
Debt is liquidated by distressed sellers and aggravated by: a worsening labour market, a falling
number of Ponzi investors transacting in the market, private sector over-indebtedness (debt
saturation), financier inability to lend/source additional funds and rising interest rates reflecting
increased credit risk.

Weak Business Conditions and Rising Bankruptcies
The fall in aggregate demand associated with declining private sector borrowing leads to a
reduction in business profits, growing inventory and rising unemployment. Falling prices for goods
and services results in decreasing profits and a lower net worth of businesses, meaning those who
operate on small margins soon capitulate. Small to medium enterprises fare worse than large
businesses that generally have greater buffers to withstand the downturn. The financial sector
experiences a steep rise in impaired assets and personal/business insolvencies and bankruptcies.

Cost Cutting and Price Deflation
Weakening business income streams prompt margin cutting and asset sales to reduce debt, and
many enter default arrangements during a significant downturn. Other negative effects include a
reduction in wages or hours for workers, firing of workers, and lower margins in an attempt to
remain solvent. The household sector has little flexibility to cut margins or sell assets to reduce
debt, accelerating personal defaults during a downturn.

Financier Pessimism and Subdued Economic Activity
Reductions in trade, output and employment reinforce the process of debt liquidation in the
business and household sectors. Financial sector pessimism is reinforced by capital write-downs in
asset values and surging bad debts. Credit rationing on fear of future losses inhibits economic
recovery.

Failure of Ponzi Financiers and Insurers
Thinly capitalised financial institutions and insurers with significant exposures to Ponzi assets often
fail without government intervention due to ballooning bad debts and inadequate capital reserves.
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Government Spending and Automatic Stabilisers
Government debt may rise significantly during periods of private sector deleveraging to
compensate for reduced demand. The public sector deleverages once the investor and financier
classes have sufficiently purged toxic private debt burdens.

Deleveraging End and Transition to Hedge Finance
After a sufficient period of debt deleveraging (debts no longer drag on economic growth) and asset
prices approach fair valuation based on fundamentals (P/E, P/R and P/I ratios), the economy again
enters the calm investment phase. Politicians and regulators enable a repeat of the boom-bust
asset cycle by letting prudential standards ease over time, paving the way for speculation to be
repeated on an often larger scale. Financiers forget the excesses of the past and begin their credit
cycle again.

Eventually a confluence of events brings the speculative mania to a halt, leading to a
plateauing and then eventual fall in asset prices, increasing aggregate debt to equity ratios.
Participants in the private sector who willingly bid up asset values become fewer in number
or already hold so much debt that a further acceleration in credit growth is not possible. Any
rise in interest rates risks increasing financial stress and defaults for over-leveraged
borrowers, and raises the relative risk of financing conservative investments. Any future
correction in asset prices need not be rapid. In the housing market, the pace of falls may be
moderated by government intervention (grants, tax expenditures and purchase of
securitised mortgages), the withholding of foreclosed homes from the market by financiers,
taxpayer bailouts transferring toxic mortgage debt to the public, and the activity of hedge
funds and private equity firms in purchasing large tranches of repossessed homes for later
rental income. 140

In a credit-based economy where aggregate demand is equal to income plus the change in
debt (see further below), the change in aggregate demand is equal to the change in GDP
plus the acceleration (or deceleration) of debt. The intimate relationship between increased
purchasing power (endogenously created money) and asset prices implies that when credit
growth hits an endogenous limit, prices must fall. A plateauing and then persistent
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deceleration in credit growth (negative credit impulse) is a prelude to a later fall in the total
stock of outstanding private sector debt; a process known as deleveraging.141

Decelerating credit growth and eventual deleveraging have a greater impact on asset prices
than growing financier reluctance to further lend into an asset boom or the inability to
source sufficient funds to meet domestic demand. Excessive debt burdens suppress
aggregate demand as ballooning principal and interest repayments outstrip income growth,
constraining available discretionary funds. Many debtors also face a psychological struggle
in meeting debt repayments on assets that are increasingly underwater (in negative equity).
In contrast to the assumptions of equilibrium theory, an excess supply of labour and
productive capacity is generally present; these factors do not pose economic constraints.
Aggregate demand is actually a monetary phenomenon, for if both income and debt
influence economic growth, then rising debt levels symbolise the creation of additional
deposits in the financial system (loans create deposits), forcing a corresponding change in
the money supply.

A trend of accelerating debt growth cannot be kept alive by a gradually diminishing investor
pool. Consequently, the velocity of money in the economy falls, particularly if there are
large increases in the central bank monetary base without a corresponding increase in
nominal GDP. Falling money velocity is exacerbated if a high savings ratio (Keynesian savings
paradox) is established, leading to the hoarding of liquid assets and a preference for debt
repayments over discretionary spending. Endogenous credit creation can account for the
rapid inflation and deflation in asset markets during the business cycle (typically real estate
and stock markets), the deflationary impact upon goods and services during an economic
depression, and broader economic expansion and contraction.

Contrary to Friedman’s theory of monetarism, the money supply and subsequent rate of
price inflation is an artefact of the endogenous creation of money by the financial sector.
Loan approvals immediately create deposits within the banking system, increasing the
purchasing power of the borrower and contributing to asset price inflation. The rise in credit
141
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money forces changes in reserve requirements or base monetary injections by the
government. Conversely, in a deleveraging scenario, negative growth in the private debt
stock and the onerous servicing cost of high debt reduces consumption and spending in the
real economy, reducing aggregate demand and causing deflationary impacts. The level of
endogenously-generated money falls as debts are paid off or restructured, which may cause
the entire economy to contract.142 Evidence for endogenous monetary creation and the role
of accelerating (decelerating) debt in asset price inflation (deflation) and associated
economic expansion (contraction) helps explain why depression-like conditions persist
following the bursting of large asset bubbles. In essence, all asset bubbles must eventually
burst as private debt cannot infinitely accelerate. A trend of persistent decelerating credit
growth must eventually transition into arduous and long-term private sector deleveraging,
collapsing asset prices and prolonging financial instability.

The initial stagnation and fall in asset prices are threatening signals which instill fear in
investors of future economic losses. As the speculative mania wanes, it dawns on investors
that asset prices may not resume rising in the short-term and a limited number of suitable
counter-parties exist to pay elevated asking prices that enable the realisation of profits or
even a hasty exit from the market. An economy-wide Minsky moment is triggered when a
critical mass of investors seek to exit the market simultaneously, fearful of years of heavy
debt repayment for assets rapidly falling in price. Investors come to understand the income
flows from their Ponzi-financed assets are insufficient to ever repay the principal and
interest on their outstanding debts and expenses. The impulse to offload assets collapsing in
price is irrepressible.

Asset prices are driven down by panic selling and creditor-enforced sales. Price falls are
exacerbated by deteriorating economic conditions such as declining business profits, falling
consumption and higher unemployment. Lofty asset prices cannot be maintained without
suitable counter-parties willing to meet the inflated asking prices, and a negative investor
consensus of asset values emerges. Ponzi investors are the first to sell their assets (incurring
the smallest losses), but ongoing debt deflation and deteriorating economic conditions
142
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encourage a flood of non-Ponzi investors to also exit the market. After an asset bubble has
peaked, there are only two possible outcomes: asset price deflation or general price
inflation to reduce the divergence between asset prices and their intrinsic value based on
income flows. As the Australian credit bubble will burst in a low inflation environment, the
former is more likely.143 Markets that are oversupplied with asset stock from a credit boom
experience a greater collapse in asset prices, although overproduction may not always be
present.

Rising interest rates and high debt to equity ratios make marginal business activities
unviable, obliging the sale of assets to meet debt servicing requirements. The sale of assets
by additional actors place further downward pressure on prices and hardens the gloomy
mindset within the private sector. A negative wealth effect emerges within the household
and business sectors as income flows are stunted by rising unemployment and falling
consumption. Significant wealth is typically lost on stock market margin loan investments
and highly leveraged investor or owner-occupier loans for residential property.144 The fall in
discretionary spending is partly due to investors ruminating upon the decline in their net
worth as assets fall in price, with the resulting negative psychological state inhibiting
expenditure. The uncertainty of future economic conditions and falling asset prices has a
similar impact on the business sector, causing restricted levels of investment and the reining
in of operational costs. Rising unemployment and falling business profits reinforce the
downwards spiral of debt deflation, as over-indebted households and/or businesses
experience a higher rate of credit defaults and significant write-downs in asset prices.

Government tax revenues are hit by a combination of factors: large falls in business profits
and income for the household sector, limited discretionary spending, and a firm private
sector preference for debt repayment over consumption. In an attempt to curb rising debt
and address falling tax revenues, politicians often implement austerity measures – raising
taxes and slashing expenditure – which worsens the downwards economic spiral as both
government and private sector demand falls in unison. Austerity is typically recommended
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by neoliberal economists, who misguidedly use equilibrium models to assert rising
government debt will burden future generations and ‘crowd out’ private sector borrowing,
following an alleged rise in interest rates.145 This view should be disregarded, as the
endogenous creation of money and the flow of causation from loans to reserves implies the
private sector is not limited by the scope of government borrowings. If banks are not
constrained in lending (‘money is created from thin air’), then it follows the standard
balance sheet model asserting a dollar lent to the government is one less dollar available to
the private sector is false. Further, significant bank lending to the public sector may ‘crowdin’ private sector investment, because the assessment of loan portfolio safety rises when it
is composed of a greater proportion of government assets, typically in the form of
government bonds.146

A negative mindset emerges in the financial sector, caused by mounting capital losses as
asset prices tumble and credit defaults spike, constricting credit growth, decreasing profits,
rising regulatory capital requirements, higher funding costs related to financial uncertainty,
and larger provisioning for bad debts. During a financial crisis, the adoption of ZIRP policies
by the central bank will provide marginal assistance in lowering funding costs if there are
significant offshore borrowings; Australia’s current dilemma. Bank runs may also ensue if
depositors fear for their savings, leading to large cash withdrawals on a first-come-firstserved basis. Without government assistance, banks may collapse if a sufficient number of
depositors withdraw their funds, principally because balance sheet liabilities comprise
illiquid long-term assets (loans) and limited liquid funds are kept available for demand (oncall) deposits. Under these circumstances, banks are forced into a fire-sale of assets at a loss,
as not all deposits can be repaid. Problems at an individual bank may trigger contagion due
to inter-bank exposures, the generalised ‘flight to cash’ experienced by the public, and the
banks’ inability to refinance debts as short-term wholesale debt markets temporarily close
over repayment fears.147
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During the contraction phase, the panglossian financier perspective is replaced with
universally downbeat views of borrower credit-worthiness and their proposed investments,
causing a rationing of credit and inhibiting economic recovery. This phenomenon is an
understandable response to debt deleveraging and a fall in the total amount of debt on
issue, leading to the destruction of money as debts are repaid or written off. 148 In effect, the
financial sector eventually becomes a victim of its own excesses during the boom phase that
increased financial system leveraging and short-term profits, but which also sowed the
seeds of larger bank losses in the future. When assets can no longer be sold for a profit and
debt servicing costs far exceed income flows, this often triggers the failure of Ponzi
financiers specialising in speculative, high-risk lending to unitary asset classes. Surging
impairments and the destruction wrought by capital write downs in asset prices can quickly
erase the wafer thin buffers of poorly capitalised banks and non-bank lenders, leading to
insolvency without government bailouts or other interventions. 149

Deleveraging and debt liquidation persists until the over-indebted private sector has
sufficiently written down and/or repaid debts, or declared personal and/or commercial
bankruptcy. This process explains the transmission of broad deflationary impacts that often
accompany depression events (particularly in low inflation environments) and the frequent
occurrence of bursting bubbles in various asset classes prior to severe economic
downturns. 150 When enough toxic debt has been purged from private sector balance sheets
and a significant period of time has elapsed since the previous financial crisis, economic
recovery can begin as credit starts to circulate into the real (non-financial industrial)
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economy. Eventually the credit and asset cycle is repeated as a new generation of investors
and financiers forget the lessons of the recent past. For similar reasons, politicians
responsible for financial sector oversight are likely to ease prudential standards over time,
allowing the cycle of significant capital misallocation to be repeated.

The following figure provides a simplified representation of the financial instability cycle
centred on credit expansion, the emergence of Ponzi financing, and subsequent debt
deflation and economic contraction. Notably, psychological biases are a primary factor in
causing irrational exuberance, as ample and cheap credit alone is insufficient to explain
asset cycles. Further, there appears to be a very limited role for neoclassical equilibrium
theory in explaining financial crises. Economic recessions and depressions are marked by
disequilibrium, a failure of markets to clear excess inventory, rising bankruptcies and credit
defaults, and high unemployment. Alternatively, Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis
and Fisher’s Debt Deflation Theory provide a model explaining both the expansion and
contraction of the credit cycle, as well as logical pathways for the formation of large asset
bubbles and associated financial instability. Keen’s mathematical modelling of these
processes provides theoretical support for the transmission mechanisms of instability
outlined by Minsky and Fisher. The credit-based model provides explanatory power for the
role of debt in influencing aggregate demand, as well as the directionality of the credit
money-base money relationship and its possible influence as both an inflationary and
deflationary force.
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Figure 2.1.2.1: The Financial Instability Cycle
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2.2 Characteristics of a Credit-Based Capitalist Economy
The failure of neoclassical economists to identify asset bubbles and predict financial crises is
most probably linked to the absence of banks, money and credit/debt as central factors in
their economic models, and the naive belief markets will tend towards equilibrium due to
the ‘rational’ actions of participants. Neoclassical equilibrium theory ignores private debt, as
non-monetary dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models assume away money
and debt. The assumption of the neutrality of money stipulates these factors are simply a
distribution between creditor and debtors, having no impact on the level of aggregate
demand in the financial system. The implication is money can only affect nominal variables
such as prices for commodities and wages but has no impact upon real variables like the
rate of investment or employment.

DSGE models try to explain the economy from microeconomic foundations and assume
markets operate in equilibrium, resulting in what is essentially a barter system where all
goods and services are traded at time equals zero (a timeless economy). In contrast,
disequilibrium is supposedly a result of decisions based on poor information, affecting
general price levels but not impacting real variables.151 The Efficient Markets Hypothesis
(EMH) also assumes private agents are rational by default, or sit on a normal distribution of
bounded rationality. By definition, regardless of the size of private sector debt burdens,
EMH deems the collective investor decisions to be efficient (correct). Efficient outcomes are
alleged to occur via near-perfect informational processing by rational agents and the
immediate assimilation of new information when it appears, resulting in price changes
reflecting this new reality.152

A primary failing of DSGE models is using a single representative consumer, who is said to
optimise their investment and consumption decisions over an infinite time period with
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perfectly rational behaviour. This weakness is compounded by further assuming consumer
plans are made without error and competitive markets for goods and services always exist
in an environment of perfectly flexible prices and wages.153 These representations are
completely inadequate in describing the chaotic and complex behaviours of actors in
modern financial systems, and cannot explain frequent economic events such as inflation,
deflation, regular credit and asset cycles, and rising unemployment. These conventional
ideas run counter to the financial instability theories articulated by Minsky, Fisher and Keen
who argue periods of relative economic tranquillity are a temporary illusion. Financial
instability is merely disguised by a steep rise in private sector debt, sowing the seeds of
future instability as asset bubbles form. As Minsky famously stated, “Stability – or
tranquillity – in a world with a cyclical past and capitalist financial institutions is
destabilising.”154

According to post-Keynesian economic theory, aggregate demand is a function of both
income and the aggregate change in debt, meaning economic contractions can be predicted
when there is a persistent decline in credit growth. The expansion of assets and liabilities of
the banking sector endogenously creates money and is injected into the financial system
following loan approval (due to the simultaneous creation of deposits); increasing
purchasing power (aggregate demand) during the process. Near-term expansion or
contraction of the economy is more dependent upon the sustained flow (acceleration and
deceleration) of credit, rather than the stock (amount) of credit growth. Even as the stock of
credit declines, temporary ‘recoveries’ in asset markets and GDP growth are still possible
following brief periods of credit acceleration. 155 The mathematical implication of the creditbased model is GDP growth is a function of private consumption, investment, government
spending, exports minus imports and the aggregate change in private debt. This can be
represented as GDP = C + I + G + (X - M) + aggregate change in private debt.
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The stock and flow of credit also explain the relationship between asset prices and debt. For
asset prices to remain delinked from fundamental valuations, accelerating debt is required,
not just debt growing steadily in size. A suitable analogy is a car in motion: the velocity of
the car represents the change in credit growth (first derivative), while the acceleration or
deceleration of the car (the change in velocity) represents the rate of change of change in
credit growth (second derivative). It is the second derivative of credit growth which acts as a
leading indicator of asset prices. In a similar fashion to a car that cannot continually
accelerate forever due to existing physical limitations, debt also cannot infinitely accelerate.
An upper-bound of debt saturation will eventually cause falling prices as credit growth
persistently decelerates.

The growth in debt increasingly runs ahead of nominal GDP as speculative activities mount,
weakening the ability of the broader economy to service principal and interest repayments.
The deceleration and plateauing in credit growth is guaranteed by the income limitations of
the private sector in meeting their contractual obligations. Borrowers’ inability or
unwillingness to accumulate more debt primes the asset bubble for collapse and the trigger
is pulled when deleveraging and savings behaviours are given preference to borrowing for
consumption and/or investment. The removal of significant debt-fuelled demand from the
economy is the precipitating factor for a recession or depression. The subservience of the
fiat system to the credit-based economy means that banks are not constrained by a
monetary creation process they do not control. On the contrary, banks are only constrained
by the willingness of the public to take on debt and sourcing sufficient funds to lend, while
observing basic capital requirements. This perspective is different from the mainstream
interpretation (loanable funds model) that asserts when debt levels rise, the economy is not
borrowing more as a whole because funds are simply transferred from more patient to less
patient actors.156

In the traditional view, debt simply represents a redistribution from one group (debtors) to
another group (creditors), reducing the creditor’s spending power in equal measure to the
debtor’s increased spending power. Debt only matters in equilibrium theory when
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considering its relative distribution, for instance, highly indebted people are said to face
different constraints compared to those with low debt. 157 Mainstream economists typically
respond with bewilderment when presented with a credit-based model of the economy
incorporating a banking sector. This is exemplified by Paul Krugman, the 2008 Nobel Prize
winner for economics, who argues the banking sector is inconsequential. Krugman does not
show any understanding of why private sector debt dynamics are important in generating
asset cycles, as he subscribes to the falsehood that lending transfers spending power from
patient to impatient individuals, without contributing to additional aggregate demand:158

In particular, he asserts that putting banks in the story is essential. Now, I’m all for
including the banking sector in stories where it’s relevant; but why is it so crucial to a
story about debt and leverage? Keen says that it’s because once you include banks,
lending increases the money supply. OK, but why does that matter? He seems to
assume that aggregate demand can’t increase unless the money supply rises, but
that’s only true if the velocity of money is fixed; so have we suddenly become strict
monetarists while I wasn’t looking? In the kind of model Gauti and I use, lending
very much can and does increase aggregate demand, so what is the problem? Keen
then goes on to assert that lending is, by definition (at least as I understand it), an
addition to aggregate demand. I guess I don’t get that at all. If I decide to cut back on
my spending and stash the funds in a bank, which lends them out to someone else,
this doesn’t have to represent a net increase in demand. Yes, in some (many) cases
lending is associated with higher demand, because resources are being transferred
to people with a higher propensity to spend; but Keen seems to be saying something
else, and I’m not sure what. I think it has something to do with the notion that
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creating money = creating demand, but again that isn’t right in any model I
understand.159

A credit-based model of the economy is theoretically useful, because contrary to the
mainstream view, it stipulates credit growth adds to aggregate demand. Thus, lending
practices have a large impact on GDP growth in both positive and negative directions. The
rapid expansion of credit fuels speculative fervour in the investor herd and is therefore
responsible for the formation of destructive asset bubbles; a pattern that economist Charles
Kindleberger has found repeated throughout history:

Speculative manias gather speed through the expansion of credit. Most increases in
the supply of credit do not lead to mania - but nearly every mania has been
associated with rapid growth in the supply of credit to a particular group of
borrowers. In the last hundred years, the increases in supplies of credit have been
provided in part by the banks and in part by the development of new financial
instruments.160

Several key implications of a credit model can be arrived at. Changes in debt acceleration
should be a factor in the level of employment and output, and also contribute strongly to
changes in GDP and asset prices. Further, the bust phase of the asset cycle and GDP
contraction should be triggered by a persistent trend of decelerating credit growth, as debt
cannot accelerate forever in any financial system. 161 Post-Keynesian theory requires
evidence of the creation of credit money before fiat money in the banking system, if
expansion of credit money is the primary determinant of changes in the velocity (circulation)
of money. This theory helps explain why central bank injections of fiat (base money) via
quantitative easing (QE) measures fail to stimulate inflation. If the level of money in the
financial system is predominantly a function of bank lending and government deficits, then
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without individuals, households, firms or governments, who are both willing and able to
borrow, the relative money supply should fall, leading to deflationary impacts.

Post-Keynesian theory also explains why QE in the US and Japan has only led to increasingly
large and inactive bank reserves which fail to stimulate economic activity. Monetary
injections by central banks via the purchase of mortgage backed-securities and government
bonds may help to lower borrowing rates, but the additional liquidity available for lending
will not assist economic growth and a subsequent recovery. The reason is that credit growth
is a function of willing borrowers; a process not influenced by programs of asset purchases
between commercial and central banks. The central bank effectively has no control over the
money supply and credit aggregates due to the causality from loans to reserves. In contrast
to the endogenous view of money, neoclassical theory does not acknowledge the
statistically significant relationship between debt and asset prices, unemployment or any
other key economic factor, as net changes in debt across the economy are assumed to have
no effect on aggregate demand. Neoclassical economists therefore assume increasing the
monetary base via central bank injections will spark lending and subsequent inflation, based
on the premise that fiat money wags the credit money tail via the money multiplier effect.
Evidence for these contrasting predictions will be considered next.
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2.2.1 Evidence for Endogenous Monetary Creation

When examining the history of money and credit/debt, there is ample evidence to show
that debt has always been essential to the creation of money. Historically, people used debt
tokens (symbols) as money, trading debts with a promise from the borrower to repay in the
future due to the realities of seasonal production in ancient societies. Food and other goods
would become available only at different times of the year, for example, a hunter may come
to market with meat but no means of refrigeration, and the counter-party who may want
this meat could be a farmer who has not yet harvested his crops, such as carrots. The
obvious solution is for the farmer to take the perishable meat and promise to pay in the
future when his carrots become available.162

Ancient economies established complex arrangements with multiple debt contracts that had
four essential elements: a total amount of money to be repaid, a specified date(s) on which
it must be repaid, the form of agreed repayment and the level of interest applied. The
reason double-entry bookkeeping was originally invented was in response to specialisation
in production leading to goods becoming available with different and incompatible timecycles, requiring the separate recording of debts and credits to enable mutually beneficial
trade.163 In this way, money can be thought of as debt symbols or tokens that are used for
payments, with debt as a claim on future goods and services. Debt is therefore valuable and
can be used as a means of payment, with debt contracts continually transferred in
complicated trading relationships. In ancient times, the authority of debt contracts was
enforced by kings or chiefs who would affirm their value. Additionally, central clearinghouse
mechanisms were instituted, such that if A had a claim on B, B had a claim on C, and C had a
claim on A, rather than each individual paying the other with debt claims etched on clay
tablets, the debt tokens were left in storage so debt tokens did not need to be physically
exchanged; only the record of ownership changed.
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Historical evidence for this practice exists in Iraq, where debt records in the form of clay
tablets have been found. The ‘modern’ credit system, therefore, is based on principles of
debt, interest, denominations, clearing systems and ‘central banks’ going back thousands of
years.164 As anthropologist David Graeber notes, there is no historical evidence to support
the claim money arose to overcome the double coincidence of wants, followed by the later
development of credit systems, because elaborate credit systems were in fact developed
first:

In fact, our standard account of monetary history is precisely backwards. We did not
begin with barter, discover money, and then eventually develop credit systems. It
happened precisely the other way around. What we now call virtual money came
first. Coins came much later, and their use spread only unevenly, never completely
replacing credit systems. Barter, in turn, appears to be largely a kind of accidental
by-product of the use of coinage or paper money: historically, it has mainly been
what people who are used to cash transactions do when for one reason of another
they have no access to currency.165

That debt predates the creation of money is important for several reasons. It suggests
money is simply a representative form of debt; effectively money equals debt. In the
modern era, each bank note in circulation has a sovereign promise to pay the sum of ‘X’
denominated units upon presentation of said note to the central bank. Of course, no one
ever does this because you would simply get back exactly the same amount of money in the
form of a crisp new bill, but this phenomenon supports the argument that money is a form
of debt - an obligation to pay on demand. Another consequence of money originating from
debt is that loans made by a bank actually increase the amount of money in circulation. In
fact, the term ‘lending’ is a misnomer because banks endogenously create money rather
than lending it from someone else, storing it as electronic records on a computer system.166
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The monetary (credit) view of the economy stipulates that if income is to grow, aggregate
demand must grow, requiring current spending plans summed over all sectors to be greater
than received income to be spent on aggregate supply, which includes goods and services,
and existing assets. Financing economic growth therefore requires some sectors to be
accruing debt or selling assets, and this can only occur when money is drawn from idle
balances into active circulation (an increase in velocity) or by the creation of new credit by
the financial sector. Money can also be thought of as a liability of the banking sector to the
rest of society. Deposit accounts are bank liabilities, but are also the depositors’ asset.
Payment for goods, services and assets transfers the financial liability to someone else.167
The increase in the quantity of money upon loan approval is demonstrated when a
hypothetical borrower seeks a bank loan to make a purchase. Banks do not require deposits
to extend a loan. Rather, once a loan has been approved, the bank simply credits the
borrower’s account with the promised amount of money. Effectively, new money is brought
into existence by a few key strokes on a computer keyboard, immediately providing the
borrower with additional spending power to make purchases.168

Several conclusions can be drawn from this simple example. Firstly, savers (depositors) are
not required before lending takes place. The approval of the loan creates new money which
can be used to clear the debts of others, acquire assets and so on. The fact debt pre-dates
money demonstrates that understanding the non-market properties of money are essential.
Secondly, lending is not intrinsically linked to financial instability, but its influence is
determined by whether the proceeds are used for asset speculation or productive
enterprises that produce strong income flows to repay debts. Thirdly, when the newly
created money has been expended on a purchase, the bank has an additional ‘asset’ in the
form of a claim on a borrower to repay a loan with interest. The bank also has a liability,
which is the additional money owed to the account of the person who sold their asset to the
borrower, as the account requires the bank to provide money on demand.
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This process describes the general business model of banks: balancing the activities of
lending long on assets versus a number of short-term liabilities such as demand deposits
and refinancing of wholesale debts. 169 Throughout history, money has served as the
quantification of existing debts, often manifesting as debt peonage, servitude and slavery,
with the modern day neo-feudal serf merely the latest incarnation. 170 If money is
endogenously created when loans are extended, then not only should the amount of credit
money exceed fiat money in the financial system, but credit money creation should lead
that of fiat money. In the money multiplier (‘fractional-reserve banking’) theory outlined in
introductory economics textbooks, banks are said to maintain a fraction of their deposits
(representing a liability) as central bank deposits (‘reserves’ - an asset) and can lend the
remainder which requires new deposits from the central bank. Further, both reserve
requirements set by the central bank and the public’s willingness to hold cash determine the
‘money multiplier’, represented by the ratio of broad money to central bank reserves. As
the process of lending and depositing can take some time, neoclassical theory predicts there
should be a significant lag between newly created fiat money and corresponding credit
growth. Whether fiat money or credit creation occurs first can prove one of the two
competing models.171

The standard Money Multiplier theory stating banks passively await deposits before lending
(due to the requirement of excess reserves for lending) is empirically false, as the creation
of credit money occurs before that of government money. The amount of debt in the
economy exceeds the amount of money in supply, with the divergence becoming greater
over time.172 As economist Steve Keen explains:

…attempts to use the ‘Money Multiplier’ as a control mechanism – either to restrict
growth as during the monetarist period of the late 1970s, or to cause a boom in
lending during the Great Recession – are bound to fail. It is not a control mechanism
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at all, but a simple measure of the ratio between the private banking system’s
creation of credit money and the government’s creation of fiat money. This can vary
dramatically over time: growing when the private banks are expanding credit rapidly
and the government tries – largely vainly – to restrain the growth in money;
collapsing when private banks and borrowers retreat from debt in a financial crisis,
and the government tries – again, largely vainly – to drive the rate of growth of
money up.173

Endogenous monetary creation means bank lending has greater impacts on economic
activity and the level of inflation within the financial system, relative to factors such as the
level of bank reserves and government injections of fiat (base) money that are regularly
touted as solutions to prevailing economic problems.174 If banks create money upon the
extension of a loan, rather than as a result of an exogenous event (injection of fiat money),
then the Money Multiplier represents nothing more than a measurement of the ratio of
broad money (M1, M2 and M3) to base money (M0). Contrary to the neoclassical tenet
claiming the dynamics of money and credit/debt can be safely discarded, these variables are
actually essential to understanding the broader functioning of the economy.175 In the real
world, banks create loans first and seek reserves later, indicating they are not constrained in
their lending and causality is from loans to reserves and not the other way around.

If loans create deposits, then the flow of causation means central banks cannot change the
money stock in circulation (monetary aggregates) via changes to the reserve requirement.176
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accepted money, backed by government law or decree. Keen’s use of the term is better described as
‘outside money’ (created outside of the private sector) and consisting of cash, coins and bank
reserves. Over 90 per cent of the money supply in the economy is ‘inside money,’ consisting of
electronic bank deposits that were created by loans.
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but only used to meet regulatory requirements and settle payments in the inter-bank market.
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Research clearly disproves the Money Multiplier account: there is no specific link between
reserves and M2, no direct link between M2 and bank lending, and US lending growth has
remained tepid despite a huge rise in reserve balances from $20 billion prior to the GFC to
several trillion dollars in 2014. Banks also have access to non-deposit funding, with these
liabilities not subject to reserve requirements. The practical application of the Money
Multiplier theory is also suspect, explaining why central banks have for decades used
interest rates to influence lending decisions, rather than reserve adjustments. On all counts
the alleged transmission mechanism for monetary policy breaks down.177

Adherents of the traditional view of banking expect QE to translate into a large rise in bank
credit, with the failure of this mechanism attributed to a collapse in the money multiplier at
the zero bound. This view misinterprets the nature of QE open market operations, which are
targeting interest rate changes by purchasing private sector assets in addition to
government bonds, adding to or draining reserves from the financial system in the process.
For example, when the US Fed purchases Treasury bonds from a bank, there is no change in
the net worth of the private sector as this activity is an asset swap that only changes the
composition of financial assets, rather than adding to it. In this case, a proportion of private
sector assets are shifted from bonds and into bank deposits/reserves, increasing the relative
liquidity profile of banks. The additional demand for government bonds created by this
process reduces interest rates as demand for other bonds rises.178

A more coherent explanation, therefore, is the textbook money multiplier simply does not
exist and that a large rise in the denominator (bank reserves at the US Fed) has resulted in
the US M2 money multiplier falling dramatically (the ratio of M2 money supply to reserves
at the US Fed). Despite the large rise in excess reserves due to QE, there is no mechanism to
spark credit creation (loans) and future inflation without willing and creditworthy borrowers.
QE does not filter through to the real economy and influence business incomes, credit or
wages, as it only purchases assets within the financial system, changing the composition of
bank balance sheets. Rather than being inflationary, the falling return to investors in fixed
177
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income products like bonds and bank deposits may represent a deflationary pressure due to
potential savings lost to the real economy. QE will not enable an economic recovery nor
cause inflation, as there is no mechanism to prompt lending or to raise aggregate demand
via increases to wages and incomes in the real economy. 179 As economist Warren Mosler
explains:

When Congress spends, however, it usually buys real goods and services, and not
securities and other financial assets. So when the exchange takes place, Congress
gets the real goods and services, which are not financial assets, and the economy
gets dollar balances at the Fed, which are financial assets. So spending by Congress
adds financial assets to the economy, to the penny, making it very different from
what the Fed does. And note that when the economy buys Treasury securities, all
that happens is that the dollar balances the economy has at the Fed in what are
called ‘reserve accounts’ get moved to dollar balances in what are called ‘securities
accounts’ at the Fed. Dollars in securities accounts and reserve accounts are all
dollar financial assets. So shifting back and forth doesn't change the dollar nominal
wealth of the economy.

In conclusion, theory and evidence tell me it's impossible for the Fed to create
inflation, no matter how much it tries. The reason is because all the Fed does is shift
dollars from one type of account to another, never changing the net financial assets
held by the economy. Changing interest rates only shifts dollars between ‘savers’
and ‘borrowers’ and QE only shifts dollars from securities accounts to reserve
accounts. And so theory and evidence tells us not to expect much change in the
macro economy from these primary Fed tools, making it impossible for the Fed to
create inflation.180

Banks do not directly lend their reserves to commercial borrowers because they are held as
liquidity buffers against deposits which are created when banks lend. Further, banks are not
constrained in their lending, due to loans creating deposits and banks obtaining reserves
179

Bezemer (2013). Although QE appears to support higher equity prices and a lower interest rate

environment.
180
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from the central bank after the fact. Consequently, increasing the monetary base only
increases the potential for new lending and will not necessarily lead to a rise in broad
money.181 Banks can only reduce these reserve levels through either new lending or new
banknotes flowing into the economy via public demand. This suggests QE will not cause
inflation or a massive round of credit creation as is typically asserted.182 Changes in the level
of central bank reserves can be explained using accounting identities, with the central bank
balance sheet represented as:

Assets (A) = Reserves (R) + Banknotes in circulation (BK) + Government deposits (GD). In
delta (Δ; change) terms, this is:

ΔA = ΔR + ΔBK + ΔGD

Rearranged to:

ΔR = ΔA - ΔBK - ΔGD

This means that central bank assets (A) are counter-balanced against liabilities in the form of
reserves (R), banknotes in circulation (BK) and government deposits (GD). Therefore,
reserves may only increase (decrease) when a central bank increases (decreases) its assets,
the public decreases (increases) total cash/banknotes being held, or the government
reduces (increases) deposits at the central bank as it makes net transfers to (receives net
transfers from) the private sector. Critically, bank lending is not involved in this accounting
identity, so banking reserves will remain parked at the central bank via the fundamental
mechanics of credit creation. Asking why banks don't lend out their excess reserves is simply
asking the wrong question. 183
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183
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In regards to loans and monetary creation, using a simple accounting identity of a bank
balance sheet gives:

Reserves (R) + Loans (L) + Bond holdings (B) = Deposits (D) + Equity (E). This is represented
as:

ΔR + ΔL + ΔB = ΔD + ΔE

Banking system assets include reserves (R), loans (L) and bond holdings (B) that are counterbalanced against liabilities of deposits (D) and equity (E). When banks lend, this is the point
of monetary creation and a loan asset and deposit liability is simultaneously created on their
balance sheet. The loan does not originate from reserves, but money is created ‘from thin
air’ with the flow of causality from loans to deposits: loans create deposits and not the other
way around as mainstream economists believe. This can be represented at the point of loan
conception as:

ΔL = ΔD, with ΔR = ΔB = ΔE = 0

It is not the case that banks lend out reserves, with reserves diminishing in the face of rising
loans, because as already noted, central bank assets would either need to fall or
government deposits would need to increase (deficit spending that creates deposits in the
financial system) or public demand for banknotes would have to increase. Government
deficits result in a greater amount of money flowing into public accounts than is being
removed, creating a net positive flow of new deposits. On the bank balance sheet, this leads
to an increase in reserves.

Therefore, the traditional view:

ΔL = -ΔR, when ΔB = ΔD = ΔE = 0

Is false because accounting identities with the central bank do not involve the bank making
a loan. The corollary of the analysis above is that changes in monetary circulation and
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associated central bank reserves in the economy will only be possible via two pathways.
Firstly, a proportion of deposit money (borrowed funds/newly created credit) moves into
cash in circulation (bank notes), although part of this money will always remain ‘on deposit’
within the system. Based on the central bank accounting identity, this can be represented as:

ΔR = -ΔBK, when ΔA = ΔGD = 0

This means that reserves decrease as banknotes increase, as money is taken out and
converted into cash, with much of it not being re-deposited. Secondly, new lending will only
help individual banks reduce excess reserves to the extent that deposits created move into
cash in circulation. Therefore, in the case where a new deposit created by a loan only moves
from one account to another, this does not reduce reserves. In general, budget deficits and
new bank lending leads to rising reserves on a bank’s balance sheet:

ΔD = ΔR, when ΔL = ΔB = ΔE = 0

And on the central bank balance sheet:

ΔR = -ΔGD, when ΔA = ΔBK = 0184

The zero change in net worth under QE can be illustrated by considering two basic
accounting transactions: the sale of Treasury bonds by the bank to the US Fed (scenario
one), and non-bank sales of treasury bonds where the Fed only acts as an intermediary
(scenario two).
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Table 2.2.1.1: Sample QE Accounting Transactions 185
Federal Reserve Balance Sheet

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Change in assets

+$100

+$100

Change in liabilities

+$100

+$100

$0

$0

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

$0 (bonds swapped for

$+100 (reserve assets

reserves)

increase)

Change in Net Worth

Banks’ Balance Sheet
Change in assets

$+100 (deposit liabilities

Change in liabilities

$0

Change in Net Worth

$0

$0

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Non-Bank Public Balance Sheet

increase)

$0 (sale of bond and obtains

Change in assets

-

Change in liabilities

-

$0

Change in Net Worth

-

$0

deposit)

Research has established that neither the monetary base (M0) or M1 leads the cycle, and
that credit money (M2) is created up to a year before changes in base money. M1 broadly
represents real cash balances and includes coins and notes in circulation and other money
equivalents easily cash-convertible, while M2 represents M1 plus short-term deposits and
24 hour market funds. 186 This finding directly contradicts the conventional money multiplier
model and demonstrates banks are not limited in their lending by actual reserves. It also
supports the contention bank lending creates deposits and leads changes in the amount of
base money in the economy. The neoclassical version of bank lending is shown below. In
this model, aggregate demand is not impacted by lending because there is no change in the
relative amount of money in circulation, only a change in its distribution: from the patient to
the impatient agent.187 This perspective is contrasted against the credit-based model, which
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conversely states lending adds to the amount of money in circulation (broad measures of
money such as M2), increasing the spending power of the impatient agent without reducing
the spending power of the patient agent. Thus, there is an increase in aggregate demand as
a consequence.

Table 2.2.1.2: The Neoclassical ‘Loanable Funds’ Model of Bank Lending188
Event

Assets

Deposits (Liabilities)

Action/Actor

Patient

Impatient

Make a loan

+Lend

-Lend

Table 2.2.1.3: The Endogenous Monetary Model of Bank Lending189
Event

Assets

Action/Actor
Make a loan

Deposits (Liabilities)
Patient

+Lend

Impatient
-Lend

Keen notes the endogenous model is more realistic because, in the real world, the extension
of a loan does not require the transfer of money between the accounts of separate
depositors. Rather, upon loan approval, the bank simply credits the borrower’s account with
the money, leading to a simultaneous increase in bank liabilities, but in turn, the bank
receives an increase in their assets, represented by the borrower being legally contracted to
repay the loan. Thus, the a priori logic of neoclassical theory stipulating private sector debt
does not matter is false because additional aggregate demand implies a role for private
sector debt in setting asset prices. 190 Keen has also provided double-entry versions of the
neoclassical and endogenous lending models that are used to ensure consistent accounting.
The outcome is the same as outlined above.
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Table 2.2.1.4: Double-Entry Version of the Neoclassical Model of Bank Lending 191
Event

Bank Assets

Deposits (Liabilities)

Action/Actor

Patient
Assets

Make a loan

Impatient

Liabilities

+Lend

Assets

Liabilities

-Lend

Record loan

-Lend

+Lend

Table 2.2.1.5: Double-Entry Version of the Endogenous Monetary Model of Bank Lending192
Event
Action/Actor

Bank Assets
Lending

Loan

License

Ledger

Deposits (Bank Liabilities)
Patient

Impatient
Assets

Make a loan
Record loan

+ Lend

Liabilities

-Lend

-Lend

+Lend

In summary, recognition of money as debt indicates loans agreements create money out of
thin air. When debts are paid off or defaulted upon, this leads to the reduction in the
amount of money in circulation. The physical representation (material) of accepted money
is therefore irrelevant: gold, silver, clay or bytes within a computer. The establishment of
money has several key elements, including mutual trust, a method of accounting, and a
symbol of the loan and debt transaction (clay tablet or a mortgage/business loan contract).
Debt enables economic growth, production and exchange without itself being ‘bad’,
allowing specialisation, development and innovation when used appropriately. It is the
unproductive use of debt that leads to undesirable outcomes: speculation on asset markets
that force a divergence between asset prices and fundamentals which determine inherent
value.
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2.2.2 Modelling Disequilibrium and the Instability of Capitalism

In the credit-based model of the capitalist economy, there is no implied stability or
equilibrium, and markets are considered to operate in a dynamic and cyclical manner. There
are no micro-foundations required for modelling credit dynamics, such as market demand
curves required for DSGE models. An alternative analysis is required to address the many
theoretical weaknesses in conventional theory, such as linear modelling of processes, the
inability to generate a market demand curve (market demand curves may take any
polynomial shape and are not necessarily downward sloping), and the inability to sum micro
curves into a macro curve as per the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem. 193 Minsky’s
conceptual model of financial instability is amenable to mathematical treatment within a
credit-based model as economist James Galbraith explains:

Hyman Minsky developed an economics of financial instability, of instability bred by
stability itself, the intrinsic consequence of overconfidence mixed with ambition and
greed. Minsky’s approach, very different from Godley’s, is conceptual rather than
statistical. A key virtue is that it puts finance at the center of economic analysis,
analytically inseparable from what is sometimes called real economic activity, for the
simple reason that capitalistic economies are run by banks. And, of course, his second
great insight is into the dynamics of phase transitions: the famous movement from the
hedge position to the speculative position to the intrinsically unsustainable, doomed to
collapse ponzi position which arises from within the system and is subject actually to
formalization in the endogenous instabilities of non-linear dynamical models.194

Recent successes in modelling the Financial Instability Hypothesis have used a basic
Goodwin model, adding dimensions to simulate the banking and government sectors. The
1967 Goodwin model of cyclical growth is derived from a biological predator-prey model. It
can generate endogenous fluctuations in economic activity akin to business cycles, and does
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not rely on exogenous (outside) shocks in either supply or demand to explain these
cycles.195 The Goodwin model makes the following assumptions:
•

The output level is determined by the rate of employment, where an initially high
level of output necessitates a high rate of employment;

•

The rate of employment in turn determines the rate of wage change, with a higher
rate of employment leading to a similarly higher rate of wage change;

•

The wage level determines the profit rate, where a high rate of wage change results
in a falling profit level;

•

The profit rate in turn determines the rate of investment, with falling profits
resulting in lower rates of investment;

•

The rate of investment determines the growth rate in the capital stock, with lower
investment rates resulting in slow or negative capital stock growth;

•

The capital stock determines the output level, with slow growth or a decline in the
capital stock resulting in a plateauing or falling output rate, leading to falling wages;
and

•

These assumptions thus provide a closed system (cycle) between the levels of
employment and wages.196

The only non-linearity modelled in this system is a ‘Phillip’s curve’ relation between
employment and the rate of increase of wages, wherein a higher rate of employment (a
‘tight’ labour market) leads to an increasingly large rate of change in money wages, as this is
theorised to place upwards pressure on wages and vice-versa.197 In layman terms, the basic
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Chapter 4 of Keen’s PhD thesis.
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assuming class struggle. Debelle and Vickery (1997: 1-3) note economists often use a linear Phillip’s
curve to explain the influence of the unemployment rate on inflation, although a short-run nonlinear curve more accurately models Australian data. A Phillip’s curve for wage inflation was
generated in the early 1970s.
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model states economic output requires factories, workers need to be hired to generate
factory output, the level of (un)employment influences a worker’s ability to increase the
rate of wage growth, profit is the remainder after wages are paid, and the level of
investment determines the increase in the number of factories (due to gross investment) or
subsequent fall (due to depreciation). With the system linked in a circular chain, the
remaining relationships in the mathematical model are linear: output is a constant
multiplier of the amount of capital, wage demands are a constant multiplier of the
difference between the rates of employment within a specified threshold, and so on. 198

Labour force productivity and population growth is also assumed at a constant rate, gross
investment is expressed as a proportion of output, the output-employment relation flows
from output to employment, workers spend all their wages and capitalists invest all their
profits, and the capital stock determines output via a linear accelerator. 199 In mathematical
simulations of the basic Goodwin model that do not have a financial sector, the system
never approaches equilibrium, but as wages and employment rise, output rises at a more
rapid rate, cutting profits and subsequent investment. Falling investment slows economic
growth, leading to falling employment and wages. Eventually after several years, the
restoration of profits from falling wages leads to more investment, and the cycle
continues.200 Interesting findings arise when a financial sector is added to the basic Goodwin
model. Despite the predominance of linear functions (and no exponential functions in sight),
the persistent outcome is the generation of an unstable equilibrium, resulting in an eventual
private sector debt-induced breakdown in the capitalist economy, but not before a period of
apparent stability (decreased volatility) that rapidly gives way to increased volatility and an
economic downturn as measured by the rate of employment and the wage share of GDP.201

Economic breakdown follows one of two possible paths. In the first scenario, a high interest
rate environment indicates an investment boom becomes destabilising due to the
198
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199
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200
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201
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increasing debt to output ratios forming over time, followed by a wages blowout and
collapse; a finding that accords with Minsky’s theory regarding rising debt to equity ratios as
crises of the past are forgotten. In the second scenario, the breakdown occurs in a highly
debt sensitive environment (debt burdens are already large), with the fall in the worker’s
share of income and the rise in the FIRE sector’s share resulting in a smaller speculative
boom, but still causing crippling levels of debt. In the latter case, it is increasing income
inequality (between workers and capitalists) that leads to instability, then collapse. 202
Recent modelling by Keen has established more realistic assumptions during simulations,
such as not having firms reinvesting all their profits, but investing less during a downturn
and more during a boom. Bank financing has been modelled as providing additional
investment revenue in excess of profits, with the accumulated debt charge including applied
interest.203

In these more advanced models, the system begins in equilibrium and is then pushed
slightly away from this point, leading to one of two conditions: a ‘good equilibrium’ with a
positive (stable) worker’s share of output, steady employment, and finite debt, and a ‘bad
equilibrium’ which has zero employment, infinite debt and zero worker’s share of output. If
the model is started within the bad equilibrium, there are no means to escape this state. It
was even found with the ‘good equilibrium’, however, that there are no parameter settings
(such as the interest rate or worker’s response to unemployment) or initial conditions
(starting debt level or initial level of employment) that would achieve stability. In fact, even
the ‘good equilibrium’ is unconditionally unstable insofar when it is pushed slightly away
from equilibrium, it is drawn towards the chaos of the bad equilibrium as if it were a
202

Keen (1995: 623-625, 633). As will be detailed later, the real culprit in growing income inequality

is the presence of a large and growing rentier sector (principally the FIRE and mining sectors) that
continues to privatise economic rents, leaving less of the figurative economic pie for capitalists and
workers alike. There is evidence to suggest increases in productivity are expropriated by rentiers,
with little benefit flowing to workers and capitalists for effort and innovation because economic
rents are already factored into the costs of production.
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Keen (2013b). The use of both exponential and linear functions for investment functions in

simulations lead to an economic downturn; thus, it cannot be claimed the use of exponential
functions are responsible for modelled instability.
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gravitational anomaly. 204 In three-dimensional modelling where debt is introduced to
finance new investment, this initially leads to the formation of two non-trivial equilibria,
dependent upon whether profits are high (during boom times) and capitalists are investing
more than they are earning in profits and increasing their leverage, or conversely, profits are
low (during the bust phase) and capitalists are investing less than they are earning in profits,
decreasing their leverage in the process. While both equilibria are both locally stable with
some parameter values (rates of interest and so on), effectively there is a shift with the
good equilibrium shrinking as the rate of interest and initial debt rises in the face of Ponzi
speculation. 205

Although there does not appear to be any way to prevent a Minsky simulated economic
system from spiralling into chaos following a period of apparent stability, the modelled
presence of large government stimulus or automatic stabilisers does appear to provide firms
and households with cash flows they otherwise would not have during a downturn.
Essentially, if government spending increases when unemployment rises above a fixed
target, and similarly falls when unemployment falls below a fixed target, then the Minsky
simulations result in a complex cycle in which business cycles persist forever, but the
economy avoids a debt-induced collapse.206 Specifically, if the government sector is added
to Keen’s three-dimensional dynamical system (wage share, employment rate and private
debt in a closed economy, measured over time), then the presence of public spending in the
form of subsidies and tax expenditures prevents the establishment of the equilibrium with
infinite debt, and associated trend of falling wage share and employment towards zero.
Instead of an economy that remains in a continually depressed state due to debt deflation,
falling private profits and low employment levels, sufficiently large government spending
can counteract these effects and boost private profits. Technically, an established crisis
equilibrium point is destabilised by government intervention such as significant public
spending, making the bad equilibria unstable or unachievable, unless the initial economic
204
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during periods of falling private sector demand and may actually help trigger recessions.
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conditions are dire, for instance, extremely high levels of private debt (> 500 per cent of
GDP), a low wage share (75 per cent of GDP) and high unemployment (25 per cent). 207

Keen has also modelled deflation in his Minsky model, considering the impact of the rate of
employment on the rate of change of money wages, investment as a function of the rate of
profit, and repayment of debt as a function of the rate of profit. 208 When simulations are
run, prices within the system are initially consistent with both neoclassical and postKeynesian theory insofar as there is a lagged convergence to equilibrium of the flow of
demand (monetary) to flow of supply (measured as physical output multiplied by price level).
Over time, this process soon breaks down and eventually leads to deflation, with rising
unemployment, decreasing production and falling prices.209 Mathematical simulations of the
Financial Instability Hypothesis in a modified Goodwin model result in non-linear outcomes
(even when linear functions are used); a finding which lends some support to the concept of
business cycles being inherently unstable. These results support Minsky’s conjecture that
‘stability is destabilising’, with the financial system and business cycles appearing to be
prone to cyclical downturns as a consequence of endogenous rather than exogenous factors,
such as a high ratio of private sector debt to GDP. Limiting the size of the accumulated debt
burden in the private sector may comprise the best policy of ensuring financial stability.
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rate, private debt, government subsidies and tax expenditures). Austerity measures logically subtract
from aggregate demand and make economic expansion/contraction more dependent upon the
investment decisions of capitalists, who are unlikely to accrue debt for investment when both profits
and confidence are already low in a depressed economy.
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because it does not assume a supply curve generated by marginal costs, or a demand curve
generated by marginal revenue, or the convergence of marginal costs and revenue. Rather, deflation
is presumed to be a result of the collapse of monetary demand in the face of excess physical supply
in an environment of low inflation.
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2.2.3 Debt Acceleration and GDP Growth

Determining the influence of debt to changes in aggregate demand is measured by dividing
the acceleration in debt by GDP. 210 The effect on GDP growth is a function of both the
change in the flow of credit relative to GDP and the growth in the stock of credit, weighted
by the size of credit relative to GDP.211 The table below provides two simple mathematical
examples of how contraction occurs in economies where debt-fuelled aggregate demand
represents a significant proportion of GDP. In scenario one, the steady growth in the stock
of credit, whereby debt growth matches that of GDP and debt does not accelerate, leads to
a fall in real aggregate demand of 5 per cent. In scenario two, stabilisation of credit growth,
whereby the change in debt in a given year is zero (representing no debt-financed spending),
leads to a fall in real aggregate demand of 16.4 per cent.

Table 2.2.3.1: Decelerating or Stabilising Credit Growth Precedes Economic Contraction212
Economic Measure

Year 0

Year 1A - Debt

Year 1B - Debt

Deceleration

Stabilisation

Real growth

5%

5%

5%

Inflation

5%

5%

5%

Nominal GDP

$1,000

$1,100

$1,100

Nominal debt

$1,250

$1,500

$1,250

Debt growth rate

20%

10%

0%

Growth in debt

$250

$150

0%

Nominal aggregate demand

$1,250

$1,250

$1,100

Real aggregate demand

$1,250

$1,187.5

$1,045

Change in nominal demand ($)

N/A

0

-$150

Change in Nominal Demand (%)

N/A

0

-12%

Change in Real Demand (%)

N/A

-5.0%

-16.4%
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Keen refers to this as the credit impulse/accelerator.
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Biggs et al. (2010: 7-8); Keen (2011d: 31).

212

Adapted from Keen (2011b: 338 - Table 13.1).
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This example serves to illustrate that in a credit-based economy, mere growth in the stock
of credit is insufficient to generate GDP growth, and constant acceleration is required to
stimulate aggregate demand. Recessionary conditions can therefore be expected when debt
to GDP ratios stabilise, and depression-like conditions can be predicted in advance when
significant private sector deleveraging occurs and the stock of credit falls in absolute terms
in the face of a large and negative credit impulse. 213 A number of inferences can be drawn
from the above example. First, in modern economies like Australia with a large debtfinanced component of aggregate demand, changes in aggregate demand can be volatile
because while GDP and the stock of accumulated debt slowly changes, the change in the
second derivative of debt (acceleration/deceleration) can be sudden and extreme. This
logically implies that if government or private debt levels are already large relative to GDP,
then changes in the level of debt may have a substantial impact on GDP.

Second, absolute falls in credit growth are not required to trigger a recession. In fact, even a
steady rate of credit growth may lead to economic contraction. While Australian
governments of both political persuasions are firmly influenced by neoclassical theory
suggesting levels of private debt are always rational, the economic downturns in the last
several decades were mitigated by additional debt bridging, leading to greater and
potentially more dangerous levels of private debt. Over the long-term, the accumulation of
private sector and government debt appear to run in counter-cyclical patterns.
Consequently, when the private sector is willing to accrue higher debt to GDP ratios, the
government sector is deleveraging and vice-versa.

An examination of the long-term relationship between the credit impulse and GDP growth
demonstrates large falls in the credit impulse of around 10 per cent often precede or
coincide with economic depressions. 214 Falls of this magnitude in the credit impulse
occurred during 1886 and 1893, prior to the 1890s depression that lasted from 1892 to 1899,
and in 1920, 1923 and 1930, prior to the 1930s depression, lasting from 1931 to 1934. It is
evident the credit impulse was quite volatile from 1860 to 1940, before the imposition of
213

Keen (2011b: 337-338).

214

Keen (2011a).
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the regulatory and social welfare state post-WW2. Despite the volatility, the overall mean
credit impulse was 0.1 per cent annually across the entire 80 year period, suggesting the
growth in debt was commensurate with developments in the financial sector allowing
higher borrowing levels, and the economy being less dependent on credit for growth. 215

The opposite was true of the credit impulse between 1955 and 2010. The post-WW2 era has
experienced less volatility in the credit impulse and greater debt-financed changes in
aggregate demand. Despite declining volatility in the credit impulse, the overall mean trend
is far higher than the earlier period at 0.6 per cent on an annual basis. 216 As an increasing
stock and flow of debt contributes to a larger proportion of aggregate demand, GDP growth
is now more reliant on credit growth, alongside the superficial appearance of stability in the
presence of a large and growing credit cycle; outcomes predicted by Minsky’s Financial
Instability Hypothesis. Although scant research is available regarding the credit impulse,
there is some evidence to suggest that a mean credit impulse approaching 1 per cent of GDP
results in net credit flows that stimulate domestic aggregate demand in excess of real GDP
growth, paving the way for capital misallocations, often occurring in combination with a
widening of the external deficit. 217 It is notable that a negative credit impulse of around -5
per cent coincides with the recessions in 1975 and 1990, with a smaller negative credit
impulse of around -2 per cent coinciding with the early 1980s recession. 218

215

Keen (2011a: Figure 12).

216

Keen (2011a: Figure 13).

217

Biggs and Mayer (2010: 14).

218

Keen (2011a: Figure 13).
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Figure 2.2.3.1: Public and Private Sector Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1850 - 2013
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Figure 2.2.3.2: Aggregate Demand 1964 - 2013
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Ominously, a negative credit impulse of over 10 per cent occurred between 2008 and 2009
due to the GFC. Although Australia has escaped a serious economic downturn thus far, the
magnitude of this negative credit impulse reading is greater than those recorded both
several years prior to, and during, the 1890s and 1930s depressions; a finding which may be
related to the much larger private sector debt burden today. On the basis that falls in the
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negative credit impulse appear to foreshadow declines in GDP by several years, it would be
unwise to suggest that Australia has escaped unscathed, particularly given the
overwhelming private debt burden that exists. In a well-functioning economy that does not
rely on speculative finance to boost growth, the ratio of private debt to GDP would not rise
substantially over time. The reality, however, is the acceleration of private debt has
remained almost entirely positive from the 1960s onwards in an extraordinarily large credit
cycle, supported by speculators willing to rapidly increase their leverage.

Figure 2.2.3.3: Credit and Nominal GDP Growth 1862 - 2013
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The unprecedented rise of private debt, principally accumulated within the household
sector, suggests that when the credit cycle exhausts itself as a wage-financed debt
repayment ceiling is reached, rising debt levels will inevitably invert and a trend of debt
deleveraging will form, alongside a reduced level of consumption and a high savings ratio.
With a stronger relationship existing between unemployment and debt-financed aggregate
demand, unemployment can be expected to rise well into the double digits. 219 The private
debt to GDP ratio will fall, but the loss in aggregate demand during an extended period of
deleveraging indicates the strong possibility of a severe and sustained recession or
depression.
219

Keen (2009d: 63-64).
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The prolonged and persistent excesses of the credit boom signifies a greater influence of
debt-financed aggregate demand to GDP growth in Australia since the early 1970s, when
measuring the contribution to demand as a percentage of GDP.220 Before 1970, the change
in private debt accounted for less than 5 per cent of aggregate demand in the Australian
economy, but since 1980, private debt has contributed up to 20 per cent of aggregate
demand.221 This increasing reliance on debt-financed growth suggests a large economic
downturn will occur during the inevitable deleveraging cycle. In the 15 years following the
1890s depression, Australia’s private debt to GDP ratio fell from over 100 per cent to 40 per
cent; a natural deleveraging rate of 4 per cent. At this deleveraging rate, it would take
around 20 years to reduce the modern private debt burden from 160 per cent to 75 per cent,
deducting 6 per cent from aggregate demand during the process.222

220

Analysis of the land market in Part 3 finds an approximate 18 year cycle that accords with the

rising contribution of private debt to aggregate demand between 1992 and 2010.
221

Keen (2009a: 350).

222

Keen (2009e: 28-29, 31). The average rate of deleveraging in the period 1930 to 1945 was

elevated at 8 per cent due to the economy’s war footing in the latter period.
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2.2.4 Debt Acceleration, Asset Prices and Employment

The table below outlines the relationship between credit acceleration and changes in real
housing and share prices, and unemployment in Australia and the US from 1993 to 2011.
The correlations between the acceleration of debt and asset prices and unemployment are
highly statistically significant (P<0.01). Credit acceleration is highly correlated with
movements in asset prices and the level of unemployment as predicted in the credit-based
economic model.223 The lead-lag relationship is not stable, nor is its length, findings which
accord with models of financial systems that predict increasing chaos and dynamism tending
towards disequilibrium (instability), rather than a stationary equilibrium as stipulated in
conventional economic theory.

In Australia, between 1993 and 2011, the credit accelerator leads housing prices by 10
months, lags share prices by 8 months and is synchronous with unemployment. By splitting
both the Australian and US series into two distinct time periods – 1993 to 2001 and 2002 to
2011 and performing the same correlation analysis – the relationships are still highly
statistically significant, but the lead-lag relationships and the time periods are unstable for
both housing and share prices, but are concurrent with unemployment. These results
confirm the hypothesis that private debt acceleration is intimately linked with changes in
asset prices, in addition to affecting aggregate demand and the rate of employment.
Effectively, the non-neutrality of money can be demonstrated in these relationships over
timeframes of around 20 years. Causality within the system appears complex given the
changes in the lead-lag relationship and associated time period, but this has been predicted
by economists using non-linear models which do not display the simple time-invariant
causal relationships familiar to neoclassical economists.224

223

Keen (2011d: 34-37; 2011e).

224

Keen (2011e).
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Table 2.2.4.1: Credit Acceleration, Asset Prices and Unemployment - (Australia/US) 1993 2011225
Time Series

Lead(+)/Lag(-) (Months)

Correlation

House prices

10

-0.34

Share prices

-8

0.72

Unemployment

0

-0.78

House prices

4

-0.54

Share prices

4

-0.46

Unemployment

0

-0.41

House prices

-4

0.51

Share prices

-8

0.80

Unemployment

0

-0.87

House prices

-9

0.72

Share prices

-11

0.57

Unemployment

-5

-0.85

House prices

-15

-0.38

Share prices

11

0.41

Unemployment

12

-0.44

House prices

-10

0.90

Share prices

-11

0.63

Unemployment

-5

-0.90

Australia 1993 - 2011

Australia 1993 - 2001

Australia 2002 - 2011

US 1993 - 2011

US 1993 - 2001

US 2002 - 2011

225

Keen (2011e). The correlation of each measure under each times series with the credit impulse is

statistically significant.
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Figure 2.2.4.1: Aus. Mortgage Accelerator and Real Housing Price Change 1987 - 2012
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Figure 2.2.4.2: US Credit Accelerator and Real Housing Price Change 1993 - 2011
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Similar relationships have been demonstrated between debt acceleration, asset prices and
unemployment in the US. Changes in private debt and unemployment have a correlation of 0.71 over 43 years, with the relationship changing to -0.74 over the last twenty years.226

226

Keen (2013a). This is a second order versus first order differential comparison.
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There is a strong correlation between the credit (mortgage) accelerator and the change in
annual real housing prices in Australia (r = 0.6).227 Although the lead-lag relationship is
unstable in both direction and length, the nature of the relationship over medium-term time
frames of almost twenty years provides support for the role of debt acceleration in
influencing asset prices. Similarly, the US mortgage accelerator and annual real housing
price change have a strong lead-lag relationship, but is also unstable in both direction and
length over almost two decades. This supports the role of credit acceleration in influencing
the direction of both unemployment and share prices, in addition to general asset prices.
These findings invalidate the tenets of neoclassical theory which stipulate that growth in
private debt should not have any significant relationship with asset prices and the rate of
unemployment.

Figure 2.2.4.3: US Credit Accelerator and Unemployment Change 1993 - 2011
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This correlation falls to 0.56 in the longer term data series covering the 24 years between 1988

and 2012 (see Table 2.2.4.2 below).
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Figure 2.2.4.4: US Credit Accelerator and Real Share Prices 1993 - 2011
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The strong relationship between the credit accelerator and housing price changes has also
been recently demonstrated in a number of other international jurisdictions that have
experienced large bubbles, including Spain, Norway, Denmark, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden
and Canada (with the exception of Portugal).
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Table 2.2.4.2: Household Debt Acceleration and Housing Price Change Correlations 228
Country

Period

Years

Correlation

US

1977 - 2012

35.0

0.70

Spain

1989 - 2012

22.9

0.68

Norway

1993 - 2012

18.8

0.64

UK

1970 - 2012

42.5

0.58

Australia

1988 - 2012

24.3

0.56

Denmark

1997 - 2012

15.0

0.51

Japan

1986 - 2012

25.8

0.48

Netherlands

1993 - 2012

19.0

0.46

Sweden

1987 - 2012

24.8

0.43

Canada

1982 - 2012

29.9

0.39

Belgium

1983 - 2012

29.0

0.20

Italy

1992 - 2012

20.5

0.13

Austria

2001 - 2012

11.0

0.12

Germany

2001 - 2012

10.8

0.08

Portugal

1989 - 2012

22.9

0.02

The acceleration of public debt has the opposite effect of private debt on the
unemployment rate. In the US since 2000, the relationship between rising private debt and
falling unemployment is -0.92, indicating rising debt leads to a fall in the unemployment rate.
During the same period, the relationship between rising public debt and the unemployment
rate is 0.83, signifying public debt is rising as a compensatory response to an economic
downturn, that is, the result of deleveraging or dis-leveraging by the private sector.229
Currently, Australian public debt levels are historically low and do not pose any serious risk
to the economy, despite the incessant political narrative to the contrary. 230 The private
sector has never deleveraged outright in the post-WW2 period, which would be indicated by
a persistent trend of negative credit growth, though periods of slower credit growth have
occurred, such as after the onset of the GFC. From 1980 to 2012, the correlation between
228

Keen (2013d - Table 1).

229

Keen (2013a).

230

This narrative distracts the public from the private debt elephant in the room.
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private debt growth and unemployment was -0.6, rising to -0.78 between 1990 and 2012.
During the same period, there is no strong relationship between rising unemployment and
public debt, with a correlation of only 0.13. Adjusting for the period after the GFC, however,
shows a strong correlation of 0.68, indicating rising public debt is strongly linked to the
recent increase in unemployment, presumably to boost aggregate demand.

The evidence outlined in this section demonstrates significant relationships between debt
acceleration and both unemployment and asset prices. Further, government debt appears
to rise in response to economic downturns caused by financial instability, boosting
aggregate demand while the private sector deleverages or dis-leverages. This provides
support for the credit-based model of the economy, for if neoclassical theory was correct,
these relationships should be non-significant or have no impact at all. The large impacts of
debt acceleration on asset prices and the rate of unemployment are incompatible with
conventional models that cannot account for the additional purchasing power (aggregate
demand) of endogenously created money produced by the financial sector.
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2.3 Mechanisms for Deflation in a Credit-Based Economy
In Milton Friedman’s theory of monetarism, he famously stated in 1970 that:

Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon in the sense that it is
and can be produced by a more rapid increase in the quantity of money than in
output. ... A steady rate of monetary growth at a moderate level can provide a
framework under which a country can have little inflation and much growth. It will
not produce perfect stability; it will not produce heaven on earth; but it can make an
important contribution to a stable economic society.231

Based on evidence already considered that debt leads the creation of base money by up to a
year, it would appear monetarists have inaccurately modelled the mechanisms for inflation
in the economy. Friedman argued inflationary impacts will emerge as a rapid increase in the
money supply outpaces industrial output, leading to broad rises in both the general price
level and wages. This perspective confounds the process of injections of base money – a
relatively narrow measure of currency circulating among the public or commercial bank
deposits held in central bank reserves – with the relative amount of money in circulation
(broad money supply). It is hypothesised the primary process determining price levels under
prevailing economic conditions is the creation (destruction) of debt and the corresponding
rising (falling) velocity of money in circulation in the economy that drives inflationary
(deflationary) effects. Monetarists fail to understand the central bank does not actually
control the money supply, but only the monetary base, a much smaller subset of money.
Friedman’s suggestion that increases in the monetary stock could have eased bank
difficulties and reduced the severity and duration of previous economic contractions in
history is considered invalid, as the flow of causality from loans to reserves has already been
empirically established.

In modern economies, a large increase in the monetary base will not stimulate the economy
or produce inflation because endogenously created money (deposits) requires expansionary

231

Friedman (1970: 24).
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lending practices (rising loan volumes) and willing borrowers in the household and business
sectors. In effect, as the private sector eventually becomes unable and/or unwilling to
borrow further, even as interest rates fall towards zero, the credit-based monetary
multiplier becomes negative at the margin, leading to deflationary impacts due to a decline
in the relative money supply and corresponding fall in the purchasing power of
consumers.232 Broad deflationary effects are reinforced by severe falls in real output (GDP),
reducing aggregate demand, and the shift to an imbalanced oversupply of goods and
services and falling nominal wages. Other long-term deflationary impacts include an ageing
demographic, lower worker to retiree ratios, falling fertility rates, large income disparities
between the rich and poor, and reduced productivity which ultimately detracts from the
income-producing capacity of an economy. Nominal output falls due to price reductions
along with real output, and despite the fall in nominal wages, real wages rise because
general price levels decrease at a faster rate. 233 Deflationary impacts in both prices and
output mean that despite the best efforts of individuals to reduce their debt burdens,
private debt to GDP ratios actually rise in the first few years of a depression, along the lines
of Fisher’s ‘Debt Deflation Paradox’:

And, vice versa, deflation caused by the debt reacts on the debt. Each dollar of debt
still unpaid becomes a bigger dollar, and if the over-indebtedness with which we
started was great enough, the liquidation of debts cannot keep up with the fall of
prices which it causes. In that case, the liquidation defeats itself. While it diminishes
the number of dollars owed, it may not do so as fast as it increases the value of each
dollar owed. Then, the very effort of individuals to lessen their burden of debts
increases it, because of the mass effect of the stampede to liquidate in swelling each
dollar owed. Then we have the great paradox which, I submit, is the chief secret of
most, if not all, great depressions: The more debtors pay, the more they owe. 234
232

The absence of steep inflation in both Japan and the US despite large injections of base money in

recent years casts further doubt on the monetarist account.
233

Keen (2009c).

234

Fisher (1933: 344). Fisher suggested the way out of depression was to reinflate asset prices to the

level of average outstanding debts contracted between creditors and debtors. The more likely
outcome is bankruptcies, personal defaults and deleveraging of toxic private debts.
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Recent quantitative easing by central banks in Japan, the US and the UK has not led to
increased consumption and investment, nor has it resulted in large increases in inflation in
accordance with neoclassical and monetarist theory. Base money supplied by central banks
under the quantitative easing program has resulted in the multiple of base money to
statutory reserves increasing to 9.7x for the Bank of England, 4.8x for the Bank of Japan
(prior to Kuroda’s appointment as BOJ governor), 16x for the US, and 3.8x for the European
Central Bank. Total reserves at the US Federal Reserve has recently passed the $US4 trillion
mark, holding more than $US2.2 trillion in treasury securities and nearly $1.5 trillion in
mortgage-backed securities. If the money multiplier worked as stipulated by conventional
theory, then the broad money supply should have increased by similar multiples, and
inflation rates should have dramatically spiked, but this has not occurred. Inflation simply
cannot be prompted by QE, as it does not raise wages or incomes in the real economy. 235

Instead of a leading an economic recovery, banks have simply accrued increasingly large
inactive reserves because the private sector is unable and/or unwilling to borrow further
while they engage in balance sheet repair. Japan has experienced a long, drawn out period
of intermittent deflation during the last two decades, whereas the US has experienced a
persistent trend of disinflation; both phenomena have occurred after the end of large credit
bubbles in which the private sector accumulated enormous debt burdens. It is impossible
for the broad money supply to expand without a corresponding rise in private debt, initiated
by borrowers. The large rise in the monetary base accompanying a simultaneous fall in the
velocity of the broadest available measure of credit money currently measured in the
United States (M2) is illustrated below.236 The monetary base is the sum of currency in

235

Koo (2013: 3); FRB (2014a). The multiplier of statutory reserves is likely to have significantly

increased in 2014.
236

FRB (2014b). The Federal Reserve ceased publication of M3 monetary aggregates in 2006. M2 is

defined as “a broader set of financial assets held principally by households. M2 consists of M1 plus:
(1) savings deposits (which include money market deposit accounts, or MMDAs); (2) smalldenomination time deposits (time deposits in amounts of less than $100,000); and (3) balances in
retail money market mutual funds (MMMFs). Seasonally adjusted M2 is computed by summing
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circulation outside of Federal Reserve Banks and the US Treasury, in addition to deposits
held by depository institutions at Federal Reserve Banks.

Figure 2.3.1: US Monetary Base 1918 - 2013
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Figure 2.3.2: US M2 Monetary Velocity 1959 - 2013
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savings deposits, small-denomination time deposits, and retail MMMFs, each seasonally adjusted
separately, and adding this result to seasonally adjusted M1.”
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The ratio of monetary velocity theoretically represents the rate of turnover of the money
supply, or how many times a given dollar (monetary unit) is used to purchase newly
produced goods and services (but not existing assets) that are included in the calculation of
GDP, providing an alternative measure of relative economic activity. Logically, in a strong
economy in which discretionary spending, consumption and investment levels are high, the
same dollar should be frequently spent and collected as payment. The problem with using
monetary velocity in isolation to assess economic activity and the potential
inflation/deflation risk is that by definition, the measurement process is confounded by the
relative increase in the money supply. That is, in explaining the relationship between the
money supply and inflation, mainstream economists refer to the quantity theory of money,
which is a simple extension of Fisher’s equation of exchange. This can be represented as
MV=PQ, where:237
•

M = the total nominal amount of money/dollars in circulation on average in an
economy’s money supply;

•

V = the velocity of money, representing the frequency or number of times per year each
unit/dollar of money is spent;

•

P = the price level, representing the average price of all goods and services sold during
the year; and

•

Q = index of real expenditures on newly produced goods and services, representing the
quantity of goods and services sold during the year.

The left hand side of the equation indicates the total circulation of money (money expended
in the economy) is equal to the total money in circulation (M) multiplied by its turnover V
(velocity of circulation). On the right hand side, the average sale price of a good purchased
within a given year is represented by price (P) and the total quantity purchased (Q); thus
GDP (real output) is used as a proxy for PQ. Fisher’s equation suggests the purchasing power
of money is dependent on the volume and velocity of money in circulation, the volume of
bank deposits subject to check (available on-call deposits), the velocity of those deposits,
237

Fisher (1922: 24-27).
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and the volume of trade.238 Rising (falling) monetary velocity is assumed to represent the
rapid turnover (hoarding) of money stock, indicating nominal GDP is growing faster (slower)
than the stock of money. The quantity theory of money used by neoclassical economists is
simply an extension of Fisher’s equation, supplemented with additional assumptions
indicating the primary causal relationship is the effect of the money supply on the price level.
The equation is itself a tautology because each term is defined by the other values in the
equation. The velocity of money (V = PQ/M) is not an independent variable which is
calculable and must therefore be estimated according to the other values. Further, if V is
not assumed to be stable, then the equation of exchange is not useful in macroeconomic
modelling or predicting prices.239

Figure 2.3.3: US Base Monetary Velocity 1929 - 2013
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Fisher (1922: 5, 17).
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Base monetary velocity is calculated by dividing nominal GDP by the monetary base. As noted

earlier, this currency velocity measure is confounded with the large injection of base money, so it
cannot be conclusively determined that the actual velocity is falling, although this is likely based on
limited discretionary spending and investment that typically emerges during an economic downturn.
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Figure 2.3.4: US Inflation Rate Annual Change 1948 - 2013
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Despite methodological weaknesses in measurement, the velocity of the most narrow form
of money, base money – primarily physical currency circulating in the economy – has
notably fallen sharply in the US since the GFC; a likely precursor to cost-cutting deflation.
Putting aside the circular logic employed and mathematical issues with the formula, the
quantity theory of money does make testable predictions: most importantly, the percentage
change in inflation is a product of the rate of money growth plus its change in velocity,
minus the growth rate of real expenditure. Specifically, if there are large injections of base
money, then this should prompt inflationary outcomes in the short-term. The benign US
inflation conditions following determined and comprehensive money creation by the US
Federal Reserve after the GFC crisis poses serious problems for monetarist accounts. A
further implication of the lack of central bank control over the money supply is that
attempts by authorities to control inflation via targeting the money supply will be
ineffective.240 The sum of these findings cast doubt upon both the quantity theory of money
in explaining inflation and deflation and the money multiplier theory. It is clear alternative
explanations for the process of inflation and deflation are required.
240

This explains why central banks today use the interest rate lever instead in an attempt to mitigate

inflation. Keen (2011b: 310-312) finds no link between the large growth in base money and
corresponding price inflation during the US Great Depression.
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The non-neutrality of money is demonstrated in deposit creation upon the extension of a
loan and the observable effect on aggregate demand, particularly in large credit cycles
where there is a corresponding steep inflation in asset prices. During the inversion of the
credit cycle where severe and sustained falls in the credit impulse occur, deflationary
impacts are hypothesised to arise due to a combination of the following factors: 241
•

The destruction of credit money that accompanies private sector deleveraging
(restructuring or repayment of contractual debts) leads to a fall in the money supply and
the corresponding velocity (circulation) of money in the real economy. The fall in
monetary velocity is reinforced by the relative increase in the value of money and
negative sentiment in the private sector, leading to hoarding of readily available
currency and deposits;

•

In a credit-based model where labour and productive capacity are considered to be in
excess supply, the absence of debt-fuelled aggregate demand leads to falls in the prices
of goods and notably of overvalued Ponzi assets. Low levels of private sector investment
and falls in private sector expenditure are worsened by the negative wealth effect,
leading to a high and persistent savings ratio;

•

The relative value of money increases in direct response to the contraction of the money
supply. The declining velocity of money in combination with the emergence of excess
industrial output means the relative degree of oversupply increases, further reinforcing
the downwards deflationary spiral;

•

When asset bubbles burst, they tend to revert to the long-term mean as market forces
ensure more appropriate valuations, usually a conservative multiple of the asset’s
annual earnings. A reduction in the divergence between prices and the fundamental
value of an asset is only achievable via asset price deflation or economy-wide price
inflation; and

•

Credit cycles bursting in high inflation environments are less likely to lead to broad
deflationary impacts, as incomes recover and rise quickly following a period of economic

241

Keen (2011a); Fisher (1922: 44-47). This will apply to modern economies with relatively high

percentages of debt-financed aggregate demand.
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contraction and declining investment, limiting the number of bankruptcies and
household defaults. On the other hand, when credit cycles burst in low inflation
environments, incomes are less likely to recover or rise quickly to assist in meeting
contractual obligations. This leads to greater levels of forced asset sales and
bankruptcies, and severe margin cutting by businesses to remain solvent.

The 1890s and 1930s credit bubbles in Australia burst in periods of low inflation, leading
quickly to deflationary economic conditions and worsening debt ratios soon after the
downturns, as the fall in the general price level exceeded that of debt. In the mid-1970s,
however, the bursting of smaller asset bubbles in both the commercial and residential real
estate market resulted in a recession in 1975, but as the bubble burst in a high inflation
environment, rising prices and incomes helped reduce the relative debt burden.

Figure 2.3.5: Australian Inflation Rate Annual Change 1881 - 2013
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Notably, Australia is currently experiencing a low rate of inflation and has a very large
household sector debt burden, principally invested in residential housing.242 If economic
history repeats or even rhymes, profound deflationary effects may occur as aggregate
demand collapses in the face of a sustained deceleration in credit growth and eventual
242

See Part 3.1 for detailed discussion of the property market.
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private sector deleveraging. The theoretical fall of money in circulation and declining
velocity, particularly for debt-backed assets, could lead to sustained deflationary impacts if
deleveraging is long and arduous. 243 The following figure demonstrates a long-term trend of
declining M3 monetary velocity in Australia, one of the broadest measures of credit money,
but the estimated velocity of the monetary base remains high (as a proxy for currency in
circulation that should effect the price of commodities).244

Figure 2.3.6: Australian M1 and M3 Monetary Velocity 1965 - 2013
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Fisher (1922: 19, 24-26).
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As the RBA does not provide comparable data to the US Federal Reserve Bank, rearranging the

equation of exchange to V=PQ/M provides a rough estimate (ratio given by nominal GDP/M1 or M3).
The velocity of the monetary base is calculated by dividing nominal GDP by the monetary base.
Central bank authorities have not yet attempted large monetary injections, except for a brief period
during the GFC when the monetary base rose by around $20 billion and then quickly retreated to
trend.
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Figure 2.3.7: Australian Base Monetary Velocity 1975 - 2013
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The credit-based model suggests deflation is a likely outcome in Australia’s future. The
unprecedented rise in the private debt to GDP ratio suggests a long-term deleveraging cycle
will result once the asset bubble bursts, leading to a desire by households and firms for
lower exposures and a reduction of private debt in a period of low inflation. Fisher’s debt
deflation paradox may lead to a rising private debt to GDP ratio in the first instance, as the
rate of falling prices outpaces debt repayment and liquidations. Without a debt jubilee or
broad debt restructuring, this process could theoretically take decades. Debt will ceaselessly
drag on economic growth as income is used for repayments ahead of consumption, implying
the loss of debt-fuelled aggregate demand to the economy will be severe. Households
cannot increase their income flows as unemployment rises or significantly reduce their
overheads like businesses can, meaning stronger deflationary impacts are likely for asset
prices (residential housing) due to forced sales. Further, deflation in the general price level is
a possibility, as businesses cut margins in an attempt to generate sales in a depressed
consumer environment.

While this book does not explore the possible mechanisms for a general state of biflation,
some economists have recently rejected the standard inflation-deflation dichotomy and are
exploring pathways for the simultaneous deflation of debt-leveraged assets (real estate and
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stocks), while commodities such as food, energy and clothing may experience moderate
price inflation. 245 While the stock and velocity of money may play a role in explaining
biflation, this issue is confounded with other variables such as scarcity, hoarding and the
essential nature of these goods for day-to-day living. Thus, biflation is unlikely to have
simple and linear relationships to either central bank monetary interventions or the creation
of money by banks.

245

Brown (2003).
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2.4 Ponzi Financing and Declining Debt Productivity
Ponzi financing suggests debt is progressively used for less productive purposes during the
formation of a large credit cycle as asset speculation rises. Each additional dollar of debt
adds less to the productive capacity of an economy, logically weakening the ability of
debtors to service rising principal and interest payments. Consequently, the ratio of private
debt to GDP quickly rises but finally hits an endogenous limit. 246 The diminishing marginal
utility of debt destined for the purchase of existing assets, rather than productive
enterprises, should lead to a measurable and gradual decline in the contribution of debt to
GDP growth. The following table summarises the fall in Australian private debt productivity
over the last five decades, primarily from private debt being channelled into residential
property investment. As the data indicates, there is a dramatic reduction in debt
productivity accompanying a large credit cycle during the neoliberal era of banking
deregulation.

Table 2.4.1: The Diminishing Marginal Utility of Australian Debt247
Debt Productivity ($)
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Avg.

1960s

2.74

4.39

1.14

35.3

4.01

2.67

1.75

2.94

1.83

2.72

5.95

1970s

2.41

2.19

1.61

0.97

2.02

3.90

2.37

1.94

1.39

1.76

2.06

1980s

1.69

1.48

1.73

1.17

1.17

0.96

0.82

0.82

0.80

0.82

1.20

1990s

1.12

1.71

-1.58

3.22

0.96

0.85

0.68

0.72

0.43

0.52

0.86

2000s

0.56

0.60

0.50

0.49

0.46

0.42

0.41

0.40

0.42

1.34

0.56

246

Keen (2011d: 29).

247

Average effect of $1 of debt on GDP growth ($) across the decade. Removal of the 1963 outlier

(35) reduces the decadal average to $2.69. See 3.3.5 - Productivity and Gross Domestic/National
Income for analysis of broader national productivity, which shows a declining trend of multi-factor
productivity, particularly in the speculative phase of the housing boom during the 2000s. Without
the significant boost to national income from a large terms of trade effect during the 2000s,
Australia would have recorded the lowest national productivity on record since the 1960s, reflected
in the growth in average household incomes.
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The data confirms debt does not have a constant multiplier effect with respect to GDP
growth as the returns from debt-fuelled growth are diminishing, particularly since the
household sector became the key beneficiary of the credit cycle since the 1990s.248 In the
1970s, $1 of additional debt, on average, correlated with around $2 in GDP growth, but by
the first decade of the new century, the rate fell to 56 cents (40 cents around the GFC
period). Although a correlation, this finding supports the thesis Ponzi finance has diverted
credit aggregates away from economic activities that generate sustainable sources of profits
(the industrial sector) into dubious debt-leveraged assets (the FIRE sector), marking the shift
of the investor mindset from productive to speculative. Conceivably, debt productivity could
eventually have a negative impact on GDP growth, with each dollar of debt being issued, on
aggregate, reducing the net income earning potential of the economy. Theoretically, this
would arise from an extreme stock of credit aimed at Ponzi assets with little incomeproducing potential, requiring speculators to absorb large net income losses and meet rising
debt payments with a greater proportion of their income.

Figure 2.4.1: Debt Productivity 1954 - 2013
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Debt productivity can be measured as the change in nominal GDP/change in aggregate credit.
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These findings accord with the credit-based model as large credit cycles magnify the
diminishing returns on Ponzi finance as the speculative mania approaches its climax and
assets delink from increasingly weak income flows or yields. Inflating asset prices ensure
investors simply receive less value for their borrowings, with negative net incomes
becoming commonplace as debt repayments and running expenses mount. An increasing
proportion of credit is used to refinance bad debt, supplement weakening income streams
of firms and households, and finance grossly overvalued speculative investments.249 When
Ponzi-financed assets are liquidated during the bust phase of the asset cycle and prices
approach fair valuation, debt productivity will likely rise as investment enters into a period
of tranquillity marked by cautious lending and borrowing practices. Eventually, more
conservative debt to equity ratios and lower levels of financial leverage develop as a rising
number of investors shift into the hedge finance category.

The increasing migration of the investor class to Ponzi units is not the only factor eroding
debt productivity in the economy. Large debt burdens originate from entry into prohibitively
expensive Ponzi asset markets, driven by investor eagerness for easy capital gains, obliging
firms and households to dedicate ever-increasing proportions of available earnings to
repaying debt. A logical consequence of this behaviour is the shrinking proportion of
expenditure available for consumption and investment outside the FIRE sector. This causes
an inevitable fall in production, industrial profits and the wage share for labour leading to an
overall deterioration in economic conditions and less potential for the productive use of
debt. The fall in demand has a substantial impact in a credit economy tending towards
oversupply; an inefficient outcome of excess labour and general overproduction.

The trend in falling debt productivity is better understood via the hypothetical example of a
$1 million loan extended by a bank to one of two individuals: the first, a business owner
who wishes to build a factory to produce goods, and the second, a speculator, to purchase
an existing dwelling for capital gain. In the first instance, the entrepreneur will build a new
factory (with the economy being $1 million in debt), with this credit used to pay workers
and produce goods. Income is provided to both owners and workers who then spend this
249

When measured by the P/E and P/R ratios or the gross and net yield.
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money into the economy. As business profits rise, the nation’s total income and GDP growth
increases, resulting in debt and income growing in tandem. In this situation, financial
instability and the threat of crisis is not elevated. In the other scenario, the borrower
purchases an already overvalued property using Ponzi finance to further push up housing
prices. The ratio of debt to income rises because the mortgage loan increases the amount of
debt in the economy but does not lead to proportionate growth in national income as there
are no production of goods or services alongside the generation of associated wages and
profits.250

The majority of Australian bank loans are for the latter purpose – around 60 per cent of the
FIRE sector loan book consists of mortgages – causing the dramatic plunge in debt
productivity over the last twenty years. Less credit has flowed to the real (industrial)
economy following the formation of a large Ponzi finance stock supporting rising asset
prices. This approach only benefits existing owners who effortlessly reap windfall capital
gains. Debt burdens have grown larger in line with asset prices, committing homeowners to
sacrifice a greater proportion of household income to mortgage repayments. Money paid to
the bank as interest is a deadweight loss because it subtracts from consumption and savings
opportunities. Further, banks are dedicated to ensuring their interest gains are not shared
with the community but instead are recycled into additional loans and financial investments,
setting up a classic structure to extract greater economic rent in perpetuity.

The residential property Ponzi financing boom over the last two decades is unmistakable in
terms of credit aggregates, with a large shift away from business loans to investor and
owner-occupier mortgages. It may be tempting to argue the non-financial business sector
has been deprived of debt to expand. This is an erroneous conclusion, however, as a cursory
examination of economic history reveals business debt has been repeatedly squandered on
a grand scale to finance commercial land and stock market speculation. Thus, while asset
bubbles may not have formed in the commercial sector (again) if firms had been the primary
beneficiary of the credit boom, it is evident the business sector has caused more asset
bubbles and subsequent economic downturns than the household sector since the 19th
250

Bezemer (2013).
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century. 251 Declining debt productivity is exacerbated by the propensity of property
investors to purchase existing residential dwellings, generating less economic activity than
new construction. The growing number of negatively-geared residential property investors
in Australia is also symptomatic of the Ponzi financing that accompanies asset bubbles.
Investors have adopted a highly speculative and risky strategy of pursuing future capital
gains without regard for the underlying value of the asset based on its rental income
stream.252

Figure 2.4.2: Credit Aggregate Proportions 1861 - 2013
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The numerous commercial land bubbles in the 1830s, 1880s, 1920s, mid-1970s and late 1980s

and stock market bubbles in the 1880s, 1920s, late 1980s and late 1990s bear witness to this fact.
252

In the case of the negatively-geared investor, gross rental income is insufficient to cover principal

and interest costs of the debt used to purchase the property, including running expenses. Obviously,
this strategy only makes sense in a rising market; otherwise the investor will bear both capital and
net rental income losses simultaneously.
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Figure 2.4.3: Credit Aggregate Proportions 1990 - 2014
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An ill-informed public usually mistakes housing price rises as real and tangible gains in
wealth, resulting in a ‘wealth effect’ and additional spending, despite the corresponding rise
in debt burdens and the unsustainable nature of the price boom. In a hypothetical town
consisting of 100 similar homes valued at $1,000 each, if one home is sold for $1,200 then
this new valuation is transmitted across all of the properties. An additional $20,000 in
‘wealth’ ($200 x 100 homes) is created, making 99 owners relatively richer. It is easy to see
why speculation rises in a Ponzi financing boom and many have a profound incentive to
perpetuate the mispricing. The positively reinforcing cycle of wealth and debt leads to the
debt burden rising over time, overwhelming stationary income flows. This disparity is
hidden by the abundant purchasing power of debt in the virtuous upwards spiral. Investors
often make the mistake of thinking they can ‘flip’ their way out of their debt problems, but
this is simply not possible when oversupply and falling turnover emerges during the
inevitable bust. If housing prices are deflating, investors and/or potential owner-occupiers
see no reason to go into debt because demand for living space falls as the broader
community reappraises housing in its utility as shelter.253
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Real estate does not comprise an equilibrium market as people want to sell, rather than buy,

when prices are falling. The opposite is generally true in commodity markets.
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In summary, widespread Ponzi financing and waning debt productivity in Australia has
resulted from the combination of a suspension of diligence by financiers, manic herding and
rent-seeking behaviour by Australian investors, a regulatory and political apparatus
tolerating a rising level of systemic risk, the glorification of speculators financially rewarded
for gambling in a speculative asset boom made possible by a large credit cycle, and
widespread state and FIRE sector propaganda reinforcing the urban myth that bricks and
mortar are a guaranteed path to riches.
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2.5 Herding Behaviour and the Development of Asset Bubbles

The persistent failure of neoclassical theory and models in identifying asset bubbles and
predicting consequent economic downturns is not only due to ignorance of how creditbased economies function. Conventional economists also lack a basic understanding of how
financier and borrower psychology influences investment decisions and the credit and asset
cycles. Economists Ross Garnaut and David Llewellyn-Smith make the following observation
about the investor psychology that appears during speculative booms and the emerging
tolerance for risk:

By the middle of the first decade of twenty-first century, the psychology of the
boom was well established. After multiple years of strong growth and rising asset
values, risks seem to diminish in financial markets. The gambler has thrown the dice
a number of times, and each time has won, while the investors who have remained
cautious are less successful and fall from favour. Those with money to lend or invest
as equity in speculative ventures watch the gambler throw and win, and begin to
think that he has skills beyond the ordinary human. The gambler who borrows
heavily for speculative investment, the lender who accepts high margins for
disproportionate risk, and others who suspend the normal judgements of prudence
appear on the rich lists. They become responsible for investing higher proportions of
the world’s capital. The speculators become popular heroes and more influential in
political systems. Those in leadership positions who take seriously their
responsibilities for imposing constraints on the use by investors of other people’s
money are pushed to the margins of public life. Some of the prudent, including
regulators, also come to believe that risk is not what it used to be, and are less
confident of their old positions. If they make this transformation in perception early
enough, they retain their influence and may even become maestros of a new
financial order.254

Examination of Australia’s economic history clearly invalidates the neoclassical assumption
of rationality, asserting that firms and individuals possess the ability to know and process all
254

Garnaut and Llewellyn-Smith (2009: 21-22).
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information necessary to maximise utility and generate efficient investment decisions. 255
Rather, investors tend to enter assets markets en masse as a collective herd and drive up
prices via debt-financed speculation. Momentum within asset markets appears to be the
result of an upsurge of sentiment fuelled by greed; in essence, creating a self-fulfilling
prophecy that influences the subsequent direction of the market.

These manic and speculative tendencies ultimately lead to the emergence of Ponzi financing
units because the market becomes dependent on capital gains to justify the investment, as
income flows cannot meet the cost of debt repayments and running expenses. This is the
very definition of a bubble: a significant deviation of an asset’s price from its underlying
fundamental value calculated from the discounted flow of future income. Investors simply
suspend disbelief their investments pose a realistic prospect of a capital loss or they
collectively decide the probability of a catastrophic fall in prices is very low. 256 The
emergence of shared delusional beliefs by investors defies rational explanation because
they ignore abundant historical information demonstrating frequent asset price cycles and
subsequent economic downturns. The neoclassical assertion of rational behaviour is
therefore insufficient and requires substantial modification to more accurately reflect the
group psychology of financiers and investors leading to flawed investment decisions.257
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Keen (2003: 109-110).
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Scherbina (2013:3); Simon (2003: 15).
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The assumption of perfect rationality and information logically implies the formation of asset

bubbles are impossible, a finding at odds with the available historical and empirical data.
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2.5.1 Asset Bubbles: A Brief History

Economic history is littered with examples of asset bubbles driven by manic investor
behaviour. Perhaps the most famous example is the tulip bubble in the Netherlands
between 1634 and 1637.258 The perceived rarity of certain species of tulips led to trading by
speculators, with prices spiralling out of control. At the peak of the bubble, a single tulip
sold for the equivalent of $60,000 dollars today, before dramatically crashing in price. 259 It
was estimated the price of a single and very expensive bulb, at 3,000 Dutch guilders in
December 1636, could have purchased “eight fat pigs, four fat oxen, twelve fat sheep, 24
tons of wheat, 48 tons of rye, two hogsheads of wine, four barrels of beer, two tons of
butter, a thousand pounds of cheese, a silver drinking cup, a pack of clothes, a bed with
mattress and bedding, and a ship.”260 The contract prices of tulip bulbs in February 1637
were twenty times those in November 1636 and May 1637. 261 The rapid rise and fall in the
price of tulip bulbs is the first popularly recognised case of investor-led irrational mania
causing an asset bubble.

The South Sea bubble is another famous example of speculative fervour. Shares in the South
Sea Company, which held a monopoly on British trade with Spain’s South American colonies,
rose from £130 on 1st February, 1720 to almost £1,000 on 1st August, 1720. The fall was just
as steep, with shares collapsing to £580 on 12th September and £150 by 30th September,
1720. The company structure resembled a Ponzi scheme. Shares were offered for sale on a
20 per cent deposit and the remaining 80 per cent was lent to shareholders. The deposit
money was subsequently offered to existing stockholders to expand their share holdings.
This process continued until its inevitable collapse when the entry of new participants
slowed and principal shareholders began to sell their holdings. 262
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During the 1840s, England saw the dawn of the age of the railways, capturing the
imagination of speculators. Rail revolutionised transport, which meant profitable
opportunities abounded. Investor mania and fraudulent stock raisings led to many railway
shares rising steeply in price; in some cases more than 500 per cent during the year of 1845
alone. The bubble inevitably burst and share prices collapsed as positions were liquidated by
speculators to produce capital for partly paid shares or the beginning of actual railway
construction. 263 The US stock market offers another famous example of speculative
enthusiasm. A frenzied public invested heavily in the stock market, leading to a rise in the
Dow Jones Index of over 75 per cent between July 1928 and August 1929. The market
peaked on 3rd September before crashing on 28th October, subsequently losing over 80 per
cent of its value between 1929 and 1932. 264 A stock market boom and bust was repeated
between the beginning of 1999 and March 2000, when the technology-based NASDAQ index
tripled in value, with the greatest rise between November 1999 and March 2000 when the
index rose by 70 per cent. 265 Speculator euphoria was influenced by a perception of huge
capital growth potential, as the Internet and computer-based technological advances were
supposedly revolutionising existing business models.

The Australian Poseidon bubble was caused by speculative rises in the Poseidon company
share price between late 1969 and early 1970. This mining exploration firm made a major
nickel discovery as a world-wide shortage materialised due to the Vietnam War and the
immersion of other major nickel producers in industrial disputes. In September 1969,
Poseidon shares were priced at 80 cents and rose to over $250 a share by February 1970. By
April 1970, however, the shares had shed around 80 per cent of their peak value. The 1980s
stock market boom and bust saw the All Ordinaries Index in Australia rise by 200 per cent
between September 1983 and September 1987. The stock market index rose by 56 per cent
between 1st January and 21st September 1987, when the market peaked. The index
subsequently fell by 25 per cent on 20th October (‘Black Friday’) and continued falling over
the next two weeks until its low on 11th November, 1987; a 50 per cent fall from the peak.
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As a consequence of bank deregulation, much of the speculation at the time was driven by
an investor underestimation of leverage risk. This was exemplified by the aggressive use of
debt by businessmen Alan Bond and Christopher Skase to hastily expand their business
empires which later spectacularly collapsed. Financiers held a cavalier attitude towards debt,
with investors seeking easy profits in the stock market based on optimistic assessments of
how much money could be made.266 Even former RBA governor Ian Macfarlane admitted
that a speculative credit cycle contributed to financial instability around this time:

We didn’t avoid the international recession of ‘74, we didn’t avoid the international
recession of ‘82, it was highly unlikely we would have avoided the international
recession of 1990. But in addition, I think the damage was really done in the latter part
of the expansion, when we had this big asset price boom, which people associate with
well-known entrepreneurs of the time, many of whom have been put in jail or become
exiles. There was an outburst of excessive speculative activity and risk-taking that
followed the financial deregulation, and I think, looking back on it, the bit that we got
wrong was we failed to understand the effects of a sudden financial deregulation, not
that we failed to handle the recession, but we failed to prevent the build-up of those
excesses.267

A commercial property bubble then formed in the capital cities, propelled by investors
switching from the deflated 1987 share market into land speculation. In Sydney, prices per
square metre increased from below $4,000 to about $9,000 per square metre in 1990, with
Melbourne and Perth experiencing similar trends. 268 The bubble burst, with prices collapsing
by around 60 per cent in real terms within four years. Economists Carmichael and Esho
explain:

The 1990s saw the largest failures of the Australian financial system since the crash of
the 1890s, and many authors have commented on the similarities of these two episodes
266
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of Australian economic history. By the mid 1980s the Australian financial system had
undergone major deregulation: restrictions on interest rates and foreign exchange
markets were removed; ceilings on bank interest rates and limits on bank lending
volumes were removed; and 16 foreign banks were invited to enter the local market.
The banks responded to the increased freedom and competition by competing
vigorously for market share. However, after decades of rationing credit to high-quality
borrowers, banks did not have the credit risk assessment expertise or sufficiently
developed risk management systems in place to appropriately price and manage the
large volume of new lending that followed. The accumulation of risky loans in the mid
to late 1980s resulted in a large increase in bad debts in the early 1990s. By March 1991,
non-performing loans totalled $25 billion or 5% of banking assets.

The State Bank of Victoria (SBV) and State Bank of South Australia (SBSA) required large
capital injections from their respective State Governments to avoid failure, while the
second and third largest Australian banks (Westpac and ANZ) incurred heavy losses as a
result of lending exposures to the property market. As with the experience of the 1970s,
most of the losses in Westpac, SBSA and SBV were due to property exposures in finance
company and merchant bank subsidiaries, rather than direct bank exposures. The new
foreign banks also incurred large losses. Losses at four of the new bank entrants
exceeded initial start-up capital and retained earnings, requiring capital injections from
their foreign parent institutions. Non-bank financial institutions fared equally badly. In
1990 the Farrow group of building societies, which controlled over 50% of building
society assets in Victoria, failed. At the time of its failure, the balance sheets of the
Farrow group of building societies bore little resemblance to those of traditional
building societies; they were dominated by high-risk commercial loans and had a heavy
reliance on large wholesale deposits for funding.269

Melbourne’s CBD represented half the national office vacancy rate, with more than a
quarter of office space vacant.270 Around Australia, the equivalent of 1,600 office block
floors lay empty.271 The downturn was exacerbated by the inability of over-leveraged
269
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investors to service their debt obligations from rents, as interest rates rose steeply, forcing
many commercial property owners and developers into liquidation. The end of the
commercial land bubble meant some of the major banks experienced overall losses on their
exposure to bad debts, and is the last time any of the Big Four (ANZ, CBA, NAB, WBC) banks
reported a loss in Australia. In the first half of 1992, Westpac almost collapsed due to a $2.6
billion write-down in the value of their commercial property and property-related loans
portfolio, leading to a $1.67 billion after-tax loss.272 Excluding those banks reporting profits,
total losses for individual banks between 1990 and 1992 exceeded $9 billion, a figure
equivalent to 2.25 per cent of GDP in 1990, or more than one-third of aggregate bank
shareholder funds in 1989. Losses were greatest in the state government owned banks, with
bank runs leading to the eventual suspension of Pyramid Building Society by the Victorian
Government in 1990.273

Table 2.5.1.1: Total of Individual Bank Losses Incurred 1990 - 1992274
Type of Bank

Total Losses ($b)

Total Losses (% Shareholder Funds)

State government owned
Foreign subsidiary

5.0
1.5

187
64

Private domestically owned

2.7

16

Total

9.2

36
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negative return on shareholder funds.
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figures are before tax and excludes banks reporting profits.
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2.5.2 Psychological Biases Amplifying Asset Bubbles

The common characteristic of all asset bubbles is the tendency for prices to surge ahead of
their fundamental value. This price momentum is driven by a speculative mindset among
Ponzi investors who anticipate future capital gains based on recent history, with
fundamental valuations becoming irrelevant. During the formation of asset bubbles,
investor behaviour is not simply an equilibrium response to interest rates or other
fundamental factors. Rather, investors become interest-rate insensitive, and a clear herding
psychology forms around favoured asset classes. The key factor influencing market
sentiment and momentum is an assessment of the likely benefit of immediately investing,
weighed up against the possibility of missing out on realising capital gains in the future.

Behavioural finance helps explain the psychological processes that drive lenders and
borrowers to form asset price cycles, detailing the cognitive biases and errors in reasoning
leading to irrational exuberance. 275 Further, behavioural finance disregards notions of
rationality blithely assumed by the EMH, instead embracing the inefficiency of financial
markets.276 The assumption of ‘informed judgements’ in rational choice theory is dispensed
with. This includes individuals having well-defined and consistent preferences that maximise
utility, a cost-benefit analysis of each and every option, and further information being
sought when required.277 The axiom of ‘revealed preferences’ is likewise discarded, where
purchasing decisions are said to reveal an individual’s true needs and wants, as it employs a
circular logic assuming choices made by an individual are always in their best interest; an
obvious fallacy.278 Based on the observed behaviour of investors in financial markets, they
make many specific errors (some minor, some fatal) due to psychological biases, implying
financial systems are inefficient and driven by heuristic frames of reference.279 Neoclassical
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economics is negligent in ignoring individual cognitive and emotional biases, and
group/social/cultural psychological constructs which have been well documented in
numerous and rigorous experiments over decades. In reality, the interaction of multiple
biases and environmental and social factors affect individual investors in a complex and
idiosyncratic manner:

Investors who are prone to these biases will take risks that they do not acknowledge,
experience outcomes that they did not anticipate, will be prone to unjustified
trading, and may end up blaming themselves or others when outcomes are bad. 280

The behaviour of Australian households over the last two decades is a prime example of
groupthink that is a prerequisite for the formation of an asset bubble. Emotions,
psychological biases, social/cultural pressures and norms, and a limited attention span and
investment horizon, all significantly contribute to the asset cycle. Cognitive limitations and
predatory financier behaviour are encouraged by a weak regulatory environment, leading to
the predominance of irrational and high-risk investment decisions by naive investors.
Household sector biases are evident in the universal acceptance that title to a modest
property necessitates highly leveraged debt burdens across a 25 to 30 year contract period.
Scant attention is given to technical fundamentals that indicate residential property is
grossly overvalued because decision-making is chiefly driven by speculative intent rather
than sound reasoning. The irrepressible impulse of the herd explains why most household
investors buy high and sell low. A positively reinforcing investor cycle alternates between
euphoric greed and dysphoric fear, driving asset prices both upwards and downwards. 281

A number of key psychological phenomena influencing asset cycles are outlined below.
These biases often work in combination, with compounding effects on both lenders and
borrowers. Three broad categories of psychological biases are detailed: cognitive, emotional
and social/cultural. Cognitive biases refer to systematic errors in the way investors think and
maintain their delusional belief systems, a consequence of the brain using heuristics (rules
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of thumb) and other short-cuts to deal with complex environments rich with information.
Emotional biases refer to primal instincts such as greed and fear that drives investor
behaviour and market momentum, and finer grade emotions such as overconfidence, pride,
regret and hurt, which influences decisions in a non-rational manner. Social effects refer to
the impact of vicarious learning and the emotional and informative interactions with other
like-minded investors.

The role of the media and advertising is influential as it plays upon irrational biases to
induce an individual to consume or invest now, preferably on highly-leveraged loan terms.
For instance, the Big Four banks spent over $1 billion in 2008-09 on mass media advertising,
junk mail and face-to-face marketing to increase lending. This is an effective strategy in a
marketplace dominated by ill-advised financial actors, overwhelmed with a multitude of
financial products, beset with a deficient knowledge base regarding assets and generally
lacking willpower to delay an investment decision, irrespective of valuation.282 The irrational
nature of investors, like the chaotic and dynamic markets in which they trade and live, can
often display biases influencing their behaviour in different directions in response to the
same financial situation. For instance, compare the contrasting effects of the status quo bias
versus overconfidence, and the familiarity bias versus disposition effect in the table below.
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Table 2.5.2.1: Cognitive Biases Affecting Lenders and Borrowers283
Biased Self-Attribution
Investors tend to attribute investment successes to individual qualities and investment failures to
chance.

Clustering Illusion
Investors have a tendency to see patterns that do not exist in random sets of data because they
are ready to believe that trends have systematic causes. Equities research demonstrates investors
often ‘chase the trend’, instead of buying the dips and selling the highs, a finding replicated in real
estate markets.

Cognitive Dissonance284
Although the brain learns from past mistakes, it also seeks to reduce the internal conflict arising
from holding two or more contradictory ideas simultaneously. During the mental state which
resolves/filters the contradictory information causing conflict, people tend to ignore, reject or
minimise information that clashes with their preferred beliefs. Research suggests memories of
past financial events are also adjusted to better conform to a specific investor belief system.

Confirmatory Bias
Information which is ambiguous is interpreted in a manner consistent with pre-existing beliefs.
Information reinforcing pre-existing beliefs is also recalled more easily and often actively sought
by investors.

Conservatism
When trends change in financial markets, investors can be slow to react because they are
anchored (fixated) in their expectations of how the market has historically performed. Investors
may be initially reluctant to adjust to changing information, but often overreact to certain kinds of
information, leading to the market either under-shooting or over-shooting the long-term mean.

Endowment Effect
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Nosfinger (2012: 165) provides the example of cognitive dissonance in the credit card market,

whereby consumers often use credit cards when deceiving themselves about their ability to afford a
purchase. That is, the form of payment (credit card) influences their perception of affordability (an
irrational association), despite the fact they did not undertake a mental calculation to confirm their
ability to make repayments on the said purchase.
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Investors often demand much higher prices to sell an item or asset than they would be willing to
pay themselves under the circumstances, not because they overvalue them, but because they feel
an emotional pain in selling them and no longer being in possession. Consequently, people often
refuse to sell assets (particularly if inherited), even if they are relatively high-risk.

Familiarity Bias
People prefer things which are familiar to them because there is an assumed safety associated
with these investments. For this reason, investors are often enthusiastic about investing in stocks
they know (domestically or their own company stocks) or investing in real estate. Stories about
financial assets are much more influential than statistics, because statistics are generally
unfamiliar to the average investor.

Framing
The manner in which concepts or information is presented to the individual influences their
decision-making, particularly if it is presented in a positive light.

Heuristics
‘Rules of thumb’ or generalisations can easily lead to investment biases and sub-optimal decisions.

Hindsight Bias (Rationalisation)
Investors deceive themselves into believing they knew the direction the market would move
before it happened and provide an ex-post rationale for this belief.

Illusion of Control
A delusion forms in which people believe they have influence over the outcome of uncontrollable
events.

Illusion of Knowledge
A common delusion forms due to overconfidence, whereby investors feel more knowledgeable
due to additional information, even if they cannot understand or interpret this information.
‘Choice overload’ can result when an individual is presented with complex or many options,
leading to a mental reduction in options to make it more manageable.

Illusion of Money
The tendency for investors to consider interest rates in nominal, rather than real terms, meaning a
mental adjustment is not made for inflation.285
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Law of Small Numbers
Investors rely too heavily on small samples while often disregarding large samples (averages,
regression to mean risk). In the gambler’s fallacy, people believe there is a type of short-term, selfcorrecting mechanism that will ensure games are fair. 286 Investors are influenced by short-term
trends in their assessment of the likelihood of future events and are more likely to predict a bull
(bear) market if the recent market trend has been on an incline (decline).

Magnitude Effect Bias
Borrowers mentally frame interest rates on a scale from 0 to 100 per cent and therefore minimise
small movements, for example, from 9 to 10 per cent, despite the significant rise in repayments
across a 25 to 30 year contract. Borrowers also assess the same magnitude change in a loan
amount differently, based on whether it is a small or large number. For example, borrowers have a
greater appreciation for the difference between $5,000 and $10,000 than for the difference
between $250,000 and $255,000 even though the difference is the same ($5,000).

Mental Accounting
People often separate (compartmentalise) financial decisions based on different financial
commitments, when they should be considered in combination due to the fungibility of money,
leading to irrational decisions which do not maximise utility.287

Mood: Optimism Versus Pessimism
Investors who are in a good mood make more optimistic judgments and are generally less critical
and detailed in their analytical assessments. Conversely, those in a bad mood make more
pessimistic judgments and are overly critical, helping them to make more detailed analyses.

Over-Confidence
Investors become overconfident in their abilities, knowledge and forecasts, often leading to overtrading, high risk-taking and inadequate portfolio diversification. Research suggests men are more
overconfident than women in investing, and the psychological impact of financial losses can be
overcome by the confidence of those who have achieved significant wealth within recent times.
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roulette wheel increases in proportion to the number of times a particular colour has repeated in
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technically an independent event which is not influenced by the previous spin.
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Reference Points/Anchoring
Investors tend to fixate on certain stocks, real estate and other asset markets, with the initial
reference point being the purchase price of an asset or security. This dictates whether they should
be elated or pained by a relative capital gain or loss upon sale in the current market. Investors
become ‘anchored’ to a specific, available number on which they base all their quantitative
decisions. Reference points are updated over time to higher levels the investor has recently
observed.

Representativeness
People give a greater weight to recent data/information than long-term averages, explaining the
concept of the ‘new normal’ that often emerges within the investor consciousness during the
formation of asset bubbles. Representativeness is caused by judgments based on stereotypes,
wherein assumptions are made that things sharing similar qualities are alike. For example,
investors often mistake a good company for a good investment or erroneously predict recent past
performance is strongly representative of future performance; they are overly optimistic about
past winners and overly pessimistic about past losers.

Salience Effect
A strong behavioural bias leads people to over-emphasise (rely) on the strength of information
signals and under-emphasise (discount) the weight of information signals. Strength refers to how
extreme the information is and weight refers to its reliability or precision.288 Investors are also
more bias-prone when valuing assets with sparse information, particularly in illiquid markets.

Status Quo Bias
Faced with choices to act, the investor may procrastinate, despite action being in their best
interest. Investors have a relative bias to do nothing, because changing investments can mean
recognising prior bad investment decisions, or faced with complex and/or information-rich
environments, investors simply choose to wait.
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financial event, as opposed to information which is less extreme in nature, but more probable.
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Table 2.5.2.2: Emotional Biases Affecting Lenders and Borrowers
Ambiguity Aversion
Investors see ambiguous financial markets as riskier due to uncertainty regarding environmental
parameters. Financial markets that aren’t understood well are considered to be more hostile and
prone to manipulation (see also cognitive familiarity bias).

Attachment Bias
Investors can become emotionally attached to a particular stock or security, leading to
minimisation of negative traits and a lingering focus on positive traits. This bias works in synergy
with existing cognitive dissonance mechanisms to further reinforce the investor’s delusional belief
system.

Changing Risk Preferences
Investor risk thresholds can shift over time in response to a series of successful or unsuccessful
investments. A higher risk threshold may form if investors have experienced large gains because
winnings can begin to feel like ‘house money’. 289 Conversely, large losses can make investors
averse/fearful of further losses, leading to more conservative investment activities or withdrawal
from the market altogether. Another subset of investors respond to a large loss by increasing risk
to attempt to recoup losses or ‘get even’.

Disposition Effect
Emotions play a large role in investor decision-making as people often seek decisions enforcing
pride and avoiding regret, meaning they will seek to realise paper gains (sell early) and avoid
paper losses (hold the investment due to ‘loss aversion’). This phenomenon helps to explain the
increased trade/volume observed during bull markets and falling trade/volumes witnessed during
bear markets: investors chase the pleasant feelings associated with picking winners and postpone
or avoid the feelings associated with picking losers.290

Sunk Cost Effect
Closely related to the disposition effect, investors become strongly attached to activities in which
they have expended resources or invested heavily.
289
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Table 2.5.2.3: Social and Cultural Biases Affecting Lenders and Borrowers
Cultural Influence on Debt and Private Property
Broader cultural factors can influence a country’s financial development due to the impact of
religion, language and the legal system on an individual creditor’s rights and the views of personal
debt. For instance, Islam has had strictly forbidden the acceptance of interest on debt (usury),
while in Western society, usury is ubiquitous and significant debt leveraging is the norm for most
households, exhibited by lower deposit requirements and high LVRs. The modern obsession with
debt stands in stark contrast to those generations directly experiencing earlier depressions who
generally shunned credit. Views on private property also vary from complete and unfettered use
by the private individual with title, through to the view that the public should have greater use of
land as ‘the commons’, enhancing the greater social good. The requirement to repay debt has also
varied dramatically throughout history. At one extreme, ‘debtors prisons’ were once built for
those unable to pay their debts and capital punishment reserved for uncooperative participants in
bankruptcy proceedings. On the other hand, bankruptcy proceedings in recent times have been
gentler on debtors, allowing for complete discharging or restructuring of debts. A strong social
stigma is attached to private debt default in Western society, with the majority reporting shame
or moral failing, even if it is strategic in nature.

The Internet
The Internet is a broader social network influencing investor decision-making due to the wideranging information available and the divergent nature of online opinion. Further, a greater range
of previously unavailable investment options have been offered to the public, with new trading
platforms potentially exacerbating aforementioned psychological biases. The rapid and liquid
essence of modern day trading means large sums of money can be won and lost in short time
periods.

Mass Media and Advertising
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Media accounts are light on analysis and heavy on a story-telling narrative (sound bites), meaning
they can strongly influence opinions regarding certain assets, stocks or securities. The tendency to
focus attention on certain investments for a lengthy period (years), particularly if the coverage is
positively framed, can help form speculative bubbles.291 The dearth of technical analysis in
mainstream financial news, despite the knowledge and information resources available to
reporting institutions, suggests the media is a tool used to influence sentiment and not a reliable
authority on investment suitability. Advertising preys on biases to induce consumption and
investment in the present rather than future, drawing forward demand. Fear is a common tactic in
advertising: fear of never owning a home, inadequate retirement savings, and peer disapproval for
failure to purchase debt-backed assets.

Social Interaction, Peer-Group Pressure and Investment
Peer groups are highly influential throughout peoples’ lives and it is no different for investors.
Investors acting on limited information put great stock in the opinions of others, and readily adopt
beliefs into their value system based on social norms developed within the investor class. There is
also a definite conformity effect, meaning people tend to adopt the behaviours and judgments of
others: a pattern explaining herd investment psychology. Conversations (such as conversation
pools at work), rituals and symbols are also highly persuasive in directing investor behaviour.

While this section has focused on psychological biases affecting individual investors and the
impacts on the broader investor herd, these behavioural characteristics can also be
observed at the organisational level. For instance, consider the judgements and faulty
decision-making by five participants in the securitised mortgage supply chain that led to the
incorrect assessment these securities (collateralised debt obligations or CDOs) were safe to
trade. At the first step, the investment bank that securitised mortgages (like UBS) was not
performing at the level of its peers, leading it to take risks to reach the idealised reference
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The obvious case in Australia is the large amount of network programming dedicated to real

estate reality television serials. Property is often presented in a favourable light with the shows
fortuitously ending in record-breaking auctions (under dubious methodology with secretive bidding
processes), very successful and profitable renovations (after hundreds of thousands of dollars of free
labour and material is provided), or whichever other benchmarked measure of success was adopted.
The only reality in modern property-based TV programming is its status as thinly veiled corporate
propaganda, acting as the new opiate of the Australian masses.
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point (reference points/anchoring bias). UBS was both overconfident in their ability to
address risks and had been blinded by the solitary focus on possible returns (cognitive
dissonance and overconfidence).

At the second step, insurance for mortgage-backed securities was provided by AIG who fell
victim to the conservatism bias in assuming the level of mortgage default rates would
remain steady. At the third step, ratings agencies like Standard and Poor’s exhibited classic
groupthink (with peer-group pressure playing a role) when they quickly came to a consensus
on how to rate this form of collateralised debt, without critically testing the assumptions
being made. At the fourth step, the regulator (the SEC) suffered from both confirmation and
status quo biases insofar as they were unable to interpret the early warning signs of the US
housing bubble, did nothing, and overestimated their ability to deal with a future crisis.
Finally, at the retail investor level, private and public institutions showed an optimism bias
(and apparent lack of ambiguity bias) when they expressed confidence in investing in
opaque mortgage-backed securities due simply to their high yield. 292
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2.5.3 A Psychological Framework Explaining Asset Bubbles

The large number of cognitive, emotional, social and cultural biases influencing the decisionmaking processes of investors casts serious doubt on the veracity of economic models that
assume utility maximisation and rationality. To overcome these inadequacies, an alternative
model incorporating psychological dynamics is required, combining the debt dynamics that
economists Minsky, Fisher and Keen have detailed, with the irrationality of investors at its
core.

At the beginning of the boom phase of the asset cycle, the typical investor is presented with
a limited mental map or model of the world and finite cognitive resources to make informed
judgements about markets. As a consequence, investors will tend to use heuristics or
simplified mental rules in an attempt to apply patterns to a confusing, overwhelming or
complex financial environment, for example, investing in residential property on the basis of
the misguided belief that ‘you can’t lose on bricks and mortar’ or ‘property doubles every
seven to ten years’.293 Investors operate with only a partial understanding of markets due to
a limited attention span and imperfect processing/cognitive power and memory; therefore
relying on heuristics is an effective evolutionary tool to help make decisions in informationrich environments regarding future probabilities. 294

Using a similar rationale, cognitive biases are constructs of self-deception arising due to the
complexity of the financial environment; a pattern which may be reinforced by the difficulty
in learning new information and adjusting existing frameworks and belief systems.
Ultimately, investors only dwell on a few salient attributes when they make a financial
decision, with this process amplified by emotional stressors such as anger, annoyance,
embarrassment, fear or frustration. Overconfidence also plays a role when new and
contradictory information is dismissed out of hand by investors. The future costs of
investment are regularly underestimated due to the mental tendency to use linear functions
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for matters containing exponential terms, such as the compounding interest rate equation
in a debt contract.295

Gradually, investors develop a predilection for a particular asset class. The high frequency of
asset bubbles in both real estate and stock markets – particularly following new
technological innovations or trading securities – suggests a familiarity bias is partially
responsible for investor herding towards investment property and margin lending on wellknown stocks. Real estate is an example of a tangible asset that investors can touch and see,
and equities investments in familiar companies like Apple and Microsoft may also become
popular, even if they are fundamentally overpriced. In the latter example, investors feel
they know and understand these companies because they own and enjoy their products. In
Australia, the speculative mania for residential property investment leads to the numerous
advantages of renting being ignored: a lower cost of living, greater social mobility and the
opportunity to use funds saved for alternative and diversified investments providing
superior yields and greater liquidity. Social factors are clearly having a strong impact on the
decision-making of Australian property investors who are impatient to delay their
investments, despite a wealth of information showing residential real estate is grossly
overvalued against a host of measures.

Factors influencing investor behaviour include advertising, peer group conformity,
misplaced trust in the herd’s assessment of the relative worth of real estate, and the
commonly accepted, but rarely challenged property investing folklore ‘they aren’t making
any more land’. Positive framing of property investment by the mass media and the
negative framing of renting (‘rent money is dead money’), combined with subliminal
messages of fear spread via FIRE sector advertising and public relations, send strong
psychological signals to invest. A herding preference for residential property investment has
arisen partially in response to its symbolism of independence from landlordism. The
importance of having title to a parcel of land is strongly embedded in Australian culture and
is unlikely to fade anytime soon despite the high prevailing prices. Similar to the American
dream of home ownership, the fanaticism to single-mindedly pursue home and investment
295
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property ownership, in the presence of loose lending practices and complicit government
policy, has helped inflate the residential land market into a bubble. Despite the many
warnings from history, the majority of Australians have come to believe that housing prices
will always rise faster than inflation.

Herding psychology and asset bubbles often form in new areas of the economy, around
advancements in technology, transportation, finance and other productivity-enhancing
developments. The novelty of investment can attract initial capital, which becomes a
reinforcing factor in itself. As history has amply demonstrated, speculative behaviour has led
to price bubbles in metallic coins, tulips, commodities, foreign exchange, real estate,
individual shares and broad stock market indexes, and most recently, the large rise and fall
in the value of the virtual currency Bitcoin.296 As prices begin to rise in the asset class
favoured by investors, assessments of the likelihood of future capital gains are influenced by
reference points and the law of small numbers. In effect, the salience of short-term price
increases has a disproportionate influence on investors, meaning they update their future
price expectations based on recent reference points, leading to a bold overestimation of the
likelihood of further price rises.

Even if an identifiable trend in the market cannot be found, the clustering bias can cause
investors to see patterns where there are none, leading them to ‘chase the trend’; past
events are used as the best predictor of the future. The public becomes excited (fearful)
about the potential investment return (loss) after large price increases (decreases) have
transpired, explaining why the majority of investors are both late to enter and leave during
an asset bubble. For example, the intensity of returns to stocks and bonds have been shown
to encourage a greater level of market participation, unless the individual has been exposed
to a significant bear market, like those seen in the 1930s and 1970s. 297

If financiers share an optimistic view of the future and loosen lending standards to chase
quick profits, a large credit cycle can form, leading to higher asset prices and accelerating
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credit in a positive feedback loop. Consequently, hedge financing units become more
speculative, lifting the overall level of risk and leverage in the financial system. Price
inflation sparks optimism in the investor class and overconfidence forms due to the selfattribution bias for investment successes. In reality, these ventures only remain profitable
due to the entry of additional investors willing to wager on future price movements. As new
entrants are drawn into the asset boom seeking easy profits, on aggregate, the investor
class begins to transition from speculative financing units to that of Ponzi. Debt productivity
declines as the asset boom approaches its peak and more marginal investments are
financed in response to a lender bias for swelling profits. Reckless lending decisions help to
establish a subprime borrower pool which will later default en masse.

The jubilant investor mood becomes euphoric and emotional biases strengthen attachments
between investors and their speculative ventures. Positive investment traits become a focal
point of attention, leading to the conscious and unconscious minimisation or suppression of
negative traits, such as stagnant income flows or poor yields. Information which casts the
Ponzi asset in an unfavourable light and which causes cognitive dissonance is quickly filtered,
ignored, rejected or minimised so an investor’s skewed beliefs can be maintained. The sunk
cost effect further bolsters the emotional attachment given the significant resources
expended on purchasing the investment. Although asset price growth is a function of debt
acceleration, to the ill-informed investor with limited market knowledge and a psychological
bias favouring recent market information over long-term historical trends, rising prices are
interpreted as a sign to invest now: ‘get in while the going is good.’ This strategy can be
effective if the investor enters the market during the early stages of an asset boom and exits
before the market sinks.298 As history repeatedly shows, this small group is strikingly small
and vastly better informed than the average investor.

Existing investors and new entrants continue to rely on general heuristics and are heavily
influenced by the perspectives of investing peers and idealised media coverage. To a naive
298
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investor with only a limited understanding of their chosen market, rises in the value of debtbacked assets will be attributed to a combination of their own (overestimated) ability and
(misplaced) confidence because most do not understand the perils of debt-financed asset
speculation. Thus, during an asset price boom, overconfidence and a positive disposition
may lead to investors stacking their portfolios with Ponzi-financed assets, increasing the
likelihood and scale of future losses. Another typical pattern is regular market trading, such
as the burgeoning interest in intra-day trading on the stock market and a rising turnover
rate (‘flipping’) of the residential housing stock by investors.299 When overwhelmed with
data regarding their assets, investors can develop a false sense of omniscience despite not
understanding the entirety of the information. Similarly, when investors are faced with a
large number of financial options or complex decisions, ‘choice overload’ may employ the
use of heuristics to reduce the number of decisions to a manageable set.

Many within the rising ranks of investors believe that failure to invest during the boom
would mean being ‘locked out’ for the foreseeable future, as they falsely perceive the
market may reach a new normal or plateau below which asset prices will not fall. 300 The
representativeness bias deceives investors into thinking their chosen asset market has rare
or special qualities making it invulnerable to correction. Biases enforce unsophisticated
views and stereotypical judgements about the asset class, meaning investors are in denial
concerning a possible and significant break in the price trend. Stereotypes are reinforced by
the propensity of investors to selectively filter, including the ability to more easily recall
recent data that confirms existing belief systems. Irving Fisher’s famous quote, three days
before the catastrophic US stock market collapse in 1929, nicely exemplifies the illogical
belief systems adopted by the herd investor during manic asset speculation: “Stock prices
have reached what looks like a permanently high plateau.” 301 Some economists have
described this mindset as the ‘This Time is Different Syndrome’. 302 Commonly held
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delusional beliefs include the idea financial crises happen to people and places that are
distant in terms of geography or history.

In effect, a prerequisite of asset bubbles is the emergence of a conviction within a critical
mass of investors that financial crises cannot happen here and now. Investors also conclude
higher P/E ratios or low yields are part of the new paradigm, signalling the asset market
structure is more efficient or evolved in relation to historical norms. The ‘new normal’
results in fundamental methods of valuation being dispensed with in favour of an investor
narrative that ‘this time is different’. As asset markets continue to boom, euphoria within
the investor cohort results in a shift to high-risk thresholds, as they begin to treat capital
gains from previous investments as house money. A sense of invulnerability may form and
be augmented by other elated investors exhibiting a herd mentality, leading to an illusion of
control over the future direction of asset prices.

Financiers also routinely exhibit psychological biases affecting their sound judgement during
a credit boom. The tendency to over-lend into particular asset classes is incentivised by the
rising profitability stemming from counterproductive, high-volume, high-LVR lending that
simultaneously sows the seeds of future instability.303 Financiers erroneously conclude
systemic risk is low, following the almost universally positive assessments of the worth of
secured loan collateral, particularly for real estate assets. Appraisals conducted by the real
estate industry are often cursory and consistently mark-up housing values so that larger
loan sums can be accommodated by the financial sector. 304 The consequence is a greater
proportion of credit aggregates directed towards the real estate market, despite the
meteoric rise in asset prices portending future crisis. Self-interest and avarice influences
financier sentiments, exacerbates the fall in lending standards, primes the irrational
exuberance of investors, and leads to the formation of a considerable subprime cohort.
Repayment risk is downplayed by those mortgage lenders aggressively lending to noncreditworthy individuals, as this may be partially transferred to other parties via
securitisation and lenders mortgage insurance.
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Rose-tinted perspectives in the private sector may cause the overproduction of Ponzi assets,
paving the way for a greater correction aggravated by oversupply. Social impacts also play a
strong psychological role during the expansionary phase of the asset cycle. The complicit
nature of mass media outlets and online ventures in promulgating the virtues of Ponzi asset
investment can incite many potential investors to enter the market, magnifying speculative
bubbles. There is some evidence media attention amplifies feedback-trading tendencies and
expanded coverage generally attracts new potential investors.305 The media narrative is
often centred on the object of investment as an aspirational social norm, thus sending a
message to the public that failure to invest represents a personal inadequacy. As investors
are influenced by emotional biases like hope and regret, the aforementioned salience biases
emphasising messages with strong content (a risk of significant gain or loss), rather than its
reliability (weight) causes psychological tension encouraging investment. The investor is also
subject to a conformity bias, reinforced by conversation pools at work, social avenues, and
members of peer groups who have already committed.

The decision to purchase a Ponzi asset may be partially derived from a psychological need
for peer-group endorsement. Indeed, for property investors in Australia, bricks and mortar
now represents a rite of passage symbolising entry into financial adulthood. In contrast,
tenants are almost universally reviled for their social mobility, lower comparative living
costs and hesitance to accumulate large debt burdens to keep inflated housing prices aloft.
Individuals remaining unencumbered routinely observe the heavily indebted have a
powerful incentive to remain model and quiescent employees to maintain their contractual
obligations. An indebted individual living payslip to payslip has a very good reason to be a
timely, obedient and diligent employee. Thinly veiled corporate propaganda peddled in
banking advertisements and the media, co-opted by the FIRE sector, provides additional
psychological pressure compelling the advancement of investment decisions. Advertising
preys on the emotional fears of ill-informed Australians with a subliminal message that
failure to purchase real estate with a significant stock of debt will lead to future poverty,
both financial and cultural.
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The basic human need for peer-group approval is strong and persuasive. Financial variables
such as the prevailing interest rate are largely irrelevant to Ponzi investors and they will
transact in asset markets if convinced the future likelihood of capital gains is high. The
magnitude effect bias partially explains interest-rate insensitivity, as investors discount the
future impact of small changes to interest rates, despite the sharp increase in monthly
payments arising from these small adjustments. The relative difference between large loan
sums and associated fees is also minimised by this effect, meaning this can impact buoyant
bidding for properties.306 Herding psychology discourages the use of contrarian investing
techniques as it is difficult to analyse or estimate when an asset bubble may burst,
encouraging investors to join the upwards market momentum to reap financial rewards.

As the economy must experience an end to exponential growth in private debt, bubble
inflated prices begins to plateau in the face of decelerating debt growth, instilling fear of
future capital losses. The conservatism bias causes investors to become fixated (anchored)
in their price expectations as to ‘where the market should be’. They are slow to react to new
price information because the confirmatory bias under-emphasises or selectively filters out
contradictory information. Investor irrationality explains why assets remain stubbornly
overvalued even after the market has peaked. Even when presented with information
demonstrating asset prices have plateaued and are starting to decline, the status quo bias
causes many investors to fail to act in their own financial interests. Due to the emotionally
vested mindset, the broader Ponzi cohort is unable to acknowledge their investments are
high-risk and no longer suitable.

The endowment effect results in many investors maintaining the high premiums of
yesteryear, refusing to realistically discount prices to meet the market due to the certain
emotional pain they will experience upon selling their assets. Consequently, many investors
keep possession of high-risk assets, even during a deflating market. Not all investors have
the emotional fortitude to face market realities, simply adopting a defiant and delusional
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belief system unable to integrate the notion of an unsuccessful investment. The disposition
bias leads many investors to avoid realising a loss because they wish to postpone negative
feelings associated with selling under those circumstances: hurt pride and the blow to their
self-confidence. Consequently, asset turnover usually falls alongside prices. Ambiguity
aversion explains why the availability of new entrants into the market (‘greater fools’) soon
evaporates, as non-committed investors judge asset price deflation as a signal of future
uncertainty, in addition to increasing the relative discount they will receive by delaying their
commitment.

In the course of time, ongoing price deflation caused by the diminishing pool of new
entrants and the associated deceleration in debt causes a hasty change in investor
assessments of risk and valuation. Confidence quickly erodes and the overall mood becomes
pessimistic, leading to a more critical analysis of asset valuation. Investors are imbued with
doubt and no longer overlook negative Ponzi asset traits like limited income flows and the
high risk of significant capital losses. Accordingly, investors become risk averse due to falling
confidence in their own abilities and the increased risk premium affixed to their own
investments, causing many to withdraw from the market completely or to transition to
more conservative options. A widespread, negative sentiment becomes entrenched and an
inversion of the representative bias creates an emerging consensus that future capital losses
are probable. A far greater emphasis is placed on recent negative data and mental
extrapolations of the recent trend are incorporated into investor projections of likely near to
mid-term price movements. An unrelenting decline in asset prices means investors, on
aggregate, can no longer filter out the predominance of negative information regarding
their assets.

A synergistic effect caused by the inversion of the conservatism bias leads to a sudden
investor overreaction to adverse information that is no longer being filtered by cognitive
dissonance mechanisms. This explains the famed ‘Minsky moment’ of abrupt panic in
financial markets when investors simultaneously rush to the exits and cause a severe price
correction. In essence, the Minsky moment is a readjustment of the investor belief system
causing a swift revaluation of an investment’s worth, explaining the volatile price
movements when asset bubbles burst. The attempted exit of fearful investors stokes the
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deflationary price spiral as there is a surge in the available asset stock for sale. The same
evolutionary heuristics prompting investors to enter the market during the boom also drives
them out during the bust as a financial survival strategy: ‘get out while you can.’ In a market
where prices are determined at the margin, it does not matter whether the majority of
investors are willing to wait for their preferred price or do not have to sell, as there is always
an owner who must sell to meet their contractual obligations, setting the discounted market
price in the process.

Investor panic reinforces the deflationary price spiral, alongside compounding factors like
private debt deleveraging, hoarding of liquid assets, limited discretionary spending and a
reduction in business investment. It is the rampant fear in the market, oversupply,
significant loss of debt-financed aggregate demand and deteriorating economic conditions
that intensify negative investor and lender sentiment, illustrating why asset prices often fall
below the long-term mean during substantial busts. While fear is the predominant emotion
during the downturn, there is one investor class cohort that will respond to large and
sustained losses by raising the risk-return threshold of their remaining investments. This
high-roller strategy is an attempt to recoup losses or ‘get even’ with a system causing
presumed hurt to an investor’s financial worth and/or ego during the economic downturn.

Distress selling and rising business and household defaults means financiers quickly develop
an unfavourable view on lending in an environment of debt deflation, following the fall in
the market value of collateral. The available credit stock to fund productive enterprises that
boost industrial output and the facilitation of an economic recovery is curtailed by rising
regulatory capital requirements, increased debt provisioning and the tendency of banks to
tighten lending standards. The rationing of credit in response to worsening economic
conditions increases the rate of foreclosures, business bankruptcies and capital write-downs
on loans. The negative wealth effect in the presence of declining net asset worth limits
spending and investment by firms and households, halting the opportunity for equity
withdrawals for consumption purposes.
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As personal consumption expenditure

represented 69 per cent of Australian GDP in 2011, the effect of falling housing prices can
significantly depress non-housing consumption and the broader economy.308

For some investors, the destruction in their financial wealth represented by falling housing
prices and equity will be so devastating, they may even be driven to take their own lives. For
instance, after the downturn in the US economy caused by the collapsing housing bubble,
suicides rates rose 13 per cent between 2005 and 2010. This period is associated with a
record 2 per cent of all US homes receiving a foreclosure notice, with 2.9 million homes in
this predicament in 2010. Recent research has found a highly statistically significant
relationship between the within-state total foreclosure rate and an increase in within-state
suicide rates (P<0.1). Foreclosures also explained 18 per cent of variance for the middleaged cohort aged 45 to 64 years (P<0.001), independent of other economic factors
associated with the downturn. Australia’s future housing collapse could also lead to
debilitating emotional stress overwhelming investors, as feelings of shame, regret and loss
are triggered. Wider impacts on the community may include a rise in abandoned properties,
increasing crime, declining social capital, less housing stability, and a sense of alienation and
frustration. Together, these stressors can cause anxiety and depressive disorders to multiply,
with the most vulnerable in the community sadly seeing no other option than suicide. 309

Asset prices continue to plummet under the influence of the salience bias (sensitivity to the
threat of price falls), with the prospect of large capital losses weighing heavily on the minds
of investors. Investor peer networks strengthen the prevailing fear among the herd. Some
investors exhibit a rationalisation bias and deceive themselves and others by declaring they
were prescient concerning the market correction. Naturally, an ex-post rationale is provided
for why they did not sell beforehand. Once debt deflation is firmly established and the
negative status of Ponzi investments is made obvious to the public, the media moves to
portray these assets in a gloomy light, helping to convince the uncommitted to delay
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investment. 310 Negative sentiment prevails among investors until debt is sufficiently
liquidated, with prices and private debt ratios returning to relative normalcy and allowing a
steady recovery in the economy. In due course, the entire cycle repeats as the public forgets
the financial excesses of the past and the psychological biases of the investor and lender
classes conspire to create yet another credit boom which, in turn, reinflates asset prices.

These psychological processes explain the formation of credit cycles and asset bubbles in
capitalist economies. The primary mechanism is a positive feedback loop created between
private debt acceleration, rising asset prices and investor/financier enthusiasm. Soaring
demand leads to greater prices that amplify the cycle. As the positive feedback loop is not
indefinitely sustainable, the same feedback mechanism inverts into a deflationary spiral, as
negative sentiment precedes falling investment and decreasing prices. Markets are
underpinned by the poor judgements of naive, irrational and misinformed investors with
limited knowledge of their Ponzi-financed investments. Investors primarily use intuition,
heuristics, wishful thinking and consensus-driven decision-making (peer group or conformity
pressure) to guide their investment decisions. Financiers enable these outcomes when they
become optimistic during the boom and then pessimistic during the bust.311 Individual and
group psychology is valuable in analysing the irrational exuberance of lenders and investors
as it embraces humanity’s patently irrational tendencies, driven by cognitive, social,
emotional and cultural biases; prominent factors sustaining the volatility and large price
movements in asset markets throughout economic history.
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2.6 Incorporating the Rentier Sector into a Model of Financial Instability
To provide a complete theoretical model of the processes generating credit cycles and asset
bubbles, the role of economic rent must be considered alongside the psychological and debt
dynamics outlined earlier. Economic rent is defined as the unearned wealth and income
derived from assets and economic activity which do not accrue from effort, innovation,
entrepreneurship, research and development, expert skill or knowledge, or any other active
behaviour on behalf of the owner. Rents are earned simply by owning something and may
take numerous forms, such as rental income from land, licensing fees for radio and
spectrums, interest on savings, stock dividends, natural resources (minerals, petroleum, gas,
timber, fisheries, water), airports, seaports, flight paths, intellectual property rights (patents,
copyrights, trademarks and trade secrets), banking licences and so on.312 Economist Michael
Hudson explains:

Classical political economists from the Physiocrats through Adam Smith, John Stuart
Mill and their Progressive Era followers were reformers in the sense that they
treated the rentier sectors as extracting transfer payments rather than earning a
return for producing actual output (‘services’). Their labor theory of value found its
counterpart in the ‘economic rent theory of prices’ to distinguish the necessary costs
of production and doing business (reduced ultimately to the value of labor) from
‘unearned income’ consisting mainly of land rent, monopoly rent, and financial
interest and fees. The various categories of rentier income were depicted as the
‘hollow’ element of prices. Land rent, natural resource rent, monopoly rent and
returns to privilege (including financial interest and fees) had no counterpart in
necessary costs of production. They were historical and institutional products of
privileges handed down largely from the medieval conquests that created Europe’s
landed aristocracy and banking practice that developed largely by insider dealing,
legitimized by lending to kings to finance war debts in an epoch when money and
credit were the sinews of war.313
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Modern economies increasingly permit the private expropriation of economic rents,
demonstrated by the widespread sales of government-owned monopolies to the private
sector: utilities, telecommunications, public transport, airports and seaports. Australia is
following this trend with recommendations from government infrastructure advisors
(Infrastructure Australia) in 2012 that more than $200 billion in Commonwealth and
state/territory assets be sold to reduce debt and raise productivity, including airports, ports,
water utilities and power generators.314 This advice is disingenuous in light of the rise in
costs for goods and services recently privatised, generating no discernible productivity
dividend. Rentiers are empowered to raise prices well above marginal costs; the definition
of economic rent. Adverse impacts of supersized rentier profits (rents) include a higher cost
of conducting business, reduced national competitiveness, and falling consumer
discretionary income as the cost of essential services rises well above the general inflation
rate.315

Additionally, private sector interests benefit from the granting of licences or other permits –
for which they underpay or do not pay at all – for exclusive trading rights like public-private
partnerships that confer tolling rights over formerly public-owned roads. Private
expropriation of ‘geo-rent’ (economic rent derived from land) is also widespread, as
landowners capture the unearned uplift in land values generated by taxpayer-funded
infrastructure and rising economic productivity.316 Deregulation, lax law enforcement and
perverse taxation policies explain the rapid expansion of the FIRE sector since the end of
social democracy in the 1970s. In modern times, capital formation is usually driven by
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retained business earnings but the stock market has become a haven for speculators and
corporate manoeuvring rather than a source of equity for business. Capital gains
concessions, depreciation measures and tax-deductible interest are written into the tax
code, encouraging investors to increase debt rather than equity to build their wealth. 317

Lobbying and other undemocratic activities foster soft corruption, regulatory capture and
the enactment of favourable tax policies pertaining to economic rents to perpetuate
privilege. Soft corruption is exemplified by rent-seeking activities like campaign
contributions that foster an expectation of favourable reforms to taxes and subsidies, along
with enactment of special laws or regulations granting privileged economic access. In the
worst cases, the judicial, legislative and executive branches of government are corrupted,
breeding decisions and precedents with the sole purpose of benefiting the rentier sector. 318
The profit motive explains political donations, which in lay terms is merely glorified bribery.
This form of rent-seeking can result in returns on investment of over one million per cent. 319

The light taxation of economic rents shifts the tax burden onto the productive sectors,
namely capital and labour. This phenomenon is usually observed in rising income and sales
taxes and a simultaneous reduction of capital gains and property-related taxes. This trend is
unsurprising, for the rich stand to gain more from returns to wealth than from employment
income. In general, capital gains are treated preferentially to income in many taxation codes,
and legal trust structures readily allow high net worth households to minimise tax liabilities,
particularly if wealth is channelled through offshore accounts with tight privacy standards.
Over time, wealth and income inequality rises as those who wield substantial power over
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legislative processes modify taxation and legal structures to perpetuate the elites’ claim to
unearned rents in the many forms already mentioned.

Good governance is subverted by the wealthy through prejudiced legislation, inappropriate
regulation and misguided economic theory. Taxes on economic rents fall, even though they
are disguised as ‘capital gains’ and represent dividends extracted without effort or ingenuity,
forcing the middle and lower income classes to strain under a greater tax burden.
Simultaneously, general government tax expenditures for elite interests are broadened and
social welfare expenditures are further cut, eroding the standard of the community’s safety
net. 320 Rising inequality and the growth of a permanent underclass of impoverished
underemployed and unemployed people is purposeful policy, designed to create an insecure
and compliant workforce. In effect, the legislative, judicial and executive branches are
gradually co-opted, worsening wealth and income disparities between the economic classes.
Although it is widely acknowledged economic rents can be taxed away as a surplus without
negatively affecting consumer behaviour and industrial production, the disproportionate
influence of the FIRE sector upon government ensures inequalities are perpetuated by
regressive legislation and regulation. 321

Rentiers derive their passive profits from controlling key economic assets and accessing
special privileges, for instance, being granted authorised deposit-taking institution (ADI)
legal status. As already demonstrated in Part 2, ADI status permits a legal entity to create
money ‘out of thin air’, irrespective of actual bank reserves.322 The result of this privilege is
exponential credit growth, which when combined with compound interest, causes asset
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bubbles and eventual debt deflation.323 The increasing financialisation of modern economies
is associated with falling real investment, as non-financial corporations and firm managers
have increasingly prioritised financial investments with greater profit opportunities, spurred
on by shareholders and hostile take-overs. The growth of the financial sector reduces
aggregate demand over time as a greater proportion of business and household incomes are
diverted to the banking sector as principal and interest payments. A greater share of
business earnings, especially in larger corporations, are used for other transfer payments to
financial markets, such as the buyback of stock and dividend payments.324

In contemporary post-bubble economies, notably the US, the financial sector uses cheap
credit made available by central bank QE to realise arbitrage profits on the purchase of
stocks and bonds. The financial sector also takes advantage of taxpayer-funded
interventions to finance an asset grab during a deflationary spiral, cloaking their insolvency
with an argument that capital markets are experiencing liquidity problems that are
correctable with monetary injections. In truth, the actual cause of the downturn and
banking stress is a collapse in aggregate demand due to an insufficient appetite for debt,
combined with souring private sector loans. As large credit booms have gathered pace in
the neoliberal era of deregulation and privatisation, capitalist economies have migrated
from production to the extraction of economic rents by the wealthy via the FIRE sector,
driving down productivity. Instead of loans being issued to established businesses and
entrepreneurs to increase the productive capacity of the economy, credit is diverted into
wagers on asset prices, expanding the army of parasitic speculators eager to profit from
economic rents. In the real estate sector, these speculators hope to privatise unearned
increments in both rental incomes and capital values, though they do not earn these
increments outside of capital expenditure on the structure.

During the inevitable bursting of asset bubbles that precede economic downturns, the
financial sector and associated rentiers are shielded from the destruction they caused by
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favourable actions of government, typically taxpayer-funded bailouts and bail-ins.
Meanwhile, citizens experience the hardship of bankruptcy, wage cuts, unemployment,
foreclosure, a meagre social welfare net and crippling debt hangovers on assets rapidly
falling in price. Failure to renegotiate or write-off debt contracts that were extended in
predatory lending binges worsens the economic conditions for most. As history has amply
demonstrated, the FIRE sector has used crises as an opportunity to further entrench the
neoliberal agenda, increasing the generosity of special privileges to the wealthy, while
seeking to undermine rights and protections for everyone else.325

The ultimate objective appears to be the creation of a neo-feudal society, wherein most
individuals struggle with large debt burdens and deteriorating employment conditions,
while rentier avarice is rewarded with further privatisation of coveted public services and
assets. Democratic processes are formally acknowledged under this system but rendered
ineffective and unresponsive to the public. 326 During times of crisis, the FIRE sector
purchases assets at substantial discounts from cash-strapped governments as in the case of
many Eurozone nations, with this naked asset stripping euphemistically rebadged
‘austerity’.327 Economist Mason Gaffney eloquently summarises the bitter harvest wrought
by neoclassical economists supporting neoliberal policies:

They have achieved power, and implemented much of their program. They have
dismantled most of the reforms of the Progressive Era, and discredited their
rationale. They have successfully stifled the movement to convert the general
property tax into a pure land tax. Going further, they have shifted taxes off all
property, especially land, and onto payrolls and retail sales, beyond Ely’s dreams.
They have achieved “uniformity” in income taxation, and more, given preferential
treatment to land income and unearned increments. They have substantially
deregulated utility and railway rates, and seen that regulatory commissions are
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drawn from the monopolies being regulated. They have privatized, or are privatizing,
much of the public domain (including fisheries, the radio spectrum, water, and the
right to clean air) without compensation to the public. They have done away with
obsolete urban mass transit by substituting average-cost pricing for the old GeorgistHotelling marginal-cost pricing supplemented by taxes on land value. They have
turned the banks loose to lend on speculative land values, and bailed them out
when they failed.

They have nullified the Progressive Era electoral reforms by pouring money into
politics and “deep lobbying,” including higher education, to achieve Abram Hewitt's
goal and “make men who are equal in liberty content with inequality in property.” In
the name of “freedom to choose” they have subsidized land speculators by
extending public services in every direction at the expense of median taxpayers on
small lots. They have starved pre-collegiate education that serves everyone, and
subsidized graduate education that serves the few. They have poured ever more of
our tax money into prisons, to uphold respect for law and order.328

In an economy that has outsourced government control over interest rates and monetary
policy to central banks subject to financial sector influence, radically inefficient policies such
as QE are implemented. Taxpayer risks are heightened by the purchase of trillions in
government bonds and high-risk financial assets from commercial and investment banks to
drive down interest rates and provide banks with liquidity. In reality, this process is shorthand for a ‘cash for rubbish collateral’ swap, as commercial banks use taxpayer funds to
meet their rolling debt obligations and prop up insolvent balance sheets, while realising
arbitrage profits on funds placed into reserve accounts at the central banks.

Rentier-friendly policies ultimately worsen inequality and enhance the frequency and
severity of financial crises due to the expansion of economic rents and the failure to address
underlying systemic problems, notably within the financial sector. This sector operates
according to the principles of public subsidy, private profit, where risks and costs are
socialised and profits and power are privatised. Immense returns help fund additional cycles
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of rent-seeking, ensuring that concentrations of unaccountable private power increase their
influence over democratic processes. Although governments have labelled the GFC as the
worst crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s, with many nations still mired in debt
deflation, nothing has been done to alleviate the problems caused by the financial sector; in
fact, policymakers appear dedicated to increasing the power of rentiers.
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2.6.1 Rentier Economics Promoting Inequality and Inefficiency

Richard Cobden, a British manufacturer and liberal statesman of the mid-19th century,
observed nearly 170 years ago the gradual shift of the taxation burden from rich landowners
onto the poor. Fifteenth century labourers with a family of five had more disposable income
after paying for shelter, clothing and food than the common family centuries later; the exact
predicament of the modern, neo-feudal debt serf:329

For a period of 150 years after the conquest, the whole of the revenue of the
country was derived from the land. During the next 150 years it yielded nineteentwentieths of the revenue. For the next century down to the reign of Richard III it
was nine-tenths. During the next 70 years to the time of Mary it fell to about threefourths. From this time to the end of the Commonwealth, land appeared to have
yielded one-half the revenue. Down to the reign of Anne it was one-fourth. In the
reign of George III it was one-sixth. For the first thirty years of his reign the land
yielded one-seventh of the revenue. From 1793 to 1816 (during the period of the
land tax), land contributed one ninth. From which time to the present one twentyfifth only of the revenue of the revenue had been derived directly from land. Thus,
the land, which anciently paid the whole of taxation, paid now only a fraction, or
one twenty-fifth, notwithstanding the immense increase that had taken place in the
value of the rentals. The people had fared better under despotic monarchs than
when the powers of the state had fallen into the hands of a landed oligarchy who
had first exempted themselves from taxation, and next claimed compensation for
themselves by a corn law for their heavy and peculiar burdens.330

Unfortunately, in modern times, partisan politics continues to gift the 1% (the rich) by failing
to raise taxes where it causes the least welfare loss: on economic rents. These include land,
minerals, oil, gas, water, fisheries, forests, electronic spectrum rights, intellectual property
rights, banking, and utilities. While inheritances and gifts are not forms of economic rent,
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they result in the same outcome of privilege via unearned wealth. The majority of
inheritance is likely composed of various forms of rent, and a minority of retained profits
and wages. Inheritance is an especially odious form of unearned wealth given a substantial
proportion is just transferred from one generation to another within a handful of wealthy
families, ensuring the recipients do not have to work for a living. Intergenerational wealth
transfer has the inequitable effect of condemning the vast majority of people into wage
labour, having failed to win the parental lottery. Only a tiny percentage of Australians
receive an inheritance each year, with the majority of inheritance value dispensed to
already wealthy individuals and households. 331 This outcome is unsurprising, as the wealthy
are overwhelmingly born to rich parents, rendering inheritance unnecessary for financial
survival. The policies promoted by the FIRE sector and the rentier class have the cruel
consequence of gifting unearned wealth to those least in need.

Considerable funding is used to influence politics and economics, ensuring the mainstream
economics profession remains the ‘bought-off priesthood’ that dutifully recites the
doctrines approved by the opulent minority. One such element is the long-standing and
misleading claim economic rents comprise only a tiny proportion of GDP in aggregate,
usually a couple of per cent at most.332 Although vested interests vehemently deny the
presence of a large and growing rentier sector in Australia, a recent estimate suggests
aggregate economic rent comprised a staggering $340.7 billion dollars in 2012. This is
equivalent to 23.6 per cent of GDP or 87 per cent of total revenue raised at all levels of
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government in that year. 333 Given the abundance of economic rent, politicians should
rebase the taxation system by shifting the burden from production onto economic rents.334

In isolation, the private capture of geo-rent by landowners is estimated to be equivalent to
almost 53 per cent of all government revenues. Moreover, the removal of distortionary
taxes, along with income, company and sales taxes would significantly reduce the prices of
goods and services.335 Raising revenues solely from economic rents provides a recurring
efficiency dividend by eliminating considerable deadweight losses and associated
compliance costs, promoting business profits, encouraging entrepreneurial activity,
furthering access to inexpensive land, boosting economic growth, placing previously idle
resources into efficient use, lowering the prices of goods and services, reducing the need for
social welfare payments and lowering the rate of unemployment. Taxes on economic rents
are typically considered to be neutral or welfare maximising as they cannot be shifted onto
labour and capital. These types of taxes are difficult to avoid as they are levied on immobile,
rather than mobile, factors of production; an advisable strategy in a dynamic and
increasingly globalised economy.

The debate around government deficits generally concludes taxes on consumption and
incomes should be raised in combination with large cuts in government expenditure,
however, this is ill-advised and discriminatory in light of the select treatment the FIRE sector
and rentier class receives, alongside the steep marginal tax rates already applying to
individuals. Insult is added to injury when the inefficiencies and inequities of 122 taxes on
production are considered, cementing privilege and hereditary benefit through the relative
non-taxation of economic rents.336

333

Fitzgerald (2013: 4-5). This is an underestimate given land rents would increase if taxes on

production were reduced and eventually eliminated.
334

Further, the returns to capital (r) have consistently outpaced the growth in national income (g)

from 1960 to 2011 in Australia (Piketty and Zucman 2013).
335

Fitzgerald (2013: 4, 9, 12). Current tax arrangements add an estimated 23 per cent to the cost of

goods and services.
336

Treasury (2009: 11).
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Figure 2.6.1.1: Individual Marginal Tax Rates - 2013
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In 2005-06, the top 1 per cent of taxpayers in Australia received 5.3 per cent of salaries
(wages), but far more income from investments. In the same year, the top 1 per cent
received 28.5 per cent of capital income, 23.1 per cent of net partnership and trust income,
22.2 per cent of net business income, 38.6 per cent of net capital gain, 35.7 per cent of
dividend income, 9.4 per cent of gross interest and 4 per cent of net rent. The lower
quintiles (first to third) derive the majority of their net worth from wages as a consequence
of selling their labour, rather than via financial wealth, while the fourth quintile strikes a
more even balance.337 Growing income inequality is demonstrated by the increasing pre-tax
income share of the top 1 per cent of households, rising from 5 to just above 10 per cent
between the early 1980s and 2006, before falling to around 9 per cent in 2010.338 Since the
1980s, household incomes of the top 0.1 and 1 per cent have approximately tripled and
doubled respectively, approaching a level last observed before WW2.

337

Treasury (2008: 182-184).

338

Atkinson and Leigh (2007).
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Figure 2.6.1.2: Household Income Share 1921 - 2010
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Figure 2.6.1.3: Household Income Share 1921 - 2010
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Figure 2.6.1.4: Average Household Income 1921 - 2010
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Figure 2.6.1.5: Average Household Income 1921 - 2010
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The Pareto-Lorenz coefficient provides a measure of wealth or income concentration.
Wealth and income is usually highly concentrated among a small percentage of households;
the probability of a large segment of the population having a small amount of wealth is high.
A higher (lower) coefficient reading indicates wealth and income is less (more)
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concentrated. 339 In the neoliberal era, income concentration has significantly worsened in
Australia, with the Pareto-Lorenz income coefficient falling from a peak of 3.2 in 1974 to a
trough of 1.8 during the GFC.

Figure 2.6.1.6: Pareto-Lorenz Income Coefficient 1921 - 2010
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Wealth is also highly concentrated in Australia, with the 2002 HILDA survey demonstrating
the wealthiest 20 per cent of households owned 63 per cent of total wealth. The top 5 per
cent of households by net wealth owned 24 per cent of all net property, 24 per cent of
superannuation, 43 per cent of equity investments, 70 per cent of net businesses, 27 per
cent of bank accounts, 16 per cent of vehicles, 47 per cent of other assets (cash investments,
trust funds, life insurance and collectables), 5 per cent of credit card debt, and 13 per cent
of other debt, for a collective 31 per cent of all net household worth. Inequality is
demonstrated by higher Gini co-efficient values for almost every category of wealth, except
for property.340 One consequence of rising inequality is the decrease in social mobility, as
339

Atkinson (2006: 2, 4-5).

340

The Gini co-efficient/index measures inequality in a frequency distribution, with values

approaching zero (one) representing greater (in)equality. Zero represents perfect equality (all
sample values are the same) and one represents perfect inequality (one sample has all the category
value).
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households find it difficult to raise their economic status, especially in terms of financial
wealth. Data from HILDA surveys for the years 2002, 2006 and 2010 show the richest 1 per
cent of households have expanded their wealth to a greater degree than the bottom
household quintiles, even as their median financial wealth has grown moderately.341

341

Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research (2013: Chapter 13).
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Table 2.6.1.1: The Distribution of Household Income/Wealth in Australia - 2002 and 2013342
2013 Income Distribution
Income Share

Top 1%

Top 0.1%

1910

12%

4%

1980s

5%

1%

2013

9%

3%

2002 Household Wealth Distribution
Property

Super-

Businesses

Bank Account

Percentile

(Net %)

annuation (%)

(Net %)

(%)

1 - 10

0

0

0

0

1

11 - 20

0

1

0

0

2

21 - 30

1

2

1

0

3

31 - 40

3

3

2

1

4

41 - 50

6

4

2

1

5

51 - 60

8

6

3

1

8

61 - 70

11

9

6

2

9

71 - 80

14

13

9

5

14

81 - 90

19

23

18

10

17

91 - 100

38

40

61

80

39

Total

100

100

100

100

100

91-95

14

15

18

10

12

95-100

24

24

43

70

27

Gini

0.49

0.68

0.78

0.75

0.78

Other Assets

Credit Card

Other Debt

(%)

Debt (%)

(%)

Wealth
Percentile

342

Equity

Wealth

Vehicles (%)

Investments
(%)

Household
Net Worth
(%)

1 - 10

2

0

9

13

0

11 - 20

4

1

10

7

0

21 - 30

6

1

12

8

1

Headey et al. (2005: 165 - Table 2); Irvine (2013a). Household data are sourced from HILDA,

second wave. Newspaper data is sourced from the book Battlers and Billionaires by Andrew Leigh.
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31 - 40

7

2

14

7

3

41 - 50

8

3

11

7

5

51 - 60

10

4

10

7

7

61 - 70

10

6

9

7

9

71 - 80

13

10

9

10

13

81 - 90

14

12

7

12

18

91 - 100

26

62

9

22

45

Total

100

100

100

100

100

91 - 95

10

15

4

9

14

95 - 100

16

47

5

13

31

Gini

0.52

0.78

0.56

0.65

0.61

By 2011-12, the distribution of net property and household wealth had not changed. The
top household quintile owned 59 per cent of all net residential property, and 61 per cent of
all net household wealth. Interestingly, while household assets are concentrated into the
hands of the top quintile, liabilities are distributed fairly evenly in absolute dollar terms
across all quintiles except the lowest. Net property comprises 52 per cent of total net
household wealth. At the height of Australia’s latest land bubble, the lowest quintile had
negative net property worth, with the second and third quintiles treading water. A
downturn in the housing market will predictably decimate the net property worth of all
quintiles, likely plunging the second and third quintiles into a negative net asset position.343

343

In the figure below, mean figures are indicated in parentheses.
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Figure 2.6.1.7: Net Household Wealth by Quintile 2011-12
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Figure 2.6.1.8: Household Net Property Wealth by Quintile (% of Total) 2011-12
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The findings of the ABS and HILDA are supported by other studies on wealth, indicating
Australia is over-represented on a per-capita basis. In 2012, there were around 207,000 high
net worth individuals (HNWI) with at least $US1 million for investment purposes, rising from
179,500 HNWIs in 2011 and surpassing the previous high of 192,900 HNWIs in 2010.
Australia is ranked as having the 9th largest HNWI population globally, with the US, Japan,
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Germany, China and the UK taking the top five spots.344 In 2012, Japan accounted for the
majority of HNWIs (51.4 per cent), followed by China (17.4 per cent) and Australia (5.6 per
cent), for a combined share of 74.4 per cent in the Asia-Pacific region. It is notable that
Australian HNWIs have 40.6 per cent of their portfolio invested in real estate, which is
approximately double the world average and well above India, which has the secondhighest allocation in the region (26.5 per cent). As a consequence, HNWI allocations in liquid
assets such as cash and deposits are lower than the world average. 345 In terms of per capita
and real estate wealth, Australia is positioned at the top of global rankings:

In US dollar terms, household wealth in Australia grew rapidly between 2000 and
2013, apart from a brief interlude in 2008. The average annual growth rate has been
13%, but about half of the rise is due to exchange rate appreciation. Using constant
exchange rates, wealth has grown on average by just 3.3% per annum since 2007.
Despite this recent slowdown, Australia’s wealth per adult in 2013 is USD 402,600,
the second highest in the world after Switzerland. Even more strikingly, its median
wealth of USD 219,500 is the highest in the world. Interestingly, the composition of
wealth is heavily skewed towards real assets, which amount on average to USD
294,100 and form 59% of gross household assets. This average level of real assets is
the second highest in the world after Norway. In part, it reflects a sparsely
populated country with a large endowment of land and natural resources, but it is
also a manifestation of high urban real estate prices. Compared to the rest of the
world, very few Australians have net worth below USD 10,000. One reason for this is
relatively low credit card and student loan debt. The proportion of those with
wealth above USD 100,000 is the highest of any country – eight times the world
344

Lassignardie and Lewis (2012: 6, 9, 41; 2013a: 6-7). There are also 3.7 million HNWIs in the Asia

Pacific region that fall into three bands: ‘millionaires next door’ who have $1 to $5 million in
investable assets, ‘mid-tier millionaires’ who have between $5 and $30 million, and ‘ultra-HNWIs’
who have $30 million or more. The first tier accounts for over 90 per cent of HNWIs, while the
number of ultra-HNWIs is less than 1 per cent of the total HNWI population.
345

Lassignardie and Lewis (2013b: 5 - Figure 1, 19 - Figure 12, 20). Wealth-X (2013) notes by contrast,

the ultra-wealthy individuals - the 2,170 billionaires in 2013 - only had 3 per cent of their wealth
invested in real estate. The worth of the ultra-wealthy comes mostly from private company holdings
(42 per cent), common stock (35 per cent) and cash/others (18 per cent).
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average. With 1,762,000 people in the top 1% of global wealth holders, Australia
accounts for 3.8% of this wealthy group, despite having just 0.4% of the world’s
adult population.346

Confirmation that high net worth households receive the majority of their earnings from
wealth begs the question why unearned wealth and income should be preferred over that
which is earned. Indeed, current tax policy unfairly saddles labour with the highest marginal
taxes, greatest deadweight losses and comprises the largest source of revenue.347 It would
be more efficient and equitable to remove the tax burden from capital and labour, while
taxing land, natural resources, inheritances and negative externalities such as
environmental pollution. Taxes on rents have low to zero marginal excess burdens (MEB)
and average excess burdens (AEBs), resulting in widespread efficiency and productivity gains
throughout the economy. 348 Even the OECD has noted the average rate of tax paid by the
top 1 and 0.1 per cent of top income recipients could be raised easily without harming the
economy. For instance, many distorting tax expenditures could be removed, alongside
implementation of a progressive taxation structure for owner-occupied residential property,
as these measures disproportionately benefit higher income earners. Additionally, all forms
of remuneration could be treated as income for tax purposes, such as fringe benefits, stock
options and capital gains.349

346

Keating et al. (2013: 57).

347

Consider also the iniquitous arrangement whereby an employee can barely claim any legitimate

deductions related to their employment, such as travel expenses, child care and accommodation,
but businesses and negatively-geared property investors can claim numerous expenses in the
calculation of their tax liability. Further, it appears particularly indefensible to allow negativelygeared investors to reduce their tax liability on income not related to their investment.
348

KPMG (2010: 44) notes the petroleum resource rent tax, municipal rates and land taxes are very

efficient with MEBs of zero, two and eight and AEBs of zero, one and six, respectively. The estimated
6 per cent deadweight cost for land tax falls to zero when exemptions and progressivity in the tax
are removed i.e. it is properly implemented.
349

Matthews (2011: 32). These measures do not require an increase in the top marginal rate of

income tax.
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This policy position, however, is predictably dismissed as a pipe dream by vested interests
who seek to monopolise the economic narrative with nonsensical tales about ‘socialism’,
‘runaway government debt’ or ‘unsustainable’ social welfare expenditures, when the
unwarrantable and unconscionable element is egregious rentier theft. Gina Reinhart, mining
magnate and the world’s richest woman, has provided plenty of examples of the rentier
mindset in recent speeches, commonly targeting working conditions and taxation proposals
that may improve social equality and mobility. It is possible she is anticipating future
aggressive calls for taxation reform that shift the burden onto economic rents – for example,
a properly implemented resource rents tax – as economic growth continues to slow and the
government’s budget position deteriorates:

“Those who hurt most when investments are killed off ... are those who usually vote
for the anti-business socialist parties,” she wrote in the piece, titled ‘Let’s get back to
our roots’... Why not ask whether lowering the minimum wages and lowering taxes
would make employers hire more people?”... “Let’s get through the class warfare
smokescreen,” Mrs Rinehart wrote. “We need to regain our roots and encourage
people to invest and build. There is no monopoly on becoming a millionaire. If you're
jealous of those with more money, don't just sit there and complain; do something
to make more money yourself - spend less time drinking, or smoking and socialising,
and more time working. Become one of those people who work hard, invest and
build, and at the same time create employment and opportunities for others.
Australia needs such people.”350

and

“Business as usual will not do, not when West African competitors can offer our
biggest customers an average capital cost for a tonne of iron ore that's $100 under
the price offered by an emerging producer in the Pilbara,” she said. “Furthermore,
Africans want to work, and its workers are willing to work for less than $2 per day.
Such statistics make me worry for this country's future.”351

350

Bourke (2012).

351

Ryan (2012).
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and
“What few seem to properly understand - even people in government - is that
miners and other resources industries aren't just ATMs for everyone else to draw
from without that money first having to be earned and, before that, giant
investments are made,” she said in a video recorded for the conference. “It is
incredible that after the last six years of record commodity boom times, we now find
the once lucky country in record debt, with the federal budget tipped to deliver yet
another deficit, to further increase our record debt. This debt is simply
unsustainable, especially when Australia now faces an increasing elderly population
with increasing needs, and fewer workers to pay for it all. This lucky country has got
to start thinking, and acting.”352

These statements rebuking labour are rank hypocrisy. This billionaire never earned her
wealth; it was the gift of inheritance. Reinhart will never acknowledge her wealth is due to
winning the randomised parental lottery or the stellar returns she enjoys are from natural
endowments (minerals) at record prices in the largest mining boom in Australian history.
Nor are the record mining profits related to any particular skill that she or the broader
mining industry possesses, other than locating deposits of sufficient scale, quality and
accessibility to allow economically viable mining operations. Ironically, Reinhart attacks the
mere suggestion that economic rents should be subject to taxation, deeming this policy an
act of class warfare, despite the distorted taxation system feeding an outrageous corporate
welfare state in Australia, far outweighing social welfare expenditures on the needy.353
These public statements selectively condemn policies that help labour and the poor, but
conveniently excuse policies purposely designed to benefit the opulent: the relative nontaxation of economic rent and inheritance, along with corporate charters and intellectual
property rights.354
352

Ryan (2013).

353

Compare $340 billion of economic rents to $130 billion in social welfare expenditures in 2011-12.

354

Baker (2006) documents the hypocrisy of the wealthy that declare their dedication to the free

market but seek to undermine it with every action.
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Contrary to billionaire bluster, natural resources are and should be a significant source of
revenue for government, and gross and net government to GDP ratios are trending at
historical lows. 355 It would appear the only accurate statement in Reinhart’s rentier
manifesto is claims that the ‘lucky country has got to start thinking, and acting’. This is
certainly true about urgent tax reform, a conclusion which is anathema to the rich.
Reinhart’s narrow world view is often echoed by representatives of prestigious economic
institutions. Narratives palatable to the 1% are often promulgated within economics
faculties, probably due to generous FIRE sector funding arrangements for elite schools. For
instance, this quote from Gregory Mankiw, Professor of Economics at Harvard University,
equates income redistribution to forced organ donation and pleads the case the 1% are
being grossly maligned:

A common thought experiment used to motivate income redistribution is to imagine
a situation in which individuals are in an “original position” behind a “veil of
ignorance” (as in Rawls 1971). This original position occurs in a hypothetical time
before we are born, without the knowledge of whether we will be lucky or unlucky,
talented or less talented, rich or poor. A risk-averse person in such a position would
want to buy insurance against the possibility of being born into a less-fortunate
station in life. In this view, governmental income redistribution is an enforcement of
the social insurance contract to which people would have voluntarily agreed in this
original position.

Yet take this logic a bit further. In this original position, people would be concerned
about more than being born rich or poor. They would also be concerned about
health outcomes. Consider kidneys, for example. Most people walk around with two
healthy kidneys, one of which they do not need. A few people get kidney disease
that leaves them without a functioning kidney, a condition that often cuts life short.
A person in the original position would surely sign an insurance contract that
guarantees him at least one working kidney. That is, he would be willing to risk being
a kidney donor if he is lucky, in exchange for the assurance of being a transplant
recipient if he is unlucky. Thus, the same logic of social insurance that justifies
355

See 3.7 - The History of Australian Government Debt.
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income redistribution similarly justifies government-mandated kidney donation. … If
imagining a hypothetical social insurance contract signed in an original position does
not supersede the right of a person to his own organs, why should it supersede the
right of a person to the fruits of his own labor?356

In Mankiw’s opinion, the accumulation of great wealth by the financial elite derives from
hard work, innovation and effort, meaning that in a metaphorical sense, income
redistribution under social contract represents forced kidney donation from the 1% to the
unworthy 99%. He conveniently ignores a compliant legislature, favourable tax codes,
inheritance, subsidies, concessions, and control of key monopolies and privately-owned
infrastructure that allows the 1% to effortlessly accrue the majority of their wealth and
income. Thus, the broader community should demand that unearned economic rent be
redirected into public hands where it belongs. Increased national competitiveness is
compatible with higher wages because employees’ real wages, disposable income and
purchasing power would rise substantially if taxes were shifted off production and onto
rents.

The magnitude of economic rents being privately expropriated suggests the advocates of
neoliberal policies have a deliberate agenda to use state power to redistribute wealth to the
rich, while shamelessly condemning measures that assist the poor. Unceasing state and
corporate propaganda has polarised the views of an ill-informed public, diverting attention
away from the FIRE sector and rentier class’ dependency on government onto
denouncements of redistribution efforts to the needy. Typical targets of rentier
misinformation are so-called ‘dole bludgers’ who ironically live well below the poverty line,
single mothers, those on disability support and other marginalised social welfare recipients
who struggle to live week-to-week on the paltry benefits provided. 357 Demonising powerless
groups is a popular and effective strategy for hoodwinking the public, leading billionaires to
356

Mankiw (2013: 32).

357

Compared to the OECD nations, Australia has well-targeted and limited social welfare

expenditures (Cowgill 2013a; Whiteford 2010; Whiteford et al. 2011). Proposals by the federal
government in 2014 to further cut limited social welfare expenditures are likely to cause undue
hardship if implemented.
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confidently claim in public they are winning the class war. For instance, Warren Buffet, a
multi-billionaire and CEO of the Berkshire Hathaway group, a multi-national conglomerate
holding company, revealed:

It turned out that Mr. Buffett, with immense income from dividends and capital
gains, paid far, far less as a fraction of his income than the secretaries or the clerks
or anyone else in his office. Further, in conversation it came up that Mr. Buffett
doesn’t use any tax planning at all. He just pays as the Internal Revenue Code
requires. “How can this be fair?” he asked of how little he pays relative to his
employees. “How can this be right?” Even though I agreed with him, I warned that
whenever someone tried to raise the issue, he or she was accused of fomenting
class warfare. “There’s class warfare, all right,” Mr. Buffett said, “but it’s my class,
the rich class, that’s making war, and we’re winning.”358

The total deadweight loss of taxation is estimated at $72.8 billion dollars in 2011-12, or 4.9
per cent of GDP, a considerable sacrifice of national output. As tax bases have remained
relatively unchanged over recent decades, the cumulative losses to output are staggering.359
This reality makes a mockery of the debate surrounding the recent downturn in revenues
and how the gaps in government budgets may be bridged, given the readily obvious, but
politically unpalatable solution, of taxing economic rents for the common good. While
conventional analyses of tax policies advocate shifting taxes off production and onto
economic rents, Australian governments at all levels have ignored the recommendations;
evidence of the influence and control of democratic institutions by wealth.360

358

Stein (2006).

359

Calculated on an AEB basis. By value, the average deadweight loss of major taxes is 19 per cent,

or 24 per cent for state taxes and 17 per cent for federal taxes. Compliance costs are not included,
though it is estimated at $2.3 billion for individuals in 2011-12 (ATO 2014a). “The total inefficiency
cost is not necessarily the sum of the inefficiencies of each tax” and arriving at an accurate
assessment of aggregate deadweight losses is difficult given methodological and data issues
(Abelson 1998: 17). Aggregate economic inefficiencies are likely much greater than what is
suggested by direct deadweight losses alone (Harrison 2006a: Chapter 8; Kavanagh 2007).
360

Access Economics (2008); PwC (2013); Treasury (2009).
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Figure 2.6.1.9: Federal Government Revenues and Deadweight Losses 2011-12
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Figure 2.6.1.10: State and Local Government Revenues and Deadweight Losses 2011-12
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Legislative inertia demonstrates politicians have been captured by the rentier class, as
nothing else explains their consenting to deadweight losses scaling into hundreds of billions
of dollars over the decades. Businesses and labour are unnecessarily strained by a multitude
of inefficient taxes (122 strictly, 419 broadly) to finance government when there is an
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obvious alternative. While the 1% may incur a tax burden relatively greater than other
taxpayers, this is a smokescreen for the private capture of safely ensconced economic rents
allowing these taxes to be redeemed. Economist Fred Harrison provides evidence suggesting
the landowning rich pay no tax at all because, several years into an economic boom, they
can recoup decades of so-called progressive taxes through the capture of unearned uplifts
in rents (imputed and actual) and capital values of their real estate assets the tax system
strongly benefits.361

One example of rentiers siphoning off the benefits of government spending is the public
provision of infrastructure, which leads to the privatisation of windfall gains arising from
increased productivity. It is obscene for taxpayers and consumers to be obliged to finance
infrastructure while nearby land values rise. Even though increases in land values are more
than sufficient to fund the entire capital outlay and running costs without financial
assistance from taxpayers and consumers, no deviation from the accepted doctrine of the
inefficient user-pays model is allowed. The absurdity of government policy is demonstrated
by the Jubilee Line Extension (JLE) in London, extending the railway line with additional
stations. It was opened to the public in 1999, costing the British taxpayer £3.4 billion pounds.
The uplift in land values along the JLE was estimated at a staggering £14 billion pounds,
delivering colossal windfall gains into the pockets of nearby landowners.

Don Riley, a commercial landlord and property developer, estimated the uplift in land values
of his properties in close proximity to the new stations was greater than the sum of all taxes
he had paid the government over the last forty years.362 Riley recognized these windfall
gains were unearned and the intended outcome of a deranged tax system, and documented
how he recouped every cent in tax he had paid over four decades without lifting a finger.363
In Melbourne, research has shown houses in suburbs near a train station are worth an

361

Harrison (2006b).

362

Harrison (2006a).

363

Riley (2001).
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average $48,000 dollars more than those further away. In the wealthier eastern suburbs,
this amount reaches up to $105,000, $59,500 in the north and $40,000 in the west.364

The largest ten taxes by revenue account for over 90 per cent of the total. In descending
order, these are: personal tax, company tax, GST, fuel excise, payroll taxes, stamp duties,
council rates, superannuation funds, tobacco excise and land taxes. The remaining 112 taxes
raise very little revenue.365 Australian rentiers also prosper from the highest rate of tax
expenditures in the OECD, at more than 8 per cent of GDP. 366 Tax expenditures are
vulnerable to lobbying, often compromising the fairness and efficiency of the tax system.
For instance, lavish tax expenditures for both owner-occupied and investment property has
increased the private capture of land rent and unearned increments in capital values while
magnifying FIRE sector profits.

Insufficient revenue is raised from real estate, despite the colossal value of both rental
incomes and land values. Unfortunately, some of the largest property taxes are also the
most inefficient, such as stamp duty transactions. In contrast, municipal rates are an
efficient tax, raising $13.3 billion in 2011-12, though rates are levied on the value of both
land and dwellings. Previously, councils levied rates solely on land values under site value
(SV) rating, but now also tax the value of dwellings under the capital improved value (CIV) or
net annual value (NAV) schemes, rendering rates less efficient. The CIV and NAV penalises
owners by discouraging improvements; essentially it is a (relatively small) gift to rentiers and
speculators, ensuring more land rent can be capitalised into higher property values. The
state-levied land tax raises pitiful amounts of revenue ($6.1 billion nationwide), as 70 per
cent of the total housing stock is owner-occupied and exempt, in contrast to property
investors who must pay the land tax.
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Tyson (2014: 3 - Figure 1); Yates (2009: 8-9). Tax expenditures are defined as deviations from the

commonly accepted tax structure.
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Table 2.6.1.2: The Relative Deadweight Losses of Major Taxes367
Deadweight Losses
Commonwealth Tax

Marginal Excess Burden (MEB)

Average Excess Burden (AEB)

Personal income

24%

16%

Business income

40%

23%

GST

8%

6%

Crude Oil Excise

70%

50%

Other Excises

15%

10%

International Trade

-3%

-7%

MEB

AEB

Payroll

41%

22%

Municipal Rates

2%

1%

Stamp Duties

34%

31%

Motor Vehicle

38%

38%

Land

8%

6%

Gambling

92%

54%

Insurance

67%

47%

State and Local Tax

At the state level, governments seek to raise revenue from labour and capital due to the
relatively light taxation of land values and other economic rents. This results in deadweight
losses arising from payroll, insurance, motor vehicle and stamp duty taxes. Payroll taxes and
superannuation contributions (a substantial extension of the payroll tax) actually punish
labour, as the final incidence of these and most other taxes fall on employees, leading to
greater unemployment, lower wages, reduced disposable income, and higher prices for
goods and services.368 Federal and state governments have embraced the most inefficient
367

KPMG (2010: 44). KPMG (2010: 41) notes the incidence of a tax refers to whom ultimately bears

(pays) the tax. This is different from a tax liability as the tax can be passed on to another party. For
example, although businesses are liable for payroll tax, it is passed onto labour.
368

These are the tobacco excise, import duties, GST, alcohol excise, fuel taxes, stamp duties other

than real property, luxury car tax, labour income tax, stamp duties, motor vehicle registration, motor
vehicle stamp duties, payroll tax, insurance taxes, and gambling taxes. Corporate income tax and
royalties and crude oil excise result in a partial impact (KPMG 2010: 48).
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taxes with high AEBS and MEBs. Raising the majority of revenue from an array of inefficient
taxes generates significant deadweight losses and disincentives to work and invest. These
inefficiencies arise because taxes imposed on a highly mobile or narrow tax base has a
greater assessed burden because the tax base is likely to shrink (move away) when applied,
or activity shifts to untaxed substitutes, reducing efficiency and revenue in both instances.
This explains why land and resource rent taxes have deadweight losses of zero; both are
completely immobile and consist of a wide base, insofar as land and finite resources are
without substitute and are a fundamental input into economic activity.369

Government should also consider raising additional revenue from negative externalities or
‘economic bads’. This refers to costs imposed on third parties who did not choose to incur
the costs, leading to economic inefficiencies. The typical example considered is pollution,
though it can extend to the build-up of systemic risks in the banking system, as firms only
consider the risks to themselves but not to the financial system. Governments can intervene
by taxing a good or service to ensure market prices reflect full social costs, that is, the
private cost including the external cost. Taxes on negative externalities do not impose any
deadweight loss on the economy; in fact, they have negative deadweight losses as they are
designed to correct market imperfections, making them even more efficient than land and
resource rent taxes.

To date, there are no estimates of the aggregate amount of negative externalities in an
economy. Given that private bargaining to resolve these costs will not yield efficient
outcomes, and combined with the perverse incentive for firms in a capitalist economy to
externalise costs to maximise profits, aggregate negative externalities likely amount to a
significant proportion of GDP.370 Conventional economists avoid attempting to estimate
aggregate externalities (whether positive or negative) for the same reason estimates of
aggregate economics rents have not been forthcoming: finding that externalities are utterly
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KPMG (2010: 2).
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d’Arge and Hunt (1971; 1972; 1973); Hahnel (2007; 2014); Hahnel and Albert (1990); Hahnel and

Sheeran (2009). One study estimated aggregate negative externalities amounted to 34 per cent of
GDP in the US in 1994 (Korten 2009: 126-127).
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pervasive undermines the neoliberal assertion that markets are efficient. One issue with
externality taxes is they tend to be regressive, with the final incidence falling
disproportionately on those with the highest marginal propensity to consume: low and
moderate income earners. This effect can be offset by rebating part of the revenue raised
back to these households through increased social welfare payments.

Economist Peter Abelson notes that “Taxation is a costly business, especially in Australia.
Here, the ramshackle taxation structure imposes excess burdens that could total in the
order of 6 of 8 per cent of GDP, along with high compliance costs in the order of 3 to 4 per
cent of GDP.”371 Further, tax collection costs are around 1 per cent of revenue collected or
0.3 per cent of GDP.372 Abelson argues that the characteristics of a taxation system should
encompass equity, efficiency, simplicity, revenue security, transparency and ensure
harmonious Commonwealth-state relations.373 Unfortunately, the Australian tax system is
based on the opposite: hundreds of taxes and tax-like fees are levied on production, leading
to inequity, inefficiency, a lack of revenue security and transparency, and disputes between
the federal and state governments; far from what the public finance literature recommends.
As government actively refuses to raise revenue from economic rents, inheritances and
negative externalities to any significant degree, the modern tax system is a travesty that
overwhelmingly benefits the wealthy. Despite technical progressivity in the tax system, the
architecture is regressive. There is no rational economic argument for government to ignore
these potential revenue bases given the likelihood of raising enough revenue to finance
expenditures, or perhaps even more.

The vast majority of the tax burden falls on labour in the long run, even if capital bears some
of the brunt in the short run. In contrast, rentiers owning large land and company holdings
or other economic rent-generating assets contribute far less. Australia’s iniquitous tax
system contributes strongly to the high cost of living, as shown in international comparisons.
The Worldwide Cost of Living Report 2012 ranked Sydney and Melbourne in the top ten of
371

Abelson (1998: 26).

372
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373
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the world’s most expensive cities, in seventh and eighth place.374 Considering Australia’s
relative isolation from the global economic centres of the US, Eurozone and Japan,
abundant land and resources, and a small and well-educated population, there is no logical
reason for Australian cities to have a cost of living similar to Paris, Singapore, Tokyo and
Geneva.

374

The Economist (2012: 2).
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2.6.2 Rentier Behaviour in the Financial Sector

The bubble-affected economies of today have become dominated by finance which has
private control over the money supply, leading to asset price inflation, unemployment and
eventual debt deflation. Usurious interest rates and fees levied during a credit cycle are a
primary cause of debt deflation that aggravates an economic downturn.375 The parasitic
nature of the financial sector stems from its ability to appropriate the convenience yield of
money and the manipulation of the money supply, allowing creditors to accumulate vast
fortunes through borrower defaults and the seizing of collateral:

...private issuance of money has repeatedly led to major societal problems
throughout recorded history, due to usury associated with private debts. Zarlenga
does not adopt the common but simplistic definition of usury as the charging of
“excessive interest”, but rather as “taking something for nothing” through the
calculated misuse of a nation's money system for private gain. Historically this has
taken two forms. The first form of usury is the private appropriation of the
convenience yield of a society's money. Private money has to be borrowed into
existence at a positive interest rate, while the holders of that money, due to the
non-pecuniary benefits of its liquidity, are content to receive no or very low interest.
Therefore, while part of the interest difference between lending rates and rates on
money is due to a lending risk premium, another large part is due to the benefits of
the liquidity services of money. This difference is privately appropriated by the small
group that owns the privilege to privately create money. This is a privilege that, due
to its enormous benefits, is often originally acquired as a result of intense rentseeking behavior...

The second form of usury is the ability of private creators of money to manipulate
the money supply to their benefit, by creating an abundance of credit and thus
money at times of economic expansion and thus high goods prices, followed by a
contraction of credit and thus money at times of economic contraction and thus low
goods prices... It repeatedly led to systemic borrower defaults, forfeiture of
collateral, and therefore the concentration of wealth in the hands of lenders. For the
375

Hudson and Bezemer (2012: 1).
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macroeconomic consequences it matters little whether this represents deliberate
and malicious manipulation, or whether it is an inherent feature of a system based
on private money creation.376

Uncompetitive financial sector debt charges that are extended for the purchase of bubbleinflated assets are economic rent. The endogenous creation of money means there is no
cost of production for ADIs associated with lending, other than for administration. Debt
charges add to the non-production cost of prices, discourage capital investment, suppress
wage growth, and deflate purchasing power as incomes are spent on interest charges
instead of goods and services. If less income is expended on production, levels of
consumption and investment fall and unemployment trends higher. The financial sector
damages the economy as credit is increasingly lent for asset speculation rather than to
create new entrepreneurial ventures or expand current businesses, driving down industrial
capacity and debt productivity in the process. Financial crises and economic downturns
would either not occur, or be relatively minor, if banks focused their lending on providing
capital to non-financial businesses, funding prudent investment and financing moderate
levels of consumption.377

The primary concern of the financial sector is not enhancing an economy’s productive
capacity but finding ways to generate additional revenue regardless of expected inimical
outcomes. Borrowings are often used aggressively for mergers and acquisitions, or to overburden companies with debt to ‘protect’ them from takeover due to investors’
unwillingness to assume the high debt risk. Wealth ‘creation’ is managed via unproductive
processes like share buybacks, instead of innovation, research and development; financial
engineering has replaced industrial engineering. 378 Financiers become a damaging force
when large private debts are accumulated and the investor cohort transition to Ponzi units
on aggregate. For instance, during the boom phase of a credit bubble, the Ponzi financing of
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highly leveraged buyouts of real estate and corporations rapidly drives asset prices and
debts to unsustainable levels.

Figure 2.6.2.1: Australian Bank Profits 2006 - 2013379

The public sector is not immune from the effects of usury, as the rising bank and bondholder
share of government debt diverts a greater proportion of tax revenue to meet interest
repayments.380 The rise in the wealth of Australia’s top 1% is strongly linked to the
neoliberal program of deregulation, privatisation and liberalisation of the financial sector
from the late 1970s. Rentiers have been permitted to increase their capture of economic
rent, leading the financial sector’s share of national income to sharply rise from around 2 to

379
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5 per cent.381 Most of the rise has occurred during the formation of the housing bubble from
the mid-1990s to the GFC. Although Australian banks employ less than 4 per cent of the
working population, the Big Four have almost doubled their profits during the last seven
years. These profits have come at the expense of minor lenders, with the Big Four banks’
share of total bank profits rising from 75.9 per cent in 2005 to 90.7 per cent by 2012.382

Australian banks have become too large and concentrated relative to the size of the
industrial economy and need to be drastically downsized via a significant fall in the level of
private debt. Theoretically, large debt loads could be relieved via QE for the public instead
of the banks, whereby households and businesses receive direct cash injections from the
government that must be first used to pay down debts. This policy has multiple benefits: it
retains the value of bank assets while reducing income, expunges the worst lending
decisions made by banks, reduces private debt burdens, rewards savers and frees up cash
holdings as a powerful economic stimulus.383 Stringent regulations and a cultural shift are
also required to divert attention from asset speculation by the business and household
sectors. This would be assisted by the imposition of strict LVR and debt service to income
(DSTI) ratios and a maximum loan size determined as a conservative multiple of rental
income. Research supports the use of macro-prudential tools in stabilising housing prices,
particularly the tightening of the DSTI ratio as it constrains housing credit growth. In a study
of 57 economies, incremental tightening of the DSTI ratio was found to decelerate housing
credit growth between 4 and 7 per cent in the subsequent year. Incremental rises in housing
taxes were also found to reduce prices by around 2 to 3 per cent. Tightening of LVRs has less
impact in limiting credit growth as it was offset by increased borrowings made available
during a housing boom.384
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A large reduction in the profits extracted by the financial sector is essential to the health of
the economy, including cuts to the number of professionals working in this area who could
be productively employed elsewhere. Contrary to conventional economic policy and
thinking, the financial sector is a cost centre to be minimised, not a profit centre to be
maximised. The disingenuous political narrative that conflates excessive financial sector
profits and growth as being synonymous with financial stability should be disregarded.
Instead, the growth of the financial sector’s share of national income should serve as a
warning of future instability, as rampant Ponzi financing and capital misallocation inflates
asset markets.385

Figure 2.6.2.2: Industry Share of Output 1990-91 – 2012-13386
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Keen (2012b).
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RBA Chart Pack: Regions and Industry - Industry Share of Output. Gross value added to nominal

output/GDP.
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There is evidence to suggest that economies with considerably large financial sectors
experience harmful impacts on national productivity and economic growth. An analysis of
fifty advanced and emerging market economies over three decades found evidence of
economic drag when a large credit to GDP gap emerges (private credit growth exceeds GDP
growth) and the FIRE sector’s share of total employment and value-added industrial output
accounts for more than 3.5 per cent and 11.5 per cent, respectively. A credit boom and
concurrent financial sector employment growth of 1.6 per cent per annum leads to a 1 per
cent reduction in aggregate GDP per capita growth. In Australia, a large credit to GDP gap
has emerged and the FIRE sector currently employs around 3.7 per cent of the workforce
and accounts for 11.5 per cent of industrial output.387 In the US, higher levels of financial
intermediation and a larger financial sector share of income is also associated with previous
downturns. For instance, the financial sector’s share of income grew from 2 to 6 per cent
between 1870 and 1930 before the onset of the Great Depression, and from 5 to 8 per cent
from 1980 to 2000.388

Excessive monetary creation by financiers has enabled rising asset speculation, driving down
debt productivity by draining resources from productive ventures. This has substantially
rewarded banks through income extraction, including onerous fees, from the industrial
economy. Productivity is also eroded by financial sector competition for physical resources
and labour that accompanies a large credit boom. 389 The rise in financial income
corresponds with a large increase in the quantity of intermediated assets – producing,
trading and settling financial contracts that share risks, pool funds, transfer resources and
provide incentives – comprising household and non-financial corporate debt, equity, and
other assets. The financial sector earns a constant annual average return of between 1.5
and 2 per cent on outstanding assets, from the sum of spreads, non-financial agent fees and
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the sum of profits/wages, representing the user cost of external finance for household
borrowing and firms issuing debt and equity. Despite improvements in technology, removal
of regulatory barriers and the lower physical transaction costs of financial intermediation,
larger economies of scale are not translating into lower consumer costs. The unit cost today
is higher than in the 1960s and has not declined over the last 30 years, indicating the
absence of alleged efficiency and competition.390

Another example of financial sector inefficiency is the high cost of active fund management
which represents a deadweight loss for investors. While mutual fund fees have fallen,
alternative asset managers have increased their market share with higher cost products.391
In Australia, the average cost for managing balanced equity funds has acutely risen, with 45
per cent of the average investor return absorbed by fees. Banks have significant power and
control three quarters of this market, explaining why the basic management fee for a
balanced fund averaged 1.91 per cent over the 5 years to June 2013. This does not include
other costs like establishment fees, contribution fees, exit fees, switching fees, performance
fees and financial planner fees. Superannuation fund fees are slightly lower but still
excessive, explaining the widespread move to self-managed superannuation funds (SMSFs)
in recent years. The average couple making the average salary over a lifetime contribute
around $830,000 to superannuation but lose $338,000 in fees. This excessive impost
represents economic rent, for the 2 per cent fee is unrelated to the performance and skill of
fund managers. Specialist fund managers rarely outperform index funds and are unable to
demonstrate exceptional proficiency.392
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Table 2.6.2.1: US Financial Sector Fund Management Fees and Returns 1980 - 2011393
Average Fees Paid to Fund Managers for Institutional Services (bp)394
Domestic Equity

1996

1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

Corporate Funds

52.9

54.4

54.2

54.9

53.5

55.0

Public Funds

38.7

39.7

42.0

49.3

46.6

48.0

Endowments

51.3

51.3

59.9

59.1

64.4

64.0

Total

46.8

46.6

52.4

54.1

54.7

55.0

1996

1999

2002

2005

2008

2011

Corporate Funds

32.6

34.3

27.5

28.0

29.7

30.0

Public Funds

26.2

25.6

23.2

25.2

25.7

26.0

Endowments

29.6

30.4

27.1

29.0

34.7

36.0

Total

29.0

29.1

26.3

27.3

30.0

30.1

Managers

Fixed Income
Managers

Percentage of US Equity Funds Outperformed by Benchmarks395
Fund Category

Percent Outperformed

Benchmark Index

2011

2007-2011

All Domestic Equity

S&P 1500

84%

62%

All Large Cap Funds

S&P 500

81%

62%

All Mid-Cap Funds

S&P Mid-Cap 400

67%

80%

All Small-Cap Funds

S&P Small-Cap 600

86%

73%

Global Funds

S&P Global 1200

69%

63%

International Funds

S&P 700

69%

78%

Emerging Market Funds

S&P

54%

83%

Percentage of Fixed Income Funds Outperformed by Benchmarks 2007 - 2011
Fund Category

Comparison Index

Percent
Outperformed

393

Malkiel (2013: 99, 101-102, 104-105: Tables 1 - 5).

394

Asset-weighted.

395

Standards and Poor’s and CRSP Survivor Bias-Free US Mutual Fund Data Base. Percentage of US

equity funds that were outperformed by various benchmark indexes over the five year calendar
period.
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Government Long

Barclays Long Government

94%

Government Intermediate

Barclays Intermediate Government

67%

Government Short

Barclays 1-3 Year Government

67%

Investment-Grade Long Funds

Barclays Long Government/Credit

92%

Investment-Grade Intermediate Funds

Barclays Intermediate

61%

Government/Credit

Investment-Grade Short Funds

Barclays 1-3 Year Government/Credit

94%

High-Yield Funds

Barclays High Yield

96%

Mortgage-Backed Securities Funds

Barclays Mortgage-Backed Securities

75%

Global Income Funds

Barclays Global Aggregate

72%

Average Returns - Active Funds Versus Index396
Large-Caps
Equity Funds
Average
S&P 500 Index
S&P 500 Index
Advantage

Return
7.18

7.81

0.64

Small-Caps
Equity Funds

Return
5.50*

Average
MSCI US Small-Cap
MSCI US Small-Cap
1750 Advantage

6.98*

1.48*

Fixed Income

Return

Fixed Income Funds
Barclays US Aggregate
Bond Index
Barclays US Aggregate
Bond Index Advantage

5.69

6.50

0.82

It is evident that following the acquisition of smaller funds by larger banks, the increased
marketplace concentration has spawned the abuse of the management fee structure for
financial products. High fees persist because consumers of financial services express greater
confidence in more expensive products, believing the quality and effectiveness of advice
rises in direct proportion to the fee schedule. Overconfidence and hubris leads consumers
to faithfully assume their chosen financial products will outperform the index in the longrun, primarily due to their choice of ‘superior’ investment managers. Despite this prevailing
conviction, the best strategy for maximising returns may be selecting a low-fee index fund
from a list of those with minimal expense ratios.397
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20 years through 31st December 2011. * indicates 10 years of data to 31st December 2011.
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The willingness of the financial sector to speculative on opaque and complex financial
instruments arguably increases instability and contributes to falling debt productivity.
Speculative activity explains the large divergence between the growth in private debt and
GDP over recent decades.398 For instance, it is rarely mentioned the non-banking financial
sector debt to GDP ratio in Australia is also high, at 91 per cent of GDP in 2011;
approximately equivalent to the household sector debt burden. 399 Household and nonfinancial business debt loads drag on economic growth when they reach 85 to 90 per cent of
GDP; similar effects from high non-banking financial sector debts should also be
expected.400 Despite the ruinous effects of an enormous and flourishing financial sector,
Australia’s former Treasurer, Chris Bowen, naively stated that he wished to broaden the
sector’s size, range of products and contribution to exports:

Treasury is core business for Labor because we are at our best when we use market
forces to drive economic growth – and use the national wealth created by economic
growth to drive greater opportunities for people from all walks of life. Labor
governments don't just adopt policy settings that promote economic growth, we are
advocates for growth and explainers of the need for sometimes difficult policy
decisions which may have short-term adjustment pain but long term economic
benefit...

The financial services sector has seen incredible growth in the last 20 years and it is
this growth that we need to harness. Despite the strength of the local industry, our
exports and imports of financial services are low by international standards. There is
a great opportunity for the financial services industry to become more outwardly
focused. Encouraging competition and efficiency would improve the range and
choice of financial products available to consumers and promote increased exports

398

Hudson and Bezemer (2012: 2).
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of financial services. Improved economies of scale would reduce the costs of
financial products for Australian consumers and businesses...

Because Labor knows that increased trade in financial services will increase
Australia's growth prospects and standard of living. We know positioning Australia
as a financial services centre in the region means that we would be able to offer
increased job opportunities for a range of skilled workers in the financial sector. And
there is potential to do so much more.401

It is possible the former Treasurer realised a housing construction boom as forecast by the
RBA was not forthcoming to replace the waning mining boom. His short-term perspective
was possibly a pragmatic attempt to spur economic growth, encouraged by financial sector
lobbying. The modern Australian political class are exponents of realpolitik, commonly
pursuing economic growth via any means possible, regardless of the social and
environmental costs. Further, the brief election cycle makes it difficult to retain power while
implementing meaningful and worthy taxation reforms, as the fickle Australian electorate
has been shielded from a harsh economic winter since the recession of the early 1990s,
breeding a sense of complacency and entitlement that stifles transformation. The US and UK
are nations with immense financial sectors, providing perfect case studies of wealth and
income inequality, degradation of production, financial instability, bailouts and
extraordinary monetary interventions. Financialised economies produce little of substance
except promises to pay, while continually extracting economic rent and gambling on
obscure derivatives and other financial instruments for capital gain. Politicians should
forsake this vision, unless they wish to further advance financial sector interests over the
common good.

A further impediment to economic growth is the oligarchic concentration of the financial
sector which generates ‘rentier drag’. In both global and domestic financial markets, a
handful of very large firms dominate and maintain above-normal profits by stifling real
competition through collusion, price signalling and a refusal to compete on price or

401
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quality.402 It is notable Australia has the highest banking concentration in the world, with
the Big Four holding 80 per cent of banking assets and 88 per cent of residential mortgages,
poising them for market abuse. 403 The banking system only provides the illusion of
competition, as none of the Big Four try to increase market share through competitive price
settings. This strategy is rarely used because it would likely cause an overall fall in profits for
the major banks in the long run. The virtual monopoly established by the Big Four, in
combination with a large credit boom and housing bubble, explains the record-breaking
profits over the last decade. Net interest margins have remained strong, despite the
moderation of private debt growth since the GFC, as the Big Four have demonstrably lower
funding costs compared to their second-tier rivals. Further, mergers and acquisitions among
banks, credit unions and building societies has led to extreme concentration in the banking
sector. Banks command the lion’s share of total financial assets under management, having
squeezed out smaller non-bank financial institutions. From the 1950s to the 1970s, the
banks’ market share fell from above 80 per cent to around 50 per cent; a pattern
subsequently reversed following deregulation in the early 1980s, leading to banks once
again adopting a tight stranglehold. 404

While the Big Four are not technically a cartel in the legal sense, tacit collusion and pricesignalling achieves the same aim. Decreased competition in the financial sector in the
context of a large credit boom has led to pre-tax bank profits rising from 0.7 per cent of GDP
in 1986 to 2.5 per cent of GDP in 2013; bank profits are 3.6 times larger relative to GDP
today than 28 years ago.405 Other common features of financial sector domination include
excessive executive and managerial remuneration, price fixing, block trading of financial
instruments, increasing fraud, substantially higher fees and competitor intimidation.406
These factors are germane to the Australian financial sector, as analysis of the Big Four
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reveals extraordinary profit margins and return on equity compared to their international
and domestic peers, excessive senior management remuneration, and potential evidence of
mortgage fraud.407 Additionally, profits generated from fees and charges are elevated
relative to second-tier competitors, indicating the Big Four are taking advantage of their
market position to impose fees detached from the actual cost of service provision.

Financial sector white collar crime is aided by weak government supervision and regulation,
with rare enforcements culminating in fines rather than criminal prosecution and jail. The
recent history of global banking is replete with examples of conspiracies, money laundering
for drug cartels, collaboration with state sponsors of terrorism, financing of illegal arms
sales, handling money for paramilitary organisations, illegal siphoning of money from
pension and savings accounts, mortgage and securities fraud, gaming of laws and
regulations to strip wealth from asset-rich individuals, frequent insider trading, pushing
junk-grade investments in return for commissions, ‘front-running’ markets via computerbased high-frequency trading, charging unlawful fees, creative bank balance sheet
accounting to conceal insolvency, ‘ratings agency shopping’ to ensure subprime junk
securities receive investment-grade ratings, and manipulation of inter-bank lending rates,
precious metals and derivatives markets. The financial sector has morphed into a legally
sanctioned economic mafia, assuming an untouchables status and mimicking behaviours
normally associated with criminal cartel racketeering. In early 2013 before a Senate
Judiciary Committee, the US Attorney-General, Eric Holder, insinuated the TBTF banks on
home soil were ‘too big to prosecute’ despite their extensive crimes, confirming their
exalted legal and economic status:

Sen. Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa: OK. On the issue of bank prosecution, I'm concerned
that we have a mentality of too-big-to-jail in the financial sector of spreading from
fraud cases to terrorist financing and money laundering cases -- and I cite HSBC. So I
think we're on a slippery slope. So then that's background for this question. I don't -I don't have recollection of DOJ prosecuting any high-profile financial criminal
convictions in either companies or individuals. Assistant General -- Attorney General
407
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Breuer said that one reason why DOJ has not brought these prosecutions is that it
reaches out to, quote/unquote, "experts" to see what effect the prosecutions would
have on the financial markets. So then on January 29th, Senator Brown and I
requested details on who these so-called experts are. So far, we've not received any
information. Maybe you're going to, but why have we not yet have been provided
the names of the experts that DOJ consults with as we requested on January 29th?
Because we need to the find out why we aren't having these high profile cases. And
then I got one follow-up. But maybe you can answer that quickly.

Attorney General Eric Holder: Well, we'll endeavor to answer your letter, Senator.
We did not, as I understand it, retain experts outside of the government in making -in making determinations with regard to HSBC. Now, if we could just put that aside
for a minute, though. The concern that you have raised is one that I, frankly, share.
And I'm not talking about HSBC now. That would not be appropriate. But I am
concerned that the size of some of these institutions becomes so large that it does
become difficult for us to prosecute them when we are hit with indications that if
you do prosecute, if you do bring a criminal charge, it will have a negative impact on
the national economy, perhaps even the world economy. And I think that is a
function of the fact that some of these institutions have become too large. Again,
I'm not talking about HSBC. This is just a -- a more general comment. I think it has an
inhibiting influence -- impact on our ability to bring resolutions that I think would be
more appropriate. And I think that is something that we -- you all need to -- need to
consider. So the concern that you raised is actually one that I share. 408

Unequal application of the law has emboldened banks whom understand the federal
government will either not pursue allegations of financial sector crimes, or if action is taken,
it will seek financial penalties against institutions rather than individual prosecutions as in
earlier decades. This permissive environment breeds criminogenic behaviour that elevates
financial sector profits. A prime example of financiers’ contempt for the rule of law is recent
408
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than 1,000 bankers following the Savings and Loans financial crisis of 1989. Widespread financial
sector corruption may be one reason for the Attorney General’s reticence in pursuing legal action
against financiers.
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episodes of commercial lending fraud, where some banks increased profits by purposely
defaulting financially healthy businesses and placing them into receivership and liquidation.
Essentially, defaults are engineered so business loans can be shifted into ‘turn-around
divisions’. These divisions extract the maximum amount of revenue possible via additional
fees and interest margins, and in some cases, the eventual fire sale of devalued assets to the
bank’s internal property unit at a significant discount. In effect, predatory institutions decide
the interest from commercial loans is simply not profitable enough and squeeze additional
revenue (surplus rent) from businesses by adopting abusive and opaque legal processes.
This parasitical strategy boosts short-term bank profits but destroys viable businesses, thus
detracting from overall economic growth.409

The most popular method of artificially stressing businesses involves reassessing the LVR so
firms’ assets become significantly undervalued, breaching strict LVR covenants. Some
businesses are placed straight into insolvency (with bank-friendly insolvency practitioners),
while others are directed into turn-around divisions. All banks have standard clauses in their
business loan contracts that allow them to revalue assets as circumstances require. Banks
are aware that asset valuation is not a firm science, therefore, some have manipulated this
process to their benefit. Commercial debtors are forced to accept low revaluations which
have been fabricated by the bank, placing them in breach of loan covenants. Either
additional capital must be sourced to bring the LVR ratio within the agreed benchmark or
the borrower must agree to refinance the loan with exorbitant rates of interest that boost
the banks’ net interest margin. Most valuations are undertaken by bank valuers, creating an
obvious conflict of interest because it is in their interest (if they want more work) to
undervalue a commercial property. The debtor has little recourse, being unable to appeal
flagrant property undervaluations, even in instances where asset values have been reduced
by two-thirds between subsequent valuations conducted only months apart.
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The second method of commercial loan fraud arises from the technical reduction in the
multiples of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA),
creating an equity gap that places debtors in breach of loan covenants. For instance, EBITDA
temporarily falls when businesses purchase new machinery, and despite prior approval and
notification with the bank, the business is placed into restructuring. In many cases,
businesses have been sold at fire sale prices to the banks’ own internal property units and
later resold at prices closer to their original valuation; transaction prices that would have
placed the original business owners well within the stipulated LVR. 410 During 2012 Senate
testimony, it was alleged these fraudulent practices were being used by some prominent
Australian banks. Specifically, Bankwest was alleged to have applied these same strategies,
‘cleaning out’ the commercial loan book so the CBA could make a cheaper acquisition. The
following testimony by Bankwest victim Sean Butler has reportedly been repeated with
hundreds of other business customers, indicating financial abuse may be widespread:

In 2007, our main property, the Lighthouse Beach Resort, was valued at $20 million.
That was at the peak of the property boom, I suppose. A few years later, in 2009, it
was revalued at $14.7 million, which was a substantial discount but we thought that
was fair enough given the way the property market had gone… At that stage,
everything with our business was fine. We were going extremely well. Just five
months after the reduced valuation, Bankwest advised us that they needed another
valuation, at our cost, that being $9½ thousand. The new valuation came in at 22 per
cent less than the valuation of just five months before. At that point our business
was still a good business. It was still generating money, it was still profitable and it
was still paying all the interest on all the loans. I wrote to Bankwest saying that I
believed saying the valuation was extremely pessimistic, but basically they just said
we had to wear it. On 10 August that year—just a few weeks after the valuation was
given to us—Bankwest advised us that our interest rate margins would double, from
bank bill swap rate plus 1.25 per cent to bank bill swap rate plus three per cent. So
our interest rate doubled within a few weeks of getting that valuation. I appealed to
Bankwest to see if they would negotiate that, and they just said there was no room
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for negotiation and that we just had to wear that. So basically we decided to either
refinance or sell the properties.

In January 2011 we had further discussions with Bankwest. They said they would not
budge on the higher interest rates being charged. In February 2011 we got a
purchase offer for the Lighthouse Beach Resort at $14 million, that being 22 per cent
higher than what the evaluation was. In other words, we got an offer for it that was
closer to the original valuation. It has almost proved them wrong. At that point our
business partner, himself a banker, advised that he would match the $14 million
offer and buy that property. On 31 March Bankwest advised us that if they did not
get all their money back by 31 May it would get ugly. They advised us that if
arrangements were not made to pay all the money back in one lot then penalty
interest rates of 18 per cent would apply. Our business partner—the banker—then
advised that he had changed his plans and did not want to buy the property
anymore. So I advised Bankwest that our business was still capable of paying all the
interest on all the loans and that we would put things back on the market. We had
four separate properties we could sell. But they refused. They said they wanted all
their money back in one lot. Our profits were at record levels, but I said we just
could not afford to pay the 18 per cent interest rate.411

When victims of alleged bank fraud approached the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC) and the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS), they were informed an
investigation could not be initiated because the matters were outside their agency’s
purview or mandate. Possible misleading and deceptive conduct with intent to defraud
suggests wrongdoing; it is astounding regulators have failed to act on this information,
particularly since there are allegedly hundreds of small and medium enterprise (SME)
victims. In some cases, there is email evidence suggesting bank officers were interfering in
valuations, insistent on larger undervaluations than was provided: “I have spoken to the
valuer again Friday to gauge his opinion and I suggested a reduction of say 20 per cent on
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existing valuation and he was of the opinion that this was a bit bullish and maybe 10 to 15
per cent is the nearer mark.”412

The recent Senate Economic Committee inquiry into ASIC’s performance shines light on
their woeful ability to address and stem these abuses, with an entrenched toxic culture
breeding apathy. Over more than a decade since ASIC assumed responsibility for addressing
‘business to business unconscionable conduct in financial services’, it has displayed a
disturbing pattern of callous indifference to the plight of victims, often failing to
acknowledge, investigate and prosecute systemic financier malpractice. Victims are usually
given ‘go away letters’ and left to pursue their complaint through the courts, despite the
near impossibility of mounting a successful case following the destruction of their financial
livelihoods. Victims approaching other agencies such as the Commonwealth Ombudsman,
the FOS, the Federal Police and APRA are given the ‘merry-go-round treatment’ and advised
their complaints are not their agency’s responsibility.

In the unlikely event of court action by a complainant – usually without government support
even in cases likely to succeed – banks aggressively defend these claims to prevent the
setting of precedents. Any successful legal challenge requires well-heeled complainants who
are willing to risk the unsympathetic ear of Australian courts that generally rule in favour of
the financial behemoths. There are repeated allegations of rapacious abuse of SMEs by all of
the major banks (particularly the NAB) but these institutions continue to act with impunity
because they correctly presume they are above the law. That is, if regulators are missing in
action and fail to prosecute obvious breaches of the law, then by definition, they are
incompetent, captured and/or operating in a dysfunctional and toxic culture. 413 Political
economist Evan Jones notes:

A law that is not enforced becomes de facto a law that operates to the advantage of
the law-breaker and to the disadvantage of the victim.414
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and

Such indifference was transparent in the conduct of senior regulator officials at this
Committee’s Post-GFC Banking Inquiry hearings on Wednesday and Thursday, 8 & 9
August 2012, in response to the CBA/BankWest saga. The numerical scale of
BankWest customer defaults provides prima facie reason for close scrutiny. The
testimony of criminally defaulted borrower and victim Sean Butler on Wednesday
the 8th brought the broad parameters down to specifics with absolute clarity. Yet the
regulators all responded with insouciance – there is no problem; and on the small
chance that there is, it’s nothing to do with us. The shockingly cynical statements of
Treasury Deputy Secretary, Jim Murphy, the country’s highest ranking bureaucrat
presiding over bank regulation, exemplify the indifference. 415

It is notable that when Mr Butler contacted ASIC seeking assistance, the response contained
the familiar refrain “Following consideration of the issues you have raised at a senior level,
ASIC has decided not to take any further action (sic) into the issue you have raised at this
time…”. Indeed, in a finding that appears severely unjust under the circumstances, ASIC
confirmed their opinion that insufficient evidence was provided to warrant civil or criminal
proceedings. ASIC is relentless in its inactivity, providing signals to the FIRE sector to
continue their legally dubious activities. The organisational culture appears to be
irredeemable, suggesting it may be better to dissolve the institution in preference to a new
and more effective watchdog.416 Former ASIC employees have testified to a culture of
‘cronyism and favouritism’, harassment, and the use of threats and intimidation by senior
management. Whistleblowers have stated that ASIC has failed to meet its regulatory
requirements by not acting on allegations of business misbehaviour or not following up
cases where businesses had not lodged required information. 417
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Another prime example of questionable activity carried out by the financial sector is the rise
of high frequency trading (HFT). Financiers are impatient for profit, leading to an
increasingly short-term investment span. Markets impose brief timeframes and
deregulation has exacerbated this trend, exemplified by the advent of computer-based HFT
in stocks, futures and options. The typical HFT strategy consists of using high volume trades
to realise arbitrage (risk-free) profits with micro-second trades. Some estimates suggest only
2 per cent of the approximately 20,000 US firms use HFT, yet they comprise 60 to 70 per
cent of equity trading by volume. 418 The majority of trades on a number of worldwide
exchanges are now dominated by HFT, with advocates alleging it results in lower volatility,
improved liquidity and price discovery. Ironically, HFT appears to amplify market volatility
and allows for possible manipulation of trading, in addition to explaining ‘flash crashes’
(sudden drops) in the value of broad indices.419

In truth, high volume HFT is not equivalent to liquidity because the limited number of
liquidity providers means transactions are concentrated into the hands of a few large
participants. For instance, around 30 per cent of liquidity was provided by 15 out of 12,000
participants at the time of the 2010 flash crash in the Dow Jones index; presumably large
investment banks and hedge funds, although this is not clear from the investigation. The
HFT computer algorithm-driven environment is prone to positive feedback loops that
demonstrate on an accelerated timeframe how longer-term asset cycles can collapse. HFT
algorithms mimic effects observed in financial markets traded solely by human participants,
as a hot potato effect of selling pressure draws in a greater volume of panicked transactions
at progressively lower prices. There is also evidence of HFT herding in a similar manner to
the human tendency to favour certain financial investments en masse, as algorithms use
short-term information in addition to their adaptive capability. Consequently, speculators
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(HFT algorithms) often cluster around the same information and ‘multiple herding equilibria’
can evolve.420

The financial sector and rentier class have developed sociopathic traits in their vain pursuit
of profit growth, as all other considerations become secondary to the insatiable desire to
extract economic rent.421 Financiers are not only motivated to control the majority of
domestic banking activity, but desire the greater profit potential associated with
extraordinary size and further expansion into the global market. Gigantic financial
behemoths exert control over a large proportion of transnational capital flows and assets,
with mergers and acquisitions leading to colossal banks that politicians fear to ever let fail
lest they devastate economies. The financial sector tyranny has been established by its
domination over the political, economic and social spheres of life through lobbying,
campaigning, soft corruption, bribes, and offers of coveted careers via the revolving door
between government and the corporate sector. It also has significant clout with global
institutions such as the World Bank and the IMF. 422

Monetary policy is overseen by conflicted central bank and treasury officials generally
sympathetic to the financial sector. Economic policies pursuing full employment and the
raising of living standards become secondary considerations, due to the alleged fear of a
break-out in wage and general price inflation. Instead, the possible negative impacts on
stock and bond markets caused by a full employment policy are emphasised, leading to
lower standards of living, a reduction in the effective demand for goods and services, falling
investment and deflationary impacts on wages and goods. 423 By default, modern
governments have outsourced economic policies such as the rate of employment, interest
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rates, and price and wage targets to the financial sector, virtually guaranteeing instability as
the destructive role of private debt in causing regular financial crises is consistently ignored
as an inconvenient truth.424

Complete financial sector supremacy also requires the bankrolling of leading economics
schools and think tanks in order to propagate a narrative advancing elite interests. As a
consequence, neoliberal thought is inescapable in government bureaucracies and
unquestionably accepted by economists, students, policymakers and large sections of the
public. Financier-friendly policy institutes produce material advocating self-indulgent
changes in tax law and the supposed benefits of high LVR debt-financed asset acquisition. A
focal point in university courses is teaching how to use debt to tap windfall asset price gains
and interest rather than finance sustainable development. Talented individuals committing
to a lucrative career in the financial sector must toe the party line, lest they compel
themselves towards career suicide and become an outcast in the economics fraternity. 425

The ultimate pinnacle of rentier status is becoming part of the structure of transnational
control (the ‘super-entity’) within the core of the global economy, managing an estimated
three-quarters of all corporations by ownership pathways. The majority of this select group
are global banks.426 Specifically, from a list of around 30 million economic actors, 43,060
transnational corporations (TNCs) were identified in research. The majority of ownership
and control is centralised within a small core of TNCs, with the remainder located at the
periphery. The core is very densely connected as each member is linked to 20 others, with
each TNC cumulatively owning a large share of each other. Topological analysis confirms the
high level of interconnectedness, concentration and dominance of the financial sector;
randomly chosen TNCs in the core have a 50 per cent chance of being ranked at the top
(only 6 per cent for the ‘in section’). Nearly 40 per cent of control over the economic value
of global TNCs is held by a group of 147 TNCs within the super-entity core (with the core
having almost full control over itself) and three-quarters of the core consists of financial
424
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institutions. 427 The connections between the banks in the super-entity core are shown
below.

Figure 2.6.2.3: The Interconnectedness of Global Banks within the Super-Entity Core428

These findings confirm what commentators have long surmised: global banks are a ‘rich
boy’s club’ that are gradually taking larger ownership stakes in global assets. The success of
the strategy depends on forming a closely knit core of privileged institutions that have
extensive control of each other and purposefully limiting peripheral control. Logically,
contagion risk is greater in a dense systemic network with similar risk profiles and activities,
competition is radically diminished by the super-entity’s ability to act as a financial bloc, and
ownership of global assets becomes highly concentrated within a few financial sector
leviathans.429 If TBTF is a difficult problem for policymakers to address at the domestic level,
then it follows that it is almost impossible to deal with once a handful of banks are given
carte blanche to monopolise ownership and management of global assets. The 50 most
powerful entities, with shareholders ranked by network control, are outlined below.
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Table 2.6.2.2: The Super-Entity Core430
Rank

Country

Network

Cumulative Network

Position

Control

1

Barclays PLC

GB

SCC

4.05%

2

Capital Group Companies Inc.

US

IN

6.66%

3

FMR Corp

US

IN

8.94%

4

AXA

FR

SCC

11.21%

5

State Street Corporation

US

SCC

13.02%

6

JP Morgan Chase & Co.

US

SCC

14.55%

7

Legal and General Group PLC

GB

SCC

16.02%

8

Vanguard Group, Inc., The

US

IN

17.25%

9

UBS AG

CH

SCC

18.46%

10

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.

US

SCC

19.45%

11

Wellington Management Co. LLP

US

IN

20.33%

12

Deutsche Bank AG

DE

SCC

21.17%

13

Franklin Resources, Inc.

US

SCC

21.99%

14

Credit Suisse Group

CH

SCC

22.81%

15

Walton Enterprises LLC

US

T&T

23.56%

16

Bank of New York Mellon Corp.

US

IN

24.28%

17

Natixis

FR

SCC

24.98%

18

Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., The

US

SCC

25.64%

19

T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.

US

SCC

26.29%

20

Legg, Mason Inc.

US

SCC

26.92%

21

Morgan Stanley

US

SCC

27.56%

JP

SCC

28.16%

22

430

Economic Actor Name

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group,
Inc.

23

Northern Trust Corporation

US

SCC

28.72%

24

Societe Generale

FR

SCC

29.26%

Vitali et al. (2011: Appendix: 17 - Table S1). Banks are in bold. Network positions consist of in-

section (IN), out-section (OUT), strong connected component or core (SCC), and tubes and tendrils
(T&T). Cumulative network control is based on the threshold model (%).
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25

Bank of America Corporation

US

SCC

29.79%

26

Lloyds TSB Group PLC

GB

SCC

30.30%

27

Invesco PLC

GB

SCC

30.82%

28

Allianz SE

DE

SCC

31.32%

29

TIAA

US

IN

32.24%

30

Old Mutual Public Limited

GB

SCC

32.69%

31

Aviva PLC

GB

SCC

33.14%

32

Schroders PLC

GB

SCC

33.57%

33

Dodge & Cox

US

IN

34.00%

34

Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc.

US

SCC

34.43%

35

Sun Life Financial, Inc.

CA

SCC

34.82%

36

Standard Life PLC

GB

SCC

35.20%

37

CNCE

FR

SCC

35.57%

38

Nomura Holdings Inc.

JP

SCC

35.92%

39

The Depository Trust Company

US

IN

36.28%

US

IN

36.63%

40

Massachusetts

Mutual

Life

Insurance

41

ING Groep N.V.

NL

SCC

36.96%

42

Brandes Investment Partners, LP

US

IN

37.29%

43

Unicredito Italiano SPA

IT

SCC

37.61%

IN

37.93%

44

Deposit Insurance Corporation of

JP

JP

45

Vereniging Aegon

NL

IN

38.25%

46

BNP Paribas

FR

SCC

38.56%

47

Affiliated Managers Group, Inc.

US

SCC

38.88%

48

Resona Holdings, Inc.

JP

SCC

39.18%

49

Capital Group International, Inc.

US

IN

39.48%

50

China Petrochemical Group Co.

CN

T&T

39.78%

Recent international events in the US and Eurozone demonstrate the stranglehold the
financial sector has over governments, suggesting that during a future economic downturn,
Australian policymakers will use taxpayer funds and/or the RBA balance sheet to bailout
lenders should their solvency be threatened. Lenders have no tolerance for enforced capital
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write downs, wholesale debt renegotiation, and shareholder, bondholder and creditor
losses. The financial sector will seek to shield powerful private sector participants from
losses, while the public assumes these costs via large scale purchases of toxic bank assets
(usually residential mortgage backed securities of dubious value) in exchange for liquidity
under euphemistically named QE programs. These processes enable banks to disguise their
inability to roll-over debts and often provides a mechanism for the financial sector to
engage in creative accounting, so insolvent institutions with negative net worth (if assets
were marked to market) can be made to appear as functioning institutions: the infamous
‘zombie banks’.431 The use of radical QE programs as a regular monetary intervention in the
Eurozone, Japan, the UK and US in recent years, despite the enormous public cost of these
large-scale interventions, is symptomatic of the potent sway the financial sector has on
central banks.

Political tolerance for radically inefficient monetary interventions is characteristic of a broad
scheme to protect the 1% from taking losses or going bankrupt, and its operations are
generally not publicly transparent. In the US, around $85 billion dollars per month in QE is
used to drive down interest rates on short-term government bonds, in addition to
transferring around $40 billion dollars per month of mortgage-backed securities onto the
Fed balance sheet, leading to trillions of dollars’ worth of banking assets that must
eventually be unwound (sold) on the market, with unknown long-term consequences.432
This intervention is not short-term, with QE1 lasting from November 2008 until June 2010,
431
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bubble bursts, a large fall in the value of collateral pledged as loan security banks may drive banks
into technical insolvency.
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almost every recent instance of bailouts, it would have been much cheaper in the first place to
nationalise the banks and write down/off debts, using the considerable powers available to the
sovereign state. As banking crises continue to unwind, the total size of impaired bank assets,
liabilities and losses is inevitably found to be much larger than first reported.
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followed by QE2 from November 2010 to June 2011, QE3 ($40 billion of asset purchases per
month) and QE4 (limit raised to $85 billion per month) announced in September and
December of 2012, respectively.433 In Japan’s case, the Abe government announced in April
2013 the central bank’s intention to purchase assets valued at around $1.4 trillion within
two years; an attempt to spur an economic revival based on the invalid money multiplier
theory.434 It is remarkable the public sits idly by while trillions in taxpayer funds are abused
in grand monetary experiments acting as a backdoor bailout mechanism. Even the former
administrator of QE1, Andrew Huszar, directly made this allegation in late 2013:

I can only say: I'm sorry, America. As a former Federal Reserve official, I was
responsible for executing the centerpiece program of the Fed's first plunge into the
bond-buying experiment known as quantitative easing. The central bank continues
to spin QE as a tool for helping Main Street. But I've come to recognize the program
for what it really is: the greatest backdoor Wall Street bailout of all time… Trading
for the first round of QE ended on March 31, 2010. The final results confirmed that,
while there had been only trivial relief for Main Street, the U.S. central bank's bond
purchases had been an absolute coup for Wall Street. The banks hadn't just
benefited from the lower cost of making loans. They'd also enjoyed huge capital
gains on the rising values of their securities holdings and fat commissions from
brokering most of the Fed's QE transactions. Wall Street had experienced its most
profitable year ever in 2009, and 2010 was starting off in much the same way… And
the impact? Even by the Fed's sunniest calculations, aggressive QE over five years
has generated only a few percentage points of U.S. growth. By contrast, experts
outside the Fed, such as Mohammed El Erian at the Pimco investment firm, suggest
that the Fed may have created and spent over $4 trillion for a total return of as little
as 0.25% of GDP (i.e., a mere $40 billion bump in U.S. economic output). Both of
those estimates indicate that QE isn't really working. Unless you're Wall Street.
Having racked up hundreds of billions of dollars in opaque Fed subsidies, U.S. banks
have seen their collective stock price triple since March 2009. The biggest ones have
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only become more of a cartel: 0.2% of them now control more than 70% of the U.S.
bank assets.435

It would be a mistake to believe the Australian government has learnt from the US
experience and will place the public interest before those of the financial sector in the event
of a crisis. Indeed, the security of Australian depositors has been weakened following the
decision of politicians and officials to become signatory to a new banking framework
devised by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2011. 436 The new international framework
allows for future Cyprus-style bail-ins of unsecured creditors (in this case, Australian
depositors), under the pretext of supporting financial stability.437 The FSB framework follows
a key decision made at the 2010 G20 summit in Seoul that it was necessary to establish a
new financial regulatory framework. Ominously, the FSB determined the problem caused by
TBTF banks required a new international standard to ‘protect taxpayers’:438

We reaffirmed our view that no firm should be too big or too complicated to fail and
that taxpayers should not bear the costs of resolution. We endorsed the policy
framework, work processes, and timelines proposed by the FSB to reduce the moral
hazard risks posed by systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs) and address
the too-big-to-fail problem. This requires a multi-pronged framework combining: a
resolution framework and other measures to ensure that all financial institutions
can be resolved safely, quickly and without destabilizing the financial system and
exposing the taxpayers to the risk of loss; a requirement that SIFIs and initially in
particular financial institutions that are globally systemic (G-SIFIs) should have
higher loss absorbency capacity to reflect the greater risk that the failure of these
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firms poses to the global financial system; more intensive supervisory oversight;
robust core financial market infrastructure to reduce contagion risk from individual
failures; and other supplementary prudential and other requirements as determined
by the national authorities which may include, in some circumstances, liquidity
surcharges, tighter large exposure restrictions, levies and structural measures.439

The FSB was tasked with developing a framework to “address the systemic and moral
hazard risks associated with systematically important financial institutions” (SIFIs). The first
measures were initiated in 2012 and full implementation is planned by 2019. 440 Upon closer
inspection of the framework, it is evident there are provisions allowing for depositor ‘bailins’ (haircuts or imposed losses). Depositors technically have unsecured creditor status in
the financial hierarchy of claims, meaning bail-ins are no longer an unthinkable proposition
in Australia.441 The pre-amble notes the objective of the framework is to resolve financial
crises without exposing taxpayers to a loss, but then continues “while protecting vital
economic functions through mechanisms which make it possible for shareholders and
unsecured and uninsured creditors to absorb losses in a manner that respects the hierarchy
of claims in liquidation.”442 Examination of the bail-in provisions reveal they can be used to
recapitalise banks to allow continued operation, with the resolution stating authorities
should be able to write down claims (impose haircuts) on unsecured and uninsured
creditors to the extent necessary to absorb losses, but in a manner that respects the
hierarchy of claims.

The provisions also allow for the established authority to use bail-ins to finance a new
bridging institution, in addition to specifically closing banks, suspending payments (except to
central banks) and imposing stays on the ability of creditors (including depositors) to collect
their money; effectively, a re-run of actions used during the 2013 bailout of the Cyprus
439
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interest over the company’s assets”. Many Australians would equate involuntary haircuts with
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banking system. Problematically, a later section on safeguards notes the established
hierarchy of claims may be adjusted in accordance with flexible changes to the legal concept
of pari passu (equal treatment of creditors). 443 In layman terms, this framework will
subordinate depositors in the hierarchy of claims in the event of a severe banking crisis. On
the whim of governments, deposits may be subject to capital controls and partially
confiscated to maintain bank solvency. As the Big Four are declared to be domestic SIFIs
under this accord and hold the vast majority of Australian deposits, the public should be
very anxious, especially if they have large deposits. This concern is heightened by APRA’s
Statement of Intent for 2013-14, noting one of its objectives is to “consolidate the
prudential framework by enhancing prudential standards where appropriate, in line with
the global reform initiatives endorsed by the G20 and overseen by the Financial Stability
Board.”444 APRA notes that it will prioritise the implementation of a new global liquidity
framework (Basel III International Framework for Liquidity Risk Measurement, Standards
and Monitoring), overseen by the FSB. The implication is that Australia and all other G20
members are about to finalise the bail-in framework which will place all depositors at risk in
the event of a future banking crisis.445

The financial sector in New Zealand appears to be preparing its bail-in schedule. In the event
of financial instability, they suggest haircuts be imposed on unsecured depositors to limit
contagion between the Australian and New Zealand banking systems. For instance, the New
Zealand Bankers Association submission to the RBNZ Open Bank Resolution recommended
the following principles under the FSB framework to prevent panic and destabilisation: fair
and predictable apportioning of losses to unsecured creditors, methods of freezing portions
of unsecured liabilities such as deposits, a government guarantee to cover all new
unsecured liabilities and remaining non-frozen funds to which a haircut has been applied,
and the ability to withhold portions of frozen funds until the resolution of an insolvent bank
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FSB (2011b: 8-9, 15, 25). In bankruptcy proceedings, pari passu means each creditor of equal
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(potentially years).446 In the submission, the recommended discounts for term deposits
under a haircut scenario were also outlined. These haircuts are sizeable, ranging between 20
and 25 per cent and use relatively small deposits ($10,000) as an example, indicating the
banking fraternity have no qualms about confiscating funds from those with little wealth. As
ANZ and Westpac are represented by the NZBA, this suggests all members of the Big Four
are likely to support the adoption of this approach in the spirit of ‘Trans-Tasman
harmonisation’.447

Table 2.6.2.3: Three NZBA Haircut Options for Unsecured Creditors 448
Funds
Option

Subject to
Haircut

Frozen

Frozen

Released

Released

Principal

Interest

Principal

Interest

Payout
on
Maturity

Total
Claim

1

10,600

2,500

150

7,350

600

7,950

10,600

2

10,300

2,500

75

7,425

600

8,025

10,600

3

10,000

2,500

0

7,500

600

8,100

10,600

The eagerness of government to pass legislation cementing legal frameworks that
decriminalise the theft of depositor funds is deplorable. A wide scope of more efficient
policy options are available to help stabilise the banking system and prevent future crises,
but Australia’s transition from democracy to financier-focused oligarchy stifles open
discussion and debate about alternative solutions. The consent of the public need not be
manufactured when politicians can quietly implement measures before there is an outcry.
Further, a vote cannot be cast for or against these proposals because they are not part of
any political party’s stated policy platform and both major parties are steadfast in their
support of the banking fraternity. In a similar vein, the RBA’s decision to establish a
‘Committed Liquidity Facility’ (CLF) from 1st January 2015 has the appearance of establishing
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Or more accurately, to protect themselves from the consequences of their own reckless lending
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a backdoor bailout instrument for banks experiencing future difficulty, although the
ostensible reason is to provide a mechanism for additional liquidity required under Basel III
regulations.

The Big Four have limited liquid funds and are dependent on short-term wholesale debt
funding to refinance debt liabilities. Consequently, liquidity events such as an extended
period of deposit outflows or wholesale debt market closure could result in bank failure
without emergency intervention.449 At the RBA’s discretion, ADIs will be able to access
liquidity via repurchase agreements of eligible securities, primarily RMBS. 450 The CLF
arrangement means taxpayers have become an integral and permanent backstop for the
financial sector. The CLF will presumably be accessed if banks experience liquidity events
such as difficulties in rolling over short-term borrowings or if they face rising impairments
and a decline in the value of bank assets that threatens their woefully inadequate capital
buffers. The RBA is likely to simultaneously declare temporary liquidity provisions are
necessary to stabilise the financial system. The government and appointed officials are
arguably negligent in allowing the establishment of the CLF. The Australian economy is
better served by requiring banks to significantly increase capital and liquidity ratios via
retained earnings and limiting the size of shareholder dividends.

Banks caught red-handed in illegal behaviour rarely have severe penalties imposed by
regulators, entrenching a flawed banking culture. One recent scandal is the rigging of LIBOR
(London Inter-Bank Rate) that involved the manipulation of global lending and consumer
interest rate benchmarks by UBS, Barclays and RBS. Criminal prosecutions have not been
forthcoming, despite the hundreds of millions of dollars in profits involved and LIBOR
underpinning the entire global derivatives market worth $100s of trillions. A similar, albeit
much smaller case involving domestic banks, is the attempt by ANZ, Macquarie Bank and
others to rig key borrowing and currency rates in Singapore. Despite the seriousness of

449
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these actions, none of the traders involved were dismissed and only a small number of staff
were required to forfeit their bonuses. Both banks were only required to post additional
reserves with the Monetary Authority of Singapore of between $S100 and 300 million, and
the response of Australian officials was predictably spineless, with no further investigation
undertaken locally.451

Mainstream advertising is another tool used by the financial sector to fortify their position,
as it has proven effective in moulding the views of consumers. Business can compete on
price, quality or advertising. The lack of obvious bank competition on price or service
indicates the Big Four are relying on advertising, a claim supported by their staggering
combined annual budget. In a 2010 financial survey by the public interest organisation The
Australia Institute, the majority of participants (72 per cent) expressed a belief the Big Four
have too much market power in Australia, yet when they were asked which kind of
institution they did most of their banking with (for all age categories surveyed), the large
majority (around 70 per cent) banked with one of the majors. Further, 19 per cent of
participants confounded higher banking profits with a greater level of safety, with this
percentage rising to 25 per cent for young participants aged 18 to 34 years and those
customers who were already banking with one of the Big Four. For participants who
equated a higher degree of safety with banks earning higher profits, a large cohort (around
30 per cent) would not consider switching to a smaller bank or credit union.452

451

Gluyas (2013). Allegations have also recently surfaced that the international gold price

benchmark (the London gold fix) may have been manipulated by Barclays Bank, Deutsche Bank, Bank
of Nova Scotia, HSBC and Societe Generale for up to a decade, significantly affecting the $20 trillion
gold market. The price is announced twice a day and based on closely matching buy and sell orders
from clients and banks. From 2004 onwards, gold spot prices frequently spiked downwards during
the afternoon call setting the fix; around two-thirds of all movements. This is particularly suspicious
behaviour, as banks are allowed to trade both gold and derivatives during the call (Vaughan 2014).
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London gold fix.
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These findings support the theory of investor irrationality outlined earlier. It appears
individuals actively deploy heuristics and are subject to cognitive biases when faced with an
overwhelming array of institutional and banking product options. Further, a large
percentage of individuals act with faulty beliefs, such as confounding greater profits with
higher safety. Many consumers also refuse to act in their own self-interest and change
institutions. There is no doubt the marketing divisions of the Big Four, which spent over $1
billion on advertising in 2008-09, are aware of these biases and prey upon them to maximise
market share and profit.453

453
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Table 2.6.2.4: Consumers Often Act in Financially Irrational Ways454
Q. In your view, do the big four banks in Australia have too much market power?
Banks With a Big

Banks With

Banks With a

Four Bank

Another Bank

Credit Union

Yes

69.1%

77.6%

81.6%

72.3%

No

14.5%

9.9%

7.5%

12.7%

Not sure

16.5%

12.5%

10.9%

15.0%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

Response

Total

Q. With which kind of institution do you do most of your banking?
Response

18-34 Years

35-54 Years

55+ Years

Total

76.4%

71.7%

60.8%

69.6%

Another bank

14.8%

13.8%

13.8%

14.1%

A credit union

6.8%

13.3%

24.1%

14.8%

Other

1.9%

1.2%

1.4%

1.5%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

One of the Big
Four

Proportion of Respondents who Replied it is Safer to Deposit Money with Banks Earning
Larger Profits455
18-34 Years

35-54 Years

55+ Years

Total

28%

16.8%

11.7%

18.5%

Credit Union

Total

4.0%

-

Customer of Big Four
23.5%456

Customer of Other
Banks
10.4%

The two-edged nature of the financial sector requires radical reformation to prevent further
devastating financial crises. The obvious reform is the Chicago Plan, providing a transition
454

Fear et al. (2010: 16 - Table 4, 19 - Table 7, 20 - Figure 2). N = 1,360.

455

Options were: a bank with bigger profits; a bank with smaller profits; neither - profits make no

difference to how safe a bank is; not sure. The table reflects the proportions of respondents who
answered that higher profits imply greater safety.
456

Of this cohort, only 19.1 per cent has considered switching to a smaller bank or credit union, and
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from privately-issued debt money to government-issued debt-free money: eliminating the
ability of banks to control both the money supply via credit expansion or contraction and
charge usurious rates of interest.457 The Chicago Plan was first devised in 1926 by Frederick
Soddy (the 1921 Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry), sparking the interest of Professor Frank
Knight of the University of Chicago in 1927. The first version of the Chicago Plan was put
before US President Roosevelt in 1933 as a solution to end the Great Depression in the US,
but was never adopted. The Chicago Plan is achieved by legislating a transition to 100 per
cent reserve backing for deposits and requiring banks issue their debt instruments to the
government rather than the private sector.458

Following the stock market crash of October 1929, a major US banking crisis took place
between October and December of 1930. Depositor losses and the failures of commercial
banks shattered public confidence in the banking system, leading to a second crisis in March
of 1931, when $US200 million in deposits remained in suspended banks. President
Roosevelt’s reforms of the financial system included the passage of the Glass-Steagall Act
(the legal separation of commercial and investment banking), increased depositor
safeguards, establishment of discount banks to provide home loans, and the creation of a
Reconstruction Finance Corporation that provided emergency loans to railroads and banks.
Following the introduction of federal deposit insurance, bank failures fell from 4,000 (1933)
to 61 (1934). 459

The Chicago Plan was born from the banking crises and circulated in 1933, recommending
full federal guarantees over deposits, but only after the complete reform of the financial
system to prevent recurring bank crises. Proposals included full government ownership and
supervisory control of Federal Reserve Banks, issuance of federal reserve notes as legal
tender to meet depositor requests for on-demand deposits (addressing the risk of bank

457

Benes and Kumhof (2012: 17-18).
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runs), and liquidation of the assets of all member banks and the payment of liabilities in full.
All existing banks would be dissolved into new institutions that accepted deposits with a 100
per cent reserve backing at the central bank. Five per cent reserves were suggested for
savings deposits, along with an end to interbank deposits unless backed by 100 per cent
reserves. A further memorandum in late 1933 went even further, proposing a full transition
from privately-issued bank credit to Federal Reserve bank-issued credit within two years.
This would lead to the displacement of all existing commercial banks by deposit banks and
investment trusts. When fully implemented, the government could immediately offer
deposits for new lending if existing funds were insufficient. Investment trusts would raise
funds for lending purposes through the sale of securities, imposing restrictions on the
growth of credit aggregates. In short, the proposal is nothing less than the complete
abolition of fractional reserve banking.460

The first step in implementing the Chicago Plan requires the central bank to issue a noninterest bearing note so banks immediately meet the 100 per cent reserve requirement. The
note can either remain outstanding indefinitely or retired following merging or eventual
suspension of the bank or over a gradual period of 10 to 15 years. Excess reserves over the
100 per cent regulatory requirement could be loaned out. Assuming a 15 per cent reserve
ratio was in effect during the transition, a typical bank balance sheet would take on the
characteristics in the table below. Notably, expenses do not rise and banks can still earn a
reasonable profit on lending activities as no interest is owed to the central bank under this
arrangement.461
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461
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Table 2.6.2.5: The Chicago Plan Impact of 100 per cent Reserve Backing for Deposits462
Assets

Liabilities

Required reserves - 100%
Excess reserves - 0%

Checkable deposits - 100%
Note payable to central bank - 85%

Loans - 85%

-

The obvious benefit of this approach is that banks can borrow any reserves required from
government immediately. Further, government funding of debt allows for control over
systemic taxation distortions because rents in the form of high interest charges can be
removed. If banks and investment trusts wish to access private debt liabilities, then their
cost of funding rises relative to that of risk-free government funding.463 The government’s
budgetary scope for stimulus spending increases and acts as an immediate reduction in
deadweight costs to the private sector. As Thomas Edison noted over 90 years ago, there is
absolutely no need for the government to issue bonds to the private sector and pay interest
when it can directly issue currency that is an equivalent promise to pay and of far greater
benefit to the broader public:

If our nation can issue a dollar bond, it can issue a dollar bill. The element that
makes the bond good makes the bill good, also. The difference between the bond
and the bill is the bond lets the money brokers collect twice the amount of the bond
and an additional 20 per cent, whereas the currency pays nobody but those who
directly contribute… in some useful way. … It is absurd to say that our country can
issue $30,000,000 in bonds and not $30,000,000 in currency. Both are promises to
pay; but one promise fattens the usurer, and the other helps the people.464

Chicago Plan modelling has found that when the government maintains control over
interest rates and broadly aligns borrowing and government costs, this may reduce business
cycle volatility due to an appreciable change in the assessment of credit risk. The threat of

462

Benes and Kumhof (2012: 64-66) details the changes in sectoral balance sheets during the
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bank runs is completely removed under this approach and government and private debt
significantly contracts due to government-issued money representing equity rather than
debt.465 Ultimately, the Chicago Plan was not implemented by Roosevelt whom felt the
public required a simple and understandable restoration of the banking system for
confidence to return. The US government unfortunately missed a golden opportunity to
exert control over the credit cycle by assuming issuance of credit money and nearmonies.466 This fact, however, should not preclude the option of such radical reforms in the
future, particularly as Australia faces its own banking crisis.
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466
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2.6.3 Economic Rent Found in Land and Other Resources

According to classical liberal economic theory, land is a unique asset and is distinguishable
from capital because it cannot be produced; it can only be acquired. In contrast, capital is
manufactured, so the returns are traceable to effort. This view is distinct from neoclassical
economics which treats land as a subset of capital. The return on land, however, is pure
economic rent as increases in site values do not arise from effort outside of improvements
to the structure. In effect, land prices above zero are an economic rent and its private
expropriation is not justifiable on first principles. 467 In classical theory, Ricardian rent (the
‘law of rent’) refers to the rent of land and the economic advantage that arises from using a
site in production, relative to the advantage conferred by using the same inputs of labour
and capital on marginal land (best available rent-free land). The economic rent of a plot of
land is equivalent to its output (productive capacity), minus the output at the margin of
production. The wage level is equivalent to the margin of production, given the mobility of
workers. As the population grows, however, more marginal (less productive) land is used,
causing rents to rise and wages to fall.468

The intrinsic value of land is based on the rental income it generates. This income can be
considered an economic rent because land is never created; it is a gift a nature, meaning it
has a marginal cost of zero. As land is a finite resource, industrialisation and urbanisation
tends to increase its value. It is essential to economic participation as all production must
occur on it.469 The rental income of land which determines its capital value is in turn related
to the proximal distance of land to the built environment, with land closer to major urban
infrastructure such as the CBD, hospitals, transport links, schools and other community
facilities being more valuable than land in isolated areas with little infrastructure. Logically,
it is the actions of government, neighbours, community, culture and society which

467
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468
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should not be confused with contract rent, which is the contracted payment for using another
person’s property.
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ultimately underpin the uplift in land values, primarily through taxpayer-funded
infrastructure.

In contrast to land, capital has a total, lump-sum value that is equivalent to its depreciated
cost of production, with interest representing the ‘rental value’. This difference is important
because it means the fundamental value of land is the net present value of current and
anticipated rent growth, discounted by the expected interest rate and taxation
arrangements. Thus, elimination of interest would not remove rent that is derived from land,
nor is the lump sum value of land a ‘given’ that can be equated with capital. 470 Classical
economists regularly distinguished economic rent derived from land as distinct from profits
that are earned on capital:

Both ground-rents and the ordinary rent of land are a species of revenue which the
owner, in many cases, enjoys without any care or attention of his own. Though a
part of this revenue should be taken from him in order to defray the expenses of the
state, no discouragement will thereby be given to any sort of industry. The annual
produce of the land and labour of the society, the real wealth and revenue of the
great body of the people, might be the same after such a tax as before. Groundrents and the ordinary rent of land are, therefore, perhaps, the species of revenue
which can best bear to have a peculiar tax imposed upon them.471

Classical liberal economist Adam Smith identified the revenue from land as unique. Land is a
gift of nature that gives rise to wealth without any particular effort of the landowner. It
follows the economic rent arising from land (geo-rent) may be taxed without adversely
impacting production or increasing prices. Geo-rent that is not taxed accrues to its owners.
Landowners are unable to pass on land taxes to tenants, as higher rental charges reduce the
quantity of rental space demanded, while the amount of fixed space supplied is not reduced.
Landlords must lower their asking rents to the level determined by market competition and
households’ capacity to pay or be confronted by vacancy.472 This logic, however, has not
470
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472
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prevented vested interests from campaigning against taxation of geo-rent by claiming a land
tax can be passed onto tenants, even though the welfare of tenants is a non-existent
concern of the housing lobby. Further, the majority of the housing stock in Australia is
owner-occupied; there is no method by which home owners can pass on a land value tax.

In an economy with a deregulated financial sector, the site’s final selling price is bid up to
levels reflecting a debtor’s capacity to repay debt, rather than the discounted future value
of the site rent. While Ponzi finance leads to the acceleration of land prices beyond their
fundamental value, under all circumstances the enduring value of land depends on
proximity to amenity, infrastructure, property taxes, tax expenditures and general
prosperity. Rezoning grants owners with immediate capital windfalls as the potential rental
value of land rises, reflecting increased productivity. Land that is located in large population
centres often experience the greatest rises in value due to the concentration of business
activity and infrastructure. 473 ‘Capital gains’ that are said to derive from land are actually a
misnomer. Capital depreciates over time rather than gaining in value, meaning the true gain
is in the price of land; this represents economic rent outside of improvements to the
structure. As land prices increase, economic rents also accrue to the financial sector via
higher interest payments, as opposed to the landowner.474

Capitalism is really a rent-seeking game that is largely centred on land values, prone to
regular real estate cycles. 475 The cyclical inflation and deflation in property markets
worldwide is illustrated by the economic histories of the US and UK, having experienced
regular average 18 year cycles (from peak to peak and trough to trough) over several
centuries, with severe recessions and depressions following within one to three years after
land prices and construction peak.476 The scale of the US residential land bubble in 2006 and
the subsequent economic downturn confirms both the regularity of the 18 year cycle and
the catastrophic impact of a bursting asset bubble on the broader economy.
473
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Table 2.6.3.1: The US Real Estate Cycle and Economic Downturns477
Land Value

Interval

Construction

Interval

Peak

(Years)

Peak

(Years)

1818

-

-

-

1819

-

1836

18

1836

-

1837

18

1854

18

1856

20

1857

20

1872

18

1871

15

1873

16

1890

18

1892

21

1893

20

1907

17

1909

17

1918

25

1925

18

1925

16

1929

11

1973

48

1972

47

1973

44

1979

6

1978

6

1980

7

1989

10

1986

8

1990

10

477
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Depressions

Interval
(Years)

Table 2.6.3.2: The UK 18-year Business Cycle478
Primary Recessions

Mid-Cycle Recessions

1776

1785?

1794

1803

1812

1821

1830

1839

1848

1857

1866

1875

1884

1893

1902

1911

1920

1929

1938

1947

1956

1965

1974

1983

1992

2001

2010 (predicted)

-

The private expropriation of economic rents explains both underproduction of goods and
services and a decrease in consumer demand, despite the exceptional capacity for
production. As locations are fixed in number and some sites are better situated than others
for business, a price is established by the market for the use of a particular space: the site
rent, determined by tax arrangements. If the full value was captured by government, a
landowner could not afford to let land sit idle, as income is required to meet this expense.479
Unfortunately, governments only collect a small portion of site rent. The remaining net rent
is capitalised into the selling price; lower taxation paradoxically raises land prices and
provides the incentive to speculate. The FIRE sector facilitates the irrational behaviour of
investors, leading to large credit cycles that inflate land prices well beyond fundamental
values, raising living costs for the entire community.480 High land costs reduce the amount of
production possible, lowering the profit and wage share of capital and labour respectively. If
478

Harrison (2005: 101 - Table 6.1).

479

Putland (2009b).

480

Putland (2009b).
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public investment in infrastructure leads to site values increasing by an amount greater than
the clawback from taxes, this represents a free gift to landowners. 481 The status of land
ownership does not alter the surplus derived because owner-occupiers still enjoy the uplift
in economic rent (imputed rent); it does not disappear because the owner and the occupant
are the same.482 The imputed rent is a surplus because the owner-occupier pays this
passively accrued economic rent to themselves, with the additional benefit of not paying
another the price of this rent.

The process for understanding the change in land prices that accompanies a tax on site
values is noted by property valuer Bryan Kavanagh: “land price is actually the private
capitalisation of imputed site rent remaining on a site, developed or undeveloped, after the
deduction of government charges.”483 Land prices have risen sharply in Australia following
the failure to implement a comprehensive land tax and significant capital gains taxes,
combined with CGT exemptions for owner-occupiers and the fifty per cent discount for
investors. Although it seems counter-intuitive, higher land value taxes drive down land
prices because the capital sum people are willing to pay is reduced by this greater impost,
with higher prices equating to higher holding costs. Effectively, as government raises land
taxes, the amount of economic rent owners are able to privatise shrinks, therefore, the
assessed capital value of land must fall synchronously to maintain the relative yield.

The general mathematical case for a reduction in price accompanying the increased taxation
of goods or assets that are fixed in supply, such as land, is as follows. With a constant rate of
rent, interest and taxes, the price of land (p) will be equal to the rent (r), divided by the sum
of the interest (i) and tax rates (t), p = r / (i + t). Thus, taxation of land rent is equivalent to
the taxation of the value of land, with the portion of rent being taxed equal to t / (i + t). The
land tax is not an additional cost, since the tax captures rent that would have otherwise
been paid in mortgage interest. Consequently, the tax decreases land prices, increases
government revenue and drives land into its highest productive use, as holding land for a
481
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lower productive use has substantial opportunity costs.484 Preliminary modelling of the
removal of conveyancing stamp duties and current land taxes in favour of a revenue-neutral
land tax measured on land values per square metre suggests the average plot of land would
fall by 5 per cent in value, with high value plots in and around the CBD falling by
approximately 12 per cent. A land tax has multiple benefits: higher value use of land, faster
property transfers, increased release of home equity, more efficient use of the housing
stock, increased tenancy options and removal of the inequity associated with the taxexempt status of owner-occupied housing.485

Consider the example of vacant residential lots selling for $200,000 and returning 4 per cent
after the deduction of council rates costing $1,000. The annual site value is $8,000 (4 per
cent of $200,000) per lot, net of rates. If government wished to capture half of the annual
imputed rent as a source of revenue ($4,000), then the value of the same vacant lot would
fall from $200,000 to $100,000. The reason is investors still expect a 4 per cent return on an
annual basis, net of rates, and are therefore now only willing to pay $100,000 per vacant lot.
On the other hand, if council rates were abolished on vacant sites (the hypothetical $1,000
per annum), then land prices would rise from $200,000 to $225,000 because the additional
$1,000 is capitalised, leading to an expected $9,000 annual site value capitalised at 4 per
cent. Although counter-intuitive, the land market is one of the few areas of the economy
where levying a tax increases affordability and reduces prices.486

Our distorted taxation system shifts the revenue burden onto capital and labour in the form
of high and rising income and consumption taxes, with the final incidence of most taxes
falling squarely on labour. Taxes on production reduce demand via lower purchasing power
and higher prices for goods and services, as well as acting as a disincentive for businesses to
employ additional workers. Land’s commonality to all forms of production means
productivity is significantly reduced by high land prices. Producer surpluses do not flow to
the owners of firms but rather flow through as rent to land owners, representing a non484

Foldvary (2011: 4).
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Wood et al. (2012: 1-2, 44-45).

486
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producer surplus. 487 All taxes are indirectly related to site value taxes, because production
(GDP) is a function of rent, wages and interest (GDP = R + W + I), or more specifically, Yt = rRt
+ wLt + iKt where:488
•

Revenue is represented as the nation’s income (Y) across time period (t);

•

Revenue is equivalent to the sum of three factors of production: land (R), labour (L) and
capital (K); and

•

Income is equivalent to the respective factors: rent (r) + wages (w) + interest (i).489

Rearranging this formula to Y t - rRt = wLt + iKt indicates the capture of rent would leave
labour and capital untaxed. This also means wages are directly impacted by the cost of land
and not worker productivity as alleged in conventional theory. Workers only receive what is
left after rent and taxes are deducted.490 The Henry George Theorem provides support for
the claim that the cost of public good provision (expenditure to meet the collective public
need) is equal to total geo-rent when certain conditions are met, for instance, an optimal
population size within each region. Theoretically, a geo-rent tax is all that is required to
finance public expenditure. This tax reform would improve the efficiency of producers and
maximise per capita consumption levels.491 Economist Joseph Stiglitz provided a proof for
the relationship between total land rent and government expenditure on public goods in
1977:
•

Consider the representative agent utility function U(G,X) where G and X represent a
collective and private good, respectively;

•
487

Output Y is a function of N workers, Y = f(N) = XN + G;

Foldvary (2005: 114). Productivity is measured as the ratio of production output to inputs, with

inputs measured in terms of capital, labour, land, energy and materials. High land prices therefore
necessitate lower productivity as it is unique to all forms of production.
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•

X = {f(N)-G} / N;

•

The wage is the marginal product of labour: ∂f/∂N = X. Therefore, ∂f/∂N = {(f(N)-G) / N};

•

G = f(N) - Nf’(N); and

•

As land and labour are the original / ultimate factors of production, rent (R) is the
difference between total product Y and wages: R = f(N) - Nf’(N). Therefore, R = G.492

In contrast to the doctrines of neoclassical theory, the residential land market is dominated
by a cartel of landowners who abuse their market power to maintain high prices. Cartel
members speculate by withholding land from use, even in areas of high demand, buoyant
economic activity and an abundance of productive lots on a per capita basis. Existing
landholdings provide a significant form of collateral, meaning finance can be accessed at
more accommodating rates than those without significant assets, boosting the returns from
geo-rent. As cheaper credit benefits existing cartel members, competitors accessing more
expensive finance are subsequently outbid for land values by a significant margin. 493
Economist Mason Gaffney provides a mathematical proof for this argument (DCF is the
discounted cash flow and the 31st year onwards is used for illustration). V = a/i, where V
represents land value, a represents the annual rent and i is the interest rate. As land
theoretically has an infinite life, its value (V) may be expressed as the combination of the
rents a and b, where:494
•

a = assumed annual rent of a across 30 years (n=30; years 1 to 30); 495

•

The DCF of the annual rent a for years 1 to 30 can be represented as a decreasing
function of i:

492

Foldvary (2005: 115).

493

Gaffney (2013: 1, 3).

494

Gaffney (2013: 2-4).

495

Thirty years is an arbitrary number and any value may be chosen to illustrate the arithmetical

example. Irregular revenues and costs across this period are smoothed in determining the value of a.
The formulae assume the annual rent is paid at the end of each year, which is why the first year is
numbered 1; the first instalment is one year into the future.
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𝐷𝐶𝐹
1 − (1 + 𝑖 )−𝑛
=
𝑎
𝑖
•

b = assumed annual rent of b for the remainder of the infinite period (years 31 to
infinity);

•

The DCF of the annual rent b for years 31 to infinity can be represented as:496

𝐷𝐶𝐹
1
=
𝑏
𝑖 . (1 + 𝑖 )30

The formula demonstrates the DCF from b falls sharply as the value of i rises. This indicates
those who can access funds at low interest rates by possessing significant collateral have
greater financial clout and withholding power than those without, particularly over longer
timeframes. The landowning cartel has significant market power compared to less wealthy
competition seeking title over land, with their stronger DCFs allowing them to bid 23.9 times
what others can for the speculative component of land for years 31 to infinity.

Table 2.6.3.3: Financial Power Arising from Future Discounted Cash Flows497
Factor

i

DCF

(𝟏 + 𝒊)𝟑𝟎

1/i

𝒊 . (𝟏 + 𝒊)𝟑𝟎

𝟏
𝒊 . (𝟏 + 𝒊)𝟑𝟎

Landowners

0.03

19.6

2.43

33

0.073

13.7

Other

0.10

9.4

17.5

10

1.75

0.57

0.30

2.1

0.139

3.3

0.042

23.9

Landowners
/ Other

For both ‘Landowners’ and ‘Other’, apart from rounding errors, the DCF for years 1 to
infinity (1/i column) is the sum of the DCF for years 1 to 30 (DCF column) and the DCF for
years 31 to infinity (far right column). For landowners having a lower discount (interest) rate,

496

The unique nature of infinity means the subtraction of 30 years does not reduce the size of the

remainder. The first i in the denominator represents years 31 to infinity, while the second i
represents years 1 to 30.
497

Gaffney (2013: 3 - Table 1).
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all three DCFs are higher, meaning they can pay more. Further, the factor by which the
Landowners’ DCF exceeds the Others’ DCF is greatest for the so-called speculative
component (years 31 to infinity). Furthermore, because b > a, the rent to which we apply
the higher DCF is greater for years 31 to infinity. 498

Based on the preceding analysis of classical economic theory, it stands to reason the
economy will be impacted by a combination of the following factors: the size of economic
rent as a factor of production (GDP), the degree of public (government) capture of economic
rent derived from land and other natural resources, and the relative shift of the tax burden
onto labour and capital due to civic ignorance and political deference to rent-seekers. It was
previously noted that significant deadweight losses are incurred by the taxation of labour
and capital in preference to land and other economic rents. If rent extraction is allowed to
flourish, it acts as a drag on economic growth as the FIRE sector becomes larger, mortgage
burdens increase, and higher land prices and inefficient taxes cause surging cost-of-living
pressures.

In modern politics, there is a vigorous debate around how to close the gap between tax
revenues and expected expenditures in state and federal budgets, along with sustainable
funding structures for public infrastructure. An equitable and economically defensible
position is to reform the taxation system to capture a greater proportion of the uplift in land
values. This action would align the government revenue base to the benefits received, while
having a neutral or welfare-enhancing impact due to the reduction in deadweight losses.
The government needs to refocus investors upon productive activity rather than
encouraging asset speculation. A larger share of taxes raised from geo-rent would deter
speculators and reduce the divergence between land prices and value based on
fundamentals, namely rental income. These ideas are hardly novel, as Henry George made it
publicly known over 130 years ago the primary source of revenue should be land rent; a
theory since broadened to include rents derived from other natural resources and
monopolies. The 1% is threatened by Georgist principles because he correctly identified
landowners as society’s free riders, thereby explaining why the elite adopt neoclassical
498

Putland (2013, personal communication).
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economic falsehoods to defend their expropriation of socially-generated geo-rent. As
economist Mason Gaffney noted:

The menace George posed to rent-takers is clear from how he viewed them. To
George, the landowner per se is nonfunctional (unproductive), a layabout drone, a
drain on the hive, a transferee, a welfare case. Worse than that, he or she often
makes the land itself lay about, too: then he or she is dysfunctional or
counterproductive, a double-dipper. Worse yet, landowners become triple-dippers
when they use their discretionary income and wealth to dominate politics and drain
away yet more treasure through subsidies, public works and services, protections
from competition, cheap credit, and so on. Often they are not just passive drones,
but active predators.

…The inevitable counterattack came to be called “neo-classical economics” (NCE), as
though it were simply a natural development and improvement of tried-and-true
classical economics. Rent-taking had to be made to appear useful in functional
economic terms. The classical underpinnings of George had to be undone in a fairly
subtle way, to seem simply evolutionary. There had to be some legitimacy of
apostolic succession, while also nodding to the cult of progress. “Neo-classical” was
an inspired stroke of public relations, suggesting modernity coupled with continuity
of tradition. It is not, however, an accurate description. It was a radical paradigm
shift.499

Neoclassical economists regularly defend high land prices and attempt to provide rational
explanations for large deviations from historical trends. Their theory is largely a construct to
justify rent-seeking on economic grounds and its failure to distinguish land from capital
confuses acquisition with production. 500 In this flawed model, geo-rent is incorrectly
identified as ‘profit’, disingenuously rebadging economic rent as if it derived from effort,
innovation or some other productive behaviour by the owner. Land speculation is endorsed
as ‘investment’, encouraging investors to chase unearned windfalls. Unfortunately for
neoclassical economists, the efficient and equitable approach of Georgism is both real and
499
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500
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appealing, with even the IMF recently advocating the greater use of land taxes. It noted that
simple estimations of an immovable tax in high income countries such as Australia could
provide an additional 2.9 per cent of GDP per annum, making way for tax cuts elsewhere.501

Valuing and revaluing land is remarkably easy. Computerised systems can easily interpolate
recent sales prices across all land values and government could revalue all land weekly if
desired. In times of rapid price change, frequent revaluations are an economic necessity.
The ability to tailor the tax for the needs of government at all levels is a critical factor. This
reduces the dependency of local governments for federal or provincial transfer payments.
Vertical fiscal imbalances can be minimised by this approach, reducing the blame-shifting
between the federal, state and local governments over funding woes. Development and
growth are also stimulated, as land and buildings are put to their most productive use, and
there is a reduction in speculative land booms as investor interest is deflected to more
productive activity.502 The small contribution of property taxes to government revenues in
the OECD from the 1970s onwards, as a percentage of GDP, is displayed below.

501

Norregaard (2013: 12). Admittedly this estimation method was overly simple: using a benchmark

of average revenue ratios of best performers within each group. It was noted countries such as
Australia need to reduce their reliance on distortive property transfer taxes, such as conveyancing
stamp duties.
502

Norregaard (2013: 4, 12, 14-18). The author notes the unpopularity of property taxes can be

attributed to their high visibility and limited scope for tax avoidance. This makes for a volatile mix
when combined with prevailing (and false) public beliefs that lower property taxes will drive down
land prices, ironically leading to demands that land and other property-taxes be further reduced
during an economic downturn: an outcome that benefits the FIRE sector.
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Table 2.6.3.4: International Trends in Property Tax Revenues to GDP Ratios503
Country (Number)

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

OECD countries

1.24 (16)

1.31 (18)

1.44 (16)

2.12 (18)

Developing countries

0.42 (20)

0.36 (27)

0.42 (23)

0.60 (29)

Transition countries

0.34 (1)

0.59 (4)

0.54 (20)

0.68 (18)

All Countries

0.77 (37)

0.73 (49)

0.75 (59)

1.04 (65)

Under a comprehensive land tax system, skilled labour would find work in Australia
appealing, the costs of living would fall and conditions for business and entrepreneurship
made more attractive. The containment of urban sprawl and associated infrastructure costs
would further assist in conserving the environment. Greater work opportunities also arise,
reducing social welfare expenditures and leaving fewer idle hands and incentives for crime.
Land taxes also help to foster capital formation and increase government’s ability to pay
down public debt.504

Land taxes need to be distinguished from inefficient property transfer taxes like stamp
duties. The latter discourages mobility and the most productive use of land due to the
significant costs involved during a transfer of title. Research indicates stamp duty reduces
both the rate of housing turnover and housing prices. A recent study estimated a 10 per
cent increase in stamp duty decreases housing turnover by 1 to 2 per cent over one year
and by 4 to 5 per cent over a three year period. Moreover, the same rise in stamp duty also
reduces housing prices by 1 to 2 per cent over one year, rising to 2 to 3 per cent if sustained
over a three year period. Interestingly, the housing price impact is exaggerated for homes
closer to state borders, with a 10 per cent rise in stamp duty lowering house prices between
4 to 8 per cent, indicating greater losses are sustained due to the close proximity to a lower
taxing jurisdiction.505 The political desire for popularity has narrowed taxes at the state level
and bred a growing dependence on stamp duties, with average rates rising from 2.4 per
cent in 1993 to 3.3 per cent in 2005, primarily due to housing price ‘bracket creep’ that
503

Norregaard (2013: 8 - Table 2). Based on 2008 data.
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pushes transfers into higher tax brackets. 506 Rises in both the average rate of stamp duties
and housing prices have resulted in state governments receiving around $12 billion in
annual revenue, with steep increases in almost every state and territory.507

Table 2.6.3.5: Stamp Duty Revenue by State/Territory 2002-03 and 2011-12508
State/Territory

2002-03 ($bn)

2011-12 ($bn)

New South Wales

3.68

3.76

Victoria

2.11

3.38

Queensland

1.38

2.02

South Australia

0.43

0.68

Western Australia

0.83

1.34

Tasmania

0.09

0.14

Northern Territory

0.04

0.09

Australian Capital Territory

0.17

0.24

National

8.75

11.66

Despite the many advantages of land tax reform, it is forcefully resisted by vested interests
because it simultaneously democratises access to land, attacks privilege, improves equity,
reduces deadweight losses, ceases subsidising lazy behaviour and fosters business and
entrepreneurship. The rich are hostile to these outcomes, as it would adversely impact their
holdings of wealth, in addition to limiting rent extraction via the usurious private banking
system. Unfortunately, tax policies that are purposely designed to be inefficient continue to
source little revenue from land. Australia’s co-opted legislative branch has no real appetite
for genuine reform and will remain deliberately blind to the benefits of tax reform until an
informed public demands change. The FIRE sector and rentier class consistently argue high
land prices benefit households and the economy, directly contradicting the views of shrewd
economic minds that have helped to shape the profession across the centuries, like Adam
Smith:
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The stock that is laid out in a house, if it is to be the dwelling-house of the proprietor,
ceases from that moment to serve in the function of a capital, or to afford any
revenue to its owner. A dwelling-house, as such, contributes nothing to the revenue
of its inhabitant; and though it is, no doubt, extremely useful to him, it is as his
clothes and household furniture are useful to him, which, however, make a part of
his expense, and not of his revenue. If it is to be let to a tenant for rent, as the house
itself can produce nothing, the tenant must always pay the rent out of some other
revenue which he derives either from labour, or stock, or land. Though a house,
therefore, may yield a revenue to its proprietor, and thereby serve in the function of
a capital to him, it cannot yield any to the public, nor serve in the function of a
capital to it, and the revenue of the whole body of the people can never be in the
smallest degree increased by it...

A stock of clothes may last several years: a stock of furniture half a century or a
century: but a stock of houses, well-built and properly taken care of, may last many
centuries. Though the period of their total consumption, however, is more distant,
they are still as really a stock reserved for immediate consumption as either clothes
or household furniture.509

By Smith’s reasoning, it is illogical to encourage the formation of land bubbles that lead to
an entire nation’s housing stock becoming inflated in price. The vast majority of citizens
plainly wish to place a roof over their heads, rather than contribute to the financialisation of
dwellings as an instrument to be traded for the benefit of bankers and speculators. Property
investment activity does not benefit society if debt is used to bid up land prices. Consistent
with the views of classical economists, land prices should align with their fundamental value
based on rental income, which in turn reflects land’s utility for owner-occupation and
tenancy, or to conduct business. The democratisation of land access would enable most
Australians to purchase a suitable dwelling or conduct business without resorting to jumbosized mortgages that enrich the FIRE sector.

509

Smith (1776: 226-227).
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The preceding section suggested annual economic rents accruing to land, natural resources
and monopolies in Australia comprise a significant proportion of GDP, thus exposing the
fallacy peddled by prevaricating apologists for the status quo. Economic rents are at least
ten times larger than acknowledged by conventional economists; a fact they cannot permit
to enter the public discourse. Recent research has attempted to quantify the value of
economic rents in Australia. Many forms of monopoly other than land are included in this
analysis because, by definition, they represent control or special privilege over economic
resources, leading to the private capture of economic rents. Simply put, monopolies are
able to extract additional profits (rent) unrelated to the costs of production, becoming
transfer payments rather than earned income. Private ownership of monopolies transforms
owners into rent seekers because they extract above normal profits from a government
licence rather than solely from their own skill or capital.510 If total economic rents were
taxed, it would raise an estimated $340.7 billion or 87 per cent of revenue at all levels of
government in 2011-12 ($390 billion). 511 Compelling arguments also exist for public
ownership of rent-yielding infrastructure as a fourth factor of production to reduce the
overall economic cost structure. The dewy-eyed conception that competition can prevent
exploitative economic rents is farcical, as strong evidence exists to the contrary.512
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Hudson (2011b: 874, 887, 892-894).
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Table 2.6.3.6: Valuation of Economic Rents and Other Taxes by Category 2011-12513
Valuation

% of

($m)

Valuation

Land - residential

2,794,800

5.5%

153,714

ABS 5204061

Land - commercial

338,500

6.5%

22,002

ABS 5204061

Land - rural

263,700

5.5%

14,504

ABS 5204061

Land - other

287,100

5.5%

15,791

ABS 5204061

67,359 + 14,637

40%

32,813

Oil and gas - PPRT

20,229

40%

8,092

EBITDAX ABS 8155

Water rights

50,000

2.6%

1,300

Estimate

Taxi licenses

25,000 p.a.

14,402*

360

*Number of licenses

Airports

1,919

40%

765

EBITDA

Utilities

220,000

10%

22,000

EBITDA

Fishing

2,100

40%

840

ABS 1301

Forestry

1,800

2.7%

50

DAFF 2010/11

Gambling

18,450

40%

7,380

EMS

10,560

20%

2,122

Satellite orbit rights

5,100

10%

510

64,500

10%

6,450

100

3 million

300

43,427

40%

17,371

1,382,000

2%

27,640

12,980

0.005%

65

Item

Subsoil minerals MRRT

Internet
infrastructure
Domain name
registration license
Banking licenses
Corporate commons
fee
Patents
Parking fees
513

Estimate

Raised $m

250

Fitzgerald (2013: 5 - Table 1). ‘Other taxes’ in italics.
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Sources

EBITDAX BHP, Rio,
Exstrata + div

Aus Gambling Stats 28th
Edition
4G Spectrum + rest of
spectrum
Space Foundation
revenue
NBN + estimate
* 3 million domain
names
Cash basis + dividends
ASX market
capitalisation
ABS 5310.0.55.022
(indicative)
Based on MCC revenue

Public transport

Estimate

2,400

Based on MTR EBITDA

Liquor licenses

Govt budget

4,000

2011-12 govt revenues

Govt budget

5,294

ABS 5506

Govt budget

12,510

2011-12 govt revenues

4,020 + 14,200

18,200

Added fuel excise taxes

10,162

2011-12 govt revenues

386,905

$3,162 Million Deficit

Vehicle registration,
licenses
Sin taxes - tobacco,
alcohol
Carbon tax
Govt non-tax
receipts

20,323

50%

Total

Table 2.6.3.7: Rents / Other Taxes to GDP Ratio and Revenue (% of Total) 2011-12514
Category

% of GDP

% of Government Revenue

Land rent

14.2%

52.8%

Natural monopolies

6.6%

24.6%

Resource rents

2.8%

10.5%

Sin taxes

2.1%

7.8%

Non-tax receipts

0.7%

2.6%

Total

26.4%

98.3%

Contrary to the claims of conventional economists, the taxation of economic rents could
finance the overwhelming majority of government expenditure. Most economic rents arise
from just three categories: land, natural monopolies and resource rents, equivalent to 23.6
per cent of GDP.515 Benefits accruing to residential land are particularly generous, as over
half of government revenue could be sourced from just this form of economic rent. It is
imperative the government seize the estimated efficiency dividend of approximately $72.8
billion by increasing taxes on rents and end economic distortions.516 Additional benefits
include provision of a superior safety net for businesses and households, increased profits
and wages, and lower land prices.
514

Fitzgerald (2013: 4-5, 12 - Table 2).

515
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Fitzgerald (2013: 4, 9).
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2.6.4 FIRE Sector Strategies Reinforcing Plutonomy

Plutonomy is a term coined by US commercial lender Citigroup Bank in 2005 to describe the
increasing wealth and income concentration of the richest households (the 1%). These
disparities arise from the organised, systemic and financially motivated subversion of
democratic political systems, particularly in the US, Canada, UK, New Zealand and Australia,
that drive the upwards redistribution of wealth and income. A series of three leaked
Citigroup memos suggest mainstream political parties with conservative and liberal values
have taken the lead in changing government policy and the law to preserve a system of
inequality by design.517 The revolving door of executive level employment between the
government and FIRE sector, along with the increasingly important role campaign funding
and donations play in successfully pursuing a career in politics, means politicians elected to
represent the nation’s interests are instead hand-picked to represent the interests of the
plutonomy. Contrary to popular thinking, radical changes to political systems are not
required to undermine democracy.

The entrenchment of rentier interests aggressively pursued since the end of social
democracy has gone hand in hand with civic ignorance and apathy concerning the role
economic rent has in the economy and society. The extreme political and economic power
of the FIRE sector has resulted in wide scale manipulation of the democratic process,
reshaping the economy once more in favour of rentiers. This corruption explains the
inordinate focus of mainstream parties on implementing policies that lead to persistent and
growing wealth and income inequality. 518 As state and corporate interests begin to mirror
one another, reforms substantially reducing the power and influence of the FIRE sector and
rentier class – like rising taxes on economic rents, inheritance and privilege – are either

517

Fullbrook (2012: 138, 144). Despite Citigroup’s efforts to remove the material from websites on

threat of litigation, this material can be easily located via an Internet search.
518

Fullbrook (2012: 138, 144, 147). For instance, Wall Street spent around $5 billion dollars on

lobbying and campaigning between 1998 and 2008.
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stymied or non-existent.519 Before financial and industrial deregulation was implemented in
the late 1970s, politicians did not seem as focused on the wants of the 1%, likely due to
memories of the Great Depression and WW2, and enforced by a social contract between
government, business and unions.

A fresh political movement offering a sound tax reform agenda could sweep to power in a
landslide victory, though none have been forthcoming. As a commonly-accepted measure of
good governance is the standard of living of the wider public (the 99%), an obvious platform
would be enacting policies that prevent further plunder by the FIRE sector and rentier class,
thus raising everyone’s material interests in the process.520 The plutonomy strategy involves
not discussing, in political or economic circles, the large increase in the wealth and income
shares of the richest households to keep this issue out of public discourse. The mass media
are generally unwilling to question the causes of growing inequality in Australia and are
certainly not inclined to educate the public about the scale and significance of economic
rent. Simply put, the mass media appears to be a tool for dispensing propaganda on behalf
of wealth and power.521

The plutonomy hypothesis asserts political parties are attempting to preserve skewed
wealth and income distributions, while the FIRE sector stacks the political deck by bank519

Fullbrook (2012: 138, 144). The failure of both the ALP and Coalition to consider implementing

the majority of the Ken Henry Review recommendations, a sensible blueprint for tax reform,
highlights the corruption of the Australian political process. Instead, politicians on both sides are
currently considering broadening or raising the GST to plug budgetary shortfalls (which will
disproportionately affect the poor) and increasing the age threshold for access to the pension.
520

Fullbrook (2012: 144). It is likely any politician attempting to implement these policies would be

branded a ‘socialist’ by critics. There is an obvious double standard here: while egregious rentier
theft enshrined in the tax code and other property law that has been in place for centuries is
deemed acceptable, any policies that redistribute the national wealth are demonised as ‘socialism’
by the FIRE sector and rentier class, including the economists who serve their interests.
521

Fullbrook (2012: 143); Herman and Chomsky (1988). This also explains the increasing banality of
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rolling the careers of politicians who make favourable decisions on behalf of rentiers. The
appointment of compromised actors to key economic positions is so commonplace it no
longer provokes comment, let alone public opposition. The rising cost of running elections
requires significant media and financial support and generally excludes non-FIRE sanctioned
candidates.522 Consequently, the public interest is not served by dysfunctional parliaments
and congresses, especially the political conversation that focuses on trivial matters or wedge
politics deployed to distract attention from rentier-friendly legislation. 523 In the event of a
financial catastrophe, politicians will likely bailout the FIRE sector at taxpayer expense.
Plutonomy ideology operates under the expectation of special privilege and immunity from
both financial losses and prosecution for crimes. 524 Citigroup’s analysis provides a
persuasive case for the existence of a plutonomy in Australia and similar western nations:

Little of this note should tally with conventional thinking. Indeed, traditional thinking
is likely to have issues with most of it. We will posit that: 1) the world is dividing into
two blocs - the plutonomies, where economic growth is powered by and largely
consumed by the wealthy few, and the rest. Plutonomies have occurred before in
sixteenth century Spain, in seventeenth century Holland, the Gilded Age and the
Roaring Twenties in the U.S. What are the common drivers of Plutonomy? Disruptive
technology driven productivity gains, creative financial innovation, capitalist-friendly
cooperative governments, an international dimension with immigrants and overseas
conquests invigorating wealth creation, the rule of law, and patenting inventions... 2)
We project that the plutonomies (the U.S., UK, and Canada) will likely see even more
income inequality, disproportionately feeding off a further rise in the profit share in
their

economies,

capitalist-friendly

governments,

more

technology-driven

productivity, and globalization...
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In a plutonomy there is no such animal as “the U.S. consumer” or “the UK
consumer”, or indeed the “Russian consumer”. There are rich consumers, few in
number, but disproportionate in the gigantic slice of income and consumption they
take. There are the rest, the “non-rich”, the multitudinous many, but only
accounting for surprisingly small bites of the national pie. Consensus analyses that
do not tease out the profound impact of the plutonomy on spending power, debt
loads, savings rates (and hence current account deficits), oil price impacts etc, i.e.
focus on the “average” consumer are flawed from the start. It is easy to drown in a
lake with an average depth of 4 feet, if one steps into its deeper extremes... we
think the plutonomy is here, is going to get stronger, its membership swelling from
globalized enclaves in the emerging world...525

This is a stunning admission by one of the world’s largest banks prior to the GFC, and
unsurprisingly their legal division has attempted (unsuccessfully) to remove the memos
from the Internet. The open admission that Citigroup and similar interests have encouraged
the growth of the plutonomy severely damages their credibility. The assessment accurately
identifies the capture of regulatory and political systems as leading to excessive wealth
accumulation by a select minority. A rigged system of declining taxes on capital gains and
favourable changes to law that increases wealth and income inequality transforms the
plutonomy hypothesis into fact. Rentiers have received the greatest gains from deregulation
through the financialisation of the economy, funding further rounds of speculative trading
and leveraged buyouts to maximise profits. As high net worth households hold much of
their wealth in financial assets, the lowering of capital gains taxes further concentrates
wealth. Citigroup notes the current form of investor-rights globalisation has minimized
global wage inflation due to labour surpluses, outsourcing and insourcing to undercut labour
costs.526

Citigroup admits plutonomies can only exist in societies that either tolerate or endorse
inequality.527 As state-granted rights to property in developed economies are unlikely to be
525
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revoked, Citigroup suggests the greatest threat to plutonomists’ wealth and power is the 99%
becoming aware of the broad strategy of political and economic subversion, and demanding
the FIRE sector receive a smaller share of profits alongside political reform. Indeed,
Citigroup admits “corporate tax rates could rise, choking off returns to the private sector,
and personal taxation rates could rise – dividend, capital-gains, and inheritance taxes would
hurt the plutonomy”.528 Additional risks menacing the plutonomy include a change in the
balance of power between labour and capital via minimum wages, regulation of working
conditions and implementation of protectionist measures. 529 Citigroup’s views on the
wealthy nations, including Australia, in their follow-up report in 2006 is revealing:

Our thesis is that the rich are the dominant drivers of demand in many economies
around the world (the US, UK, Canada and Australia). These economies have seen
the rich take an increasing share of income and wealth over the last 20 years, to the
extent that the rich now dominate income, wealth and spending in these countries.
Asset booms, a rising profit share and favorable treatment by market-friendly
governments have allowed the rich to prosper and become a greater share of the
economy in the plutonomy countries... Despite being in great shape, we think that
global capitalists are going to be getting an even greater share of the wealth pie over
the next few years, as capitalists benefit disproportionately from globalization, at
the relative expense of labor.530

While an increasing number of Australians are likely to have some awareness of the growing
divide between the 1% and everyone else, the absence of a significant social movement to
date could be related to the wish of the multitude to become rentiers themselves
(‘temporarily financially embarrassed millionaires’). Demands for reform may rise in the
future as more people realise they are excluded from the plutonomy or ‘rentier dream’, or
further cases of ‘robber barons’ (financial rather than industrial) come to public attention.
Citigroup notes the neoliberal program has resulted in a bonanza for the 1% in Australia and
associated plutonomies around the world over recent decades. In the case of Australia, the
528
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bank notes the large housing boom has contributed to rising wealth inequality; an
unsurprising finding, especially given the admission that productivity gains are effectively
expropriated by rentiers:531

These “content” providers, the tech whizzes who own the pipes and distribution, the
lawyers and bankers who intermediate globalization and productivity, the CEOs who
lead the charge in converting globalization and technology to increase the profit
share of the economy at the expense of labor, all contribute to plutonomy. Indeed,
David Gordon and Ian Dew-Becker of the NBER demonstrate that the top 10%,
particularly the top 1% of the US – the plutonomists in our parlance – have
benefited disproportionately from the recent productivity surge in the US. (See
“Where did the Productivity Growth Go? Inflation Dynamics and the Distribution of
Income”, NBER Working Paper 11842, December 2005). By contrast, in other
countries such as Japan, France and the Netherlands (read much of continental
Europe), egalitarianism has kept the rich to a similar share of income and wealth
that they accounted for in the 1980s – in other words, they haven’t really gotten any
richer, in relative terms.532

The domination of global capitalists over governments is only the first step in a grand
oligarchical design. Powerful individuals and multinational corporations are actively
undermining the rights of all sovereign nations by forming a global plutonomy, where a
country’s laws become subordinate to elite interests. The principal strategy is using ‘free
trade agreements’ as a cover to elevate the legal status of supra-national corporations
beyond government control, privileging profits over people. ‘Free trade agreements’ are less
concerned with the removal of traditional forms of protectionism (for instance, tariffs and
quotas) than undermining the authority of the state to exercise independent control in a
manner benefitting its own citizens.533
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For instance, the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) involving Australia, the US and
a host of other nations is a recent example of a ‘free trade agreement’ that is actually an
attempt to circumvent, influence or abolish legal rights. Leaked documents suggest the
agreement will severely curtail sovereign power in the areas of corporate litigation involving
government decisions, intellectual property rights, environmental protection regulations
and other policies, yielding adverse outcomes for most Australians. Like all ‘free trade
agreements’, the TPPA has nothing to do with freedom, little to do with trade and is not an
agreement as the public would never ratify it if they were fully informed of its content.
Hence the need for secret discussions behind closed doors, followed by a massive statecorporate propaganda campaign designed to manufacture the consent of the public.

Having claimed legal rights formerly provided only to human beings, the corporate endgame
now appears to be supplanting effective governance with international agreements
designed to supersede domestic laws and policies that hinder profits. The consent of the
public is an irrelevant consideration in the new world order that former diplomat and Under
Secretary of State for Economic and Agricultural Affairs, George Ball, articulated in a Joint
Economic Committee Hearing in 1967:

For the widespread development of the multinational corporation is one of our
major accomplishments in the years since the war, though its meaning and
importance have not been generally understood. For the first time in history man
has at his command an instrument that enables him to employ resource flexibility to
meet the needs of peoples all over the world. ... But to fulfill its full potential the
multinational corporation must be able to operate with little regard for national
boundaries – or, in other words, for restrictions imposed by individual national
governments. To achieve such a free trading environment we must do far more than
merely reduce or eliminate tariffs. We must move in the direction of common fiscal
concepts, a common monetary policy, and common ideas of commercial
responsibility. Already the economically advanced nations have made some progress
in all of these areas through such agencies as the OECD and the committees it has
sponsored, the Group of Ten, and the IMF, but we still have a long way to go.
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Implied in this, of course, is a considerable erosion of the rigid concepts of national
sovereignty, but that erosion is taking place every day as national economies grow
increasingly interdependent, and I think it desirable that this process be consciously
continued. What I am recommending is nothing so unreal and idealistic as a world
government, since I have spent too many years in the guerrilla warfare of practical
diplomacy to be bemused by utopian visions. But it seems beyond question that
modern business – sustained and reinforced by modern technology – has outgrown
the constrictive limits of the antiquated political structures in which most of the
world is organized, and that itself is a political fact which cannot be ignored. For the
explosion of business beyond national borders will tend to create needs and
pressures that can help alter political structures to fit the requirements of modern
man far more adequately than the present crazy quilt of small national states. And
meanwhile, commercial, monetary, and antitrust policies – and even the domiciliary
supervision of earth-straddling corporations – will have to be increasingly entrusted
to supranational institutions…534

Further evidence supporting the plutonomy hypothesis comes from recent political research
using multivariate analysis of a unique data set of key variables determining 1,779 US policy
issues from 1981 to 2002. The relative policy influence of four different groups was tested in
accordance with the dominant political theories:
•

Majoritarian Electoral Democracy: policies are determined by the will of average citizens;

•

Economic Elite Domination: those with significant income/wealth and/or whom own
business firms or occupy positions of high social/institutional status influence policy
(such as appointees to the executive, legislative and judicial branches of government);

•

Majoritarian Pluralism: organized and representative interest groups/factions, industrial
sectors and business firms with group-dominated policy aligning with majority concerns
influence policy; and

•

Biased Pluralism: unrepresentative interest groups of the upper classes lobby for policy
outcomes favouring business/professional associations and businesses that have little in
common with average citizens.
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Economic elites and organised groups advocating policies favourable to business (Biased
Pluralism) had a deep influence, but average citizens and community interest groups had
little to none. In modern democracies, the elaborate fantasy of majority rule is a stage play
foisted upon average citizens so the plutonomy agenda is not inconveniently derailed by
voters who express their policy preferences at the ballot box. 535

Citigroup details four possible ways for plutonomies to end based on historical precedent:
war/inflation, financial collapse, the end of technological advancement and political
pressure to end wealth inequality.536 While the Australian public appears politically and
economically disenfranchised, the coming financial collapse and economic downturn may
spur significant financial, economic, political and cultural changes required to end the
plundering of middle and low-income earners by the FIRE sector and rentier class.
Reintroducing the concepts of egalitarianism and ‘a fair go’ into Australian culture awaits
greater public exposure of corrupt government and FIRE sector practices that have
perverted the democratic process. Rational information and education is essential to
creating an informed public that can mobilise to oppose the neoliberal program of
financialisation and the privatisation of economic rents, ending the mechanisms used by the
1% to wage a vicious and damaging class war on everyone else.

Beyond the narrow economic perspective of the toleration of the FIRE sector and rentier
class, there is an enormous social cost that needs considering. Growing income and wealth
inequality and an increasing divide between the haves and the have-nots fosters alienation
and cynicism.537 When the 99% have their incomes, workplace rights and job security
undermined, there may only be a perfunctory sense of public service, duty and/or loyalty
because society is not capable of reciprocating values like solidarity and optimism, especially
given the disconnect between effort and reward. While some may seek to end the rat race
and collectively organise to deal with society’s deep-seated problems, many others have
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instead joined the FIRE sector and rentier class by becoming small land and stockowners
themselves. By riding out the wave of easy capital gains, they assume the drudgery of wage
labour and the associated mountain of inequitable taxes can be evaded permanently.

“Greed may be good”, professed Wall Street wizard Gordon Gecko, but only for the wealthy
in the FIRE sector who can ride out the collapse in real estate values. The same cannot be
said for the near-endless stream of greater fools (so-called mum and dad investors) who
have faithfully gone long and geared into housing prices, based on the unshakeable belief
they will always rise. Many will end up losing everything by rent-seeking without the deep
pockets needed to bridge the bad times. This is very likely given the residential property
market is severely overvalued and banks overleveraged, as will be examined in Part 3. Many
suffer under present financial and economic arrangements, excluded from participation in
any of the gains of the latest land bubble. On the way down, the hardship will only increase
due to the vast array of undemocratic and inequitable decisions to be made by government
under the furtive guidance of the FIRE sector.
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2.6.5 A Post Keynesian-Georgist Perspective of the Rentier Economy

Based on the economic theory and concepts outlined in preceding sections, a synthesis of
post-Keynesianism, Georgism and behavioural finance is used to model the credit and asset
cycle, including the relationships between the FIRE sector, producers, consumers and the
government. This model explains the tendency for economies to collapse following periods
of manic real estate and/or stock market speculation. The balance sheets of households,
firms and governments are critical indicators of financial instability, as GDP growth or
contraction is fundamentally linked to both the stock and flow of private debt. Unlike the
general equilibrium models used predominantly by neoclassical economists, this model has
predictive value as debt growth contributes to the macro performance of the economy.538

Other key features include categorisation of the FIRE sector and monopolies as distinct
entities from the real (industrial) economy. The financial sector is privileged by their ability
to impose usurious interest and fees, in addition to exerting control over the credit cycle,
thereby directly impacting economic growth or contraction based on the size of the credit
impulse. Real estate and monopolies also extract economic rent via transfer payments and
fees unrelated to the cost of service provision. Economic agents are modelled with irrational
and non-optimising behavioural tendencies due to numerous psychological, social and
cultural biases impacting financial decision-making. The influence of the FIRE sector on the
government is highlighted by pathways for campaign contributions and bond purchases,
which is reciprocated with ongoing generous tax expenditures, sale of public infrastructure
and natural monopolies, favourable tax changes, subsidies, bailouts in times of crisis and so
on. External shocks are not required to cause financial instability, as endogenous factors
such as asset speculation and unrestrained credit creation are theorised to play primary
roles in financial instability.539
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Figure 2.6.5.1: A Simple Model of a Rentier-Dominated State Capitalist Economy540

540

This model excludes the interactions between the international sector, and the private and

government sectors. For instance, the private sector provides foreign investment and purchases
imports, and the international sector reciprocates investment and receives payments for exports
and earnings from investments. Similarly, military and other government purchases represent
outflows to the international sector providing inflows via investment in government
bonds/treasuries, increasing reserves at the central bank (Hudson and Bezemer 2012: 5 - Figures 1,
1a).
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The FIRE Sector

The FIRE sector consists of deposit-taking banks and wealth management non-bank firms
including insurers, merchant banks, pension funds, ratings agencies, major landowners,
developers and real estate agents. The FIRE sector is considered separate from the
government sector, labour (households) and firms (producers/capitalists). Liquidity in the
form of credit flows to borrowers in the public and private sectors, facilitating production,
consumption and fixed capital investment. Circular flows of credit are observed originating
from the financial sector (loans), which may either circulate in the real (industrial) economy
for productive purposes or it may be misallocated into asset markets. The total flow of
credit in nominal terms tends to increase annually, reflecting growth in the real economy via
rising business profits and household incomes. Financial ‘innovation’ results in the extension
of credit used for acquisition of purely financial investments that bypass the real economy
and eventually flows back into the FIRE sector. 541 The burden of interest and fees rises over
time, increasingly diverting business profits, government revenue and household income to
the FIRE sector. Fees and excessive rates of interest (usury) are a form of economic rent,
having no cost of production other than administration. The circular flows of the model
means there is a trade-off between flows financing productive activity from retained
earnings and new lending. All of these concepts are conspicuously absent from equilibrium
models.542

Since the end of social democracy, liberalised economies suffer from an increased frequency
and severity of financial crises. In general, financial crises do not arise from the insolvency of
an idiosyncratic institution leading to cascading failure, but are caused by common exposure
to particular risk factors, especially credit booms associated with large and unsustainable
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real assets. Under this scenario, debt ratios rise without an increase in the value added (capacity) of
the real economy to repay debt.
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rises in asset prices.543 The financial sector is considered the primary cause of financial
instability in this model, principally as it abuses its private control over the money supply
and the convenience yield of money. A strong link exists between the financial sector and
real estate due to the dependence of the latter on credit for purchases; a symbiotic
relationship collectively promoting the formation of regular land market bubbles.

Real estate firms are easily transformed into structures such as trusts (REITs), which use
pooled capital to purchase and manage income from residential and commercial properties.
These ventures can be underwritten by the financial sector, resulting in a higher rate of
credit growth and extraction of economic rent from the industrial economy. Interest and
other payment flows are explicitly included, unlike the conventional methodological
treatment of most national accounts. Capture of payment flows in this manner is a more
realistic approach, as the time periods required for production necessitate inevitable
interest costs. 544 The FIRE sector’s control over the money supply (via endogenous
monetary creation) and its tendency to pursue unsustainable rates of profit growth
eventually results in credit flows to the private sector exceeding the rate of growth of
investment, production and consumption in the real economy. Credit is increasingly
diverted into assets held by the FIRE sector.

The FIRE sector has preferred lending to the household rather than business sector,
recognising the residential land market yields the highest relative and absolute returns,
given the proportion of residential to total land values. Banks also prefer to lend against real
estate as security given it cannot be hidden or traded without approval. The increasing
share of real estate investment as demonstrated by the mortgage debt to GDP ratio both
domestically and abroad has led to mortgages accounting for around 70 per cent of all
interest payments in the United States, Britain and Australia. 545 The current price of land is
so high, virtually all aspiring homeowners are obliged to promise a large proportion of
lifetime earnings to buy. Investors must top this to prevent economically marginal
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households escaping to ownership. This manic and irrational behaviour is encouraged by
lenders as the majority of the economic rent, particularly in high value locations, is
capitalised and expropriated by the FIRE sector through heavy mortgage burdens. 546 A
positive feedback loop forms between the realisation of additional economic rent and larger
mortgages. Hefty bank profits flow from the partial or complete capture of rental income.
The FIRE sector has convinced investors and owner-occupiers alike that rental yields are
irrelevant, with owners believing their properties can be sold at a later date for a certain
capital gain. 547 The FIRE sector also aggressively lobbies politicians to lower capital gains and
other taxes on property investors to raise land prices. This increases the annual yield
available for expropriation, resulting in an upwards adjustment of the selling price. 548

The rise in the price of collateral during a Ponzi-financed investment boom allows
households and firms to borrow more, creating additional credit to be reinvested in financial
assets, further accelerating asset price inflation. Nationwide misallocation of credit results in
greater returns to financial assets, a higher proportion of profits flowing to the FIRE sector in
the form of interest and fees, and less investment in the industrial economy. As the returns
during the early and middle phases of the boom are extraordinary, investors become even
more motivated to speculate in pursuit of a ‘proven’ model generating capital gains.549
Rising debt leveraging ratios during an asset boom leads to substantial interest payment
burdens, comprising a large deadweight cost on the business and household sectors as both
divert income in pursuit of a chimera. The increased carrying costs of businesses are mostly
passed onto consumers through higher prices, quality reductions and service cuts as firms
adjust their value proposition to include their new fixed cost interest payments.

Perverse taxation rules encourage the corporate sector to speculate in land and other
financial asset markets because the marginal tax rates for unearned income is often lower
than the corporate tax rate, indicating there is no incentive to invest to expand production
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over longer timeframes.550 Property investors also require progressively larger loans to
enter the market or enlarge their positions, as irrational investor expectations and
extrapolations are factored into land prices, increasing FIRE sector profits in the process.
Over time, aggregate consumption in the financialised (bubble) economy becomes
dependent on the willingness of consumers to increase their debt burdens, as income
growth stagnates in the real economy. This explains the tendency for net savings to fall
during large speculative asset booms.

It is a logical impossibility for debt-fuelled growth to perpetually add to aggregate demand
as it must eventually enter a phase of persistent deceleration; a precursor to arduous, longterm deleveraging by the private sector that reduces the total stock of outstanding debt. A
large fall in effective demand is compounded when debt repayments are given preference
over consumption and investment. The expansionary phase of a credit cycle sows the seeds
of financial instability as banks continue to lend for risky assets that will cause substantial
future losses. Right until the peak of an asset boom, an optimistic financial sector appears
financially healthy due to a low rate of defaults and impaired and non-performing loans.
This illusion is reinforced by the distinct time profile for loan default rates, typically peaking
within a few years after loan approval. Thus, when the economy contracts after the bubble
bursts, banks will record declining profits and eventual losses, as the rate of nonperforming/impaired loans acutely rises, leading to a greater number of personal and
business defaults. This results in a pessimistic financier mindset, credit rationing and the
application of a greater risk premium.551

Towards the end of an asset boom, the pool of suitable high-return and low-risk investment
opportunities become increasingly marginal and eventually falters, logically raising the level
of risk within the financial system.552 The development of a large subset of ‘bad loans’ (Ponzi
financed assets) on banks’ loan books suggests a future debt crisis is almost guaranteed as
the bubble bursts, land prices retreat and unemployment rises in response. Economic
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downturns caused by private debt are usually exacerbated by ‘credit crunches’ (liquidity
crises) that commonly occur at the end of a credit cycle, particularly when large capital
inflows to finance speculation abruptly reverse. When debt appetite diminishes and asset
price inflation ends, a sudden awareness emerges among investors as to the serious risk of
holding speculative financial assets.553

Only a small portion of financial sector profits are spent on goods and services. Most rentier
income is used to further lend or to speculate on other financial securities to increase
wealth, so an increasing proportion of finance is diverted from the industrial economy.
Other parasitic trends include the willingness of financiers to carve up businesses to sell
assets to meet bondholder interest charges and actively seeking settlement of government
debts via the sale of public monopolies and assets.554 Over the long-term, ‘rentier drag’
reduces effective demand, contributing to an eventual debt-induced downturn.555 The
growth of the FIRE sector through usury and predatory lending results in decreasing
competition and gradual wealth concentration as demonstrated by the transnational banks
dominating the super-entity core. Soft corruption and political rent-seeking has resulted in a
consistent ‘flood up’ wealth effect over several decades; just one consequence of a
determined but undisclosed plutonomy agenda. The class war fought by the 1% coincides
with the privatisation and deregulation of industry, suggesting these policies worsen wealth
and income inequality. It is logically impossible to engage in sustainable wealth creation
without actually producing, working or investing. While accelerating debt expansion can
drive asset price appreciation for a limited time, it must eventually decline and lead into a
debt-deleveraging bust. Despite the wishes of the multitude, it is impossible for everyone to
become a rentier. 556
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Ponzi-Financed Land Bubbles and the Investor Herd

Prompted by FIRE sector recklessness and greed, investors speculate in land, a familiar and
tangible investment. Terms describing the asset boom as a ‘property bubble’ or ‘housing
bubble’ are misnomers because it is actually a land market price bubble. Dwellings and
buildings deteriorate, eventually becoming obsolete and, by definition, are never worth
more than their replacement cost (building another structure).557 Rentiers extract geo-rent
by squatting on lots in close proximity to the built environment for long periods,
expropriating the uplift in land values generated by nearby publicly-funded infrastructure.
Common rentier strategies include land banking, sub-dividing and capturing windfall gains
from rezoning. The fact that many of Australia’s wealthiest individuals, have had, at one
time or another, title over large and valuable tracts of land is anecdotal evidence of the
success of these strategies.

The credit boom may shift between different asset classes and sectors (business and
household) over time, but the common thread is exponential growth in total private debt,
with real estate and stock markets the most common arenas for speculation. Escalating debt
and the necessity to access land for economic participation means land values quickly
increase until an endogenous limit is reached: typically the economy’s capacity to pay as
represented by investors’ maximum debt serviceability threshold. 558 Ponzi financing has
been evident since 2001, explaining the rapidly declining level of debt productivity. Minsky’s
third (and terminal) phase of finance requires debt obligations (and expenses) to exceed the
income generated by the asset, indicating the market has become a figurative time-bomb.
Borrowing against equity to pay future interest is a strategy that must inevitably fail. Asset
prices will fall when the number of new entrants to the market is insufficient to both
maintain upward price momentum and fund the exit of current owners.559 The notable
absence of first home buyers in the Australian residential property market in 2014 suggests
the first and primary rung of the property debt pyramid has been removed. High prices
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cannot be indefinitely maintained by the stock and flow of investor finance alone. Other
types of home buyers such as upgraders, down-graders and sea-changers require first home
buyer activity to transition between property sub-markets.

The investor cohort uses heuristics and is influenced by a range of irrational psychological
biases, including social and cultural mechanisms such as peer groups and the mass media.
Capital gains are pursued on short-term timeframes and asset price inflation is mistaken as
the new normal, when it is really underpinned by the second derivative of credit growth.
The consensus view of property owners is they will never need to pay off their debts. Most
are convinced they will profit by flipping their property at a later date or by refinancing their
mortgages based on asset price appreciation and higher rents.560 Lenders encourage people
to think about how much they can afford to pay for a property on a short-term basis rather
than considering the total cost of the loan. The inordinate focus on potential capital gains
rather than rental income leads investors to commit to marginal investments,
notwithstanding their paltry cash flows.561 Investors lack awareness or are undeterred by
historical data revealing residential property is not an investment-grade asset class, even
though nominal prices move in line with inflation over the long-term.562 As a consequence
of irrational exuberance, housing (land) prices significantly diverge from all measures of
fundamental value: income, inflation, GDP and rents.

Investor biases are exploited by the mass media to encourage the dismissal of technical
measures of asset valuation. Investors ignore compressed yields and sluggish rental income
growth as they impatiently pursue ‘capital gains’. The eventual sale price does not reflect
the asset’s fundamental worth. Instead, asset prices reflect the borrower’s capacity to make
loan repayments and has little to do with intrinsic value.563 The views of financiers and
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investors are pro-cyclical, with a high degree of correlation between the perceptions of
value and risk, and asset prices and credit spreads.564 Prices swiftly diverge from value,
calculated as a function of land’s utility as either a dwelling place or location to conduct
business, with a locational premium to the built environment influencing the calculation of
site value.

The outcome of Australia’s two decade affair with bricks and mortar is more than 1.8 million
property investors seeking their slice of rentier heaven (unearned wealth and income). The
large stock and flow of credit to the private sector is not necessarily ‘bad’. Rather, it is the
object of speculation – grossly inflated residential land prices – that produces long-term
deleterious effects because overvalued property does not add to the income-producing
potential of the nation. Australian families entering the property market are taking a huge
gamble. They are required to borrow a substantial proportion of the average person’s
lifetime working wages to get a foot in the market and hope future price rises and wage
gains match or exceed recent expenditure. 565

The supposed democratisation of property ownership in Australia, meant to symbolise
independence and freedom, has actually produced a generation of households in a state of
bondage to debt. Commentators note a heavy sacrifice is required for even basic shelter,
leading to circumstances that parallel medieval serfs who were tied to their land and
rendered immobile. 566 A large stock of debt and insecure working conditions guarantees
borrowers exhibit servile obedience to their employer(s) and an appropriate level of fear is
instilled concerning possible retrenchment relating to poor work performance. During the
life of the mortgage contract, the borrower must hope to avoid a range of frequently
common life events: divorce, permanent or temporary disability, unemployment and
underemployment. The residential land bubble, propped up by obscene government policy,
has also reduced the rate of outright home ownership in Australia both nationally and in
every capital city between 1996 and 2011. In fact, while 60 per cent of Australian dwellings
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were owned outright in 1996, by 2011 this figure had fallen to 46 per cent.567 Rising price to
rent and price to income ratios for debt-financed properties signify additional years of
household income to purchase the same asset. High asset prices have the same economic
consequences as inflated consumer prices: the economic gain for one party comes at the
expense of the other. Large debt burdens also cause high levels of financial, emotional and
relationship stress, compounding the other negative impacts of rising economic land rents.

The large debt burden of the household sector is a significant drag on the economy as
income dedicated to interest payments is not available for consumption or saving, requiring
a prolonged period of deleveraging (balance sheet repair) and liquidation to purge toxic
debts. Further, the large subtraction from aggregate demand associated with future debt
stabilisation and deleveraging (given GDP = C + I + G + [X - M] + aggregate change in debt)
indicates an extended recession or depression is almost a certainty. The dreams of ‘little
Aussie rentiers’ are about to be shattered as it is mathematically impossible for housing
prices to hold steady while wages advance. It is the expectation of rising prices keeping both
lenders and borrowers active in the market, ensuring housing prices remain elevated.568
Faith in ‘permanently high plateaus’ requires a widespread conviction that land prices will
never again represent moderate ratios of capitalised site rent. Even though every
international or historical housing bubble has corrected in part or in full, predictably there is
no shortage of economists willing to state the residential property market has reached a
new plateau, placing a permanent floor under prices.

Mason Gaffney provides a mathematical proof demonstrating that a new equilibrium level
for inflated land prices is not possible. Prices cannot escalate forever due to the economic
realities of rising interest rates, limited rental yields and exhaustible resources. Where a =
current annual land rent, i = interest rate, g = the expected growth of ‘a’ and V = value of
land derived as a discounted cash flow, then the rate of progression in an infinite series of
rising rents (each starting from ‘a’, each one discounted to the present), the rate of
progression is (1+g)/(1+i). Summing the infinite geometrical progression gives V = a/(i-g). For
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land values (V) to level off, g must fall to zero; but when g falls, so will the value of V. High
values of g are also associated with high V/a ratios (which are equivalent to P/E ratios for
valuing stocks).569

It is unlikely many Australian property investors with a mortgage actually expect to amortise
their loans over 25 to 30 years. Unfortunately, this is the likely outcome since the long-term
real housing price index is almost three times the 130 year average, indicating the prospect
of a severe correction within the lifetime of the mortgage. A common trigger for the
bursting of an asset bubble is a ‘Minsky moment’; the sudden realisation that emerges in
the collective investor consciousness. There is an abrupt change in sentiment concerning
the inflated Ponzi asset class, as a firm trend of falling prices finally overcomes the investor
herd’s cognitive dissonance. Price information not conforming to existing belief systems is
no longer discarded. Investors who were once fearful of missing out on realising potential
capital gains suddenly become afraid of large capital losses, prompting a mass exodus. Many
economic downturns around the world follow the bursting of land market bubbles inflated
through Ponzi finance.570

As unemployment rises in the aftermath of the bursting asset bubble, property prices
plummet as numerous sellers overwhelm the few buyers. With a low rate of general price
inflation, debt deflation is almost certain as debt burdens cannot be eased by wage inflation
to reduce the divergence between housing prices and incomes. Vested interests inevitably
seize upon the financial difficulties experienced by borrowers during the economic
downturn. Feigning concern for the plight of debtors, they use the crisis as an opportunity
to agitate for property tax reductions. The most popular strategy is anti-government
rhetoric railing against ‘high taxes’ on property, although the true intent is to capitalise
more land rent into additional loans to generate greater profits.
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Government and Rentier Sector Relationships

The model of the rentier sector incorporates political realities such as lobbying and
campaign contributions from the FIRE sector to influence policy. Rentiers tirelessly work to
sustain and enlarge privileges not afforded to other community members. The primary
method of entrenching rentier privilege is preservation of generous tax code provisions that
reduce property taxes and expand the scope of privatised economic rents. The FIRE sector
also finances government debt via bond purchases, extracting additional wealth from the
industrial economy and gaining interest from the public and private sectors simultaneously.
This is a particularly egregious form of rent because there is no practical need for any
sovereign country with its own currency and central bank to borrow from the private
market. The FIRE sector seeks to encourage further government debt so additional taxes
levied on the public are diverted into their revenue.571

Rent-seeking is intensified by the trend for governments to privatise valuable public assets
to reduce debt. Neoclassical economic theory is often presented as a justification for
government policies, but is actually designed to benefit the plutonomy by hiding the private
capture of economic rent from plain sight. Pernicious neoliberal doctrines are often
promulgated by policy institutes, university economic departments and journals, as funding
arrangements ensure hand-picked representatives with views palatable to the plutonomy
are placed in key government positions. Private and public sector economists and officials
have numerous conflicts of interest and provide misguided advice given the lack of realism
in neoclassical theory.

Contrary to conventional economic perspectives supporting the alleged efficiency of
neoliberal policies, privatisation of monopolies or near-monopolies (oligopolistic markets)
that were previously government-owned often leads to both inefficient and inequitable
outcomes; price gouging, top-heavy management structures and overinvestment or
underinvestment in infrastructure are becoming the norm. Consequently, when government
and consumers purchase goods and services from private monopolies, for instance, utilities
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and pharmaceutical firms, the absence of realistic competition generates economic rent
through inflated pricing.572 When monopolies were previously owned by government, they
could provide services at a lower net cost and recycle a higher proportion of profits back
into service delivery. Under neoliberal policy, however, shareholders insist management
operate purely for profit and have no interest in the long-term societal impacts of their
decisions. The sale of former public monopolies means governments are less capable of
mitigating cost-of-living pressures.

The model notes government investment in infrastructure – funded by those who pay taxes
or bear the final incidence – gifts windfalls to landowners who capture most of the rise in
land values, which is then recycled into additional loans issued by the financial sector.
Governments in thrall to the neoliberal agenda have ignored the growing slice of economic
rents expropriated by private interests and vigorously pursued further deregulation and
privatisation. Any attempts by government to intervene for the common good are
hampered by restrictions on expenditure, self-imposed by non-representative politicians
who govern without the interests of the broader public in mind. The willingness of
politicians to maintain the present tax system results in a lower income share for labour and
capital, reducing productivity and competitiveness. Higher living costs are a direct
consequence of political tolerance of rentier economics as the final incidence of almost all
taxes fall on labour.

Pathways for taxpayer-financed bank bailouts are highlighted in the model. Following the
bursting of land market bubbles, cash flow or technically insolvent banks (when assets are
marked to market) use captured politicians and regulators to receive extraordinary financial
assistance. Toxic assets are typically offloaded onto taxpayers via central bank purchases or
emergency liquidity arrangements devised to shore up bank balance sheets. In Australia’s
case, the establishment of the CLF provides a backdoor method for bailing out insolvent
banks. Although government officials will certainly defend any future use of this facility as a
‘temporary liquidity crisis’, evidence from overseas jurisdictions demonstrates that any form
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of quantitative easing becomes long-term, with market operations lasting years. 573 The
experience of the Eurozone and US bank bailouts suggests the Australian political class will
intervene in a similar manner to prevent any major bank failure. The stated readiness of
Treasury officials to implement the FSB framework allowing future haircuts, capital controls
and the subordination of depositors in the hierarchy of claims to stabilise banks (a re-run of
the Cyprus model) is indicative of the corrupting influence of the FIRE sector. These
measures were previously unimaginable.

Any form of future stimulus will be ineffective if provided straight to banks because the flow
of credit requires willing and able borrowers. Accordingly, government spending must be
directed to the non-financial business and household sectors during any future economic
downturn or it will sit as excess reserves on bank balance sheets. As noted in the Chicago
Plan, the size of the credit cycle and ebullient financier tendencies could be significantly
moderated by the transition to 100 per cent reserve lending and backing for deposits, and
public control of the money supply via issuance of government money (equity) when banks
want to lend. The reluctance of any modern parliament to attempt comprehensive financial
reforms, despite the widespread economic damage caused since the GFC, demonstrates the
success the FIRE sector has in controlling the narrative of how to ‘solve’ the financial crisis it
has caused.

Serious reform of the FIRE sector never enters the public discourse and only innocuous
options are entertained during a crisis, like bailouts/bail-ins, large injections of central bank
money or the purchase of bank assets in a cash for asset swap to provide liquidity.
Unfortunately, simply imposing haircuts and throwing more money at a dysfunctional
system will not affect positive change when the foundations of the entire modern banking
system are rotten to the core. A co-opted media and a compliant legislative branch helps
actualise the plutonomy agenda, worsening wealth and income inequality. Media bias is
particularly noxious in Australia as it is one of the world’s most concentrated media sectors
and the ‘conservative’ views of the omnipresent Murdoch and Fairfax press continually
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demonise progressive political, economic and social policies, thus serving as an instrument
in the class war being waged by the 1%.

Rentier Drag on Economic Growth and Prosperity

Most economic recessions and depressions are linked to investor zeal for land market
speculation and a persistent decline in debt productivity associated with Ponzi finance. The
fall in income share of the productive sectors reduces effective demand and is principally
caused by private expropriation of rent, price-gouging by private monopolists and a
multitude of unnecessary taxes imposed on labour and capital. Since the early 20th century,
the contribution of land rent as a factor of production in Australia has gradually increased
due to the uplift in value associated with development and infrastructure. 574 Unfortunately,
the majority of land and other resource rents are not captured under current tax
arrangements. This is a large gift of unearned wealth and income to those who already have
substantial holdings of valuable land. The neoliberal policies of deregulation and the existing
burden of taxes on labour and capital have dramatically reduced their net earnings.

Effectively, government tax policy prioritises the capture of earned wealth and income over
that which is unearned, penalising the efforts of the productive. The tax system’s
architecture is regressive and substantially contributes to economic inequality and higher
unemployment, irrespective of the shrill cries of ‘class warfare’ used as a smokescreen every
time these faults are identified and substantial reforms are recommended. The prohibitive
price point to enter the land market reduces accessibility and the bargaining position of
tenants (mostly wage earners) is undermined by the insecurity of expensive accommodation.
Business owners do not benefit from high land prices either as land is a common input cost
of all production. The steep cost of purchasing or leasing land reduces a business owner’s
capacity for production and their ability to employ additional staff. Rising business costs are
passed onto consumers through higher prices for goods and services, stifling demand and
causing falling business investment and reduced competitiveness.
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Economic rents can be publicly captured (taxed) without adversely impacting production or
increasing costs. These kinds of taxes can replace the current sources of revenue, suggesting
taxes on labour and capital can be defrayed almost entirely. Revenue can only be sourced
from three elements of GDP: rent, wages and interest, represented as P (production) = R +
W + I. Interest applied to capital and the payment of wages to labour are legitimate costs of
production, but land rents are a surplus. It follows that greater capture of this publiclygenerated rent reduces the relative tax burden on households and firms, and increases the
overall returns to the economy.575 A comprehensive land value tax is essential to economic
health; otherwise, less of the economic pie is available in the form of returns to capital and
labour.576 Appropriate land taxation in the first instance would significantly reduce the scale
of privatised rent, indicating land prices and mortgage burdens would lose their
attraction.577

Land and property taxation reform also allows more accommodative monetary policy,
reduces the rate of return required to make investments viable, forces high-value land into
use, increases the supply of commercial and residential leases, strengthens the bargaining
position of tenants and property buyers relative to landowners and vendors, and permits
government to reduce taxes on goods and services, thereby limiting inflationary
pressures.578 Unfortunately, politicians tread carefully around this issue as owner-occupiers
and negatively-geared investors are a sizeable and vocal voting bloc. Urgently required
taxation reform is unlikely under such conditions, given the predictable reaction of the FIRE
sector. Consequently, landowners continue to receive the majority of the uplift in land
values despite not having earned it.579

Rentiers employ a range of tactics to divert public attention from the productivity-sapping
impact of high land prices. ‘Red or green tape’ or ‘high labour costs’, for instance, are
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commonly argued to hamper growth, and are well-rehearsed assertions the FIRE sector
repeatedly uses. These claims have no basis, except for select industries like the mining
sector which has experienced steep wage inflation in recent years. Under the neoliberal
agenda, blaming rising labour costs is a popular strategy, although the primary focus of the
rentier is on increasing the overall size and rate of privatised economic rent while
aggressively deflecting attempts to increase the public’s share.

Summary

It is unsurprising conventional economic theory does not highlight the damaging roles the
FIRE sector, private monopolists, economic rent and the exponential growth of private debt
play in causing asset cycles. Economic models taught as dogma in universities are
inadequate because they do not describe, or even acknowledge, the negative impact of the
FIRE sector’s excessive diversion of income from all other sectors of the economy, including
the stripping of industrial assets and natural resources. Conceding these facts would require
a substantial rewrite of modern economic policies. Vested interests will never admit
business cycles are strongly influenced by the formation and bursting of asset bubbles. The
parasitical rentier economy causes greater wealth and income inequality, enhances the
extraction and flow of economic rents into private hands and further shifts the relative tax
burden onto labour and capital. Substantial deadweight costs lead to greater
unemployment, lower wages and disposable incomes, and higher prices for goods and
services while reducing productivity and international competitiveness.

It is a logical impossibility for the 1% to accumulate proportionally greater amounts of
national wealth and income without compromising aggregate demand and causing an
economic downturn. The ‘multitudinous many’ (the 99%) drive economic activity in modern,
service-oriented economies.580 While industrial capitalism employs labour to produce goods
and services for sale, the financial capitalist economy extracts surpluses via interest rather
than profiting from productive ventures, and recycles this into more interest-bearing loans
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instead of investing in tangible capital formation.581 Mitigation of recurring land market
cycles requires greater public capture of land and resource rents to taper off the speculative
investor impulse and replace it with enthusiasm for productive enterprise. It is imperative
that significant tax and financial reforms are implemented to limit the damage wrought by
the FIRE sector in rentier-dominated capitalist economies.

Greater public capture of economic rents would dramatically boost GDP over successive
decades as the cost of conducting business falls, resulting in declining costs for purchasing
and leasing land.582 Effective demand would increase as taxes on production are reduced
and eventually eliminated while the pool of low-income individuals shrinks. Unfortunately,
the ineptitude of politicians and civic ignorance of economic rents will perpetuate negative
economic and social consequences: greater wealth and income disparities, a rising tax
burden on labour, cutbacks in government services and higher cost of living pressures.
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Part 3: Modern Australian Economic and Financial Settings
Examination of Australian economic history in Part 1 and the hybrid heterodox theory
explaining the credit cycle and asset bubbles outlined in Part 2 provides a framework to
assess the risk of financial instability in Australia. Progress in recent decades has been
marked by strong economic growth, rising productivity, low inflation, an increasing standard
of living and general prosperity. On the flip-side, this improvement has been accompanied
by “a housing affordability crisis, escalating debt levels, a substantial trade deficit, the
emerging threat of climate change and of course greatly increased social and economic
inequalities.”583

It is not clear the economy has overcome its historical vulnerabilities to the asset cycle,
despite its maturation over decades and integration into the global economy. There is still a
heavy reliance on exporting raw mining commodities to a small number of trading partners
and an elevated level of imported technological and capital goods (machinery and
equipment). Australia also has a persistent, decades-long current account deficit, and
financial and speculative investment in excess of domestic savings remains contingent on
the availability of foreign capital. The neoliberal agenda of deregulation and globalisation
has progressively weakened political and economic institutions that were once established
to protect the domestic economy, usually demanding that market-based considerations be
given precedence over the interests of the local citizenry. The international money markets
can also influence political decision-making via the value of the Australian dollar and
balance of payments.584

History links the real estate cycle to financial instability, with periods of investor and
financier exuberance in the land market typically driving prices well beyond fundamental
value. Investors eventually transition into Ponzi finance due to increasing debt burdens. An
eventual retreat in land prices is inevitable, following sustained deceleration in credit
growth that attends the peak of the bubble. This is accompanied by souring debts, large
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capital losses, higher unemployment, bankruptcies and rising stress in the financial system.
One dimension of modern financial instability can be assessed by applying Minsky’s
financing framework to the residential property market. Instability beckons when real
housing prices significantly diverge from long-term averages and become elevated relative
to income/GDP/rent ratios, net rental income flows become persistently negative, net yields
are historically low, and an elevated volume of sales (‘flipping’) is observed in the national
housing stock - a clear indicator of irrational exuberance.

The second dimension of instability relates to the financial sector. As providers of credit,
financiers are culpable for the steep rise in the ratio of private debt to GDP that underpins
Ponzi finance. Asset bubbles can be traced to financier enthusiasm, liberal lending standards
and the ability of debtors to service onerous debts. Financier exuberance also leads to
unbalanced asset portfolios, loan fraud, a high degree of leverage and a dangerous reliance
on foreign debt to finance rapid loan expansion. Falling debt productivity stems from the
chronic misallocation of credit that weakens economic growth, with income diverted to
repay rising principal and interest expenses for assets inflated in price. Asset bubbles
ultimately burst when a negative credit impulse triggers a Minsky moment and prompts an
unyielding fall in land prices. The deceleration in debt and eventual private sector
deleveraging significantly detracts from aggregate demand. Enduring debt deflation, rising
unemployment and souring debts cause financial distress as bank losses mount. Banker
pessimism during the bust inhibits economic recovery as lending is stifled by a heightened
sensitivity to credit risk and further possible losses.

A higher probability of financial instability is indicated by a range of factors: bank balance
sheets (loan portfolios) highly concentrated with Ponzi assets, similar sectoral loan profiles
and lending strategies that raise contagion risk, improper use of domestic and offshore
short-term wholesale debt to finance domestic speculation, overproduction/oversupply in
asset markets that outpaces effective demand, aggressive growth in branch networks, and
falling capital, liquidity and provisioning levels to withstand potential losses or bank runs.
Risk is further amplified if banks are highly leveraged or dependent on securitised funding
structures, a short average duration for maturing debt is present in the funding profile,
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assets under management sharply rises in a brief period, and weak prudential regulations
and enforcement measures are in effect.

The third dimension of financial instability relates to broader trade settings, global economic
conditions and policies implemented during an economic crisis. Australian trade history
demonstrates overreliance on a small number of export commodities, often to a few
countries undergoing temporary urbanisation and industrialisation booms. Consequently,
the mining cycle is particularly volatile, with swift changes in export prices/volumes and
capital investment. The ToT and national income can rapidly decline if commodity prices fall
alongside capital expenditure. Moreover, the reduced purchasing power of the Australian
dollar following exchange rate depreciation causes import costs to rise during a bust.
Extended mining booms hollow out the tradeables sector as comparative advantage is lost
via the rising dollar and the diversion of resources and labour to the mining sector. Rising
national income during a mining boom can disguise poor multi-factor productivity,
principally due to managerial failure to undertake innovative practices or adopt new
technologies via research and development, weakening capital productivity in the process.

A large mining or agricultural bust is an exogenous shock that can be cushioned by
significant government spending to boost the reduced incomes of both households and
businesses. A higher likelihood of financial instability is indicated when a large mining or
agricultural boom is extended in duration (indicated by an elevated ToT and strong
Australian dollar), Dutch Disease is evident in the tradeables sector, primary commodity
exports are insufficiently diversified and sold to a limited number of export partners,
productivity stagnates across multiple sectors of the economy, export partners exhibit
evidence of Ponzi finance underpinning the artificially high demand for commodities,
currency depreciation during the bust substantially increases business input costs, and
government implements austerity policies during a financial crisis instead of spending in a
counter-cyclical manner.
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3.1 Australia’s Housing Bubble as Minsky’s Ponzi Scheme
For nearly a decade, a great deal of debate has centred on the possible existence of a
housing bubble. This has been prompted by the colossal rises in residential prices, especially
in the capital cities. The concern is compounded by the economic and financial disasters
unfolding in the US and Eurozone nations, caused by the dramatic collapse of housing prices.
Presently, the US and PIIGS countries (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain) are
receiving media attention over the economic downturns they are experiencing. There is
growing fear Australia could suffer a similar fate if a housing bubble exists. A collapse would
have serious consequences for Australian households and the national economy.
Predictably, both the government and FIRE sector have issued assurances Australia does not
have a housing bubble and will not follow the same disastrous path. It is little wonder
Australians are worried about a bubble, for millions of employees and families are reliant on
both housing equity and stable employment to finance ever-growing household
expenditures.

As history has amply illustrated, the short-run economic effects during the boom phase of a
housing bubble may include low unemployment, rising incomes, increasing GDP and general
financial stability, but the debt deflation during the inevitable downturn devastates
household balance sheets. Nevertheless, government and welfare agencies have continually
raised concerns about housing affordability for first home buyers and the lack of an
adequate supply of rental properties for those unwilling or unable to purchase a home.
Australia’s devastating economic downturns described in Part 1 exhibit a number of trends
that help to establish whether a land market bubble exists. A bubble is considered probable
when housing and land prices strongly increase relative to economic indicators, including
inflation, incomes, rents and GDP. A useful benchmark is found in Minsky’s Financial
Instability Hypothesis, outlined in Part 2. Three conditions must be met to prove a bubble
exists: increases in real housing prices, a rising stock of mortgage debt and net rental
income losses. The purpose of this section is to review the evidence concerning these three
conditions and to assess if they currently exist.
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3.1.1 Real Housing Prices

Australian housing price statistics begin in 1880, a time of euphoric and quite irrational
expectations.585 While debt-financed speculation primarily took place in the commercial
land market, overvaluation also fed into the residential market. Real housing prices surged
by 32 per cent from 1887 to the peak in 1891, only to experience a collapse commensurate
in size during the 1890s depression. From then till the early 1920s, prices remained
relatively steady, rising briefly only to fall once more during the Great Depression. Prices
tracked the rate of inflation into WW2, with price controls introduced in 1942. When these
controls were lifted in 1949, the housing market rapidly surged, leading to the single largest
annual increase in real prices of 111 per cent.

Figure 3.1.1.1: Australian Real Housing Price Index 1880 - 2013 (1880 = 100)
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Source: ABS, Stapledon

Paul D. Egan and Philip Soos

From the end of the Great Depression until the late 1960s, the FIRE sector laid dormant. The
reassertion of FIRE sector dominance in the economy led to a simultaneous commercial and
residential property bubble that peaked in 1974. While this housing bubble partially
deflated during the late 1970s, another occurred during the early 1980s in Sydney. Real
prices rose by 37 per cent between 1977 and 1981, before slowly deflating by 20 per cent
585
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through to 1987. Melbourne soon followed, with its own housing bubble inflating real prices
by 26 per cent between 1982 and 1985. The massive commercial land bubble of the late
1980s fed into real housing prices, primarily in Sydney and Perth. In the space of two years
from 1987 to 1989, real prices in Sydney jumped by 56 per cent. After a minor downward
adjustment in the housing market across the capital cities in early 1990s, real prices tracked
the rate of inflation until skyrocketing several years later. Between the trough in 1996 and
apparent peak in 2010, real housing prices soared by 123 per cent.

Table 3.1.1.1: Australian Real Housing Price Cycles 1887 - 2012586
Cycle

Increase

Decrease

Downturn

Revert to Mean

1
2

32% (1887 - 1891)
25% (1920 - 1922)

-31% (1891 - 1898)
-21% (1922 - 1931)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

3

111% (1949 - 1950)

-26% (1950 - 1953)

Yes

No

4

22% (1953 - 1960)

-12% (1960 - 1961)

Yes

No

5

70% (1961 - 1974)

-16% (1974 - 1979)

Yes

No

6

10% (1979 - 1981)

-10% (1981 - 1983)

Yes

Yes

7

7% (1983 - 1985)

-5% (1985 - 1987)

Yes

Yes

8

39% (1987 - 1989)

-8% (1989 - 1991)

Yes

No

9

123% (1996 - 2010)

-9% (2010 - 2012)

Yes

No

An obvious feature of the table above is that every boom in prices has been followed by a
downturn, either reverting to mean or undergoing a partial readjustment. The gradual
upswing in the index from the late 1940s onwards is explained by a series of partial
adjustments. It remains to be seen whether the largest sustained boom on record will end
with prices falling slightly, reverting to mean or perhaps plummeting below the mean.
Housing prices for Australia’s two largest capital cities, Sydney and Melbourne, have tended
to track each other over the long-term. Both experienced a boom between 1996 and 2010,
with real prices increasing by 77 and 178 per cent for Sydney and Melbourne respectively,
though Sydney’s housing market stagnated between 2004 and 2010. The growth in
Melbourne’s housing prices has far outstripped Sydney’s, which may be the result of
Melbourne’s lower prices at the outset. As Sydney’s real median housing price in 1996 was
586
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$325,000, there was less room for prices to rise given the immense, existing mortgage
burden on households. In Melbourne, however, the median housing price in the same year
was $187,000; a substantial difference of 74 per cent given the similarity in household
incomes across the two cities.

Figure 3.1.1.2: Australian Capital Cities Housing Price Index 1880 - 2013 (1880 = 100)
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Figure 3.1.1.3: ABS Capital Cities Real Housing Price Index 1986 - 2013 (1986 = 100)
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Figure 3.1.1.4: ABS Capital Cities Real Housing Price Index 1986 - 2013 (1986 = 100)
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Figure 3.1.1.5: ABS Capital Cities Real Housing Price Index 1986 - 2013 (1986 = 100)
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Table 3.1.1.2: Capital City Real Housing Price Booms
Capital City

Trough

Peak

Change

Index

Sydney
Sydney

March 1996
1996

September 2013
2010

97%
77%

ABS
Stapledon

Melbourne

March 1996

June 2010

206%

ABS

Melbourne

1996

2010

178%

Stapledon

Brisbane

September 2000

March 2010

129%

ABS

Adelaide

December 1996

June 2010

142%

ABS

Perth

December 1996

March 2007

179%

ABS

Hobart

December 1998

March 2010

95%

ABS

Darwin

September 2001

June 2010

137%

ABS

Canberra

March 1997

March 2010

123%

ABS

Australia

March 1996

June 2010

131%

ABS

Australia

1996

2010

123%

Stapledon

The different results for Sydney, Melbourne and Australia are due to the methodological
differences between the ABS and Stapledon indexes. The ABS index is adjusted using the All
Groups CPI Excluding Housing deflator, is not adjusted for quality and is updated on a
quarterly basis. In contrast, the Stapledon index is deflated using the household final
consumption expenditure implicit price deflator, is adjusted for quality and is updated on an
annual basis.587 The Stapledon index is considered more accurate but lacks resolution due to
annual, rather than quarterly, data. The reason ABS results are higher than the Stapledon
series is likely due to the lack of quality adjustments, which has the effect of bearing down
on housing prices.

This data should be interpreted with caution as the ABS housing price data is beset with
issues uncorrected to this day. For instance, it uses a stratified methodology which controls
for some compositional changes but does not adjust for improvements in the quality of the
housing stock, and the data comprises two different series (1986-2005 and 2002-2013). The
former is not statistically adjusted to the methodology of the latter and the latter is not
backtracked to the beginning of the former. Finally, the ABS index only measures detached
587

The household final consumption expenditure implicit price deflator is preferred over the CPI as

it avoids breaks in the series and has less upwards substitution and quality bias in its measurement
(Stapledon 2012b: 5).
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dwellings (houses), and excludes apartments, units and townhouses, leading to concerns
about the accuracy of the index.588 Consequently, real housing prices for Brisbane, Adelaide,
Perth, Hobart, Darwin and Canberra are likely overstated due to issues with splicing the two
series together, along with a lack of quality adjustment.

All of Australia’s capital cities have experienced a boom in real housing prices beginning in
the latter half of the 1990s. Melbourne is the standout, with a 206 per cent (ABS) or 178 per
cent (Stapledon) surge in real prices between 1996 and the apparent peak in 2010. Perth
boomed during the mid-2000s, peaking in 2007 and has stagnated since. Brisbane, Adelaide,
Darwin and Canberra were laggard performers, and then surged throughout the mid-2000s
to post remarkable gains. Hobart grew the least, slightly below that of Sydney. The
residential property booms across Australia clearly fulfil the first condition of Minsky’s
definition of a bubble: a substantial increase in real housing prices.

588

See Irvine (2009) and Stapledon (2007: 17-20) for a discussion of these issues.
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3.1.2 Private Debt

The second requirement of a housing bubble is growth in private debt, specifically mortgage
debt. The following figure displays the long-term trend in total private debt, comprising nonfinancial business and household debt. In turn, household debt is the combination of
mortgage and personal debt. The rise and fall in these debt ratios correlate with, and as
argued in Part 2, cause the booms and busts in both commercial and residential land
markets.

Figure 3.1.2.1: Private Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1861 - 2013
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Paul D. Egan and Philip Soos

The decimation of the financial sector during the Great Depression, followed by the housing
price and rent controls during WW2, kept a lid on credit growth. When price controls were
lifted in 1949, the household debt to GDP ratio lifted slightly, funding a surge away from
rental accommodation towards owner-occupation. During the 1950s and into the mid-1960s,
both the business and household debt ratios remained steady, and then began to rise during
the late 1960s. The household and non-financial business debt ratios peaked in 1974, the
same year the dual residential and commercial land market bubble also peaked.
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Table 3.1.2.1: Private Gross Debt to GDP Ratio Cycles
Household

Non-Financial Business

Cycle

Trough

Peak

Trough

Trough

Peak

Trough

1
2

2% (1921)
4% (1946)

13% (1932)
23% (1974)

4% (1946)
19% (1977)

33% (1880)
22% (1928)

70% (1893)
33% (1932)

24% (1917)
15% (1945)

3

23% (1988)

98% (2010)

-

11% (1964)

23% (1974)

21% (1976)

4

21% (1976)

53% (1988)

40% (1995)

5

40% (1995)

49% (2002)

46% (2004)

6

46% (2004)

63% (2008)

49% (2013)

Throughout the late 1970s and 1980s, the household debt ratio remained steady. The nonfinancial business debt ratio, however, surged from the late 1970s onwards, peaking at 53
per cent in 1988. This growth fuelled the commercial land bubble which peaked in 1989. The
ratio eventually fell to a low of 40 per cent in 1995 before resuming its upward trajectory,
then dipping in 2002. Non-financial business debt grew rapidly through to 2008, peaking at
63 per cent when the GFC hit. As the business sector deleveraged, the ratio fell to 49 per
cent in 2013. The upswing in the total private debt ratio from the early 1990s was driven by
household debt. The household debt ratio boomed from 23 per cent in 1988 to a staggering
98 per cent in 2010, the same year real housing prices also peaked. Since then, the ratio has
fallen slightly by 3 percentage points to 95 per cent (2013) due to the adoption of
Australian’s more conservative approach to personal debt. 589 The bulk of household debt is
composed of mortgage debt, with a modest remainder of personal debt (credit cards and
small loans). In 2013, the mortgage and personal debt ratios were 86 and 9 per cent,
respectively. Mortgage debt, in turn, comprises both owner-occupier and investor debt.

The bulk of soaring mortgage debt consists of owner-occupier loans; an unsurprising finding
given the vast majority of the housing stock is owner-occupied. The proportion of homes
with a mortgage has increased since the mid-1990s, from 30 per cent in 1995 to 37 per cent
in 2012, while the number of homes without a mortgage fell from 42 to 31 per cent.
Investment properties (private landlords) have grown from 18 to 25 per cent of the housing

589

The slight fall in household debt in recent years is not caused by deleveraging, but growth in

nominal GDP outpacing that of private debt (dis-leveraging).
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stock.590 What is less recognised is the steep rise in lending for residential investment. In
1990, owner-occupier loans comprised $67 billion or 86 per cent of mortgage debt, while
investment loans totalled $11 billion (14 per cent). By 2013, these figures were $876 billion
(68 per cent) and $420 billion (32 per cent), respectively.

Investors have assumed greater amounts of debt relative to owner-occupiers during the
Ponzi finance boom, fuelling the escalation in real housing prices. In June 2013, mortgages
with an LVR of 80 per cent and above accounted for more than 30 per cent of new loan
approvals by the Big Four. Interest-only loans comprised almost 40 per cent of approvals, a
rate slightly higher than in recent years.591 The high proportion of these loans presents risks
rarely mentioned: the lack of equity built up within the loan’s interest-only period (through
non-repayment of principal) and the high degree of leverage prompted by the investor
cohort’s faulty assumption that housing prices will always increase. Rising interest rates,
weakening labour market conditions and falling household equity may inhibit the
refinancing of loans, compounding difficulties for borrowers unable to sell their home in a
depressed market.

Figure 3.1.2.2: Interest-Only Loans (% of Total) by Borrower 2008 - 2013
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Bennet (2013).
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Not only has the stock of mortgage debt increased relative to the size of the economy, it has
also risen against household disposable income, soaring from 47 per cent in 1990 to a peak
of 153 per cent in 2006, then stabilising. Remarkably, while interest rates are presently at a
record low, the interest burden is greater than during the late 1970s and 1980s, despite the
higher interest rates of that period. The housing debt to assets ratio has steadily climbed
since 1988, even though the denominator (debt) has influenced the rise in the numerator
(asset values or housing prices).

Figure 3.1.2.3: Private Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1977 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.2.4: Household Debt to Disposable Income Ratios 1977 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.2.5: Interest Payments to Disposable Income Ratios 1977 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.2.6: Household Debt to Assets Ratios 1977 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.2.7: Assets to Disposable Income Ratios 1977 - 2013
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The stock of household and non-financial business debt may be understated as the RBA
appears to report this data on a consolidated, rather than unconsolidated basis.
Consolidated debt reports debt that is netted out within the sector, and only records the
debts owed to other sectors, whereas unconsolidated debt is the actual debt a sector owes,
irrespective of to whom. For the household sector, the difference between both measures is
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likely to be small, as few households own the debts of others and almost all household debt
is owed to a different sector, namely the banks. For non-financial business debt, firms are
more likely to own the debts of others, so the difference between the stock of consolidated
and unconsolidated debt is greater. Caution must be taken when using measures of
consolidated debt due to the assumption of intra-sector solvency; an assumption the GFC
revealed to be precarious. Consolidated debts disguise the risk of intra-sector debts that can
become overwhelming and threaten financial stability.

Figure 3.1.2.8: Private Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1978 - 2013
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Recently, the BIS created a database of private credit statistics. Such data are rarely
measured, unlike public debts.592 To maintain international consistency, the BIS reports
unconsolidated debt. In 2013, the household gross debt to GDP ratio was 110 per cent (BIS)
and 95 per cent (RBA), while the non-financial business ratio was 73 per cent (BIS) and 49
per cent (RBA). Predictably, the gap between consolidated and unconsolidated household
debts was moderate at 15 per cent, while the gap between business debts was larger at 24
per cent. As of 2013, total unconsolidated private debt (combining household and nonfinancial business debt) was $2.8 trillion dollars, or 183 per cent of GDP, whereas the RBA’s
consolidated figures shows a total of $2.2 trillion, equivalent to 143 per cent of GDP.
592

Dembiermont et al. (2013).
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Unfortunately, the non-banking financial sector private debt ratio is not available as a series,
though it is estimated to be 91 per cent in 2011.593 A rough estimate of the total private
sector debt ratio for 2013 is 234 per cent (143 plus 91 per cent), far above the public debt
ratio. On an international basis, Australia is near the top of the most highly leveraged
countries. Most of these have capitulated into debt deflation via the bursting of housing
bubbles.594

The private debt ratio clearly follows an exponential trend, beginning in 1964 at 25 per cent
and peaking at 158 per cent in 2008.595 The non-financial business debt ratio also peaked in
2008 at 63 per cent, the second highest ratio since 1893, but has deleveraged strongly since.
The household sector powered on through the GFC to post a record ratio of 98 per cent in
2010; the same year real housing prices also peaked. Over the last few years, both
household and non-financial business debt ratios have remained steady, reducing aggregate
demand. If not for the significant increase in public debt when the GFC occurred in 2008,
Australia’s economic performance would be anaemic. The lowest interest rate in sixty years
(2.5 per cent) has reduced the financial strain faced by the household sector, but equally
provides an incentive for investors to leverage further and increase the mortgage debt ratio
past the 2010 peak. With little room to cut interest rates further, the repayment burden
cannot fall much lower. It is clear the exponential growth in the mortgage debt ratio over
the last two decades, alongside the escalation in real housing prices, meets the second
requirement of Minsky’s definition of a housing bubble. Never before has household debt
risen as fast and as far in history, fuelling the greatest land market bubble on record.

593

Nie (2011: 26); Roxburgh et al. (2012: 5). This form of private debt is the driver of stock market

bubbles; if a time series were made available, it would correlate with the trend in stock prices.
594

Dembiermont et al. (2013); Nie (2011: 26); Roxburgh et al. (2012: 5).

595

RBA consolidated debt ratio.
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3.1.3 Net Rental Income Flows

The third and final condition of a housing bubble requires evidence owner-occupiers and
property investors, on aggregate, are making imputed and actual net rental income losses.
Investors transition to Ponzi finance units when income flows are insufficient to meet the
repayment of principal and interest on loans, including expenses. The only avenue for
investors to make a profit is through capital gain. Moderate net rental income losses are not
necessarily an issue, as negative gearing may be an individually rational financial strategy if
investors gain through increases in real housing prices (total returns). Net rental income
losses do become a major problem, however, if rises in housing prices are prompted by
debt-financed speculation and investors, on aggregate, transition from hedge to speculative
to Ponzi finance. As real housing prices cannot continue to be indefinitely driven solely by
mortgage debt growth, prices must slow, peak and retreat, eventually resulting in both net
rental income and capital losses. Without the expectation of further capital gain, investors
will sell out in large numbers to sterilise risk and realise any paper gains made.

Figure 3.1.3.1: Total Housing Investor Real Net Rental Income 1979 - 2012
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Figure 3.1.3.2: Average Real Net Rental Income per Investor 1979 - 2012
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Figure 3.1.3.3: Total Housing Investor Real Net Rental Income by State - 2012
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Figure 3.1.3.4: Average Real Net Rental Income per Investor by State - 2012
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Aggregate net rental income of the investment property stock displayed a positive trend
from the end of the 1970s through the 1980s, with the average net rental income per
investor peaking in 1979 and aggregate income peaking in 1980. Net rental income turned
negative between 1989 and 1992 as the late 1980s commercial property bubble fed into the
housing market, alongside a rapid increase in the mortgage debt to GDP ratio from 1988.
When real housing prices deflated slightly during the early 1990s recession, net rental
incomes became positive once more. The performance of the investor stock was haphazard
throughout the 1990s, with net rental incomes barely positive, and sometimes negative. As
the mortgage debt ratio escalated, net rental incomes finally entered a sustained decline in
2001. Net rental income losses were just over $1 billion, increasing to $9.7 billion in 2008 as
the cash rate peaked at 7.2 per cent. As the rate was rapidly cut to 3 per cent in 2009,
investor losses eased to $5.1 billion dollars in the following year, even as mortgage debt
reached its historical peak. In 2012, the last year for which taxation data is available, income
losses rose again to $8 billion, the fourth largest absolute loss on record. Economist Gerard
Minack notes:

Australian Tax Office data confirm that residential investment is a poor investment:
total rent has not covered total costs since FY2000 (again, the date the bubble
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started to inflate). In short, this is an investment that depends on capital gain for its
payback. With net income not even covering interest charges, this is a classic Hyman
Minsky Ponzi scheme. Ponzi owns the house, and he's betting that house prices keep
rising.596

The data indicates that interest payments, rather than expenses, are the primary cause for
negative net rental income. Property expenses have consistently trended at around 50 per
cent of gross income from 1993 to 2012; demonstrating increasing losses are the result of a
growing interest payment burden. This finding accords with the rapid rise in the stock of
mortgage debt and the increase in interest rates until 2008. In that year, total costs were
136 per cent of gross rental income, falling to 123 per cent in 2012. As the cash rate is now
at a historical low, the interest burden on property investors is expected to ease. It is
important to note the principal payments are not included in the data because deduction of
principal is not permitted against gross rental income. If it were, the recorded net rental
income losses would become even larger.

Figure 3.1.3.5: Property Investor Costs (% of Gross Rental Income) 1993 - 2012
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Figure 3.1.3.6: Property Investor Costs (% of Gross Rental Income) by State - 2012
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Figure 3.1.3.7: Number of Property Investors by Gearing 1994 - 2012
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It is unlikely net rental income will become positive any time soon. There is little room to cut
the cash rate further, and both the mortgage debt ratio and growth in rents have
moderated across Australia. A substantial decrease in interest payments will only occur
when housing prices and the mortgage debt ratio fall. Financial stress on property investors
is at a historical high, for the majority are negatively-geared and some have made capital
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losses since real housing prices peaked in 2010. In 1994 there were 980,470 investors, with
480,735 (49 per cent) positively-geared and 499,735 (51 per cent) negatively-geared. The
number of investors increased to 1,895,775 in 2012, up 93 per cent, with 629,230 (33 per
cent) positively-geared and 1,266,545 (67 per cent) negatively-geared. 597 What is
remarkable is the relative and absolute growth of negatively-geared investors, increasing by
153 per cent between 1994 and 2012. During the same period, the number of positivelygeared investors only rose by 31 per cent. Clearly, the trend shows a greater proportion of
property investors becoming negatively-geared over time. Minack continues:

Not only is the aggregate private rental market a loss-making affair, but a rising share of
landlords are making rental losses. The percentage of landlords claiming a rental loss
(that is, rent not covering interest and other costs) has increased from 50% to 70% over
the past decade. It's not just that there are more landlords, there are more loss-making
landlords. This matters a lot. Much of the discussion on the residential market
concentrates on owner-occupiers. But arguably property investors represent a
significantly larger risk if they became widespread sellers of their loss-making
investments.598

Not only is the investment stock incurring net rental income losses, the entire housing stock
is.599 Owner-occupiers, who dominate the housing stock, appear less leveraged than their
investor counterparts, which is why it took until 2004 for net losses to occur. It is an
ominous sign that both the owner-occupier and investment stocks have transitioned to
Ponzi finance, even if the former are not intending to speculate.
597

This is not a complete number of property investors in Australia given the ATO records the

number of properties held by individuals, not companies and trusts. Investment properties can be
solely or jointly owned, and bought and sold during the same year, resulting in duplicate records
generated for the same property. Further, not all investors complete their property schedule
documents.
598

Minack (2010).

599

This refers to the imputed rent for owner-occupiers and actual rent for property investors. Data

for the total housing stock are based on ABS estimates derived from censuses, whereas data from
the ATO are based on property schedules.
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Figure 3.1.3.8: Aggregate Housing Stock Real Net Rental Income 1990 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.3.9: Housing Stock Costs (% of Gross Rental Income) 1990 - 2013
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Both the entire and investment housing stocks have incurred net rental income losses since
2004 and 2001, respectively. As the interest payment burden peaked in 2008, so did the
losses. Property investors have not been able to profit from rental income, on aggregate,
from 2001 onwards, with capital gain the only avenue for profit. The losses are larger than
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indicated because principal payments are excluded. Individually, the strategy of negative
gearing is rational if owners can bear financing the loss from their wages. Socially, this
strategy is irrational because an investor horde has embraced the strategy of Ponzi finance.
Once capital gains plateau and then invert, mass holdings will require liquidation or
recapitalisation, collapsing the land market bubble and devastating the economy. Since real
housing prices in most capital cities have either fallen or remained steady since the 2010
peak, investors have experienced losses in both net rental income and capital prices. Those
who joined the frenzy in recent years are not in a sound financial position, especially when
opportunity costs are considered. It is important to note the two different categories of
negatively-geared investor: the first is a pure speculator who disregards rental income,
while the second is negatively-geared as part of a long-term strategy to eventually realise a
positive net rental income. The escalating proportion of negative-geared investors suggests
most are engaged in speculation.

All three conditions of Minsky’s definition of an asset bubble have been met for the housing
market: the rise in real housing prices, the mortgage debt to GDP ratio and net rental
income losses. This is the necessary proof Australia developed a housing bubble from 2001
onwards. It is unlikely the housing market will become positively-geared, on aggregate,
given the tremendous stock of mortgage debt. The RBA can help to reduce the interest
payment burden by cutting the cash rate (assuming lenders follow suit), but net losses may
not ease in proportion because lower interest rates provide investors with an incentive to
increase leverage. The cash rate was increased during the mid-2000s, but mortgage debt
kept on accelerating while net rental income losses mounted. The improbability of the RBA
reducing rates far below 2 per cent indicates investors are set to experience net rental
income losses for years to come.
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3.1.4 Price to Rent Ratio and Rental Yields

The price to earnings (P/E) ratio is a fundamental measure of valuation for financial
investments, indicating how much an investor is willing to pay for each dollar of earnings. As
the Financial Instability Hypothesis suggests, an investor is engaged in Ponzi finance when
the income flow from an asset is insufficient to pay down either the principal or interest
(including expenses) on the debt used to purchase the asset. This analysis is equally true for
both shares and housing. Debt cannot continue to increase indefinitely because income
flows cannot. The price to rent (P/R) ratio is the equivalent of the P/E ratio in the housing
market and an elevated ratio is considered a warning sign of a bubble (the P/R ratio is the
inverted yield).600 Leverage increases housing prices, not rental incomes, and can lead to a
significant divergence between prices and rents. The denominator (rents) is anchored to
wages, so tenants cannot rent above their capacity to pay. The threat of tenant vacancy
provides for a competitive rental market that helps stabilise rents. It is the increase in the
numerator (prices) that causes the ratio to rise. Bubble-inflated prices in a housing market
cause the ratio to substantially deviate from the long-term mean.

The long-term trend confirms the price to rent ratio rises when the residential land market
inflates. A number of bubbles during the mid-1970s and 1980s lifted the ratio, before falling
as overvalued housing prices dropped during the busts. The colossal rise during the late
1940s and early 1950s was caused by a severe market readjustment after price and rent
controls imposed during WW2 were lifted. In recent times, the gross P/R ratio increased
from 21 to 35 (trough to peak) between 1997 and 2007. The latter year posted the highest
ratio on record, but moderated between 2007 and 2010 when rents surged due to high
population growth and a collapse in housing construction. The ratio increased during the
2009-10 rise in housing prices, but has since fallen away on the back of steady prices and
modest rental growth.

600

The Economist (2013). It is important that a proper comparison between prices and rents be

made via quality adjustments to ensure accuracy of yields and the P/R ratio (Hill and Syed 2012).
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Figure 3.1.4.1: Residential Property Price to Rent Ratios 1901 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.4.2: Residential Property Yields 1901 - 2013
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Property investors seek to profit in two ways: through rental incomes and rising capital
values predicated on growing rents. In an efficient housing market, the contribution of both
factors will provide sound returns. During a housing bubble, investors focus solely on capital
gain and dismiss fundamental metrics like the asset’s yield, explaining the attractiveness of
negative gearing. The energetic pursuit of capital gains has a curious corollary. The belief in
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strong future rental income growth requires an uninterrupted mass delusion, even over a
short period of time, to deceive investors into entering the property market on the basis of
yield. Minack’s analysis of the P/R ratio and residential yields arrives at the same conclusion,
noting the paltry returns of housing investment in Australia:

The (obvious) fact that the net rental yield is significantly below the gross rental yield
has two important implications. First, it means that property on a yield basis is now far
more expensive than the most commonly used investment measures suggest. The gross
rental yield of about 3% implies a net rental yield of less than 1%. On a price/earnings
basis, residential housing is an investment asset with a P/E of more than 100. 601

Nationwide housing gross and net yields were 3.9 and 1.9 per cent in 2013, with investors
bearing capital, interest, liquidity and insolvency risks, including that of incompetent
property managers and troublesome tenants. On a yield basis, housing investment is
irrational based on higher returns and lower risks existing elsewhere. An obvious alternative
are term deposits, bearing no costs aside from reduced returns if called in early, so the gross
and net yields are equivalent. In 2013, a 3-year term deposit returned a gross yield of 4 per
cent, and with net yields presumably equivalent, the net return is more than double that of
housing, with lower risk. Unlike term deposits, however, housing also provides returns
through increases in capital values. If housing prices increase significantly, the return can
more than compensate for the difference in the net yield relative to term deposits (the total
return). If the reduction in gross and net property yields has been driven by surging capital
prices – rents and prices have not risen in tandem – this serves as an obvious indicator of a
bubble. Faltering real housing prices and waning confidence gradually drives investors from
the market, as they cannot indefinitely hold assets offering substandard yields.

601

Minack (2008).
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Figure 3.1.4.3: 3-year Term Deposit Gross Yield ($10,000) 1982 - 2014
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Table 3.1.4.1: Australian Capital City Yields - 2013602
Gross Yield
City

Houses

Estimated Net Yield
Expenses

Units

RP Data

APM

RP Data

APM

Sydney
Melbourne

3.9%
3.4%

4.4%
4.3%

4.7%
4.2%

4.9%
4.6%

Brisbane

4.6%

5.2%

5.5%

Adelaide

4.3%

4.9%

Perth

4.2%

Hobart

Houses

Units

RP Data

APM

RP Data

APM

47%
48%

2.1%
1.8%

2.3%
2.2%

2.5%
2.2%

2.6%
2.4%

5.4%

62%

1.7%

2.0%

2.1%

2.1%

4.9%

5.3%

55%

1.9%

2.2%

2.2%

2.4%

4.9%

4.8%

5.3%

50%

2.1%

2.5%

2.4%

2.7%

5.3%

5.6%

5.6%

5.5%

50%

2.7%

2.8%

2.8%

2.8%

Darwin

6.0%

5.1%

6.2%

5.8%

52%

2.9%

2.5%

3.0%

2.8%

Canberra

4.4%

4.7%

5.2%

5.4%

62%

1.7%

1.8%

2.0%

2.0%

Australia

3.9%

-

4.7%

-

52%

1.9%

-

2.3%

-

602

RP Data-Rismark and APM data are for December 2013 (RP Data 2014: 3 - Table 1D; APM 2014: 3).

Expenses as a percentage of gross rental income is derived from ATO taxation statistics for
investment properties by state/territory in 2012 (ATO 2014b).
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Table 3.1.4.2: Australian Capital City P/R Ratios - 2013
Gross P/R Ratio
City

Houses

Estimated Net P/R Ratio

Units

Houses

Units

RP Data

APM

RP Data

APM

RP Data

APM

RP Data

APM

Sydney
Melbourne

25.6
29.4

22.7
23.3

21.3
23.8

20.6
21.7

48.4
56.6

42.8
44.8

40.1
45.8

38.8
41.7

Brisbane

21.7

19.3

18.2

18.5

57.2

50.9

47.8

48.7

Adelaide

23.3

20.3

20.4

18.9

51.7

45.2

45.4

42.1

Perth

23.8

20.3

20.8

18.9

47.6

40.6

41.7

37.7

Hobart

18.9

17.7

17.9

18.1

37.7

35.5

35.7

36.2

Darwin

16.7

19.5

16.1

17.2

34.7

40.7

33.6

35.8

Canberra

22.7

21.4

19.2

18.7

59.8

56.4

50.6

49.1

Australia

25.6

-

21.3

-

53.4

-

44.3

-

Even at currently low interest rates, rational investors can receive superior net yields from
term deposits, suggesting investors remain in the market for capital gain and not for the
expected growth in rents. Similarly elevated ratios for equities would indicate overvaluation
and a bubble in prices. Typically, a P/E ratio of 20 or more for a stock implies overvaluation
unless significant forward earnings growth justifies the high price. During the Dot-Com
bubble of the late 1990s, the US P/E ratio peaked at 47.2 in March 2000, with investors
willing to overlook this fundamental metric in the expectation of further price rises.603
Corporate profitability and earnings had actually fallen during the Dot-Com bubble, casting
further doubt that the divergence between prices and earnings were based on fundamental
factors.604 As history later showed, the P/E ratio merited close attention and was certainly
not to be ignored, despite the irrational exuberance of Internet stock spruikers during this
period.605

603

Real S&P Composite Index divided by the ten-year moving average real earnings on the index

(Shiller 2005: 5-6).
604

Hartcher (2005). In 2014, global stock markets also demonstrate high P/E ratios on average,

despite economic problems in a host of developed nations that will depress long-term profitability
and earnings growth.
605

Baker and Rosnick (2005).
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Neoclassical theory stipulates in an efficient property market operating in equilibrium, the
all-in risk and tax-adjusted cost of purchasing a property (including expenses) should equal
the cost of renting it. 606 If buying is more expensive than renting, then supposedly rational
individuals will change their preference by selling, taking the arbitrage profit and shifting to
the rental market, thus driving down housing prices and increasing rents until the cost of
buying equals the cost of renting. This scenario is a special case, however, given the
assumption of purchase with 100 per cent leverage, which is not overly realistic. 607 During
the boom phase of a bubble, many buyers may come close to an LVR of 100 per cent or
even above as the US experience has shown.608

The tax benefits for owning property relative to renting in Australia are substantial and
amplify the magnitude of the housing bubble. Tax expenditures (deviations from the
commonly accepted tax structure) help explain the attraction of property investment. For
owner-occupiers, generous concessions include exemptions from capital gains and state
government land taxes, and imputed rent from income tax. Investors benefit from the 50
per cent capital gains discount and their ability to negatively gear, that is, deduct a portion
of a net rental loss against an unrelated tax liability (labour income tax). Tenants receive the
least benefit, with an exemption from GST on rental payments and indirect assistance via
the non-taxation of imputed rent, arising from subsidies that result in below-market
rents.609 Another indirect benefit of this taxation arrangement is the public may form a
collective bias towards property ownership and investment if it is considered a hedge
against inflation. 610

With generous tax expenditures, housing prices can be expected to trend higher relative to
comparable rents, especially if owners anticipate real prices will continue to rise and
incorporate a price premium. In these circumstances, owners are willing to trade poor yields
606

Wood and Watson (2001).

607

Stapledon (2007: 312-313).

608

Chomsisengphet and Pennington-Cross (2006).

609

Yates (2009: 1).

610

Dwyer (2003b: 38-39).
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for nominal housing prices that grow above the rate of inflation. Effectively, this trade off
can be maintained indefinitely if principal and interest payments do not rise above the
owners’ ability to service them. Property ownership returns considerable benefits from tax
expenditures and in its role as a hedge against inflation, partially explaining why owners
accept a trade-off between rises in real housing prices and net rental income losses (or low
real yields). Tax advantages, however, are insufficient to explain the scale of the recent
boom in real housing prices, suggesting the extraordinary rise in mortgage debt is the real
culprit. As prices are driven by debt-financed speculation, these tax expenditures, while
initially beneficial to property owners, merely serve to magnify the speculative impulse of
the bubble by increasing the attractiveness of housing investment.

The significant divergence between US housing prices and rents before the bubble collapsed
was a source of confusion, invalidating capital theory as owners failed to realise substantial
arbitrage profits. Arguments were offered to explain this away: information asymmetries,
impeded dwelling construction and high transaction costs were apparently the cause of
imperfections in housing markets.611 One study correctly concluded the price to rent ratio
served as a useful indicator of housing valuation. When this theory was put to the test using
US data, it became apparent a housing bubble existed. A flurry of counter-arguments was
then put forward describing the discrepancy as an aberration of imperfect data and
simplistic models.612

The real fault lies with assuming private debt does not affect land prices and that housing
markets operate in equilibrium in accordance with the EMH. A significant and growing
divergence between prices and rents cannot occur by a priori definition. As covered in Part 2,
there is no room within equilibrium theory for the divergence between prices and rents to
be explained by endogenous factors, specifically debt-financed speculation. The unrealism
of equilibrium theory led some mainstream economists to understand fundamental factors
were not the cause of the divergence between prices and rents, concluding correctly that a
bubble existed in housing prices. Even though there are benefits to property ownership in
611

Verbrugge (2008).

612

Gallin (2008).
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the US, for instance, mortgage interest and property tax deductibility, this still could not
explain the steep growth in real housing prices dissociated from fundamental metrics.613
Clearly, the divergence between prices and rents were not caused by fundamental or
exogenous factors, but by investors engaging in Ponzi finance. In the US, the P/R ratio was a
useful indicator of valuation that explained something was amiss with real housing prices.
Just as most economists ignored the record-high ratio during the Dot-Com bubble in 2000,
this strong justification was likewise disregarded.614 Economist Dean Baker explains:

It should not be surprising that these indexes would tend to move at approximately
the same pace, since the movements in one index should affect the movements in
the other index. For example, if the cost of buying a home rises sharply, as it has in
recent years, it would be expected that this would get passed on in higher rents, as
owners of rental units attempt to recoup higher purchase prices from their tenants.
Similarly, if rents begin to fall, or at least not keep pace with inflation, it is
reasonable to expect that this would eventually exert downward pressure on home
prices. As tenants are able to get better deals on rent, they will be less anxious to
rush out to buy homes. Also, potential homebuyers who are interested in renting
out housing units would be willing to pay less for homes as rents drop. 615

A report by property research firm RP Data confirms that Australian housing prices are
overvalued relative to rents as of June 2013. The results show buying is relatively more
expensive than renting in the vast majority of suburbs, more so in capital cities than regional
or remote locations. Four scenarios of debt-financed acquisition were analysed for both
houses and units: a principal and interest loan on a variable rate mortgage (692 suburbs are
cheaper to buy than rent), a variable rate interest-only loan (2,778), a fixed rate three-year
principal and interest loan (864) and a three-year fixed rate interest-only loan (3,230). The
variable and fixed mortgage rates were assumed to be 5.4 and 5.15 per cent, respectively,
with an LVR of 90 per cent.616 The report covered a total of 5,323 suburbs, duplicated to
613

Baker (2002a, 2002b); Baker and Rosnick (2005); Talbott (2003, 2006).

614

Baker and Rosnick (2005).

615

Baker (2002a: 9).

616

RP Data (2013: 2).
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maintain an accurate comparison between buying and renting for both houses and units.
The principal and interest loan on a variable rate mortgage is considered the benchmark
mortgage; only 692 out of 5,232 or 13 per cent of suburbs were cheaper to buy than rent.

Unfortunately, this methodology ignores the many costs of ownership: maintenance,
council rates, water and sewerage, land tax, body corporate levies, stamp duty, legal and
conveyancing fees, and lenders mortgage insurance if the LVR is greater than 80 per cent.617
These costs are substantial, given property investor expenses equated to 52 per cent of
gross rental income for 2012 and an estimated 64 per cent for the total housing stock as of
2013.618 Owner-occupiers and investors must pay all these costs, whereas tenants avoid
them almost entirely and do not bear the risk of falling capital values.619 Were these costs
factored in, the number of suburbs where it is more affordable to buy would be significantly
lower than 13 per cent. While this report provides a basic comparison between the costs of
owning and renting, the result is unequivocal: even after half a decade of strong growth in
real rents, it is still cheaper to rent than buy in the vast majority of suburbs.620

In Australia, the divergence between prices and rents, as measured by the P/R ratio, has
been driven by rising housing prices rather than falling rents. From the trough in 1997, the
gross and net P/R ratio increased from 21 and 38, respectively, to a peak of 35 and 71 in
2007, before falling to 27 and 54 in 2013. According to neoclassical theory, this should not
be happening. Fundamentals cannot explain why real housing prices have boomed since
1996 without a comparable rise in rents. As the history of the P/R ratio shows, rises have
been matched by falls, based on Ponzi finance sustaining housing price booms rather than
supply and demand. It is remotely possible the escalation of the ratio to its highest point on

617

RP Data (2013: 3). ATO (2014b) provides a comprehensive list of property expenses.

618

ABS (2013b: Table 49); ATO (2014b); Stapledon (2007: 260).

619

Of course, tenants face the risk of volatile rents (Sinai and Souleles 2005).

620

RP Data (2013: 2) asks prospective buyers the question “What if you were willing to spend an

extra $50 per week?” The result shows the number of suburbs where it is more affordable to buy
rises substantially. It is never asked how many suburbs become more affordable to rent if tenants
were willing to spend an extra $50 per week.
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record in 2007 (and the still substantial overvaluation as of 2013) could be based on
fundamental factors, but in all probability, this latest episode is no different from those in
the past. As Baker explained, “No one can produce an explanation as to how fundamental
factors can lead to a run-up in home sale prices, but not rents.”621

621

Baker (2004). Dean Baker, economist and co-director of the Center for Economic and Policy

Research, Washington D.C., was one of a handful of economists to successfully identify the US
housing bubble and predict the GFC. In 2002, Baker issued his warnings, acted on his own advice by
selling his condominium in 2004 for $445,000, then began renting. The sale resulted in a real gain of
158 per cent as the original purchase price was $160,000 in 1996 (Baker 2009: 67-68).
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3.1.5 Price to Income Ratios

The price to income ratio (P/I) is another fundamental indicator of residential property
valuation, also referred to as the median multiple. It is expressed by dividing the median
house price (numerator) by the median household income (denominator), providing a
simple measure to assess the number of years of household income required to purchase a
median-priced house. As the state of finance transitions from hedge to speculative and
finally to Ponzi, the P/I ratio is expected to rise as housing prices surge but household
incomes grow more slowly, usually just above the rate of inflation. In a housing bubble, it is
nearly impossible for household incomes to match the growth in prices, even if the boom
phase results in a relatively low unemployment rate and a consumption boom. The P/I ratio
should be used with caution in measuring residential housing affordability and valuation as
there are methodological issues which limits its accuracy. For instance, the ratio ignores the
impact of interest rates, overlooks residential submarkets which may be more affordable
than the ratio suggests, excludes the possibility of properties being purchased outright with
cash, and dismisses the possibility of households devoting a larger proportion of their
income to mortgage payments.622

Despite these issues, there are alternative measures available that provide a more precise
accounting of housing affordability.623 Regardless of the methodology employed, the P/I
ratio should increase significantly if a housing bubble exists. It is important to note the
different methods of constructing the P/I ratio leads to variance in the collection of price
and income data. Using averages skews results upward, as datasets are disproportionately
affected by a small cluster of very high prices and incomes. This may not be an issue when
average values are used to construct both the numerator and denominator, as higher
average values may have the effect of cancelling each other out. To counter the skewed
results averages cause, median values are preferred in providing a more accurate
assessment of prices and incomes, as they measure the middle value of a dataset.

622

Phibbs and Gurran (2008); Phillips (2011: 25).

623

O’Flynn (2011); Yates and Milligan (2007).
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Property values in capital cities are typically higher than those outside (defined as regional
areas), reflecting the locational premium to the built environment. Using capital city prices
alone at the state and national level may distort P/I ratios if a substantial proportion of
residential properties are located in regional areas. This is not the case in Australia as the
vast majority of the population (66 per cent, 14.7 million people) reside in coastal capital
cities.624 Care should be taken in determining what kind of prices are used, given the
dwelling stock is not comprised of single detached houses only; townhouses, units, pairs,
and apartments (broadly defined as units) are a large proportion of the total stock.
According to the 2011 ABS Census, 75.6 per cent of dwellings were detached houses, semidetached/terrace house/townhouse (9.9 per cent), flat/unit/apartment (13.6 per cent) and
the remainder was categorised as other. 625

Prices tend to be higher for detached dwellings than for units, with the former more
representative of the dwelling stock composition. Any distortion in the data arising from
using either housing or unit prices can be overcome if the denominator is likewise derived
from the same type of property.626 The following table displays the various dwelling price
and household income estimates for the Australian housing market: clearly there are large
differences depending on the methodology employed. Predictably, average measures of
housing and unit prices are greater than medians due to the upward bias driven by a small
proportion of high-value residential properties, with capital city properties considerably
more valuable than those in regional areas. Houses also tend to be more expensive than
units.

624

ABS (2011). 7.59 million (34 per cent) resided in regional and remote parts of Australia.

625

ABS (2012). ‘Pairs’ refers to a single detached house split evenly in two to create adjoining units.

626

Thus the ratios provided by Demographia and AMP.NATSEM may be slightly overstated as they

use median housing prices for the numerator but median household income for the denominator
irrespective of the type of dwelling. It is likely household incomes for single detached houses would
be greater than the median household income for all dwellings.
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Table 3.1.5.1: Measures of Housing Prices and Household Incomes (2009/10, $’000) 627
Component

Median

Average

Australia wide - dwellings
Australia wide - houses

408
411

502
517

Australia wide - units

387

453

Capital cities - dwellings

487

564

Regional areas - dwellings

319

N/A

N/A
61

111
74

Capital cities - survey measure

66

80

Regional areas - survey measure

53

65

Dwellings

Household Income
Australia wide - national accounts
Australia wide - survey measure

An important factor in constructing an accurate P/I ratio is ensuring the most relevant
measure of household income is used. In Australia, the two most common measures are
derived from the national accounts and ABS surveys of households, with the latter
comprising the 1981/82 Income and Housing Survey; the 1986 Income Distribution Survey;
the 1990 Survey of Income and Housing Costs and Amenities; the 1999/00 and 2000/01
Survey of Income and Housing Costs; the 1994/95, 1995/96, 1996/97, 1997/98, 2002/03,
2005/06 and 2007/08 Survey of Income and Housing; the 1988/89, 1993/94 and 1998/99
Household Expenditure Survey; and the 2003/04 and 2009/10 Household Expenditure
Survey and Survey of Income and Housing. 628 The Household, Income and Labour Dynamics
in Australia (HILDA) Survey and the ATO can provide additional sources of data on
household and individual incomes, respectively. 629 Household income is preferable to
individual income as the latter does not account for the structural rise in female
participation in the labour market, therefore not reflecting households’ increased capacity
to service loan payments. Further, most property purchases are financed by households

627

Derived from Fox and Finlay (2012: 14 - Table 1). Household disposable income before the

deduction of interest payments and including unincorporated business income.
628

Fox and Finlay (2012: 14, n.3).

629

Fox and Finlay (2012: 15, n.4).
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rather than an individual within a household. 630 The nature of the pay-as-you-go (PAYG)
taxation system means after-tax income is a better measure than pre-tax income, as loan
payments are financed out of the former. The major difference between the two methods
of estimating household incomes are that the ABS surveys measure direct income flows,
typically from wages and social welfare benefits, whereas the national accounts data
includes a number of additional non-cash or non-received items.631 These items significantly
boost household incomes: superannuation contributions and returns, imputed rents and
insurance claims.

Figure 3.1.5.1: Dwelling Price to Income Ratio 1971 - 2012632

630

Fox and Finlay (2012: 20). Notwithstanding housing purchases are now largely beyond the

financial capacity of the average Australian individual due to the steep rise in prices.
631

Fox and Finlay (2012: 14).

632

Fox and Finlay (2012: 15 - Graph 1).
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Table 3.1.5.2: Components of Gross Disposable Income (2011, $’000) 633
Component

Per Household

Total sources
Primary

144
123

Compensation of employees

80

Gross mixed income

14

Imputed rent for owner-occupiers

12

Property income

17

Secondary

21

Social assistance benefits

13

Workers compensation

1

Non-life insurance claims

4

Other current transfers

4

Total uses

34

Primary

11

Interest expenses

10

Property income payable

1

Secondary

23

Income tax payable

17

Contributions to workers compensation

1

Non-life insurance premiums

3

Other current transfers

1

Gross disposable income

110

Plus interest payments

120

There is a large disparity between measures of household income based on ABS surveys and
the national accounts. The national accounts do not provide a median value because it is
impossible to determine from aggregate data. The average value is calculated by dividing
aggregate gross disposable income from the national accounts by the estimated number of
dwellings nationwide, most of which are privately owned. With a number of different
methods available to measure residential property prices and household incomes, varying
values for the P/I ratio can be derived. For the numerator, median or average housing or
dwelling prices can be used, but median dwelling prices is the most accurate measure. In
terms of household income, the methods are even more diverse, with pre- or after-tax
median ABS survey or average ABS survey/national accounts measures available. It is also
633

Derived from Fox and Finlay (2012: 21 - Table A1).
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difficult to separate out household income for single detached homes from units, and ABS
survey data may not make this possible to carry out. Care must also be taken with
controlling for the difference in household income between capital city and regional areas.
Despite the numerous combinations possible, the most accurate ratio appears to be the
median dwelling price to median after-tax dwelling household income.

Table 3.1.5.3: AMP.NATSEM P/I Ratios - 2011634
State

Ratio

State

Ratio

New South Wales
Sydney

8.1
8.4

Western Australia
Perth

7.1
7.2

Regional

7.9

Regional

6.8

Victoria

7.3

Tasmania

6.6

Melbourne

7.9

Hobart

6.5

Regional

5.7

Regional

6.1

Queensland

6.7

Northern Territory

5.8

Brisbane

6.7

Darwin

6.0

Regional

6.5

Regional

5.2

South Australia

7.4

Australian Capital Territory

6.2

Adelaide

7.7

Canberra

6.2

Regional

5.6

Australia

7.3

There is evidence for a significant rise in the P/I ratio since the mid-1990s, supporting the
contention that Australia’s residential property markets is overvalued. One such report is
from AMP.NATSEM, the product of a joint collaboration between the wealth advisory
company AMP and the National Centre for Social and Economic Modelling (NATSEM) at the
University of Canberra. Multiple medians were calculated by comparing median housing
prices to after-tax median household incomes. AMP.NATSEM uses a system to rank the level
of housing affordability based on the value of the ratio, with higher values indicating
overvaluation or unaffordability. A ratio of less than five is considered affordable,
moderately unaffordable (5 to 6), not affordable (6 to 7) and severely unaffordable (over 7).
Historically, the nationwide ratio remained steady at around 4.5 from 1991 through to 2001,
rising to a peak of 7.5 in 2007. The ratio is still over 7 as of 2011. 635
634

Derived from Phillips (2011: 11-12).

635

Phillips (2011: 5).
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The public policy research organisation, Demographia, is a vocal supporter of the P/I ratio as
a primary indicator of residential property affordability. Over the last decade, Demographia
has compiled and published annual multiple medians across a number of developed nations,
including Australia. Three hundred and sixty markets were analysed In Demographia’s tenth
annual survey, including 85 major metropolitan markets with a population greater than one
million. Demographia’s study is possibly the largest of its kind. A residential housing market
is considered affordable when the multiple median is 3.0 or less, moderately unaffordable
(3.1 to 4.0), seriously unaffordable (4.1 to 5.0), and severely unaffordable (5.1 and over). 636
The overall ratio for all of Australia’s capital cities and many major towns is 5.5.637 For
markets with a population of over one million (Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and
Adelaide), the ratio is 6.3, down slightly from 6.5 over the past year but still far above the
long-run average of between three to four.638

636

Cox and Pavletich (2014: 2).

637

Cox and Pavletich (2014: 4). The gross or pre-tax household income rather than post-tax measure

is used. This results in a less accurate measure as countries levy different income tax rates, but intracountry comparisons remain valid. Data are for the 3 rd quarter of 2013.
638

Cox and Pavletich (2014: 3).
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Table 3.1.5.4: Demographia Australian Capital City and Town P/I Ratios - 2013639
Market

Median Multiple

Market

Median Multiple

Sydney
Melbourne

9.0
8.4

Bendigo
Brisbane

6.0
5.8

Port Macquarie

8.1

Albury-Wodonga

5.8

Sunshine Coast

8.0

Bundaberg

5.7

Gold Coast

7.7

Cairns

5.5

Geelong

7.3

Ballarat

5.5

Coff’s Harbour

7.1

Toowoomba

5.4

Wollongong

6.9

Hobart

5.4

Mandurah

6.8

Wagga Wagga

5.3

Fraser Coast

6.8

Geraldton

5.3

Darwin

6.5

Canberra

5.3

Adelaide

6.3

Port Hedland

5.0

Perth

6.0

Bathurst

5.0

Newcastle-Maitland

6.0

Possibly the most prominent use of a P/I ratio using the gross disposable income measure
derived from the national accounts data appeared in a RBA publication in 2010. 640 It did not
make clear the national accounts rather than ABS survey measure was used to construct the
ratio, which looked abnormally low given the escalation of housing prices combined with far
smaller growth in household incomes. When one of the authors contacted the RBA to
request the data and methodology used to develop the ratio, the request was denied on the
basis of protecting proprietary data. In response, a Freedom of Information Act (FOI)
request was submitted, yielding the household income series which was derived from the
publicly-available ABS national accounts, but not the housing price series provided to the
RBA by research firm Australian Property Monitors (APM). The redacted research license
agreement between the RBA and APM confirms median rather than average housing price
data were used.641 The measure of average household income was far in excess of both the
median and averages derived from the ABS survey method, approximately $97,000 in the

639

Derived from Cox and Pavletich (2014: 41-42).

640

Bloxham et al. (2010: 15).

641

RBA (2012, personal communication).
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March quarter of 2010 (the last data point). 642 The 2011 ABS Census reports median
household income as $64,168 in 2011, while the HILDA Survey puts the figure at $66,315 as
of 2010. 643

Figure 3.1.5.2: Average Household Income (National Accounts) 1980 - 2010
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Paul D. Egan and Philip Soos

The result is a distorted P/I ratio as it compares median housing prices to average
disposable household income, making residential property appear less overvalued than it
would otherwise be. The ABS survey’s average household income measure is more accurate
than the national accounts figure, although the ABS survey median household income
measure should have been used. The authors of the RBA publication should have known
what the outcome would be: an ‘apples to oranges’ ratio which significantly understates the
overvaluation of residential property. Simply put, the choice of low housing prices and high
household incomes lead to an outcome in line with the RBA’s stance that a housing bubble
does not exist. It is possible the authors did not construct the P/I ratio themselves but was
performed by a third party on their behalf. Nevertheless, it is suspicious that such a low

642

Household gross disposable income less gross mixed income plus interest-dwelling plus interest-

consumer plus property income payable. Current prices seasonally adjusted.
643

ABS (2012); Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research (2013: 14).
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ratio was used in an authoritative publication by highly qualified economists with a wealth
of knowledge and a background in mathematics and statistics.

A similar ratio was derived by economist Nigel Stapledon, but unlike the RBA publication,
the parameters are explicitly described. Two long-term ratios are provided; the first
compares the weighted median of Sydney and Melbourne housing prices to average
household disposable income from the national accounts (1880 to 2011), and the second
uses average dwelling prices to income (1960 to 2011). Both ratios show a strong upswing
from around three in 1996 to a peak of five in 2010, a relative increase of approximately 66
per cent.644 In a recent publication (the December quarter 2012 Bulletin), economists Ryan
Fox and Richard Finlay from the RBA’s Economic Analysis Department revisit the issue of the
P/I ratio. 645 The analysis is straightforward and informative, explaining the different
measures of prices and incomes used to construct the ratio, including the pitfalls to avoid. A
methodologically valid comparison is made by contrasting two ratios: one using average
prices to average income (national accounts), and the other with median prices and income
(using data from the ABS survey).646

644

Stapledon (2012a: 300).

645

Fox and Finlay (2012).

646

Fox and Finlay (2012: 15 - Graph 1).
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Figure 3.1.5.3: Dwelling Price to Income Ratios 1982 - 2011647

For more than twenty years, Sydney's P/I ratio soared above the other capitals. It peaked at
an incredible ratio of ten in 2004, when the housing boom in that city ended. As real
housing prices doubled within a couple of years during the mid-2000s in Perth, the ratio
accelerated from four to almost nine by 2007. The ratios for Melbourne, Brisbane and
Adelaide are approximately six to seven. It is clear the nationwide ratio has increased
significantly since 1996, in line with other indicators of residential property valuation. The
long-term trend in the P/I ratio demonstrates it once took approximately three to four years
of median household income to purchase the median property, but that figure has now
doubled following the boom in housing prices.

647

Fox and Finlay (2012: 17 - Graph 3).
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Figure 3.1.5.4: Capital Cities Dwelling Price to Income Ratios 1982 - 2011648

When using the P/I ratio to compare Australia to international jurisdictions, it is important
to note the methodology employed. Measures of median household income are not
appropriate because surveys used to gather data are not annual, may not be available for
the same point in time for all countries, can be difficult to construct on a comparable basis
and are not available for many countries. Instead, the average measure of household
income is used, derived from the national accounts. Australia, along with many other
countries, follows the System of National Accounts that is administered by the United
Nations Statistics Division. National accounts data are timelier and produced on a quarterly
basis, soon after the quarter has ended. A more accurate inter-country comparison is
derived from ratios comparing average dwelling prices to the average household income.649

648

Fox and Finlay (2012: 18 - Graph 4).

649

Fox and Finlay (2012: 18).
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Figure 3.1.5.5: International Dwelling Price to Income Ratios 1981 - 2011650

Unfortunately, Demographia does not abide by the UN convention, resulting in international
comparisons that are unlikely to be as accurate. The ratio derived from the national
accounts follows a similar trend to the one composed of median prices and income. 651
Throughout the 1980s, the P/I ratio was just above two, almost falling below this level in
1986. During the late 1980s real estate bubble, the ratio increased to around two and a half,
trending upwards to three by 1996. 2007 saw the peak in the ratio at four and a half, before
decreasing slightly to just above four in 2011. Australia’s peak in 2007 is close to Japan’s
ratio in 1990, just prior to its real estate collapse. As of 2011, the Australian ratio far exceeds
both Japan and the US, two countries still suffering from the bursting of housing bubbles.
Notably, Australia’s ratio in 2007 is similar to the peak value reached in Spain before their

650

Fox and Finlay (2012: 19 - Graph 5).

651

Fox and Finlay (2012: 19).
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bubble collapsed. As of 2011, Australia shares a similar ratio to the UK, Canada, France and
New Zealand; countries with housing bubbles that have not yet burst.

Determining the most precise approach is possible, despite the influence of vested interests
and divergent methodologies that produce significant variation in the P/I ratio. An exact
ratio compares median dwelling prices to after-tax median household incomes (ABS survey),
and for international comparisons, average dwelling prices to average household incomes
(national accounts). On both accounts, it appears the recent RBA analysis by Fox and Finlay
yields the most accurate results, better than AMP.NATSEM, Demographia, Stapledon and
the earlier RBA publication. By examining the trends in the Fox and Finlay P/I ratio, it is clear
a significant increase occurred from 1996 with ratios around three to four, later peaking
during the mid-2000s at six to seven, resulting in a relative rise of at least 75 per cent, if not
more. This metric certainly suggests Australia’s residential housing market is unaffordable.
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3.1.6 Kavanagh-Putland Index

Another practical metric is the Kavanagh-Putland Index (KPI) which calculates the ratio of
the total value of property sales to GDP.652 When irrational exuberance gathers pace among
investors, property is subject to rapid ‘flipping’; the relatively quick reselling of property in a
short period of time, often in weeks or months. Flipping is carried out by two distinctly
different groups, middlemen and speculators. Middlemen tend to be professionals,
purchasing houses at a discount and then selling at a premium. They operate during all
stages of a market, whether boom, bust or stable, and target all types of neighbourhoods. In
contrast, speculators don't purchase property at a discount but follow the herd, buying at
market prices and hoping to realise a profit from a quick sale at a higher price. During the
boom phase of the housing cycle, an influx of speculators target neighbourhoods with the
highest return potential, amplifying the upward momentum of the market. This activity
proves to be a destabilising force, driving a wedge between market prices and fundamental
valuations.653 Quick turnover of property sales therefore cause housing price inflation when
irrational exuberance becomes the accepted norm. The total value of property sales
increases relative to GDP during the boom phase of a housing bubble, and conversely,
decreases during the plateauing and bust phase.

When housing prices have reached a point where buyers believe that they will increase no
further, they withdraw from the market. Sellers remain stubborn and refuse to discount
their prices, concluding they can still achieve yesteryear’s premiums. This tension between
uncertain buyers and inflexible sellers causes longer than usual transaction periods for
completed property sales. Where properties once took an average of a few weeks to sell,
they may now take many months or even years, causing a rapid increase in ‘stale stock’.654 It
is not the initial fall in housing prices that signals the bursting of the bubble; rather, it is the
fall in the turnover of property. Decreasing sales signal the peak of bubble and imminent
652

This index is named after the former director and research associate of the Land Values Research

Group (LVRG), Gavin Putland and Bryan Kavanagh, respectively.
653

Bayer et al. (2011).

654

Stale stock is generally defined as property that remains unsold for over two months.
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price falls. A falling rate of turnover decreases the value of total property sales relative to
GDP and is a leading indicator of housing prices. Accordingly, the KPI is valuable in assessing
future trends in the property market.

Figure 3.1.6.1: Australian Kavanagh-Putland Index 1972 - 2013
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The major finding of the KPI is when the ratio reaches 16 per cent and above, it is followed
by a downturn in the property market and economic recession. 655 Unsurprisingly, the peaks
and troughs of the KPI closely match that of the total land values to GDP ratio and real
housing prices. The peaks in the mid-1970s, late 1980s and mid-2000s mirror those
observed in the land market. The defining feature of the KPI is the period from 1996
onwards, as the ratio increased from 14 per cent to a record high of 28 per cent in 2004. In
2013, the ratio fell to 18 per cent; levels last seen in 1999. This fall reflects the recent inertia
in housing prices and sales. The trend in housing turnover, measured by the number of sales
as a percentage of the total housing stock, shows a similar trend to the KPI. This ratio

655

The exception appears to be the 1994 cycle which was isolated to Queensland, with a small

bubble in residential housing prices driven by the boom in South East Asia. Delayed sales of
distressed commercial and residential property left over from the bust of the 1989 land bubble is a
relevant factor (Kavanagh 2007: 13).
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peaked at over 8 per cent in 2004, but by 2012, the turnover rate had halved to levels last
observed during the early 1990s recession.

Figure 3.1.6.2: Australian Housing Turnover 1990 - 2012656

The KPI for Victoria follows the general trend in Melbourne’s real housing prices due to the
capital city’s domination of property in both land values and turnover. It increased from 15
per cent in 1986 to a peak of 26 per cent in 1988, before collapsing back to 12 per cent in
1991. Although this real estate boom was primarily centred in the commercial land market,
speculation soon fed into the residential sector. Growth in the KPI levelled off through the
mid-1990s until 1995, when the surge begins. Trough to peak, the KPI rose from 13 to 33 per
cent in 2007 – far above the 16 per cent bubble threshold – suggesting the Victorian real
estate market is overvalued. By 2012, the KPI had fallen to 19 per cent, matching ‘flipping’
levels last seen in 1998. With prices and turnover softening in the Melbourne and national
housing markets, the KPI appears set to experience further falls. The declining KPI explains
the mass exodus of real estate agents from the profession; high turnover is financially
rewarding but low turnover is severely detrimental to agents’ commissions.
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Kent (2013: Graph 3).
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Figure 3.1.6.3: Victorian Kavanagh-Putland Index 1985 - 2012
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Figure 3.1.6.4: Victorian Commercial Kavanagh-Putland Index 1985 - 2012
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The late 1980s commercial bubble is demonstrated by the sharp rise in the KPI from 1986 to
1988, the same year the commercial land values to GSP ratio peaked. The ratio peaked in
1988 at 4.6 per cent, falling to 2.9 per cent in 1989 and bottoming out at 1.1 per cent during
the recession in 1991. Gradually, the commercial ratio began to increase, only to fall once
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more in 2000, possibly due to the collapse of the Dot-Com bubble. Another peak was
established in 2006-07, before the GFC struck. As of 2012, the KPI recorded its secondlowest value at 1.3 per cent, and without a surge in commercial sales, the ratio appears set
to fall back to early 1990s recession levels. If the history of this index proves accurate, then
the largest recorded increase in the Australian KPI is a red flag for a considerable future
downturn in sales volumes, followed by property prices. In combination with other property
valuation metrics already considered, the KPI provides further confirmation the real estate
market, primarily residential, is experiencing a large bubble in prices. The KPI’s proven track
record as a leading indicator of property prices and hence the economy at large, strongly
suggests its predictive power should not be ignored.
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3.1.7 Total Land and Housing Stock Values to GDP Ratios

The adjunct to the private debt boom since 1964 is the rise in total land values that followed
the increasing credit aggregates funnelled into the land market. Land comprises the largest
tangible market in Australia, valued at $3.87 trillion as of 2013. The long-term trend shows a
considerable upswing in the total land values to GDP ratio since the late 1960s, after several
decades of stagnation. Unfortunately, data before 1910 are not available, which would have
been useful as a guide to examining the 1880s land boom and resulting depression.

Figure 3.1.7.1: Total Land Values to GDP Ratio 1910 - 2013
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Although the ratio increased steeply during the late 1920s from a trough of 76 per cent in
1925 to a peak of 123 per cent in 1931, it did not appear to be the result of a bubble in the
land market. Nominal GDP fell in absolute terms in 1926, recovered during 1927 and 1928,
only to fall again between 1929 and 1932. The growth in nominal land values tracked
nominal GDP but decreased in absolute terms between 1931 and 1935. It took until 1936 for
land values to grow, posting an anaemic 1 per cent gain. The apparent peak in 1931 was
caused by nominal GDP falling faster than nominal total land values. The decimation of the
FIRE sector and WW2 restricted the resumption of ‘business as usual’, with the ratio falling
to its lowest point on record in 1951 at 44 per cent of GDP. The sharp rise in real housing
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prices that occurred after price and some rent controls were released in 1949 has not
shown up in the recorded land values of this time. Even if it had, the ratio would not have
shifted greatly due to a strong surge in nominal GDP in the post war period.

It took until the late 1960s for the emerging credit boom to create a bubble in the land
market, this time in both the commercial and residential sectors. The ratio peaked in 1974
at 93 per cent, coinciding with the peak in real housing prices, before subsiding to 75 per
cent in 1977.657 The sharp increase in the ratio between 1978 and 1979 is the result of a
mismatch arising from splicing together different land value series. It is, however, partially
justified by a significant boom in real housing prices of 37 per cent in Sydney between 1977
and 1981.658 The ratio rose steadily throughout the 1980s, peaking in the years 1988 and
1989 as a bubble formed in the commercial land market. The commercial land values to
GDP ratio rose from a trough of 20 per cent in 1985 to a peak of 30 per cent in 1989. This
commercial bubble fed into the residential market, with real housing prices rising by 56 per
cent in Sydney, 29 per cent in Melbourne, and 47 per cent in Perth between 1987 and
1989.659 The residential land values ratio rose from 90 per cent in 1986 to a peak of 116 per
cent in 1988. The commercial land values ratio fell from 30 per cent to a low of 16 per cent
by 1995, remaining at this level through to 2001. Unlike the commercial land market, both
real housing prices and the residential land values ratio deflated only slightly, levelling off
during the mid-1990s.

Of particular interest is the colossal rise in the total land values to GDP ratio from 152 per
cent in 1996 to a peak of 298 per cent in 2010, a doubling of the ratio. The primary driver
has been the tremendous uplift in residential land values. While the commercial, rural and
other land markets have also increased in terms of value, these markets are small by
comparison. In real terms, residential land values rose from $895 billion in 1996 to a peak of
$3.2 trillion in 2010, a relative increase of 262 per cent. By 2013, the residential land market
657

Data on the land market separated by residential, commercial, rural and other categories are

only available from 1984 onwards.
658

Sydney dominates the weighting of residential land values.

659

Sydney and Melbourne (Stapledon index) and Perth (ABS index).
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had fallen slightly to $3 trillion, with the commercial, rural and other land markets worth
$351, $261 and $225 billion respectively. Interestingly, after the commercial bubble burst in
1989, it took until 2004 for commercial land values to reach their previous level in real terms.
In 2010, the total land market reached a peak of $4.1 trillion in real terms. As of 2013, the
total land values ratio was 256 per cent, or $3.9 trillion.

Figure 3.1.7.2: Total Land Values to GDP Ratios by Sector 1984 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.7.3: Real Land Prices by Sector 1984 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.7.4: Total Land Values to GSP Ratio by State/Territory 1984 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.7.5: Total Land Values to GSP Ratio by State/Territory 1984 - 2013
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The trends in the land market are the same at the state and territory level. Total land values
tracked GSP until 1996 when the ratio began to rise, slowly at first, and then escalated from
2001. New South Wales’ ratio boomed from this year onwards, peaking in 2003 at a record
359 per cent. Victoria experienced a strong boom as well, reaching 325 per cent in 2010, the
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same year real housing prices peaked in Melbourne. The land market in Western Australia
boomed from 2004 to 2006, as real housing prices almost doubled. Queensland, South
Australia, Tasmania, the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory have posted
considerable gains but remain below that of New South Wales and Victoria. In 2013, Victoria
leads with a very unhealthy ratio of 298 per cent.

The boom in residential land values in all the states and territories suggest the culprit for the
rise in real housing prices from 1996 to 2010 is the land bubble fuelled by Ponzi finance,
rather than the construction costs of new dwellings. Australia has not experienced a
shortage of construction materials during its largest mining boom on record, although the
boom could theoretically raise the cost of construction labour due to strong demand in
Western Australia, Queensland and the Northern Territory. As the next figure demonstrates,
the long-term trend in real construction costs is essentially flat. Construction costs, rents
and mean household incomes remain well below comparable housing prices. If the
residential property market is experiencing a bubble, then land prices, rather than
construction costs, is expected to be the primary driver of housing prices.

Figure 3.1.7.6: Real Housing Fundamentals Indexes 1972 - 2007 (1972-75 = 100)
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Land’s share of the total value of housing stock has significantly increased. From the trough
in 1993 to the peak in 2010, the ratio rose from 53 to 72 per cent. The value of the total
housing stock relative to GDP has closely matched total land values. The ratio steadily rose
from 199 per cent in 1997, sharply increasing to 311 per cent in 2004 and reaching a peak of
326 per cent in 2010, along with real housing prices and land values in the same year. These
trends plainly demonstrate the boom in housing prices is determined by rising land prices.
Construction costs, among other commonly cited fundamental factors, cannot explain
historically high housing prices.

Figure 3.1.7.7.: Residential Land Value (% of Total Housing Stock Value) 1984 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.7.8: Total Value of Residential Land and Dwellings to GDP Ratios 1984 - 2013
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Figure 3.1.7.9: Housing Stock Value to GDP Ratio 1901 - 2013
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The effect of real estate cycles on the economy can also be assessed via the annual change
in nominal land values because a bust should result in negligible or negative growth in land
values. There are a few instances of this occurring over the last century, beginning with the
Great Depression of the 1930s, when nominal land values dramatically plummeted. This
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bust proved to be the longest downturn in land values on record. 660 The mid-1970s and
early 1980s experienced sharp increases in land values, only to be followed by
commensurate falls. It took the large commercial property bubble bust of the early 1990s
for the growth rate to again turn negative. Instances of negative growth in nominal land
values have recurred during the GFC and between 2011 and 2012.

Figure 3.1.7.10: Annual Change in Nominal Total Land Values 1911 - 2013
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This history paints a fascinating picture of cycles in nominal land prices, for periods of
negative growth coincide with downturns in the economy. At first glance, it would appear
these cycles are merely correlated, were it not for the theoretical model presented in Part 2.
Australian economic history suggests the trends in land prices are a fundamental driver of
the economy. It is argued the depressions of the 1840s, 1890s and 1930s, the recessions of
the mid-1970s and early 1990s, and the near recession of the GFC all have their origin in the
bursting of land bubbles. In the post-war period, annual nominal rises in land values of 20
per cent or more appear to be a sign that a bubble has formed in the land market, which the
mid-1970s and late 1980s attest to.

660

It is possible the downturn in land values during the more severe 1840s and 1890s depressions

was larger, but land value data are not available before 1910.
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Recently, the 20 per cent threshold was crossed in 2003 and 2010. If history is any guide,
breaching this threshold is another indicator of a land bubble. Periods of negative growth in
nominal land prices are just as ominous. Following the 1930s depression, negative growth in
nominal land prices did not reoccur until 1991, following the commercial real estate crash
and subsequent recession. The GFC led to the same outcome, causing nominal land values
to post a negative 3 per cent growth rate in 2009. Interestingly, 2012 posted a 4 per cent fall
in nominal land prices, the second-largest after the fall of 10 per cent in 1932 during the
Great Depression.

The specialists in real estate cycle analysis – Homer Hoyt, Roy Wenzlick, Fred Harrison,
Phillip Anderson and Fred Foldvary – note a regular 18 year cycle in the land market, visible
for centuries in the US and UK. 661 The collapse of land market bubbles is a major cause of
recessions and depressions in these countries. These cycles were only interrupted by major
economy-wide interventions by governments: the two World Wars. The first Australian
post-WW2 cycle peaked in 1974, as denoted by the total land values to GDP ratio, followed
by recession. Fifteen years later, the 1989 peak was a prelude to the early 1990s recession.
The next peak would have been established in 2008 when the GFC struck, but the Rudd
government reinflated the land market to a new, higher peak in 2010 and supported the
banking system, albeit temporarily.

History makes it abundantly clear elites and the public continually fail to recognise the
formation of land market bubbles. The vigorous debate involving the Australian government
and banking establishment, however, provides hints of a greater awareness than is publicly
acknowledged. Accordingly, the government may attempt to stave off a collapse in the land
market through various orchestrated interventions: lower interest rates, FHOG/B, RMBS
purchases, bail-in and bailout banking mechanisms, liberalisation of foreign investment and
so on. It is possible the average 18 year cycle was interrupted by these government
interventions outside of a war, though only history will confirm this.
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The 18 year cycle is an average from peak to peak; cycles typically occur between 15 and 20 years.
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3.1.8 Debt to Cash Flow Ratios

The final metric of housing valuation is the debt to cash flow ratio (D/CF). It compares the
stock of debt and the income available to service it, essentially a measure of leverage. The
ratio is most prominently advocated by Canadian banker and economist Bruce Ramsay for
assessing the financial health of the government, financial, corporate and household
sectors.662 This ratio looks past the monopolisation of attention on government accounts
and instead focuses on the debts of the non-financial business, non-banking financial
business and household sectors, which are routinely ignored in economic analysis. The D/CF
ratio is a more meaningful measure of leverage because typical debt to GDP ratios assume
the entirety of national income is available to pay debts.663 Ramsay explains:

Assessing the financial risk of a nation requires comparing the aggregate debt of all
sectors with a measure of the ability to service that debt. The typical measure of
debt to GDP, akin to the “revenue” of a nation, can be misleading, especially during
the false prosperity generated within a financial bubble. Instead, comparing debt to
savings provides a more direct measure of leverage that is far less vulnerable to the
distortions created during a bubble. For example, in a case where GDP growth is
weak or stagnant, national savings nevertheless can be growing. This scenario
means that support for the debt load is actually improving faster than the GDP
figures would indicate. In contrast, a case might develop where GDP is growing (e.g.
due to a credit bubble), but savings are decreasing and the nation’s ability to carry
its debt load is actually faltering.664

The D/CF ratio is categorised into four zones, weighing the relative amount of leverage in a
sector: inefficient, stable, warning and crisis.665 In the first zone, the amount of debt is
considered too low, producing sub-optimal returns for investors. Leverage can be increased
safely without compromising financial stability. The stable zone represents the most
662

Ramsay (2011); Ramsay and Sarlin (2014).
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Witness the fate of Greece as it is undemocratically pushed in this direction.
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Ramsay (2012: 1-2).
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Ramsay and Sarlin (2014: 14 - Table 5).
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efficient range of leverage, where returns are maximised without affecting stability or
increasing risk. This is the zone that governments, corporations and households should
strive to occupy. The next is the warning zone, where high sector leverage may cast doubt
on solvency and the ability to meet debt repayments. The crisis zone indicates leverage is
too high and poses serious risks to solvency and financial stability. These categories should
be treated with caution as there are no definitive guidelines for determining what an
appropriate amount of leverage is. Rather, they are rules of thumb. The GFC has provided a
convenient way to test the validity of the D/CF ratio, with a number of countries affected by
housing bubbles transitioning into the warning and crisis zones.666 For the household sector,
a ratio of 5 or less indicates inefficiency, stable (5 to 15), warning (15 to 25) and crisis (25
and above). 667

Figure 3.1.8.1: Australian Household Debt to Cash Flow Ratio 1978 - 2013
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The numerator comprises the unconsolidated debts of the household sector, and the
denominator, cash flow, is equivalent to net revenue. This is also known as gross savings, or
gross disposable income minus final consumption expenditure. In 1978, there were 2.3
dollars of debt for each dollar of gross savings, gradually rising to 6 in 1997. The ratio
666

Ramsay and Sarlin (2014).
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Ramsay and Sarlin (2014: 14 - Table 5).
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accelerated to a peak of 15.1 in 2006. By 2009, the ratio had plunged to 8.8 and has levelled
out since. The debts of the household sector have grown more slowly since the GFC, while
gross savings have increased. It is unlikely the ratio will rise significantly in the future given
the mountain of mortgage debt already accumulated in 2013. Notably, the housing bubble
of the late 1980s did not impact the ratio as it continued its gradual upswing. From 1978 to
1993, the household sector was considered underleveraged, in the inefficient zone. It
transitioned into the stable zone in 1994, remaining there until 2005. In 2006, the
household sector edged into the warning zone, since retreating to the stable zone.

Australia’s household sector appears relatively safe and appropriately leveraged. 668 A dire
portent, however, is the much greater D/CF ratio for the total housing and investment
stocks compared to the household sector. 669 This may be the result of households assuming
too much mortgage debt to purchase residential property, even though it comprises a
proportionately smaller amount of household wealth. The housing stock D/CF ratio was 4.8
in 1990, doubling to 9.5 in 1999 but still remaining within the stable zone. It peaked at 32.7
in 2007, surging through the warning zone and into the crisis zone. The ratio fell to 21.2 in
2013 (warning zone), following rental growth between 2007 and 2010 and only moderate
growth in mortgage debt since the GFC. The investment stock fares little better and remains
in the crisis zone, having peaked at 29.2 in 2006 and only slightly decreasing to 24.4 in 2012.

668

No international comparison of housing (as opposed to household) D/CF ratios exist.
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The BIS does not provide unconsolidated data on the stock of mortgage debt, so consolidated

RBA data are used, which results in understating the ratio. The equivalent cash flow for the total
housing and investment stock is gross rental income minus expenses, before interest payments. The
cash flow for the housing stock is derived from ABS estimates, whereas the cash flow for the
investment stock is based on actual data from property schedules submitted to the ATO.
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Figure 3.1.8.2: Australian Housing Debt to Cash Flow Ratios 1990 - 2013
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Without a sustained period of mortgage deleveraging and/or significant growth in imputed
and actual rents, the D/CF ratios for the housing and investment stocks will likely remain
elevated compared to pre-1999 levels and in the warning and crisis zones for the
foreseeable future. Primary factors for this outcome include continual growth in the stock of
mortgage debt (albeit at lower rates since the GFC), rental growth tracking inflation, and
owner-occupied and investment property expenses that have remained constant as a
percentage of gross rental income. The overall household sector appears to have sufficient
cash flows to meet debt, but the total housing and investment stocks are precariously
poised with more than twice the leverage. The ratio needs further analysis to confirm its
validity, but it appears to be a more accurate measure of leverage than simple household
and mortgage debt to GDP ratios.
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3.1.9 Overview of Housing Valuation Metrics

One of the primary stumbling blocks of property analysis is the failure to distinctly define an
asset bubble, so debate on the matter is kept necessarily vague. If specific criteria are not
carefully delineated, then no one can say with certainty if a bubble exists or not. This plays
nicely into the hands of those making a living from the manipulation of asset prices,
including neoclassical economists who like to think the neoliberal program of deregulation,
liberalisation and privatisation of the financial sector has resulted in a more efficient market
economy where asset bubbles do not form. To this day, housing bubbles are still poorly
defined, if at all, on the basis of ‘irrational exuberance’ or ‘chasing capital gain’. The
definition articulated by Hyman Minsky decades ago, it would seem, has been routinely
ignored. Since 2001, all three conditions of Minsky’s bubble definition have been explicitly
met: an increase in real housing prices, a rising mortgage debt to GDP ratio and net rental
income losses.

For the handful of economists who publicly identified asset bubbles and predicted the
subsequent economic downturns in recent years, only a couple of housing-related metrics
were needed to identify a bubble. Those metrics are now considered commonplace when
investigating the housing market: nominal price to inflation, price to income and price to
rent.670 The analysis in this section of the book provides an additional array of metrics and
data to identify bubbles in the residential land market: mortgage debt to GDP ratio, net
rental income flows, Kavanagh-Putland Index, total land values to GDP ratio, housing stock
value to GDP ratio and the housing debt to cash flow ratio. Rarely have so many metrics
been brought together in one place to overwhelmingly prove the existence of a land market
bubble. The following tables list each housing valuation metric, noting the rise from trough
to peak and the percentage fall required for a reversion to trough in housing prices. These
estimates are a general guide only and not precise predictions, for the future is inherently
unknowable.

670

For example, Baker (2002a); Cox and Pavletich (2014); Shiller (2005).
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Table 3.1.9.1: Housing Valuation Metrics Overview
Real Housing Prices
Metric

Revert to

Trough

Peak

Change

March 1996

September 2013

97%

-49%

1996

2010

77%

-44%

March 1996

June 2010

206%

-67%

1996

2010

178%

-64%

Brisbane (ABS)

September 2000

March 2010

129%

-56%

Adelaide (ABS)

December 1996

June 2010

142%

-59%

Perth (ABS)

December 1996

March 2007

179%

-64%

Hobart (ABS)

December 1998

March 2010

95%

-49%

Darwin (ABS)

September 2001

June 2010

137%

-58%

Canberra (ABS)

March 1997

March 2010

123%

-55%

Australia (ABS)

March 1996

June 2010

131%

-57%

1996

2010

123%

-55%

Sydney (ABS)
Sydney (Stapledon)
Melbourne (ABS)
Melbourne (Stapledon)

Australia (Stapledon)

Trough

Private Gross Debt to GDP Ratios
Owner-Occupier (RBA)

1990

2010

253%

-72%

Investor (RBA)

1992

2010

629%

-86%

Mortgage (RBA)

1988

2010

445%

-82%

Personal (RBA)

1994

2007

55%

-35%

Household (RBA)

1988

2010

322%

-76%

Household (BIS)

1993

2010

168%

-63%

Non-Financial (RBA)

1995

2008

56%

-36%

Non-Financial (BIS)

1997

2008

39%

-28%

Price to Rent Ratios
Australia (Gross) Net

1997

2007

70%

-41%

Australia (Net)

1997

2007

85%

-46%

Price to Income Ratios
Sydney

1996

2004

100%

-50%

Melbourne

1998

2011

75%

-43%

Brisbane

1998

2005

75%

-43%
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Adelaide

1998

2009

75%

-43%

Perth

1997

2008

125%

-56%

Capital Cities

1996

2005

60%

-38%

Regional Areas

1996

2007

50%

-33%

Australia (ABS Survey)

1996

2005

75%

-43%

1996

2010

67%

-40%

1996

2008

67%

-40%

Australia (National
Accounts)
Australia (NA International)

Kavanagh-Putland Index
Victoria (Residential)

1995

2007

144%

-59%

Victoria (Commercial)

2000

2006

107%

-52%

Victoria (Total)

1995

2007

145%

-59%

Australia

1996

2004

102%

-51%

Total Land Values to GDP Ratios
New South Wales

1996

2004

87%

-47%

Victoria

1996

2010

177%

-64%

Queensland

2001

2010

115%

-54%

South Australia

1998

2010

146%

-59%

Western Australia

1996

2008

92%

-48%

Tasmania

2003

2010

129%

-56%

Northern Territory

2000

2010

80%

-45%

Australian Capital Territory

1998

2011

127%

-56%

Australia (Residential)

1996

2010

108%

-52%

Australia (Commercial)

2001

2008

70%

-41%

Australia (Rural)

1995

2005

75%

-43%

Australia (Other)

2001

2009

135%

-57%

Australia (Total)

1996

2010

96%

-49%

64%

-39%

Total Housing Stock Value to GDP
Australia

1997

2010

Debt to Cash Flow Ratios
Investment Property

1993

2006

416%

-81%

Total Housing Stock

1997

2007

280%

-74%

Household Sector

1997

2006

153%

-60%
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It is unrealistic to expect real housing prices in the capital cities to fall back to indicated
trough levels following the strong increase in real rents between 2007 and 2010. The rise in
rents, however, is not large enough to offset the surge in housing prices, causing a marked
elevation in the price to rent ratio. Despite the resurgence of housing construction since
2010, rents are likely to continue tracking inflation or fall in real terms, compounded by
weakening household income growth as the ToT falls and mining capex wanes. Australian
economic history and recent international events illustrate collapsing housing bubbles can
quickly increase the number of unsold properties (stale stock), shattering the pervasive
myth of a deleterious shortage. Should this occur alongside rising unemployment and
underemployment, falling aggregate demand, and calls for government to slam shut the
immigration door, the combination of declining population growth and an oversupply of
investment properties would place further downwards pressure on rents. Falling prices,
rents and sales would be a doomsday trifecta for investors as they suffer losses in both
capital prices and net rental incomes.

This calamitous outcome is especially likely in Melbourne where rents have not increased in
real terms since 2010. Melbourne is primed to become the epicentre of a legendary housing
market crash due to the combination of a staggering boom in real housing prices (178 per
cent) and a similar trend in the total land values to GSP ratio. Historically, this city has
tended to bubble more than Sydney, despite the latter capital’s larger size. Perth is also in a
serious predicament following price stagnation and substantial net income losses since the
market peaked in the March quarter of 2007. On average, investors purchasing after the
peak have lost in terms of both prices and rental income. Worse yet, the end of the largest
mining boom since the gold rushes of the mid-19th century will bear down further on Perth’s
prices and rents, making it and Melbourne the leading candidates to post the greatest
housing price correction. Other cities will experience a downturn, though not as large as
Melbourne and Perth.

The majority of metrics point to the beginning of the housing boom in 1996 and peaking in
2010. As housing prices have steadied or fallen slightly across most of the capital cities,
barring Sydney which has experienced another boom, the rampant overvaluation has eased
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somewhat between 2010 and 2013. Nevertheless, housing prices across all capital cities
remain grossly inflated relative to rents, income, and total land values to GSP/GDP. What
event or set of events triggers the beginning of the end of the housing bubble is not yet
known.671 A bloodbath in the housing market, however, appears a near certainty due to the
magnitude of falls required for housing prices to again reflect economic fundamentals. The
largest residential land market bubble on record is truly incomparable and dwarfs earlier
speculative episodes in the commercial land market.

671

The trigger that bursts a land market bubble has typically been the unexpected insolvency of a

large bank or non-bank lender, or a sudden crash in commodity prices (Anderson 2008).
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3.2 The Australian Financial Sector
This book has provided evidence the economic depressions of the 1840s, 1890s and 1930s
were linked to credit cycles, resulting in asset bubbles driven by irrational financier and
investor behaviour. The previous section identified the current credit cycle is unprecedented
in size, based on the irrational exuberance of property investors who transitioned to Ponzi
finance in 2001. Debt saturation in the private sector is expected to burst the residential
land market bubble and produce devastating economic impacts, possibly triggering a
deflationary episode. The risk to financial stability posed by the housing bubble and
extraordinary levels of private debt is trivialised by commentators who commonly assert the
Australian financial and banking sector is sound, primarily due to the banks having escaped
the GFC relatively unscathed. In 2013, the former Treasurer Wayne Swan affirmed his belief
in the stability of the Australian financial sector and was puzzled by suggestions the system
was likely to face a perilous crisis in the near-term:

What the global financial crisis really brought home is just how fragile confidence
can be when it comes to the financial system. That’s why everyone in our economic
debate has a responsibility to acknowledge that our financial system is one of the
world’s strongest. So it was pretty disappointing last week to hear the really
dangerous suggestion that our financial system is even in the same stratosphere as
the basket-cases that are dragging down countries in Southern Europe. … So you
have to wonder at the motives of those calling for yet another financial system
inquiry. Do they think our system is not up to scratch? Unlikely. Do they think it has
not been through enough reform? Surely not. Do they think the GFC was not a
sufficient stress test? Impossible. Or do they carry the baton of those who in 2008
urged me to weaken stability and competition by abolishing the four pillars policy? I
wonder.672

Swan also credits alleged stability to the clean bill of health the ratings agencies have given
the Big Four banks, the banks’ relative ease in meeting new Basel III capital and liquidity
reforms, the decreasing reliance of banks on short-term wholesale debt and the
672

Swan (2013).
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contribution of Glenn Stevens (RBA) and John Laker (APRA) in providing ‘no-nonsense
supervision’ of the financial system.673 In 2006, a similar line of reasoning was advanced by
the RBA’s Head of Financial Stability, economist Luci Ellis, who claimed the run-up in housing
prices and household debts were not an issue:

The most important lesson to draw from recent international experience is that a
run-up in housing prices and debt need not be dangerous for the macroeconomy,
was probably inevitable, and might even be desirable. …the expansion in household
borrowing has in many cases reflected better pricing of risk and credit scoring,
implying that credit is being allocated more efficiently than in the past. This should
improve the economy’s resilience to adverse shocks. In addition, the product
innovation summarised in Table 1 implies that households now have greater choice
about the kind of mortgage they take out, which ought to be welfare-improving...
There seems to be little evidence that households that have rapidly expanded both
sides of their balance sheet will autonomously decide to contract it again, cutting
back on their consumption and thereby generating a general economic slowdown.
Rather, it seems households only re-evaluate their balance sheets when they are
forced to by a macroeconomic slowdown.674

It is surprising Ellis denies the role of surging private sector debt in causing financial
instability. Economic history repeatedly demonstrates debt-financed land and stock market
bubbles were key factors in domestic recessions and depressions, similar to the experience
of other countries in recent years.675 The risk of financial instability is amplified by the
enormous exposure of the Big Four to the overvalued housing market, the thinly capitalised
mortgage insurers and lenders, and over-reliance on short-term wholesale and offshore
funding. Less restraint is shown by financiers when the government also provides generous,
low-cost support or guarantees verifying the ‘too big to fail’ (TBTF) status of the Big Four.
This section will investigate the Australian banking and financial system in detail to
determine whether it is truly stable or plagued with vulnerabilities.
673

Swan (2013).

674

Ellis (2006: 29-30).

675

Obviously, the recent housing bubbles in the US and Eurozone invalidates Ellis’ argument.
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3.2.1 Indicators of Systemic Fragility

It is notable the modern financial sector shares many characteristics with the 1880s banking
system in the lead up to Australia’s worst economic depression on record. In both eras,
rapid credit growth funded persistently high levels of private investment in real estate
speculation. 676 In the current market, indicators of speculative activity include historically
elevated P/R ratios for residential property, the steep rise in the debt to household income
ratio, a significant percentage of interest-only mortgages and substantial net rental income
losses. Other common features consist of a greater rate of housing construction than
population growth, an increasing cost of raising funds in capital markets, a narrowing of
spreads between deposit and lending rates, and large foreign capital inflows to fund private
investment due to demand outpacing available domestic funds. 677 Increasing financial
leverage and low levels of liquidity are also present in both eras.678

An irrational exuberance similar to the 1880s has emerged among today’s lenders, with
fanciful valuations of residential property and dubious assessments of borrower
creditworthiness. Cognitive biases have eroded lending standards and increased tolerance
of risk due to efforts of bank management to sustain unrealistically high profit margins and
return on equity (ROE). The relative overvaluation of Australian bank stocks also suggests
shareholders have impractical expectations of long-term ROE ratios. A correction in bank
shares should not be unexpected given their apparent overvaluation and elevated price to
book ratio from lending into a colossal land market bubble.679 The historical pattern of

676

Commercial land speculation during the 1880s and residential land speculation today.

677

The level of residential dwelling construction in recent years does not begin to approach the

construction boom of the former period. Annual population growth was also far greater back then
(Stapledon 2012a: 304 - Figure 4).
678

As demonstrated by the ratio of capital adjusted for risk weighted assets, liquidity ratios, and the

ratio of loan advances to deposits.
679

Financials make up approximately 45 per cent of the ASX200 index composition, far higher than

in the US and UK.
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significant price falls in financial stocks during the inevitable bursting of land market bubbles
can again be expected.

This book has already noted the Big Four effectively act as cartel by using their market
power to enforce non-competitive pricing on interest rate margins. The much lower funding
costs for these banks, in combination with their disproportionate share of financial sector
assets, has resulted in wide net interest margins compared to international benchmarks and
escalating bank profits through the credit boom. A further implication of the Big Four’s
domination of the financial system is that they have become systemically important to the
domestic economy (classified as domestic SIFIs by the IMF). In effect, rather than one TBTF
bank, Australia has the dubious honour of hosting four due to their size, level of
interconnectedness, similarity in loan portfolios and sheer complexity. It follows that
sustained difficulties for one of them will undermine confidence in the entire financial
system, with catastrophic cascading impacts. 680 Inadequate financial sector rules and
regulatory capture has led to an increasing tolerance of high-risk behaviour by the
government triumvirate APRA, ASIC and the RBA, with Australian banks holding less than 2
per cent of capital against their residential mortgage loan book. 681

Weaknesses in Basel methodologies allow global banks to use opaque internal formulas that
categorise mortgages as low risk, leading to lower capital allocation ratios than are
appropriate under the circumstances, based on the large divergence of housing prices from
the long-term mean. 682 The system is open to manipulation of the estimated loss given
default (LGD) and probability of default (PD) based on recent short-term trends in housing
prices; factors that underestimate the actual default exposure risk during a severe
correction. The positive feedback loop between rising housing prices and accelerating

680

IMF (2012: 6, 20-21).

681

Joye (2013b).

682

Basel regulations require that banks hold capital to protect themselves from potential losses. The

amount of capital required is a function of the risk weighting assigned to the asset. The danger is
that financial institutions may underestimate asset risk and actual falls are larger than expected,
leaving banks with insufficient capital to cover losses during an economic downturn.
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private debt is amplified by lower capital ratios for the banks, increasing the risk of future
insolvency when falling asset prices necessitate additional capital buffers.683

Government support extended to the banking and financial sector since the GFC, for
instance, deposit guarantees, have reduced funding costs for the Big Four without charge,
despite the market clearly recognising this advantage.684 The federal government also
previously directed the Australian Office of Financial Management (AOFM) to purchase up
to $20 billion in RMBS to lower the funding costs of second-tier financiers; a policy ceased
by former Treasurer Wayne Swan in early 2013.685 These actions encourage financier
recklessness and hubris because there are no (or low) direct costs to banks for the
mitigation of systemic risk. There is an implied assumption by the financial sector that the
federal government will bailout the Big Four with taxpayer funds if required, encouraging a
‘business as usual’ approach to lending that dispenses with the usual borrower credit
assessments, ironically increasing systemic risk.686 The use of these mechanisms and the
increasing frequency of bailouts and bail-ins abroad are symptomatic of the control exerted
over modern democracies by the FIRE sector. Typically, policymaking appointments are
bankrolled by vested interests, raising the chance of extraordinary interventions in Australia

683

IMF (2012: 6, 20-21). Insolvency takes two forms: balance sheet insolvency (negative net assets;

liabilities exceed assets) and cash flow insolvency (firms have insufficient liquidity to pay debts as
they fall due). Most banks are allowed to continue operating during ‘technical (balance sheet)
insolvency’ (‘zombie banks’) following a large downward revaluation in the value of collateral
(primarily property loans). Throughout this section, primary consideration is given to cash flow
insolvency, as this form will imperil the Big Four and extraordinary intervention will be required to
maintain continued operations and the stability of the financial payments system.
684

IMF (2012: 12). The estimated funding cost advantage for the Big Four rose from 80 to 120 basis

points (0.8 per cent to 1.2 per cent) during the GFC. Richardson and Denniss (2010: 14) note
economies of scale provide the Big Four with significant cost savings, as modelling suggests a relative
doubling of assets under management leads to a fall in unit costs of around 4 per cent.
685

AOFM (2011; 2013a; 2013b).

686

IMF (2012: 12).
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during a severe crisis, as politicians and regulators follow the precedent set by the US and
Eurozone authorities.687 As physicist Albert Einstein noted:

Private capital tends to become concentrated in few hands, partly because of
competition among the capitalists, and partly because technological development
and the increasing division of labor encourage the formation of larger units of
production at the expense of smaller ones. The result of these developments is an
oligarchy of private capital the enormous power of which cannot be effectively
checked even by a democratically organized political society. This is true since the
members of legislative bodies are selected by political parties, largely financed or
otherwise influenced by private capitalists who, for all practical purposes, separate
the electorate from the legislature. The consequence is that the representatives of
the people do not in fact sufficiently protect the interests of the underprivileged
sections of the population. Moreover, under existing conditions, private capitalists
inevitably control, directly or indirectly, the main sources of information (press,
radio, education). It is thus extremely difficult, and indeed in most cases quite
impossible, for the individual citizen to come to objective conclusions and to make
intelligent use of his political rights.688

A further example of the undue influence of the FIRE sector is the recent RBA decision to
establish a Committed Liquidity Facility (CLF) from 1st January 2015, intended (at face value)
to provide liquidity to meet Basel III regulations at a time when federal debt issues are too
small to serve this role. The annual cost to the banks of using the CLF is negligible, with a fee
of only 15 basis points (0.15 per cent) per annum and purchases by the RBA resulting in a 25
basis point (0.25 per cent) interest rate above the overnight cash rate. 689 A wiser course of
action is forcing banks to shore up capital ratios by lowering dividend payouts and retaining
a greater proportion of earnings to increase their relative safety. Instead, the RBA has
endorsed the establishment of liquidity facilities that may embolden risk-takers operating

687

To borrow a phrase from former Prime Minister Paul Keating, “unrepresentative swill” may be a

more appropriate term for the majority of Australian politicians and policymakers.
688

Einstein (1949: 3).

689

RBA (2011a).
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within a failed business model. The other obvious function of the CLF is to provide
emergency liquidity support to the banks in the event of difficulty in accessing wholesale
debt markets. At the RBA’s discretion, ADIs will be able to access liquidity by entering into
repurchase agreements of eligible securities, primarily using RMBS as collateral. Essentially,
the CLF means taxpayers have become an intrinsic and permanent backstop for the financial
sector, if and when there is an extended liquidity event. For instance, the CLF is likely to be
used following a substantial outflow of depositor funds or following a temporary credit
freeze in debt markets, due to the banks’ inability to rollover (refinance) existing short-term
borrowings.

Australia has consistently run a current account deficit (CAD) since the 1960s, with a rate of
investment and consumption exceeding that of domestic savings; high levels of spending
made possible through borrowings and asset sales to foreign interests. The CAD logically
implies an increased level of indebtedness by the private and/or public sector, representing
the sum of government fiscal deficits and excess private spending. 690 As of June 2013,
Australia had accumulated a sizeable net foreign debt of $793 billion, representing over 52
per cent of nominal GDP. The financial corporation share of the net foreign debt accounts
for nearly $280 billion of the total (35.2 per cent). 691 The foreign funding ratio is 24 per cent,
meaning a quarter of total bank liabilities comprise foreign wholesale deposits.692 The CAD
rose from 1.8 per cent of GDP in the 1960s to over 4 per cent of GDP in the 1980s, before
dropping back to 2.25 per cent in 2011 and trending around 3 percent since.693

Mainstream economists dismiss the risk of external debt, but large foreign debt liabilities
are a potential default hazard, making the country vulnerable to adverse external events.
For instance, capital outflows are possible if foreign creditors change their sentiment
towards lending to Australia during an economic downturn or global liquidity crisis.
690

Pitchford (1989: 2).

691

ABS (2013c: Table 30).

692

RBA (2012a: 35 - Table A2).

693

Bishop and Cassidy (2012: 10); RBA Chart Pack: Balance of Payments and External Position -

Current Account Balance.
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Alternatively, foreign creditors may demand a higher rate of interest in response to a
perception of increasing risk. In 2011, banks issued 60 per cent of their total bonds offshore,
while in gross terms in 2012, financial corporations had over $150 billion worth of domestic
bonds and around $325 billion in offshore bonds on issue. 694 Foreign ownership of
government bonds comprises the vast majority, at around 70 per cent of the total in
2012.695 In early 2014, approximately $475 billion of domestic non-government bonds were
on issue, while the federal and state governments had around $300 billion and $200 billion
worth of domestic bonds on issue, respectively. Domestic financial bonds and asset-backed
securities on issue totaled around $150 billion and $100 billion, while financial corporation
off-shore bonds on issue totaled $350 billion. 696

The 1890s and 1930s depressions were associated with very high net foreign liabilities and
abrupt capital outflows in the midst of the economic downturns. The cumulative current
account deficit to GDP ratio can be used as a proxy for the extent of net foreign liabilities.
The ratio increased sharply in the lead up to each depression, peaking at 174 per cent and
117 per cent during the 1890s and 1930s respectively, before quickly falling away.697 The
lessons from history suggest international investors will likely flee with their capital during a
large downturn caused by the bursting residential land bubble. Smaller net foreign liabilities
in the modern era will lessen the impact of capital outflows compared to earlier depressions,
along with government interventions that were not previously possible to help stabilise the
financial system.

It is rarely mentioned the non-banking financial sector has also run up a large stock of debt.
As of 2011, this was 91 per cent of GDP and comparable to the household sector debt

694

IMF (2012: 13).

695

Debelle (2013: Graph 2).

696

RBA Chart Pack: Bond Issuance - Bonds on Issue in Australia, Non-government Bonds on Issue in

Australia, Non-government Bonds on Issue Off-shore. Financial corporation off-shore bond issuance
has sharply risen by around $250 billion in 10 years.
697

Belkar et al. (2007: 1, 5-8).
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burden. 698 Evidence suggests household and non-financial business debt burdens become
toxic in the 85 to 90 per cent range; therefore, extreme levels of non-banking financial
sector debt should also be expected to have negative consequences, particularly since much
of it is based on high-risk derivatives speculation.699 RBA statistics confirm the banks have
significant off-balance sheet activities totalling $23 trillion, composed of interest rate
contracts (over-the-counter swaps such as interest rate options), foreign exchange contracts,
credit derivatives (purchase and sale of protection against loan defaults), derivatives for
gold and precious metals, base metals, energy and other activity. 700 The majority of offbalance sheet business is interest rate swaps and foreign exchange contracts, rising from
less than $1 trillion in 1989. Swaps are also used by pension plans, retirement funds and
governments to guard against risk, for example, against fluctuation in interest rates and
non-payment by debtors in the mortgage and commercial markets.701

Figure 3.2.1.1: Banks’ Off-Balance Sheet Business to GDP Ratios 1989 - 2013
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Roxburgh et al. (2012: 5 - Exhibit E4).
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Cecchetti et al. (2011: 1, 21-22).
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RBA (2013a).
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Leising (2014). ‘Swaps’ can hedge risk in company investments, as they pay in the event a

borrower cannot pay their debts. Investors and banks ‘swap’ (exchange) payments over time,
depending on the creditworthiness of businesses and interest rate movements.
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Figure 3.2.1.2: Banks’ Aggregate Off-Balance Sheet Business 1989 - 2013
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The International Organisation of Securities Commissions is currently proposing a 6 per cent
margin on derivatives which would heavily impact Australian banks with over $350 billion in
cross currency swaps. If implemented, banks would need to post billions of dollars, reducing
lending growth and increasing bank costs and lending rates.702 Backstopping the $693
trillion global derivatives (swaps) market with third party clearinghouses was recently
proposed

to

avoid

future

contagion

causing

panic

and

expensive

bailouts.

Recommendations were put forth that up to 92 times more capital be set aside for swaps (a
9,100 per cent increase). For example, bank modelling suggests a $100 million interest-rate
swap between a customer and dealer under the current rules requires $14,750 in capital
before taxes, but under the proposed rules, the same trade involving a clearinghouse would
require $1.2 million in capital be deposited into a default fund. 703 These proposals have
been rejected in a major victory for the banks, as the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision has made a final ruling that from 1st January 2017, money deposited at
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Kehoe (2013a).
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Leising (2014).
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clearinghouses will have a minimum 20 per cent risk weighting, well down from the 1,250
per cent originally recommended.704

Australian banks have chosen to place derivative exposures ‘off-balance sheet’ rather than
in special purpose vehicles, as SPVs require an increase in the capital adequacy reserves
under prudential regulations. In 2007, Westpac had total contract and notional exposure of
$841.6 billion, reduced to a $51 billion credit equivalent, further reduced to a risk-weighted
sum of $27 billion; a paltry amount under the circumstances.705 Placing derivatives offbalance sheet is a concern in light of the real and ever-present risk of counterparty failure.
For instance, during the GFC, the severe repricing of credit default swaps associated with US
subprime securitised loans destroyed the capital bases of many banks. Although APRA
calculates the net exposure to derivatives under international standards is in the hundreds
of billions of dollars, critics note that unless banks are able to entirely dispose their risk,
derivatives should remain on-balance sheet and necessitate a higher associated capital
charge. It is also unclear whether the government guarantee extends to offshore
borrowings by banks to cover off-balance sheet derivatives. The process is opaque with no
counterparty details required for APRA reporting purposes.706

It is possible that as the global economy further deteriorates, a sustained GFC-style credit
freeze in the wholesale markets may recur. If this event is protracted, the Big Four may be
required to ration credit, leading to cascading impacts in the form of declining profits,
increasing capital losses and difficulties in meeting long-term external liabilities.707 In the
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BIS (2014: 8).
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Hirst and Linden (2008).
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Hirst and Linden (2008). It is notable the Treasurer’s office was also contacted regarding the

nature and extent of the government’s wholesale offshore funding guarantee, but refused to clarify
the policy on the record.
707

IMF (2012: 12-13) notes funding costs are increasing for banks due to greater competition for

retail deposits and larger spreads for domestic bonds. Future tapering by the US Fed is also likely to
cause a spike in bond yields globally (as US Treasuries set the global interest rate benchmark),
indicating rising borrowing costs for both the public and private sectors.
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event of a simultaneous contraction in both the mining and housing sectors, the damage to
the economy will be enormous. If real housing prices revert to their long-term average, this
will prompt widespread borrower defaults and a large fall in the value of the residential
mortgage book. The combined deterioration in bank balance sheets and rising rate of
impairments and defaults may potentially require the Big Four to find tens of billions in
additional capital to survive, particularly if thinly capitalised mortgage insurers fail. 708 Bank
problems will be compounded by a recalculation of internal risk weightings as housing
prices fall. Essentially, negative price trends and rising LGD and PD must be incorporated
into bank calculations of suitable capital ratios, resulting in higher provisioning levels for
residential mortgages. Competition for increasingly scarce and expensive domestic deposits
and negative assessments by ratings agencies will simultaneously raise funding costs,
further stressing the banking system.

Contrary to conventional political and economic perspectives, the banking and financial
sector is highly fragile and likely to experience a crisis in the coming years. The primary risks
are the excessive size and concentration of the Big Four and their disproportionate share of
assets, particularly residential property loans based on inflated land prices. Assets busts are
typically accompanied by large falls in the value of collateral, a spike in unemployment,
rising bankruptcies and personal defaults, and significant bank capital losses which threaten
insolvency. Mortgage insurers will likely be rendered insolvent due to insufficient capital
reserves to withstand a significant correction in housing prices. Banks’ capital will be quickly
exhausted as losses in the residential and commercial mortgage portfolios snowball,
principally due to the gaming of regulations allowing for artificially low risk weights and
associated capital buffers in the pursuit of accelerated profit growth.709

The highly concentrated nature of the banking and financial sector intensifies, rather than
reduces, systemic risk. Failure or difficulties in one of the Big Four is likely to quickly spread
because each institution presides over a large proportion of the country’s debt assets. The
economy can be rapidly crippled by financial contagion due to nearly identical loan
708

Holland and Tattersall (2012).

709

Providing a different explanation for the true purpose of the CLF.
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portfolios held by the Big Four and the degree of interconnectedness. Overreliance on
wholesale foreign debt is another striking weakness. It creates a pathway for a crisis through
capital flight, or even a mere, short-term suspension in wholesale debt markets. Inadequate
regulation and stress testing by government and regulatory agencies has led to unwarranted
confidence based on wishful thinking. Government supports without an associated charge
worsens financier hubris and rewards risk-taking, raising the probability of financial
instability. The government dependence on revenues and economic activity generated by
the housing boom, especially at the state level, has bred indifference to these risks.

Compared to developing and emerging economies, banking crises in advanced economies
are associated with a greater fall in output and extraordinary monetary and fiscal policies
that increase public debt at a faster rate. Banking crises often precede sovereign debt and
currency crises and are more disruptive within advanced economies due to the larger size of
the financial sector. Other relevant factors explaining this discrepancy include larger debt
burdens, inadequate bank restructuring following a crisis and significant government
counter-cyclical spending during an economic downturn. The median output loss for
advanced economies (versus all economies) is 32.9 per cent of GDP (23 per cent), a 21.4 per
cent rise in public debt (12.1 per cent), lower fiscal costs of 3.8 per cent (6.8 per cent) and a
longer crisis period of three years (two years), associated with inappropriate bank
restructuring.710 Based on this analysis, Australia’s financialised economy faces the prospect
of an expensive banking crisis in the future when the Big Four heavyweights are battered by
an economic storm.

710

Laeven and Valencia (2012: 3, 17 - Table 2, 18). The growing divergence between book and

market values of bank equity is another relevant factor.
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Table 3.2.1.1: Banking Crises Outcomes 1970 - 2011711
Measure

Advanced

Emerging

Developing

All Countries

Output loss (% GDP)

32.9

26.0

1.6

23.0

Debt increase (% GDP)

21.4

9.1

10.9

12.1

Monetary expansion (% GDP)

8.3

1.3

1.2

1.7

Fiscal costs (% GDP)

3.8

10.0

10.0

6.8

2.1

21.4

18.3

12.7

3.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

11.5

22.3

22.6

20.1

5.7

11.1

12.3

9.6

4.0

30.0

37.5

25.0

Fiscal costs (% financial
system assets)
Duration (years)
Peak liquidity (% deposits and
foreign liabilities)
Liquidity support (% deposits
and foreign liabilities)
Peak non-performing loans
(% total)

711

Laeven and Valencia (2012: 17 - Table 2). Study of 147 banking crisis episodes from 1970 - 2011.

Median values. Peak liquidity represents the highest level of central bank claims against financial
institutions, adjusted for those banks’ deposits and foreign liabilities. The difference between precrisis liquidity and the peak liquidity level equals the sum liquidity provided during an event.
Monetary expansion refers to the change in the monetary base between the crisis peak, and one
year prior, expressed as a percentage of GDP.
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3.2.2 An Overview of the Australian Banking Sector: Key Statistics

In 2013, the total market capitalisation of retail banks was around 30 per cent of the total
value of the ASX200.712 There were 171 ADIs in operation, a significant fall from 193 ADIs in
2009.713 Since the GFC, competition has become increasingly subdued following Westpac’s
acquisition of St. George Bank, CBA’s acquisition of Bankwest, and numerous mergers and
consolidations between credit unions and building societies (CUBS). 714 ADIs have increased
their share of Australian financial assets from 50 to 60 per cent since the mid-1990s, while
the Big Four have increased their share of ADI assets (primarily deposits and loans) from 60
to 75 per cent during the same period. Around 60 per cent of domestic balance sheets are
comprised of residential housing loans, with trading and investment activity being relatively
small by comparison. The IMF has noted the Australian banking industry is one of the most
concentrated in the world, as the Big Four “...hold 80 percent of banking assets and 88
percent of residential mortgages.” 715 Business lending comprises about 35 per cent of the
loan portfolio, with around 5 per cent in personal loans making up the remainder. Between
2008 and 2013, the Big Four increased their share of housing and business loans by around
10 per cent; from around 70 per cent to above 80 per cent for residential mortgages, and
from 65 to 75 per cent for business lending.716

712

Kehoe (2013b).

713

APRA (2013c).

714

APRA (2012a: 6-7).

715

IMF (2012: 12).

716

APRA (2013d: 6, 7 - Figure 1, 8 - Figure 2; 2014: 86, 88). High volume lending for residential

housing suggests domestic banks are ignoring the credit risk attached to over-priced housing in
order to pursue extraordinary profit growth.
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Table 3.2.2.1: Number of Authorised Deposit-taking Institutions 2009 - 2013717
ADI Sector

1999

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Major banks

4

4

4

4

4

4

Subsidiaries of major banks

-

3

1

1

1

-

Other Australian-owned banks

11

7

7

7

14

15

Foreign subsidiary banks

11

9

9

9

8

8

Foreign bank branches

25

34

34

35

39

40

CUBS

241

128

119

113

101

97

Other ADIs

4

8

8

8

7

7

Total ADIs

296

193

182

177

174

171

Moody’s Analytics shares the concerns of the IMF about the Australian banking sector’s
highly concentrated balance sheet, noting it is the most exposed to residential mortgages
globally. Other major international markets by comparison are less vulnerable, with Norway
and Canada (over 40 per cent), the US (35 per cent), Spain (25 per cent), South Korea (over
20 per cent) and the UK (15 per cent).718 Considering the damage inflicted on major
economies abroad in recent years by bursting land market bubbles, a large housing
correction in Australia will have similar, or perhaps, worse impacts. Bank loss provisions are
less than 1 per cent of the total housing loan book. The growing trend towards part-time
and casual work (underemployment) means households carry large debt burdens in an
environment of decreasing job security, increasing the risk of future default. Not only is the
financial sector heavily concentrated, the Big Four are oversized. In 2013, all are ranked
within the top 22 global banks when measured by market capitalisation. This is an
astounding outcome given the relatively small size of the Australian economy and
population. Statistics from APRA confirm the dominance of the Big Four by almost every
conventional metric.

717

APRA (2013c; 2014: 87). 30th June of each respective year.

718

Liondis (2013).
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Table 3.2.2.2: Market Capitalisation of the World’s Largest 22 Banks719
Rank

719

Bank

Country

Market Capitalisation
($US Billions)

1

Wells Fargo and Co

US

228.74

2

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China

China

225.81

3

HSBC Holdings

UK

206.76

4

JP Morgan Chase and Co

US

200.64

5

China Construction Bank

China

178.36

6

Citigroup Inc.

US

154.67

7

Bank of America

US

153.84

8

Agricultural Bank of China

China

132.87

9

Bank of China

China

123.33

10

Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA)

Australia

107.70

11

Royal Bank of Canada

Canada

101.23

12

Toronto-Dominion Bank

Canada

89.15

13

Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC)

Australia

88.94

14

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group

Japan

86.64

15

BNP Paribas

France

83.13

16

Banco Santander

Spain

80.92

17

Bank of Nova Scotia

Canada

77.50

18

UBS AG

Switzerland

77.31

19

Australia and New Zealand Banking (ANZ)

Australia

74.08

20

Goldman Sachs Group

US

72.23

21

US Bancorp

US

67.64

22

National Australia Bank (NAB)

Australia

65.79

Relbanks (2013). As at 15th August 2013. It should be noted the majority of banking profits are

derived from domestic operations. In a country of 23.5 million people, these profits appear grossly
inflated, even in the presence of a massive credit boom and overvalued housing prices by
international standards.
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Table 3.2.2.3: The Big Four Dominate the Market720
Banking Sector Profit Measures (Financial Year End)
Profit Measures ($Millions)

Sector

Major Banks

Major Bank Share

28,512

25,360

88.9%

138,739

128,749

92.8%

Housing loan interest income

79,194

65,890

83.2%

Net interest income

63,146

52,127

82.5%

Fees and commissions

20,393

15,338

75.2%

Total operating income

95,569

76,129

79.7%

Net profit after tax
All loans and advances interest
income

Profit Measures

Sector

Major Banks

29.1%

33.1%

Net interest margin1

-

2.25-2.5%

Cost to income ratio

50.7%

46%

Non-interest income share

32.6%

29.7%

(Ratio/Percentage)
Profit margin

Assets, Liabilities, Loans & Advances ($Millions)
Balance Sheet

Sector

Major Banks

Major Bank Share

Total bank assets

3,837,940

2,990,549

77.9%

Total bank liabilities

3,607,681

2,810,765

77.9%

308,934 (8%)

244,635 (8.2%)

-

2,418,872

1,954,351

81%

1,472,528 (38.4%,

1,235,898 (41.3%,

60.9%)

63.2%)

2,100,073 (58.2%)

1,666,151 (59.3%)

79.3%

110.8%

112.6%

-

Liquid bank assets (% total
assets)2
Gross loans and advances
Housing loans and advances (%
total assets, % gross loans and
advances)
Total deposits (% liabilities)
Net loan to deposit ratio3

720

83.9%

APRA (2013c; 2014c). 2013 June quarter data. Profit measures are annualised figures ending June

quarter 2013. Sector total excludes ‘other ADIs’. Credit unions and building societies are also
excluded from the analysis as they only held $67 billion dollars of financial assets under
management as at 30 June 2013.
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Investment Measures (Ratio/Percentage)
Measure

Sector

Major Banks

14.9

-

-

~2.0-2.5

Dividend yield6

~6-7%

-

Return on assets (after tax)

0.8%

0.9%

218,322

179,784

10%

10.4%

Financial sector P/E ratio4
Price to book ratio5

Total shareholder equity
(millions)
Shareholder equity to deposit
ratio

ANZ (15.3%), CBA (18.4%), NAB
Net Return on equity (ROE)
Expected ROE on mortgage
loan book

13.5%

15.6%8

(14.5%), WBC (16%)7
ANZ (36.5%) CBA (41.1%) NAB
(31.3%) WBC (43.1%)

Expenses ($Millions)
Category

Sector

Major Banks

Operating expenses

46,075

33,258

Personnel expenses

24,048

18,804

Interest expense on deposits

76,867

58,639

Interest expense on borrowings

34,240

22,462

11,893

9,492

Interest expense on other
liabilities

Financial Stability Measures (Ratio/Percentage)
Measure
Credit to GDP gap9
Credit spread rise since GFC
(bps)10
Loan loss provisions11

Sector
~ >6% (2001 - 2008)
~ -40% (2009-10 to 2011-12)

Major Banks
-

-

~150bps

-

0.19%

~19-20

-

Debt service ratio
(households)12
Leverage - all assets13

26.5x14
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ANZ (30.3x) CBA (30.3x) NAB

(29.4x) WBC (31.3x)15
Leverage - Residential

ANZ (71.4x) CBA (76.9x) NAB

31.3x16

mortgages

(52.6x) WBC (83.3x)

Capital Adequacy (Ratio/Percentage)
Measure

Sector

Major Banks
11.4%

Capital ratio17

ANZ (11.4%) CBA (11.2%) NAB

11.8%

(11.3%) WBC (11.8%)18
10%19
Tier 1 capital ratio

10.4%

ANZ (9.5%) CBA (10.2%) NAB
(9.9%) WBC (10.5%)20
8.1%

Tier 1 capital ratio (common

ANZ (8%) CBA (8.2%) NAB (8%)

8.7%

equity)21

WBC (8.4%)22
1.4%

Tier 2 capital ratio

ANZ (1.9%) CBA (1%) NAB

1.4%

(1.5%) WBC (1.3%)23
General reserve for credit

0.2%

losses (% of assets)

0.1%
ANZ (41.7%) CBA (41.3%) NAB

50%24

Average risk-weight - all assets
Average risk-weight -

(42.9%) WBC (39.8%)25
ANZ (17.7%) CBA (15.7%) NAB

40%26

residential mortgages

(23.1%) WBC (14.9%)27

Average capital charge - all

ANZ (3.3%) CBA (3.3%), NAB

-

assets28
Average capital charge -

(3.4%) WBC (3.2%)
ANZ (1.4%) CBA (1.3%) NAB

3.2%30

residential mortgages29

(1.9%) WBC (1.2%)31

Risk-Weighted Assets
Bank

ANZ

Asset Type /

Credit Risk Total

RW Category

(EAD) ($m)32

All assets
Res. mortgages

RWA Total ($m)

816,49433
267,421 (IRB) +

340,784
46,249 (IRB) +
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Avg. Risk

Avg. Capital

Weight

Charge

41.7%

3.3%34

17.7%

1.4%

All assets
CBA

Res. mortgages

All assets
NAB

Res. mortgages

All assets
WBC

4,923 (Standard)

1,831 (Standard)

= 272,344

= 48,080

796,056

329,158

435,635 (IRB) +

66,741 (IRB) +

5,238 (Standard)

2,432 (Standard)

= 440,873

= 69,173

853,675

366,189

293,978 (IRB) +

59,727 (IRB) +

35,544 (Standard)

16,529 (Standard)

= 329,522

= 76,256

770,611

307,085

41.3%

3.3%

15.7%

1.3%

42.9%

3.4%

23.1%

1.9%

39.8%

3.2%

14.9%

1.2%

59,450M (IRB) +
Res. mortgages

410,00135

1,805 (Standard)
= 61,255

Funding Source (Ratio/Percentage)36
Measure
Wholesale funding ratio
Customer deposit funding
ratio
Foreign funding ratio (%
total liabilities)

Sector

Major Banks

34%

-

49%

-

24%

-

Table Notes

1

Robertson and Rush (2013: Graph 14). Other domestic banks have a NIM of around 1.5 -

1.75 per cent.

2

Around $270 billion in assets for the entire sector as at March 2012 (Heath and Manning

2012: 45 - Table 1). This figure represented approximately 10 per cent of total assets under
management. Cash, bullion and government securities are considered liquid assets.

3

RBA (2012a: 35 - Table A2) notes a loan to deposit ratio of 135 per cent as of June 2012.
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4

Kehoe and Hartge-Hazelman (2013); RBA (2011b: 31). The sector forward P/E ratio

averaged approximately 12 in the mid-1990s to 2011, with the long-term dividend yield at 5
per cent during this period.

5

Kehoe and Hartge-Hazelman (2013). The price to book ratio represents the ratio of market

value of equity against the book value of equity, therefore measuring shareholder’s equity
on the balance sheet. It is equivalent to market capitalisation / total book price or share
price / book value per share. The ratio shows how much equity investors are paying for each
dollar of net assets and values >1 generally represents overvaluation.

6

ABA (2012). As of June 2012. End of month yield figure. The yield has generally remained

within a band of 4 to 6 per cent between 2002 and 2012, except during the GFC when the
yield rose above 9 per cent in response to falling bank stock prices. ROE for banking stocks
typically average in the high single digits to low teens under normal circumstances.

7

ANZ (2013b: 1, 5); CBA (2013b: 6); NAB (2013b: 3); WBC (2013b: iii). Big Four ROE figures

are for the full 2013 year.

8

Joye (2013b). Non-major banks. Assuming a 0.5 per cent mortgage margin. Calculated as

RWA-adjusted tier 1 capital ratio multiplied by estimated mortgage margin.

9

BIS (2012: 27); Drehmann et al. (2011: iii); Remolona (2011: Figure 2). The credit to GDP

gap is the deviation of the private debt to GDP ratio from its long-term trend, with a high
ratio representing a greater level of systemic leverage. Typically, a credit gap of more than 6
per cent presages a later banking crisis. This finding is repeated using both domestic bank
credit data and ‘total credit’ measures including all forms of credit extended to the private
non-financial sector (Drehmann 2013: 41, 44). Since 1960, credit growth has averaged
around 12.5 per cent versus GDP growth of only 9 per cent, though the credit to GDP gap is
pronounced during the period of the residential housing boom (Battellino 2011). The
deceleration in credit growth explains the negative result since the GFC.
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10

Drehmann et al. (2011: 10); Robertson and Rush (2012). Credit spreads represent the

average cost of borrowing and usually narrow during the credit boom and widen as the
market reprices credit risk during the bust phase of an asset bubble.

11

BIS (2012: 79). 2011 data.

12

Drehmann and Juselius (2012: 21-22, 25-26, 32). The DSR represents interest and debt

payments divided by income; a more accurate representation of true debt burdens than the
debt to GDP ratio. DSRs >20 to 25 per cent typically precede banking crises in international
jurisdictions. Higher DSRs are also empirically related to more severe recessions. Australia
breached this level in 2008 without a recession, saved only by comprehensive government
intervention.

13

Leverage = banking assets/allocated tier 1 capital. Rising leverage increases ROE but also

raises systemic risk at the same time.

14

Joye (2013b). Non-major banks.

15

Joye (2013b) provides March 2013, RWA-adjusted leveraging figures for the Big Four: ANZ

(24.2x), CBA (30.4x), NAB (27.8x) and WBC (24.2x). As risk-weighted assets comprise around
half of total asset value, a sharp rise in impairments and eventual defaults of more than 4
per cent of total bank assets would wipe out the banks’ capital buffers. A small fall in the
value of bank assets will quickly render the Big Four technically insolvent.

16

Joye (2013c).

17

Capital base/risk-weighted assets.

18

ANZ (2013a: 2); CBA (2013a: 2); NAB (2013a: 1); WBC (2013a: 3).

19

Capital ratios are centred on a smaller-sized capital base and asset figure due to risk-

weightings. Banks assess less capital is required as a buffer due to the asset class’ recent
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historical performance. Murdoch and Uren (2012) provide figures for the Big 4 based on
Nomura estimates for end of 2012 financial year: ANZ (11.3 per cent), CBA (10.1 per cent),
NAB (10.5 per cent), and WBC (10.1 per cent). Best and Wright (2013: 4) note S&P have also
provided Q1 2012 estimates for the Big Four (except for the CBA - Q2 2012): ANZ (8.3 per
cent), CBA (8.2 per cent), NAB (7.9 per cent) and WBC (8.2 per cent). APRA has
acknowledged banks’ RWAs comprise approximately 50 per cent of real asset values.

20

ANZ (2013a: 2); CBA (2013a: 2); NAB (2013a: 1); WBC (2013a: 3).

21

BIS (2010b: 13-15) notes common equity includes common shares, stock surplus (share

premium) resulting from issuing tier 1 instruments, retained earnings, common shares
issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties, and accumulated other income and reserves.

22

ANZ (2013a: 2); CBA (2013a: 2); NAB (2013a: 1); WBC (2013a: 3).

23

ANZ (2013a: 2); CBA (2013a: 2); NAB (2013a: 1); WBC (2013a: 3).

24

APRA (2012b: 14). Non-mortgage RWA.

25

ANZ (2013a: 2-3); CBA (2013a: 8, 16); NAB (2013a: 3-4); WBC (2013a: 3, 8, 10).

26

Joye (2013c). Excludes major banks.

27

Joye (2013c) provides recent UBS mortgage risk-weight figures as follows: ANZ (17 per

cent), CBA (15 per cent), NAB (20 per cent) and WBC (15 per cent). APRA (2012b: 14)
provides an average figure of 20 per cent for the major banks.

28

The formula for the calculation of the RWA-adjusted capital ratio is the mortgage risk

weighting multiplied by APRA’s 8 per cent capital target. Figures for the Big Four are
averages.
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29

The formula for the calculation of capital charge is the mortgage risk weighting x APRA’s 8

per cent capital target. Figures for the Big Four are averages.

30

Joye (2013c). Non-major banks.

31

Joye (2013c). Recent UBS capital charge figures for mortgages are also provided: ANZ (1.4

per cent), CBA (1.2 per cent), NAB (1.6 per cent) and WBC (1.2 per cent).

32

Credit exposure/risk represents the aggregate of all claims, commitments and contingent

liabilities arising from on and off-balance sheet transactions (in the banking and trading
book) with the counterparty or group of related counterparties. Exposure at default (EAD) is
the expected facility exposure on the date of default. This includes market risk - the risk to
earnings arising from changes in interest rates, currency exchange rates and credit spreads,
or from fluctuations in bond, commodity or equity prices; and operational risk - the risk of
losses resulting from inadequate or failed internal controls or from external events,
including legal risk but excluding reputation risk.

33

Includes all claims and liabilities arising from on and off-balance sheet transactions in the

banking and trading book.

34

Risk weight multiplied by the Basel 8 per cent capital requirement.

35

A split between internal ratings based (IRB) and standard approach was unavailable.

36

RBA (2012a: 35 - Table A2). June 2012 figures.
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3.2.3 Key Banking Sector Trends

The data in the previous section illustrates several trends worth discussing in detail,
particularly the Big Four’s domination of the banking and financial system. It is evident they
have the financial sector in a stranglehold, enjoying 89 per cent of total banking sector
profits and 82.5 per cent of the net interest income generated from all ADIs loans and
advances. The Big Four reap most of their record profits from property loans: 83.2 per cent
of total interest income. In general, the banking sector and the Big Four are overly reliant on
real estate loans, comprising more than 60 per cent of the entire loan portfolio. Massive
profits are not related to exceptional skill or proficiency, but simply an outcome of directing
high-volume credit aggregates into the residential property boom and benefitting from large
net interest margins. The former governor of the RBA, Ian Macfarlane, expressed this view
on excessive Australian bank profitability in 1999:

I, like you, have often wondered why banks are so profitable - and they certainly
have been extremely profitable in Australia... They always were profitable, let’s face
it. They were very profitable in the regulated phase, and some of us thought that
those profit rates would go down in the deregulated phase, as competition heated
up. So you can understand why people are very interested in profits and very
surprised that profits or rates of return on equity have remained so high. Any
business, whether it is a bank or any other business, if it is aiming for extremely high
rates return on equity - if it is aiming for 18 or 20 per cent in an environment of two
per cent inflation - it seems to me there are an awful lot of very useful things that
could be done which are profitable, but they are not quite that profitable. If they are
literally doing what they are aiming to do they are failing to invest in a lot of things
which are reasonably profitable and socially very useful.721

The sentiments expressed by Macfarlane still hold true more than a decade later. As a
percentage of GDP, the Big Four’s profit growth has blossomed since 1986 and well into the
new century. It is puzzling the former governor was unable to pinpoint the causes of
exceptionally high profits and ROE, especially since the FIRE sector now has a towering
721

Macfarlane (1999).
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economic presence after two decades of strong growth from fuelling the largest land market
bubble on record. Big Four profits have naturally risen in tandem with accelerated credit
growth accompanying land market speculation, demonstrated by housing loans comprising
around 63 per cent of gross loans and advances for the Big Four in 2013.

Table 3.2.3.1: Big Four Gross Profit Before Tax ($m) and Ratio to GDP 1986 - 2013722
Major
Bank

1986

1989

1999

2006

2013

2009
Gross

Net

ANZ

357

773

2,162

5,214

4,380

-

6,272

CBA

396

813

2,498

5,704

5,975

-

7,677

NAB

484

1,110

4,141

7,275

6,962

-

5,452

WBC

540

926

2,026

4,547

6,096

-

6,816

1,777

3,622

10,827

22,740

23,413

37,800

26,217

0.7%

1.0%

1.8%

2.3%

1.9%

2.5%

1.7%

Total ($m)
Per cent of
GDP

722

Fear et al. (2010: 5 - Table 1) data used for 1986 to 2009. ANZ (2013b: 1, 5); CBA (2013b: 6); NAB

(2013b: 3); WBC (2013b: iii) for 2013; full year statutory (audited) net profit figures. KPMG (2013: 3)
for 2013 gross total figure. Statutory figures do not exclude one-off costs like the cash profit method
preferred by banks for reporting purposes.
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Figure 3.2.3.1: Housing Loans (% of Gross Advances) 2004 - 2013
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In an era of declining credit growth, Big Four bank profits are supported by a generous
reduction in provisions for bad or doubtful debts to near-record lows; general reserves for
credit losses represented only 0.1 per cent of total assets in 2013. Nearly 70 per cent of the
increase in the earnings per share of the major banks in 2013 is due to provisioning
reductions. Changes in APRA standards prompted the major banks to enforce provisioning
allowances on an ‘incurred loss’ basis since 2005, rather than on a specific basis, meaning
estimates of provisions for losses are based on the life of the loan, rather than specific
provisions being made for non-performing loans combined with general provisions that
protect against future losses. Although the incurred loss method is meant to provide
sufficient reserves to meet bad debts over the long-term, banks appear to be drawing down
reserves in a counter-cyclical manner.723

The Big Four’s ability to capture a large and increasing share of total assets in the financial
market is based on sourcing domestic and international funds at lower cost than their
competitors, boosting profits and lowering cost to income ratios. By virtue of their size and
723

Kehoe and Joye (2013). The Big Four cut their bad debt provisions by $1.1 billion between 2012

and 2013. If unemployment and the level of defaults rise in the future, the increased provisioning for
bad debts will need to be subtracted from profits; stunting shareholder returns in the process.
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government guarantees, the Big Four are ranked higher by the ratings agencies, allowing
them to source cheaper wholesale market debt. Ironically, the Big Four’s dominance has
sown the seeds of greater financial instability because access to lower-cost debt has
prompted a greater volume of residential lending. Second-tier lenders struggle to compete
on price because they pay a premium for wholesale funding relative to the Big Four,
explaining the wide divergence in profitability and net interest margins that has formed. The
Big Four also engage in implicit collusion and price signalling, which has the effect of raising
the cost of fees and services.724 Since the GFC, competition has been reduced even further
by the continual trend of mergers and acquisitions by banks and CUBs (credit unions and
building societies). Together, these factors have increased asset, deposit and loan
concentration, revealing the source of the Big Four’s super profits. The disproportionate rise
in the Big Four’s share of total financial assets over the last decade is illustrated below.

Figure 3.2.3.2: Banking Sector and Big Four Asset Growth 2004 - 2013
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On the surface, the Big Four appear to be solid investments given their relative size, profit
position, ROE and relatively high yields. Since 1997, ADIs have reported strong and
continuous profits and ROE averaged 16 per cent between 2005 and 2008, before falling to
10 per cent after bad debts mounted during the GFC. The broader ADI sector has now
724

Hudson and Bezemer (2012: 6).
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recovered and is earning an average 13.5 per cent ROE as bad debts and charges continue to
fall. By contrast, the major banks have almost never had net interest margins fall below 2
per cent (even during the GFC) and have virtually maintained consistent double-digit ROE. In
2013, Big Four ROE ranged beween 14.5 to 18.4 per cent.725

The Big Four were the world’s most profitable banks in 2011 and 2012, with high net
interest margins and moderate operating costs compared to the global benchmark.726
Assuming the Big Four are safe would be a mistake, however, as there are numerous risk
factors facing the sector. These include a high concentration of housing loans on balance
sheets (41.3 per cent of all banking assets), the large property share of all loans and
advances (63.2 per cent), an elevated net loan to deposit ratio (nearly 113 per cent), P/E
ratios near record highs (almost 15), a high price to book ratio (around 2.0 to 2.5) indicating
too much equity is being paid for net assets, and dividend ratios (6 to 7 per cent) that are
symptomatic of high levels of banking leverage rather than sound financial management.

Figure 3.2.3.3: Banking Sector Return on Equity 2004 - 2013
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APRA (2014a: 90, 91 - Figure A6).

726

BIS (2012: 79, 2013a: 54). Figures for the Big Four in 2012 (as a percentage of total assets): pre-

tax profits (1.18 per cent), net interest margin (1.82 per cent), loan loss provisions (0.21 per cent)
and operating costs (1.19 per cent).
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Banking stocks are usually a good investment during a credit boom, but as Australian
economic history has demonstrated, large falls in the price of bank stocks follow the
inevitable bursting of speculative asset bubbles. The wishes of the financial sector for
businesses and households to step up for another round of debt leveraging will remain
unfulfilled, because the already high aggregate debt levels prevent this course of action.
Future profit growth for the financial sector will be weak if credit growth is subdued,
investments are postponed and wide-scale debt deleveraging emerges. Furthermore, bad
debts are likely to increase as land prices retreat and unemployment rises in response.727 An
international comparison of the price to book ratio confirms Australia’s banks have deviated
significantly from the US, UK and Eurozone but are similar to Canada, which also appears to
have a housing bubble.

Figure 3.2.3.4: Banks’ Price to Book Value Ratios 2004 - 2013
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The Big Four may attempt to maintain unrealistically high levels of profit growth in the
future by aggressively expanding lending, leading to lower net interest margins, ROE and
dividends; a pattern observed in international jurisdictions when private debt enters a new,
but lower, growth phase. Aggressive lending behaviour tends to cause increased volatility
727

Mott (2013).
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and a higher level of impairments, but adoption of this strategy is understandable when
long-term patterns of easy credit growth are considered. 728 Equity to deposit ratios are
quite low at around 10 per cent, with total average shareholder equity only 5.7 and 6 per
cent of total sector assets for the sector and the Big Four, respectively.729 All else being
equal, a higher shareholder equity ratio reduces risk and raises the market perception of
safety because shareholders do not have a specific claim on banking assets, but rather have
only an expectation of dividends and capital growth.730

Banks often claim a higher shareholder equity ratio is expensive due to the greater returns
demanded by shareholders, resulting in higher net interest margins and corresponding
lower levels of lending. This relationship is not clear, however, as greater equity buffers and
perceived prudence can help to lower bank borrowing costs, reducing the required ROE;
also, there is no clear relationship between larger equity cushions and lower rates of bank
lending.731 The size of the Big Four means they can borrow at a discount to smaller
institutions, invalidating their complaint because their funding costs have already been
lowered, counter-balancing the possible impact of increased equity requirements. Research
shows increased equity funding lowers risk premia, which in turn, lowers the rate of return
needed in light of advantageous funding costs associated with a higher perceived level of
safety.732 Australians should not be underwriting measures that perpetuate unrealistic
returns for major bank shareholders when a cultural shift is required regarding returns that
are possible in a new, low credit growth phase.733

728

Mott (2013). A ROE of approximately 10 per cent for financial stocks appears to be closer to the

long-term international trend.
729

APRA (2013c).

730

APRA (2012a: 37-38, 50).

731

APRA (2012a: 50).

732

Yang and Tsatsaronis (2012: 45-46, 57).

733

Unrealistic shareholder expectations are another symptom of manic investment observed in

earlier depression periods. BIS (2010: 4) note the average global bank ROE between 1993 and 2007
was an exceptional 15 per cent, but similar to Mott (2013), finds the long-term ratio is closer to 10
per cent.
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From the mid-1990s to the GFC, credit growth rapidly outpaced that of nominal GDP,
leading to an exponential rise in debt as residential property speculation soared. From 2001
to 2008, the credit to GDP gap breached the critical 6 per cent barrier that is highly
correlated with future financial instability. Systemic risk is rising due to greater leverage and
the unproductive use of capital outpacing suitable investment opportunities. Around the
GFC, the exponential trend in household and non-financial business sector credit growth
came to an end, explaining the faltering rate of annual credit growth since that time.734
Rapid credit growth and rising bank profits fuelled by asset speculation are key ingredients
producing the complacent financier attittude towards borrower risk. Decelerating credit
growth threatens lofty profitability and ROE ratios mistaken as industry norms, providing
motivation for more aggressive lending.

Credit risk is a primary issue for ADIs because exposures account for approximately 85 per
cent of total RWAs. Credit risk for the Big Four has declined from 37 to 35 percent between
2013 and 2014 (51 per cent for other ADIs), indicating lower risk weights are being applied.
Banks have likely assessed that a conservative borrower risk appetite, prudent lending
standards, firm asset prices, falling rate of non-performing assets, and a resilient labour
market is symptomatic of a lower risk operational environment. This has contributed to
total provisions falling from 1 to 0.9 per cent of all loans, although specific provisions remain
slightly elevated relative to their longer term rate.735 In 2013, only 0.1 per cent in specific
provisions were earmarked by the Big Four for credit loss purposes in the mortgage
portfolio. These provisions appear inadequate for a highly overvalued mortgage portfolio,
particularly when non-housing loan general provisions are around 2.5 per cent of total
loans.736 If banks were truly judicious in their lending behaviour they would cease high-

734

BIS (2012:27); Drehmann et al. (2011: iii); Remolona (2011: Figure 2).

735

APRA (2013d: 8, 20, 22). Average credit risk weight = on-balance sheet credit RWAs / on-balance

sheet credit exposures. Specific and general provisions/reserves are required under APRA regulatory
credit quality guidelines.
736

APRA (2013d: 23 - Figure 9). Housing loans provisions were also less than one fifth of one per

cent of total assets in 2011 (BIS: 2012 - 79).
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volume, high-LVR, high-DSR lending into a colossal mortgage portfolio in anticipation of a
major land market correction. The Big Four may experience their first losses in more than
two decades if bad debts rise sharply and the value of collateral contracts. High DSRs
indicate the banks’ residential loan portfolios are acutely sensitive to increases in
unemployment, having breached the 20 to 25 per cent threshold associated with the severe
international recessions of 2008. The ratio remains near this level today.737

Falling credit growth and profitability, a reduction in collateral values, a rise in bad debts,
and a bloated housing loan portfolio are not the only likely headwinds the Big Four face. The
rise in credit spreads since the GFC of around 150 basis points (1.5 per cent) means the
average cost of bank borrowing is rising.738 Around a third of all ADI funding comes from
wholesale funding, with the offshore component acounting for 20 per cent of bank funding.
Local banks have sought a greater domestic deposit base in their funding profile and actively
reduced the proportion of short-term wholesale funding in their funding composition.739
The banks will have their net interest margins squeezed if wholesale markets reprice credit
in response to a significant economic downturn in Australia. A recurrence of a GFC-style
global credit freeze may impede the Big Four’s ability to meet short-term liabilities.
Liabilities are often refinanced (rolled-over) into further wholesale short-term borrowings
due to banks holding limited liquid capital assets. Under these circumstances, the RBA CLF
facility may be used to meet ongoing payment obligations and to maintain technical
solvency.740

737

Drehmann and Juselius (2012: 21-22, 25-26, 32). In 2008, Australia did not experience a

downturn following government intervention which reinflated the housing market.
738

IMF (2012: 12). The estimated funding cost advantage of the Big Four rose from 80 to 120 basis

points (0.8 to 1.20 per cent) during the GFC due to explicit government guarantees, partially
offsetting the rise in the cost of credit.
739

APRA (2014a: 93-94). Securitised funding has fallen from 7 per cent of the total composition in

2007 to 1 per cent in 2013.
740

Although never mentioned by government officials, this scenario is the other primary reason the

CLF was established, not just to meet Basel III liquidity requirements.
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The fragility of Australia’s financial system was exposed during the GFC when two of the Big
Four needed emergency liquidity support from the US Federal Reserve. 741 Seldom
mentioned, Westpac and the National Australia Bank received $1.09 billion and $4.5 billion
respectively under the Fed’s Term Auction Facility (TAF) on several occasions between 2007
and 2009. Both banks could not source sufficient liquidity to continue day-to-day trading
operations, indicating they were reliant on short-term wholesale borrowings in the
international market. Without this remarkable US government assistance, their business
operations may have become impeded.742 Under the TAF, 28-day and 84-day loans were
auctioned to depository institutions and the Fed became the lender of last resort to a host
of financiers. Many banks refused to borrow out of fear the public would become aware of
the arrangement, identifying this as a financial weakness and possibly compromising their
future survival.743

Fed data confirms the key details of five emergency loans arranged for Westpac and NAB. It
is extraordinary that emergency liquidity measures were accessed over three years while
politicians, government officials and bank management kept this information secret from
the public and shareholders. In NAB’s case, a rolling loan of $1.5 billion was extended over a
period of more than 8 months, indicating this was a prolonged episode rather than a shortterm liquidity event. It is entirely in the public interest that this support for the major banks
be disclosed, but instead the US and Australian governments chose to project an unjustified
aura of false confidence. Australians had to wait three years to find out about these
supports, and even then, disclosure was forced under a freedom of information request by

741

Johnston (2010).

742

FRB (2010). This explains why neither political party dares mention this inconvenient fact; it

would badly shake public confidence in the (illusory) strength of the banking system. It is evident the
‘This Time Is Different’ mindset applies not only to overvalued residential property, but also to the
illiquid, over-leveraged, under-capitalised, highly concentrated, foreign-funds addicted, and heavily
over-compensated banking sector.
743

FRB (2010).
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Bloomberg.744 This government intervention to support over-leveraged and illiquid banks
sets the tone for future political and economic action, with public accountability and
transparency playing second fiddle to financial interests and ailing banks that hunger for
taxpayer-funded subsidisation of losses.

Table 3.2.3.2: NAB/WBC Federal Reserve Bank Term Auction Facility Supports 2007 - 2009745

Loan Date

Maturity
Date

Loan
Term

Borrower

Amount
($m)

Interest

Unencumbered

Rate

Collateral ($m)

20 Dec 2007

17 Jan 2008

28 days

WBC

90

4.65%

1,005.9

9 Oct 2008

2 Jan 2009

85 days

WBC

1,000

1.39%

3,759

6 Nov 2008

29 Jan 2009

84 days

NAB

1,500

0.6%

2,640

29 Jan 2009

23 Apr 2009

84 days

NAB

1,500

0.25%

3,567.1

23 Apr 2009

16 Jul 2009

84 days

NAB

1,500

0.25%

3,693.7

The capital ratios of the banks are another crucial aspect to consider. This is undeniably the
most important metric in assessing banking sector and broader financial stability because
larger ratios indicate a greater capacity to absorb losses, relative to total assets. APRA
reports the banks have buffers far exceeding Basel regulations, with strong and rising tier 1
capital ratios over the last few years.746 Regrettably, APRA’s reported capital ratios are a

744

Kuntz and Ivry (2011). This information was not initially disclosed and required a lower court

appeal before 29,000 pages of Fed data was released. In total, 407 banks made approximately
50,000 transactions through seven different Fed programs between 2007 and 2009.
745

FRB (2010). The facility was announced on 12th December 2007 and held its last credit auction on

8th March 2010. All loans were repaid in full with interest.
746

APRA (2012b: 5-6). Basel III has the same total minimum capital requirement of Basel II

regulations at 8 per cent, but requires common equity (CeT1 is roughly equivalent to tangible
ordinary equity) to rise to a 4.5 per cent minima of RWAs (from 2 per cent) and a tier 1 capital
minima rise to 6 per cent (from 4 per cent). At most, 2 per cent of tier 2 capital will be accepted
under the new arrangements. A countercyclical buffer of 2.5 per cent (met via common equity) will
apply when there is evidence of excessive credit growth and systemic risk, raising the minimum
capital ratio to 10.5 per cent under certain circumstances. Although originally scheduled to be fully
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function of risk-weighted assets (RWAs). Risk-weightings allow a much larger asset pool to
be supported by a set amount of capital, and in the case of the Big Four, the average riskweightings approximate 20 and 50 per cent of the loan value for mortgages and other loans,
respectively.747

Risk weights are based on bank-assessed credit rating grades and assessed likelihood of
counter-party default. In the case of residential mortgage loans, if the ADI has a guarantor
(mortgage insurance and/or a suitable credit derivative), then risk weights far below 100 per
cent may be applied. 748 As of June 2013, the tier 1 capital ratio of the banking sector was
reported to be almost 10.5 per cent.749 Alternative measures of tier 1 capital ratios provided
by Standard and Poor’s, which used a risk-adjusted capital ratio to account for greater
economic risks and a higher risk-weighted calculation, estimates the Big Four’s core capital
ratio stands closer to 8 per cent.750

implemented by 2015, Basel III liquidity and capital arrangements have now been postponed until
2019.
747

APRA (2012b: 14).

748

APRA (2013e: 1, 7-8, 29-30).

749

APRA (2013c). In 2011, the Tier 1 capital ratio was also reported at >10 per cent.

750

Best and Wright (2013: 4).
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Figure 3.2.3.5: Bank Capital Ratios 1989 - 2013
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Until the GFC, RWA growth was brisk off the back of housing loans, before moderating
between 2008 and 2010 and then staging a recovery from 2011 onwards. A steep rate of
RWA growth increases systemic risk because housing loans and advances dominate lending
aggregates, and very low risk-weights are applied to mortgages on the ADI loan book. The
bursting of the asset bubble may precipitate extreme bank stress and failures as the value of
collateral (residential property) plummets and defaults spike following a deterioration in the
labour market. The world-beating concentration of property assets on Australian bank
balance sheets and the slender loss-absorbing capital buffer and general credit loss
provisions almost guarantee a catastrophe.751

If risk-weighted assets comprise around half of total asset value, then a Basel target capital
ratio of 8 per cent indicates losses representing 4 per cent of assets would wipe out the core
equity buffer of the Big Four. This risk is evident in the leveraging of all banking sector
financial assets (26.5x) and those held by the Big Four (around 30x). Risk is most acute in the
residential property portfolio where the non-major banks are leveraged at around 31x, but
751

A significant proportion of RWAs relative to total assets necessarily increases risk because the

absolute size of credit risk capital is far lower than the reported 8 per cent minimum. Logically, lower
(less conservative) risk-weights beget a smaller capital buffer to withstand losses.
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the Big Four are leveraged approximately 53x to 83x. Consequently, the capital charge for
losses in the residential mortgage loan book is less than 2 per cent, indicating insufficient
reserves are being put aside for grossly overvalued residential property.752

Figure 3.2.3.6: ADIs/Big Four Risk-Weighted Asset Proportion (% Total Assets) 2004 - 2013
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It is hard to reconcile such miniscule capital allocations with conservative banking standards
supposedly set and enforced by regulators. Insisting on higher capital ratios and perhaps a
100 per cent risk weighting for all high-risk real estate loans would constitute measures of
true diligence. The ability of the Big Four to earn an estimated 30 to 40 per cent ROE on the
mortgage loan book is a warning sign the banking system is primed for catastrophic failure.
APS standard 113 is allowing banks to game the system and manipulate opaque internal
formulas to predetermine wafer-thin capital buffers, hastening the calls for urgent reform to
address multiple regulatory failures.753

Since the GFC and despite rising funding costs, the high-risk nature of the Australian banking
sector has not compressed the net interest margins (NIMs) of either the major or regional

752

APRA (2013c); Joye (2013a; 2013b).

753

The APS standard 113 is explained in the next section.
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banks.754 The Big Four have maintained a NIM well above 2 per cent since the GFC. Strong
NIMs are partially attributable to changes in the composition of bank assets, use of equity
funding, and derivatives hedging interest rate risk on assets and liabilities. 755 In fact, in the
immediate aftermath of the GFC, the major banks’ NIM increased by 0.3 per cent, possibly
due the acquisitions of Bankwest and St. George Bank by the CBA and WBC respectively,
leading to reduced competition.

Figure 3.2.3.7: Major Banks’ Net Interest Margin 1999 - 2013756

The banking sector is the complete antithesis of self-restraint, prudence and stability
proclaimed by politicians, economists and regulators alike. A myth has been carefully
constructed asserting the sector is a paragon of conservative practice, yet for some reason,
the government feels it necessary to provide multi-billion dollar subsidies annually, without
imposing a suitable reciprocal cost. Mainstream analysis often overlooks the totality of
754

Robertson and Rush (2013: Graph 14).

755

Robertson and Rush (2013).

756

RBA Chart pack: Banking Indicators - Major Banks’ Net Interest Margin (domestic, half-yearly).
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federal government supports, including RMBS purchases to lower funding costs and
improve liquidity, the establishment of covered bond legislation, deposit guarantees,
wholesale funding guarantees during the GFC, and the future availability of a taxpayerbacked CLF. These government policies embolden high-risk financier behaviour, leading the
Big Four banks in particular to interpret these interventions as confirmation of their TBTF
status. Bank management have correctly observed the taxpayer is now a permanent
underwriter of the excesses of the financial sector. The federal government has devised its
policy stance and narrative to maintain depositor/investor confidence and not because their
optimistic assessment accurately portrays the state of the financial system.

Interventions during the GFC set political and regulatory precedents that confirm the FIRE
sector will be shielded during a future crisis while the public is hung out to dry. Financier
arrogance and stupidity are implicitly rewarded, setting up an incentive structure for a
‘business as usual’ approach. The sector is densely concentrated and has similar highleverage, high-risk portfolios suggesting the inevitable systemic bailout will mirror the US
and Eurozone experience. A major crisis in a captured system will prompt the usual default
responses such as slaps on the wrist, impotent threats of future unspecified reform, turning
a blind eye to malfeasance, ineffectual inquiries as window dressing, and charitable
taxpayer supports (bailouts and bail-ins) that degrade the government fiscal balance sheet
and penalise the public. True reforms enhancing financial stability must target frenzied and
high-risk behaviour by the financier and investor cohorts and contemplate a range of other
policies in the event of bank insolvency. For instance, politicians could consider limiting
support to zombie banks that are insolvent, directing debt relief towards debtors rather
than banks, debt forgiveness, full or part sale of financial institutions to new owners and
management, or nationalisation of banks when undertaken with wholesale debt
restructuring.757

757

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 13, 30-31).
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3.2.4 Bank Capital Ratios and Risk-Weighted Asset Methodology

An earlier section outlined the capital ratios published by APRA over-represent the level of
capital held by banks against their asset portfolio because Basel benchmarks are based on
RWAs rather than total assets.758 The rate of RWA growth has been brisk for all ADIs and
particularly the Big Four banks, recovering from the post-GFC lull. A focus on mortgage
lending by the Big Four – with an average risk-weighting of less than 20 per cent – indicates
true capital ratios are far less than the headline figures published by APRA and the RBA. 759
The Big Four have chosen to use regulation APS 113 and opaque internal formulas to
calculate capital ratios instead of transparent APRA risk-weightings under regulation APS
112 (the standardised approach to credit risk). This provides an opportunity to manipulate
the regulations and reduce regulatory capital for risk-weighted asset exposures on which
the new Basel III tier 1 ratio of 8 per cent is based.760 Just prior to the GFC, growth in both
ADI and Big Four RWAs peaked at around 17 per cent before experiencing a period of
contraction between 2008 and 2010, and then recovering from 2011 onwards.761

758

Creighton (2013).

759

APRA (2012b: 14). The average risk weighting is closer to 50 per cent for other loans.

760

APRA (2013e: 29 - Table 4) exhibits the APS 112 standard residential mortgage risk-weights.

761

APRA (2013d: 12).
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Figure 3.2.4.1: ADIs and Big Four Banks’ Risk-Weighted Asset Growth 2005 - 2013
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The Big Four apply artificially low risk-weights of approximately 15 to 23 per cent against
their mortgage portfolios, leading to a meagre capital charge for potential losses ranging
from 1.2 to 1.9 per cent. 762 Such low capital ratios afford the Big Four an unusually high ROE
based on the extraordinary leverage of the residential loan book. During a severe downturn,
these buffers will be wiped out by plummeting asset values and the transition of only two
per cent of the loan book from impaired to foreclosure. Concerns over the internal riskweighting practices of banks are shared by the Bank for International Settlements, which
recently conducted a study on risk-weight variation of 32 different banks globally. The BIS
found credit risk accounts for the greatest variation in risk-weights (77 per cent of observed
dispersion), while market risk and operational risk are less important sources of RWA
variability, accounting for only 11 and 9 per cent respectively.763

762

June 2013 figures. These figures are unlikely to have materially changed in 2014.

763

BIS (2013: 6, 17 - Chart 3).
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Figure 3.2.4.2: Big Four Average Risk Weightings - All Assets/Mortgages - 2013
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Figure 3.2.4.3: Big Four Average Capital Charge - All Assets/Mortgages - 2013
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Appreciable variation exists in average risk-weights for credit risk, with three quarters of this
variation attributable to ‘risk composition of bank assets’ (differences in risk preferences).
While risk-weight variation leads to most banks (22 out of 32) lying within 1 per cent of a 10
per cent risk-based capital ratio benchmark, some banks were out by as much as 2
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percentage points from the benchmark (20 per cent in relative terms) in either direction. 764
The primary differences were observed in the levels of estimated risk, expressed by the
probability of default (PD), loss given default (LGD) and exposure at default (EAD) that banks
had assigned.

Banks appear to have a tendency to judge an assessed portfolio self-servingly by using
inappropriate data with insufficient risk parameter estimates, thus assigning a lower PD and
LGD to asset classes than is warranted, particularly for ‘safe’ asset classes like residential
property that have a recent history of low defaults.765 The issue of probability of default
must be carefully considered. Standard APS 113 notes an ADI with advanced IRB approval
can estimate every credit risk component in its risk-weighted models, such as the PD, LGD
and EAD. When integrated with suitable historical statistics regarding the performance of
the asset class, this provides for estimations of expected losses (EL) and unexpected losses
(UL), thus determining the capital requirement for a given credit exposure. Declining riskweights can therefore only arise if the Big Four estimate mortgages have a very low PD with
similarly low LGD upon mortgagor default.766

APRA allows ADIs to place less importance on historical data in EAD calculations if more
recent data is available and is assessed as a better predictor of drawdowns. Asset price
timeframes used by the Big Four in their internal ratings based-approach (IRB) are unlikely
to extend far beyond the minimum five year period outlined in regulations for retail IRB.767
The reasoning is the use of long-term datasets incorporating the steep housing price
inflation since 1996 would lead to much higher, conservative capital ratios being applied to
the residential loan book. As demonstrated in section 3.1, Australian real estate is severely
overvalued by every available metric and a substantial correction would devastate the Big
Four who hold the vast majority of mortgages. Banks have every incentive to lower their PD
estimates, thus reducing risk-weightings and increasing lending potential, profitability and
764

BIS (2013: 6).

765

BIS (2013: 14, 24, 42).

766

APRA (2013f: 5-7).

767

APRA (2013f: 31).
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ROE. The Big Four’s basic strategy for extreme returns stems from lending into a residential
property bubble via exponential growth in household sector debt to fuel asset prices, while
gaming PDs, EADs and LGDs under opaque IRB models so that very low capital ratios can
feed additional loans with lower underwriting standards. 768

Table 3.2.4.1: APS 112 Risk Weights for Residential Mortgages769
Standard Eligible Mortgages
LVR (%)

RW % (No LMI)

RW % (>= 40%

Non-Standard Eligible Mortgages
RW % (No LMI)

insured by LMI)

RW % (>= 40%
insured by LMI)

0 - 60

35

35

50

35

60.01 - 80

35

35

75

50

80.01 - 90

50

35

100

75

90.01 - 100

75

50

100

75

>100.01

100

75

100

100

A major problem with standard APS 112 is that all retail loans (personal loans, credit cards
and residential mortgages) are assessed in the same manner for the purposes of
determining an appropriate capital ratio. 770 The five year minimum timeframe for PD
calculations may be appropriate to generate normal distributions for short-term personal
and credit card loans, but this approach appears inappropriate for long-term residential
mortgages of 25 to 30 years because statistics relating to losses are inevitably biased
downward near the peak of a housing bubble. Nonetheless, the high-probability of a
significant correction in residential property suggests regulators should enforce much higher
and transparent risk-weightings for residential loans, as outlined in standard APS 112.
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It is notable that under Basel I regulations, the standard risk-weight for mortgages was 50 per

cent, requiring a 4 per cent capital charge in the event the LVR was below 80 per cent. Following the
transition to Basel II regulations in 2006, for mortgages with a LVR below 80 per cent, the risk-weight
fell to 35 per cent, so that under general circumstances (mortgage insurance), only $2.80 was held
against each theoretical $100 of mortgage value.
769

APRA (2013e: 29 - Table 4). Lenders mortgage insurance (LMI) must be deemed acceptable.

770

APRA (2013e: 29).
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Under the transparent APS 112 standard, a hypothetical mortgage of $100 would require $8
of capital under the 8 per cent APRA/Basel II regulations, but only if it was 100 per cent riskweighted, that is, if the LVR was in excess of 100 per cent and comprised a non-standard
(subprime) mortgage. Smaller residential mortgage risk-weights result from lower LVRs and
LMI covering at least 40 per cent of the mortgage value. Therefore, if a $100 mortgage was
standard (prime), insured and issued at an 85 per cent LVR, then a risk weight of 35 per cent
would apply. Under this circumstance, the bank only requires $100 x 35 per cent (RW) x 8
per cent (APRA/Basel minimum ratio) = $2.80 of capital allocated against this loan. When
residential property is offered as loan security, standard APS 112 also notes revaluation
must occur when the ADI becomes aware of a material change in prices. 771

This APRA definition is problematic because an upwards revaluation of the mortgage book
during a property boom allows smaller capital reserves to be allocated against loans. Higher
assessed prices leads to a lower LVR and increased homeowner equity, thus capital is freed
to support further lending. The amount of capital liberated on a hypothetical $100 loan by
the upwards revaluation of the mortgage book, resulting in the application of a lower
residential risk-weighting, is as follows:
•

100 to 75 risk-weighting: $2 freed (capital allocation falls from $8 to $6);

•

75 to 50 risk-weighting: $2 freed (capital allocation falls from $6 to $4); and

•

50 to 35 risk-weighting: $1.20 freed (capital allocation falls from $4 to $2.80).

Banks have an incentive to revalue the mortgage book upwards during a real estate boom
because this frees up capital for more loans and relatively small profits on a per annum basis
provide exceptional returns on capital. Essentially, increasing (decreasing) property
valuations leads to decreasing (increasing) capital ratio requirements, and a rise (fall) in
associated lending. 772 For instance, a 20 per cent return on capital for a 100 per cent risk-
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APRA (2013e: 29).

772

Revaluation of the LVR based on the change in assessed housing price, as opposed to the original

valuation during loan origination, is known as a dynamic LVR.
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weighted loan ($8 capital) requires $1.60 per annum, while the same return on capital on a
35 per cent risk-weighted loan ($2.80 capital) only requires a return of 56 cents per annum.

Australian banks may face future difficulties in fulfilling rising regulatory capital
requirements following a downward revaluation of the mortgage book during a real estate
correction, particularly since the average risk-weight increases in synchronicity with the
average LVR of the loan book. Although the Big Four pass regular APRA stress tests with
flying colours, it is unsettled whether they can withstand a possible land price correction of
up to 50 per cent. Without taxpayer-funded intervention, the likelihood of a catastrophic
failure appears high due to the insufficient capital charge set aside for grossly inflated
residential loans (1.5 per cent) and total credit risk exposures (<3.5 per cent).

The Big Four appear to be manipulating the regulatory system by exploiting loopholes in
standard APS 113 to fortuitously determine that lower average residential mortgage riskweights are necessary than would have otherwise applied under standard APS 112.
Australia’s ‘world class regulatory system’ apparently endorses murky internal modelling
that produces wafer-thin loss-absorbing capital reserves, overseen and weakly enforced by
government officials operating under feeble operational and legislative guidelines. If capital
is at the core of banking stability, then clear and transparent regulations must be enforced
so sufficient buffers exist to weather future economic downturns. Regulators tasked with
financial stability are increasingly tolerant of high-risk banking practices as the ‘new normal’;
a typical phenomenon associated with the rise of the FIRE sector over recent decades
following the financialisation of advanced economies:

We learned that the major banking systems of the world needed more capital, and
that the capital needed to be real, loss-absorbing capital. That is why the Basel III
package was so crucial. But it would be a mistake to think that the answer to every
problem is more capital. I can well imagine a situation where bank management and
regulators become complacent about highly capitalised banks. They might think
their bank can't possibly burn through all that capital and fail. Just like ‘that ship
couldn’t possibly sink’. If the same bank gets more capital but changes nothing else,
it will be safer. There will be more shareholders’ funds to absorb any losses that
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might occur. But all else is not equal. The bank with more capital might feel
emboldened to try to grow faster, or to take on other risks. Or it might be being
required to hold that extra capital, because it has a business model that is inherently
riskier in ways the Basel risk weights don't capture properly. For example, its
business might be quite geographically concentrated. The Basel framework already
handles cases like this using what is known as Pillar 2. Supervisors can and do
require banks to hold more capital to cover these kind of bank-specific risks. In
Australia, APRA routinely sets some institutions’ Prudential Capital Ratios to be
higher than the Basel minimum. Business models differ, and thus so do inherent
risks. Because of that, I wouldn’t necessarily expect a bank with higher capital to be
safer than one with lower capital. It might or might not be. It depends on whether
the additional capital was enough to cover these less easily measured risks.773

It is noteworthy the head of the RBA’s Financial Stability department casts doubt on
whether higher capital ratios are the most important factor underpinning financial stability.
Indeed, Ellis appears to hedge her bets by stating the world learned from recent crises that
more loss-absorbing bank capital was needed, yet then goes on to say “it would be a
mistake to think that the answer to every problem is more capital.” It is true the risk profile
of a bank is dependent on their rate of growth, geographical loan concentration and other
key variables, but as recent international events attest to, these factors pale in comparison
to the importance of sufficient reserves to stave off a banking crisis and possible collapse. 774
Research suggests increased capital and liquidity ratios are the primary mechanism to
improve banking stability. The BIS has noted bank crises are a relatively common event in
any given country, occurring on average every 20 to 25 years (an annual probability of 4 to 5
per cent).775 Banking crises carry a significant cost with an average peak to trough fall in GDP
of 9 per cent and an average cumulative loss of 63 per cent of GDP, suggesting that any
increased cost to the banks of maintaining higher capital ratios are a bargain.776
773

Ellis (2012a).

774

These comments possibly seek to deflect attention from the notoriously low capital buffers held

by Australian banks.
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BIS (2010a: 3).

776

BIS (2010a: 10).
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In the small sample of ten banking crises, the BIS found minor increases in capital and
liquidity ratios had a significant impact in reducing the likelihood of future crises. Although
the benefits of raising capital and liquidity ratios are incremental and have diminishing
returns, the likelihood of a systemic banking crisis is reduced to less than 1 per cent
(statistically a 1 in 100 year event) by increasing core equity capital ratios to approximately
11 per cent in isolation, or increasing the core equity ratio to 10 per cent, while raising the
level of liquid assets by approximately 12.5 per cent (net stable funding ratio = 1). Clearly,
various other combinations are possible to achieve the level of financial stability that is
deemed appropriate, given the trade-off of reduced bank lending.
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Table 3.2.4.2: Probabilistic Models of Bank Crises Incorporating Capital and Liquidity
Ratios777
Models not
All Models - Banking Crisis

Assessing

Models Assessing Liquidity Changes - Banking

Probability (%)

Liquidity

Crisis Probability (%)

Changes
Tangible Common

No Liquid

No Liquid

No Liquid

Equity/RWA (%)

Asset Change

Asset Change

Asset Change

6

7.2

8.7

7

4.6

8

NSFR = 1778

NSFR = 1.12779

5.8

4.8

2.7

5.1

4.1

3.3

1.8

3.0

3.1

2.8

2.3

1.2

9

1.9

1.9

2.0

1.6

0.9

10

1.4

1.3

1.5

1.2

0.7

11

1.0

0.9

1.1

0.9

0.5

12

0.7

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.4

13

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.3

14

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.2

15

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

6

3

3

3

3

# Models

Banks would likely respond to any consideration of higher capital and liquidity ratios with
claims this would stunt their ability to lend or significantly raise their costs, but fortunately
evidence already exists to counter these assertions. Only a 4 per cent reduction in operating
expenses or a 2 per cent fall in ROE is required to absorb a 1 per cent increase in core equity.
Banks can also choose to raise loan rates or increase their non-interest forms of income to
777

BIS (2010a: 14-15, Table 3). There are three reduced-form models that estimate crisis probability

based on the incidence of crises with aggregate leverage and liquidity data. Two portfolio models
use default correlations with financial crises. A stress testing framework uses macroeconomic shock
and spill-over effects resulting from counter-party exposures in interbank markets or fire sales of
assets that reduce the mark to market value of banks’ portfolios.
778

When the net stable funding ratio equals one, this represents a 12.5 per cent rise in the ratio of

liquid assets over total assets.
779

Represents a 50 per cent rise in the ratio of liquid assets of the average bank.
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compensate for higher funding costs.780 Each 1 per cent rise in the capital ratio is estimated
to raise the lending spread by 13 basis points (0.13 per cent), with the implementation of
the additional standard liquidity arrangement (12.5 per cent rise in the overall bank liquidity
ratio) increasing the spread by 25 basis points (0.25 per cent) if RWAs are unchanged, or 14
basis points (0.14 per cent) if RWAs are adjusted downwards.781 Banks can also reduce their
expected ROE to 10 per cent (instead of 15 per cent), indicating each 1 per cent rise in the
capital ratio can be recouped with only a 7 basis point rise in the lending spread (0.07 per
cent).782
These estimates of increased bank funding costs are not prohibitive considering the
additional financial stability achieved at relatively low cost, greatly reducing the probability
of recessions or depressions that cause economic damage on a much larger scale than
restricted lending could ever cause. The additional benefit of this approach is that each 1
per cent fall in the probability of a financial crisis yields a relative benefit of 0.2 per cent of
output on an annual basis. Modelling suggests the decline in output associated with each 1
per cent rise in the capital ratio and standard liquidity ratios is only 0.09 per cent and 0.08
per cent, respectively, relative to the baseline. 783 These factors suggest the RBA’s Financial
Stability department should carefully review their position on capital and liquidity ratios in
line with the available evidence. Critically, they should advocate for more conservative
ratios on the basis of reducing volatility with only limited negative impacts on output,
helping to achieve a significant reduction in the likelihood of damaging banking crises. That
is, the probability of bank crises can be substantially reduced, taking place once every 100
years on average, instead of once every 20 to 25 years as is presently the case.784 Broader
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BIS (2010a: 4-5).
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BIS (2010a: 4-5).
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BIS (2010a: 4).
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BIS (2010a: 3).

784

BIS (2010a: 5-6). The benefits of increasing capital and liquidity ratios are incremental. For

example, the benefit of increasing the capital ratio from 10 to 11 per cent reduces the likelihood of a
crisis by around one-quarter to one-third of the corresponding drop when there is a rise in the
capital ratio from 7 to 8 per cent.
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society is likely to welcome both banks and borrowers paying a higher cost to limit the
frequency of banking crises; an equitable trade-off for enhancing financial stability. Banks
pay a relatively low price for implementation of these measures, especially if they can
access lower cost funding. Long-term sustainability is also promoted by banks’ incorporation
of ROE expectations approaching 10 per cent rather than 15 per cent, curbing enthusiasm
for the modern high-growth business model which is fundamentally flawed.785

The role of mortgage insurers in any future banking crisis must also be considered because
LMI is usually required for mortgages with an LVR in excess of 80 per cent. In 2013, there
were 121 APRA-authorised insurers and reinsurers conducting general business with a total
asset base of $118.1 billion, with direct insurers accounting for the majority of this figure
(nearly 90 per cent). Assets are offset by liabilities of $87 billion, yielding net industry assets
of $31 billion.786 While the solvency ratio of the sector and general insurers – represented
by the total capital base divided by the minimum capital ratio (MCR) – is 1.82 and 1.81 times
the minimum capital requirement respectively, the entire capital base for the sector is only
$28.5 billion ($25.8 billion for direct insurers). Further, the MCR is only around $16 billion
dollars for the entire sector (around $15 billion for direct insurers). 787

Insurers have some room to game the MCR in a similar manner to the banks so less capital is
held in reserve and can be used for additional business activities. Under the APRA reporting
standard GRS 110.0_G (2011), the minimum capital requirement for a level 2 insurance
group can be determined by an internal model-based (IMB) method. Under section 10 of
the reporting standard and within the first two years of its use, a MCR is allowed that is
within 90 per cent of the outcome using the ‘prescribed method’. In other words, the IMB
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BIS (2010a: 5-6).
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APRA (2013g). APRA (2013h: 8) notes 98 businesses were actively writing business as of June

2013, with 22 only authorised to conduct ‘run off’ business. Run off refers to a process of settling
claims and managing accounts for insurance businesses that are closed or have stopped accepting
new risks. It can also be a termination condition of re-insurance that the re-insurer remains liable for
losses after the contract expires.
787

APRA (2013g).
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method potentially allows for a 10 per cent variation to the downside to reduce the actual
capital charge retained by insurers. 788

Domestic insurers share many similarities with US companies (like AIG) prior to their
collapse, insofar as a concentrated number of insurance firms held woefully inadequate
capital to weather a significant downturn. Like the banks, prominent insurers such as
Genworth and QBE also face pronounced hazards due to sharing similar high-risk profiles.
Insured loans are likely to pose the greatest risk in the mortgage book, aggravating LMI
capital losses in the future even though Genworth and QBE report MCRs that are around
150 per cent of the minimum regulatory requirement for LMI business.789 Based on this
assessment, it is highly improbable the mortgage insurers will offer the financial system any
additional stability during a future banking crisis because their capital base is simply too
small to make a difference; they will quickly be rendered insolvent during a sizeable real
estate correction. It is evident banks are transferring risks to insurers they should instead be
carrying, revealing yet another aspect of financial instability. Indirectly, LMI is a form of
moral hazard, but this time solely between private actors.

The ultimate cost of protecting banks against mortgage defaults (the insurance premium) is
passed onto borrowers if they have LVRs in excess of 80 per cent, and around a quarter of
all Australian mortgage loans have LMI. Noticeably, the LMI insurance division is performing
poorly compared to general insurance. ROE fell to 8 per cent in the first half of 2013 and the
loss ratio has averaged almost 40 per cent since 2008, compared to around 25 per cent
between 2003 and 2007. Claims are elevated for loans originating between 2007 and 2008,
the self-employed, and loans for Queensland coastal properties. The high concentration of
LMI liabilities, weak profitability and above-average claims during a housing correction all
foreshadow severe future stress and insolvency. APRA ring-fences LMI providers by forcing
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APRA (2011a: 9).

789

APRA (2013i).
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them to only underwrite this form of insurance (‘mono-lining’) because, in contrast to other
general insurers, LMI policy claims can quickly escalate during a downturn. 790

LMIs can directly impact financial stability by providing a ‘second set of eyes’ moderating
risk appetite among lenders during periods of irrational exuberance (refusing to provide
insurance for riskier mortgages), leading to suitable capital buffers to withstand a potential
housing correction. On the flip side, the presence of LMI can inspire false confidence in highrisk lending decisions, emboldening the financial sector to ease lending standards as future
losses are projected to fall primarily on insurers. Information asymmetry between LMIs and
lenders may lead banks to transfer only high risk loans, but LMIs acting with partial
information may under-price this risk. These factors suggest pro-cyclical decision-making by
both LMIs and lenders could increase the risk of financial instability. For instance, poorly
capitalised LMIs may have trouble meeting lender claims, echoing risk back to thinly
capitalised banks. Further, the inability of banks to transfer mortgage risk to LMIs may also
restrict high LVR lending to groups such as first home buyers.791

Without government intervention, banks are unlikely to survive a large real estate
correction due to their narrow capital base and debt provisioning, the high-risk nature of
the property portfolio susceptible to future defaults, collapsing collateral values, and the
small capital base of the insurers. A downturn will increase funding costs as markets reprice
the cost of capital, contributing to rising banking stress. The downward revaluation of the
loan book will necessitate greater risk-weights be applied, increasing PDs, LGDs and EADs
that must be recalculated under IRB models. Any sharp loss of liquidity in global markets or
sudden depositor outflows will expose those banks with minimal liquid assets, especially if
they are reliant on short-term funding sources to rollover debt liabilities.
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RBA (2013b: 30, 39). The loss ratio represents claim expenses as a share of revenue derived from

premiums. General insurers are not dramatically impacted by economic downturns or housing
corrections as this will not have a large bearing on the rate of accidents, theft, the frequency of
natural disasters and so on.
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RBA (2013b: 39-40).
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The hazardous profile of the loan book suggests regulators should demand additional capital
requirements to offset potential losses. Without government intervention and taxpayer
support during a savage downturn, the solvency and continued operation of the Big Four
could be threatened. Banks would simply not possess adequate capital reserves to survive,
let alone possess the additional reserves required under Basel regulations as collateral
plummets in value. In contrast to this potential doomsday scenario, APRA and the IMF found
in their 2012 bottom-up stress test that Australian banks could survive a fall in housing
prices of 35 per cent, a reduction in commodity prices of 50 per cent and a rise in
unemployment from 5.25 per cent to 12 per cent.792 Using recent international events as a
guide, it is evident non-performing loans can rapidly overtake the soundest bank.793

Figure 3.2.4.4: Large Banks’ Non-Performing Loans (% of Total) 2005 - 2013
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IMF (2012: 38). This is similar to falls experienced in Spain and Ireland which led to debt deflation,

yet the IMF and APRA allege Australian banks would pass this test with flying colours and GDP
growth under the ‘severe shock’ scenario would only fall by five per cent. At face value, this
proposition appears preposterous.
793

Missing data points are connected with a straight line. An impaired loan is one that is not well

secured and where repayment is doubtful. The eventual level of defaults leading to foreclosure is
necessarily a smaller subset of this category, as borrowers can make provisional arrangements with
banks to continue debt payments e.g. bridging loans, emergency access to superannuation.
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The performance of housing loans across international jurisdictions is more variable than
the overall percentage of non-performing loans. In the US where the housing bubble was
relatively smaller than Australia’s (in real housing prices from trough to peak), the
percentage of non-performing commercial and residential loans rose from around 1 per
cent in 2006 to approximately 7 and 8 per cent in 2009, respectively. Based on these
international comparisons, it would be reasonable to assume at least 5 per cent loan
impairment in the Australian residential mortgage portfolio when the housing bubble bursts.
In typical short-sighted fashion, the conventional perspective asserts the low level of nonperforming assets and associated credit defaults leading to foreclosure is a sign the real
estate market is relatively safe compared to international peers. Unfortunately, the same
claim was made in the US before non-performing residential and commercial loans rapidly
escalated during the GFC.794 In Spain and the UK, the rate of non-performing housing loans
also rapidly escalated following the bursting of their real estate bubbles.795

Figure 3.2.4.5: US Non-Performing Loans by Category (% of Total) 1990 - 2011
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Figure 3.2.4.6: Non-Performing Housing Loans (% of Total) 1990 - 2011
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In 2010, real housing prices and the Australian mortgage debt to GDP ratio appeared to
peak, though another surge in 2013-14 may result in a new, higher level. The relatively low
1.2 per cent rate of non-performing loans in December 2013 (1.9 per cent peak in 2010) is
misleading when considered in isolation, particularly the 0.6 per cent of non-performing
housing loans. Before the peak of the US housing market in 2006, the rate of residential
non-performing loans was also less than 1 per cent, before rapidly surging as the market
collapsed; clearly, using this measure as a predictor of future trends is unwise. As $1.29
trillion in residential mortgage loans are currently outstanding, a default rate of 5 per cent
with an eventual one-third foreclosure rate ($21 billion) would severely test banks’ capital
buffers.796 It has been noted the average capital charge held by the Big Four against the
residential loan book ranges from only 1.2 to 1.9 per cent based on Basel Pillar 3 disclosures,
suggesting the majors are likely to experience severe stress during a sustained property
correction, particularly if foreclosure rates rise to 50 per cent or more.

796

$1.29 trillion x 5 per cent default rate x 33 per cent foreclosure rate = $21 billion. The foreclosure

rate selected is used for illustration purposes only.
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Figure 3.2.4.7: Banks’ Non-Performing Assets (% of Total Loans) 2003 - 2013
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Figure 3.2.4.8: Banks’ Non-Performing Assets (% of Loan Category) 2003 - 2013
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If banks are not obliged to boost capital buffers, the history of financer behaviour both
domestically and abroad suggests they will continue to increase systemic risk by reducing
capital reserves because this increases the potential for lending under existing regulations.
Capital buffers – unencumbered collateral in excess of minimum Basel requirements – are
usually diminished during the boom, weakening the resilience of banks to absorb losses
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during downturns when credit contracts and assets are transacted in fire sales.797 Extreme
systemic leverage indicates the Big Four’s true tier 1 capital would be erased by a relatively
low percentage of personal and business defaults, threatening their solvency in the process.
Bank profits are enhanced when debt is over-extended in pursuit of unsustainable
profitability, but the inevitable fall in the value of collateral (residential property)
concentrated in the loan book may cause severe bank stress and possible failure. In this
scenario, stress could be worsened by an upward market repricing of Australian credit risk,
particularly if the ToT simultaneously collapses or there is a sustained liquidity event such as
capital outflows.
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Drehmann et al. (2010: 1, 26-27). An increase in the use of RWA methodology is also noted to

lower the level of available capital to withstand losses.
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3.2.5 Banking Concentration, Competition and Systemic Risk Factors

The data has established the economic importance of the Big Four, based on their majority
share of total banking assets (nearly 80 per cent) and residential loans (88 per cent), and
their garnering of the bulk of interest income and general profits generated in the financial
sector.798 By virtue of their exceptional size and share of total financial assets (60 per cent),
as well as the very large size of total financial sector assets under management relative to
GDP (340 per cent), the Big Four also pose a potentially severe danger to the economy.
Stress in one of the four banks is likely to cascade quickly.799 The 2012 IMF financial stability
report supports this analysis, noting the similarity in business profiles/activities and reliance
on off-shore funding. The IMF also points out banking competition has faltered post-GFC as
some smaller banks were acquired by the Big Four, along with a funding advantage through
deposit guarantees and other supports. The Big Four consequently enjoy strong NIMs
relative to second-tier lenders.800

In relation to the risk posed by the deposit guarantee, in late 2013 the new Treasurer, Joe
Hockey, decided to postpone the planned bank deposit levy of 0.05 per cent on deposits up
to $250,000, due to start from 1st January 2016. The proposal has instead been referred to a
2014 financial sector inquiry, despite the projected $733 million in funds that would flow
within 18 months of its establishment, with the majority of the burden falling on the Big
Four who control around 75 per cent of all ADI deposits. 801 Hockey’s decision will please
banking executives who can now enjoy higher profits in preference to helping prepare for
potential future instability, but this decision directly contravenes recent options put forward
by the Department of Finance and Deregulation. The Department notes that without a levy,
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IMF (2012: 12).
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IMF (2012: 10).
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IMF (2012: 10, 12, 30). Particular mention is made of the ex-post funded establishment of the

Financial Claims Scheme after 2008, providing for claims of up to $20 billion per ADI, which could
have simply been funded ex-ante by ADIs in order to reduce moral hazard.
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Munchenberg (2013).
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the federal government is required to fund the deposit guarantee of up to $250,000 in the
event of bank liquidation.

The government maintains small cash balances in reserve and has not established a
dedicated facility/pool of assets to meet claims within seven days. This means government
would need to borrow funds on short-term notice, seek recovery of these funds later, and
face a likely shortfall in meeting interest costs incurred. Further, banks are currently
benefitting from free insurance provided by the government; an opportunity not afforded to
other institutions such as managed funds and finance companies. Considering ADIs paid a
premium for wholesale funding guarantees during the GFC of between 70 to 150 bps, it is
not unreasonable that all ADIs pay a cost for explicit support that is acknowledged and
priced in by the market.802 It is far preferable for a small stability fund to be financed via a
flat levy on all deposits with a protected status, with investments consisting of low risk
liquid assets such as government securities. It is estimated that after 15 years, a minor levy
of 10 bps (0.1 per cent) would provide around $19 billion to support funding of crisis
resolution for depositors. To meet the potential collapse of a Big Four bank, a much higher
levy would be required to build up a pool representing 5 per cent of protected deposits; an
estimated $37 billion in 2013-14, eventually rising to $93 billion within 15 years. Banks could
meet this levy through various means: reducing dividends, retaining future earnings,
increasing internal efficiencies and passing the costs onto customers.803

The long-term trend in banking concentration, measured as the percentage share of the
largest four banks from 1890 to 2011, demonstrates the largest banks increased their share
of assets from 34 per cent in 1890 to 68 per cent by 1970. Deregulation did not result in a
large increase in asset share for the Big Four until the GFC. At that time, a number of banks
either exited the market or merged and the majors’ share of assets rose to 73 per cent in
the post-merger 2008 period, rising further to 78 per cent by 2013. Long-term trends for the

802

DFD (2013: 1-2).

803

DFD (2013: 2-4). One downside of this change is the negative impact on smaller ADIs. A greater

proportion of funds are sourced from deposits compared to the Big Four, who have a greater
reliance on wholesale funding.
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deposit and home loan share of the largest four banks demonstrate a similar pattern.
Between 1970 and 2013, asset share increased by 10 per cent (68 to 78 per cent), deposit
share rose by 11 per cent (68 to 79 per cent), and the home loan share increased by 7 per
cent (77 to 84 per cent).

Table 3.2.5.1: Share of Largest Four Banks 1890 - 2013804
Year

Assets

Deposits

Home Loans

1890

34

-

-

1913

38

-

-

1950

63

64

-

1970

68

68

77805

1990

66

65

65

Oct. 2008 (pre-mergers)

65

65

74

Oct. 2008 (post-mergers)806

73

75

86

February 2011

77

78

87

June 2013

78

79

84

The IMF provides a risk-assessment matrix of the Australian banking system that concisely
summarises the major factors contributing to systemic risk at present. In light of the data
already considered, however, the IMF probability and impact assessment of future adverse
events upon the Australian banking sector is optimistic. Regardless, several risk factors are
worth considering in detail.

804

APRA (2013c); Senate (2011: 42 - Table 4.1). APRA June 2013 figures.

805

Assumes all owner-occupier housing loans were made by savings banks and this accounted for all

their loans.
806

Includes Bankwest and St. George as part of the CBA and WBC, respectively.
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Table 3.2.5.2: Australian Banking Sector Risk Assessment Matrix807
Volatility in Wholesale and External Funding
•

Possible event: The banks’ funding profile indicates an overreliance on wholesale and external
funding. These sources of funding remain volatile, particularly given the problems in the
Eurozone.

•

Financial stability impact: A reversal of capital flows out of Australia may not necessarily lead
to forced asset sales due to hedging of foreign currency liability positions and explicit liquidity
support provided by the RBA (in the form of the CLF). Volatility in international markets can
raise banks’ funding costs and squeeze profit margins.

Terms of Trade Shock
•

Possible event: Australia’s terms of trade are exceptionally high by historical standards,
primarily due to strong commodity demand from Asia, especially China. As China’s growth
slows, commodity prices for major exports like iron ore and coal will fall. Significant mining
capex in resource-rich nations will contribute to a rising global glut in commodities, with
oversupply driving prices down further. A sharp correction in both the ToT and commodity
prices is likely, dramatically reducing household income in the long-term.

•

Financial stability impact: A sharp fall in the ToT will slow GDP growth or lead to economic
contraction, resulting in rising unemployment and a widening of the CAD. A trend of falling
credit quality and rising defaults will emerge as households struggle to service their debts,
exacerbated by the large stock of private debt by global standards. Negative economic
conditions may prompt the flight of foreign capital (capital outflows), restricting banks’ ability
to lend and source funds to rollover liabilities.

Collapse in Housing or Commercial Real Estate Prices
•

Possible event: The gradual decline in real housing prices since 2010 does not greatly diminish
the risk of a further large correction, as residential housing (land) prices have significantly
deviated from the long-term mean. Faltering credit growth typically precedes a fall in asset
prices due to the empirically established relationship between credit acceleration and asset
price growth. A large construction boom has not attended the run-up in housing prices, but
the rate of construction growth has outpaced population growth and household formation on
an annual basis for decades. Thus, a probable structural oversupply of properties will glut the

807

Adapted from IMF (2012: 33, Appendix 1). The IMF considers the probability of most of these

events as low to medium, but assesses their impact on the economy as medium to high.
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market during an economic downturn. Commercial real estate prices still appear overvalued
by international comparison, despite their 2008 correction.
•

Financial stability impact: High DSRs indicate the household sector is overleveraged. When
mortgage difficulties can no longer be avoided or hidden by a rising property market, any
substantial deterioration in unemployment may cause a rapid increase in the default and
foreclosure rate. This risk is acute for recent home loan borrowers with limited equity, new
home buyers with higher LVRs and low income or subprime households that comprise a large
section of the Australian loan book. The falling assessed value of residential and commercial
collateral (property) will cause bank capital write-downs and worsen losses. Commercial real
estate is around 10 per cent of bank credit exposures. Deterioration in the residential loan
book could be mirrored in commercial assets, as LVR covenants are stricter, vacancy rates are
higher and periods of non-tenancy in the sector are generally longer.

Contagion Risk Arising From Bank Concentration
•

Possible event: The risk of contagion – banking stress which is quickly spread to other
institutions – is amplified by the highly concentrated nature of banking assets, the size of total
financial system assets under Big Four management, and the nearly identical business models
and loan portfolios of the Big Four.

•

Financial stability impact: The similarities in the Big Four’s lending and funding profile
suggests stress can easily transmit to other banks. The FCS scheme and LMI are insufficient in
scope to meet this contagion risk. Continued operation of major lenders in the future may
require government intervention in the form of bailouts/bail-ins or extraordinary use of the
CLF.

Exposure to New Zealand
•

Possible event: Approximately 40 per cent of Australian banks’ cross-border-exposure is to
New Zealand and a downturn there would impair the asset quality of Australian banks. The
New Zealand housing market may have formed a bubble; real housing prices and the price to
income ratio for the national market is elevated. Australian banks account for 90 per cent of
all New Zealand banking assets.

•

Financial stability impact: New Zealand and Australia are both net importers of capital,
meaning the Big Four may experience funding difficulties in the majority of their overseas
global operations (New Zealand), while struggling to maintain funding sources for Australian
operations.
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The risk posed by the Big Four’s exposure to New Zealand is often disregarded, even though
Australian bank subsidiaries account for 90 per cent of all New Zealand banking assets.
Cross-Tasman subsidiaries of the Big Four are legally ring-fenced and do not borrow directly
from their parent companies, meaning they may continue operating even if the Australian
parent banks collapse. The NZ housing stock appears significantly overvalued, however,
indicating the major banks are potentially exposed to two housing bubbles that could
simultaneously collapse.808 Evidence of overvaluation is demonstrated by the residential
housing stock doubling in nominal value in the six years between 2001 and 2007 (from
around $NZ300 to $NZ600 billion), further rising to around $NZ700 billion in 2013. In the
same period, the New Zealand Housing Price Index (HPI) also doubled and median housing
prices rose from $NZ175,000 to $NZ350,000, subsequently rising to $NZ385,000 in 2013.
Housing prices rose 123 per cent (87 per cent in real terms) between 2001 and 2007.
Median prices are much higher in the larger cities, for instance, Auckland ($NZ552,000) and
Wellington ($NZ390,000). 809 Except for two quarters, annual growth in the HPI remained
above 10 per cent between Q3 2002 and Q3 2007, climaxing in a short period of 20 per cent
growth in 2003-04. The HPI plateaued and experienced periods of negative growth from
2008 to 2012, but is again approaching 10 per cent growth in 2013.810

808

IMF (2012: 31).

809

GPG (2013); RBNZ (2013a). Median house price at July 2013 according to the REINZ.

810

Official data is used in the figure below, less 3 per cent for public sector dwellings prior to

December 2004, actual value thereafter. Data ends Q4 2013.
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Figure 3.2.5.1: Aggregate NZ Private Sector Nominal Dwelling Value and HPI 1979 - 2013
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Figure 3.2.5.2: NZ Nominal Housing Price Index Annual Change 1979 - 2013
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In Q4 2013, household debt serving costs rose to 148 per cent of household disposable
income, largely due to rising mortgage debt alongside steep housing price inflation running
at around 9 per cent per annum; well above the general rate of inflation. The median
housing price to income ratio is around 4.5 and is 20 per cent higher than the 30 year
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average.811 In 2013, Demographia estimates the median multiple at 5.5 nationally and 8.0 in
Auckland, with all eight major housing markets falling into the seriously unaffordable and
severely unaffordable categories.812 Despite near record low central bank interest rates (2.5
per cent in Q4 2013), current debt servicing costs are similar to the mid to late-1990s when
interest rates were about 10 per cent. New Zealand may be primed for a major real estate
bust that could cause financial instability due to reliance on wholesale markets for funding
and rolling over debt, a high concentration of banking and housing assets in the hands of the
Big Four, the likelihood of significant housing price deflation (25 per cent overvalued
according to the IMF), a chronic CAD (negative 5 per cent averaged over 30 years), a low
household savings rate (negative for much of the 2000s and currently zero), a 90 per cent
share of non-financial assets in household gross assets (primarily housing), high net external
liabilities (72 per cent of GDP at the end of 2012), a loan to deposit ratio in excess of 140 per
cent (February 2013) and weak capital ratios that show rapid deterioration under severe
bank stress testing scenarios.813

Figure 3.2.5.3: NZ Household Debt to Disposable Income Ratio 1991 - 2013
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811

RBNZ (2013b: 3, 5-8).

812

Cox and Pavletich (2014: 13, 18).

813

IMF (2013a: 5, 12, 29, 31, 35-37). Fortunately, the New Zealand government has a low level of

debt in order to deal with future crises.
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Figure 3.2.5.4: NZ Interest Rate/Debt Service Cost to Disposable Income Ratio 1991 - 2013
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The dominance of the Big Four has been firmly established, but weakening bank
competition in Australia since the GFC is also a relevant factor, principally because rising
concentration could increase the risk of a cascading, systemic failure. Overlaying this
institutional risk with an unbalanced composition of assets and loan advances favouring
residential property is a recipe for instability. It is therefore noteworthy that the Big Four’s
share of housing credit increased from under 65 per cent before the GFC to more than 75
per cent by 2012.
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Figure 3.2.5.5: Lenders’ Share of Housing Credit 2003 - 2012814

The Big Four also dominate business lending in Australia and have around $500 billion in
outstanding loans. Closer examination of these credit aggregates suggest business lending
has also heightened banking fragility, as much of it is extended for purposes of financing
additional commercial property investment ventures, for instance, developers of residential
property.815 Commercial real estate loans are issued to finance the construction and/or
purchase of non-residential property, for instance, real estate investment trusts (REITs),
office buildings and shopping centres. Owners of existing commercial real estate are often
able to access capital market funding, leading to the additional construction of some
residential property projects undertaken by firms and treated as commercial real estate
exposures (e.g. apartment buildings).

814

RBA (2012b: 2 - Graph 4).

815

RBA (2012b: 3). The Big Four have, in effect, ‘doubled down’ on their real estate bets.
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Figure 3.2.5.6: Business Credit by Source 2004 - 2013
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In nominal terms, commercial property prices almost doubled between 2002 and the GFC
before experiencing a 25 per cent correction. Prices have since risen and still remain around
60 per cent higher than in 2003. A further correction in commercial property prices is
probable as vacancy rates have risen sharply since the GFC, increasing from 4.2 per cent in
2008 to an estimated 8.7 per cent in 2011 and nearly 11 per cent in 2013 (above post-GFC
highs). Lacklustre activity is attributable to white collar job losses, stagnating economic
growth and falling business/consumer confidence. These factors have not deterred foreign
investment in the commercial property market which represents around 30 per cent of the
total.816

816

Carey (2013); Ellis and Naughtin (2010: 28 - Table 2); PCA (2013); RBA (2013c: 14 - Graph 1.16).
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Figure 3.2.5.7: International Commercial and Residential Real Estate Prices 2003 - 2011817

The banks’ commercial property exposures are the primary reason for an above-average
level of new impairments since the GFC. In December 2013, approximately 1.5 per cent
($2.7 billion) of the banks’ commercial property exposures were classified as impaired,
although the peak was much higher at 6.1 per cent ($10.7 billion) in the September quarter
of 2010. The rate of non-performing business loans is much higher for incorporated
businesses, but both are trending lower due to the sharp fall in the rate of impaired
commercial property loans.818 This trend could easily reverse, as a difficult and competitive
operating environment for the commercial property sector has emerged recently, with rents
falling for several quarters, accompanying a rise in vacancy rates due to weaker demand in
most capital cities. These factors could lead to increasing commercial defaults and higher
vacancy rates, as was experienced in the US, UK and Spain following the bursting of their
property bubbles.819
817

Ellis (2012b: Graph 1).

818

RBA (2014: 20, 41).

819

Missing data points in Figure 3.2.5.8 are connected with a straight line.
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Figure 3.2.5.8: Banks’ Impaired Business/Commercial Assets ($, % of Loans) 2003 - 2013
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Figure 3.2.5.9: Non-Performing Business Loans by Category (% of Total) 2003 - 2013
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Generally, commercial real estate is more vulnerable to defaults than residential property
due to greater exposure to the construction cycle, imbalances through construction lags,
commercial property borrowers having fewer disincentives to default than residential
borrowers, and commercial financing conditions often inducing a greater failure rate.
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Commercial real estate is prone to cyclical downturns via the sudden loss of rental income
when tenants exit, with data demonstrating owners tend to default in greater numbers,
particularly when the appraised property value falls below that of the loan and the owner is
in negative equity. Short-term, syndicated finance is different to the long-term amortisation
loans in the residential sector: it has a greater refinancing risk that can lead to cascading
defaults during an economic downturn. Covenants are stricter such that gearing ratios must
be maintained over the course of the loan, with softening rents leading to price reappraisals that can easily trigger markdowns and a requirement of extra capital to reduce
the divergence from the accepted LVR.820

820

Ellis and Naughtin (2010: 27, 28 - Table 2, 29-30); RBA (2013c: 20, 40).
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3.2.6 Sources of Bank Funding

The trends in bank funding are worth exploring in detail considering the dominance and
similarity of the Big Four in their business activities, credit exposures, risk-weightings, and
capital and liquidity ratios. As a large proportion of funding is sourced from domestic and
offshore wholesale markets rather than from domestic deposits, banks rely on a relatively
unstable funding mix. This composition is quite diverse, consisting of domestic deposits,
short and long-term debt (including deposits from non-residents and intra-group funding),
equity (shareholder) funding and securitised funds (assets repackaged into tradeable
securities like RMBS). The majority of bank funding is sourced from domestic retail deposits
and most of the remainder comes from wholesale funds: the cash surpluses of financial
institutions, non-financial corporations, state and local authorities and foreign-entities.821 In
2013, The Big Four sourced almost 60 per cent of their funding from domestic deposits and
35 per cent from wholesale markets.822

821

Huang and Ratnovski (2008: 2). The majority of wholesale debt is usually raised on a short-term,

roll-over basis. This is known as ‘borrowing short to go long (on asset loans)’. Self-securitisation is
another method of raising funds, in which central banks provide funds for securitised assets that
remain on bank balance sheets.
822

Stewart et al. (2013: 1).
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Figure 3.2.6.1: Banks’ Funding Composition 2004 - 2014823

Figure 3.2.6.2: International Bank Funding Structures - 2012
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RBA Chart pack: Banking Indicators - Funding Composition of Banks in Australia.
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Since the GFC, Australian banks have shifted their composition of funding away from shortterm wholesale debt, aware these markets are relatively volatile and can seize quickly
during periods of global panic, in contrast to domestic deposits that tend to be ‘stickier’.
Thus, the increase in long-term wholesale debt indicates the banks are attempting to limit
the roll-over risk of borrowing debt, which is the risk of replacing maturing wholesale
debt.824 In 2012, deposits represented 58.2 per cent of ADI liabilities (up from 40 per cent in
2008, 59.3 per cent for the majors) while short-term wholesale funding fell from 33 to 19
per cent between 2008 and 2012.825 In 2013, around a third of all ADI funding came from
wholesale funds, with the offshore component acounting for 20 per cent. Local banks have
actively sought a greater domestic deposit base for their funding requirements, reducing the
proportion of short-term wholesale debt in their funding profile.826

Despite the reduction in short-term offshore borrowing, foreign borrowings are still high by
international comparison and Australia’s net foreign debt was 52 per cent of nominal GDP
($793 billion) as of June 2013. The financial corporation share of net foreign debt is sizeable,
accounting for nearly $280 billion of the total (35.2 per cent). 827 The foreign funding ratio is
24 per cent, as a quarter of total bank liabilities comprise foreign wholesale deposits,
indicating a dependence on international debt to fund investment in excess of domestic
savings in Australia.828 While short-term wholesale debt fell from over 12 per cent of
funding for regional banks during the GFC to around 5 per cent by 2012, the Big Four’s fell
from 8 to 4 per cent before rising again, settling at around 6 per cent in 2012. Hence, the

824

Deans and Stewart (2012).

825

APRA (2013c); IMF (2012: 12).

826

APRA (2014a: 93-94). Securitised funding has fallen from 7 per cent of the total composition in

2007 to 1 per cent in 2013.
827

ABS (2013c: Table 30). Most of the banks’ foreign currency borrowings are hedged against

exchange rate risks via cross-currency basis swaps and FX swaps. This means debt burdens will not
increase significantly in the event of a large AUD depreciation. There is still a small risk of counterparty failure, meaning banks have to find currency in the spot market at unfavourable rates until
another hedge can be found.
828

RBA (2012a: 35 - Table A2).
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narrative that the Big Four are safe due to significant reform of their funding profiles
appears less convincing when the data are considered, as periods of financial stress can lead
to roll-over risk.829

Figure 3.2.6.3: Australian Banks’ Wholesale Funding (% of Total) 2004 - 2012
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Figure 3.2.6.4: Banks’ Foreign Assets and Liabilities 1989 - 2013
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Stevens (2012: Graph 8).
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Figure 3.2.6.5: Australian Banks’ Offshore Funding 2006 - 2012830

Australian banks often extol the virtues of accessing wholesale markets, for instance, the
ability to pursue investment opportunities without being restrained by the supply of
domestic deposits, and the capacity to refinance the unexpected withdrawal of retail
deposits. They are less forthcoming in acknowledging that overall credit quality can be
compromised when imprudent financiers access domestic and offshore wholesale markets
for Ponzi-financed speculation. In the face of calamitous news and/or exogenous shocks, the
availability of short-term debt may evaporate if creditors withdraw funds or are unwilling to
further lend to banks. This means banks with insufficient liquid assets often have to
liquidate assets at great loss in a fire sale, causing cascading effects that can lead to
correlated bank failures.831

830

Stevens (2012: Graph 8).

831

Huang and Ratnovski (2008: 2).
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The problem with the concept of borrowing short to go long is the average residual maturity
of ‘long-term’ wholesale bonds is a little over three years (five years average maturity at
issuance; seven years for offshore wholesale debt), while the residual maturity of banks’
short-term funding is only around 2 to 3 months.832 Mismatches between bank assets
(primarily long-term residential and business loans) and liabilities – like short-term
wholesale borrowings and domestic deposits which tend to be predominantly at-call or very
short-term in nature (3 to 6 months, although often rolled over) – explains how instability
can emerge in the banking sector. The average funding cost of the banks has increased in
recent years as they have shifted their funding composition towards a larger domestic
deposit base. Further, a larger risk premium has been attached to wholesale credit since the
GFC and priced in by the market.833 Regulatory pressure has also contributed to a fall in the
proportion of funds sourced from short-term wholesale markets, as well as the requirement
for additional tier 1 core equity.834 Other factors which have increased funding costs include
the relative expense of ‘deposit specials’ required to attract domestic deposits, with the
spread above the overnight cash rate rising to approximately 125 basis points (1.25 per
cent).835

832

Stewart et al. (2013: 14).

833

Other funding sources includes $50 million in covered bonds introduced in October 2011 with

maturities of up to 19 years, and RMBS, although the rate of securitised funding in Australia is
generally very low (<5 per cent).
834

Deans and Stewart (2012: 38-39).

835

Robertson and Rush (2013: Graph 5).
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Figure 3.2.6.6: Maturity of Banks’ Long-Term Debt 2004 - 2013
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Measured by the spread to the overnight cash rate, the average cost of bank funding has
risen by 150 basis points (1.5 per cent). This is due to the 1 per cent spread in retail deposits,
an increase in the spread between unsecured and secured bonds, the increased cost of
equity funding, an average 1 per cent spread on the Big Four’s unsecured domestic and
offshore bonds, and an overall rise in the risk sentiment making debt more expensive to
source.836 The increasing cost of deposits and the shift to a longer debt maturity profile
account for the majority of rising bank funding costs. In practice, lengthening the maturity
profile of debt places continual upward pressure on long-term funding costs because bonds
that were issued pre-crisis are rolled over at higher spreads.837

836

Robertson and Rush (2013).

837

Fabbro and Hack (2011).
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Figure 3.2.6.7: Major Banks’ Funding Costs 2007 - 2012838

The Big Four’s wholesale funding spreads have been affected by a material rise in funding
costs since 2011 of approximately 0.5 to 1 per cent for short-term debt and a rise of over 2
per cent for debt maturities of four to five years or more. 839 While wholesale debt spreads
are not as wide as during the GFC, they are rising. In 2012, it was estimated the rise in
spreads increased the cost of major banks’ wholesale debt by 25 basis points relative to the
cash rate. The effect has only been moderate as it takes 3 to 4 years for long-term bonds to
roll over. 840

838

Deans and Stewart (2012: Graph 8).

839

Deans and Stewart (2012: 41).

840

Deans and Stewart (2012: 40). This falls to an estimated 10 basis points (0.1 per cent) if wholesale

debt is swapped back into variable rate obligations. The estimated impact depends on the individual
banks’ use of interest rate derivatives.
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Figure 3.2.6.8: Major Banks’ Wholesale Funding Spreads - 2012841

Fitch Ratings have recently expressed concern about the stability of funding arrangements,
arguing Australian banks need to lengthen the maturity of their wholesale funding to meet
the future Basel III liquidity coverage ratios and net stable funding ratio requirements, as
well as reduce overall reliance on wholesale funds.842 Fitch noted APRA has adopted ‘softer
stress assumptions’ for liquidity coverage ratios under recent Basel Committee revisions.
Despite empirical research establishing a greatly diminished likelihood of a banking crisis
following a rise in liquid assets of 12.5 per cent, APRA is unlikely to force Australian banks
down this path based on assumptions about the size of capital outflows during a financial
crisis; a dangerous decision based on historical precedent. The recent establishment of the
CLF means the RBA will soon be the first and last emergency liquidity provider in the event
of a serious bank run or when the next ‘credit crunch’ arises in global markets, exposing the
illiquid status of the Big Four and their unstable funding composition.

841

Deans and Stewart (2012: Graph 5).

842

Fitch Ratings (2013). The liquidity ratios are due to be implemented by 2015.
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The lending rate of interest determined by the bank is a combination of the risk-free
interest rate (RBA overnight cash rate), the increment paid by banks to raise funds (this has
risen by an estimated 140 to 150 basis points [1.4 to 1.5 per cent] since the GFC), operating
costs associated with a loan (minimal compared to global benchmarks), expected credit and
other losses, and the net cost of equity. 843 Global markets have generally assessed
Australian credit quality is high due to the small percentage loss on loans, meaning this
factor has a low impact. The bank’s lending rate is also effected by a combination of the
relative cost of funding based on their funding composition (as outlined earlier), risk premia
(credit risk) associated with different loan classes, growth strategies adopted by the bank,
competitive pressures, the relative ROE sought on shareholder funds, and the liquidity risk
involved in balancing the funding of long-term loans (assets) against liabilities such as
demand deposits and funding sources with a short average maturity profile. 844

Despite the complexity and large number of variables involved in determining interest rates,
the mass media generally expresses outrage that is in direct proportion to the size of the
spread between the lending rate and the overnight cash rate. The final NIM and rate of
return on banking assets, however, are dependent on the composite funding profile, growth
strategy and general risk profile of the bank. Banks will therefore not simply align lending
rates (which have an inbuilt profit margin), so they rise and fall in synchronicity with the RBA
overnight cash rate.845 A closer examination of the movements in housing lending rates
demonstrates it has closely matched the rise in bank funding. The average interest rate on
variable housing loans has increased by approximately 40 basis points (0.4 per cent) in
recent years, closely mirroring the total rise in funding costs incurred by the banks. Since the
GFC, the spread on variable interest business loans above the cash rate has also risen by
around 100 basis points (1 per cent) and almost 200 basis points (2 per cent) for large and
small facilities, respectively.846

843

APRA (2012a: 40).

844

Fabbro and Hack (2011).

845

Fabbro and Hack (2011).

846

Deans and Stewart (2012: Graph 10); Stewart et al. (2013: 24 - Figure 9).
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Figure 3.2.6.9: Change in Funding Costs and Housing Interest Rates 2007 - 2013
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3.2.7 Cumulative Current Account Deficits

Australia has consistently run a current account deficit (CAD) since the 1960s, with
investment and consumption exceeding domestic savings over the long-term. This spending
is facilitated through borrowings and the sale of assets. Simply put, a CAD is generated when
the total value of imported goods, services and transfers are greater than those that are
exported, making Australia a net debtor to the rest of the world. A CAD logically implies an
increased level of indebtedness by the private or public sector, represented as the sum of
government fiscal deficits and excess private spending. 847 The emergence of a trade surplus
on the back of the mining boom has contributed to GDP growth, but economic expansion
has generally relied on a high level of investment and consumption by the private sector
(primarily households) outpacing savings.

Figure 3.2.7.1: Australian Investment and Savings to GDP Ratios 1960 - 2011
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Pitchford (1989: 2).
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Figure 3.2.7.2: Australian Current Account Balance to GDP Ratios 1959 - 2013
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The mainstream economic view in Australia is influenced by the Pitchford thesis, claiming
external debt does not represent a threat (the CAD does not matter) insofar as it is
determined by market forces. 848 This position will only hold true, however, given the
assumption of rational optimising behaviour with infinite foresight; as has already been
argued, these assumptions are unrealistic and should be disregarded. Australia’s long
history of asset bubbles provides strong evidence that individually rational decisions can
translate into socially irrational outcomes. Consequently, productive investment
opportunities may be abandoned in favour of speculation, resulting in unsustainable
economic growth. Despite the government and FIRE sector indifference for Australia’s
persistently large CAD, the accumulation of excessive net foreign liabilities raises the
possibility of future debt default. A significant increase in funding costs and/or a reversal of
capital flows could be costly for highly-leveraged institutions, dependent on external funds
for daily operations.

848

Pitchford (1989: 2-5).
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Australia has consistently been a net debtor to the rest of the world over recent decades
with combined public and private debt sitting at 277 per cent of GDP as at Q2, 2011. This is
comprised of household (105 per cent), non-financial corporation (59 per cent), financial
corporation (91 per cent) and government debt (20 per cent). 849 The CAD increased from 1.8
per cent of GDP in the 1960s to over 4 per cent in the 1980s, before falling back to 2.25 per
cent in 2011 and trending around 3 percent since.850 A long history of CADs has resulted in a
sizeable stock of net foreign debt to GDP (52 per cent) as of June 2013.851 Long-term data
suggests excessive net foreign debts are a significant contributor to financial instability
because substantial cumulative CADs existed before both the 1890s and 1930s
depressions.852 These depressions were associated with very high net foreign liabilities and a
flight of foreign capital during the subsequent downturns. Using the ratio of cumulative
CADs to GDP as a proxy for the extent of net foreign liabilities, the ratio peaked at 174 per
cent in 1895 and 117 per cent in 1932.853

849

Roxburgh et al. (2012: 13 - Exhibit 2). These figures highlight the foolish political and economic

narrative focusing on miniscule government debt instead of the mountain of private debt.
850

Bishop and Cassidy (2012: 10); RBA Chart Pack: Balance of Payments and External Position -

Current Account Balance.
851

ABS (2013c: Table 30).

852

The fall in nominal GDP during both depressions contributed, in part, to the ratio’s rapid increase.

853

Belkar et al. (2007: 1, 5-8).
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Figure 3.2.7.3: Cumulative Current Account Deficit to GDP Ratio 1862 - 2013
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Australia’s current account balance has remained in negative territory almost consistently
since the 1950s due to readily available foreign debt to finance consumption and
investment. It would be a mistake, however, to assume this period of relatively stability
signals a structural change in the availability of foreign funding. The current account balance
was negative for four decades from the 1850s onwards, before the onset of the catastrophic
1890s depression. Although Australia has not accumulated gross or net foreign liabilities on
the scale of either depression-era periods, a significant proportion comprises the foreign
liabilities of the banking sector, channelled into the housing bubble. Unfortunately, this
behaviour parallels the late 19th century, when Australian lenders borrowed heavily from
British banks to fund land speculation on an epic scale. The exceptional rise in mortgage
debt over the last decade has contributed to the CAD trending at approximately 3 per cent
of GDP, driven by the negative net income balance. The demand for credit has outpaced the
banks’ domestic deposit base, leading offshore borrowings to fill the void.
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Figure 3.2.7.4: Current Account Balance to GDP Ratio 1861 - 2013
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Although the household savings ratio has increased to 10 per cent in recent years, it is an
imperfect measure calculated as a residual item in the national accounts and does not
separate out unincorporated enterprises and non-profit organisations. The declining trend
in the savings ratio from the 1970s to the mid-2000s is explained by the accumulation of
significant mortgage debt liabilities (and to a lesser extent personal debt), even though net
household wealth has risen due to the strong growth in housing assets. 854 Government
officials often proclaim the rebound in the ratio since the late 2000s is a positive sign,
allowing for greater discretionary consumption in the future and providing a safety buffer
for debt payments by households.855 The problem with the official narrative, however, is
ABS adjustments to the savings ratio including compulsory superannuation contributions
and extra mortgage repayments as ‘savings’. Recent analysis by Credit Suisse suggests the
savings ratio falls to around 1 to 2 per cent when superannuation is excluded and drops
854

ABS (2007). ABS (2013d: Table 30) allows for the calculation of savings, which is the ratio of

household net saving to household net disposable income. Household net saving is equal to
household net disposable income less household final consumption expenditure. Household net
disposable income is calculated as household gross disposable income less household consumption
of fixed capital.
855

Freestone et al. (2011).
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even further to -3.6 per cent when extra principal payments are excluded. During the GFC,
this other ratio fell to around -15 per cent. Highly indebted households do not appear to
have any real savings for discretionary spending to boost economic activity, nor to weather
a severe economic downturn, thus increasing the future probability of credit defaults. In
short, Australians have been living a credit-fuelled lifestyle well beyond their means,
indicating slowing income growth and rising unemployment are portents of future financial
instability.856

Figure 3.2.7.5: Household Savings Ratio 1959 - 2013
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In 2012, outstanding Australian corporation bond issuance totalled $825 billion; two-thirds
of the market capitalisation of ASX-listed equities or 62 per cent of GDP.857 Before the 1980s,
government-owned corporations dominated bond issuance, but following deregulation, the
private sector banks became the primary issuers, partially in response to maturing financial
markets. Non-residents hold the majority of corporate and government bonds. The trend of
increasing private corporate bond issuance, sold predominantly to foreigners, accelerated
during the GFC as the banks used the federal government guarantee between October 2008

856

Spicer (2013).

857

Black et al. (2012: 1, 28).
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and March 2010 to their advantage. The Big Four account for approximately 60 per cent of
total issuance since 2007, while non-financial corporations have found it more difficult to
issue since the GFC.858

Figure 3.2.7.6: Australian Bond Market to GDP Ratio 1917 - 2011
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Black et al. (2012: 11). A significant proportion of private Australian corporation bond issuance is

asset-backed.
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Figure 3.2.7.7: Non-Financial Corporation Bond Issuance to GDP Ratio 1911 - 2011
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Figure 3.2.7.8: Financial Corporation Bond Issuance to GDP Ratio 1911 - 2011
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In the 1980s, banks issued around half of all bonds, rising to three quarters in recent years,
with the total stock of financial bonds increasing from 5 to 40 per cent of GDP. The offshore
bond market has exceeded the onshore market since 1986. At the end of 2011, offshore
bond issuance constituted 34 per cent of GDP, while onshore bond issuance was 22 per cent
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of GDP.859 The following table illustrates the surge in the proportion of corporate bonds
owned by non-residents during the last two decades, rising from approximately one-third in
the 1980s to three quarters of the share of total purchases in the 1990s, though falling
slightly during the 2000s. Foreign ownership of government bonds is also high, with over 74
per cent of Australian government bonds on issue held by non-residents in 2011.860

Table 3.2.7.1: Investor Purchases of Australian Corporate Bonds (%) 1954 - 2010861
Investor Category

1954-60

1961-70

1971-80

1981-90

1991-00

2001-10

Households

45

27

40

22

-4

-1

Non-financial corporations

3

7

11

4

1

1

ADIs

17

27

20

16

11

15

Managed funds

34

36

20

21

18

11

Non-residents

-1

11

7

36

75

67

Government

2

3

2

2

-1

6

The quality of bonds offered have deteriorated over time, with a larger share issued by
corporations rated lower than AAA or AA. This stands in contrast to the 1980s when the
majority of corporate bonds were AAA or AA, although junk bonds rated BBB- and below
still remains a tiny proportion. Following deregulation, the removal of controls on interest
rates that banks could charge led banks to more effectively compete with NBFIs. The latter’s
share of bonds has dropped from 27 to 13 per cent as their share of total financial system
assets have fallen. Average spreads have significantly risen in all bond classes (AAA, AA, A
and BBB) relative to Commonwealth Government Securities (CGS) since the GFC, ranging
from around 80 to 170 basis points (0.8 to 1.7 per cent).862 Foreign appetite for government
and corporate bonds could wane in the future, leading to funding issues given the majority

859

Black et al. (2012: 11, 14, 16).

860

Black et al. (2012: 24); Murdoch (2011).

861

Black et al. (2012: 21 - Table 2). Share of total inflows by investor type over the selected period.

862

Black et al. (2012: 13-14, 24). Corporate bond yields are generally quoted as a spread to CGS,

with higher spreads emerging during periods of financial difficulty, as rising credit, liquidity and
market risks are priced in.
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of bonds are purchased by offshore investors. A sharp reversal of capital flows could
potentially threaten the Big Four’s solvency due to their very low levels of capital and liquid
assets.863

The FIRE sector has been a primary contributor to the increase in net foreign debt over the
last two decades. Financial corporation net debt is larger than the government total but was
recently surpassed by the non-financial corporate sector for the first time since the mid1990s. Financial corporations’ share of total net foreign liabilities peaked at 39 per cent of
GDP in 2007, falling to 18.3 per cent of GDP as at June 2013. The fall in the financial
corporation share has been offset by a rise in government net foreign debt following
stimulus to combat the effects of the GFC, with the ratio increasing from -1.4 per cent to
13.5 per cent of GDP over the last six years. As of June 2013, the total net foreign debt to
GDP ratio was 52.5 per cent, comprising financial corporations (18.5 per cent), non-financial
corporations (20.4 per cent) and government (13.6 per cent). 864 The banks have generally
avoided investing in government bonds, despite their notoriously low liquidity ratios and the
increased safety afforded by possession of stable and high-quality assets. The most likely
reason is government bonds do not provide returns meeting the aspirational ROE and ROA
goals of the banks.

863

Belkar et al. (2007: 1).

864

RBA (2013d).
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Figure 3.2.7.9: Private and Public Sector Net Foreign Debt to GDP Ratios 1989 - 2013
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Figure 3.2.7.10: Australian Net Foreign Liabilities to GDP Ratio 1990 - 2013
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A range of factors suggest the current account balance will remain firmly in negative
territory, causing the level of net foreign debt to rise inexorably into the foreseeable future.
Relevant factors include declining tax revenues as the ‘cautious consumer’ emerges
(domestic consumption is over half of total demand), falling corporate income tax revenues,
a smaller trade surplus as the mining boom fades and a decline in domestic deposit growth.
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Ironically, the reliance of financial corporations on offshore funding will be exacerbated by
federal and state government austerity measures since much of the deposit growth since
the GFC is the result of government stimulus. Government spending fuels the purchase of
government bonds, creating deposits that indirectly reduce banks’ offshore borrowing
requirements because they must be deposited into the financial system. The financial sector
appears to have cornered itself, insofar as strong credit growth cannot be achieved in the
short-term without additional foreign borrowings, increasing already onerous foreign debt
liabilities and raising the risk of financial instability and credit downgrades by ratings
agencies.

The government has failed to inform the public that reducing net foreign liabilities requires
a current account surplus. This would necessitate continual and favourably low interest
rates on the existing debt stock, a large and positive trade balance (total exports are greater
than imports), financier reluctance to increase offshore debt (despite declining domestic
deposit growth) and a generally lower rate of credit growth and associated profits. The very
large and sustained trade surpluses required to overcome interest payments on existing
debt suggests the CAD will remain in place for a long time, ensuring net foreign liabilities
continually rise. Moreover, a large rise in exports requires productivity gains that are
unlikely to appear without significant investment, taxation and/or industrial reforms that
federal politicians appear incapable of instituting.

In contrast to the premise of the Pitchford thesis, a large proportion of the CAD is the result
of bank borrowing to finance the residential property bubble, invalidating assumptions of
individual rationality and infinite foresight. The most reasonable conclusion to draw is that
the actions of lenders have directly contributed to the risk of financial instability via
excessive exposure to offshore debt. Explicit and implicit government interventions have
reduced the cost of bank funding without a reciprocal cost. The threat of financial instability
rises when foreign debt is used to meet lending targets for speculation in non-productive
assets, bridging the gap between insufficiently large domestic deposits and other funding
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instruments. Unless a persistently large current account surplus emerges, it remains unclear
how Australia intends to pay off its foreign borrowings.865

865

In Australia’s case, sovereign default in the future is very unlikely. Net government debt is

relatively low, Australia has control over its own currency, and a wealth of natural resources can be
used to retire debt over the long-term. In fact, Australian governments have never historically
defaulted on foreign debt, although depositors with some state banks following the 1890s
depression did not receive their deposits in full until well into the 20th century.
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3.2.8 RMBS, Covered Bonds and the Committed Liquidity Facility

The plutonomy’s corrosive impact on the democratic process, led by the financial sector, has
bolstered the propensity for governments to provide direct intervention and taxpayer
supports in response to banking crises and/or stress. Accordingly, the Australian
government has implemented a number of supports in recent years as the level of banking
stress and credit risk has increased both domestically and internationally: RMBS purchases,
covered bonds and the future (under-priced) CLF.866 Intervention in the RMBS market was
first undertaken in 2008 by former Treasurer Wayne Swan when he directed the AOFM to
support competition in both mortgage lending and the non-banking lending industry by
purchasing billions of dollars’ worth of these securities. The pretext for the policy was to
provide second-tier banks with additional liquidity to drive down their funding costs when
accessing credit on a wholesale basis, as the securitised market frees up regulatory capital
for further lending.867

The AOFM ceased RMBS purchases at the direction of the ex-Treasurer in April 2013.
Between November 2008 and March 2012, when the AOFM purchased the first and last
tranche of RMBS, the cumulative purchase total amounted to $15.5 billion dollars.868 While
RMBS are not a new mechanism for bank funding (established in the late 1980s), the first
intervention into this market occurred during the GFC as the result of reduced liquidity and
the inability of smaller lenders to access funding on competitive terms.869 As of March 2014,
866

Other supports include the usual liquidity provided by the RBA, the deposit guarantee, wholesale

funding guarantees following the GFC, absence of an FCS ex-ante fee, an implicit TBTF government
guarantee conferring a market funding advantage, artificially small RWA calculations and a lower
capital buffer adopted by APRA (1 per cent) under planned Basel regulations instead of the
recommended 3 per cent international benchmark (MARQ 2014: 2). Explicit and implicit subsidies
total more than $11 billion per annum (see 3.4 - Ponzi-Amplification Mechanisms).
867

AOFM (2008); Bailey et al. (2004: 49). Major banks cannot be shareholders with direct holdings of

more than 5 per cent in institutions receiving RMBS support.
868

AOFM (2013a; 2013b).

869

Securitisation was first used by the Bank of America in 1977. Income producing assets (residential

loans which produce interest) are bundled together into securities that imitate bonds. Special
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the AOFM held RMBS investments with a face value of $7.1 billion. This is a significant
reduction from the peak of December 2011 when the AOFM held $11.3 billion (face value)
in RMBS. At the end of 2012-13, $5.7 billion in principal payments had been made and the
AOFM had sold $0.6 billion in RMBS, reducing total investment holdings to $9.1 billion in
that year. RMBS are fully amortising securities, meaning cash flows from the mortgage pool
are repaid to RMBS holders, reducing the outstanding principal in the process. Income flows
provide for the RMBS issuer’s taxes, fees and expenses as well as the interest and principal
payments to holders of outstanding RMBS. 870

Before former Treasurer Wayne Swan directed the AOFM to purchase up to $8 billion in
eligible RMBS in October 2008 (up to $4 billion for non-ADIs), spreads on margin-backed
bonds had widened so dramatically for the non-banking lenders that securitised structures
were uncompetitive as a source of funding. At the same time, the federal government
guaranteed deposits and wholesale funding of ADIs to specified limits.871 Mortgages in a
pool must meet specific conditions to be classified as RMBS quality and eligible for purchase
by the AOFM: an AAA-rating, minimum standards on LVRs, loan sizes and terms, and a
maximum percentage of low-doc loans in the RMBS pool. 872 Second-tier lenders embraced
this support to access cheaper funding, with the former Treasurer noting in 2013 the RMBS
program had supported 67 securitisation deals, helping 20 smaller lenders raise $45 billion
dollars to fund an additional 245,000 home loans.873

Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) provide bondholders with cash flows from assets and are a legally separate
structure that remains unaffected if the originator becomes insolvent (AOFM 2009: 30).
870

AOFM (2013c: 31, 82, 106; 2014a; 2014b). Varying rates of principal payments means it is difficult

to determine the date securities will be fully repaid (‘prepayment risk’). RMBS valuation is based on
the weighted average life of a security, when it is estimated the security holder will have received
repayment of 50 per cent of invested principal.
871

AOFM (2013a).

872

AOFM (2013c: 105).

873

Swan (2013).
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Table 3.2.8.1: RMBS Investment, Sales and Principal Payments 2008-09 – 2012-13874
AOFM Total Issuance in Supported

AOFM Investment

Year

Transactions

$m

%

No.

$m

%

No.

2008-09

6,203

77

13

8,042

100

13

2009-10

2,820

19

15

9,146

61

15

2010-11

4,349

18

20

14,711

62

21

2011-12

1,930

15

11

8,466

64

11

2012-13

160

1

2

4,790

25

7

Total

15,463

19

61

45,155

57

67

RMBS Sales and Principal Payments ($m)
Financial Year

Principal Repayments

Sales

Year End Investment

2008-09

179,281

-

6,024,139

2009-10

850,664

73,790

7,919,225

2010-11

1,438,640

-

10,829,805

2011-12

1,509, 050

50,000

11,201,185

2012-13

1,771,242

510,585

9,079,358

Total

5,748,877

634,375

-

Lenders using this facility include the Australian Central Credit Union, AMP Bank, Bank of
Queensland, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Community CPS, Credit Union Australia, FirstMac,
Heritage Building Society, IMB, ING Bank (Australia), Liberty Financial, Macquarie Bank, ME
Bank, MyState Financial, People’s Choice, Police and Nurses Credit Society, Resimac,
Sponsor, Suncorp Bank and Wide Bay Australia. 875

874

AOFM (2013c: 31 - Table 3, 134). AOFM investment and supported transactions excludes ‘Other

issuance’.
875

AOFM (2013a).
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Figure 3.2.8.1: AOFM Total Face Value of RMBS Investments 2008 - 2014
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Table 3.2.8.2: AOFM RMBS Investment by Institution - June 2013876
AOFM RMBS Investment Activity ($m)
ADI

Total Amount

%

# Deals

Total Outstanding

%

ME Bank

2,114

13.7

9

981

10.8

Bendigo and Adelaide

1,922

12.4

6

1,329

14.6

Bank of Queensland

1,248

8.1

3

876

9.6

Suncorp

1,130

7.3

4

803

8.8

ING Bank (Aust)

853

5.5

5

449

4.9

AMP

825

5.3

5

487

5.4

CUA

493

3.2

2

257

2.8

People’s Choice Credit

434

2.8

3

296

3.3

Macquarie

405

2.6

2

401

4.4

Wide Bay Australia

404

2.6

2

257

2.8

Greater Building

190

1.2

1

100

1.1

MyState

170

1.1

1

121

1.3

IMB

158

1.0

1

74

0.8

P&N Bank

111

0.7

1

111

1.2

Community CPS

91

0.6

1

91

1.0

Heritage

22

0.1

1

22

0.2

Sub-Total

10,567

68.3

47

6,653

73.3

Total Amount

%

# Deals

Total Outstanding

%

FirstMac

1,642

10.6

7

1,047

11.5

Resimac

1,502

9.7

7

751

8.3

Challenger

1,000

6.5

2

441

4.9

751

4.9

4

187

2.1

Sub-Total

4,896

31.7

20

2,426

26.7

Total

15,463

100

67

9,079

100

Bank

Union

Society

Australia

Non-ADI

Liberty

876

AOFM (2013c: 31 - Table 4).
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Housing loans funded through securitisation increased from under 10 per cent during the
late 1990s to 27 per cent in 2007, before falling to approximately 7 per cent, partially due to
these structures promoting financial instability. During the GFC, many RMBS investors were
deploying offshore structured investment vehicles that used short-term paper (365 days or
less) to purchase longer-dated RMBS. Many were unable to roll over funding during the GFC,
leading to the liquidation of assets and an oversupply in the secondary RMBS market. This
provided an additional rationale for the federal government to intervene into the RMBS
market by directing the AOFM purchase up to a maximum of $20 billion. Indeed, the AOFM
provided the bulk of ‘investor’ participation in the RMBS market during 2008-09, purchasing
around three-quarters of all prime RMBS, until private investment recovered. The stock of
bonds issued by securitised vehicles has now fallen from a peak of 22 per cent of GDP during
the GFC to less than 10 per cent in 2012. 877

The major concern with taxpayer-funded RMBS purchases is the link to possible subprime
mortgages manufactured by predatory lending. During 2012 Senate committee hearings,
allegations surfaced that some of these lenders may have bundled subprime mortgages into
RMBS that have been on-sold to the Australian taxpayer, enabling profits to be generated
from fraudulent activities.878 Criminologist Denise Brailey testified before the Economics
References Committee in 2012:

The main thing I am going to raise, the first issue, is that the government has bought
$14 billion worth of RMBSs since the GFC and I understand has committed another
$4 billion to further purchases. The Fitch ratings say that eight to 10 per cent of all
these RMBSs are low doc and approximately are loans obtained by fraud, and the
government is holding tainted securities and profiting from that fraud. We believe
there is about $57 billion involved. And, judging by the average loans, which go
above FOS’s jurisdiction—we are talking about maybe 100,000 families affected—a
government cannot, or at least cannot be seen to be profiting from that fraud of its
constituents and must rectify that situation. The government must also rectify all of
877

Black et al. (2012: 19).

878

Economics References Committee (2012).
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the other loans secured on falsified loan application forms—the documents that I
have been gathering of late—because the government’s regulator, ASIC, has failed
to regulate the financial industry as required by the ASIC act. ASIC did nothing
before the GFC, nothing during the GFC and have refused, by letters to me and to
other people within our group, to do anything since the GFC, as the letters from
BFCSA state.879

It is damning that the federal government, RBA, ASIC and APRA have failed to act on
allegations of subprime lending fraud, while providing direct financial gain to the second-tier
lenders through lower funding costs. Taxpayers have been lumped with around $7 billion in
RMBS, with a potentially large proportion of subprime mortgages at risk of default in the
securitised pool. A significant drop in the face value of RMBS and a net loss for the public is
not inconceivable.880 Further investigation is unlikely to be forthcoming, especially given the
dismissive attitudes of regulators and economists as observed in RBA economist Luci Ellis’
comment:

Much of the [US] subprime and other non-prime lending that went on was not
based on proper assessments of borrowers’ ability to service the loan. Brokers and
lenders did not verify incomes or other financial obligations. All they seemed to care
about was the value of the collateral. If housing prices kept rising, they assumed, the
borrower could either refinance or sell, and everything would be fine. Big
assumption. We would never want to see this kind of asset-based lending in the
Australian market... I am pleased to say that I do not currently see signs of
widespread lax lending practices here in Australia.881

Guy Debelle, RBA Assistant Governor (Financial Markets), expressed this optimistic
assessment of Australian lending standards in 2010:
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Senate (2012a: 44).
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Parallels can be drawn with the subprime crisis in the US during 2006-07. Fraud was also thought

to be isolated rather than systemic prior to the rapid surge in mortgage delinquencies in securitised
pools (primarily collateralised debt obligations or CDOs) (Lewis 2010).
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Ellis (2012b).
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Fortunately, lending standards in Australia did not loosen as much as in some
offshore markets. There was very little sub-prime lending of the form more common
in the United States for example, where loans were provided to those with poor
credit histories. ... Only a few fringe institutions were involved in the market. There
are almost no non-conforming loans being issued at the moment, with the providers
of such loans having exited or gone into extended hibernation.882

In addition to significant RMBS investment, the federal government’s tolerance of ‘selfsecuritisation’ must also be questioned. Rarely explained by the RBA, self-securitisation
(‘retained securitisation’) refers to transactions completed with the central bank to obtain
liquidity, but the primary difference is retail banks retain ownership of these assets and they
remain on the balance sheet. Securities issued by the SPV under this arrangement do not
belong to third parties. Approximately 5 and 20 per cent of bank and financial intermediary
(shadow bank) financial sector assets, respectively, are self-securitised. It would appear
banks are allowed to bundle up their worst assets, flip them to the central bank as collateral
for liquidity, take only a moderate haircut, and still retain control over the relevant
securities. Theoretically, these securities could be used with other counter-parties and
further re-hypothecated (collateral is re-used) in other derivative chains, dramatically
increasing the rate of financial system leverage and instability. 883

In 2011, the federal government also passed legislation allowing the establishment of
covered bonds from October that year; a form of funding originally designed for European
banks with a small deposit base. Banks can use covered bonds to secure funding in a similar
manner to other securitisation structures, as assets are still placed into a SPV producing an
income stream, but the major difference is covered bond holders have a priority claim over
all other creditors for repayment against the relevant assets.884 Covered bonds have the
882

Debelle (2010).
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FSB (2013: 17, 18 - Exhibit 5.1).
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APRA (2011b: 6-8). From October 2011 to February 2012, banks issued $17 billion in covered

bonds, mostly at 5 and 10 year tenors. APRA requires covered bond issuance be limited to 8 per cent
of total bank assets.
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effect of committing bank assets to secure payments, so unsecured senior bonds and junior
debt securities are lowered in rank. The concern is the subordination of depositors who are
only partially protected by deposit insurance schemes following a banking collapse; covered
bondholders have priority access to ADI assets over ordinary depositors. Prior to legislative
amendments to the Banking Act 1959, the equal protection of depositor funds was
enshrined as a principle in law.885 The covered bonds program is not insignificant in size,
with the total cap at $20 billion each for the Big Four, except for the CBA, which has a cap of
$30 billion.886 Comments by the RBA suggest that, in early 2013, banks had used around 30
per cent of their total issuance allowance, or around $27 billion of the $90 billion cap.887 A
very active period of securitisation in early 2013, however, resulted in the total issuance of
covered bonds for the Big Four rising to $43.7 billion dollars by mid-year (48.6 per cent of
the total cap).888

The primary risk of covered bonds is that as a form of securitisation, it does not require
substantial and additional capital from banks, as it provides a priority claim on bank assets
above all other creditors. The banks have added tens of billions of dollars’ worth in
leveraged risk (additional loans), while having to post residential collateral and other assets
into a covered bond pool, meaning unsecured creditors have a lower asset base or safety
buffer as a consequence. 889 The proportion of assets pledged to the covered bond pool is
usually slightly in excess of the funds borrowed due to securitisation regulations, indicating
this degree of over-collateralisation can further imperil unsecured creditors due to the
relative shift in regulatory capital to support covered bond holders. A deteriorating
residential loan book (rising defaults) could rapidly increase refinancing costs as investors
demand higher returns to compensate for greater risk.
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RBA (2011b: 17-19).
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RBA (2012c: 57 - Table D1).
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Debelle (2013).
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ASJ (2013: 38, 40, 42, 46). ANZ ($10.47 billion), CBA ($12.34 billion), NAB ($8.27 billion) and WBC

($12.6 billion).
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capital issues.
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While covered bonds are safer than many other securities as a consequence of the legal
claim over assets, a bank can still default, leading to a possible fire sale of assets to recoup
funds to repay the covered bond, so any discounting that occurs in a stressed financial
environment has to be taken into account. An estimate can be provided of the additional
(relative) capital required to cover the assumed risk of covered bond holders, if the
following assumptions are made: the Big Four have issued 50 per cent of their total covered
bond limit, residential mortgages are used in the covered loan pool and there is an
estimated over-collateralisation rate of 20 per cent.890 50 per cent of the maximum 8 per
cent covered bond issuance limit as defined by APRA, and a 20 per cent overcollateralisation rate indicates an additional 0.8 per cent in capital must be allocated in
relative terms against covered bond holders.891

The Big Four already have notoriously small capital buffers of approximately 1.5 per cent
against the residential loan book due to their gaming of risk-weights. While the absolute
amount of capital that is shifted to covered bond holders is relatively small, the existing and
heightened level of bank leverage increases the chances of a future banking crisis. 892 If the
banks’ credit ratings were to be downgraded, then a raft of covered bond sales may occur,
or alternatively, banks may need to post additional collateral, resulting in greater risk for
unsecured creditors. The impossibility of the Big Four in meeting both the needs of secured
and unsecured creditor groups, while simultaneously placating the ratings agencies, could
generate excessive financial stress. It should be noted that trustees of covered bondholder
pools are entitled to sell assets (at a fire sale loss if need be) to meet bondholder interests,
irrespective of the impact on the bank and its other creditors.

890

The value of assets posted to the covered bond pool exceeds liabilities by 20 per cent.

891

0.50 x 0.08 x 0.20 x 100 = 0.8 per cent.

892

In fact, 100 per cent issuance of the total covered bond program results in 0.2 (over-

collateralisation) x 0.08 (APRA limit) = 1.6 per cent relative capital shift to covered bond holders, a
figure equivalent to the total average capital held by the Big Four against their residential loan book.
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The most recent implementation of government support for the financial sector is the
creation of the CLF, set for 2015, which at face value, has been established to provide
additional liquid assets to meet Basel III liquidity reforms. The Basel framework comes into
effect from 1st January 2018, requiring a minimum liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) to survive a
30-calendar day banking stress scenario, and a NSFR promoting long-term resilience.
Specifically, the LCR must not fall below 100 per cent, meaning the stock of high-quality
liquid assets can withstand net cash outflows over the specified period.893 Liquidity stress
refers to the difficulty in meeting short-term obligations when money is withdrawn from the
financial system at extraordinary rates. Due to the insufficient quantity of available
government debt to meet the higher liquidity requirements (as the majority of assets are
already held by the banking sector), the CLF will enable ADIs to access a specified amount of
liquidity by entering into a repurchase agreement of eligible securities with the RBA.
Towards the end of 2011, for instance, the stock of federal and state government gross debt
only amounted to around 15 and 12 per cent of GDP respectively; insufficient to meet the
liquidity requirements of the banks, as banking system assets approaching 185 per cent of
GDP would be required to hold liquid assets valued at around 40 per cent of GDP, if a future
LCR of 20 per cent is assumed.894

The additional requirement to hold high quality liquid assets is only possible via three
pathways: a large increase in government debt to meet banks’ LCR requirements, the RBA
increasing their balance sheet by hundreds of billions of dollars by accepting large increases
in the level of Australian banks’ exchange settlement balances (with the problem of finding
suitable assets to counteract liabilities), or thirdly, Basel allowing countries like Australia
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APRA (2014b: 10). It was noted earlier that a NSFR of 1.0 implied a 12.5 per cent rise in the ratio

of liquid banking assets. According to recent announcements, RBA officials will also have greater
flexibility in the range of assets that can be identified as suitable, high-quality collateral.
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Debelle (2011: 1). The premise of insufficient government debt appears debatable, as the

majority of federal government bonds in recent years have been purchased by foreigners, indicating
a lack of bank appetite for these bonds. Further, APRA has not instituted a proposed requirement
that major banks purchase government bonds as they become available to reduce future CLF
holdings.
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with a shortage of liquid assets to have banks pledge eligible collateral (with wider than
normal criteria) to access funds from the RBA.895 For the privilege of accessing the CLF, the
banks will only be charged 15 basis points (0.15 per cent) on a per annum basis, and the RBA
will purchase securities under repo agreements at an interest rate set to 25 basis points
(0.25 per cent) above the overnight cash rate. Moreover, eligible securities that may be
posted as collateral include those used for normal RBA market operations, domesticallyissued securities of supra-nationals and other foreign governments, ADI-issued debt
securities, and asset backed securities such as RMBS, including self-securitised RMBS.896 The
last category is of interest because self-securitisation typically does not require recalculation of risk-weighted assets. Consequently, securities issued in this manner and onsold to the RBA do not impose any additional regulatory capital charges for this privilege of
accessing additional liquidity at very low cost.

It seems imprudent to allow over-leveraged banks to access additional, low-cost liquid funds
from the RBA using collateral such as RMBS, conveniently rebadged as ‘high-quality liquid
assets’ by APRA. These assets pose a significant risk to the financial system. The subprime
borrowers in the RMBS pool present a higher credit risk, sharing similarities with the US
subprime market before its inevitable meltdown. The genuine risks faced by the banking
and financial system, especially the Big Four, means the CLF has been purposefully designed
as an essential relief valve to reduce the probability of bank stress and contagion/cascading
failure among the banks.897 Of course, this begs the question why authorities have allowed
the FIRE sector to become so large that it requires extraordinary government interventions
to shift risk onto the taxpayer via the CLF. To reduce systemic risk, the government could
895

Debelle (2011: 1).
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RBA (2011a). The RBA has forgotten to mention the relative spreads between mortgage collateral

(RMBS) and government bonds (as an alternative form of liquidity) is much greater than 40 basis
points (0.4 per cent), suggesting there is a strong incentive for banks to access taxpayer-funded CLF
liquidity.
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Contagion would result from illiquid banks being forced to sell securities to meet ongoing

liabilities. Fire sale of securities and other assets can easily spread to other banks as they have very
similar business activities and portfolios, resulting in a large fall in the value of assets held by the
sector.
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have implemented other policies limiting the size of the sector and the scale of any one
institution.

This poor decision means the final RBA CLF exposure under Basel III liquidity regulations
could be as high as $380 billion (69 per cent of total liquidity), with the remainder
comprising government bonds ($56 billion or 10 per cent) and non-foreign owned semigovernment bonds ($118 billion or 21 per cent). 898 Under the APS 210 liquidity regulation,
banks must hold adequate high-quality liquid assets to meet debt obligations for a 30-day
calendar period and withstand a severe liquidity stress scenario, wherein large amounts of
funds are gradually withdrawn from the financial system. Specifically, the draft standard
proposes the value of liquid assets must be greater than, or equal to, total net cash outflows,
and there must be an appropriate buffer over this requirement in line with assessed
liquidity risk tolerance. 899

Recent IMF modelling has used implied cash flows mimicking a contagion effect to assess
the impact of a sustained offshore funding withdrawal on Australian banks. It concluded
Australian banks are unable to withstand a sustained outflow of funding over five weeks
without RBA CLF support, particularly if funding is withdrawn by US, UK and Japanese
banks.900 It is not evident taxpayers should bear the risks and costs of meeting the banks’
future higher liquidity requirements, imposed by hundreds of billions of dollars in repo
agreements between the RBA and an already over-leveraged banking sector. The majority of
bank collateral pledged under this arrangement will consist of low-quality RMBS, which
banks can exchange for liquidity at next to no cost. Ideally, liquidity intervention by
governments would only be short-term and require high-quality collateral. Further, legal
provisions could ensure the banks only access the CLF on an emergency basis, such as the
threat of turning debt into bank equity.
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IMF (2012: 19-20).
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Government actions to support the financial sector over recent years have the superficial
appearance of increasing financial stability and increasing banking competition.901 Closer
examination of these policies show they increase systemic risk due to tainted RMBS and the
reduction in relative capital held against already over-leveraged loan portfolios by the
establishment of the covered bonds market. The CLF is an unreasonable shift of banking risk
onto taxpayers at astonishingly low cost to the banks, with few disincentives to access this
taxpayer-funded largesse, particularly given the favourable spreads compared to alternative
funding sources. Poor government policy and regulation has effectively increased the
probability of financial instability by continuing to reward foolhardy financier behaviour.

The fundamental intent of these mechanisms is undermined by the concentration and
overvaluation of the property loan book. Regardless of the securitisation process or assets
pledged as collateral, the risk of deterioration in the credit quality of mortgages cannot be
mitigated, only transferred. The financial sector should be required to deal with the
consequences of their unsustainable business models, but this is not deemed an acceptable
outcome in Australia. The RBA should also revisit their arbitrary distinction between a
‘liquidity’ and ‘cash flow solvency’ crisis in the financial sector. As economist Ross Garnaut
points outs, the banks were effectively insolvent during the GFC, as they were unable to pay
their bills without government intervention:

They were starting to have great difficulty in rolling over their huge external debt,
and without the Government guarantee on wholesale borrowing, they may not have
been able to fund their liabilities, and you can go - you can be insolvent for two
types of reasons, one: you get yourself into trouble with the way you've managed
your debt and you can't roll over your debt as it becomes due, or you run into
trouble with the value of your assets. 902

Cash flow insolvency refers to the inability of a corporation or household to meet financial
obligations (debts) as they come due, but the RBA has rebadged this definition as a ‘liquidity
901

As outlined in Part 2, Minsky’s credit boom provides the illusion of stability (the so-called ‘Great

Moderation’ espoused by ex-Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke).
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Garnaut (2009).
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crisis’ insofar as a bank has assets in excess of liabilities (is technically solvent). In other
words, if the RBA is able to identify that a bank is unable to pay its bills when they fall due,
but has positive net worth, it is deemed to be technically solvent and a suitable candidate
for the CLF so long as appropriate collateral is pledged. It is hard to reconcile the RBA’s
definition with the experience of other businesses and households, given they would face
bankruptcy under identical circumstances. Admittedly, it is difficult to differentiate illiquid
and insolvent institutions in the midst of a financial crisis, as the broader market struggles to
access liquidity. Further, deflation and volatility/disruption in the pricing of assets and
securities compounds the difficulty in properly valuing financial assets.903 Nonetheless,
preferential access to a vast sum of very low cost funds from the central bank under a CLF
arrangement would greatly assist many businesses and households in dealing with a
temporary ‘liquidity crisis’, but these instruments are only available to the financial elite.
This exceptional government deference to the wishes of FIRE sector is yet another symptom
of weak political stewardship, helping to complete Australia’s transformation from an
industrial economy to a financially-engineered bubble economy benefitting the plutonomy.
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Fitz-Gibbon and Gizycki (2001: 7).
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3.2.9 Prudential Regulation and Bank Stress Testing

Throughout this book, the federal government, regulatory and supervisory agencies have
been regularly identified as negligent in their risk management of the financial system. Lax
oversight, permissive regulations and regulatory capture are all considered relevant factors
increasing the probability of a future banking crisis. A myriad of compounding risk factors
face the financial sector, yet the constant government refrain is the Australian banking
system is one of the safest in the world, partly due to its supposedly world-class regulatory
framework. The host of banking metrics demonstrating systemic fragility, following a
tsunami of credit aggregates flowing into the residential land market bubble, make a
mockery of the claim a prudent approach to banking regulation has been adopted. Banks
tend to act in a way that magnifies risk, stemming from their TBTF status and the habit of
financial sector investors, management and regulators to underestimate risk, particularly
the risk of leverage.904 Thus, without stringent regulation and policies to contain FIRE sector
excesses, particularly their willingness to fuel speculation, financial systems will tend
towards instability over time; Australia is not an exception in this regard.

Despite the plethora of aforementioned banking risk factors, APRA insists Australian banks
pass their semi-regular (biennial) stress tests with flying colours, even though the
methodology and data used to make this determination is not available to the public,
ostensibly due to the sensitivity of releasing commercial proprietary information.905 Even
the IMF considers it inappropriate for opaque IRB models to comprise part of the Australian
bank stress testing regime, unless bank calculations can be replicated and confirmed by
relevant authorities. In their opinion, the validity and consistency of the results produced by
the Big Four cannot be clearly assessed by APRA:

Individual banks utilize different stress testing models, different approaches to
estimate losses given defaults (LGDs) and probabilities of defaults (PDs), and use
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Stiglitz (2012: 188).
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It is convenient for the government narrative concerning the ‘stable’ financial sector that APRA is

unable to release the details of stress testing and methodology for public audit.
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data of different levels of granularity. While they are required to apply APRAdetermined credit migration matrices, PDs and LGDs for different portfolios, which
APRA develops based on its judgment, the dispersion in banks’ practice makes
analysis difficult for APRA. Hence, there is a need for APRA to devote more
resources to bottom-up stress testing to validate and cross check individual bank
results and to ensure overall consistency. In addition, the RBA does not have its own
top-down stress testing framework, which could be a useful tool to further enhance
its capacity to identify and monitor systemic risk. The stress testing framework and
models should be developed to assist the next ADI industry stress test. 906

APRA chairman, John Laker, does not share the IMF’s concerns, however. He noted, during a
speech in November 2012, that the Australian banks had passed both the 2010 and 2012
stress tests, which he found “reassuring, and reinforced our confidence in the resilience of
the Australian banking system.”907 Apparently APRA’s definition of a ‘resilient banking
system’ is one requiring secret Fed liquidity injections, RMBS purchases, covered bonds,
self-securitisation, hundreds of billions of dollars in future RBA liquidity support via the CLF,
government guarantees on deposits to hold down funding costs and reassure creditors
(providing an implied +2 notch credit rating from the ratings agencies), occasional wholesale
funding guarantees, potential future bail-ins imposing large depositor haircuts, temporary
bans on short-selling to protect financial share prices, and other supports to ensure
continued operation.908 During the most recent test conducted in conjunction with the IMF,
the banking system was alleged to survive a more severe degree of stress than was
modelled in the 2010 test. This included modelling a greater slowdown in China and
problems in the Eurozone leading to a global freeze in credit markets. The following key
parameters were established under the 2012 bank stress test - severe downturn scenario:909
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assessments.
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were also tested.
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•

The Big Four and Macquarie Bank were subject to the stress test;

•

A 5 per cent contraction in real GDP in the first year (a 4 standard deviation shock based
on data from the last 50 years);

•

A rise in unemployment to a peak of 12 per cent;

•

A peak-to-trough fall in housing prices of 35 per cent;

•

A fall in commercial property prices of 40 per cent;

•

A 50 per cent fall in commodity prices; and

•

Liquidity stress test - gradual outflow over five weeks/30 days.

The comparison of the variables used in the 2006, 2010 and 2012 stress tests are
summarised in the table below. Under the recent 2012 bank stress test, and in a similar
manner to the 2010 test, APRA and the IMF conclude all the tested banks would survive a
severe economic downturn of this magnitude, including savage falls in commercial and
residential real estate prices. APRA and the IMF assessed the banks’ tier 1 capital ratios
would remain above the minimum 4 per cent threshold in every year of the stress test
(although the total capital ratio was estimated to fall below the minimum after two years),
and the weighted average reduction in tier 1 capital ratios over three years was estimated
to be 4.1 per cent. It was determined the banks would not survive the liquidity stress test
under two difference scenarios lasting either 5 weeks/30 days without intervention by the
RBA.910 Without this support, all members of the Big Four are estimated to fail in less than
two weeks under a Lehman Brothers type of shock scenario, modelled on the conditions of
a gradual outflow over five weeks of 100 per cent of unsecured short-term wholesale
funding, 20 per cent of secured wholesale funding, 10 per cent of retail term deposits and
20 per cent of retail demand deposits. The funding shock modelled was equivalent to
withdrawal of 35 per cent of interbank funding and haircuts of between 10 to 35 per cent on
assets.

910

Different modelling parameters are used under the 5 week versus 30 day liquidity stress tests.
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Table 3.2.9.1: APRA Bank Stress Test Parameters - 2006, 2010 and 2012911
Key Parameter (%)

Stress Test Year 1

Stress Test Year 2

Stress Test Year 3

2006 Bank Stress Test

2006

2007

2008

Real GDP growth

-1.0%

2.0%

4.0%

House price growth

-30%

0.0%

2.5%

Equity price growth

-27%

8.0%

10.0%

Consumption growth

-2.5%

0.0%

2.25%

Unemployment rate

7.0%

9.0%

8.75%

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Real GDP growth

-3.0%

2.1%

3.5%

House price growth

-11.8%

-12.1%

-1.7%

-21.5%

-9.4%

1.5%

9.8%

10.8%

10.7%

2012

2013

2014

-4.96%

0.0%

1.36%

-

-

-35%

-

-

-40%

Equity price growth

-47%

-

-

Unemployment rate

-

-

12%

Inflation

-

-

0.5%913

Cash rate

1%

-

-

-

-2.5%

-

-50%

-

-

2010 Bank Stress Test

Commercial office property
growth
Unemployment rate
2012 Bank Stress Test 912
Real GDP growth
House price growth
Commercial office property
growth

Credit growth
Commodity prices

911

APRA (2010: 8-9); IMF (2012: 38-39). Blank cells for 2012 indicate APRA has not yet released

these details.
912

Year zero values are GDP growth (2.5 per cent), unemployment (5.25 per cent), inflation (3.5 per

cent), cash rate (4.75 per cent) and total credit growth (3 per cent). Peak to trough percentage fall
for 2012 housing prices.
913

Actually in year four.
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Two simulations were run: interbank exposures only, and with outstanding derivative
contracts or contingent liabilities (guarantees and credit commitments) included. The US,
UK and Japan have the largest claims on Australian funds ($298 billion as of September
2011), with derivatives and contingent claims comprising an additional $199 billion. This
explains why modelling of large and continual outflows from these three countries decimate
the banks’ liquid assets within a short period. In fact, under scenario one with an assumed
10 per cent haircut on assets, tier 1 capital is eroded by 4 and 6 per cent under two different
simulations. Under scenario two with an assumed 35 per cent haircut on assets, tier 1
capital is eroded by 20 and 30 per cent under two different simulations.914

With limited RBA intervention (repos of external assets only, with an average 10 per cent
haircut), the banks could survive for approximately 3 weeks. If RBA intervention extended to
providing repo operations for a wide range of collateral (including RMBS and other assets
with significant haircuts of up to 35 per cent), the Big Four are estimated to meet both the
Basel requirements for liquidity insofar as they can survive an outflow of funds for both the
5 week and 30 day minimum specified periods. 915 It is an astounding admission that the Big
Four would collapse in less than two weeks during a period of sustained outflows similar to
the GFC without government intervention. This is testament to the grossly inadequate liquid
assets held in reserve by these banks, perhaps explaining why Westpac and NAB required
prompt emergency liquidity support from the Fed during the global credit freeze between
2007 and 2009.

Unfortunately, these assessments are conducted by organisations using banks’ commercial
data the public does not have access to, nor is the methodology employed detailed.916 While
it is evident from the data that APRA uses multiple variables in their bank stress testing
calculations, it is not clear how the testing is manipulated to conclude banks would remain
solvent under these conditions. The public is only told of the broad parameters and are
expected to trust the regulators, despite their willingness to use an essentially classified
914

IMF (2012: 42-44).

915

This last option does not estimate the impact of the future use of the CLF.
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IMF (2012: 38).
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methodology with corporate-provided data, unavailable for independent analysis. Despite
APRA’s claims to the contrary, it is inconceivable the banks could remain solvent under such
severe downturns, when in recent years, a far less taxing episode of financial instability
required extensive government interventions to restore confidence and ease bank funding
costs and share price volatility.

The IMF has noted several other areas where stress testing can be improved. More frequent
testing was recommended, along with the provision of additional resources for APRA to
confirm the validity and reliability of the results generated by banks conducting their own
analysis, consistency checks and judgements. It was also suggested the RBA devise a microfinancial stress-testing framework to help identify systemic risks.917 The most critical IMF
recommendation is for systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs; the major banks)
to maintain a much higher capital ratio to absorb future losses. In stark contrast to the views
of the RBA and APRA who constantly opine Australian banks are well capitalised, the IMF
has assessed that strengthening financial stability and preventing rapid contagion requires
higher capital buffers than are currently in place. 918 In late 2013, APRA moved towards
enforcing higher capital buffers for the Big Four from January 2016, with their classification
as domestic SIFIs requiring an additional 1 per cent in tier 1 capital which is at the lower end
of the recommended additional buffer of 1 to 3 per cent. The total tier 1 capital ratio will
also rise from 8 to 9 per cent at that time. Existing requirements include 4.5 per cent in high
quality tier 1 capital and a buffer of 2.5 per cent. 919

The implication is that over the next three years, billions of dollars less will be paid out as
shareholder dividends and the Big Four will become marginally safer due to a slightly higher
capacity to withstand losses. APRA has explicitly stated this action partially addresses the
expectations of banking executives and investors that government bailouts will be the norm
in the event of a future banking crisis. Although APRA admits this increase in the capital
buffer is insufficient in size to completely protect the Big Four during an event of severe
917

IMF (2012: 5-7).

918

IMF (2012: 5-7).

919

Yeates (2013).
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stress, it is a positive development, as other jurisdictions have taken the easier path of
delaying the implementation of new, higher capital ratios. 920 The public remains unaware of
government supports made explicit during the GFC that reduced the funding costs of the Big
Four by approximately 40 basis points (0.4 per cent). This subsidy is in addition to the
estimated 80 basis point (0.8 per cent) funding advantage the Big Four already have due to
market recognition of their TBTF status. The IMF recommends these banks should pay
government for this tangible support; it is certainly appropriate for the Big Four to bear
some of the cost of mitigating systemic risk, particularly given the above-normal profits and
protections they enjoy.921 The IMF notes that APRA’s supervision of the banks’ liquidity risks
needs to be improved and recommends the establishment of ex-ante funding of the
Financial Claims Scheme protecting deposits and general insurance holders. 922

Twenty years of US bond spread data supports the assessment that TBTF banks and other
large financial corporations have a significant cost funding advantage over smaller peers,
primarily due to an investor belief these institutions will be protected from collapse by
government interventions and guarantees. Creditor discounts to TBTF banks reduced bond
spreads by an average 41 basis points relative to smaller peers, after controlling for various
bond characteristics such as maturity, credit ratings, total bond issuance and bond market
conditions. Large banks issuing AA and A rated bonds received a discount of 92 and 16 basis
points relative to smaller peers. When comparing TBTF banks and large financial
corporations, the banks issuing AA and A rated bonds received a discount of 53 and 50 basis
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Yeates (2013). Assets under management of the Big Four range from around $450 to $640 billion,

while all other ADIs hold far less than $100 billion each in assets.
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Part 3.4 – ‘Ponzi Amplification Mechanisms’ notes banking subsidies in Australia total more than

$11 billion per annum. This also begs the question as to whether government support in reducing
bank funding costs is a parameter considered by APRA.
922

IMF (2012: 5-7). Banks having ‘skin in the game’ through a FCS could temper financier risk-taking

behaviour to a degree.
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points. This TBTF pricing advantage has the negative effect of causing smaller banks to
adopt more aggressive and higher-risk strategies in order to compete in the marketplace.923

Information from the 2012 joint APRA-IMF banking stress test which is not, unsuprisingly,
featured in the media releases of APRA or the RBA is the decision of several other
jurisdictions to implement much higher loss absorbency ratios on their domestic banks.
Austria (+3 per cent), Singapore (+2 per cent) and Sweden (+5 per cent) offer suitable
standards Australia should imitate under the circumstances.924 The IMF suggests APRA raise
risk-weights and adopt a more conservative definition of ‘risk-absorbing capital’ to improve
the probability of the Big Four remaining solvent while under stress. In fact, in a similar
finding to earlier BIS research that raising tier 1 capital ratios by around 2 to 3 per cent
generally reduced the probability of banking failure to less than 1 per cent when combined
with a NSFR ratio of 1, the IMF found that, in regards to the Big Four, reducing the chance of
a payment default to 99.9 per cent (one year ahead probability) would require additional
tier 1 capital ranging from -0.9 to 2.8 per cent of RWA.925 Reducing the probability further to
99.95 per cent would require the Big Four to hold an additional 1.4 to 5.2 per cent of tier 1
capital.926

There is a general convergence of preliminary research data, IMF modelling and evidence
from international jurisdictions to suggest that additional, loss-absorbing capital buffers of 2
to 3 per cent provide a significant degree of additional financial stability, particularly with
additional liquidity requirements. Thus, if APRA genuinely wanted to be a ‘prudent and
world class regulator’, based on empirical research they would implement much higher
capital and liquidity ratios, exceeding future Basel III benchmarks. Further, APRA should
cease extolling the alleged virtues of the Big Four and urgently reform a regulatory
framework that allows blatant gaming of the system. Numerous loopholes have been
923

Santos (2014: 1-2, 5-6, 14). Only the AA-rated bond discount differences are statistically

significant. The bond samples used in the study end in 2009.
924

IMF (2012: 21-22).

925

BIS (2010a: 4-5); IMF (2012: 22).

926

IMF (2012: 22).
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identified, permitting the Big Four to continue a business as usual approach that fosters
increased systemic risk. There is a pressing need for APRA to enforce a return to open and
transparent use of risk-weights and transition away from IRB models.

A range of macroprudential tools are also available to APRA to address rising systemic risk
and risk distribution in the over-leveraged financial system. Current practices are too
dependent on the use of monetary policy and the interest rate lever in stifling ‘animal
spirits’. A holistic approach to financial stability requires dampening the pro-cyclical nature
of credit cycles and asset bubbles, while still allowing an appropriate level of credit growth
for productive investment. Prudent actions must moderate the irrational exurberance of
both financiers and investors during the boom, which leads to excessive risk-taking, Ponzi
finance, high degrees of leverage and underpricing of risk. Properly applied macroprudential
tools can help build greater capital reserves to weather economic downturns and reduce
the need for credit rationing by overly cautious financiers.927 A range of tools are available:
quantitative restrictions on the proportion of new high-LVR loans for residential housing
(LVR >=80 per cent), minimum housing deposits to reduce the rapid growth in household
credit, adjustments to the core funding ratio, implementation of a counter-cyclical capital
buffer and sector-specific capital requirements to moderate high rates of private sector
credit growth when they emerge.928 As noted in Part 2, the tightenting of the DSTI ratio may
be even more effective in limiting credit growth than restricting the LVR ratio, as the latter
may be offset by increased borrowings during a credit boom, created by the rise in housing
prices and the additional equity generated.929

927

Rogers (2013: 12-13).

928

Rogers (2013: 15-16, 20). Capital buffers rise in the face of strong lending growth.

929

Kuttner and Shim (2013: 25-26).
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Table 3.2.9.2: Macro-Prudential Financial Stability Instruments930
Core Funding Ratio Adjustments
•

Description: Limitations on the lending share originating from unstable funding sources
reduces vulnerability to funding market disruption.

•

Instrument Functioning: A reduced share of short-term funding in the banking profile allows
banks to withstand greater stress following wholesale funding market closures or sudden
liquidity outflows.

•

Weaknesses: Banks may run down buffers if they are voluntary, negating the benefit of the
instrument.

Counter-Cyclical Capital Buffer
•

Description: ‘Excessive’ growth rates in private sector credit require banks to increase the size
of their capital buffers due to rising systemic risk.

•

Instrument Functioning: Capital buffers rise as private credit growth accelerates, providing
greater protection against future losses and enables lending to continue during a downturn.

•

Weaknesses: Potentially high welfare costs. Banks may run down buffers if they are voluntary.
A rise in the premium for credit would likely accompany this measure.

Sectoral Capital Requirement Adjustments
•

Description: Specific sectors may require higher capital requirements due to rising private
sector credit aggregates raising systemic risk.

•

Instrument Functioning: The financial sector may switch sectoral lending preferences. Larger
capital buffers provide greater protection against future losses.

•

Weaknesses: Potentially high welfare costs. Banks may run down buffers if they are voluntary.
A rise in the premium for credit would likely accompany this measure. Sophisticated bank
evasion of this measure is likely.

LVR Restrictions
•

930

Description: Restrictions on the share of new high-LVR lending for residential mortgages.

Rogers (2013: 16 - Table 1). Some of these instruments are expressly included in Basel III

standards and available to address systemic risk, including the core funding ratio (net stable funding
ratio) and the use of a counter-cyclical capital buffer and higher liquidity standards.
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•

Instrument Functioning: The stock and flow of credit is reduced, increasing the resilience of
bank and household balance sheets. 931

•

Weaknesses: Potentially high welfare costs. Impact of the instrument is likely to be
immediate. Bank evasion is likely and shadow banks may take over higher LVR lending role if
not strictly implemented.

The RBA should prioritise the development of a comprehensive risk assessment framework,
informed by empirical factors and thresholds signifying an increased probability of financial
instability. The ineffectual use of ‘jaw-boning’ and the blunt use of the interest rate lever are
poor substitutes for macro-prudential tools which can be deployed to help stabilise the
system before it reaches a crisis point. A financial instability framework using macroeconomic, banking-sector, market-priced and qualitative indicators can help prevent
government economists from being blindsided by future financial crises. In fact, crises are
relatively predictable when available research is considered, alongside the key role debt has
on aggregate demand:
•

Macro-economic indicators: monitoring the stock and flow of credit to all sectors of the
economy, the size of the credit to GDP gap, general credit quality, sectoral leverage and
the associated debt servicing burden;

•

Banking sector indicators: actual financial sector capital adequacy (adjusted downward
for RWA), liquidity ratios, rate of non-performing loans, asset quality in high-risk sectors
(Iike Ponzi-financed housing markets), the proportion of high-LVR/interest-only lending,
and the adequacy of debt provisioning (especially counter-cyclical provisioning);

•

Market-priced indicators: divergence of asset prices (housing, commercial, agricultural)
from long-term averages, credit spreads between market/deposit and lending rates,
proportion of securitised and short-term wholesale funding, proportion of offshore
funding, the loan to deposit ratio and the average maturity profile of debt; and

931

From October 2013, the RBNZ has implemented limits on housing loans with a LVR above 80 per

cent (a deposit of less than 20 per cent). A regulatory maximum of a 10 per cent share of total
lending may fall into this category, with no restrictions previously in place.
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•

Qualitative measures: bank lending and sectoral standards such as the relative appetite
for financial risk, the rate of non-prime and subprime lending, any observable trends in
loan fraud, rapid growth in network branches, intense financial sector competition, and
bank balance sheets with an unbalanced/highly concentrated asset composition. 932

Any prudential measures limiting the potential size of credit booms and asset bubbles are
likely to be the most advantageous and cost-effective in reducing the probability of future
banking crises. APRA’s indisposition to seriously advocate these simple and proven
measures suggests they are beholden to the FIRE sector as patsies in regulatory capture:

The problem is that leaders in these sectors use their political influence to get
people appointed to the regulatory agencies who are sympathetic to their
perspectives.

Economists refer to this as “regulatory capture.” Sometimes the capture is
associated with pecuniary incentives: those on the regulatory commission come
from and return to the sector that they are supposed to regulate. Their incentives
and those of the industry are well aligned, even if their incentives are not well
aligned with those of the rest of society. If those on the regulatory commission serve
the sector well, they get well rewarded in their post-government career.

Sometimes, however, the capture is not just motivated by money. Instead, the
mindset of regulators is captured by those whom they regulate. This is called
“cognitive capture,” and it is more of a sociological phenomenon. While neither Alan
Greenspan nor Tim Geithner actually worked for a big bank before coming to the
Federal Reserve, there was a natural affinity, and they may have come to share the
same mindset. In the bankers’ mindset––despite the mess that the bankers had
made––there was no need to impose stringent conditions on the banks in the
bailout.

932

Rogers (2013: 17 - Table 2).
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...That is why banks and their lobbyists work so strenuously to ensure that the
government appoints regulators who have already been “captured” in one way or
another. The bankers try to veto anyone who does not share their belief. I saw this
firsthand during the Clinton administration, when potential names for the Fed were
floated, some even from the banking community. If any of the potential nominees
deviated from the party line that markets are self-regulating and that the banks
could manage their own risk there arose a hue and cry so great that the name
wouldn't be put forward or, if it was put forward, that it wouldn’t be approved.933

In Australia’s case, a degree of ‘cognitive capture’ is indicated by tolerance of high-risk
behaviour and permissive regulations allowing the Big Four to use opaque IRB model
calculations to game risk-weights and ultimately their capital allocations. Cognitive capture
explains why almost every pronouncement from APRA, RBA and Treasury regarding the
banking system is universally positive. If regulators were more realistic in their assessments,
they would offer a balanced account outlining the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
sector, and formulate long-term strategies to address problems before they caused a
ruinous crisis.

A strengthened regulatory approach would find the opaque RWA calculations by the Big
Four intolerable, considering they are based on black-box IRB methodologies favourably
determining low estimates of both the PD and LGD, leading to inadequate capital allocations,
particularly against the residential loan book. Another proactive measure would modify the
APS standards so the relatively short, 5-year minimum timeframes used for estimating PDs
and LGDs on residential mortgages are dispensed with. Other forms of private credit risk
(personal loans and credit cards) can be adequately assessed on relatively shorter
timeframes, but housing price variation is better measured against a long-term mean (25 to
30 years) and in terms of standard deviations. This would immediately require a major
upwards adjustment in the capital ratio for the mortgage loan book, but could be
implemented over time.

933

Stiglitz (2012: 40-41).
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Despite the taxpayer largesse underpinning the banks’ profitability, APRA is unable to
provide even a simple outline of the methodology employed to conclude these banks can
survive severe financial stress.934 The need for transparency in this process appears more
urgent than ever, following the recent painful international experience of bank crises and
costly bailouts. The banks already benefit from a number of taxpayer-funded supports
without any reciprocal cost, thus, it is not clear why APRA is resisting this course of action
when even the neoliberal and publicly-unaccountable IMF is agitating for transparent bank
stress testing processes. APRA may believe disclosure of the methodology could harm bank
competition if competitors infer internal bank operations and strategies from data,
exacerbating existing banking weaknesses; if this is the case, APRA should not have a right
to withhold this information in the first place. APRA’s use of opaque methodologies and
data does not inspire confidence in their oversight. They are unable to explain in detail how
or why Australia’s banks can resist the severe downturns modelled in their stress testing.
APRA expresses confidence the Big Four could survive housing price corrections of the
magnitude experienced by Ireland, Spain and the US, yet, these countries are considered
basket-case economies because their governments similarly chose to ignore evidence of
banking stress, financial instability and housing bubbles.935

934

Benchmarking of internal models is another approach to reduce the amount of variability in

stress testing results.
935

Primarily due to bank bailouts that impoverished the public so creditors, shareholders and

bondholders could socialise their losses.
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3.2.10 Government Action During a Future Banking Crisis

The misplaced faith of politicians in the abilities of prudential regulators and numerous
systemic risk factors are together considered to increase the likelihood of a future financial
crisis. Ex-Treasurer Wayne Swan demonstrated this commonplace political naivety during an
address in early 2013, when he gave a glowing report card to both the RBA and APRA heads
for their actions to date. Swan conveniently ignores the failure of regulators to moderate
the size of the private debt boom, widespread predatory lending and minimal use of macroprudential tools proven to encourage financial stability:

Last week I acknowledged the huge contribution both Glenn Stevens and John Laker
have made to our world-beating economic performance through their no-nonsense
supervision of our financial system. I was very pleased to reappoint Glenn for
another three years, with John agreeing to stay on for another 12 months until
Wayne Byres gets back from doing us proud at the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision. Wayne Byres may be less well known to some of you, but let me tell
you that along with Glenn and John he was a calm voice and a wise head that helped
prepare us for the worst and steer us through when it came. It’s not until you're
actually in the trenches with someone that you see what they're really made of. And
it’s no exaggeration to say that Glenn, John and Wayne are three of the most highly
regarded regulators in the world. But it's what they did before the crisis that really
separated Australia from other countries. Yes, our commercial bankers had learned
the harsh lessons of the early 90s collapses of the state banks of South Australia and
Victoria, as well as the insolvency of Pyramid Building Society. But it was our
regulators who vigilantly enforced a culture of sound risk management, prudent
lending, and safer liquidity and capital management at our financial institutions.
What’s not widely known is that some of our lenders increasingly wanted to dabble
in the types of risky sub-prime lending we saw in the US. Fortunately our regulators
took a very different approach to their counterparts in the US, making it clear to
Australian lenders that higher risk lending would mean higher capital requirements.
In doing so, they ensured that this type of risky behaviour didn’t become a feature of
our financial system.936
936

Swan (2013).
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Table 3.2.10.1: Banking and Financial Sector Risk Matrix
Capital and Liquidity Ratios
All Australian banks, particularly the Big Four, have inadequate capital and liquidity ratios to
maintain solvency during a severe economic downturn. The financial sector is very highly
leveraged with tiny RWA-adjusted capital ratios and high loan to deposit ratios.

Risk-Weighted Asset Methodology
Gaming of PDs, LGDs and the RWA methodology has resulted in artificially low capital ratios
against the residential loan book. Capital buffers are unlikely to withstand the actual PD and LGDs
experienced in the future. Falling asset prices and greater impairments will require a higher level
of bad debt provisioning and larger capital buffers as IRB RWs are adjusted upward.

Lender’s Mortgage Insurance
LMI does not afford the banks any real protection and insurers are severely under-capitalised for
the risk they are insuring, particularly against the residential real estate portfolio. LMIs will likely
become insolvent as the housing bubble bursts.

Funding Composition
The composition of funding is too reliant on short-term wholesale and offshore funding, which can
quickly evaporate during a crisis following capital outflows and creditor reluctance to extend
further funds. A ‘credit freeze’ in wholesale markets raises roll-over risks, as illiquid banks are
unable to refinance debts without RBA repo or CLF operational support.

Debt Maturity Profile
The average residual maturity of ‘long-term’ wholesale bonds is a little over three years and only 2
to 3 months for banks’ short-term funding. The growing mismatch between bank assets (primarily
long-term residential/business loans) and short-term liabilities (mostly at-call domestic deposits
and short-term wholesale borrowings) explains how instability can easily emerge in the banking
sector e.g. bank runs/depositor flight, haircuts on fire sale assets, limited available liquidity and an
inability to roll-over debts.

Covered Bonds and Securitisation
Covered bonds increase the risk for unsecured creditors (including depositors), reducing the
relative amount of risk-weighted capital protecting the loan book. Over-collateralisation shifts
regulatory capital to meet the possible claims of covered bond holders, as well as introducing
refinancing risk upon maturity. Securitisation and self-securisation increases bank leverage as
minimal capital requirements are imposed under Basel regulations.
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Subprime Lending
The Australian subprime mortgage market is sizeable. Widespread fraud may have contributed to
predatory loans issued by almost every major lender in Australia. A greater proportion of the
subprime market will likely default during a downturn, leading to higher PDs and LGDs than
expected. This would drive down the market value of RMBS, including government holdings and
the security’s relative worth as pledged collateral for the CLF.

Residential Housing Asset Risk Factors
The combination of record-high housing prices, DSRs and ToT suggests the future likelihood of a
bursting housing bubble, a sharp reduction in GDP growth, a fall in national income and a
worsening CAD. ToT mean reversion, falling credit quality and rising defaults during an economic
downturn may force over-leveraged households to liquidate their debts. Capital outflows and
restrictive money markets may hamper the ability of banks to lend (credit rationing) and refinance
their liabilities.

Commercial Property Exposures
Impaired commercial property loans are likely to rise during an economic downturn and
exacerbate banks’ capital losses, compounded by property developer and other FIRE sector
business failures.

Contagion Risk
The similarity between the Big Four’s business models, lending and funding profiles increases
contagion risk. A banking crisis may be severe as the Big Four control the majority of Australian
financial assets and most lending is for Ponzi-financed land market speculation. Financial claims
schemes are insufficiently large to provide adequate protection.

New Zealand Banking Operations
The Big Four subsidiaries hold 90 per cent of New Zealand banking assets (who are also net
importers of capital) and 40 per cent of cross-border exposure is to New Zealand. New Zealand
has a potential housing bubble that could also burst, possibly leading to the simultaneous
deterioration in the value of Australian and New Zealand assets.

Market Capitalisation
The Big Four’s market capitalisation is extraordinarily large and overvalued relative to
international peers when measured by the P/E and price to book ratios. Further, the majority of
income is generated from one asset class: domestic residential mortgages.

Bank Stress Testing
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Bank stress testing is inadequate and regulatory capture has led to misplaced confidence in the
stability of the Australian financial system.

Government Supports and Interventions
The assessment of systemic fragility is supported by multiple government interventions since the
GFC to support daily banking operations: bans on short selling, RMBS, covered bonds, future
implementation of the CLF, deposit guarantees, temporary wholesale guarantees, assisting banks
to access emergency liquidity (TARP) and the limited use of macro-prudential instruments.

There are few variables to mitigate banking stress and a future crisis. Australia’s economic
conditions match those factors which the IMF has associated with deep recessions and
sharp economic reversals: a large CAD, an excessive credit boom, substantial capital inflows,
fragilities in bank balance sheets and policy paralysis. If financial system stress significantly
rises, the solvency of the Big Four could be threatened in the presence of one or more of the
following stressors: bank runs, a medium to long-term closure of foreign capital markets,
sharply rising impairments and financial, corporate and household defaults, fire sales
(liquidation) of assets to meet liabilities, and rising interest rates and borrowing costs.937

Banks continuing to experience losses on assets will ration credit as deposits contract to
comply with the regulatory equity capital requirement. Non-performing loans will rise and
eventually the inadequate level of banking system capital will become exhausted. 938
Extraordinary government interventions will likely fall into one of the following categories:
liquidity support (CLF; other measures >5 per cent of foreign deposits and liabilities), bank
restructuring/re-capitalisation (>=3 per cent of GDP), full or partial bank nationalisations or
a majority capital stake in institutions, large government guarantees on full deposits or nondeposit liabilities, significant asset purchases by the RBA/Treasury (>=5 per cent of GDP),
freezing of deposits, bank holidays, bail-ins (forced equity conversion and haircuts) and
limitations on deposit withdrawals and transfers.939

937

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 5).

938

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 10). An outflow of depositor funds is the other primary cause.

939

Laeven and Valencia (2012: 4-5).
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The high probability of severe banking stress also provides a rationale for the current
implementation of the FSB ‘bail-in’ provisions which had not previously been needed for the
stable operation of the financial sector. The banking and financial sector is likely to mount a
campaign claiming unspecified and enormous damage would occur to the economy if they
were not recapitalised immediately from the public purse. This strategy is in constant
operation globally to limit shareholder and bondholder losses to the greatest extent
possible, while transferring the cost of bank failures onto taxpayers whenever possible.
Ceaseless lobbying from Australian banks should be expected during a crisis, agitating for a
taxpayer-funded bailout in a similar manner to those received by the US and Eurozone
banks. The public must ignore the ‘solutions’ proposed by the FIRE sector as they are the
primary cause of the world’s financial crises. Trivial reforms such as attending to bank
bonuses or attempting to address consumer confidence are of little use. Society’s problem is
the enormous private sector debts that politicians are loath to address in a rational and
equitable manner.

Any solution premised on further increases in the stock of private debt should be exposed
as financial sector disinformation. Similarly, pronouncements that government debt or
deficits are the primary cause of financial instability must be contested, because private
debt is real the culprit. If government spending is simultaneously reined in as the private
sector deleverages from very high debt levels, then aggregate demand will fall substantially.
Moreover, in recent cases of high government debt (Ireland and Cyprus), much of it was
directly shifted from private banks. Government debt is a consequence rather than a cause
of this type of crisis.940 Fortunately, ample research is available to counter these financial
sector myths. The transfer of wealth to banks and creditors at the expense of taxpayers
does not enhance either productivity or growth. Rather, banks consistently abuse
government supports, complicating crisis recovery, and often worsening already adverse
circumstances such as inadequate capital reserves and poor risk management after the crisis
is resolved:941

940

Bezemer (2013).

941

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 3).
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Existing empirical research has shown that providing assistance to banks and their
borrowers can be counterproductive, resulting in increased losses to banks, which
often abuse forbearance to take unproductive risks at government expense. The
typical result of forbearance is a deeper hole in the net worth of banks, crippling tax
burdens to finance bank bailouts, and even more severe credit supply contraction
and economic decline than would have occurred in the absence of forbearance.
…
Cross-country analysis to date also shows that accommodative policy measures
(such as substantial liquidity support, explicit government guarantee on financial
institutions’ liabilities and forbearance from prudential regulations) tend to be
fiscally costly and that these particular policies do not necessarily accelerate the
speed of economic recovery. Of course, the caveat to these findings is that a
counterfactual to the crisis resolution cannot be observed and therefore it is difficult
to speculate how a crisis would unfold in absence of such policies. Better institutions
are, however, uniformly positively associated with faster recovery.942

Moral hazard emerges if government support is too generous. Banks quickly learn to
leverage their privileged TBTF status further, and liquidity and solvency interventions that
were meant to be temporary become entrenched. Generous bank interventions are
expensive for taxpayers and can become increasingly onerous, but due to the length of time
and the amount of money already invested, governments are reluctant to admit they are
dealing with ‘zombie’ (insolvent) banks, often continuing their support in the vain hope of
an imminent recovery.943 There are a number of other measures to a taxpayer-funded
bailout or bail-in that should be considered by government during the next bank crisis.
Ideally, the government would have the courage to admit that a bank is insolvent, rather
than using the popular modern euphemism for insolvency in economic circles: ‘a liquidity
crisis’.

942

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 4, 10). Regulatory capital forbearance refers to the allowance for

banks to avoid costs of regulatory compliance, for example, by overstating their equity capital in
order to avoid a contraction in credit growth.
943

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 30).
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When hard realities are faced, the scale of the problem and probable losses can be
ascertained quickly and efforts made to recapitalise the banks deemed viable. If debt relief
is to be arranged, this is best done directly with the debtor (household or firm) through a
public relief program, rather than with the bank. 944 For countries experiencing a sharp fall in
public revenue due to excessive debt burdens, the use of a one-off capital levy on wealthy
individuals should be carefully considered, such as those used in Europe and Japan following
both World Wars. This would apply to financial, business and real estate assets for those
with wealth above a specified benchmark, for example, $250,000 or more in net worth.
Provisions could be included to have the government pay back some of this forfeiture to
individuals over time. 945

Long-term crisis resolution may require a combination of some government subsidisation of
distressed loans, debt forgiveness, sale of financial institutions to new owners,
nationalisation of banks with recapitalisation using taxpayer funds, and complete debt
restructuring of the entire financial sector in the event of a systemic crisis.946 In a plutonomy,
support of zombie banks is by design rather than by accident. It makes sense for financiers
to maintain high-risk, high-profit behaviour if it is known in advance the government is
amenable to bailing the financial sector out. High profile organisations (the IMF and World
Bank) are likely to advocate measures ultimately beneficial to the financial sector. 947 For
instance, in 2009, Wikileaks cables reveal the IMF was advising the Australian government
to limit its borrowing in case it needed to bailout one or more of the Big Four due to their
inability to roll over significant short-term debts.948
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Laeven and Valencia (2008: 30-31).
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IMF (2013b: 49). In a selection of 15 European countries, reducing the public debt burden to 2007

levels would require a 10 per cent tax rate on those with positive net wealth.
946

Laeven and Valencia (2008: 13).

947

While the IMF’s research is often valid, its management will pursue the agenda of the plutonomy

in direct contradiction to its research.
948

Wikileaks (2009).
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It is in the public’s best interest for government to admit many bad loans will never be
repaid during the long period of debt deflation ahead and to use its powers to write down
debts. Significant reform to downsize the banking sector is essential to limit its harmful
effects, like the rentier drag on economic growth generated by the excessive diversion of
income from firms and households to finance interest payments. The contemporary political
focus on rescuing banks is disingenuous as it is akin to saving society’s financial captors.
Banks need to be downsized, appropriately regulated and the control of credit issuance (the
real money supply) vested in government; preferably by a transition to a Chicago Plan style
reform requiring 100 per cent reserve backing for loans and deposits. Financial sector
distractions that implore labour market reform and wage cuts should also be ignored, for
they do not address the toxic effect of large private debts and the inability of households
and firms to productively invest while dealing with these onerous debt burdens.949

Any significant reform may initially result in some economic loss to society, but it is
necessary to prioritise lending to productive enterprises, protecting savings (depositor funds)
and maintaining the payments system. Clear separation of the investment and retail arms of
banks is necessary, so that general depositor funds are not imperilled by the speculative
actions of banks and investors. Regulators need to adjust their perspectives on the relative
safety of mortgage lending and accept that far higher capital ratios and strict macroprudential tools are needed to stunt developing land market bubbles in their infancy. The
government should also consider taxing the financial assets on bank balance sheets to
prevent excessive speculation, implement Tobin taxes, establish government investment
banks and engage in wholesale debt restructuring.950

Dealing with a widespread banking crisis is a complex issue but government should learn
from the mistakes made by other countries in recent times. Principally, they must resist the
reflexive response to subsidise bank losses in perpetuity via large bailouts. This will lead to

949

Bezemer (2013).

950

Bezemer (2013). The placement of derivatives in SPVs (on-balance sheet) would also incur a

capital charge and increase the relative degree of safety, unlike the current arrangement where they
are placed off-balance sheet.
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the unenviable situation of having four large zombie banks in control of the majority of
Australian financial assets. An undertaking of this magnitude would lead to hundreds of
billions of dollars in bank liabilities being nationalised, driving the level of government debt
up to onerous levels. Combining high levels of government debt with that of the private
sector (including external) has proven a disastrous combination as recent international
crises attest to, and ought to be avoided at all costs.

Whenever rare opportunities arise to investigate bank practices and implement urgently
needed financial reforms – like the recently announced ‘Son of Wallis’ financial system
inquiry – the process is inevitably bastardised to ensure predetermined outcomes
favourable to the vested interests. The current inquiry announced by Treasurer Joe Hockey
has the appearance of having been purposefully stacked to the advantage of the Big Four.
This is an unsurprising outcome considering the history of federal government acquiescence
to financial sector interests, as economist Christopher Joye notes:

The Reserve Bank of Australia and Treasury have historically been resistant to
initiatives that disrupt the stability of the four oligopolists in the name of enhancing
competition. Both advised Kevin Rudd and Swan against assisting the liquidity of the
securitised home loan market that smaller lenders relied on. Both also initially
opposed the 2009 calls for a Son-of-Wallis inquiry as unnecessary. And both are fond
of alleging a trade-off between competition and financial stability.
…
Hockey’s appointment of the assertive former chief executive of CBA, David Murray,
to run the inquiry was the first win for major bank investors. In 2012 Murray, who
spent 39 years at CBA, told 7.30 Report, “I’m known to be a supporter of banks.”
Two of the remaining four panel members are also career bankers. Craig Dunn, the
retiring boss of AMP, was previously head of AMP Bank. Carolyn Hewson, an
investment banker with Schroders for 14 years, served for a decade as a director of
Westpac (and on the board of AMP). Like Murray, neither has executive policymaking or regulatory experience (except as poachers rather than gamekeepers).
…
When the IMF found in a comprehensive 2012 study that the major banks were not
holding enough tier-one capital to mitigate the moral hazards flowing from their
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too-big-to-fail status, Murray was quoted faulting the recommendation, which was
ultimately embraced by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. “The issue is
not more capital in my mind, it’s more capital intra-cycle,” Murray told The
Australian Financial Review. “Higher capital at a time when you want to fund the
economy and make sure banks can lend – it ultimately constricts the rate of lending
growth,” he averred. For the avoidance of doubt Murray added that “all the capital
in the world is of no value during a liquidity crisis because that’s about a run on a
bank”.
…
In contrast, Murray has defended the high-teen returns the majors are able to
produce via leveraging their tier-one capital as much as 85 times when advancing
home loans. “When you examine how banks work and how they’re regulated, they
need to make a return on equity around 16 or so per cent,” Murray informed 7.30
Report. This is in line with pre-GFC averages.951

The empanelled members of the inquiry are not impartial as they have been drawn from the
financial sector. Their knowledge and expertise is also limited, demonstrated by David
Murray’s statements regarding capital buffers which stand in stark contrast to the available
evidence. The former CEO of the Commonwealth Bank arguably contributed to financial
instability, as he oversaw a period of rapid credit growth between 1992 and 2005; mostly
Ponzi finance funnelled into the residential land market, backed by a flood of foreign
borrowings. The terms of reference have been purposefully narrowed to avoid discussion
and disclosures of financial sector improprieties. Banking competition is not the greatest
concern in Australia, yet the inquiry appears to have been railroaded in that direction.
Instead, the unambiguous focus should be on the private credit boom, the housing bubble,
Ponzi finance, unsustainable foreign capital inflows, illiquid and capital-starved banks,
subprime mortgages, predatory lending, dependence on wholesale funding markets, the
need for greater oversight and transparency, and stringent use of macro-prudential tools to
quell financier and borrower exuberance. Unfortunately, the Son of Wallis inquiry appears
destined to become another insubstantial policy carcass littering the modern political
landscape.
951

Joye (2014). The last major financial system review was undertaken in 1997.
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Regrettably, what should be done, and what will be done, are two entirely different matters.
Both political parties tolerate the TBTF status of the Big Four, financier hubris and white
collar crime. The system is almost guaranteed to fail and require extraordinary government
intervention under misguided neoliberal ideology continually reinforced by FIRE sector and
government economists. The probability of future crises is increased when government
officials and regulators fail to use their substantial powers to investigate and prosecute
wrongdoing, nor implement the necessary prudential changes to ensure financial stability.
In recent years, regulators have instead preferred to use harsh words and levy fines that are
a fraction of the profits generated by illegal financial sector activities. The FIRE sector has
thoroughly debauched the political sphere, meaning widespread allegations of subprime
mortgage lending fraud and other types of predatory lending are summarily dismissed. Once
the plutonomy agenda is set in motion and regulatory and political capture is complete,
appropriate punishment for financial crimes is nearly impossible. If the parliament truly
represented the interests of citizens, civil and criminal prosecutions would occur alongside
financial sector assets sales, partial or full nationalisation of banks, debt restructuring or
jubilees under appropriate terms benefitting the public, and the use of expansive sovereign
powers to limit economic damage.
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3.3 Australian Trade Settings and Global Economic Conditions
3.3.1 A Brief History of Australian Mining Booms

Over the last decade, Australia has enjoyed the largest mining boom since the gold rushes of
the mid-19th century, increasing the nation’s wealth and income through strong demand for
key commodities from Asian countries as they undergo rapid urbanisation and
industrialisation. The history of mining booms in Australia provides insight into the current
mining cycle and its future trajectory. During the last two hundred years, five major mining
booms have occurred: a gold rush during the 1850s and 1860s, a mineral boom in the 1890s,
a concurrent mineral and energy boom during the late 1960s to early 1970s, an energy
boom in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and the current mining boom from 2005 onwards,
based primarily on the export of iron ore and coal.952

The 1850s and 1860s Gold Rushes

The gold rushes of the 1850s and 1860s turned Australia into a major producer and exporter
of this precious metal. The Californian gold rush of the late 1840s is generally accepted to
have increased interest in Australian gold exploration and mining, especially since the first
major find in Bathurst was the result of a Californian gold miner’s efforts. Mobility of labour
during this period boosted prospecting, also driven by the 1840s depression. While most of
the prospecting was centred in Victoria, it was highly labour-intensive as surface mining
production required little capital inputs and expenditure, notwithstanding the unavailability
of adequate capital. By the mid-1860s, the gold rush was largely finished. This mining boom
contributed a large amount to gross value added (GVA), comprising 35 per cent of GDP at its
peak in 1852. 953 In fact, gold exports from regions in New South Wales and Victoria
increased the total value of exports six-fold in only three years, surpassing the export value

952

Battellino (2010: 63-64).

953

GVA refers to the economic value of goods and services produced within an industry or sector. In

the figure below, data is unavailable for 1940 - 1948.
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of wool for almost the next two decades. 954 Australia’s share of world gold production was
30 to 35 per cent between 1865 and 1875 and 18 to 26 per cent between 1880 and 1900.
Discoveries of large deposits of gold in the 1890s resulted in a steep rise in production and
export of gold from 1895 onwards. 955

Figure 3.3.1.1: Mining Value Added (% of GDP) 1849 - 2013
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Labour migrated from the other states seeking work and opportunity, and the Australian
population tripled in ten years through high immigration rates. Colonial governments lacked
control over the money supply and exchange rate, leading to rapid inflationary pressures.
Dutch Disease partially effected the economy during this boom, with the number of
manufacturing establishments falling from 165 to 140 shortly after 1850 as mining’s
diversion of labour and resources inflicted damage on the non-mining sectors. The steep
cost of retaining labour and the high real exchange rate lead to broad income growth, for
instance, wages rose by 250 per cent between 1850 and 1853 in Victoria, while the wages of
shepherds rose by 100 per cent in the same period.956 The boom is considered to have been
generally positive, as confidence and demand for goods and services increased, with
954

Battellino (2010: 64).

955

McKenzie (2006: 5, 15).

956

Battellino (2010: 64-65).
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benefits flowing to industries that provided inputs to the mining sector, namely transport
and brick manufacturing. Extensive transport infrastructure was established to help extract
ores and service the mines, opening large tracts of land to agriculture and maintaining
strong GDP growth after the boom ended. Colonial governments only derived a partial
benefit from additional tax revenues because financing infrastructure was costly,
particularly due to rising inflation; for instance, Victorian government spending on roads
increased from only £11,000 in 1851 to £520,000 in 1853. Colonial governments resorted to
borrowing from London’s financial markets, made relatively easy by the creditworthiness
enabled via the large gold export base.957

The Late 1800s Mineral Boom

Large new deposits of gold and other metals were discovered in the late 1880s, particularly
in Queensland, Western Australia and western New South Wales. The mining boom was
assisted by the availability of additional capital and a larger population base that had spread
into more remote areas. Credit was readily available from willing London banks, enhanced
by the establishment of limited liability companies. There was a rapid rise in the number of
companies floating to access capital on international markets. In Western Australia between
1894 and 1896, the number of companies listed in London increased from 94 to 690.958
Rising mining investment and elevated employment rates of this period are illustrated
below.959

957

Battellino (2010: 65).

958

Battellino (2010: 65).

959

In the figure below, data before 1890 is for NSW, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia.

Before 1910, employment data points are available for 1861, 1871, 1881, 1890 and 1900. A straight
line has been drawn between these data points. The employment data series ends in 2012. Similarly,
a straight line has been drawn through missing mining investment data points between 1940 and
1948.
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Figure 3.3.1.2: Mining Employment (% of Total) and Investment to GDP Ratio 1861 - 2013
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The mining boom helped offset the falls in economic output and employment associated
with the 1890s depression and banking crisis to a degree, but the deflationary impact of the
collapsing land market bubble proved a greater force. Unlike the earlier boom, wage
inflation was muted and industrial disputes were common, while the exchange rate barely
moved. The mining boom improved the current account balance that was significantly in
deficit (-13 per cent of GDP) following the bursting of the bubble. The deficit was gradually
reduced throughout the 1890s, eventually producing a surplus in the early 1900s as the
broader economy began to recover.960 As with the previous boom, labour migrated to
mining regions in search of employment. The population of Western Australia increased
fourfold during the 1890s, from 48,000 to 180,000. Similarly, between 1888 and 1891, the
population of Broken Hill increased over threefold from 6,000 to nearly 20,000. Exports of
wool and grain were overtaken by metals. Rising costs and falling profits on increasingly
marginal mining investments eventually ended the boom.

960

Battellino (2010: 65).
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The 1960s and Early 1970s Mineral and Energy Boom

Australia experienced a relatively broad-based mining boom in the late 1960s, with large
increases in coal and iron ore mining, alongside the development of bauxite and oil
discoveries. Similar to the current mining boom centred on China and East Asia, Japan was
undergoing a rapid urban and industrial transformation, creating strong demand for
commodities. The need for coal, iron ore, oil, bauxite and nickel prompted significant
increases in mining investment; a factor in the Poseidon stock market bubble of 1969-70.
The mineral and energy boom was a partial consequence of the OPEC oil embargo, leading
to a 30 per cent rise in the terms of trade, before the global recession of 1974-75.961 By
1969-70, Japan was Australia’s largest export market, importing approximately 65 per cent
of resource commodities: gas, petroleum, coal and metal ores.962 As both domestic and
international economies were experiencing rampant inflation and rising commodity prices,
Japan’s close proximity improved the viability of mining operations.963

Figure 3.3.1.3: Australian Export Goods Composition (% of Total) 1904 - 2012
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In the early to mid-20th century, 50 to 60 per cent of primary exports consisted of wool,
cereals, dairy and meat. Some of these exports were volatile, for instance, from 1941 to
1951, wool comprised 39 per cent of goods exports but had fallen to 3 per cent by the mid1990s. The majority of Australian exports in the latter half of the 20th century, however, are
bulk resource commodities rather than rural commodities. From the early 1960s onwards,
the composition of exports became more diversified and commodities like gold and wool
were replaced by a wider base of mineral commodities, especially coal, coking coal and
metal ores. Over the 20th century, commodities have averaged around 73 percent of
exports.964 The post-WW2 mining booms were far more capital intensive, with mining
investment as a share of GDP rising to approximately 2 to 3 per cent during the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s, before escalating to an unprecedented 7.6 per cent of GDP in 2013. The
capital intensity of modern mining relates to the globalisation of trade, the development of
capital markets and improvements in technology that have boosted productivity.

In the early 1970s, a strong rise in export prices for resource commodities resulted in
Australia’s last recorded current account surplus. The effects of the boom lasted until the
mid-1970s, but the absence of a flexible exchange rate increased inflationary pressures,
exacerbated by concurrent expansionary fiscal policy. Adjustments in the exchange rate
arrived too late, with inflation rising from 3 per cent in the late 1960s to 7 per cent by 1971.
Minimum wage awards for miners rose 20 per cent in 1974, leading to increasing wage
claims in other industries. A wage-price spiral pushed inflation to more than 17 per cent in
early 1975.965 As is commonly the case with mining booms, this one ended quickly, with
commodity prices and mining investment falling to low levels.966 The pattern of high
volatility in Australian commodity prices is a common feature throughout its history, with
the greatest volatility occurring between WW1 and the mid-1950s. It is dangerous to
assume export prices will remain stubbornly high. The inherent volatility of commodity

964

Gillitzer and Kearns (2005: 12-13, 26). Coal is generally classified into ‘thermal (steam) coal’ which

is used for power generation, while ‘coking (metallurgical) coal’ is primarily used in steel production.
965

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 47-48).

966

Battellino (2010: 66).
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markets is a sobering reminder of the risk of a sharp fall in national income within a
relatively short period.967

Figure 3.3.1.4: Average Weekly Earnings Annual Growth 1902 - 2013
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The Late 1970s and Early 1980s Energy Boom

Australia’s fourth major mining boom centred on the energy commodities of gas, oil and
thermal coal. There was another surge in commodity prices between 1978 and 1981 of
approximately 40 per cent, but a simultaneous rise in import prices offset the net gain to
the nation.968 The high cost of energy due to the 1970s oil shocks increased the viability of
energy intensive activities such as refining. Consequently, mining investment as a
percentage of GDP increased steadily during the late 1970s, before sharply rising from 1 to 3
per cent between 1981 and 1982. A collective euphoria regarding the nation’s future helped
fuel wage inflation in the face of tightened government spending.969 In 1982, wages rose by
24 per cent for workers in the metals manufacturing industry, leading to a broader
workforce rise of 16 per cent and 12 per cent inflation. The Australian dollar exchange rate
967

Gillitzer and Kearns (2005: 26).

968

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 47-48).

969

Battellino (2010: 66-67).
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system was managed against a trade-weighted currency index (TWI), but even with a degree
of appreciation, it proved insufficient to contain inflationary pressures. The boom was
relatively short-lived and ended in 1981, following a sharp fall in global demand for energy
commodities which was reflected in both the prices and volumes of exports. Australia
eventually experienced a recession in 1982-83 that saw unemployment rise above 10 per
cent. Economic conditions were worsened by prevailing high domestic commodity prices
and wage inflation.970

The Current Mining Boom (2005 Onwards)

Australian economic history is, in part, a chain of volatile mining and agricultural cycles, with
rapid changes in export volumes, prices and the rate of capital investment. This has held
true during the current mining cycle as commodity prices have soared, especially for iron
ore and coal. A large proportion of these two exports go to just one export partner, China,
who consumes more than 30 per cent of Australia’s total exports.971 This is similar to the
minerals and energy mining boom of the late 1960s and early 1970s, when Japan was the
one major Asian export partner importing the majority of bulk resource commodities for
rapid urbanisation and industrialisation purposes. The inflationary pressures generated by
this mining boom have been largely contained due to rapid appreciation of the flexible
exchange rate and labour market deregulation. The deflationary impacts of the bursting of
the housing bubble, however, suggests any lingering inflationary impacts of the mining
boom will be overwhelmed in a manner akin to the 1890s depression.

The escalation in the ToT associated with rising commodity prices and real exchange rate
appreciation can be traced back to 2005, when capex began to steadily increase. This boom
helped shield the economy during the GFC, in a manner analogous to the mining boom of
the 1890s that moderated the negative effects of the depression. Meanwhile, countries
without the luxury of substantial mining industries experienced large falls in GDP and GDP

970

Battellino (2010: 66-67); Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 47-48).

971

McDonough (2013: 2).
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per capita.972 This mining boom is distinctly larger than any of the previous booms in terms
of capital investment and the rise in the ToT. The two booms of the 1800s, however, had
greater impacts on economic output, particularly the gold rushes of the 1850s and 1860s
which contributed more than a third of economic output by value. The increase in the ToT is
only rivalled by the rapid and brief rise in wool prices during the Korean War. Corporate
earnings of listed mining companies and services have risen approximately four-fold
between 2004 and 2012, with an average 20 per cent rate of annual growth from the
second half of 2003 through to the second half of 2012. 973 In 2012, the resource economy
GVA equalled 18 per cent of GDP, rising from 9 per cent in 2004.

Figure 3.3.1.5: Listed Corporates’ Earnings 1996 - 2012974

972

Battellino (2010: 67).

973

RBA (2013c: 52).

974

RBA (2013c: 52 - Graph B2).
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Figure 3.3.1.6: Resource Economy Gross Value Added (% of GDP) 1990 - 2012
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The current mining boom has led to large and sustained increases in both commodity prices
and volumes exported. Although the boom has reached its ten year anniversary, it may not
have much longer to run. Australian economic history suggests mining booms rarely last
longer than 15 years. They are eventually brought to an end by depletion of resources or
downturns in the international and/or domestic economy that cause falling economic
output and rising unemployment.975 Australia has benefitted from a ‘globalisation shock’:
the rapid modernisation and integration of large countries (China and India) into the global
economy. The GFC produced a negative global demand and commodity price shock, but it
appears China’s continued growth and a commodity supply bottleneck has helped to keep
export prices high. 976

975

Battellino (2010: 67-68); Jääskelä and Smith (2011: 2).

976

Jääskelä and Smith (2011: i, 2, 13). Although in mid-2014, China’s weakening GDP growth and

signs of a bursting real estate bubble portend a hard landing.
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3.3.2 Key Mining Sector Statistics

Table 3.3.2.1: Key Mining Sector Statistics
Distribution of Mining Revenue1
1999/00

2003/04

2008/09

2010/11

43

63

177

195

Labour costs

5

8

18

21

Intermediate input costs

18

28

70

82

- Goods and materials

6

9

23

-

- Services

13

20

47

-

Gross operating surplus

19

27

89

92

- Royalties

3

4

11

11

- Company income tax

1

3

13

-

- Other

15

20

65

-

Investment

10

15

52

58

6.5

7.3

14.1

14.2

Labour costs

0.8

0.9

1.4

1.6

Intermediate input costs

2.8

3.3

5.6

5.9

- Goods and materials

0.8

1.0

1.8

-

- Services

1.9

2.3

3.8

-

Gross operating surplus

2.9

3.1

7.1

6.7

- Royalties

0.4

0.5

0.9

0.8

- Company income tax

0.2

0.3

1.1

-

- Other

2.2

2.3

5.2

-

Investment

1.4

1.7

4.2

4.2

Revenue ($b)

Revenue (% GDP)

Effective Corporate Tax Rate and EAITDA2
Rate

1999-00

2008-09

-

13.9

2.2

5.2

Effective corporate rate (%)
Gross operating surplus (%
GDP after royalties and tax)

Commodity Share of Revenue, Investment and Employment3
Share of Total (%)

Revenue
1999-00

2009-10

Investment
1999-00

532

2009-10

Employment
1999-00

2009-10

Coal

25

29

8

14

25

27

Oil and gas

26

18

36

44

5

10

Iron ore

9

23

4

19

8

9

Other ores

35

21

49

16

41

33

Mining services

5

9

3

6

21

21

Totals

$b

$b

$b

$b

’000s

’000s

Mining

43

157

10

48

78

173

13

17

3

7

182

147

Metals
manufacturing

Mining Sector Funding 2003 - 20134
Share of Total (%)

Australian Entities

Foreign Entities

All Entities

Listed companies

49

43

93

Internal funding

40

40

79

- Current operations

38

39

77

- Existing cash

1

1

2

Debt funding

9

4

12

- Bonds

6

3

8

- Loans

3

1

4

Equity funding

1

0

1

Private companies

3

1

3

Government entities

1

2

4

Total

54

46

100

Public Perception of the Mining Sector5
Dimension (2011)

Perceived

Actual (2012)

Employment share (% total)

16

2.2 (2.1)

Sector size (% output)

35

~10 (11)

Foreign ownership (%)

53

83

Resource Export Volumes, Price and Share of Total Export Value6

Resource

Iron ore

Volumes (%)

Prices (%)

Share of Total Export

(Avg. Annual Growth )

(Avg. Annual Growth)

Value (%)

1993-02

2003-12

1993-02

2003-12

2002

2012

5

12

1

13

3

18
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Other ores

4

1

2

8

6

7

Coal

5

5

1

7

8

14

Crude oil

9

-1

4

9

4

5

LNG

4

11

5

7

2

4

Processed metals

4

-1

1

6

11

9

Total Resources

5

4

2

8

35

57

Australian Resource Reserves and Share of Global Production7

Resource

Remaining Years

Share of Global
Reserves in 2009 (%)

(2009 Production
Rate)

Share of Global Production (%)
2000

2009

Coal

7

98

7

6

Iron ore

17

71

18

25

Bauxite

23

95

39

34

Copper

13

94

6

6

Gold

16

33

11

9

Oil

0.3

21

1

1

Gas

2

61

1

2

Australian Share of Global Traded Commodity Market8
Resource

Share of Commodity Market (%, 2013)

Coking coal

~50

Thermal coal

~20

Iron ore

~45

LNG

~10

State and Territory Resource Endownments9
State/Territory

Mining Share of State

Main Resource Deposits

Output (%, 2009)

Iron ore, bauxite (aluminium ore), nickel, gold,
Western Australia

27

silver, copper, lead, zinc, diamonds, mineral
sands, oil and natural gas.

Northern Territory

21

Queensland

10

Bauxite, gold, silver, lead, uranium, zinc and
natural gas.
Black coal, bauxite, gold, silver, copper, nickel,
lead, zinc and coal seam gas.
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South Australia

4

New South Wales

3

Victoria

2

Tasmania

2

Uranium, gold, silver, copper and iron ore.
Black coal, gold, silver, copper, lead, mineral
sands and zinc.
Brown coal, gold, mineral sands, oil and natural
gas.
Gold, silver, lead, tin and zinc.

Federal Government Fossil Fuel Subsidies10
Subsidy ($m)
Fuel tax credits scheme (total)
Statutory effective life caps (accelerated
depreciation)
Concessional rate of excise levied on
aviation gasoline and turbine fuel
Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) - application of
statutory formula to value car benefits

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

5,519

5,871

5,906

6,270

6,360

1,555

1,720

1,795

1,780

1,705

970

1,010

1,280

1,340

1,400

970

810

790

870

950

876

897

922

1,026

1,068

550

-

-

-

-

100

120

-

-

-

5

5

5

5

5

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

5

5

5

5

5

Energy Security Fund - payments and free
permits to the most carbon intense power
stations
Exploration and prospecting deduction
Carbon price mechanism thresholds for
obligations
FBT - exemption for employee taxi travel
to or from their place of work*
Exemption for employer-provided motor
vehicle parking*
GST - tourism; domestic air or sea travel*
Petroleum Resource Rent Tax (PRRT) expenditure uplift rate*
PRRT - gas transfer price regulations*
PRRT - starting base and uplift rate for
capital assets*
PRRT - increased deduction for petroleum
exploration expenditure in designated
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frontier areas*
Shipping - investment incentives

55

55

55

55

55

10

20

-

-

-

19

21

24

26

28

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

2

2

2

2

-

10,926

10,826

11,074

11,669

11,866

Carbon Price Mechanism uncovered
sectors - decommissioned mines
FBT - discounted valuation for cap parking
fringe benefits
Alternatives to the logbook method for
substantiating car expenses*
FBT - exemption for minor private use of
company vehicle*
FBT - exemption for transport for oil rig
and remote area employees in certain
circumstances*
Capital expenditure deduction for mining,
quarrying and petroleum operations
Annual Expenditure ($m)

Share Price, Foreign Ownership and Profits11
Resource stock price rise (%)

170 (2004 - 2011)

Foreign ownership (%)

83 (2011)

Pre-tax profits ($b)

84 (2011-12)

Profit margin (%)12

35 (2009-10)

Terms-of-Trade13
Increase (%)

82 (2003/04 to peak, Sept. 2011), 65 (2000s ToT
above 20th century average)

Decrease (%)

-17 (Sept 2011 - March Qtr 2013)

RBA Commodity Index rise (%, SDR basis)

>200 (2005 - 2013)

Mineral commodity price rise (%)

400 (2000s), 300 ($US 2003 - 2011)

ToT rise attributable to individual commodities

Ores (40), Coal (24)

(%)
GDP increase accruing to ToT (%, above 100

13 (2011)

year average)14
Resource extraction contribution to GVA (%)

11.5 (2012)

Resource-related contribution to GVA (%)

6.5 (2012)

536

73 (20th century average)

Commodity exports as proportion of total (%)

Commodity Exports
Quarterly value of exports (2010-11)

$50 billion (mining), $30 billion (other)

Bulk commodity exports (mt per quarter)

-

- Iron ore

40 (2003), 130 (2013)

- Coal

50 (2003), 90 (2013)

Bulk commodity exports (mt per calendar year)

-

- Iron ore

200 (2003), 500 (2013)

- Coal

200 (2003), 300 (3013)

Commodity Price Volatility15
Post-GFC

Current

Peak

(2012)

2,770

10,148

7,561

3,292

1,254

2,772

1,870

US$/t

4,620

1,042

2,635

1,831

Nickel

US$/t

54,200

8,810

29,030

16,240

Uranium

US$/lb

136

42

73

49

Commodity

Measure

Pre-GFC Peak

GFC Trough

Copper

US$/t

8,985

Aluminum

US$/t

Zinc

Inflation Impacts of Mining Boom16
CPI (%)

2.5 (1990s), 2.75 (2005 onwards)

Non-tradeable to tradeable inflation ratio

1.1 (early 2000s), 1.4 (2012)

Exchange rate (%)17

25 (2011)

Capital Expenditure 2003 - 2013
Capex Category

June 2003 (% GDP)

June 2013 (% GDP)

Mining

1.2

6.1

Non-mining

5.8

4.2

- Manufacturing

1.4

0.6

- Other

4.5

3.7

Total

7.1

10.4

June 2003 ($m)

June 2013 ($m)

Mining

2,475

23,733

Non-mining

11,967

16,385

- Manufacturing

2,812

2,287

Capex Category
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- Other

9,155

14,098

Total

14,442

40,118

June 2003 (% Total)

June 2013 (% Total)

Mining

17.1

59.2

Non-mining

82.9

40.8

- Manufacturing

19.5

5.7

- Other

63.4

35.1

Total

100

100

Capex Category

Resource Economy Employment and Gross Value Added (2011-12)18
Resource Extraction Industry

Employment Share (%)

Estimated GVA Share (%)

Coal mining

-

2.5

Oil and gas extraction

-

2.5

Iron-ore mining

-

2.5

Non-ferrous metal ore mining

-

1.5

-

0.75

-

0

-

0.75

-

0.50

-

0.50

3.25

11.5

Employment Share (%)

Estimated GVA Share (%)

Business services

1.75

2.25

Construction

1.50

1.25

Manufacturing

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.75

Household services

0.50

0.25

Wholesale trade

0.25

0.50

Retail trade

0.25

0

Exploration and other mining
support services
Non-metallic mineral mining
and quarrying
Basic non-ferrous metal
manufacturing
Iron and steel manufacturing
Petroleum and coal product
manufacturing
Resource Extraction Total
Resource-Related Industries

Transport, postal and
warehousing

538

Agriculture, forestry and
fishing

0.25

0.25

0

0.25

-

0

6.75

6.5

9.75

18

Electricity, gas, water and
waste services
Ownership of dwellings
Other Resource-Related
Industries Total
Resource Economy Total

Table Notes

1

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 31 - Table 6).

2

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 38); Richardson and Denniss (2011: 3, 24). EAIDTA refers to

earnings after interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation. This tax rate is far below other
sectors such as wholesale trade (>30 per cent), FIRE sector (~25 per cent) and retail trade
(~17 per cent).

3

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 10 - Table 4).

4

Arsov et al. (2013: 57 - Table 1). Estimated funding of the $284 billion mining investment

boom between 2003 and 2013. Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

5

Richardson and Denniss (2011: 8 - Figure 3). Sample size (n) = 1,370.

6

Atkin and Connolly (2013: 6 - Table 2).

7

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 10 - Table 1).

8

Atkin and Connolly (2013: 6 - Graph 11).

9

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 43 - Table 8). 2009-10 figures.
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10

Environment Victoria (2014: 4). These figures are an underestimate of total government

support as it excludes state and territory subsidies. For instance in 2011-12, Grudnoff (2012:
3-4) notes subsidies are estimated at $1.4 billion dollars for Queensland alone. Environment
Victoria (2014: 1, 5-8) provides further descriptions of the fossil fuel subsidy categories
listed above. Values marked by ‘*’ are the middle value of Treasury estimates. Over $40
billion in forgone revenue, tax rebates, concessions and expedited asset write downs are
identified between 2013/14 and 2016/17 (excluding grants and State Government
assistance). Elimination of fuel tax credits, statutory effective life caps and the concessional
rate of excise levied on gasoline/fuel would provide estimated savings of over $12.3 billion
between 2014/15 and 2016/17 to the government.

11

Grudnoff (2013: 2); Richardson and Denniss (2011: 4, 6 - Figure 2, 8-9, 29 - Figure 13).

Considering the wealthiest 20 per cent of households in Australia own around 86 per cent of
total shareholdings, it is disingenuous to claim the mining boom is being equitably spread
via superannuation or shareholder returns to the average Australian. In fact, at the time of
the 2011 report, just 67 individual shareholders owned 68 per cent of all Rio Tinto shares
and 78 individual shareholders owned 59 per cent of BHP.

12

Normal profit margins for other sectors are closer to 10 to 15 per cent.

13

Bishop et al. (2013: 44-47); Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 2); Gillitzer and Kearns (2005:

26); Jääskelä and Smith (2011: 1); Richardson and Denniss (2011: 2); Stevens (2011); Taylor
et al. (2012: iv-v).

14

Meaning the economy is 13 per cent larger than if it had grown at the 100 year average.

Only half of this benefit flows to Australians due to inadequate taxation arrangements and
majority foreign ownership.

15

Grafton (2012: 1 - Table 1). See reference for specific price dates within these years.
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16

Bishop et al. (2013: 44-45, 47 - Graph 6). The rise in the inflation ratio is due to steeper

non-tradables inflation feeding into higher domestic cost pressures and prices.

17

Stevens (2011). Above the post-float (1983) average.

18

Rayner and Bishop (2013: 28 - Table 4, 36 - Table 5, 44 - Table C1). Resource economy

share of total employment. Figures do not sum to total due to rounding. Nominal share of
GVA.
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There are a number of key factors in the tables worth considering. First is the steep rise in
mining revenue both in gross and net terms (before and after tax) and as a percentage of
GDP. Profit margins are very healthy at approximately 35 per cent, with the effective
corporate tax rate less than 14 per cent and around half the nominal corporate rate of 30
per cent. The ToT boom has been driven by price rather than volume, resulting in lower
taxation receipts collected through highly inefficient volume-based royalties. Without a
proper resources rent tax, the supersized mining profits are a massive gift to the industry,
especially since it is more than 80 per cent foreign-owned. Not only has the resource
extraction sector grown rapidly in response to the mining boom, but so have labour
intensive support industries that provide inputs to resource extraction and investment.
These industries include those providing engineering, mine construction and related
infrastructure, removal of extracted mine resources, transportation of inputs to mines,
engineering and professional services such as legal and accounting.

The resource extraction sector’s size in terms of economic output is fairly moderate, at
around 11.5 per cent by gross value added, and it only employs around 3 per cent of the
population directly in a mining capacity. 977 With multiplier effects of resource-related
support industries providing inputs, some estimates put this employment share as high as
10 per cent and the GVA share of the total resource economy at 18 per cent (a doubling of
the share since 2003-04). Iron ore and coal produce the majority of revenue and
employment, while capex directed towards oil and gas operations is increasing due to
demand for fossil fuels with a low carbon footprint. The implication is these industries will
be most affected by a large fall in the ToT and future mining investment.978 For example,
while mining operations are expected to increase employment from 236,690 workers in
2013 to 254,260 in 2018 (a 7.4 per cent increase) and oil and gas operations are expected to
see a 57 per cent increase from 38,943 to 61,212 workers between 2013 and 2018 (as major
LNG projects move into production), the number of workers required for resources project
construction is expected to fall from 85,819 to 7,708 in the same period. 979
977

The RBA Chart Pack mining employment figure for 2014 is lower at 2.4 per cent.

978

Rayner and Bishop (2013: 1-3).

979

AWPA (2013: 14).
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The vast majority of mining investment is financed with internal funds from operational cash
flows, with debt and equity-based finance only playing a small part. Volumes of iron ore and
LNG have sharply risen, with average annual growth strongest for iron ore and crude oil,
although iron ore and coal dominate export values in 2012 at 18 and 14 per cent,
respectively. Australia is blessed with significant proportions of the world’s bauxite (almost
a quarter), iron ore (17 per cent), gold (16 per cent), copper (13 per cent) and coal (7 per
cent). The largest deposits have almost a century left in reserves at 2009 rates of production.
Australia is a dominant player in the global production of numerous minerals, particularly
iron ore (25 per cent) and bauxite (34 per cent). In the global market, Australia controls
almost half of traded coking coal and iron ore.

Australia’s resources are not evenly shared across the states, with the bulk located in
Western Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland. Subsidies to the mining sector are
enormous, conservatively estimated at $10 billion annually at the federal level, and possibly
several billion dollars for the states and territories combined. Resource stock prices have
risen in tandem with the mining boom; accordingly, there is a significant risk of a severe
price correction when the ToT boom inevitably weakens in response to slowing growth in
the Chinese and east-Asian economies. Inflationary pressures have been relatively minor,
with only a 0.25 per cent rise in the CPI compared to the 1990s, mitigated by a flexible
exchange rate that is 25 per cent above its post-float average (as of 2011). Between 2003
and 2013, the mining share of total capex increased from 17 to 59 per cent. The mining
capex to GDP ratio has risen from 1.2 to 6.1 per cent on a quarterly basis and from 1.7 to 7.6
per cent on an annual basis. The extraordinarily large scale of mining investment implies
capital productivity will fall as increasingly marginal operations are developed.
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3.3.3 The Mining Boom Phase I: A Rising Terms-of-Trade

In 2010, RBA Governor Glenn Stevens explained how the steep rise in the ToT markedly
boosted national income during the 2000s:

When the terms of trade are high, the international purchasing power of our exports
is high. To put it in very (over-) simplified terms, five years ago, a ship load or iron
ore was worth about the same as about 2,200 flat screen television sets. Today it is
worth about 22,000 flat-screen TV sets - partly due to TV prices falling but more due
to the price of iron ore rising by a factor of six... To give some perspective on how
important this is, let me offer one back-of-the-envelope calculation. The export
sector is about one-fifth of the economy. The terms of trade are at present about 60
per cent higher than their average level for the 20th century, and about 80 per cent
higher than the outcome would have been had they been on the 100-year trend line.
This means that about 12-15 per cent of GDP in additional income is available to this
country’s producers and/or consumers, each year, compared with what would have
occurred under the average or trend set of relative prices over the preceding 100
years (all other things equal). That will continue each year, while the terms of trade
remain at this level.980

Since the GFC, Australia’s economy has experienced a relatively low unemployment rate of
around 6 per cent, maintained financial stability and benefitted from strong national income
growth, chiefly from mining investment and the high real effective exchange rate. The ToT
has risen by approximately 80 per cent over the 2000s, reaching the highest point in its 140
year history. While this mining boom’s impact on the ToT is similar in magnitude to the wool
booms of the 1920s and 1950s, it has lasted far longer. 981 The resource economy averaged
7.5 per cent growth per annum since 2004-05, while the non-resource economy only
managed 2.25 per cent. The size of the resource economy (both extraction and resourcerelated support activities) doubled to 18 per cent of nominal GVA between 2003-04 and
2011-12, with direct mining extraction and resource specific manufacturing comprising 11.5
980

Stevens (2010).

981

Jääskelä and Smith (2011: 1).
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per cent of the total.982 As a consequence, GDP per capita grew 40 per cent between 2001
and 2010, rising to $US40,790 on a purchasing power parity (PPP) basis.983 During the 2000s,
particularly in the latter half, the rapid urbanisation and industrialisation of key export
partners (especially China) has resulted in significant demand for commodities used in steel
and energy production: coal, liquefied natural gas (LNG) and iron ore, among other
resources Australia has in plentiful supply. In response, mining investment has risen to
record levels as a percentage of GDP, and enormous amounts of capital and labour are used
to build mines and supporting infrastructure. 984

Figure 3.3.3.1: Real and Nominal GDP Annual Change 1960 - 2013
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982

Rayner and Bishop (2013: 19, 26, 28, 30).

983

Taylor et al. (2012: iv-v).

984

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: i, 1-2); DOI (2012: 1). Purchasing power parity allows for the

international comparison of income by determining how much money is required to buy similar
goods and services within each country; the volatile effects of exchange rates are removed as a
confounding variable.
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Figure 3.3.3.2: International Real GDP per Capita 2005 - 2012985

Figure 3.3.3.3: Australian Real GDP per Capita Annual Change 1821 - 2010
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Stevens (2012: Graph 2).
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In contrast to many developed nations, Australia’s real GDP per capita growth has increased
strongly since the GFC. Between the last recession in 1990-91 and 2014, Australia has
experienced an unbroken run of 23 years of growth without a recession; a domestic and
international record. In the 1990s, Australian economic prosperity was built on strong multifactor and labour productivity growth. In the next decade, however, multifactor productivity
was poor. In the first half of the 2000s, economic growth was boosted by the housing and
consumption booms, fuelled by foreign debt liabilities. In the latter half of the 2000s, the
growth in national income is attributable to the large rise in the ToT.986 This is not the first
time Australia has experienced a large commodity boom, although the scale and the
sustained level of the ToT suggests an extreme downside shock is possible.987

Figure 3.3.3.4: Australian Terms of Trade 1870 - 2020
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The ToT has often spiked in tandem with mining and agricultural booms, for instance, the
late 1800s minerals boom, the wool booms of the 1920s and 1950s, and the two mining
booms of the late 1960s and late 1970s. Large upswings in the ToT generate stronger than
usual GDP per capita growth, a lower rate of unemployment and rising business investment
986

Taylor et al. (2012: 5-6).

987

Taylor et al. (2012: 1). In Figure 3.3.3.4, estimates for the ToT and 5-year centred moving average

are from 2014 - 2020 and 2012 - 2020, respectively.
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and immigration. During the downturn, on average, the unemployment rate rises and GDP
per capita growth is below the decade average for around two years, and does not return to
trend for around five years. Other common features of large ToT cycles include upswings
that generally last between 2 and 5 years, a sharp rise in export prices (rather than declining
import prices), rural commodities most often accounting for growth in export prices (wool
and other agricultural goods), and global factors that disrupt supply and strongly influence
prices (war, drought, rapid urban and industrial development).988

The magnitude of the current mining boom is unprecedented by historical comparison and
has been sustained for three times longer than any previous cycle. This is evident on a shortterm timescale, as the ToT increased by 97 per cent between 2003 and 2011 (trough to
peak), before falling 17 per cent through to 2013. The mining boom is the result of steadily
growing mineral export volumes, combined with commodity prices rising almost four-fold
during the 2000s.989 A higher ToT increases the real purchasing power of the nation as a
greater volume of imports can be purchased with the same volume of exports, with
additional purchasing power demonstrated by increases in real gross domestic income (GDI).
Consequently, real GDI has risen 10 percentage points above real GDP since the mid2000s. 990 The mining booms of the late 1960s and late 1970s had quite limited impacts on
the ToT in comparison to the current boom. It is notable the GVA of the other tradeable and
non-tradeable sectors have fallen, but the impact has been greater upon the former. This
suggests, on aggregate, income generated by the ToT outweighed the substitution effects of
falling prices for goods and services relative to the price of non-tradeables; usually the
substitution effects lowers demand for non-tradebles relative to tradeables.

988

Atkin et al. (2014: 1-2, 4-6). Wool is a prime example of a rural commodity dominating the export

share in earlier periods. During the 1950s, wool exports accounted for more than half of total goods
exported (1 per cent currently).
989

Richardson and Denniss (2011: 2).

990

Bishop et al. (2013: 39-40, 44). Distribution of these gains are impacted by the exchange rate,

which appreciated by around 25 per cent in trade-weighted terms since 2003-04; the increase in the
domestic currency price is actually less than the rise in world-wide commodity prices.
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Colossal quantities of metals and minerals have been exported to China and other
developing economies to meet industrial, urban and infrastructure demands. The last five
years’ worth of capex in new mines, processing, ports and pipelines outweigh the total
investment of the previous twenty years. Income flowing from a record-high ToT and rate of
capex is not sustainable in the long-term as Australia’s primary export partner (China) is
attempting to modernise and transition away from a fixed investment growth model
towards one driven by consumption (a service-based economy). As the ToT wanes, capital
investment will also ease. Projects in preliminary stages will be cancelled, contributing to a
fall in the nation’s income (GDI). As global production and supply is rapidly increased by
other resource-rich nations such as the US, Canada and South Africa, commodity prices may
sharply correct in response. These factors will expose Australia’s poor productivity that has
been masked by the mining boom to date.991

Figure 3.3.3.5: Australian Terms of Trade 1959 - 2013
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Figure 3.3.3.6: RBA Index of Commodity Prices (SDR) 1982 - 2013 (1982 = 100)
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Approximately 64 per cent of the rise in the ToT between 2005 and 2011 stems from two
commodities: ores (40 per cent) and coal (24 per cent). Between 2003 and 2011, global
prices for Australian resource exports increased by more than 300 per cent in US dollar
terms, following two decades of stagnation. Strong demand for energy and steel-making
commodities like oil and thermal coal have benefitted Australia, particularly as global supply
was initially unable to meet demand; a common feature of mining booms. 992 Australia’s
export income is derived from a highly concentrated suite of bulk resource commodities,
produced by a handful of largely foreign-owned companies. This narrow trading profile
leaves Australia’s national income exposed to the large price corrections that mark the end
of every mining boom in recorded history. The pattern is symptomatic of Australia’s longterm dependence on commodity exports which averaged 73 per cent of exports by value
across the entirety of the 20th century.993 The mining sector does not always yield benefits
when commodity prices are low or moderately priced, principally because politicians have
implemented a flawed mining tax that raises insufficient revenue for what is taken.994

992

Connolly and Orsmond (2011: 2).

993

Gillitzer and Kearns (2005: 26).

994

Taylor et al. (2012: 11 - Exhibit 4).
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A high degree of foreign ownership (83 per cent in 2011) results in mining profits mainly
accruing to foreign shareholders. For instance, Australia’s two largest mining firms, BHP
Billiton and Rio Tinto, were around 85 per cent foreign-owned in 2011. The third largest
miner, Xstrata, was 100 per cent foreign-owned. ‘The Great Australian’ (BHP) is a misnomer.
It is somewhat surprising the obvious disconnect between public perception and reality has
not yet been bridged, possibly due to urban myths perpetuated via public relations
propaganda from the political and corporate sectors.995 Mining sector pre-tax profits were
$84 billion in 2011-12, mostly flowing to investors in the form of dividends and retained
earnings. It is estimated that in the ten years following 2011, pre-tax mining profits will
approximate $600 billion, yet around $500 billion will flow to foreign investors.996

995

Gregory (2011: 22-23). The mining sector and the government appear to have an uneasy truce

following politically damaging advertising used during the debate about a mining tax several years
ago. Effectively, the government and the mining industry do not assail each other in public to
prevent further political fallout.
996

Richardson and Denniss (2011: 2).
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3.3.4 The Mining Boom Phases II-III: Capital Investment and Export Volumes

Australia’s mining boom comprises three phases; in the first, a dramatic rise in the ToT took
place as commodity prices escalated on exceptional demand from Asia, the second phase
consists of the mining capex boom, followed by the third phase of a major surge in mining
production and exports on the completion of major capital projects, with steep rises in the
volume of mineral exports.997 It would be an over-simplification to assert Australia has only
benefited from an exceptional rise in the ToT alone, when mining capex has also
mushroomed to meet the demand for commodities.998 Mining companies have expanded
their productive capacity in several areas, particularly iron ore, coal and liquefied natural gas.

Figure 3.3.4.1: Australian Mining/Non-Mining Sector Capex to GDP Ratio 1987 - 2013
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Figure 3.3.4.2: Australian Capex to GDP Ratio by Sector 1987 - 2013
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Figure 3.3.4.3: Australian Nominal Capex by Sector 1987 - 2013
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While mining capex has risen from around 1 to 6 per cent of GDP in only eight years (2005
to 2013; quarterly basis), investment in the non-tradable and other tradeable sectors has
slowed markedly or even fallen, partially in response to declining demand and
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competitiveness following exchange rate appreciation.

999

The dwindling trend for

manufacturing and other capex is pronounced from the mid-2000s, when investment fell by
around 1 per cent of GDP. It appears the sustained level of growth in the mining sector has
displaced resources from other sectors. The mining capex share of total value has risen from
less than 20 per cent in the mid-2000s to almost 60 per cent in 2013. Between 2005 and the
estimated peak in 2013, mining capex has increased from around $10 billion to $100 billion
in nominal terms, while manufacturing and other sectors have faltered. From 2003 to 2012,
new investments and projects expanding the capacity of mining operations are estimated to
have totalled $284 billion. Investment in just four commodities accounts for 84 per cent of
the total outlay on physical infrastructure: iron ore, coal, oil and gas.1000

Total resource exports have increased by 3.5 to 4 per cent over the course of the ToT boom,
with the volume of iron ore exports rising at an annual rate of over 11 per cent since it
began. Coal production has not expanded by as much, partly due to floods impacting
production in early 2011 in Queensland. Export volumes are expected to increase as
additional mining, resource projects and supporting infrastructure becomes operational.
Not all areas of production have expanded strongly though, with oils and metals volumes
(aluminium, copper, gold, nickel, zinc and lead) faltering in recent years. 1001 The
concentration of exports headed for China and East Asia (excluding Japan) has comprised
more than half of all goods exports since 2011. This pattern also occurred during earlier ToT
booms, when the UK received more than 40 per cent of all exports during the first half of
the 20th century, and Japan’s share of exports rose to 30 per cent during their
industrialisation in the 1970s.1002

999

Atkin et al. (2014: 12) provides more recent data indicating resource investment has risen further

to a record high 8 per cent of GDP.
1000

Arsov et al. (2013: 52-54).

1001

Bishop et al. (2013: 47-48).

1002

Atkin et al. (2014: 15).
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Figure 3.3.4.4: Australian Exports by Destination 1990 - 20121003

Demand for Australia’s iron ore and coking coal has significantly increased over the last
decade due to China’s appetite for steel production, fuelling its investment-led
modernisation program. The accompanying rise in energy consumption requires large
amounts of thermal coal and gas, of which Australia has enormous reserves. China now
accounts for around 70 per cent of Australian bulk iron ore exports and 30 per cent of total
Australian exports. Demand for coal is split equally between China, Japan, India and the rest
of East Asia, while Japan accounts for around 75 per cent of LNG exports.1004 The steady rise
in tonnage of Australia’s two primary commodity exports, iron ore and coal, is illustrated
below.

1003

Atkin and Connolly (2013: Graph 3).

1004

Atkin and Connolly (2013: 2-3, 3 - Graph 4).
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Figure 3.3.4.5: Bulk Commodity Exports 2002 - 20131005

The volume of iron ore exports nearly quadrupled between 2003 and 2013, from 40 to more
than 150 million tons a quarter. During the same period, the volume of coal exports rose
around 80 per cent, from around 50 to 90 million tons a quarter. LNG exports also doubled
in volume. The large rise in both price and volume of these commodities saw resource
exports outpacing the combined value of manufacturing, rural and services exports. In 201011 prices, the quarterly value of mining exports rose to almost $50 billion, while other
sector exports were less than $30 billion per quarter, combined. Despite these exceptional
results and the boost to national income, this outcome has become detached from
productivity. 58 per cent of income growth since 2005 is related to temporary boom factors
and around 35 per cent is attributable to resources.1006 Unlike previous commodity booms,
inflationary pressures have been contained; a finding linked to the float of the Australian
dollar in 1983, which allows a flexible exchange rate to steeply appreciate in response to the
higher demand for Australian resources.

1005

RBA Chart Pack: Balance of Payments and External Position - Bulk Commodity Exports.

1006

Taylor et al. (2012: iv-v).
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Figure 3.3.4.6: Selected Resource Exports 1989 - 2012
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While a higher Australian dollar provides a benefit insofar as the imported input costs for
businesses become cheaper (purchasing power increases), the tradeables sector outside
mining – manufacturing, agriculture, tourism and education exports – have become less
competitive. Also, domestic businesses face higher input costs that are only partially offset
by lower costs for imported inputs.1007 The ‘Gregory Effect’ or ‘Dutch Disease’ is named after
Australian economist Bob Gregory, who first described the negative economic impacts of
currency appreciation amidst strong external demand for commodities. As the
competitiveness of the domestic economy is weakened by currency appreciation, other
trade-exposed sectors often contract (‘create room’) for rising incomes of commodity
producers.1008 Australia is experiencing the negative impacts of Dutch Disease, observed in
service sectors that once showed strong growth before the mining boom took off, namely
tourism, manufacturing and education. In effect, the combination of cost of living pressures,
business expenses, the GFC and a prohibitively high exchange rate has exerted a significant
drag on these sectors. In the absence of a large housing construction boom the RBA believes

1007

Bishop et al. (2013: 39-40, 44).

1008

Richardson (2009: 6).
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is imminent, there is simply no sector large enough to fill the income and capex growth void
that will be left by the inevitable mining bust.

Figure 3.3.4.7: Export Volumes 1996 - 20131009

Tourism has experienced a steady decline since the 2000 Sydney Olympics, with its GDP
share peaking at 3.4 per cent in 2001, falling to 2.6 per cent by 2009-10.1010 Outbound travel
has increased as the high Australian dollar makes international holidays relatively cheaper.
The number of international visitors has remained steady at around six million since 2005,
suggesting the higher cost of travelling to Australia and poor global economic conditions
have depressed visitor numbers. These two factors have led to resident departures
outpacing international visitor arrivals by 2007-08, with this trend continuing through to
2011-12. Consequently, the total number of resident departures exceeds international
visitors by the widest ever recorded margin of 2 million.1011
1009

RBA Chart Pack: Balance of Payments and External Position - Export Volumes.

1010

Hooper and van Zyl (2011: 24).

1011

TRA (2012: 8 - Figure ES5).
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Figure 3.3.4.8: Tourism’s Share of GDP 1997-98 – 2009-10
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Figure 3.3.4.9: Services Export Volumes (Log Scale) 1992 - 2012
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Australia’s education-related exports grew strongly over the last two decades, rising from
$500 million in 1992 to $4 billion by the time the GFC struck in 2008. Much of this growth
was driven by strong Chinese and Indian student demand for educational services, but these
exports have dropped sharply over the last few years due to the global downturn, the high
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cost of education and a tightening of student visas.1012 Like other developed nations, the
Australian economy revolves around the services sector, with the share of industry
employment rising from 50 to almost 80 per cent over the last fifty years. During the same
period, the combined share of the manufacturing and agricultural sectors has fallen from
over 35 to less than 15 per cent. As incomes have increased, the demand for services has
exceeded that of goods, with most of these services produced domestically.1013 Australia’s
service-oriented economy in early 2014 demonstrates the large share of industry
employment: mining (2.4 per cent), financial and insurance services (3.7 per cent),
manufacturing (8.2 per cent), construction (8.9 per cent), retail and wholesale trade (13.8
per cent) and other business services (14.5 per cent).1014

Figure 3.3.4.10: Employment by Industry 1961-62 – 2011-12
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Atkin and Connolly (2013: 9-10).
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Lowe (2012).
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RBA Chart Pack: Regions and Industry - Employment by Industry.
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Figure 3.3.4.11: Employment by Industry 2000 - 20141015

As the mining boom wanes and national income falls, an economic recovery will require
significant investment in agriculture, manufacturing, construction and services. Weakening
economic conditions will place pressure on the RBA to lower interest rates, with capital
seeking higher returns elsewhere. The likely outcome is a depreciating currency and a
potential rise in imported inflation, further straining households already burdened with
large private sector debts. The transformation of the economy will be painful for labour and
households, but need not be entirely bad. A focus on improving productivity and
reinvigorating export markets through the fall in the dollar, for instance, allows increased
investment without raising foreign (external) debt levels. If this approach is combined with
tax reform which captures a greater share of economic rents for the public, then it may be
possible to bridge the gap caused by the falling ToT and mining investment. Ken Henry’s tax
reform blueprint must be implemented as a priority, leading to substantial land value and

1015

RBA Chart Pack: Regions and Industry - Employment by Industry.
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resource rent taxes and the removal of numerous deadweight losses on labour and
capital. 1016

The capture of all levels of government by the FIRE sector and rentier class means the
political obstacles may be insurmountable. Government will likely focus on reducing
expenditure alone by enacting austerity policies, rather than engage in meaningful tax
reform. Corporate public relations propaganda has been relatively successful in
undermining reforms in gambling, resource rent taxation, climate change and other areas;
therefore, similar strategies will undoubtedly be pursued again. Difficult reforms must be
enacted for the nation to bounce back from the mining downturn, though not of the kind
favoured by those promoting the neoliberal agenda. While the pop-psychology value
systems of today dictate a ‘win-win’ situation must be found, it is likely most of the public
will be required to take an economic hit for the good of later generations; an almost
unthinkable proposition in today’s culture of unwarranted entitlement.1017 Politicians and
economists alike are complacent about the multi-decade CAD, but past events indicate it is
unwise to presume international capital markets will remain open or capital inflows will be
sustained. Funding of consumption and investment may be impacted by the scarce
availability of foreign debt, particularly if the government hesitates to provide enhanced
GFC-style wholesale guarantees.1018

1016

Garnaut (2013: 12).

1017

Garnaut (2013: 13, 15).

1018

Garnaut (2013: 10-11).
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3.3.5 Productivity and Gross Domestic/National Income

Australia has greatly benefitted from a decade-long resource boom as China has undergone
urbanisation. Although most Australians believe that high and improving standards of living
are inevitable, for instance, lower income taxes and generous provision of public services,
these changes are not permanent. The banality of the modern political culture makes
necessary reforms difficult to enact, leading both major parties to shelve hard decisions as
the mining boom has provided a continual stream of greater revenue and national
income.1019 The benefits of the mining boom will sadly not last, dashing the hopes of
politicians who are forever betting on Australia’s ‘lucky country’ status, as economist Terry
Dwyer explains:

Australia has become a nation of well-paid miners and low paid motel workers
changing sheets. She gambles that higher wages in the mining sector will flow
through to low productivity industries such as tourism or clerical work in
governments. She has few bets on other higher productivity industries. From riding
on the sheep’s back, Australia has jumped onto riding on the iron ore train or the
coal train, while failing to invest in cheap and efficient infrastructure… Australia is
Greece or Latvia with minerals. Very few Australians understand this. Treasurers and
their officials do not seem to understand that Australia’s allegedly brilliant economic
performance through the global financial crisis is a product of luck and the gifts of
Nature rather than of any genius of their own. When Mr Wayne Swan was
nominated as the world’s greatest Treasurer, most Australians with any knowledge
wondered how bad the rest of the world was.1020

It is generally accepted by economists that sustainable improvements in living standards are
made possible by rises in productivity and the associated increase in per capita income.
Economist Saul Eslake defines productivity as “a measure of how effectively or efficiently a
workplace, a business or government agency, a region or a nation as a whole uses the
1019

Garnaut (2013: 3).

1020

Dwyer (2012: 24). The full Donald Horne quote regarding Australia’s fortune is often forgotten:

“Australia is a lucky country, run by second-rate people who share its luck”.
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resources at its disposal to produce goods and services which are in turn valued, in some
way, by those who consume or use them.”1021 In terms of people and firms, productivity is
usually measured as the output per unit of a single factor of production, for instance, labour
input in manufacturing and services (person-hours), land/livestock in respect to agriculture,
or the amount of minerals extracted in the case of mining. At the macro level, productivity is
expressed as additional value added, measured as per unit of labour (labour productivity),
or per unit of labour and capital services (multi-factor productivity).1022

Improvements in productivity arise in numerous ways: an up-skilled workforce,
technological advancement, innovation, tax reform, capital investment in machinery and
equipment (tangible capital deepening), research and development, commercialisation, and
improving existing processes or products. Australian businesses that adopt these strategies
are more likely to report increasing profitably (42 per cent surveyed), 3 to 18 times more
likely to increase the size of their export market, four times more likely to increase their
range of goods and services, twice as likely to hire additional staff, three times more likely to
provide staff training, and three times more likely to contribute to projects that enhance
community wellbeing and enhance social capital. 1023

Enhancements to productivity may arise via reallocation of resources (factors of production)
from low to high productivity firms. This process occurs when poorly-performing businesses
exit the industry. Eight per cent of firms typically close within the first year, and around 40
per cent of all firms fail within four years. Analysis of the 1990s demonstrates labour
productivity at the 90th percentile is four times greater than the 10th percentile and the
reallocation of resources during firm turnover and the entry of competitors into the market
revitalises productivity. International research suggests the entry and exit of firms may
account for 20 to 50 per cent of labour productivity over the long-term.1024 The benefit of

1021

Eslake (2011a: 223).

1022

Eslake (2011a: 223).

1023

DOI (2012: 4, 6).

1024

Dolman and Gruen (2012: 7-9).
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rising productivity is not limited to rising national income; it also leads to greater tax
revenues, enhanced public service delivery and increased provision of infrastructure.

Demographic factors act as a significant headwind to long-term productivity (growth in GDP
or GDI/GNI per capita), because ageing nations like Australia are experiencing a slow decline
in the working age population (ratio of working to non-working adults) as baby boomers
retire, leading to falling labour force participation. 1025 In Australia’s case, productivity has
been generally poor during the 2000s, but national income has still risen as a consequence
of a record-high ToT and significant investment by the mining sector. In the 2000s, the
income share of labour actually fell by 4 per cent as capital income growth accelerated at a
faster rate than wages, although this fall was not uniform across all sectors. This means
labour has received a smaller slice of the income pie, but the real value of this slice has
grown in absolute terms due to rapid growth in incomes and employment associated with a
steep rise in the ToT.

The mining boom has made the economy more capital-intensive but has not shared these
benefits equally, hidden by the increased purchasing power of all consumers as product
prices have outstripped consumer prices.1026 As the mining boom unwinds, there is a risk of
a fall in real national income if efficiency gains in both labour and capital productivity are
not pursued. When high export prices for Australia’s two primary commodities (iron ore and
coal) revert to mean and hundreds of billions of dollars in investments falter, Australia’s
poor productivity will result in tepid, perhaps negative, income growth. The implication is
the ToT will correct and real national income will fall, but the labour share of national
income may not revert to previous levels because real wage growth has decoupled from
long-term labour productivity.1027

It is worth considering how labour and capital productivity are measured in practice. Multifactor productivity (used by the ABS) considers the share of output attributable to both of
1025

Dolman and Gruen (2012: 1, 5).

1026

Parham (2013: 2-3).

1027

Parham (2013: 2-3); Taylor et al. (2012: iv-v).
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these factors, with the process assigning a relative weighting of each to productivity. It is
possible to strip out the effect of capital deepening so the impact of each factor to
productivity can be measured. 1028 Key factors contributing to Australia’s low productivity
and elevated incomes include poor multi-factor productivity during the 2000s (relatively
flat), marginal improvements in labour productivity coinciding with the mining boom, and
capital productivity that has become a drag on income growth due to construction delays
(lags), falling yields and higher costs. Although capital intensity per hour worked has
increased by 25 per cent, output has only increased by 7 per cent on an hourly basis.1029 The
rise in national wealth (measured by GDI and income growth) is unrelated to increasing
productivity, including increases in net household wealth and real disposable income. Over
90 per cent of the income growth between 2005 and 2011 is attributable to the rising
ToT.1030

Falling productivity and high profit margins in the mining sector are rewarded with a range
of state government supports: lax enforcement of regulations pertaining to environmental
impacts of mining operations, fast-track approvals of projects, significant public investment
in airports and other infrastructure required to transport and house mining workers and
their families in remote locations, tax holidays and concessional treatment of payroll tax,
rates and other taxes/levies.1031 The federal government also provides significant support
through exploration services (Geoscience Australia) at a cost of $118 million per year, $1.6
billion in assistance over six years for gassy coal mines to meet their carbon pricing
requirements, and free provision of 66 per cent of carbon permits for LNG producers under
the ‘Jobs and Competitiveness’ package.1032

1028

Taylor et al. (2012: 35-36). Capital deepening is the additional capital stock available per labour

hour spent. The use of additional capital to purchase expensive equipment (high precision
manufacturing, lasers, etc.) leads to additional capital expended per unit of labour input.
1029

Taylor et al. (2012: 15).

1030

Taylor et al. (2012: 2).

1031

Richardson and Denniss (2011: 34).

1032

Grudnoff (2012: 3-4).
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Table 3.3.5.1: Productivity, Living Standards, Household Consumption and Population
Growth Contributions to GDI 1960s - 2000s
Productivity1
Multi-factor productivity
Labour productivity (hours
worked)

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

-

1.5%

0.7%

1.6%

Unchanged

2.1%

1.5%

-

2.8%

1.4%

3.1% (1993
-1999)

0.3% (2005 - 2011)

Labour productivity (% GNI
per capita average income

~2.5%

~2.0%

~1.25%

~2.0%

~1.0%

-

-

-

-

-19% (2005 - 2011)

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

2.1%

1.9%

1.2%

2.1%

1.4%

1.3%

2.2%

2.9%

0.4%

2.1%

0.5%

0.7%

-

-

-0.2%

1.7%

1.0%

-

0.5%

7.0%

-4.8%

-0.2%

-5.2%

-0.6%

growth per annum)
Capital productivity (% GDI
income growth)2

Productivity and Income
Growth Decoupling3
Labour productivity
Real hourly labour
compensation
Real median full-time
earnings
Change in labour’s share of
income (% change over
decade)

Income/Wealth Growth4

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2.1%

2.3%

2.5%

4.1%

Real household net worth

-

-

5.1%

5.8%

Real GDI5

-

-

3.2%

4.0%

Real household disposable
income

4.0% (1999 - % compound annual real
growth rate

-

-

4.2% (1993-

2005)

99)

4.1% (2005 2011)

Wage inflation

-

-
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-

4.4% (2005 2011)

ToT effect (% annual average

-

-

-

-

-

-

<0.5%

<0.5%

<0.5%

1.2%

-

-

1.4%

1.8%

Consumption9

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

Real household consumption

-

-

3.3%

3.4%

GDI growth)6
- % of total GDI growth7
Tot effect (% annual GNI per
capita growth)8
Population growth
contribution to GDI

0.9%
91% (2005 2011)

GDI Growth Components (% Contribution)10
Additional

Additional

Capital

Labour

Capital

Labour

Productivity

Productivity

-16%

35%

44%

25%

57%

1999 - 2005

32%

59%

36%

13%

43%

2005 - 2011

87%

120%

46%

-43%

17%

Year

ToT

1993 -1999

GDI Growth Components (% Compound Annual GDI Growth Rate)11
Additional

Additional Labour

Multi-Factor

Capital Stock

(Hours Worked)

Productivity

0.2%

2.9%

2.3%

2.4%

1999 - 2005

4.2%

3.6%

1.4%

0.9%

2005 - 2011

7.7%

5.4%

1.5%

-0.7%

Year

ToT

1993 - 1999

Table Notes

1

Dolman and Gruen (2012: 2 - Chart 1); Eslake (2011a: 224-225). Non-quality adjusted

figures, average annual rate. Taylor et al. (2012: 1-3, 2 - Exhibit E-1) figures for partial
productivity series in the 1990s and 2000s. Before 2005, productivity was responsible for
around half of income growth.

2

Taylor et al. (2012: 2 - Exhibit E-1). Income growth over the period. In gross terms, capital

productivity fell by $43 billion between 2005 and 2011.

568

3

Cowgill (2013b: 6 - Table 1). Average annual change. Real labour compensation calculated

using a GDP deflator. Change in full time earnings is based on consumer prices.

4

Eslake (2011a: 243-244). Average annual rate.

5

Taylor et al. (2012: 9 - Exhibit 1). GDI is equivalent to real GDP adjusted by the ToT;

accordingly, it is a better indicator of national income than a simple GDP measure. In gross
terms, GDI rose from $815 billion in 2005 to $1.042 trillion in 2011. Components of this
growth are ToT ($87 billion), additional capital ($120 billion), additional labour ($46 billion),
capital productivity (-$43 billion) and labour productivity ($17 billion).

6

Annual average growth in the GDI.

7

Percentage of total income growth. ToT and additional capital account for 38 and 53 per

cent of this income growth, respectively. Taylor et al. (2012: 11 - Exhibit 4) note resources
account for 64 per cent of the ToT increase since 2005, with the majority of this increase
attributable to ores (40 per cent) and coal (24 per cent). Notably, this arises from a mining
sector comprising 11.5 per cent of the economy when measured by output, employing less
than 3 per cent of the Australian workforce directly.

8

Dolman and Gruen (2012: 2 - Chart 1).

9

Eslake (2011a: 243-244). Average annual rate.

10

Taylor et al. (2012: 10 - Exhibit 3). Contribution to GDI growth.

11

Taylor et al. (2012: 10 - Exhibit 2). Compound annual growth rate.
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The rapid rise in the ToT has lifted real incomes via a greater volume of exports at higher
prices, leading to the appreciation of the real exchange rate and an increase in the
purchasing power of household incomes. The 80 per cent rise in the ToT during the 2000s
has accounted for approximately 20 per cent of real income growth.1033 The change in the
ToT from 2003 to 2011 is estimated to have increased Australian living standards by 25 per
cent relative to the US. Most of this benefit (55 per cent) has flowed from direct trading
gains, 30 per cent from a higher level of national employment and 15 per cent due to
increases in labour productivity. Australian living standards are estimated to be higher than
the US today, due to a 12 per cent gain in income without any resource cost; representing
economic rents associated with resource commodities.

If the ToT fell back to its long-term average, the implication is real GDI would fall by 12 per
cent, approximating the magnitude of the 1930s depression shock. Falls in real GDI in recent
decades have quickly led to rising unemployment, for instance, from June 1982 to March
1983, real GDI fell by 7 per cent and unemployment rose from 6.8 to 10.3 per cent. During
the early 1990s recession from June 1990 to December 1991, real GDI fell by 3 percent and
unemployment escalated to 10 per cent. A fall in the real GDI that was two to four times
larger would result in unemployment increasing far beyond 10 percent, perhaps even
challenging APRA’s faith in their 2012 bank stress-testing at the fated 12 per cent
unemployment rate. A fall of this scale represents a reduction in living standards of 24 per
cent, or a fall three to eight times larger than those experienced in the early 1980s and
1990s recessions.1034

It is notable that 58 per cent of income growth since 2005 is related to the mining boom,
with 35 per cent attributable to resources, yet at the same time, the boom is responsible for
99 per cent of the fall in capital productivity as increasingly marginal deposits are worked,

1033

Parham (2013: 4).

1034

Gregory (2011: 1, 13-15, 19, 26). Gregory notes real GDI is a better measure than real GDP, as

real GDP measures the volume of goods and services produced, rather than the real income flowing
from a change in the ratio of import to export prices.
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spurred on by the record-high prices that make such investments viable.1035 Ores and coal
contributed to 64 per cent of the increase in the ToT between 2005 and 2011,
demonstrating Australia’s reliance on these two commodities. A higher rate of population
growth in the 2000s compared to the 1990s has also contributed to above-average GDI
growth. The magnitude of the ToT effect cannot be understated as it contributed almost 1
per cent of annual GDI growth during the latter half of the 2000s, as well as over 90 per cent
of total income growth. 1036 Growth in national disposable income (NDI) per capita tends to
approximate real GDP growth, which is associated with sustainable increases in national
productivity. GDP and NDI per capita growth converged following the onset of the mining
boom in the mid-2000s – growth in national income outpacing growth in the real economy
that cannot be attributed to increases in productivity – but real NDI per capita has
subsequently fallen away since the 2011 December quarter peak.

Figure 3.3.5.1: Australian Real GDP/NDI per Capita Growth 1973 - 2013 (1973 = 100)
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Figure 3.3.5.2: Australian Terms of Trade and Real NDI per Capita 1973 - 2013
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Australia’s unsustainable rise in national income will continue to correct as the mining boom
unwinds over the next few years, following a fall in mining investment and declining
commodity prices worsened by a global oversupply. A large reduction in the mining
construction workforce and a contraction in associated support industries can be expected,
due to the resource economy (extraction and support industries) having an almost 10 per
cent share of total employment.1037 By default, a significant fall in real national income will
unfavourably impact the incomes of labour, households and businesses in real terms unless
government employs compensatory spending; an unlikely outcome considering the
austerity intentions of the legislative branch and the opposition benches. Immense capital
investment has helped spur economic growth, but multi-factor productivity has been poor
compared to the 1980s and 1990s, flat-lining over the entire last decade. As the mining
boom unwinds, there is also no guarantee that labour’s share of income will revert, having
fallen from 57 to 53 per cent during the 2000s in response to capital-intensive mining
investments. The mining sector has received around 1 in every 5 dollars of capital income
during the 2000s, spurring stronger growth in capital rather than labour income in
aggregate terms.1038
1037

Rayner and Bishop (2013: 36 - Table 5).

1038

Parham (2013: 6, 8).
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The stagnant trend in multifactor productivity is mostly attributable to poor capital
productivity during the last decade as the economy became more capital intensive, though
labour productivity has also been lackluster. In isolation, a decrease in capital productivity
would normally lead to falling national income and declining living standards, but the effect
of the rising ToT has so far offset this impact. 1039 Australian firms have been slow to enhance
productivity via improvements in management practices and creation of innovative
technologies through research and development. Less than 10 per cent of firms in 2008-09
undertook innovative practices in goods and services or improved operational/managerial
processes, leading to most technology being imported from overseas.1040

Figure 3.3.5.3: Productivity by Category 1981 - 2013
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Faltering labour productivity is not solely related to steep wage inflation in the mining and
utilities sectors. Over the last two decades, labour productivity fell in the following sectors:
agriculture, mining, utilities, wholesale and retail trade, transport and storage, post and
telecommunications, financial intermediation, public administration, education, health and
social work. In fact, some estimates suggest the mining and utilities sectors only account for
1039

Parham (2013: 17).

1040

Dolman and Gruen (2012: 7 - Chart 5).
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around 10 per cent of the total fall in labour productivity. 1041 To maintain the real income
growth that has occurred over the last two decades, labour productivity would need to
trend between 2.5 and 3 per cent per annum, even if the ToT remained steady at these
exceptionally high levels. The ToT will eventually revert to mean, impeding the preservation
of improving living standards unless there is additional (but improbable) productivity
growth.1042

Productivity growth is a necessary requirement for rising living standards, but the
distribution of its benefit must also be considered. Real labour income per hour worked
must track labour productivity (output per hour worked), otherwise labour’s share of
national income will fall. Unfortunately, Australia and a host of OECD nations are
experiencing a ‘decoupling’, with real wages failing to maintain pace with the growth in
labour productivity in recent years. Real wages would need to grow faster than productivity
for a number of years to restore labour’s share of income last seen in the 1990s. The
inference is that a greater benefit (income) is flowing to capital, but unequal ownership of
capital means that economic inequality is likely to rise due to labour’s falling income
share.1043 The decoupling between labour productivity and income growth in Australia is
marked from 2000 onwards, when labour productivity rose by around 1.3 per cent, but real
hourly income increased by only 0.6 per cent on average. Over the decade, labour’s income
share fell from 65.6 to 59.7 per cent; the lowest recorded income share for over 50 years.
Changes within industry are estimated to account for two-thirds of this fall, with the
remainder explained by increased economic activity in low-labour share industries like
mining. 1044

1041

Eslake (2011a: 235, 236 - Table 2).

1042

Parham (2013: 18).

1043

This finding aligns with the theory outlined earlier in Part 2, particularly data indicating returns

to capital (r) have consistently outpaced the growth in national income (g) from 1960 to 2011 in
Australia (Piketty and Zucman 2013).
1044

Cowgill (2013b: 1-2, 4 - Figures 1 and 2, 9, 13). The longer term series shows the income share of

labour has fallen from a peak of 75 per cent in 1975 to less than 60 per cent in 2012.
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Falling productivity in the mining sector has resulted from construction of new mines (while
prices remain high), lowering returns on capital and increasing the cost of additional labour
for increasingly marginal operations. The mining sector is highly inefficient, exemplified by
94 separate operations reaching an advanced stage simultaneously in 2011, representing
$173.5 billion in capex. An efficient course of action would establish the most profitable
operations first, rather than multiple projects becoming concurrently operational, quickly
driving down commodity prices as global oversupply emerges. Regulatory restrictions could
be enacted to slow down the rate of mining development, allowing a steadier pace.
Profitability would rise if miners were not required to bid aggressively for scarce labour and
infrastructure. Theoretically, negative effects can be minimised by adopting an auction
process for a limited number of new mining operations, helping to reduce volatility of the
mining cycle, inflation and exchange rate pressures. Auctioning is far better targeted than
the use of interest rates, a blunt tool that disproportionately affects the wider economy.1045
A slower rate of mining development allows the domestic workforce to up-skill, limiting
wage inflation and reducing poaching of skilled employees.1046

1045

Denniss and Grudnoff (2012: 1-3). The authors note a hypothetical Middle Eastern dictator

would not be foolish enough to rapidly increase levels of production to drive commodity prices
down, particularly if they fortuitously controlled over a quarter of the world’s traded coal.
1046

Denniss and Grudnoff (2012: 6). The mining industry has provided few resources to train the

local workforce, with only 4,126 apprentices employed by the sector in 2011.
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Figure 3.3.5.4: Contribution to Average Household Income Growth 1960s - 2013
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The increase in Australia’s purchasing power is demonstrated by the rise in the real effective
exchange rate of 69 per cent between December 2002 and the peak in March 2013. The real
exchange rate in March 2013 is 51 per cent higher against the US dollar than the long-term
average between 1983 and 2013. The Australian dollar is also valued higher against the
major currencies: British pound (40 per cent), Japanese Yen (64 per cent), and the Euro (44
per cent, 1999 - 2009). Compared to other resource-rich nations, the Australian dollar has
appreciated significantly relative to the average over the same period: Canada (29 per cent)
and Norway (33 per cent). As a consequence, trade-exposed industries account for a lower
share of economic activity and investment than in the past, due to the deleterious impact of
the mining boom and the large appreciation of the Australian dollar against other currencies.
Without extensive depreciation in the currency, these trade-exposed industries will struggle
to recover and grow.1047

1047

Garnaut (2013: 7, 9).
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Figure 3.3.5.5: Australian Real Exchange Rate 1892 - 2013 (1892 = 100)
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Australian economic trends forebode a fall in real income growth, following mean reversion
in the ToT and cancellation of numerous, less-advanced, mining projects. Without
productivity improvements, Australia will suffer from muted income growth. In earlier times,
average productivity performance (relative to international peers) was disguised by an
immigration surge post-WW2, strong baby boomer-led population growth and Japan’s rapid
urbanisation and industrialisation. When the boom ended, however, Australia’s poor
productivity was exposed.1048 Today’s circumstances are similar, with the only difference
being the geographical location of our largest export partner (China rather than Japan) and
the size of the mining boom. China’s recent pattern of slowing economic activity may ease
demand for resources and associated capital investment, leading to declining per capita
GDP growth, rising unemployment and weak income growth in the absence of rising
productivity. Facing this reality will prove difficult, particularly as the demographic pressures
of an ageing labour workforce will reduce average hours worked and the rate of labour
participation.

It would be simplistic to suggest a floor is placed under commodity prices by resource
constraints and the rapidly developing and growing global population. For instance, real
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price falls of approximately 50 per cent in oil, wheat and steel occurred in the 20 th century,
despite the population increasing four-fold, economic output increasing twenty-fold and
rising demand for resources. Accordingly, China and India’s massive population of 2.5 billion
citizens and modernisation programs may not necessarily be sufficient to maintain elevated
export prices for resources over the long-term.1049 National income could potentially be $90
billion higher by 2017 if long-term productivity averages are restored, but $135 billion of
income over the same timeframe is jeopardized by a reduction in current investment and
ToT levels.1050

It is worth dwelling on the expectations of the Australian public for a moment, as more than
two decades of economic prosperity and government largesse has entrenched a culture of
entitlement, marked by expectations of increasing social benefits and declining taxes. Most
Australians have not directly benefitted from the mining boom, because less than 10 per
cent of the workforce is employed directly by the mining industry or in support-related
services. Citizens have generally benefitted indirectly through additional expenditure on
social welfare benefits, falling income taxes and cheaper imports. Unfortunately, the ‘lucky
country’ really is run by second-rate politicians, who have squandered the proceeds of the
mining boom and directed little expenditure towards badly needed public infrastructure.

Other nations blessed with natural resources have locked away the proceeds into a
sovereign wealth fund as a vehicle to save and invest, while the Australian government
decided otherwise, despite a pressing need to fund future superannuation liabilities and
public health care costs. When national income inevitably falls in the future, cash-strapped
state governments will likely continue implementing neoliberal policies; any remaining
public assets will be sold to private monopolists and a valuable income stream in perpetuity
will be lost to the public.1051 A triple threat awaits households and firms: a sharp fall in
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national income as the mining boom wanes and the ToT falls, cuts in government
expenditure as it considers austerity policies during a future economic and financial crisis,
and a rising cost of living as formerly public monopolies and services are regressively
transformed into rent-extracting factories and user-pays businesses in the hands of the
rentier class.
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3.3.6 Risks Facing Key Export Partners

Over the last decade, Australia’s economic fortunes have arisen from an unprecedented
mining boom, driving the ToT to a sustained 140-year high. Most of the demand for
Australia’s resource commodities comes from the developing economies of China and India,
experiencing exceptional average annual growth on a GDP per capita basis; 10 and 5.5 per
cent, respectively, over the decade to 2011. 1052 Chinese GDP growth rose from less than 8
per cent in the early 2000s to more than 10 per cent by 2005. Annual average growth
peaked at over 14 per cent prior to the GFC, before falling to approximately 7 per cent. India
has experienced a similarly large fall in GDP growth, from over 10 per cent in 2010-11 to 3
per cent in 2013. These economies have driven global growth since 2003, with China’s
phenomenal rise leading to levels of growth in global steel production that were last
observed in the 1960s and early 1970s.

The billion-plus populations in both countries mean that efforts to rapidly modernise will
continue to result in significant demand for Australia’s commodities. Modernisation will
require the ongoing building of entire cities and associated infrastructure, especially given
the migration of hundreds of millions of people from rural to urban areas. The United
Nations estimates 300 million people may migrate to urban areas over the next 25 years.1053
Steel production doubled in India during the decade to 2011, while increasing four-fold in
China, explaining the steep rise in energy and mineral commodities as demand outpaced
global supply. 1054 Steel intensity is a common phenomenon when economies undergo
industrialisation, for instance, the US in the late 1800s and Japan during the 1950s and
1960s. Household consumption rises by demanding more services and the process of steel
intensification slows and reverses as national infrastructure is developed.1055 The growth of
these economies will result in exceptional energy requirements, particularly since China and
India are the world’s largest and third largest consumers of coal. Demand for LNG will
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remain strong because it is a clean burning fuel with a low carbon footprint relative to other
fossil fuels. China and India are forecast to generate half the growth in global energy use
through to 2035, with the strong shift to LNG expanding the sector in Australia and making
marginal deposits economically viable.1056

Figure 3.3.6.1: GDP Growth in China and India 2001 - 20131057

A hard landing in China would vastly reduce their voracious appetite for imported
commodities, impacting a host of countries with strong trading relationships. A 1 per cent
fall in Chinese investment is associated with an estimated reduction in global growth of
almost 0.1 per cent; an impact five times larger than in 2002. Australia’s reliance on exports
of iron ore and coal and China’s large share of total exports suggests a far greater impact at
home.1058 China is certainly not assured to provide Australia with sustained demand for
commodities. China’s ratio of fixed investment to GDP is an extreme outlier at 45 per cent,
with consumption only 40 per cent of GDP as a partial consequence of falling household
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income relative to GDP. This investment-led boom cannot maintain high rates of economic
growth indefinitely, particularly given the fall in debt productivity over time. Some
economists estimate that investment would need to comprise 60 to 70 per cent of total
demand for the extraordinary levels of growth observed in recent years to be sustained.1059
The history of mining booms illustrate the ToT can shift rapidly, especially as three-quarters
of it is underpinned by commodities export prices that tend to be volatile, with the severe
fall and recovery in resource prices pre- and post-GFC providing one recent example.

China is predicted to share Australia’s fate and experience a large fall in economic growth
due to rampant misallocation of capital into real estate through debt-fuelled speculation.
China’s GDP grew at 7.7 per cent in 2013, a slower pace than in recent decades.1060 Ponzi
finance is evident, demonstrated by the sharp rise in the private debt to GDP ratio following
an unusually high volume of lending by state-owned banks and the shadow banking system.
The rapid increase in debt peaked during the GFC, when the government enacted a
substantial stimulus program to ward off an economic downturn. The annual rate of credit
growth approached 35 per cent in 2009 and the M2 money supply was almost twice the size
of China’s GDP in early 2013, standing at $US16.4 trillion against a $US8.5 trillion dollar
economy. Most of this debt has been extended to state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and local
governments, fuelling rampant land market speculation and excessive levels of fixed
investment in infrastructure and buildings.1061 The intense level of Chinese speculation in
the real estate market is illustrated by the infamous ‘ghost cities’, for instance, Ordos in
northern China/Mongolia which is constructed on the premise of ‘if you build it, they will
come’. Tens of millions of apartments sit empty across China as a result of the residential
construction boom.
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Figure 3.3.6.2: Chinese Credit and M2 Money Supply Growth 2006 - 20131062

Figure 3.3.6.3: Chinese Private Debt to GDP Ratio 1987 - 2013
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China has implemented the same flawed economic and financial model as Australia, the US
and Eurozone: unsustainable, debt-fuelled economic growth, except it appears to be orders
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of magnitude larger. The real estate sector accounts for 16 per cent of GDP, 20 per cent of
outstanding loans, 26 per cent of new loans, 33 per cent of fixed asset investment and 39
per cent of government revenues. A major oversupply of housing exists, with inventory
rising by 182 per cent between 2009 and 2013 and residential floor space per urban
resident rising to 37 square metres, above that of Japan (35m 2) and the UK (33m2).1063
National residential property prices are 11 times household income, rising to 23 in Beijing
and Shanghai.1064 The average housing price to average disposable income ratio is 23 at the
national level and 55 and 40 in the top-tier cities of Shenzhen and Beijing. Housing prices
have more than doubled since 2002, strongly outpacing household incomes. The number of
years required for the average household to purchase a 90 square metre apartment has
risen from 43 to 51 years between 2008 and 2013.1065 Vacancy rates are also very high in
China, ranging from 25 to 30 percent, indicating there is no shortage of housing. Homes are
sold to private owners but are then held vacant as speculative investments for capital
gain.1066

The escalation in Chinese housing prices since 2006 and the near tripling of sales of
residential floor space from 2009 onwards demonstrates demand is surging strongly. As the
flow of Ponzi finance slows, asset prices will begin to stagnate and then fall, with the
enormous overhang of private debt causing the economy to deteriorate. With private
consumption and investment comprising 35 and 48 per cent of GDP, respectively, a large fall
in real estate activity is likely to cause significant impacts, especially on the industries
dependent on the property sector. 1067 The Chinese semi-command economy is essentially
no different from Western rentier capitalist systems that are prone to financial instability as
a consequence of reckless lending, investor greed, and inadequate regulatory oversight.
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Figure 3.3.6.4: Chinese Residential Property Market 2006 - 20141068

Markets will be deflated of purchasing power as a greater proportion of business and
household income is committed to debt payments, resulting in falling demand for goods and
services. If China ‘turns Japanese’ and fails to significantly write off bad debts and
restructure the banking system in the event of a future financial crisis, they may end up with
a zombie bank sector, with many state-owned. Under these circumstances, tepid credit
growth and periods of disinflation or deflation can be expected, as the impact of debt
deflation will overwhelm any form of government stimulus aimed at reviving the economy.
China has all the appearances of a bubble economy, despite assurances it can be saved from
experiencing a hard landing via government stimulus, lower interest rates, easing of loan to
deposit ratios and the use of significant foreign capital reserves.1069

China has already experienced a systemic banking crisis in the 1990s, leading to a 50 per
cent share of non-performing loans in 1998. China’s four large state-owned commercial
banks, accounting for 68 per cent of total banking system assets, were deemed insolvent at
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this time.1070 Net losses were estimated at 47 per cent of GDP in 1999, with the clean-up
cost appraised at 42 per cent of GDP in 2002. 1071 More recent figures provided by the IMF
suggest the output loss was 19.4 per cent of GDP in 1998, with the fiscal costs of
restructuring the financial sector totaling 18 per cent of GDP. Direct liquidity support
reached 7.2 per cent of all deposits and liabilities to non-residents and public debt rose by
11.2 per cent of GDP in the three years following the crisis. 1072 Economists Edward
Chancellor and Mike Monnelly provide a succinct summary of the prime risk factors facing
China, with Ponzi finance and potential loan impairments only two of the ten assessed
threats:
•

Excessive credit growth combined with a real estate boom;

•

Moral hazard, for example, the widespread conviction the central government has
underwritten all bank risk;

•

Related-party lending to local government infrastructure projects;

•

Loan forbearance - the ‘ever-greening’ of local government loans;

•

De facto financial liberalisation accompanying shadow banking system growth;

•

Ponzi finance - the need for rising asset prices to validate wealth management
products and trust loans;

•

An increase in bank off-balance-sheet exposures masking a rise in leverage;
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•

Duration mismatches and roll-over risk owing to short wealth management
product maturities;1073

•

Contagion risk posed by credit guarantee networks; and

•

Widespread financial fraud and corruption - from fake valuations on collateral to
misrepresentation of financial products for sale.1074

It is unlikely the trend of high economic growth can be sustained in China due to the
numerous weaknesses that are present. The role of local government also plays an
important role, because reliance on real estate revenues means a severe land market
correction and falling sales would generate dire fiscal impacts. In cities like Beijing and
Chongqing, 30 per cent of all revenue is derived from land sales. Furthermore, many local
governments are heavily indebted due to financing vehicles allowing land to be used both as
collateral and indirect borrowing from banks for infrastructure development and other
purposes. Consequently, local governments may need to be bailed out in the future, sharply
increasing central government debt.1075

Although information on the Chinese shadow banking system is sparse, its total size in 2013
is estimated at RMB 22.8 trillion (44 per cent of GDP) and it may account for 25 per cent of
outstanding debt. Growth is rising at a breakneck speed of 50 per cent annually, and loans
are offered at an annualised rate of 14 to 70 per cent.1076 Shadow banking refers to nonbank lending, which can be provided by trusts, hedge and superannuation funds, insurance
companies, money markets, structured investment vehicles and other non-bank entities
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with cash surpluses that write loans.1077 The problem is the shadow banking system is not
subject to the same regulations as banks because they do not take deposits or have bank
licenses. Loans can be bundled into securities (bonds, asset-backed securities, CDOs, etc.)
and on-sold to other companies, trusts, SPVs and local government vehicles (LGVs).
Investors purchase these securities, often insuring them with credit default swaps (CDS)
which pay out in the event of default (speculation on CDS also occurs). Shadow banking
institutions can use securitised instruments as collateral for further loans or lend them out
on a short-term basis for profit, forming a rehypothecation daisy chain that increases the
chance of cascading failures (contagion) during a crisis.

The majority of this lending involves banks, SOEs, entrepreneurs and individuals attracted by
the promise of high and ‘guaranteed’ returns. Typical borrowers are those unable to obtain
credit from the formal banking sector, such as some property developers, LGVs and
companies with marginal profitability and overcapacity: cement, steel, mining and solar. In
the case of LGVs which borrow ostensibly for infrastructure investment, over half have
insufficient cash flows to cover either interest or principal payments; the classic definition of
Minsky’s Ponzi finance. Local government debt is substantial at approximately $US3 trillion
dollars (RMB 17.9 trillion) and around a third of all new borrowings are for rolling over
existing debts. The shadow banking system also provides $US1.8 trillion in trust loans, with a
third coming due in 2014. The lending macrostructure bears ominous similarity to Ponzi
schemes throughout history that promised large and ongoing returns, until the stream of
willing participants evaporates. The majority of this lending is for real estate speculation,
with approximately 60 percent of informal loans extended to small developers and 20 to 30
percent for bridging loans to non-financial businesses.1078 As economic history repeats, cash
flows will eventually deteriorate and lead to reductions in the value of real estate collateral
as China's large property bubble collapses.
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China’s substantial shadow banking system is poorly regulated and operates outside the
purview of central authorities. The chain of parties in this informal lending sector consists of
“banks, guarantee companies, pawnshops, investment guarantor companies, SOEs,
entrepreneurs and individuals.”

1079

This arrangement involves a guarantor as an

intermediate (often linked to banks), brokering the loans and guaranteeing they will be paid
back on time. Guarantors are most often companies with numerous SOEs as shareholders,
making returns of 3 to 4 per cent on the amount of credit lent. Shareholders of the
guarantor firms usually borrow equity from banks, resulting in 60 per cent of the informal
lending market funded by the banks, with the remainder split between individuals and
private entrepreneurs. These links indicate that failure of any one of the participants along
the chain will result in a cascading failure, with the government unable to either monitor or
intervene in time to prevent such an occurrence. Ultimately, a credit crunch is likely,
whereby participants become fearful of taking on more debt or extending new loans,
feeding a chain reaction of falling collateral values and cascading bankruptcies and
defaults.1080

The size of China’s credit bubble cannot be understated. In 2012, total outstanding lending
by banks comprised 221 per cent of GDP, rising from 125 per cent only five years earlier.
Private sector debt has risen from 115 to 193 per cent of GDP between 2007 and the end of
2013.1081 America’s private debt growth of 26 per cent between 2000 and 2005 pales in
comparison to China’s 80 per cent over just five years, representing an additional $US2.5
trillion in private sector debt annually. Ponzi finance has led to a dramatic fall in debt
productivity, with 4 renminbi (RMB) in debt correlated with 1 renminbi in GDP growth,
compared to a ratio of nearly 1:1 early in the new millennium. State-owned banks have
attempted to stabilise the rate of credit growth, but shadow banks have filled the void and
indirectly loosened central government control over the financial sector.1082
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Along with onerous levels of private debt and a largely unregulated shadow banking system,
the level of government debt is estimated to be understated by at least 30 per cent. The
majority of public debt is held off balance-sheet and because most large banks are statecontrolled, credit is primarily extended to SOEs, defining this debt away as ‘quasi-fiscal’.
Accordingly, a clearer picture of the size of government liabilities emerges by adding
together loans to local government infrastructure projects, ‘policy bank debt’ (for example,
the China Development Bank), loans to asset management companies (typically hiding nonperforming loans within the financial sector), and debt directly issued by government
departments, as in the case of the Ministry of Railway’s financing of the high-speed rail
network system. China’s public debt is really closer to 90 per cent of GDP, indicating another
GFC-style stimulus package would drive government debt near to the level of the basketcase economy, Greece. 1083

Figure 3.3.6.5: Chinese Debt by Borrower Category 2008 - 2012
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It is extremely difficult for China to grow its way out of this colossal mountain of debt,
having reached toxic levels at over two years’ worth of economic output. China’s escalating
debt burden is unprecedented; episodes of financial instability in other countries have
followed a rise in the debt to GDP ratio well below that of China. By comparison, Japan’s
1083
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debt to GDP ratio grew by 45 percentage points as its land market bubble formed between
1985 and 1990, and in Korea, the ratio increased by 47 percentage points between 1994 and
1998. China has managed to increase the ratio by 100 percentage points in only five years; a
result implying an astounding level of Ponzi finance and an extreme likelihood of future
financial instability. In 2011, corporate sector debt servicing ratios comprised approximately
30 per cent of GDP and interest payments alone constituted 11 per cent of GDP. Before
experiencing economic downturns, Finland (early 1990s), Korea (1997), and the US and UK
(2009) had similar debt servicing ratios.1084

Table 3.3.6.1: Estimates of Chinese Corporate Debts - 20111085
Debt Load (%

Average Interest

Average

GDP)

Rate (%)

Maturity (Years)

Bank loans: short-term

45

3.0

1

Bank loans: medium to long-term

55

7.0

8

3.8

3.0

1

Corporate bond

10.2

6.5

8

Shadow credit: short-term

11.2

3.0

1

16.8

9.0

3

Total Corporate Debt

145

7.8

6.3

Interest Payment (% of GDP)

11.3

-

-

Principal Payment, No Roll-Over

18.6

-

-

Total Debt Servicing Cost

29.9

-

-

Form of Debt

Corporate bills / commercial
papers

Shadow credit: medium to longterm

Much of China’s private debt is lent on a short-term, rollover basis that increases the
probability of financial crisis due to refinancing risk upon maturity. A significant credit to
GDP gap has surfaced in almost every quarter over the last few years; prior to the credit
boom, GDP growth outpaced credit growth approximately half the time. Escalating private
debt burdens are warning signs that China’s experiment with financial liberalisation is about
1084
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to come undone, particularly as investors have transitioned to the Ponzi phase of
finance.1086 China’s semi-command economy will not help to avert future financial instability
because the groundwork has already been laid by large stimulus measures designed to
prevent a downturn during the GFC, and the willingness of the quasi state-corporate
financial sector to lend into a land market bubble.

Debt problems are beginning to emerge, which may explain why the government has
recently intervened to subdue rising inter-bank lending rates and bailed out wealth
management products (trusts) threatening to default on payments.1087 Interbank loans have
been used to hide company lending and make it appear they were provided to other banks,
thus evading ceilings on credit issuance and higher capital requirements. Meanwhile, LGVs
have been established to avoid restrictions on local governments borrowing from their own
accounts. Trillions of RMB in loans were raised through LGVs in 2009-10 to combat the
effects of the GFC, leading to high levels of infrastructure investment. Although such a
commitment is not necessarily inefficient, many local governments appear to have directed
funding into pork-barrel projects, with most of the collateral backing these loans comprising
inflated land prices. Foreign banks have already warned that new inter-bank lending rules
imposed by Beijing to limit off-balance sheet lending by domestic banks and subdue credit
expansion may cause ‘collateral damage’. Borrowers will now be banned from using
repurchase or resale agreements to move assets off-balance sheet. This measure
accompanies a planned audit of local government debt and limitations placed on wealth
management products. In early 2014, inter-bank lending will be limited to 50 per cent of
deposits held by banks, and loans to NBFIs will be limited to 25 per cent of a bank’s net
capital. 1088

In 2012, Chinese banks were selling large tranches of corporate bonds to retail investors and
local governments via wealth management products, sold on the premise of new
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infrastructure financing. Instead, it is alleged proceeds from these bond sales were used to
pay off older bank debts. If local governments default in large numbers as the property
market enters into a downturn, banks will have to write-down large investor losses on these
bonds. Wealth management products are being used to encourage the public to invest
based on yield, but this is really a bank strategy to keep loans off-balance sheet, imitating
the disastrous CDO structure used by US investment banks before the GFC and housing
market collapse.1089

The potential for a large real estate correction and associated sky-rocketing loan
impairments means China is walking an economic and financial knife-edge. Some recent
estimates expect GDP growth to fall to 5 per cent within two years, and in 2012, the IMF put
the probability of a crisis at 20 per cent, due to rapid credit growth and a high level of
investment relative to GDP. 1090 Manufacturing economic activity as measured by the
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), where a figure of less than 50 indicates economic
contraction and a figure more than 50 indicates expansion, shows China is treading water,
with the PMI standing at 50.3 in mid-2013.1091 A hard landing would devastate highly
leveraged borrowers, stress the banking system, cause inextricable fiscal problems for
central and local governments, and lead to rising bankruptcies and defaults. A rise in
interest rates is likely for all market assets except central bank bills and bonds, causing a
credit crunch as banks further tighten their lending criteria. The dependence of the property
sector, infrastructure and related industries on debt-fuelled growth means fixed investment
could plunge. Central bank monetary and liquidity interventions would be insufficient to
bailout or significantly moderate the downturn due to the enormous misuse of credit over
the last decade.1092

Under these circumstances, Australia should not continue to place its economic fortunes in
the hands of China and other developing Asian nations. Neither should Australian banks
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lend liberally to the Chinese market in the face of slowing domestic credit growth, as seen in
the 75 per cent rise in loans to Chinese borrowers during the 2013 year to September.1093
Business leaders and politicians have mistaken a decade’s worth of exceptional demand for
mining commodities as the new normal; ‘Resource prices, volumes and investment have
reached what looks like a permanently high plateau.’ The impending Chinese real estate
market collapse will quickly disillusion those who have faithfully gone long on the mining
boom rhetoric. China is not a miracle economy invulnerable to correction or instability,
because it has foolishly followed the Western playbook of neoliberal policy. Accordingly,
Australian policymakers should be planning to deal with the inevitable downturn in the
mining boom and its crippling effects on national income.
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3.4 Ponzi-Amplification Mechanisms
In Part 2, it is argued capital markets operating in a credit-based banking system are a
primary cause for the formation of asset bubbles. In would be unfair, however, to identify
financiers as the only villain; there is another obvious one. Financial instability and economic
downturns have led to governments, particularly the federal government, to enact policies
that either mitigate or amplify credit and land market cycles. Unfortunately, the historical
record suggests governments tend to worsen these cycles. It is therefore important to
examine policies in urgent need of reform. The term ’Ponzi-amplification mechanism’,
coined by economist Robert Shiller in his book identifying both the Dot-Com and housing
bubbles in the US, is borrowed to describe government interventions with adverse
amplifying impacts.1094

Over the last two decades, federal and state governments have implemented a variety of
irrational policies, both intentionally and inadvertently, that exacerbate market
inefficiencies. Consequently, these policies have produced a residential land market bubble
larger than would otherwise exist. Many housing and taxation policies have been sanctioned
under the pretext of enabling a greater level of affordability, while in reality doing the exact
opposite. The public has tolerated inimical government policies because the benefits have
mostly flowed through to the FIRE sector, homeowners and investors. The elevation of
home ownership to the status of religion and the consensus that renting is ‘dead money’
has reinforced this outcome.

Since the 1960s, one of the most popular interventions in the housing market has been the
use of federal government homeowner cash grants. Under the Menzies government, home
buyers first received grants in 1964 up to the value of $500, which was later replaced by the
Whitlam government in 1973 with an income tax deduction on mortgage interest payments.
This tax deduction was then replaced in 1976 by the Fraser government with a larger cash
payment, called the Home Deposit Assistance Grant, only to be altered once more under the
Hawke government in 1983 with the First Home Owners Assistance Scheme offering $7,000
1094
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(subject to an income test), though this was later reduced to $6,000. The same government
then abolished it in 1990. Several years after the Howard government took power, the grant
was brought back on the 1st of July 2000 in the now well-known form of the First Home
Owner’s Grant (FHOG), on the pretext of compensating home buyers for the increase in GST.
The reasoning behind this $7,000 grant seems odd given the GST only applied to newly
constructed dwellings and most purchases were from the existing housing stock.1095 The
grant was doubled to $14,000 in March 2001 for newly constructed dwellings. An additional
grant, called the First Home Owner’s Boost, was provided by the Rudd government on 13 th
October 2008, consisting of an extra $7,000 for purchases of newly constructed homes. This
was later wound down on 30th September 2009.

On top of the grants and boosts the federal government provides, the state and territories
have followed suit in offering additional grants, as well as stamp duty discounts. The FHOG
and related boosts have cost taxpayers approximately $1 billion on an annual basis.1096
Alongside this grant is the lesser known and used First Home Saver Account (FHSA), a
scheme designed to encourage first home owners to accumulate a sizeable deposit through
a combination of government contribution and individual savings, enacted by the federal
government on 1st October 2008.1097 The FHSA has a number of drawbacks, as savings are
locked away for a minimum of four financial years, it attracts a lower rate of interest than
the typical online savings account, and joint accounts are not permitted even though most
first home purchases are made by couples rather than individuals. Few first home buyers
have made use of the program and it is widely considered a failure.

These grants are implemented with the promise of helping Australians realise the so-called
dream of home ownership. These assurances are false, however, as housing prices have
outpaced the amount of the FHOG due to the additional leverage it enables. Put another
way, the FHOG is rendered null and void in helping to achieve housing affordability, as it is
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simply capitalised into higher prices from the moment of its availability.1098 The FHOG has
the effect of pulling forward demand for housing into the present, with first home buyers
stampeding into the residential property market.1099 The same trick was pulled in 2008 to
shore up a deflating land market during the GFC, with spectacular housing price increases
throughout 2009 and 2010. As economist Steve Keen noted:

Hence absurdities like the First Home Owners Boost, which ostensibly gave buyers
an additional $7,000 to help them buy their first home. In reality, recipients levered
up The Boost via a loan, and it caused a bidding frenzy by sucking more would-be
buyers into the market. Whoever the ‘winning bidder’ was had to give the vendor
$30,000 more than he or she would have got without The Boost. Pretend to help out
buyers on the one hand, really assist vendors on the other—and entice Australians
into yet more debt. That was the reality of this policy, which I prefer to describe by
its effect rather than its name: it was really the First Home Vendors Boost (FHVB).
And its impact didn’t end with the First Home Vendor. Instead, the seller then
became a buyer of another property, who turned the additional $30,000 from the
First Home Buyer into $200,000 of leveraged buying power when they went
shopping for their next home. House prices were driven up, not merely at the sub$500,000 level where First Home Buyers operate, but right out to the $1 million
mark. Mission Accomplished for the government on this one: appearances of
helping out the buyer are maintained, while the objective of helping to sustain the
house price bubble is also met.1100

In an economy dominated by deregulated banks, the FHOG acts like fuel on a fire,
magnifying the rise in housing prices and thus reducing affordability. Authorities feign
1098

Keen (2010a). House price growth is lower and less volatile in the absence of FHOG, with an

average quarterly price change of 0.44 per cent. Periods with a FHOG exhibit greater price volatility
and a higher average quarterly price change of over 2.9 per cent. On a per annum basis, FHOG
periods have higher average price rises (2 per cent versus 1.25 per cent for the entire data set) and
far greater volatility, ranging from -3.4 to 7 per cent.
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ignorance of this effect and insist the grant materially improves affordability, but this is a
manifest deception easily disproven with the wealth of data available to an army of
government economists. Only the earliest first home buyers are likely to benefit, as it takes
time for the grant and additional leverage to become capitalised into higher housing prices,
but those following suit lose out. Over several decades, grants have enticed new home
owners to enter the market, committing a large proportion of their wages to the financial
sector as principal and interest payments. The FIRE sector, governments and existing owners
benefit the most, while taxpayers and first home buyers are disadvantaged. Although the
FHOG and related boosts are policies sought by the FIRE sector and housing lobby to their
advantage, the 50 per cent discount to capital gains tax enacted by the Howard government
in 1999 has probably had the greatest impact of all government interventions in causing
residential property inflation. After this date, investment properties held for one year
became eligible for the discount. Investors were provided with yet another incentive to
enter the market, for the government had signalled speculation would be favoured over
long-term investment.1101

Owner-occupiers derive further benefit from the exemption of capital gains tax altogether,
though it is the investor cohort that provides the speculative impulse to drive up housing
prices. Negative gearing is another popular policy among investors and the housing lobby,
for obvious reasons: it allows investors who make a net rental income loss to deduct it
against their personal income tax liability at their marginal tax rate. This policy has enticed
many investors into the housing market who earn less than $80,000 a year, purposely
running net rental losses while expecting housing prices to rise. Business commentator Alan
Kohler has succinctly described the generous combination of the capital gains tax discount
and negative gearing, which provides a lower marginal tax rate for debt-burdened
speculators than productive business owners or diligent workers:

Five years ago Treasurer Peter Costello told Australians: “Work for a living and we'll
tax you at close to 50 cents in the dollar; speculate and we'll only take 25 cents. Not
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only that but, as a special deal - while stocks last - we'll pay half your speculating
costs.”1102

Like many government forays into the housing market, little evidence is provided to
substantiate the claim negative gearing leads to a greater supply of investment properties.
Instead, its availability is based on the unsophisticated assumption it increases supply and
benefits tenants by lowering rents. 1103 In truth, negative gearing is just another tax
expenditure enticing investors into speculating on the future movements in housing prices.
When investor losses peaked in 2008, the estimated cost of negative gearing was $4.05
billion, falling slightly to $3.79 billion in 2012. The majority of international housing markets
operate effectively without negative gearing arrangements, indicating this tax expenditure is
unnecessary.

Logically, a home not bought by an investor becomes available for purchase by an owneroccupier, removing a family from the rental market. The net impact on rents of removing
negative gearing should therefore be zero. This claim is of course disputed by the banking
and housing lobbies, who continue recycling the tired myth that rental prices surged
between June 1985 and September 1987 when the Hawke/Keating government quarantined
losses. This would be an interesting development if the conclusion didn’t contradict the
available data. Real rental price growth was benign during the period of quarantine, with
rental inflation/deflation more volatile before and after. 1104 The real reason negative
gearing is defended by the FIRE sector is due to its inflationary impact on housing prices.
The removal of billions of dollars in tax expenditures supporting speculation and surging
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Kohler (2004).
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Soos (2012).
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Figure 3.4.1 is deflated by the CPI minus housing component. Capital city rental markets were

not affected equally during the quarantining period. Real rents rose only in Perth and Sydney, while
falling in Brisbane, Adelaide, Hobart and Darwin and remaining steady in Melbourne and Canberra.
Logically, a strong link between rents and the policy change should have resulted in a uniform
impact across the capitals, although rising interest rates, the stock market bubble and the
introduction of capital gains tax are confounding variables.
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private sector credit growth would be detrimental to the FIRE sector’s Ponzi business model
currently in operation.

Figure 3.4.1: Real Rental Price Growth and Negative Gearing Policy Change 1973 - 2013
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In the following table, estimates of the total tax expenditures for residential property
exceed $50 billion in both 2005-06 and 2007-08.1105 The capital gains tax exemption is by far
the largest tax expenditure, dwarfing all others at approximately $20 to $30 billion dollars
per annum. Owner-occupied property unsurprisingly accounts for the majority of the value
of tax expenditures, comprising approximately 70 per cent of the total housing stock. The
second largest expenditure is the income tax exemption on imputed rent, totalling around
$12 to $15 billion dollars per annum and a major benefit accruing to home owners. Land tax,
often noted as one of the most efficient taxes available to government, is likewise exempt
for owner-occupiers. More recent estimates of tax expenditures are provided by the Grattan
Institute for 2011-12. Owner-occupiers gain approximately $36 billion dollars in annual tax
expenditures, comprising the exemption from capital gains tax ($14 billion), non-taxation of
net imputed rents ($9.6 billion), home exemption from the pension assets test ($7 billion)
1105

Tax expenditures are defined as a deviation from the commonly accepted tax structure, whether

it is a tax exemption, concession, deduction, preferential rate, allowance, rebate, offset, credit or
deferral (Yates 2009: 8-9).
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and land tax exemption ($5 billion). Each owner-occupier household receives an average
benefit of $6,100 annually. Residential property investors receive support worth around
$6.8 billion dollars annually, composed of the 50 per cent CGT discount ($4.4 billion) and
negative gearing ($2.4 billion), equivalent to $4,500 per investor household. Tenants benefit
the least.1106

Table 3.4.1: Estimates of Housing Tax Expenditures ($Billions) 1107
Tax Expenditure

2005-06

2007-08

2011-12

Capital gains tax exemption for owner-occupied housing

29.8

20

14

Discounted capital gains tax for investor housing

4.2

6

4.4

Land tax exemption for owner-occupied housing

3.5

10

5

Negative gearing for investment property

1.2

2

2.4

Non-taxation of imputed rent for owner-occupied housing

11.7

15

9.6

-

-

7

50.4

53

42.4

Home exemption from pension assets test
Total

The scale of benefits for investors is proportionately lower because they are not exempt
from income taxation on rental income and capital gains, and also incur the state-based
land tax. Despite the public backlash against negative gearing, at a few billion dollars per
year, it pales in comparison with the exemption and discount on capital gains tax for owneroccupiers and investors, suggesting the taxation treatment of capital gains is a priority for
future reform. 1108 Australia has one of the highest rates of tax expenditures among OECD
peers, at more than 8 per cent of GDP, illustrating the generous scope of housing tax
expenditures that serve to further increase prices.1109 Lavish tax expenditures for owneroccupied and investment property are vulnerable to lobbying, compromise the fairness and
efficiency of the tax system, worsen housing affordability, and prioritise unearned wealth
and income over that which is earned. Disproportionate taxpayer-funded largesse directs
the bulk of support to wealthy owners rather than those on low incomes and in tenancy
1106

Kelly (2013: 22-23, 25).

1107

Kelly (2013: 22-23, 25); Senate (2008: 61); Yates (2009: 1). Nominal dollars.

1108
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1109
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agreements.1110 This differential treatment promoted by tax and housing policies reflect
Adam Smith’s truism that the role of government is to defend the rich against the poor or
those who have property (the landed gentry) from those who have none.1111

There are a number of other policies amplifying the size of the housing bubble, though their
effects are hard to quantify. Since the 1980s, neoliberal ‘reform’ has led to deregulation and
privatisation of the FIRE sector, spawning a range of enormous indirect protections for
financial institutions under the government policy known as ‘too big to fail and too big to
jail’.1112 Knowing in advance the government will step in during a crisis to save the banking
sector from collapse, bankers have an incentive to increase risky lending and speculative
bets, magnifying moral hazard in the process. In Australia’s case, the banking sector is
dominated by the Big Four. The interconnected nature of financial markets and the colossal
size of these institutions mean the government cannot let any one of these banks fail for
fear of financial contagion that could bring down the entire financial system, along with
rising unemployment and the panic it would produce. This threat, however, has not
prevented the CEOs of the Big Four from seeking to overturn the ‘four-pillars’ policy of
preventing mergers to form even greater leviathans.1113
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Commonwealth Rental Assistance (CRA) Scheme, costing $3.6 billion in real terms in 2012-13
(Productivity Commission 2014: Table GA12).
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Table 3.4.2: Estimates of Banking Subsidies1114
Bank Subsidy

Annual Cost ($bn)

Financial Claims Scheme - absence of ex-ante fee

0.5

Committed Liquidity Facility - underpricing of fee

4.5

Implicit government guarantee (TBTF) - funding
advantage
APRA additional capital buffer of 1% instead of 3% international
benchmark (US, UK etc.)

2.5

1.8

Artificial reductions in RWA calculations for a competitive advantage

1.8

Total per Annum

11.1

The explicit and implicit bank subsidies are estimated at more than $11 billion per annum,
representing a huge gift to the Big Four banks who ‘earned’ a combined $37.8 billion (gross)
in the 2013 calendar year alone. During the bank crises of 1933, US President Franklin
Roosevelt expressed this opinion of government measures that backstop banks, such as
federal government deposit guarantees:

The general underlying thought behind the use of the word “guarantee” with
respect to bank deposits is that you guarantee bad banks as well as good banks.
The minute the Government starts to do that the Government runs into a
probable loss. I will give you an example. Suppose there are three banks in town;
one is 100 percent capable of working out, one 50 percent and another 10
percent. Now, if the Government assumes a 100 percent guarantee, it will lose 50
percent on one and 90 percent on the other. If it takes on a 50 percent guarantee,
it will lose nothing on the first and second, but will lose a lot on the 10 percent
solvent bank. Any form of general guarantee means a definite loss to the
Government. The objective in the plan that we are working on can be best stated
this way: There are undoubtedly some banks that are not going to pay one
hundred cents on the dollar. We all know it is better to have that loss take than
to jeopardize the credit of the United States Government or to put the United
States Government further in debt. Therefore, the one objective is going to be to

1114
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keep the loss in the individual banks down to a minimum, endeavoring to get 100
percent on them. We do not wish to make the United States Government liable
for the mistakes and errors of individual banks, and put a premium on unsound
banking in the future.1115

Partial fulfilment of the future Basel III Liquidity Coverage Ratio via the CLF provides
significant financial advantage, as the under-pricing in the current arrangement for liquidity
access (0.15 per cent per annum plus 0.25 per cent interest rate above the overnight cash
rate) means banks are not encouraged to purchase government bonds instead of accessing
CLF liquidity due to the margin of 150 basis points (1.5 per cent) based on current market
yields (10 times the CLF pricing point).1116 The absence of a reasonable margin for credit risk
and the relative illiquidity of the RMBS market results in a significant transfer of risk to the
taxpayer. Implicit government support for the TBTF (Big Four) banks provides an
approximate increase of two notches by ratings agencies that recognise this arrangement
and price it in accordingly. This market advantage has led to lower interest rates paid on
deposits by the Big Four, having the largest share of deposits. Smaller ADIs are significantly
disadvantaged due to higher costs, particularly when securing equity funding and debt from
the financial markets. Together, these subsidies amount to $7 billion per annum.

The use of covered bonds and artificial reductions in RWAs for asset classes such as
residential mortgages allow the large banks to further reduce their capital ratios, increasing
their lending potential. Additionally, APRA has declared Australian banks will only need to
post an additional 1 per cent in core equity to meet new Basel requirements from 1 st
January 2016, despite other jurisdictions assigning a much higher buffer of 3 per cent. Both
of these subsidies total $3.6 billion per annum. Finally, ADIs have benefitted from the
establishment of a woefully unfunded Financial Claims Scheme covering deposit holders up
to $250,000; prior to February 2012, this figure was $1 million per depositor. This policy
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costs $500 million per annum and disadvantages non-ADIs, for the share of financial assets
and business activities is further concentrated in ADI hands.1117

The Big Four banks dominate the mortgage lending market and receipt of government
subsidies, but the second tier and non-bank financiers have also benefitted from RMBS
purchases by the AOFM, Treasury’s financing arm. Smaller lenders have difficulty in
competing with the larger banks and many have a limited deposit base for lending purposes.
During the GFC, liquidity in the RMBS market quickly evaporated. Smaller lenders were left
without their primary source of finance because margins on existing mortgage-backed
bonds dramatically increased, rendering securitised funding uncompetitive. As a
consequence, the Rudd government directed the AOFM to purchase billions in RMBS to
support the non-banking lending market. This help enabled lenders to raise a total of $45
billion, funding approximately 245,000 mortgages and $3.2 billion in loans to small
business.1118 The AOFM intervention sent a positive signal to second tier financiers that
taxpayers are now an entity of last resort during periods of financial instability, thus
encouraging moral hazard.

ASIC has also played an explicit role in supporting financial stock prices when it imposed a
ban on short selling in 2008. Between 21st October and 13th November in that year,
temporary bans were placed on the covered short sales of securities and managed
investment products. The ban applying to specific financial stocks lasted until 25 th May 2009.
The rationale for this measure was to provide investor confidence in the ‘orderly functioning’
of the Australian financial market, by attempting to reduce share price volatility associated
with overseas investors targeting specific stocks. Short selling strategies most often involve
speculating and profiting from the projected future falls in overvalued securities.
Consequently, panic or rampant speculation (particularly naked short selling) could lead to a
higher rate of settlement failure, rapidly driving down financial sector share prices as
potential buyers abstain from the market and long-term shareholders begin to sell
1117
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holdings.1119 Banking stress can rise as debt and equity capital becomes scarce and assets
are sold to meet regulatory capital ratios. Notably, these measures may have contributed to
stock volatility because liquidity was removed from the market and price discovery was
inhibited. Regardless, ASIC has left the door open for further intervention to support
financial sector share prices, reinforcing the TBTF status of the Big Four instead of
advocating urgent reform. 1120

A final factor inflating housing prices, but rarely mentioned, is the government’s persistent
narrative denying the existence of a bubble. This political behaviour is commonplace, for the
historical and international record reveals political action and statements most often align
with FIRE sector interests. Abiding by the party line entrenches the unearned transfer of
wealth and income to the 1% and ensures a steady stream of property-related revenue for
all levels of government. Consequently, top-level economists at the RBA and Treasury will
readily dismiss the notion of a housing bubble as the default option, fearing the
ramifications of announcing otherwise. Economic mantras are touted ad nauseam to
maintain public confidence in the value of zero-sum property speculation. Effectively, highrisk gambling is portrayed as a healthy economic activity, when it is really a catalyst for
future financial instability and wealth destruction.

Together, these Ponzi-amplification mechanisms have a detrimental effect on the housing
market, although it is difficult to assess the individual contribution of each policy to inflating
the bubble. Despite the governments’ pretexts about supporting first home owners and
ensuring greater affordability, there is a wide gulf between the rhetoric and outcomes of
these policies. Even conventional economic theory suggests the result of increasing tax
expenditures and moral hazard will distort economic preferences towards speculation. The
role of government at all levels, past and present, has been to act contrary to the interests
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of housing affordability, corrupted by the reemergence of the rapacious FIRE sector since
the late 1960s. An accelerating trend of housing prices simply provides further justification
to throw more fuel on the fire, creating a positive feedback loop between governmentmandated Ponzi-amplification mechanisms and prices. The government is unable to ‘fix’
housing affordability when its own policies promote outcomes diametrically opposed to that
aim. Housing and taxation policies are intentionally designed to benefit existing home
owners, not home ownership, and any beneficial outcomes are merely inadvertent.1121
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Yates (2009: 37).
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3.5 Why Economists Always Get It Wrong
As housing prices inflate above the usual basket of economic indicators – inflation, GDP,
rents and incomes – it is always asserted the rise is due to fundamental factors, indicating a
permanent structural change has occurred, rather than contemplating the possibility of a
bubble. Australia is no different in this regard, as government, the FIRE sector, academia
and mainstream economists have long claimed Australia’s record high housing prices are
based on fundamentals such as a housing shortage, population growth, restrictions on land
supply, low inflation, falling nominal interest rates, demographic change, rising incomes and
so on. Recent international events attest to the abysmal record of economists in identifying
bubbles during the recent global run-up in housing prices.

The most widely acknowledged housing bubble took place in the US. Peaking in 2006 and
then rapidly deflating, the housing bust was a major factor in the worst economic downturn
since the Great Depression. Only a handful of economists identified the bubble and
predicted the economic slump and financial crash. Economist Dirk Bezemer acknowledged
only twelve economists having done so, with most belonging to heterodox schools of
economic thought: Austrian, post-Keynesian and Georgist.1122 The profession is plainly in
crisis and bereft of ideas of how markets actually function, if only twelve out of an
approximate fifteen thousand professional economists were able to identify the US
bubble.1123 Like the US, Ireland’s colossal housing bubble was only identified by a small
number of economists.1124 Other countries suffering from housing bubbles that have visibly
burst (Spain) or are on their way to doing so (Canada, New Zealand, France and Australia),
will likely only have several economists correctly identifying the bubbles.
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Shiller (Bezemer 2009; 2010). Fred Foldvary (1997), Peter Hartcher (2005), Donald Ratajczak (2006)
and John Talbott (2003; 2006) also identified the bubble.
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In Part 2, the delusional herd mentality of investors was identified as a major contributor to
the formation of asset bubbles, for it is assumed housing prices will rise indefinitely in light
of the ‘new normal’ (a permanently high plateau). The economics profession and other
groups have similarly fallen sway to this delusion, based on the widespread participation in
housing bubbles by governments, the FIRE sector, investors, home owners and the mass
media. If the Australian economics profession as a whole were to ever correctly identify an
asset bubble of any sort it would be a remarkable feat, for they have never managed to do
so, let alone predict the subsequent economic downturn and financial fallout. The bubbles
in the land market of the 1830s, 1880s, 1920s, mid-1970s, and the late 1980s and in the
stock market during the 1920s, late 1980s and the Dot-Com era were all overlooked by
economists of the day. Not only does the economics profession have a one hundred per
cent failure rate in identifying bubbles and predicting the subsequent recessions or
depressions, they are unrelenting in their denials. Understanding why economists
consistently fall short of the mark requires examination of economic theory and the many
conflicts of interest plaguing the profession.

Neoclassical economists, who presently hold a monopoly on theory and policy, view the
economy and the housing market through the prism of equilibrium theory (as covered in
Part 2).1125 This theory assumes a capitalist economy functions in a state of equilibrium or
balance, where supply equals demand, and all resources are produced, allocated and
consumed at near-perfect efficiency with few exceptions. In order for any market to arrive
at equilibrium, a number of unrealistic and falsified assumptions are made: people are
utility-maximising rational agents blessed with the ability to predict the future and know all
information, markets are composed of a single representative agent with immutable
preferences, all firms are perfectly competitive and borrow at the same rate of interest,
information asymmetries and externalities are limited to non-existent, and the economy
operates in a timeless void, lacking banks, money and debt.1126 By assuming equilibrium
theory accurately reflects the real world operation of markets, economists will arrive, a
priori, at the conclusion housing prices are efficient by definition, with very little deviation
1125
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from equilibrium, if at all. Therefore, the neoclassical interpretation of economic theory
results in a tautology that a housing boom must be based on fundamentals because markets
are assumed to be efficient.1127 Australian political economist Peter Hartcher notes:

The core difficulties in dealing with bubbles are matters of doctrine and politics. One
obstacle is the school of rational expectations or rational markets. Some academics,
and even some policymakers, argue that these bubbles are not irrational at all, that
as long as a seller finds a buyer at an agreed price the transaction is perfectly
rational - at any price. The argument goes that a market synthesises all available
knowledge about the object of the transaction and that all of this is captured in the
price, which is, therefore, inherently rational. Considering this argument from inside
the craters left by the Japanese and American bubbles, it does not pass the laugh
test. That is, if you say it out loud, it’s so silly that it makes you laugh.1128

This absurdity was demonstrated during the formation of the US housing bubble in the early
2000s. During the boom, economists argued rising housing prices was primarily related to
restrictions on land supply, a housing shortage, population growth and rising household
incomes.1129 The denial of the bubble, founded on the same equilibrium-based reasoning,
reached the zenith of irrationality when the two leading economists in the country, Alan
Greenspan and Ben Bernanke, testified before Congress shortly before the peak of the $US8
trillion dollar housing bubble. During the unenlightened testimony, both economists denied
a bubble existed and stated any price declines would not have macroeconomic
consequences. 1130 Continuing this line of thought, some Federal Reserve economists
complained it was too difficult to identify the housing bubble and its predictable collapse:
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should sound familiar to most Australians, based on nearly identical claims made by the government
and FIRE sector regarding domestic housing market fundamentals.
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From our review of the pre-crisis housing literature from the early-to-mid-2000s, it is
apparent that well-trained and well-respected economists with the best of motives
could and did look at the same data and come to vastly diﬀerent conclusions about
the future trajectory of U.S. housing prices. This is not such a surprising observation
once one realizes that the state-of-the-art tools of economic science were not
capable of predicting with any degree of certainty the collapse of U.S. house prices
that started in 2006. The asset-pricing literature does not yet have a ﬁrm grasp on
when and why prices can deviate from market fundamentals for long periods of time.
Even the best models have a diﬃcult time explaining many of the extremely large
movements in asset prices that have characterized our ﬁnancial markets in the past,
including the stock-market crashes of 1929, 1987, and 2000–2002.1131

The “state-of-the-art tools of economic science” will not help explain the formation of asset
bubbles when conventional equilibrium theory is a pseudo-science that has not progressed
since the 1870s, when this ideology was fabricated.1132 This ‘science’ is defended using an
equally absurd methodology that states a theory should not be judged by its assumptions
but rather its predictive power. 1133 Indeed, in regards to the housing and land markets,
history confirms the utter failure of neoclassical economics in helping to accurately forecast
crises or future movements in asset cycles. The irony is that as economies become more
market-oriented through neoliberal reform (privatisation, deregulation and liberalisation),
the more efficient markets supposedly become at pricing assets, resources, goods, services
and labour. If reality accorded with theory, bubbles should never form in a free or freer
market economy. The formation of large and devastating asset bubbles under neoliberal
capitalism, for instance, the Dot-Com and housing bubbles, provide evidence asset market
pricing is not related to the fundamentals of supply and demand, but is instead a function of
the stock and flow of private debt. Nevertheless, historical and international events have
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not managed to alter the a priori conclusions reached in mainstream studies on the
Australian housing market, which claim the boom is based on sound fundamentals.1134

One of the simplest explanations put forward by the economics profession today is housing
prices are determined by the fundamental forces of supply and demand. Strangely, the
conclusions derived from the theory are invalidated by a rarely mentioned central factor:
the divergence between prices and rents. As noted earlier, equilibrium assumes housing
prices are the discounted present value of the rent and expected future rental growth,
adjusted for risks and taxes.1135 Therefore, if housing prices are considered efficient, prices
and rents would trend in tandem, as one is the mirror reflection of the other, perhaps with
only slight variations which are periodically and promptly corrected. As the data
demonstrates a profound divergence, this is a significant blow to conventional theory. The
highly restrictive assumptions underlying equilibrium theory require the relationship
between housing prices and rents be closely aligned, yet they have radically diverged,
particularly when gross yields fell to a record low in 2007.

The second factor explaining why the mainstream economics profession is blind to asset
bubbles is their vested and conflicts of interest. Policymakers rely on the advice of
economists to design policies that should advance economic prosperity by the conventional
measures of growth, stability and productivity. They are metaphorical financial engineers,
tasked with ensuring the economy functions at increasing efficiency. The major problem is
economists provide conflicted advice that advocates policies beneficial to their masters,
undermining the public good during the process. The interface between the pharmaceutical
industry and the medical profession is a parallel example of conflicts of interest that readily
emerge in practice.1136 The FIRE sector benefits from having leading economists on their
payroll who can shape the thoughts of the economics profession to their advantage. For
reasons of state and industry, prominent economists have formed a politburo of correct
economic thinking, thus advancing their own careers and status, unconcerned by the
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startling lack of realism in their theories and the negative impact of conforming policies on
the public.1137 Even if neoclassical economists understood the theory and policies they
advocate led to growing financial instability, there is no reason to believe they would have
warned the public in advance:

Financial economists gave little warning to the public about the fragility of their
models, even as they saw individuals and businesses build a financial system based
on their work. There are a number of possible explanations for this failure to warn
the public. One is a “lack of understanding” explanation: The researchers did not
know the models were fragile. We find this explanation highly unlikely; financial
engineers are extremely bright, and it is almost inconceivable that such bright
individuals did not understand the limitations of their models. A second, more likely
explanation for this failure is that they did not consider it their job to warn the public.
We believe that this view involves a misunderstanding of the role of the
economist—and an ethical breakdown. Economists, as with all scientists, have an
ethical responsibility to communicate the limitations of their models and the
potential misuse of their research. Currently, there is no ethical code for
professional economic scientists. There should be one.1138

The Academy Award-winning documentary detailing the US experience of the GFC, Inside
Job, reveals the lack of ethics and soft corruption in the economics profession. Leading US
economists, Glenn Hubbard and Frederic Mishkin, were instrumental in advocating financial
deregulation and market reforms in the US and Iceland. Hubbard is a professor and Dean of
the Graduate School of Business at Columbia University, and Mishkin is a professor at the
same institution, also having served on the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve. Both
belong to a prestigious university and are well-paid by industry for their advocacy. As
thought leaders, they have considerable influence in policy-making circles, and along with
their prominent colleagues, are largely responsible for the neoliberal program of ‘reform’
over recent decades.1139
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In 2008, the US economy collapsed. According to these thought leaders, such an occurrence
was an impossibility. One would then expect Hubbard, Mishkin and associates to lose their
jobs and become the laughing stock of the economics profession, yet they have kept their
lucrative positions. Clearly, regulators have failed to prevent an indisputable conflict of
interest. These economists have gained financial rewards while advancing the interests of
the FIRE sector via their influential positions, but do not bear any responsibility for
spectacular crises arising in a policy environment guided by their orthodox economic
teachings. Economists are unlikely to care about excelling on the job if the function of the
incentive structure is only to dispense benefits and never impose penalties for poor
performance. Simply put, thought leaders of any profession who take industry money have
sold themselves to their paymasters. Their disproportionate influence has translated into
catastrophic outcomes for the public, while their clients have been handsomely rewarded.

Conventional economic theory states the prices of goods and services are determined by
the impersonal forces of supply and demand, but with an unstated exception: economic
theory and policy itself. The rich and powerful seek economic ideology that justifies their
wealth and power, creating market demand that is willingly met by economists who supply
the requested ideology. Accordingly, economic thought leaders produce policies based on
equilibrium theory that allegedly demonstrate deregulation and privatisation, especially for
the financial sector, yields great economic benefits. Less powerful actors, such as labour and
small business, have insufficient resources to outbid big business and financial institutions
for the services of leading economists available for rent on the economic theory market. As
economist John Kenneth Galbraith noted:
There are, however, some lessons in a larger frame that do endure. The most nearly
invariant is that individuals and communities that are favored in their economic,
social and political condition attribute social virtue and political durability to that
which they themselves enjoy. That attribution, in turn, is made to apply even in the
face of commanding evidence to the contrary. The beliefs of the fortunate are
brought to serve the cause of continuing contentment, and the economic and
political ideas of the time are similarly accommodated. There is an eager political
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market for that which pleases and reassures. Those who would serve this market
and reap the resulting reward in money and applause are reliably available.1140

There is a substantial body of economic literature on institutional capture, for instance,
government capturing producers, or industry capturing government regulators. Less wellknown is the capture of the economics profession, whether individual economists or entire
university economics departments. Universities are often dependent on outside funding to
function and corporates, think-tanks and wealthy individuals help meet this need by
providing the necessary funding. Recipients will not endear themselves by crafting theories
and policies that run counter to what the funders want. The phrase ‘don’t bite the hand that
feeds you’ is apt in this circumstance, resulting in the formation of pro-rentier theories and
policies. For the FIRE sector, the complete capture of economists and university economics
departments is part of a virtuous cycle: their wealth and power pays for the services of
economic thought leaders, which in turn leads to legislation beneficial to the FIRE sector,
further enhancing private wealth, power, privilege and profit. The cycle freely repeats as
long as the public, with no real influence over their elected representatives and no control
whatsoever over private sector institutions, do not interfere with their prerogatives.

Neoclassical economists are fond of public choice theory, a mathematical approach to
analysing political institutions, that argues politicians and voters generally act in their own
self-interest and not always for the common good. Under this theoretical framework,
political actors empower either themselves and/or rent-seeking lobby groups via decisions
providing minimal benefit for the broader economy and society.1141 Public choice theory can
be equally applied to economists as well as political actors. Consequently, rational utilitymaximising economists are guided by their own narrow self-interest and expected to seek
the largest financial reward possible, regardless of the effects on others. Rational wealthmaximisers logically seek to work for commercial lenders, investment banks, hedge funds,
money management funds, insurers, real estate lobby groups and so on. The owners and
managers of these institutions, dedicated to expanding short-term quarterly profits,
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naturally seek economists who advocate policies empowering them both economically and
politically. Conventional economists have championed the enormous growth of the FIRE
sector in recent decades, despite the many deleterious impacts outlined in this book.

The realm of conflicted self-interest inhabited by bubble-denying economists leads to the
prolific production of pro-rentier theories and policies. It is virtually impossible to gain the
opinion of an unbiased economist, analyst or researcher in the FIRE sector, yet these same
individuals form the basis of most economic debate and commentary. The corporate-owned
mass media is also complicit in furthering the agenda of the FIRE sector, determining the
direction and tone of reporting and the civic narrative. The mass media has been co-opted
to favourably report on FIRE sector activities, so focus is diverted from state-granted
privileges afforded to wealthy and powerful individuals who wear a mask of neutrality or
objectivity.

This claim is best analysed through the ‘Propaganda Model’, a hypothesis the mass media is
run for the benefit of the wealthy.1142 In this model, a series of five filters operate via a
complex process to select news considered either worthy of reporting or marginalisation.
These filters are 1) the size, concentrated ownership, owner wealth, and profit orientation
of the dominant mass media firms; 2) advertising as the primary income source of the mass
media; 3) the reliance of the media on information provided by government, business, and
‘experts’ funded and approved by these primary sources and agents of power; 4) ‘flak’ as a
means of disciplining the media; and 5) ‘anticommunism’ as a national religion and control
mechanism. 1143 These filters operate in tandem and reinforce one another, sanitising
information so reporting enhances, rather than harms, the interests of the wealthy and
powerful. In analysing mass media reporting on FIRE sector matters, the first four filters are
the most important. The fifth filter is concerned more with state power than private sector
issues.1144
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There is an abundance of media forms and outlets in Australia, including 11 national and
metropolitan newspapers, 36 regional newspapers, more than 200 community papers,
three commercial TV networks, two state-financed broadcasters (ABC and SBS), more than
250 radio stations, and many associated magazines.1145 The bulk of this media is intensely
concentrated within two major corporations, News Limited and John Fairfax Holdings. This
powerful market duopoly owns much of the country’s newspapers, magazines, film
distribution, market research, film and TV production facilities, Pay TV, and online publishing
assets, providing the illusion of competition and diversity when little exists. Even worse, the
national news agency, Australian Associated Press (AAP) is owned by these two corporations.
The obvious market failure of a dominant duopoly brings a number of dangers, namely a
lack of diversity, undue influence, and weak journalistic and reporting standards. The
currency of democracy is transparency and the free flow of information based on firm
evidence; therefore, the high concentration of media ownership is potentially a potent antidemocratic force. To the public’s detriment, news reporting has transformed into a form of
public relations propaganda rather than informed journalistic practice. 1146 This view is
shared by the majority of the Australian public who “believe that media ownership is too
concentrated among a few rich families.”1147

Daily newspapers derive over 70 per cent of total revenue from advertising and less from
subscriptions and single-copy sales, with free newspapers reliant on this source of revenue.
Print advertising is deemed a necessity, as in 2012 “total revenue of the newspaper market
was $5.2 billion, of which $3.7 billion (70 per cent) was derived from print advertising, $1.3
billion (25 per cent) from circulation sales, and approximately $260 million (5 per cent) from
digital advertising and subscriptions.”
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revenue. 1149 Most mass media advertising revenue is derived from newspapers and
television, with online advertising a small but growing share of revenue, and that of
magazines and radio holding steady.1150 In 2010, newspaper advertising revenue comprised
national (41 per cent), retail (29 per cent) and classified (30 per cent), with a shift underway
from classified to both national and retail advertising.1151 In 2009, FIRE sector businesses
Suncorp, CBA, WBC and ANZ all ranked in the top twenty five advertisers by spending. 1152
The two core elements of the FIRE sector, finance and real estate, feature prominently in
mass media advertising. In 2005, finance-related advertising ranked sixth in terms of
popularity, climbing to fourth place by 2010. Real estate advertising has also grown strongly,
rising from eighth to fifth place between 2004 and 2010.1153

When reporting on the FIRE sector, the mass media solicit the opinions of experts, namely
economists and analysts familiar with the financial and real estate markets (the third filter).
Predictably, reporting tends towards inaccuracy and bias when the experts work for wealthy
and powerful employers, namely the government and FIRE sector, bringing conflicts of
interest into play. The fourth filter (‘flak’) operates by ensuring those with opinions that run
counter to the official narrative suffer a reputational loss or are sufficiently denounced for
stepping outside the bounds of approved groupthink. Educated professionals, whether they
are managers, editors, journalists, economists, researchers or analysts, have steadily risen
through the ranks to their current positions, and are not eager to commit career suicide.
The easiest choice is dutiful employment as an official government or FIRE sector
mouthpiece, because poor performance rarely threatens unemployment. Unemployment
for vocational incompetence is a punishment reserved only for powerless individuals in the
labour market, who do not perform the critical role of disseminating doctrines that protect
wealth and privilege. Regarding the failure of senior economists to identify the bubble in the
US housing market, Baker explains:
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Remarkably, these economists never suggested the remedy that economists usually
propose for bad performance: dismissal. There is a vast economics literature on the
need for firing as a mechanism to properly motivate workers to perform. This report
provides great evidence of the need for such a mechanism. The proposals to combat
groupthink are all very nice, but the bottom line is that the economists at the IMF all
know that they will never jeopardise their careers by repeating what their bosses say.
If we want economists at the IMF and other institutions who actually think for
themselves, they have to know that they will endanger their jobs and their careers if
they do mindlessly follow their boss. Whenever I have raised this point in
conversations with economists, they invariably think that I am joking. When I
convince them that I am serious, they think the idea of holding economists
responsible for the quality of their work to the point of actually jeopardising their
careers is outrageously cruel and unfair.1154

In Australia, the web of vested interests is glaring. For instance, economic opinions of
Australian Property Monitors (APM; a private property research firm) are often solicited in
mass media reporting. A conflict of interest, however, remains unresolved due to Fairfax’s
ownership of APM. Fairfax’s Domain real estate business is another discernible conflict of
interest, because revenue is dependent on a buoyant property market. Australia’s leading
property research firm, RP Data, is owned by CoreLogic, a publicly-listed US corporation
with connections to the FIRE sector and annual revenues of over $2 billion, yet occupies an
authoritative role in property and economic commentary, as well as providing propertyrelated data to government for use in official statistics.

Another research firm, Residex, is owned by Onthehouse Holdings Limited, a publicly-listed
corporation trading on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) that shares a resemblance
with CoreLogic. The real estate institutes at the national and state level also provide regular
commentary, despite the vested interest agents have in sustaining high housing prices and
sales volumes to feather their own nest with generous commission-based incomes. The
Housing Industry Association (HIA), representing property developers, builders, trade
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contractors and component manufacturers, also has an important media presence. Like the
real estate institutes, the HIA is committed to lofty housing prices because a property
downturn would devastate their constituents.

While the mass media draws heavily on the opinions of conflicted experts, this does not
mean those with a contrary opinion are denied access. The most obvious example of a
contrarian media voice is economist Steve Keen, a former professor in economics and
finance at the University of Western Sydney, who went public with his warnings about the
housing bubble in 2006. Keen’s views have been widely disseminated for two reasons: a
doomsayer tends to draw audience attention and provides a different explanation for
inflated housing prices, manufacturing the appearance of balanced media coverage. Keen’s
media attention, however, has not deterred the vast majority of Australian experts from
claiming a housing bubble does not exist.

The mass media in Australia appears to fulfill the first four filters in the Propaganda Model
comprising ownership, advertising, selective expert opinion and flak. It constitutes a near
monopoly on the distribution of information, owned and controlled by two powerful
corporations. The News Limited and Fairfax duopoly is, in turn, owned and managed by
Australia’s multi-millionaires and billionaires who raise the majority of revenue through
advertising from other sectors of wealth and power: the state, FIRE and industrial sectors.
Many FIRE sector businesses have close linkages with the mass media and are commonly
united in ensuring the immensely profitable ship of fools – the largest land market bubble in
Australian history – sails onward into uncharted and treacherous waters.
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3.6 The Emergence of Fraudulent Mortgage Lending
An important dimension of exuberant household credit growth over the last two decades is
the possibility of widespread predatory lending and bank fraud. Every developed country,
including Australia, has laws and regulations preventing predatory lending, defined as
providing credit to a borrower in full knowledge they have little, or no ability, to service debt
payments over the contract period. 1155 Relevant laws and regulations stipulate loan
amounts must not exceed borrowers’ repayment capacities, based on their assessed wages
and other sources of income. Lenders are trusted to properly calculate income flows of
potential borrowers as part of the risk assessment associated with extending finance.

Fraudulent lending in the residential sector is usually associated with the US housing bubble
post-2006, when a large subprime mortgage cohort was publicly exposed in the ashes of the
collapse. Millions of Americans were provided finance without proper assessments
undertaken of their capacity to finance debt payments. Subprime mortgages are usually
known as low-doc and no-doc loans, designed for the self-employed and those with
irregular incomes and/or credit histories not meeting the criteria to obtain a conventional
(prime) mortgage. Subprime lending reached the heights of absurdity with so-called NINJA
loans, where aspiring owner-occupiers and investors without an income, job or assets were
provided with mortgages they were clearly unable to service. Banks used creative
accounting to manipulate loan application forms (LAFs) and inflate assets and incomes,
manufacturing a positive assessment of borrowers’ capacity to service much larger loans
than was possible.

Borrowers sometimes falsified their details, creating ‘liar loans’ if their applications were
successful.1156 Some mortgages were so predatory that borrowers could not even make the
first payment.1157 Regardless of the creative accounting employed, millions of borrowers in
the US were provided with jumbo-sized loans based on this practice. When the housing
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market boomed in the early to mid-2000s and the unemployment rate remained low,
impaired loans and foreclosures were kept in check. Once the housing bubble collapsed,
however, the economy quickly deteriorated. Unemployment and subprime borrower
defaults surged, triggering a tidal wave of foreclosures that continue to this day. In effect,
many borrowers were entrapped by FIRE sector fraud and have become modern-day debt
serfs.1158

The subprime scandal was exacerbated by a variety of exotic mortgages with obscure titles
that borrowers could not properly understand, for instance, Option ARMs, 2/28 hybrid
ARMS and Alt-A loans. Many of these loans had a honeymoon period consisting of low
interest rates for the first year or two before resetting to much higher rates, resulting in
ballooning interest payments.1159 These subprime mortgages were predatory, as lenders did
not expect borrowers to amortise the loan over the contract period. The second stage of the
subprime crisis was set in motion by lender securitisation. Mortgages were bundled into
RMBS and CDOs, before being on-sold to unsuspecting investors by investment banks.
Additionally, the ratings agencies frequently provided AAA ratings for these securities,
misleading investors into believing they were high-quality and low-risk, when, in fact, the
CDOs often comprised the highest risk mortgages repackaged by investment banks.1160

Securitisation transferred the risks from lenders to investors, so if borrowers defaulted en
masse, investors would be left holding worthless securities. 1161 Commercial lenders issuing
subprime mortgages were not overly concerned about default risk, because these loans
were shifted off their balance sheets. The financialised economy’s culture of opportunistic
and short-term decision-making drove banks to pursue profitability through over-lending,
rather than consider the long-term harmful effects of a credit boom and housing bubble.
Conventional economists defended the financial sector, claiming that borrowers would not
default en masse because loans had recourse (full-recourse), rather than non-recourse
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status. The legal difference is usually set by state rather than federal law. If a mortgage is
recourse, borrowers are legally liable for the full value of the mortgage if they default.
Conversely, non-recourse loans do not legally oblige borrowers to pay back the difference
between the loan sum and the sale value of the property.

The significance of the recourse liability is borrowers must honour their promise to pay.
Even if housing prices fall, owners have an incentive to keep servicing debts and not sell
their home. If a borrower with a recourse mortgage experiences financial difficulty and
stops repayment, the lender can foreclose on the property, recouping the value of the
mortgage. This is not considered a serious problem for either the borrower or lender if the
sale value of the property is equal to or larger than the value of the loan. The issue arises
when the property’s value is less than that of the mortgage. If the mortgage is recourse, the
lender can pursue a deficiency judgment against the borrower to make a claim on their
remaining assets. The intent of recourse mortgages is to encourage conservative borrowing
and minimise bank losses, as the lender can begin legal proceedings against the borrower if
they default and the property sells for less than the outstanding debt liability. Recourse
lending is therefore asserted to limit risks to lenders and the financial system as a whole.

It is commonly thought the majority status of non-recourse mortgages in the US led
borrowers to assume irresponsible amounts of debt for housing speculation, thus
generating a bubble. In contrast, Australia is declared to have a greater level of structural
safety, based on more prudent borrowing standards (leading to modest lending) and the
vast majority of recourse mortgages on banks’ loan books.1162 For millions of borrowers in
the US, the collapse in property values has placed them in negative equity, meaning their
largest asset is worth less than the outstanding debt liability to the bank. Many owners are
motivated to cut their losses and abandon the property dream, leading to the coining of the
term ‘jingle mail’ as a steady stream of bankrupts mailed their keys to their lenders. Those
who default on their mortgages do so for two reasons. The first category experience
financial difficulty and cannot make repayments, usually due to unemployment or
underemployment. The second category of defaulter, despite their healthy financial
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circumstances, makes a strategic decision to cease mortgage payments after property
values have plummeted, recognising they are unable to make a viable return on their
investment.

Those adopting the latter stratagem will find it more difficult to secure finance in the future,
following a downgrade in their personal credit rating lasting several years. Nevertheless,
defaulting may be a wise choice because bad credit ratings are often expunged in less than a
decade, while a poor housing investment could theoretically take decades to repay as prices
deflate in real terms. Considering the opportunity cost of not defaulting, it is rational for
individuals to pursue this course of action. The double-standard in societal treatment of
personal versus banking sector default is also worth noting. The financial sector demonises
debt defaulters and ensnares them under punitive contractual arrangements, but in the
event of a banking crisis threatening insolvency, banks immediately seek debt forgiveness,
restructuring and bailouts at taxpayer expense. This hypocrisy has not gone unnoticed.1163 In
summary, non-recourse lending in the US was believed to be a major factor in the formation
of its housing bubble, while Australia’s recourse mortgages are alleged to have prevented
the rapid accumulation of debt and the same potential outcome.

The problem with this line of reasoning is the evidence shows the opposite.1164 Out of the
fifty states and one district in the US, eleven have non-recourse mortgages, while the
remaining thirty-nine states are recourse. The legalities in the remaining eleven states are
varied; some allow for the first mortgage to be non-recourse, but all proceeding mortgages
are recourse. Courts are frequently the final arbitrator of whether a borrower is liable for
the full value of a mortgage in a non-recourse state. Florida and Nevada, for instance, are
two states that experienced the largest housing cycles, yet mortgages were recourse.
Borrowers in these states helped form a housing bubble by adopting irrational investing
behaviour, despite facing liability for the full value of the loan. In contrast, California and
Oregon, similarly affected by housing bubbles, have non-recourse loans. It is evident that if
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recourse mortgages prevented imprudent borrowing, the largest housing bubble in US
history would not have formed.

The US bubble burst with dramatic consequences, with real housing prices plummeting by
42 per cent nationwide between the peak in Q1 2006 and the trough in Q1 2012.1165 There
was no marked difference in overvaluation between recourse and non-recourse states,
indicating this variable is not a protective factor. For instance, recourse and non-recourse
states have similar default rates when considering residential properties with an appraisal
value of $US200,000 or less at origination. Recourse states only established a relationship
with default rates when the appraisal value was greater than $US200,000; the higher the
value, the greater the default rate. It is possible the wealthy have fewer reservations about
strategically defaulting. In non-recourse states, owners were more likely to default when
reaching a position of negative equity.1166

Other countries with recourse loans experiencing severe housing cycles include Ireland,
Japan, the Netherlands, Denmark, and Spain. Countries with recourse mortgages and
overvalued housing markets that have not yet undergone a significant correction include
Australia and Canada.1167 These examples suggest the threat of default, leading to an
outstanding mortgage liability and possible court-enforced asset forfeiture, is an irrelevant
consideration for most borrowers. In a booming economy, investors in the grip of
speculative mania will always anticipate housing prices to rise, particularly if government
and FIRE sector disinformation reinforces the belief that prices reflect the fundamental
forces of supply and demand. Borrowers radically increase leverage to maximise returns,
confident in the assessed improbability of a housing bubble. For these reasons, the
significant legal liability attached to recourse loans does not limit risks to either lenders or
borrowers. Consequently, during the US housing bubble collapse, this false sense of
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confidence and an epidemic of fraud left many borrowers with a mountain of unserviceable
debt.1168

Identifying whether a similar form of subprime fraud is widespread in Australia’s banking
system and housing market deserves close scrutiny. Deregulation and privatisation of the
financial sector since the 1980s has increased competitive pressures and the potential for
fraud, as commercial lenders are provided with an incentive to maintain robust profitability
via strong credit growth. Substantial evidence of subprime fraud has been provided by
Denise Brailey, a criminologist and president of the Banking & Finance Consumers Support
Association (BFCSA). The BFCSA is a public-interest organisation dedicated to protecting
investors and the pursuit of compensation for victims of predatory finance. Having worked
in this field since the 1980s, Brailey has witnessed first-hand the financial and social
destruction wrought by a multitude of scams and predatory lending, including the ‘finance
brokers scandal’ in Western and South Australia, and the ‘mortgage solicitor scams’
stretching down the east coast from Queensland to Tasmania.1169

Brailey alleges that since the early 2000s, commercial lenders have engaged in widespread
subprime fraud through over-lending to owner-occupiers and property investors, far in
advance of their ability to finance debt payments from their incomes. At the centre of the
alleged fraud are the LAFs, altered by lenders without the knowledge, authority or consent
of borrowers. The value of borrowers’ assets and incomes are radically inflated, justifying
the approval of large loan sums that increase profitability through higher interest payments.
As defaults typically peak several years after loan origination, subprime borrowers struggle
for an extended period before eventually succumbing, benefitting banks that realise
borrowers’ equity on foreclosure and sale. Similar to the US, Australian mortgage fraud is
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more closely linked with low-doc and no-doc mortgages than conventional (prime)
mortgages.

The process of alleged fraud begins with a potential borrower completing a three page LAF
detailing their current assets and incomes, which is then returned to the broker or the bank
if dealt with directly. In the back office, the broker inputs the borrower’s details into a
password-protected online ‘service calculator’; an application determining the amount of
credit the lender, associated with the broker, is willing to provide. The service calculator
amounts to a black box, as brokers are not provided with any information as to how this
application functions. A loan estimate is simply provided based on the details entered. This
is where the first form of alleged fraud is committed: the service calculator manipulates the
total debt service ratio (TDS), making borrowers appear as though they can service
mortgages beyond their financial capacity. 1170 The results are noted on the service
calculator form (SCF) and income work sheet (ICW), and along with several other pages, are
attached to the original three page LAF and faxed to the lender. Usually, an additional eight
pages are added to the LAF to make eleven in total, and this is considered the broker’s copy
of the LAF.

The second phase of the alleged fraud is committed when the credit assessors (CA) at the
commercial lender receive the faxed copy of the LAF (the bank’s version). The CA then alters
the assets and income of the borrower, creating the illusion the borrower is wealthier than
they really are. Items that are added include luxury vehicles, investment properties, stock
market portfolios, imputed rents, secondary incomes, exaggerated primary employment
income, and even the anticipated rise in the capital value of the borrower’s home or
investment property (estimated and unrealised future capital gains). White-out liquid is
often used to erase the original details, allowing the CA to make alterations. Once the
changes have been made, the newly inflated asset and income figures are again inputted
into the bank’s service calculator, ‘confirming’ the borrower can service a mortgage that is
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really too large. By this stage, the bank’s copy of the LAF can amount to more than thirty
pages.

When the borrower’s details are sufficiently manipulated to the point of loan approval, the
CA notifies the broker of the outcome and the borrower receives the mortgage. The banks’
own lending criteria suggests that for a subprime mortgage to be approved, the borrower
needs to have an Australian Business Number (ABN) for a minimum of two years as proof of
their employment status. Yet, for those without an ABN, the business development
managers (BDMs) at the banks were instructing brokers how to create ABNs for borrowers
online, in one day, to ensure speedy mortgage approval.1171 The LAF fraud is explained by
Brailey:

The fraud is in misrepresenting the true income. It was very easy for several years,
for all of us, to blame the brokers who, to use their analogy, fudged the figures. But
what I have found out since is that, through a service calculator, each BDM would
teach the brokers to use a service calculator online and put in certain parameters
such that the calculator, belonging to the bank - engineered by the bank - would
actually bring out a figure that was highly inflated, based on a possible rental from a
property. But we even have vacant blocks of land on them. What, are the cows
paying rent? There is just no truth in the document at all. But the end problem was
the whole idea that they would get a tax advantage and that was calculated in capital gains and all these incentives. The emails actually tell them that that is what
the calculator does. As one broker put it very simply to me: ‘Denise, without a
calculator, we did not know what figure to put in. We put in the figure that the
calculator brought to us. We were told to do that back at the office after we had the
signature.’ Therefore, there was no knowledge on the part of the consumer.1172

The borrower does not know about the additional pages added to the original LAF or the
second copy held by the banks. Borrowers have the legal right to receive a copy of both the
brokers’ and banks’ LAFs, but this never occurs. Even on rare occasions when borrowers
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realise their LAFs may have been altered, they are faced with difficulties in retrieving the
entirety of the document, and Freedom of Information requests are not applicable to the
private sector. With the assistance of the BFCSA, borrowers did find one method to assist in
document discovery. Lenders were contacted and asked to provide the borrower with a
copy of their LAF on the basis the original documents had been ‘misplaced’ or ‘lost’. As
banks are enormous institutions where one hand does not know what the other is doing,
the customer relations departments initially complied with these requests. By mistakenly
releasing the banks’ copy of the LAF, they had provided the smoking gun proving borrowers’
details were altered to approve jumbo-sized, subprime mortgages. After the story of LAF
manipulation surfaced in the mass media around 2010, banks realised their ‘mistake’ and
allegedly instructed managers to either shred documents or obstruct LAF requests.

When faced with a request for a LAF, lenders take one of three actions: 1) deny they have a
copy of the LAF, that is, declare the borrower has the original and complete three page LAF;
2) state any additional documentation is the property of the bank and they are not under
any legal obligation to provide it to the borrower; or 3) direct the borrower to speak with
the bank’s lawyers. The third option simply places the borrower on a merry-go round as the
law firm will advise the borrower to speak with the bank again. Both parties claim the other
is responsible for providing the LAF, but, in fact, there is an unspoken commitment on
behalf of both the bank and lawyers to never fulfill the request.1173 Borrowers who are
legally entitled to a copy of their LAFs are typically informed by lenders the documents have
either been destroyed, are not relevant, or are internal to the bank.1174 Lenders appear to
be peddling these excuses to stonewall borrowers’ efforts at discovery, fearing the LAFs may
be used against them in future legal proceedings. To date, neither ASIC (Australia’s financial
markets regulator), the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) or the Credit Ombudsman
Service Limited (COSL) have used their extensive powers to demand LAFs be released to
borrowers and neither has any lender voluntarily provided LAFs to borrowers. 1175
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The FOS is an ASIC-approved external dispute resolution (EDR) scheme established in July
2008, financed by banking and other lending institutions. It is the amalgamation of the
Insurance Ombudsman Service Limited, Financial Industry Complaints Service and the
Banking and Financial Services Ombudsman, creating a centralised and superficially
convenient one-stop-shop for resolving complaints regarding banking and financial matters,
without resorting to costly legal action through the courts. The FOS should be considered
with some suspicion as it is financed by lenders. This distrust is partially warranted, as the
FOS will only consider claims of $500,000 and under and merely $280,000 can be written off,
including interest and charges.1176 As of November 2013, the average size of a new
mortgage was $436,000. This means most mortgages will never be written-off in their
entirety, even if the majority of value is based on fraudulent and predatory lending.1177
Inadequate avenues for restitution through the FOS constitute a favorable outcome for the
banks, because borrowers seeking a more just outcome must instead engage lenders
through the court system with expensive legal representation. The EDRs also have a statute
of limitations so that if a borrower, from the date of approval plus six years, does not file a
complaint, the EDRs will not adjudicate the dispute.

It is apparent there is no upper limit for the alleged fraud perpetrated by lenders, while
aggrieved borrowers are limited in their justified claims for compensation. Further,
borrowers receive less favorable outcomes under the FOS than pursuing lenders through
the courts directly. Unfortunately, COSL, which adjudicates disputes for non-bank lenders,
provides even worse representation than FOS. It has allegedly never sided with a mortgage
borrower. When disputes are lodged with the FOS, the organisation provides the lender
(called a financial services provider or FSP) the opportunity to resolve the case through its
own internal dispute resolution process (IDR). FSPs have 45 days to resolve the dispute or 21
days for cases presenting financial difficulties.

Based on earlier precedents set by the FOS and COSL, cases proceeding through FSPs’ IDRs
have an outcome which is easily ascertainable in advance: lenders do not find in favour with
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aggrieved borrowers, because they conveniently are unable to find any evidence of
predatory lending and LAF fraud committed by their own staff. As the FOS, COSL and the
IDRs have proven ineffective in finding fault with lenders, aggrieved borrowers have the
final choice of seeking redress through the court system. Legal action is a near impossibility
for most middle and low-income borrowers as they have neither the legal understanding
nor savings to fund expensive legal services necessary to threaten or sue lenders.1178 Victims
of predatory lending, having lost their homes, savings and most of their superannuation in a
last-ditch attempt to prevent foreclosure, do not have the funds to fight lenders all the way
to the Supreme and High courts, especially against banks’ senior counsel who earn
thousands of dollars an hour.

Complaints to the FOS have increased over the last couple of years, driven by rising numbers
of households in financial difficulty, natural disasters, the ongoing impact of the GFC,
expansion of jurisdiction under national credit law and growing awareness of the FOS in the
community. The FOS received 32,307 disputes in 2013, down 11 per cent from the previous
year. This followed an increase of 19 per cent between 2011 and 2012 and a 27 per cent
increase between 2010 and 2011.1179 Half of all disputes (49 per cent) relate to one product
line: credit, with disputes in this category decreasing by 12 per cent from 2012. 1180
Consumer credit products comprised the vast majority of accepted credit disputes at 89 per
cent, with those relating to business finance, guarantees, and margin loans rounding out the
rest.1181 Out of the accepted number of credit disputes, 38 per cent were for home loans, 35
per cent for credit cards and 14 per cent for personal loans. 1182 Interestingly, while the
number of credit disputes fell by 6 per cent in 2013, the number of maladministration in
lending cases more than doubled.1183
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A handful of borrowers have successfully pursued legal action against predatory lenders.
John O’Donnell, a Sydney resident, had been unemployed for about eighteen months when
a salesperson acting on behalf of a firm called Streetwise convinced him to take out a loan
against the equity in his home to invest in a property development. Despite having no
income and his wife making only $23,000 per annum, the Brisbane-based lender Firstmac
provided them with a $500,000 loan. Streetwise later became bankrupt, having been run
into the ground by the now-jailed fraudster Kovelan Bangaru, leaving the couple with an
enormous debt to service and nothing to show for it. 1184 The O’Donnell’s sued Firstmac,
eventually ending up in the Supreme Court which directed the loan to be cut by 75 per cent
after it was discovered that Streetwise, acting as the broker, had falsified their assets and
incomes to justify the provision of such a large mortgage.1185

A string of recent court cases have found in favour of borrowers, with some mortgages
invalidated entirely. This must be disquieting for the banks, for if enough borrowers realise
they are victims of fraud, residential mortgage loan books may take a substantial hit. This
explains why some lenders are choosing to settle with borrowers by writing down a
proportion of the loan value, rather than risk an adverse court finding that orders loans be
completely forgiven.1186 Herein lays the true purpose of the bank-financed FOS: it exists to
downgrade alleged fraud into mere disputes, herding aggrieved borrowers away from the
courts where further dangerous precedents and judgments could be made in favour of
complainants.1187 To effectively hide the alleged fraud committed via service calculators and
LAFs, lenders have used a long, complex and opaque chain stretching from the brokers’
offices to the BDMs: the mortgage broker channel. Brailey calls the linkages between these
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actors the ‘six degrees of separation’. It allows both major banks and smaller lenders to
keep their hands clean of alleged fraud, while ensuring the blame falls on brokers. 1188

Figure 3.6.1: Six Degrees of Separation 1189

The chain’s complexity suggests it is purposefully designed to hide the banks’ alleged fraud,
providing a legal liability escape clause through plausible deniability. Under normal
circumstances, banks would simply advertise subprime mortgages directly and hire more
loan officers to meet demand. No bank manager with a sound understanding of business
principles would seek to establish and deal with a complicated brokerage chain and pay fees
and commissions, especially since services can be provided directly to the public at a lower
expense ratio and with less bureaucracy to increase profits. Instead, banks have chosen the
opposite approach, which is wasteful and inefficient.1190 Brailey testified that:
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There were six links purposely designed in this structure, and it is the structure that I
and my members are aggrieved by. The banks provided commissions for mortgage
managers, mortgage originators and mortgage introducers that came down in a
chain to employing brokers. The brokers copped the full brunt of the blame that
they were falsifying loan application forms. I have brought along with me today a
small bundle—I have 4,000 of these—of documents relating to every bank
represented by the top banks, as demonstrated by their names. The four majors are
in there. They are all responsible, through a series of emails from banks to brokers,
instructing the brokers how to get their deals across the line—‘make the deal fit’
was their usual interpretation. They targeted older people, carers, people on
parenting allowance and the aged pension. These are all on flyers sent to 40,000
representatives throughout Australia, from the banks.1191

Emails provided to the BFCSA by banking and broker insiders provide evidence of lender
culpability. These emails detail how lenders are the ultimate driver of the alleged fraud, with
the BDMs providing instructions to brokers on how to complete LAFs, create ABNs and to
use the online service calculators to ensure loans ‘get over the line’ (approved). 1192 Lenders
did not care whether or not the data entered was valid, and neither did they bother to verify
borrowers’ details, as simple checks would immediately reveal many borrowers had
insufficient incomes to service debt payments. The indifferent attitude lenders had towards
the verification of borrowers’ details was noted by Brailey:

So we see that the path to rectification centres on this premise: any lender who
approved a loan without verifying the loan application data with the borrower was
imprudent, negligent and in many cases just plain reckless. Indeed, most of the loans
would have been rejected if the lenders had made a simple phone call to the
borrowers - they chose, in a corporate decision, not to do so - and ascertained the
borrowers' true financial circumstances, that would have revealed those flaws in the
system and those practices. In the case of the 25 Australian Banking Association
members, they are also in breach of their contract with the borrower to assess the
1191
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borrower's ability to repay the loan, as provided for in article 25 of the Code of
Banking Practice. No lender, and no holder of loan securities, including the
government, should be allowed to maintain any loan which the lender would not
have given had it applied the simplest of lending criteria tools - namely, verifying the
loan application details with the borrower. And that simply was not done. 1193

Australian law stipulates a mortgage must be approved on the basis of the borrower’s ability
to finance the principal and interest payments out of income, preventing banks from lending
against the value of the home as the only form of collateral. This has not prevented lenders,
however, from approving mortgages based on the equity in the owner-occupied home.1194
This law explains the incentive lenders are faced with to inflate assets and incomes to
ensure mortgages are approved. Unfortunately, some lenders bring further financial harm
to borrowers in danger of default by outrageously providing buffer loans (lines of credit or
LOCs) to enable borrowers to continue debt payments.1195 Naturally, this arrangement is
unsustainable as borrowers inevitably require additional loans to pay down the principal
and interest on the earlier loan; essentially Ponzi and predatory finance combined. When
jumbo-sized loans were too large for the borrower to service for even a short period, LOCs
were approved the same day as the mortgage.

The reasons for providing buffer loans are threefold. The first is that lenders can cover up
the loan affordability issue for at least six years, thus extending the life of the mortgage past
the EDRs’ time limit. If borrowers were to default almost immediately – within a matter of
weeks and months – suspicions of imprudent lending would almost certainly arise. This
leads to the second reason: if borrowers were to default too soon after mortgage approval,
lenders would miss a further window of opportunity to charge usurious fees and interest
rates. Refinancing fees can amount to tens of thousands of dollars depending on the size of
the loan and penalty interest rates can reach as high as 18 per cent. Lenders can maximize
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income extraction from borrowers in a short period of time, without immediately rendering
them insolvent, by herding them into a form of structured bankruptcy with usurious fees
and interest. It is analogous to paying off the mortgage on credit card terms. The third
reason for providing buffer loans is to act as a form of legal defense. As buffer loans enable
borrowers to temporarily service debt payments, bank lawyers can always plausibly claim in
the EDRs and courts that borrowers could indeed ‘afford’ the payments for years, so the
loan was by definition affordable; imprudent or predatory lending did not take place. This
line of argument was used successfully by bank lawyers in FOS disputes for years until
Brailey, through painstaking effort, managed to convince the case managers otherwise.

A prime example of combined predatory and Ponzi finance took place in the case of Michael
and Karen Cook, a couple from New South Wales who were the victims of imprudent
lending. After experiencing some trouble in paying down existing debts, the Cooks took out
a 25 year mortgage from the CBA, secured against their home, to the value of $110,000 in
1998. Unfortunately, they defaulted on the loan in 2000 and were unable to secure another
line of credit. To avoid foreclosure on their home, they obtained a twelve month interestonly loan in 2001 to the value of $120,000 at 11.75 per cent (loan 1), secured by the first
mortgage, costing $5,208 in fees. Later in the same year, the Cooks defaulted on their new
loan, taking out yet another 12 month interest-only loan of $138,000 (loan 2) at 8.75 per
cent, again secured against their first mortgage.

By 2002, Michael Cook managed to obtain a $12,000 advance from his superannuation
account, using it to finance the debt payments on loan 2. Shortly after, the Cooks again
defaulted, taking out another 12-month loan of $174,000 at 7.5 per cent (loan 3), secured
against the first mortgage. Later in 2002, they took out a fourth loan worth $22,000,
secured against the second loan, at an interest rate of 102 per cent (loan 4). By early 2003,
they were in default on loans 3 and 4, later obtaining an additional two loans to the value of
$245,000 (loan 5), with $15,000 in transaction costs. The first loan was $200,000 at 13.8 per
cent, and the second $45,000 at 19.5 per cent, secured against the first and second
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mortgages, respectively. The average rate of interest on loan 5 was 10.31 per cent, and was
used to repay loans 3 and 4, the transaction costs of loan 5, and the rates and utility bills. 1196

It is evident the Cooks descent into a debt mire resulted from simply borrowing more to pay
down the previous loans, including fees and transaction costs. Considering their moderate
combined income of approximately $40,000 per annum, the lender of loan 5 provided far
more credit than was justified, resulting in Ponzi finance. The loan was provided on the
premise the Cooks could not feasibly finance the debt payments out of their incomes.
Assuming an unblemished credit history, the most the Cooks could arguably service was
$170,328, substantially less than the $250,000 actually provided, especially given the
usurious interest rates, fees and transaction costs.1197 When the lender took the matter to
court, the judge found in favor of the Cooks, adjusting the loan and interest rate
commensurate to their ability to pay. While buffer loans were not used in this case, it
emphasises the willingness of lenders to provide credit regardless of the borrowers’ ability
to pay.

Providing details on the pervasiveness of alleged fraud is more difficult, however, given the
small sample size that is publicly available from the BFCSA. The organization has 1170
people and 651 members; most are couples, explaining the difference. About a quarter of
the LAFs have been analysed, comprising an aggregate $97.63 million in value. Almost 39
per cent of LAFs have falsely stated borrowers were self-employed, and the majority of
fraudulently-tampered loans were provided through a broker rather than banks directly. It
appears the most at-risk group is aged between 51 and 65, possibly reflecting the targeting
of what the financial sector calls ‘ARIPs’ or asset-rich, income-poor individuals, composed
mostly of pensioners or baby boomers set to retire.1198 Brailey states that every BFCSA client
has a LAF subjected to fraud, regardless of whether it is a prime or subprime loan. 1199
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Approximately 10 per cent of prime loans may have also been subject to service calculator
and LAF fraud.1200 If this trend is extrapolated to the entire Australian residential loan book
worth $1.3 trillion, then subprime mortgages may actually represent tens of billions worth
of mortgages (or more), creating an enormous risk to the banking and financial system.

Table 3.6.1: BFCSA Loan Application Fraud Statistics1201
BFCSA

Figure

Memberships
People (most members are couples)

651
1170

Survey
Sample size
Actual respondents (per person/couple)

23.5%
153 pp/c

Total loans

250

Total loan book surveyed

$97.63 million

Average loan size

$390,522

Average number of loans (per person/couple)

1.63 loans pp/c

Fraud
Falsely stated as self/employed on the LAF
Fraudulent full doc loan arranged by Bank Managers/Officers

38.8%
14.8%

Fraudulent low doc loan arranged by Bank Managers/Officers

20.8%

Total ‘toxic loans’ arranged by Bank Managers/Officers

35.6%

Fraudulent loans (full and low doc) arranged by Brokers

64.4%

Homes lost: arranged by Bank Managers/Officers

24.24%

Homes lost: arranged by Brokers

75.76%

Age of Borrowers
Under 40
41 - 50

6.5%
20.9%

51 - 65

55.6%

66 - 70

11.1%

71 over

5.9%

Despite the BFCSA notifying the regulators of the alleged fraud, to date, ASIC has failed to
act and uphold the laws it is bound to enforce. Politicians are also loath to grant any inquiry
a broad terms of reference and sweeping powers to investigate white collar crime in the
1200
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FIRE sector. In exasperation, the BFCSA created a public online archive (Evernote), archiving
scanned copies of borrowers’ LAFs including email and written correspondence with the
regulators.1202 A prima facie case of fraud exists, with notes written by the borrowers
attached to the online LAFs describing the multiple additions and alterations made by CAs.

The modifications generally consist of two phases: the first is to falsely inflate the value of
assets and incomes, and the second is to validate the alterations by illegally initialing and
signing the forms to provide the appearance borrowers have inputted and approved the
details. In some cases, LAFs have up to three distinctly different sets of handwriting,
indicating CAs were using white-out to change the handwritten income figures after the
LAFs were faxed to lenders. Some caution is advisable, as this information regarding alleged
service calculator and LAF fraud has come from only one source, the BFCSA. There is scant
other publicly available information to verify the allegations of fraud made, apart from
Senate testimony, media articles and the online LAF archive. Nevertheless, BusinessDay, an
arm of Fairfax Media, supports Brailey’s claims:

BusinessDay reviewed the documents of dozens of victims – which are lodged on
Brailey’s Banking and Finance Consumers Support Association (BFCSA) website – and
found the evidence supported Brailey’s claims of systemic fraud. ASIC and the banks
have long argued that any irregularities that Denise Brailey has identified were the
fault of rogue mortgage brokers. Further, they have claimed the problem is
contained to ‘low-doc’ loans (usually for small business). However, Brailey’s
submission found that 36 per cent of all ‘toxic’ loans had been arranged directly by
bank officers, with no broker involved. And 18 per cent of all toxic loans were ‘full
doc’ loans, arranged by banks and not brokers. The overall numbers in Brailey’s
survey are large and involve complaints against most banks and mortgage providers.
The survey is taken from almost 800 loans, involving almost 1,200 people (many are
couples) who have failed to get a response through official channels and came to her
for help. The bulk of the claims pertain to the ‘Big Four’ – ANZ, Westpac, CBA and
National Australia banks – who dominate the mortgage market.1203
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The public would know more if the regulators had bothered to properly investigate the
claims made by the BFCSA. Both APRA and ASIC have known about the allegations since
2003 when they were approached by Brailey with evidence of fraud. The response of the
regulators was to deny there was sufficient evidence of fraud and suggested any complaints
be taken to the FOS; a foreseeable response due to increasing regulatory capture in an
economy dominated by the FIRE sector. In 2005, the ATO conducted its own investigation
into mortgage fraud, following the detection of numerous anomalies in tax returns filed
with the office. Discrepancies were noted in the declared income of some taxpayers, based
on the wide divergence between stated incomes and jumbo-sized mortgages. Brailey met
with the ATO in that year to help with the investigation before it was promptly shut down.
The ATO then advised Brailey to seek assistance from ASIC, which did nothing. 1204

Government agencies, regulators and EDRs (ASIC, APRA, ATO, RBA, Treasury, FOS and COSL)
have extensive political, economic and legal power to investigate the workings of the
banking system and financial markets, even if the area under investigation is not in their
direct jurisdiction. Executive public employees with taxpayer-funded salaries of over half a
million dollars could wield their immense power and influence to carry out an extensive
examination of the alleged fraud, but none appear willing to tackle the FIRE sector
heavyweights. The failure to conduct an investigation to date leads one to question why
these organisations are funded, if serious allegations of white collar crime, backed by
thousands of evidentiary documents, are not taken seriously. As recently as 2013, ASIC has
denied even receiving the tampered LAFs that provide evidence of alleged fraud. Brailey
instructed BFCSA members to send more than one hundred formal letters of complaint to
ASIC, with approximately half having the LAFs attached. ASIC admits to having received
seventy of these letters, but has obstinately refused to investigate further, telling BFCSA
members to secure legal services and deal with the matter on their own. In essence, ASIC’s
response amounts to providing aggrieved borrowers with ‘bugger off’ letters, confirming
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that ‘Australia’s world class regulator’ has acquiesced to rogue financier activity and is
unlikely to pursue action against lenders.1205

Oddly enough, an organisation with a budget of $400 million dollars (ASIC) has claimed not
to have found any evidence of fraud, but an unpaid, financial consumer-rights activist has
managed to find a mountain of it. The CBA investment planners scandal that broke in the
media in 2013 offers further evidence of how disinclined ASIC has become to investigate the
wrongdoings of the Big Four, having sat on evidence from whistleblowers for sixteen
months. ASIC’s gross incompetence is exemplified by its failure to act on evidence of fraud
and forgery of rogue CBA financial planners for three and a half years, despite this
information coming directly from the bank.1206 Recently, ASIC has come under fire from all
quarters:

In recent years, ASIC has routinely been described as a toothless tiger, a dog with no
bite and a keystone cop when it comes to enforcement. It has been criticised for
being too slow to act, lacking transparency, being captured by the big end of town
and having a “glass jaw”. But most of all its credibility has been questioned in
relation to the court cases it has lost over recent years due to perceived bungling AWB, One.Tel, Opes Prime and Westpoint. Professor Michael Adams, dean of law at
the University of Western Sydney, says in the AWB case people were open to
corruption and they got the “tiniest” slap on the wrist.

In the Reserve Bank currency notes scandal, it was missing in action. This has been
compounded by what seems to many to be a ruthless pursuit of a handful of small
fry to build up the scorecard rather than taking on senior executives and directors in
big companies over breaches of continuous disclosure. Indeed a high-profile
barrister argues that litigation funder IMF Australia has become the de facto public
corporate enforcement arm - done with about 20 staff, compared with ASIC’s
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estimated 1900. “IMF does not do enforceable undertakings in backrooms, nor take
no prisoners. And they win,” he says.1207

This culture of complacency is unsurprising given the revolving door between government,
regulators and the FIRE sector. The head of ASIC, Greg Medcraft (on a taxpayer-funded
salary of $700,000), was hand-picked by the Gillard government to lead the regulator in May
2011, but then was shortly thereafter questioned about his previous role in the subprime
securitisation scandal in the US. Medcraft held a senior position at Societe Generale,
overseeing the bank’s US RMBS business during the period it is alleged to have engaged in
unlawful conduct. The bank is the target of a lawsuit by the US Federal Housing Finance
Agency, accused of negligence, failing to perform due diligence and misleading the
government-sponsored mortgage lenders Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Medcraft’s
appointment to ASIC was also questioned on the basis that he managed to sidestep the
ALP’s election policy of advertising executive public sector roles, raising the suspicion of
political favoritism as he was formerly a member of the ALP.1208

Australian law regarding whistleblowing has exacerbated the purposeful ignorance of
regulators because little protection is afforded to those coming forward with evidence of
wrongdoing, thus acting as a disincentive and actually discouraging disclosures in the public
interest. Despite proposals for reform, virtually nothing has been done to remedy the
meager protections afforded to whistleblowers.1209 At least one regulatory step in the right
direction was taken with the enactment of the National Consumer Credit Protection Act
(2009) (NCCP). Commencing on 1st July 2010, the Act enforces a national framework
regulating credit, including a responsible lending obligation for banks. Lenders and brokers
can no longer ignore potential borrowers’ financial circumstances when assessing their
eligibility for mortgages; they must make reasonable efforts to verify borrowers’ incomes
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and are held liable for improper lending.1210 The NCCP is not retrospective, meaning a
substantial and unknown number of predatory loans are still being serviced. Up to 20 per
cent of all loans written in the year to 2008 were subprime, and they are six times more
likely to be in arrears than prime loans. Arrears rates have doubled in the past two years as
the new NCCP regulations have prevented some borrowers from refinancing, causing a
falling trend in the volume of subprime mortgages. 1211 This is circumstantial evidence of pre2010 subprime loans failing NCCP standards and supports claims of predatory lending
around this time.

The Savings and Loan (S&L) crisis that took place in the US during the 1980s, instigated by
management, provides a perfect case example of the complacent attitude of authorities and
regulators towards predatory lending which is now being replicated in Australia. US
regulators, mostly captured by the S&Ls, were reluctant to investigate the unmistakable
fraud. A lone journalist in 1982, Stephen Pizzo, editor of the tiny media outlet Russian River
News in the equally small town of Guerneville in northern California, noticed the once
prudent thrift, Centennial Savings, was splashing around enormous amounts of credit. 1212
His investigation into Centennial and other non-bank lenders led to the publication of the
book Inside Job, exposing the extensive fraud committed by S&Ls.1213

The book was co-authored with Mary Fricker, sub-editor of Russian River News and Paul
Muolo, who worked for National Thrift News, widely considered the leading publication of
the S&L industry at the time. The uncovering of extensive predatory lending and
management looting of S&Ls by a team of three determined journalists, while bought-off
and/or politically hampered regulators lay dormant, is an indicator of the FIRE sector’s
effectiveness in quelling government investigations into white collar fraud. Even when S&L
management faced criminal charges for fraud, penalties often amounted to a slap on the
wrist. This fraud highlights the differential treatment of white and blue collar crime, and the
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obvious disparity in the severity of penalties imposed. Take the example of Golden Pacific
Savings and Loan:

The owners, Jay and Leif Soderling, were charged in March 1987 with loan fraud in
connection with a series of land transactions that had netted them $10m. They
pleaded guilty and the court sentenced them to one year in prison and ordered
them to pay restitution. Unbelievably, on the same page of the newspaper as the
report of the Soderling Brothers’ penalty was the story of a man jailed for seven
years for holding a friend’s parrot to ransom.1214

William K. Black, professor of economics and law at the University of Missouri-Kansas City,
published a book in 2005 called The Best Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One: How Corporate
Executives and Politicians Looted the S&L Industry, detailing the fraud committed by S&L
management.1215 He was previously the head litigant for the S&L regulators during the
1980s and helped to clean up the industry. Black later developed the concept of control
fraud, whereby executives use the institution they manage as a mechanism to commit fraud.
The weapon of choice wielded in cases of financial control fraud is accounting, confirming
that the pen (or computer) really is mightier than the sword. Black explains:

Fraudulent lenders produce guaranteed, exceptional short-term “profits” through a
four-part strategy: extreme growth (Ponzi-like), lending to uncreditworthy
borrowers, extreme leverage, and minimal loss reserves. These exceptional “profits”
render “private market discipline” perverse, often defeat regulatory restrictions, and
allow the CEO to convert firm assets to his personal benefit through seemingly
normal compensation mechanisms. The short-term profits also cause the CEO’s
stock options holdings to appreciate. Fraudulent CEOs that follow this strategy are
guaranteed to obtain extraordinary income while minimizing the risks of detection
and prosecution. The optimization strategy for lenders that engage in accounting
control frauds explains why such firms fail and cause catastrophic losses. Each
element of the strategy dramatically increases the eventual loss. The record “profits”
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allow the fraud to continue and grow rapidly for years, which is devastating because
the firm grows by making bad loans. The “profits” allow the managers to loot the
firm through exceptional compensation, which increases losses.

The accounting control fraud optimization strategy hyper-inflates and extends the
life of financial bubbles, which causes extreme financial crises. The most
“criminogenic environment” in finance for accounting control fraud will attract an
initial cluster of frauds. The factors that make a finance sector most criminogenic are
the absence of effective regulation and the ability to invest in assets that lack a
readily verifiable asset value. Unless those initial frauds are dealt with effectively by
the regulators or prosecutors they will produce record profits and other firms will
mimic them. Those control frauds can be a combination of “opportunistic” and
“reactive” (moral hazard). If entry is relatively easy, opportunistic control fraud is
optimized. If the finance sector is suffering from severe distress, reactive control
fraud is optimized. Both conditions can exist at the same time, as in the early years
of the savings and loan (S&L) debacle. When many firms follow the same
optimization strategy in the same financial field a financial bubble will arise, extend,
and hyper-inflate. This further optimizes accounting control fraud because the rapid
rise in values allows the frauds to hide the real losses by refinancing the bad loans.
Mega bubbles can produce financial crises.1216

According to the four-part strategy detailed by Black, it appears control fraud is present
within Australia’s banking system. The mortgage loan book has rapidly grown over the last
two decades, indicated by the exponential rise in the mortgage debt to GDP ratio. Episodes
of predatory lending have been well documented by the BFCSA, but the true extent has yet
to be revealed. The Big Four have employed extreme leverage, especially against the
residential loan book and have minimal loss reserves. While data on three of the four
strategies are publicly available (growth, leverage and loss reserves), less is known about the
scale of predatory lending in the mortgage market. Unfortunately, neoclassical economists
dismiss the notion widespread fraud can be perpetrated by banks on the basis of the
efficient markets hypothesis. It is claimed that shareholders and other rational agents
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operating in financial markets are capable of detecting fraud and thus would not do
business with lenders engaging in in this practice, as Black explains:

Traditional economics and modern finance theory have failed to understand or
counter even hyper-inflated financial bubbles, the financial crises they cause, and
the resultant severe recessions. This failure arises from a more basic failure –
modern finance theory is fatally flawed. The theory is premised on the existence
(indeed, the virtual inevitability) of “efficient markets” absent government
“interference.” While there are variant definitions of “efficient markets,” even the
weakest meaningful definition requires that the markets (1) not make systematic
pricing errors and (2) move consistently towards more accurate pricing when there
are random pricing errors.

“Private market discipline” was the dynamic asserted to make contracts efficient.
Creditors are assumed to understand the risk of fraud, to have the ability to protect
by contract against the risk, and to take effective action to protect against fraud.
Honest, low-risk borrowers (and issuers of stock) are assumed to have the incentive
to “signal” their status to lenders and investors and to have the unique ability to
send such signals. Lenders and purchasers of stock are presumed to be rational.
Rational lenders and purchasers do not want to be defrauded. Modern finance
theory, therefore, presumed that lenders and purchasers of stock would only deal
with companies that sent “honesty” “signals.” It follows that “control fraud” is
impossible.1217

It is astounding that control fraud is dismissed as a key variable sustaining recurrent
episodes of land market bubbles and financial instability; it is as if neoclassical economists
have completely ignored centuries of history. Every debt-financed boom in the US land
market since British settlement has been amplified through control fraud, and it is obvious
the latest land market cycle was associated with colossal fraud in the subprime mortgage
market.1218 The idea that self-interested rational actors are capable of detecting and
preventing control fraud has been disproven by history and current international events.
1217
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Economist Phillip Anderson notes two reasons why fraud is never uncovered during the
boom phase of a land bubble.1219 The first is that bank management operates in what is
essentially a black box, so that no one on the outside understands the intricacies of the
fraud. Banking executives are politically and economically powerful, protected by the most
highly paid, educated and experienced lawyers available. Bank shareholders, bondholders,
depositors, borrowers, base-level employees and the public often have no clue as to what
management is doing behind closed doors. Regulators that are granted extensive powers to
investigate the banking system, financial markets and enforce the law are likewise ignorant
or have been captured by the FIRE sector to ensure their compliance.

The second reason fraud is disguised during the property boom is that investors and
associated support industries are too busy speculating and making paper profits to care
about what is happening outside of their immediate, self-interested environment. The
short-term thinking promoted by financial capitalism safeguards the inner workings of bank
management from close inspection. Once the bubble bursts and causes economic havoc,
evidence of endemic fraud is exposed for all to see, but by then it is too late. Only voices
from the fringe see through the deception and raise concerns, while the public, investors,
regulators and the economics profession are seemingly oblivious to the danger.

Political and regulatory reticence to act on allegations of widespread lending fraud is a
scathing indictment on the state of modern democracy. The creeping plutonomy is further
leveraging its political influence to cement an ‘untouchables’ financier status that pardons
criminal activity. Financialisation of the economy has granted immense political and
economic power to the FIRE sector in direct proportion to their growing share of economic
activity. Regulatory capture has led to government-appointed guardians playing the role of
impotent patsies, refusing to take substantive action against FIRE sector offenders, even
when abuses are flagrant. The world over, regulators with considerable political, economic
and legal power have either sidestepped or directly refused to investigate the FIRE sector.
This non-committal stance may relate to public executives sharing a value system more
aligned with the wealthy and powerful elite than the common people they are supposed to
1219

Anderson (2008).
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protect. While the fallout from fraud has hurt those at the margins, it has not yet led to
observable macroeconomic effects across Australia. The attitude among regulators,
therefore, is to not ‘rock the boat’ and let business continue as usual. This decision may
come back to haunt regulators if the extent of fraud poses future danger to the financial
system. Indeed, some senators have expressed alarm about alleged systemic fraud and are
calling for a Royal Commission to investigate the actions of lenders and brokers. 1220
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3.7 The History of Australian Government Debt
The historical trends in private debt paint an interesting picture regarding asset price cycles,
though for reasons detailed in Part 2, this type of debt is routinely ignored by conventional
economists who focus almost entirely on public debt. In justifying this stance, governments
are portrayed as ‘irrational’ actors when they incur a significant fiscal deficit (expenditures
exceed revenues), causing unnecessary inflation and interest rates to rise by borrowing to
meet the shortfall, as this supposedly ‘crowds out’ the private sector. Government deficits
and a large stock of public debt are considered economically harmful, as they increase the
interest payment burden on taxpayers. As with private debt, the public gross debt to GDP
ratio provides an indication of the relative debt load, though governments can only
commandeer a portion of income through taxation.

In colonial times, public revenue and expenditure was far smaller than today. From the
1850s through to 1890, colonial governments used debt to finance infrastructure as tax
revenues comprised a paltry 2 to 5 per cent of GDP.1221 The surge in the state and local
public gross debt ratio from 1890 onwards was caused by falling nominal GDP rather than
colonial government spending to offset the effects of the 1890s depression. In the first
decade after Federation, the federal government had no debt before engaging in a spending
spree to finance Australia’s involvement in WW1. Public debt surged from 2 to 41 per cent
of GDP between 1914 and 1918. The ratio fell until the onset of the Great Depression, when
nominal GDP fell and debt increased slightly, peaking at 51 per cent in 1931. Federal
government debt decreased by 16 per cent between 1931 and 1937 in absolute terms,
explaining the reduction in the ratio. Reducing public debt was certainly the incorrect policy
response, exacerbating the dire economic conditions of the time. In contrast, state and local
governments engaged in spending, with the state and local government gross debt to GDP
ratio rising from 70 to 124 per cent between 1929 and 1932. With WW2 looming, the
federal government once again went deeply into debt, causing the ratio to increase from a
trough of 30 per cent in 1938 to a peak of 104 per cent in 1946.
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Federal tax revenue has risen from 2 per cent of GDP in 1901 to around 24 per cent in 2013,
gradually shifting away from indirect taxes and onto those levied on incomes. Enlargement
of the tax base has occurred alongside declining personal and company tax rates that are
lower than in previous decades. The lower level of government expenditure as a share of
GDP meant the federal government of the early 20th century was less able to stimulate the
economy during economic downturns. Furthermore, external funding was less available and
constrained spending due to governments’ strong reliance on domestic capital. Public debt
ratios were much higher previous to WW2 than after. As noted earlier in Part 2, public debt
moves counter-cyclically to private debt across the long-term.

Figure 3.7.1: Government Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1850 - 2013
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Restrained government expenditure and strong nominal GDP growth explain the sharp fall
in the federal ratio after WW2 and the state and local ratio after the Great Depression. The
rise in tax revenues helped to offset the need for more public debt. The federal ratio
plummeted to a trough of 7 per cent in 1974. Three smaller booms and downturns in the
federal ratio occurred over the next couple of decades, with peaks in 1979, 1986 and 1996.
When the Howard government took power in 1996, paying down federal debt became a
focal point of public policy. Prime Minister John Howard and Treasurer Peter Costello
incessantly criticised the previous Keating government for the relatively small upswing in
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public debt during the recession of the early 1990s, labelling the Labor government ‘bad
economic managers’. Federal debt rapidly decreased in absolute terms, with the ratio falling
from 21 per cent in 1996 to a historically low point of 5 per cent in 2008. After the GFC
struck the global economy, the Rudd government implemented a stimulus package to ward
off a serious downturn.1222 The ratio has subsequently risen to 17 per cent in 2013. While
the gross debt to GDP ratio is a useful indicator of public debt, a better measure is the net
public debt ratio. Governments do not just issue debt, but often own the debts of others,
indicated by the public net debt to GDP ratio.

Figure 3.7.2: Federal Government Net Debt to GDP Ratio 1971 - 2013
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From 1972 to 1976, the federal government had negative net debt, that is, it owned more
debt than it had on issue. If not for the three recessions that had occurred during the mid1970s, early 1980s and 1990s, it is probable net public debt would have remained negative
from the 1970s onwards. As the Howard government paid down the debt in absolute terms,
net debt again fell into negative territory between 2006 and 2009. After the onset of the
GFC, the ratio climbed up to 9 per cent in 2013. Although the net debt ratio provides a more
accurate indicator than gross debt, the burden is not reflected by the aggregate amount of
1222
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debt on issue but rather the servicing costs: the net interest payment burden as a
percentage of GDP, controlling for the changes in interest rates.

The net interest payment to GDP ratio peaked at 1.7 per cent in 1987, 1996 and 1997, even
though the gross and net debt ratios were higher in the 1990s than the 1980s. The
difference is the higher interest rates during the 1980s. For countries with relatively high
gross and net debt ratios, what matters is how onerous the net interest payment burden is.
This separates the US and Japan, with a relatively low net interest burden, from the basketcase Eurozone nations such as Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece and Spain. Perhaps the best
indicator of the public debt burden is comparing net interest payments to tax revenue.
Revenue is a more suitable measure than GDP as the former represents actual, rather than
potential, income for government. As of 2013, 1.9 per cent of revenue was spent servicing
net interest payments on federal public debt, a small and manageable burden.

Figure 3.7.3: Federal Government Net Interest Payment Ratios 1971 - 2013
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Australia’s foreign public gross debt to GDP ratio is also relatively minor, reaching 21 per
cent of GDP in 1993 and 2012. In 2013, the ratio eased to 20 per cent. The foreign net debt
ratio is smaller, falling to a record low of -1.4 per cent in 2007. In the post-GFC period
through to 2013, the ratio rose to 14 per cent. The consolidated balance sheets of all levels
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of government (federal, state, local and multi-jurisdictional) provide the most accurate
overview of public finances. In total, the public sector is comprised of the non-financial
public sector and public financial corporations. The non-financial public sector is, in turn,
composed of general government (by far the largest component) and public non-financial
corporations. The governments’ assets are worth more than liabilities and total net debt is
only 15 per cent of GDP, though the net financial worth to GDP ratio was -47 per cent in
2012. Overall, the data demonstrates Australian governments are in a strong fiscal position.

Figure 3.7.4: Foreign Public Debt to GDP Ratio 1989 - 2013
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Figure 3.7.5: Total Public Sector Balance Sheet to GDP Ratios 2003 - 2012
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By international standards, Australian federal public debt is relatively small. 1223 Even if the
public gross and net debt to GDP ratios were to rise, this does not necessarily translate into
higher net interest payments if the RBA cuts interest rates and purchases government
bonds. Given the weakness of the economy in early to mid-2014, especially in the eastern
non-mining states, another cut to the interest rate is a possibility. At present, the public
debt burden is certainly sustainable, even if interest rates were to increase. The fashionable
but unsubstantiated assertion is that rising public debt and deficits pose a risk to the
economy. Compared to the pre-WW2 era, the governments of today are a picture of fiscal
responsibility and prudence, regardless of their political persuasion. Despite political
hyperbole, the rise in tax revenues has made sound governance relatively easy, offsetting
the need for higher debt.

Australia’s history provides a test of whether a relatively high level of public debt is
damaging to the economy. 1224 Coming out of WW2, the economy experienced three
decades of sustained, equitable growth during the social democratic period following peak
1223
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debt. Clearly, Australia’s experience suggests high levels of public debt are not necessarily
detrimental, and the much smaller levels today are unlikely to be problematic. The ultimate
focus should be on the colossal stock of private debt and not the governments’ historically
and internationally low position of public debt. Economic history demonstrates private debt
is often used to speculate on assets markets, generating stock and real estate bubbles.

Increases in the public debt stock have two causes: World Wars (1914-1918 and 1939-1945)
and responses to economic recessions and depressions caused by private debt-financed
speculation: the 1890s, 1930s, mid-1970s, early 1990s and the GFC in 2008. Thus, the key to
preventing onerous levels of public debt is to thwart the state from engaging in endless and
illegal wars, eliminate rentiers from the private sector and implement the Chicago Plan to
reduce net debt and new debt issuance. Such advice is conspicuously absent in mainstream
political and economic commentary.

Figure 3.7.6: Total Gross Debt to GDP Ratios 1850 - 2013
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Unfortunately, the economic discourse is almost entirely focused on public rather than
private debt. Hysteria surrounding government debt is provoked by the FIRE sector for
several reasons. The first is that it constitutes a convenient method for distracting the public
from the threat of the massive private sector debt boom. The diversion is understandable,
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for the FIRE sector has fuelled an immensely profitable land market bubble enriching all
participants beyond their wildest dreams. The second reason is to create a non-existent
‘economic Armageddon’ scenario facing the Australian economy, thereby advocating
further privatisation of essential public assets and services as a ‘solution’ to reduce public
debt. The end result is typically economic inefficiency, caused by rising FIRE sector profits
and extraction of economic rents. The third reason is the continuation of the class war
waged by the FIRE sector against the public, by advocating austerity policies that
purposefully disadvantage middle and lower income earners. The final reason is that the
FIRE sector wishes public debt to remain relatively low so the government can accumulate
significant debt to meet any future FIRE sector bailout, should it be required.

There is no intrinsic problem with either public or private debt. Both forms need to be
carefully managed to ensure efficient allocations into productive activity. Public debt is not a
burden if invested in infrastructure, health, education, or research, as this generates income
streams to repay interest. 1225 It becomes a problem, however, if used to finance
commitments with low productivity: excessive defence spending, bank bailouts, pork-barrel
projects and middle-class welfare. The same principles apply to private debt. If private debt
is used for speculation instead of financing production, the result is a zero-sum game where
speculators transfer assets among themselves without enhancing productivity.
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3.8 Examining the Urban Containment Hypothesis
A large bubble has formed in the residential land market, posing a significant risk to future
financial stability as it eventually deflates. Measures of housing valuation are trending at, or
near, their historic peaks. Despite the obvious signs of overvaluation, mainstream
economists remain ignorant to the two primary causes of the land market bubble: the
second derivative of credit growth, in addition to the grossly inefficient taxation system
allowing landowners to capture geo-rent. Instead of focusing on these two key factors,
economists provide a plethora of other reasons to explain high housing prices: population
growth, increased immigration, regulation of land markets, restrictive planning policies, low
nominal interest rates and inflation, housing shortages, foreign investment, the mining
boom, and so on. One of the most popular and influential ideas to emerge in recent years is
that poor government regulation has restricted the supply of land in the form of planning,
zoning and development regulations, thus hindering the timely construction of dwellings. By
appealing to basic economic principles, this ‘supply constraint’ is reasoned to have increased
housing prices. Economist John Talbott notes this idea is most prominent in a series of
influential papers by economists Edward Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko:

The concept Glaeser and Gyourko introduced is that housing prices cannot increase
in a city or neighborhood unless the new supply of housing is constrained somehow,
as through governmental zoning restrictions or other local government building
restrictions. Their logic is that the price of housing is composed of three distinct
elements: the underlying cost of construction of the building itself, the acquisition
cost of the land the home is constructed on, and the value associated with the legal
right one has gained to be able to build on the property. In essence, you can have a
physical house and a piece of property, but unless you have the land properly zoned
for residential construction and have the necessary governmental building permits,
you can’t build a home. Just as the building and the land have value to you, so too
does this right to build also have real value.1226
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Property industry lobbyist Wendell Cox has championed the same argument in the
Australian and New Zealand media via his organisation Demographia. 1227 The key public
policy reform urged in annual housing affordability reports is the removal of restrictive
regulations supposedly raising land prices. Instead of housing densities and development
being controlled by urban planners, a freer market approach is advocated by liberalising
land use and affirming the right of landowners to develop residential dwellings unless
exceptional circumstances apply. Particular concerns are expressed over urban growth
boundaries (UGBs) that are said to act as a supply-side constraint by limiting or prohibiting
development on the urban fringe of cities and towns.

All else being equal, conventional economic theory suggests UGBs and other regulatory
constraints should increase rents, flowing through to higher housing prices. The incidence of
onerous regulations, fees and infrastructure costs for new housing developments are
claimed to fall on home buyers, leading to higher prices relative to incomes. 1228 According to
this account, the solution is a reduction in property transaction taxes, improved investment
processes for trunking infrastructure in new housing developments (sewerage, roads,
electricity, etc.), and the removal of ‘predatory bureaucracies’ that implement unnecessary
regulations constraining the supply of developable residential land. These reforms
supposedly increase the elasticity of land supply, thereby speeding up development,
decreasing travel times and reducing prices in established urban locations. 1229

This popular perspective contends high housing prices stem from an imbalance in the
fundamental factors of supply and demand. When the land market is perfectly competitive,
an equilibrium price is reached in which the quantity supplied is equal to that demanded,
resulting in the optimal use of land. It is assumed the invisible hand of the market will
generate more efficient outcomes with the removal of urban containment policies. A
further assumption is made that land and commodity markets transact alike, explaining why
1227
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images of crossed supply and demand curves accompany this argument. Market
inefficiencies theoretically arise from restrictive land use regulations because a horizontal or
vertical shift in the demand curve in the presence of inelastic supply establishes a new and
higher equilibrium price for land.1230

Figure 3.8.1: Inelastic Supply and Rising Demand Raises the Equilibrium Price for Land1231

The purported central role of restrictive land use regulations in causing housing price
inflation requires critical examination. Two distinct versions of the urban containment
theory need to be considered: in the basic version, these policies restrict supply, causing a
1230
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supply of land is fixed (a vertical supply curve), government regulations allow developers and others
to use land that was previously unavailable for residential construction, meaning supply is actually
quasi-fixed in supply. The other rarely considered possibility is that demand shocks may not only
arise from a horizontal shift in the demand curve, reflecting more people with the same willingness
to pay for housing, but also from a vertical shift, reflecting the same number of people increasing
their individual willingness to pay for housing.
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structural, upwards shift in housing prices (the ‘static-supply’ theory).1232 This argument says
nothing about the volatility of the asset price cycle. In the second, more subtle version,
urban containment policies are hypothesised to delay new housing supply, exacerbating
housing price volatility (the ‘cycle-supply’ theory). According to the latter variant, the rise
and fall in land and housing prices during a real estate cycle are amplified. Adherents claim
it is possible to out-build a bubble by increasing the supply of new housing on the urban
fringe, as liberal land markets ensures a rapid supply response to escalating demand during
a credit boom. Proponents claim a responsive supply of housing minimises or prevents the
formation of bubbles in the land market, as the opportunity for reaping extraordinary
capital gains is muted.

The remainder of this chapter investigates the cycle-supply theorem (urban containment
hypothesis) in detail, as it is a recent and popular inception in housing economics with the
potential to explain the land market cycle. Fortunately, the claim that supply-side factors are
a fundamental driver of land market bubbles can be tested. Two conditions must be fulfilled
to confirm this hypothesis: firstly, the history of the land market should not show the
formation of bubbles without urban containment policies. A rich documentary record exists
to test this condition. Secondly, the supply of available properties in the rental market must
also be obstructed, driving up residential rents in the process.

Housing prices reflect capitalised rental income adjusted for expected rental growth, risk
and tax incidence. If urban containment policies restrict the timely supply of new dwellings,
then the intrinsic relationship between prices and rents should see them rise in tandem.
Rental incomes are a more accurate indication of supply and demand pressures in the
housing market because they cannot be leveraged. Land prices, rather than construction
costs (the cost of replacing a dwelling) should also rise, as the latter should not be affected
by supply constraints. For the purposes of this chapter, the definitions provided in the 2014
Demographia report of urban containment policies (restrictive land use regulations) and
liberal land use policies (less restrictive markets) are used:
1232
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Urban Containment (More Restrictive Land Use Regulation) relies on intrusive land
use regulation, and includes markets where residential development (new
construction) is strongly controlled by comprehensive plans or development limits.
Generally, it is an urban planning objective to make urban containment the only
legal regulatory structure. There is a strong campaign to make the principal
alternative, liberal regulation (below), illegal. Urban containment may also be
characterized by terms such as “densification policy,” “compact development”,
“urban consolidation”, “growth management” “and "smart growth.” Generally,
urban containment regulation is “plan-driven,” as planning departments and
governments determine where new housing is allowed to be built. There is a
“negative presumption,” with new development generally prohibited, except in
limited areas where it is permitted by government plans. By severely limiting or even
prohibiting development on the urban fringe, urban containment eliminates
the ”supply vent” of urban fringe development, by not allowing the supply of
housing to keep up with demand, except at prices elevated well above historic
norms.
…
Liberal Land Use Policy (Less Restrictive Markets) applies in markets not classified as
“urban containment.” In these markets, residential development is allowed to occur
based upon consumer preferences, subject to reasonable environmental regulation.
Generally, liberal land use regulation is “demand-driven.” There is a presumption
allowing land to be developed, except in limited areas, such as parks and
environmentally sensitive areas. By allowing development on the urban fringe,
liberal land use regulation allows the “supply vent” to operate, which keeps house
prices affordable. Less restrictive regulation can also be called traditional or liberal
regulation.1233
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3.8.1 Evidence of Land Bubbles in the Absence of Urban Containment Policies

Recent studies of land use policies addressing the ‘cycle-supply’ theory conclude there is a
significant difference between restrictive and liberal housing markets, when measured by
real housing prices and P/I ratios. 1234 Housing markets with urban containment policies are
said to experience greater housing price volatility than those with liberal land use policies,
where bubbles either did not form or were much smaller in size. The counterargument to
these assertions is provided by long-term historical evidence of regular land market bubbles
forming in the absence of urban containment policies. In recent decades, large bubbles have
also formed in a number of housing markets considered to have liberal land use policies.

The historical record for countries with long-term real estate data – Australia, England, the
Netherlands and the US – demonstrates repeated land market cycles for centuries prior to
the onset of planning, zoning and development regulations implemented in the early 20th
century and more extensively in the post-WW2 period. Australia’s own economic history
appears to falsify the urban containment hypothesis given the formation of land market
bubbles in the 1830s, 1880s and the 1920s; long before government bureaucrats made red
tape into an art form during the modern era. Land and housing markets were not previously
subject to thousands of pages of regulation, legislated and enforced by all three levels of
federal, state and local government as they are today. Australia’s worst economic
depression resulted from a speculative land market boom in the 1880s, culminating in a
bust during the 1890s. At that time, Australia did not have a federal government and state
and local governments did not take an active role in regulating land supply and construction
activity. Both then and now, Australia remains the least densely populated continent in the
world except for Antarctica. Generations of Aboriginals, settlers, immigrants and
governments have faced an almost unlimited supply of land to develop and build dwellings
on.

The immense supply of land and almost non-existent regulations could not possibly be
significant factors driving up land prices during the 1880s. One alternative possibility is the
1234
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land bubble formed due to a steep rate of population growth, in conjunction with an
inability to build homes outside the immediate city centre given limited transport options;
travelling by foot, horse, or carriage.1235 This view is contradicted by two findings: the 1880s
recorded the highest ever growth rate in residential construction, peaking at 6.5 per cent
per annum, and nominal rents closely tracked the rate of inflation. In a land market without
urban containment policies, a massive bubble was not prevented by a rapid supply of
housing at a rate well above that of population growth. If the urban containment hypothesis
were valid, then land bubbles in the mid-1970s and late 1980s should have been larger than
those previously experienced due to additional urban containment policies and a lower rate
of dwelling construction, but this is not supported by the available data.

Figure 3.8.1.1: Nominal and Real House Rents 1861 - 1939 (1880 = 100)
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Economist Fred Harrison has noted similar historical trends in the English land market from
the mid-17th century onwards, with housing price inflation and deflation recurring in a
regular 18-year cycle. The early town planning laws were implemented through the Housing
and Town Planning Act, circa 1909, and followed by the Planning Acts of 1919, 1925, and
1235

Throughout history, the size of towns and cities have been limited by available transportation

options, with the populace on average spending one hour in mean travelling time, per day, across
various historical periods (Marchetti 1994: 75).
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1932. These laws did not hinder construction, demonstrated by the dwelling boom of the
1930s, but the downside was land became easier to speculate on. Later in 1947, the Town
and Country Planning Act was introduced; a more socialist or social democratic planning
management system.1236 If the urban containment hypothesis was credible, land market
cycles in England should have been muted or prevented altogether prior to the introduction
of the planning acts:

But for a clinching argument, we can return to the UK. In the 150 years before 1947,
the housing and land markets featured prominently in the booms and busts of the
business cycle. To what do we attribute those previous episodes? We certainly
cannot blame planners! In terms of price volatility and supply falling short of
demand, the patterns were consistent throughout two centuries. Land planning did
not mitigate – but nor did it exacerbate – the dynamics of booms and busts.1237

A regular land market cycle is also evident in the Netherlands, as indicated by the
Herengracht real estate index between 1628 and 1973. Across this period, the biennial
hedonic repeated-measures index only shows a doubling in real prices, and a ten-fold
increase in nominal prices for this canal area in Amsterdam. The index is based on a total of
4,252 transactions and the number of lots has remained remarkably steady across 345 years.
Originally, there were 614 lots, but some were combined to allow construction of larger
buildings, leaving 487 properties remaining today. 1238 The index is subject to a high degree
of price volatility. Periods of extreme housing price inflation and deflation were most often
associated with wars, financial crises, credit excesses such as Tulip mania of the 1630s when
housing prices fell by 50 per cent between 1632 and 1634, and the post-WW2 era. In none
of these periods of extreme volatility were urban containment policies identified as a
variable in rising prices.1239
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Harrison (2005: 21-25).
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Harrison (2005: 24-25).
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Eicholtz (1997: 179).
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Table 3.8.1.1: Herengracht Index - Mean Price Changes and Standard Deviations1240
Nominal Index
Period

Standard

Real Index
Standard

Years

Mean

Full sample

1628 - 1973

1.8

17.7

0.5

18.5

17th century

1628 - 1699

2.0

23.2

1.3

26.3

18th century

1700 - 1799

0.1

14.9

-0.2

16.3

19th century

1800 - 1899

0.9

12.6

1.0

13.8

20th century

1900 - 1973

5.3

20.2

-0.2

17.9

1628 - 1807

0.7

18.4

0.1

20.8

1814 - 1973

3.8

15.7

1.5

14.6

Interbellum

1920 - 1939

-6.3

27.8

-2.6

22.5

Post-WW2

1946 - 1973

11.6

15.5

3.2

18.2

Deviation

Mean

Deviation

PreNapoleonic
period
PostNapoleonic
period

Economists Phillip Anderson and Fred Foldvary have examined the trends in the US land
market from 1800 onwards. Similar to the English historical findings, a regular 18-year cycle
is also evident across this lengthy period. 1241 The 19th century US real estate market
experienced a number of land bubbles, often resulting in devastating depressions following
the inevitable busts. Like Australia, settlers and immigrants in the US faced an almost
unlimited amount of land, available at little to no cost. Even though federal and state
governments of the time were large land owners, land markets were barely regulated and
the state had limited powers of enforcement. By the end of the 19 th century, the supply of
newly discovered land had come to an end but the land market cycles continued unabated
well into the 20th century.

1240

Eicholtz (1997: 186 - Table 2). Biennial logarithmic price changes.

1241

Anderson (2008); Foldvary (1997).
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For his dissertation, economist Homer Hoyt, the first specialist in real estate cycle analysis,
produced a long-term land values series for Chicago (1830 to 1933). 1242 This land market
experienced numerous bubbles before the implementation of planning, zoning and
development regulations, often ending in economic depression. Even today, advocates
consider Chicago as having liberal land use policies, but that did not prevent a bubble
forming during the recent land market cycle in the 2000s. 1243 From the trough in February
1997 to the peak in October 2006, real housing prices increased by 69 per cent and then
subsequently fell by 47 per cent through to March 2012. Real housing prices have crashed
to almost their lowest point since the index began in January 1987. 1244

Texas is another US state where housing markets are considered to have liberal land use
policies based on flexible zoning rules, especially the city of Houston.1245 In the late 1970s
and early 1980s, Texas experienced a residential land bubble. Real housing prices in Dallas
and Houston boomed and then crashed 29 and 38 per cent respectively, with the price to
rent ratio falling by 23 per cent in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. 1246 A simultaneous
commercial land bubble also formed during the Texan energy boom, leading to prices later
plummeting by 60 to 80 per cent between 1987 and 1991. 1247 Both bubbles were driven by
predatory lending by Savings and Loans institutions.1248 While Texas avoided a major land
bubble during the 2000s, other factors may have influenced this outcome: high property
taxes and the recent introduction of home equity loans in 1998 that are subject to stringent
restrictions. 1249
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Anderson (2008: 216).

1243

Cox and Pavletich (2014: 12 - Figure 3).

1244

S&P/Case Shiller Home Price Indices, deflated by CPI (All Items Less Shelter).

1245

Houston is often described as having a free market approach to housing, but this is only partially

true. It is the only large US city without a formal zoning code, though its planning regulations are
similar to the rest of the country’s housing markets (Lewyn 2004).
1246

Case and Shiller (1987); Duca (2014: 8-10); Prowse (1995).
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Anderson (2008: 328).
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Anderson (2008: Appendices 9 and 10); Black (2005).
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Katz (2010). The historical aversion to mortgages dates back to the founding of Texas in 1845.
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3.8.2 The Divergence between Prices and Rents during Land Price Cycles

Numerous housing markets have experienced a divergence between prices and rents, as
measured by the P/R ratio, posing difficulties for the urban containment hypothesis. Supply
and demand fundamentals should not be causing a significant increase in the P/R ratio,
irrespective of land use policies in place, since, by definition, a fundamental factor should
influence prices and rents in equal measure. During the formation of the largest housing
bubble in US history, economist Dean Baker made the same observation: economic
fundamentals cannot cause a significant divergence between prices and rents, let alone in
the form of impeded construction or environmental regulations. 1250 The P/R ratio
experienced a major surge as housing prices boomed but nominal rents continued to track
the rate of inflation across the US.1251 Talbott arrived at a similar conclusion to Baker:

If zoning restrictions in America were the key to explaining the recent run-up in
prices, why have prices increased globally? And if these restrictive cities have had
long histories of regulation and zoning restrictions, why is it only in the last twentyfive years that real housing prices have taken off? If these towns are so restrictive to
new building, why haven’t their rents also increased? If there is a housing shortage
because of a restriction on new building, it should impact both the owner and renter
market equally. Finally, if zoning restrictions explain it all, why are the homebuilders
showing such large profits? Don’t they face the same zoning restrictions? The
argument that restricting new housing growth somehow can cause housing price
increases is fundamentally flawed.1252

In the midst of Australia’s current land market bubble, the divergence between prices and
rents is the largest in recorded history. 1253 During the course of the housing price boom
from 1996 onwards, nominal rents tracked the rate of inflation up until 2007, resulting in a
record high divergence in that year. The rents to income ratio also fell during this period,
1250

Baker (2002a; 2002b; 2004); Baker and Rosnick (2005).
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Campbell et al. (2009); Gallin (2008); Verbrugge (2008).
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Talbott (2006: 85).
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Covered in 3.1.4 - Price to Rent Ratio and Rental Yields.
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driven by high household income growth, indicating tenants were spending less on rents as
a proportion of income. Between 2007 and 2010, however, both the nominal rent to
inflation and rent to income ratios increased due to two primary factors. The first was a
population boom as the Coalition, followed by the ALP, allowed for greater immigration
intakes in these years. The second was a collapse in residential construction caused by the
GFC when some developers became insolvent, and the uncertainty generated by financial
instability and economic volatility led to the remaining developers building fewer residential
dwellings.

Figure 3.8.2.1: Australian Rental Market 1990 - 20131254

By 2011, housing construction had returned to its long-run average and rents resumed
tracking the rate of inflation. The data indicates real rents were mostly stable during the
housing price boom from 1996 to 2006, suggesting it is difficult to blame the formation of
the bubble on urban containment policies and ‘fundamentals’ if rents did not move in

1254

Kent (2013: Graph 14).
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tandem.1255 The upswing in housing prices has been caused by rising land prices and not
increasing construction costs, as dwelling values have tracked nominal GDP while land prices
have ballooned. Construction cost data confirms this finding, having tracked the rate of
inflation since 1972, and only increasing slightly in real terms over the last decade.1256 This
was also the case in the US, as construction costs tracked inflation during the formation of
their housing bubble.1257

Figure 3.8.2.2: Nominal Rents and Adult Population Annual Growth 1990 - 2012
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In the post-WW2 era, growth in private dwellings has almost always outpaced adult
population growth.1258 Modern residential construction rates have not reached the heights
observed before WW2, but they are less volatile. The supply of new dwellings has remained
responsive despite stringent urban containment policies implemented after WW2.
Following the abolition of price controls in 1949, the subsequent period between 1950 and
2012, on average, had one new private dwelling built for every 1.6 new adults. The same
1255

Kearns (2012: Graph 5).
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Covered in 3.1.7 - Total Land and Housing Stock Values to GDP Ratios.
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Shiller (2005: 13).
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ratio prevailed during the current housing price boom between 1996 and 2006. Between
2007 and 2010, however, this ratio doubled to 3.1; a significant deviation from the longterm average. The peak of 5.1 in 2009 was the highest ratio since the economic depression
of the 1930s, providing evidence of a temporary housing shortage which caused real rents
to rise. Between 2010 and 2012, the ratio plummeted to 1.3, well below the long-term
average, explaining the pattern of weak rental growth in the capital cities as construction
growth outpaced demand. A housing shortage could not have caused the property boom
because the average annual ratio between 1996 and 2012 was 1.8.

Figure 3.8.2.3: Private Dwellings and Adult Population Annual Growth 1882 - 2012
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Figure 3.8.2.4: New Adults per New Private Dwelling 1882 - 2012
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Together, the trends in the P/R ratio, construction and adult population rates provide
sufficient evidence that urban containment policies are not a primary factor in the housing
price boom from 1996 to 2012. The divergence between prices and rents reached a
historical peak in 2007, invalidating the central assumption underpinning the urban
containment hypothesis; prices and rents should rise in tandem if influenced by the
fundamentals of (constrained) supply and demand. In the post-WW2 era, decreased
volatility in construction rates and an elastic supply of housing suggests the needs of a
growing population have generally been met, apart from a short four year period between
2007 and 2010. Further evidence of a responsive supply of housing is indicated by the
remarkably stable nominal rent to inflation and rent to income ratios.
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3.8.3 Theoretical Issues Regarding Housing Models

The theoretical models underpinning land use policy studies are grossly unrealistic. The
standard urban economic model of the monocentric city is the Alonso-Mills-Muth (AMM)
model, moulding an urban schema into a general equilibrium model. The major flaw of
AMM is assuming the market operates in a static state of equilibrium, given the complex
and dynamic nature of the land market. For any market to operate in equilibrium, a host of
restrictive (absurd) assumptions must be met. The degree of unrealism and simplification
embedded in the standard model of the urban landscape ensures limited comprehension of
how housing and land markets actually function. Economist David Pines notes:

The static approach in the Alonso-Mills-Muth model is useless in explaining many
stylized facts regarding the urban structure and its evolution through time. In the
static analysis, represented, for example, in Brueckner’s chapter, land is
continuously utilized within the city boundaries and the city boundaries are
continuously extended with income and population size. Thus, the static model
cannot explain leap-frog sprawl and other ‘irregular’ development patterns which
often characterize urban land use. The reason for the failure of the static model in
explaining these ‘irregularities’ is that the housing stock is assumed to be perfectly
malleable, which, of course, is highly unrealistic. And, indeed, introducing durability
into the spatial urban model has allowed researchers to derive robust explanations
to the above stylized facts, which they could not do otherwise.1259

Perfect malleability in a housing market assumes perfect flexibility; that when a marginal
change occurs to any one of the parameters of the stylised urban economic model, the
housing stock is wiped clean (destroyed), then rebuilt, with the inclusion of the marginal
change. Every plot of land is assumed to be put to its highest use (never vacant) and
therefore no development opportunities exist. The AMM model further stipulates that
rational, utility-maximising agents will always spend the same amount of their incomes on a
combination of housing and transport costs, assuming there is always a fixed trade-off
between the two factors. The greatest defect in the model is the absence of a causal link
1259

Pines (1989: 648).
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between accelerating mortgage debt and rising land prices. Simply put, any urban economic
model that cannot simulate the land market cycle plaguing Australia and other nations must
be dismissed. If the endogenous effects of private debt are assumed away, mainstream
economists must logically focus on exogenous factors to account for rising housing prices,
explaining the fixation on urban containment policies.

An additional shortcoming in standard equilibrium models is the failure to distinguish land
from capital. Economist Mason Gaffney has noted the Austrian school’s concept of a “period
of production” is objectionable to neoclassical theorists “because it presumes a difference
between capital, which has one, and land, which does not.”1260 This illustrates the difficulty
of modelling land as if it were capital or a commodity produced under conditions of
competition: land was not produced by a firm or individual but was freely provided by
nature. Therefore, every unit of land conforms to the textbook version of a monopoly given
the absence of a supply curve. There is no obvious reason why a supply curve should apply
to land because there is no supply-demand relationship dictating the price and quantity
relationship, as is typically the case with equilibrium models assuming competition.

The assertion that more regulations somehow diminish a developer’s freedom to build
should be challenged. Using the financial sector as an example, far more regulations exist
today than during the 1970s, but the operating environment is less restrained and freer
than during the earlier period, seen in the wider scope of economic activities. Financial
sector complaints about red tape are purely entertaining theatre because most regulations
are inconsequential, especially for economically and politically powerful actors.
Deregulation does not refer to a reduction in the absolute number of regulations imposed
on an industry, but rather the relative degree of freedom government provides capital to
operate. Greater regulatory burdens on developers have not stunted housing construction
rates, because in addition to lower volatility in housing supply, on average, one new
dwelling has been built per 1.6 new adults in the post-WW2 era, right through to the
current housing bubble.
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Gaffney and Harrison (2006: 55).
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Urban containment policies should theoretically reduce the rate of total supply of new
dwellings in a city, state or country. A causal link should also exist between urban
containment policies and the rate of construction of new housing, for example, reductions
in building approvals per quarter, or a fall in the number of lots approved for development.
In contrast, if urban containment policies are coordination tools that imply location rather
than quantity restrictions, then a causal relationship should not exist. Theoretical modelling
of how property developers operate is curiously absent in the discussion of urban
containment policies. It is assumed developers act competitively by selling land as a
commodity; yet, by extension, development opportunities cannot exist in equilibrium.
Conducting empirical surveys of developers could help economists to better understand
housing and land markets.1261 Economist Denise DiPasquale explains:

The work to date on housing supply leaves some difficult puzzles. In the literature on
the determinants of new supply, price does not appear to be a sufficient statistic in
determining new construction; the importance of other market indicators such as
time to sale and inflation and the unimportance of construction costs are difficult to
explain. These anomalies persist across many studies using aggregate data at the
national or metropolitan level and employing a variety of time-series methods.
Much of the work on new supply has focused on the new supply of single-family
owner-occupied housing. We know much less about the determinants of new supply
of multifamily rental housing. At this point, I believe that we need to build our
understanding of the micro foundations of housing supply. We need to understand
how suppliers make decisions and view the marketplace. This work requires data
where the unit of observation is the builder or developer, which will be costly to
assemble.1262

Non-competitive behaviours are often blamed for land-banking and the refusal of
developers to build or sell, but this outcome is actually due to land’s unique attributes. This
includes durability, non-depreciation (unlike capital), monopoly status, being subject to
1261

The survey method has often resulted in real-world evidence contradicting the assumptions of

equilibrium theory and the neoclassical theory of the firm (Keen 2011: Chapter 5).
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uncertainty, and the ability to siphon off increases in capital and labour productivity.
Developers recognise these conditions and often find it more profitable to delay
construction until a future period, holding out for higher prices, especially in the absence of
a substantial withholding cost such as a land value tax.1263 Land-banking is a rational
strategy if the possibility of rezoning exists, immediately resulting in higher per square
metre rents upon reclassification of land use. Developers do not maximise sales in any given
period because they operate under conditions of uncertainty regarding future land prices
and building costs; both of which can rise suddenly. Economist Sheridan Titman illustrates
this point:
Land prices in west Los Angeles are among the highest in the United States. Yet, we
can observe a number of vacant lots and grossly underutilized land in this area. A
good example of this is a parking lot, owned by the University of California-Los
Angeles, in an area of Westwood where land has been known to sell for more than
$100 per square foot. The university could probably raise a considerable amount of
money by selling two-thirds of the parking lot and constructing a parking structure
on the remaining land to satisfy the demand for parking. Although this may be one
of the best examples of underutilized land in west Los Angeles, it is by no means the
only example. There are many underutilized and vacant urban lots throughout Los
Angeles and the rest of the world, held by private investors who presumably wish to
maximize their wealth.

The fact that investors choose to keep valuable land vacant or underutilized for
prolonged periods of time suggests that the land is more valuable as a potential site
for development in the future than it is as an actual site for constructing any
particular building at the present time. Hence, in order to understand why certain
urban lots remain vacant, we must determine how the land is valued under the two
alternatives. Valuing the land as a site for constructing a particular building at the
current time is fairly straightforward. It is simply the market value of the building
(including the land) minus the lot preparation and construction costs (this is referred
to in the real estate literature as residual value). However, valuing the vacant land as
a potential building site is not as straightforward since the type of building that will
1263
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eventually be built on the land, as well as the future real estate prices, are
uncertain.1264

Uncertainty influences the decisions of developers over whether to build and sell, or to
withhold from the market. Titman notes “an implication of this relationship between
uncertainty and vacant land values is that increased uncertainty leads to a decrease in
building activity in the current period”, which may help explain the plunge in residential
construction across Australia in 2009.1265 The GFC increased uncertainty for developers as
insolvencies rose, with falls in building construction and sales helping to preserve land prices
to a degree. Property investors were likewise affected by uncertainty as housing prices
temporarily fell, resulting in a sharp downturn in housing demand (sales) that reinforced the
decision of developers to withhold stock from the market. Standard urban economic models
cannot account for this behaviour because uncertainty is assumed away in favour of
probabilistic risk and land is treated as capital or a commodity. If developers and the
industry, including housing and land markets, really operated in equilibrium, then landbanking must logically be the result of a non-competitive market where uncertainty has no
role.

The differential gradient of land prices across UGBs are often remarked on as proof that
urban containment policies have driven up the cost of housing. 1266 A more valid assessment
would involve comparing the trends in the nominal rent to inflation and rent to income
ratios per square metre across the fringe, for a specified period. If urban containment
policies cause fringe residential land prices to rise, then these two ratios should also
increase. The difference between the returns to residential and agricultural land need to be
controlled for on a per square metre basis, as returns to residential land will always be
greater. Land that is zoned for alternate purposes has different values, determined by the
stream of capitalised income from the land’s highest allowable use, minus lot preparation
and construction costs. A study of the difference in land prices across the UGB must have
1264
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two elements: a plot of land’s zoned use must be controlled for by rental income per square
metre and measurement of the movement in the nominal rent to inflation and rents to
income ratios over a specified period of time.

Evidence for the urban containment hypothesis “is suggestive, not definitive” and does not
consider the other side of the ledger: the benefits of such policies. Even advocates of liberal
land use policies note the benefits of zoning “could certainly outweigh these costs.”1267 As
Harrison states:

Planning does have an effect on construction – and property prices – through the
concentration of activity in areas of containment. The net effect, however, is difficult
to estimate by relying on the trends in prices. Planning restrictions that discourage
construction will raise prices in those locations where the supply falls short of
people’s needs. On the other hand, plans issued by local authorities do assist
building firms to concentrate their developments in designated areas where
infrastructure is supplied by government: the economies and certainties that flow
from this knowledge offset costs and they bear down on house prices.1268

The literature on the effects of urban containment policies upon land and housing prices is
also far from uniform, and nowhere near as certain as is often claimed. 1269 Economists John
Quigley and Larry Rosenthal explain:

The empirical literature on the effects of regulation on housing prices varies widely
in quality of research method and strength of result. A number of credible papers
seem to bear out theoretical expectations. When local regulators effectively
withdraw land from buildable supplies-whether under the rubric of “zoning,”
“growth management,” or other regulation-the land factor and the finished product
can become pricier. Caps on development, restrictive zoning limits on allowable
densities, urban growth boundaries, and long permit-processing delays have all been
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associated with increased housing prices. The literature fails, however, to establish a
strong, direct causal effect, if only because variations in both observed regulation
and methodological precision frustrate sweeping generalizations. A substantial
number of land use and growth control studies show little or no effect on price,
implying that sometimes, local regulation is symbolic, ineffectual, or only weakly
enforced.

The literature as a whole also fails to address key empirical challenges. First, most
studies ignore the “endogeneity” of regulation and price (for example, a statistical
association may show regulatory effect or may just show that wealthier, more
expensive communities have stronger tastes for such regulation). Second, research
tends not to recognize the complexity of local policymaking and regulatory behavior.
For example, enactments promoting growth and development, often present in the
same jurisdictions where zoning restrictions are observed, are rarely measured or
analyzed. Third, regulatory surveys are administered sparsely and infrequently.
Current studies are often forced to rely on outdated land use proxies and static
observations of housing price movements. Fourth, few studies utilize sophisticated
price indexes, such as those measuring repeat sales of individual properties. Such
methods correct for well-known biases in price means and medians typically
reported.1270

Two main factors explain the disparate results from studies examining the effects of
planning, zoning and development regulations on housing and land prices. First, it is difficult
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For instance, a model is created where renters pay the market-clearing rent, which is equal to the
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to source adequate data for analysis; second, economists have not constructed a sufficiently
complex and dynamic disequilibrium model of housing and land markets that overcomes
the unrealistic assumptions of static equilibrium models. Neoclassical economists have not
adopted a rigorous research methodology to objectively analyse the housing and land
markets in a manner that tests their theoretical assumptions:

Measuring the effect of local land use regulation on housing prices is a formidable
empirical challenge. Land use rules are intended to recognize local externalities,
providing amenities that make communities more attractive and housing prices
higher. Restrictive zoning and growth controls, however, also tend to slow expansion
and reduce net densities of the housing stock. We would expect these supply
constraints to increase home prices. Distinguishing between these various impacts is
complicated in practice. Local home-owners seeking to maximize home values and
minimize tax burdens typically control the politics underlying land use enactments.
In addition, many localities combine restrictions on new development with a range
of economic incentives meant to spur it along. Measuring the economic constraints
imposed by actual regulatory behavior and decisionmaking, as opposed to merely
observing formal rules as adopted, is a difficult empirical problem, and comparisons
across metropolitan areas are frustrated by the sheer variety of local practices. 1271

In our view, a useful survey of local land use regulation would have four components.
First, the survey would be national with representation from stagnating as well as
growing regions and large and small political jurisdictions. Second, it would sample
metropolitan areas and localities to permit analysis of the interplay among political
jurisdictions and between localities and regional authorities. Third, such a survey
would measure the outcomes of regulatory processes at the local level. Fourth, it
would sample builders, developers, and government officials to establish, as far as
possible, the linkage between regulation on the one hand and the supply and price
of housing on the other.1272
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A study by economist Dirk Bezemer tabulated the number of economists who correctly
identified the US housing bubble and predicted the subsequent GFC. Among this select
group, a consensus emerged that debt-financed speculation was the major cause of the
bubble, with some mention of insufficient land taxation. 1273 Not a single economist
considered urban containment policies to be a factor. Economist John Talbott was not listed
in the study, but also identified the bubble and predicted the GFC, explicitly arguing that
urban containment policies could not explain the housing market dynamics.1274 The three
experts in the historical analysis of real estate cycles – Phillip Anderson, Fred Harrison and
Fred Foldvary – do not mention urban containment policies as a cause of land bubbles, past
or present.1275 As noted earlier, Harrison argued bubbles were a constant feature of the
English land market back to the mid-17th century, long before urban containment policies
were introduced in the 20th century.

Private debt and property taxes are a glaring omission from land use policy studies,
demonstrating more research is required before urban containment policies can be claimed
to cause or amplify land market bubbles. General equilibrium models are incapable of
controlling for the effects of mortgage debt acceleration on land prices and many studies
have not controlled for the effects of property and land taxes. Adherents of the urban
containment hypothesis have conveniently ignored the fact that rents tracked just above
the rate of inflation across major US cities during the formation of the land bubble. The
reason is obvious: if urban containment policies amplified bubbles, then rents should have
increased significantly in those housing markets that were allegedly supply-constrained.
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3.8.4 Conclusion

What can explain more than 180 years of data and the volatility in the Australian land
market cycle under fundamentally different economic periods: the early decades of the
newly established colonies, the late 19th century before Federation, the Roaring Twenties,
post-WW2 social democracy and current neoliberal capitalism? The answer is not urban
containment policies, which either did not exist or were a mere shadow previous to WW2,
indicating they cannot possibly account for the stellar rise in land prices back then. The only
internally consistent explanation of the land bubbles plaguing Australian history and which
matches the historical, theoretical and empirical evidence is based on two determinants:
debt-financed speculation and insufficient public capture of land rent. The usual suspects
are manic investors driven by irrational exuberance, liberal lending by the banking sector,
capture of geo-rent by landowners and minimal property taxes.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to prove causation between urban containment policies and
rising land prices without a commensurate increase in rents. Recent empirical studies
confuse correlation with causation, as equilibrium models cannot control for the effects of
mortgage debt acceleration or the behavioural psychology of irrational agents. Once a land
bubble has formed, it becomes challenging to disentangle the influence that urban
containment policies have on land prices from these confounding factors. It is already
difficult to accurately measure the multiple costs and benefits resulting from government
regulation of planning, zoning and development. No study has yet isolated the impact of
urban containment policies from other factors, such as private debt, taxation and
psychology. Talbott suggests the very nature of the urban containment myth explains why it
is given credibility, rather than its inherent scientific validity:

They stated very strongly that they had discovered the real reason for the recent
run-up in prices and the villain was the same as always-big bad government and
burdensome regulation. This message was picked up by other free market
academics and media pundits and, because of the reputation of the authors and
apparent thoroughness of their work, quickly broadcast as the “true” reason why
home prices had escalated to such heights recently. It was a convenient explanation.
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People like to have a villain and recently they have gotten very comfortable blaming
government for their problems. For the free market crowd it was perfect; a market
anomaly like bubble real estate prices could be explained by the inexcusable
interference of the government in the marketplace. Unfortunately, for them, the
analysis was not right.1276

Neoclassical economists ignore the role of the banking system and land rent on real estate
cycles. Even though land comprises the largest tangible market in modern state capitalist
economies, it is virtually disregarded in most economic analysis. Stout objections are raised
to any suggestion of inefficiencies within capital markets or landowners’ private capture of
geo-rent as contributing variables to financial instability. Naturally over several decades, the
government has been scapegoated by the economics profession to distract from their
facilitation of global real estate bubbles, principally by advocating the neoliberal agenda of
banking and financial deregulation, privatisation and liberalisation while disregarding the
role of land rent. With those bubbles now deflating and causing economic devastation in
housing markets that were supposedly shielded by the phantom of supply shortages, a
profession desperately seeking to redeem their shattered reputation has identified a
plausible theory shifting the attribution of fault: urban containment policies. At face value,
this theory provides a believable ex-post rationale for land market bubbles matching
neoclassical textbook assumptions of how housing and land markets supposedly operate.
This myth has gained traction in the last half decade as the abject failures of neoclassical
theory and its economists have mounted. The inability of general equilibrium models to
generate the land market cycle has led many to latch onto a faulty account that superficially
provides a credible explanation for the largest housing bubble in history.

The small number of economists who identified housing bubbles and predicted the
subsequent economic downturns are mostly heterodox economists: post-Keynesians,
Georgists and Austrians. Neoclassical economists, unable to understand the endogenous
inefficiencies generated by banking and financial markets and the private capture of georent, have searched for a different explanation to rationalise the formation of land market
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bubbles. The urban containment hypothesis has gained popularity in recent years and will
continue to do so. Few heterodox economists specialise in the academic field of real estate
economics who can counter the mainstream narrative and provide an alternative analysis of
land market cycles. There are even a limited number of neoclassical economists in
economics university departments that specialise in real estate and land, due to alluring
financial incentives to work for industry.

It is not contested that urban containment policies may increase housing prices, but only in
proportion to comparable rents. If reform of planning, zoning and development regulations
are estimated to yield benefits in excess of costs and result in a decrease in rents, such
reforms should be pursued. 1277 Similar to the German system, adopting ‘right to build’ laws
would assist in the timely development of residential and commercial property, while
thwarting the NIMBY attitude (Not In My Back Yard) prevailing in Australia. Planning delays
and uncertainties have been estimated at $38,094 per dwelling in Sydney, $22,609 in
Melbourne and $23,297 in Brisbane.1278 Under this arrangement, developers have the right
to build dwellings as they see fit as long as local or state government guidelines are followed.
If a development is opposed, then the onus is upon the aggrieved party to take the
developer to the civil tribunal to prevent construction. In Australia, development must first
be approved by the council, resulting in delays and higher costs.

Housing costs can be lowered by eliminating the onerous infrastructure charges and levies
imposed on developers by state and local governments, which amounts to a significant tax
on home buyers and investors. Excessive infrastructure charges are estimated at $24,801
per dwelling in Sydney and $20,557 in Brisbane.1279 Over the last couple of decades,
government has adopted a preference for direct developer charges rather than financing
the cost of local infrastructure itself. Councils have abrogated their responsibilities and given
developers the choice of either funding the infrastructure or providing councils with a lumpsum equivalent on the basis they will then fund the infrastructure. In the latter case,
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councils frequently funnel the payments into other projects, leaving housing developments
devoid of infrastructure, potentially for years. Two elementary solutions are available:
governments can return to the old system by issuing municipal bonds to finance local
infrastructure and pay down debts through council rates, or failing that, adopt the Texan
Municipal Utility District (MUD) model. A MUD is essentially a private version of the
government-funded model, supplemented with a democratic charter through elections to
choose a board of directors. Bonds are issued, followed by development of local
infrastructure, with privately-levied rates used to pay down debts.

Zoning is a critical element of the housing and land markets given the extensive delays
innate to the public bureaucracy. Delays in land subdivision projects and zoning vacant land
for residential use in capital cities can take well over a decade, creating considerable cost
and uncertainty.1280 Hefty land prices, derived from the differences between zoned and
unzoned land on the urban fringe, are estimated at $40,381 per dwelling in Sydney, $19,789
in Melbourne and $9,493 in Brisbane.1281 Another issue not often discussed is the onerous
red tape that owner-occupier builders are placed under by local and state government. This
regulatory burden is most likely the result of lobbying by the building industry for the
purposes of stifling competition in the construction market for their benefit. Lifting
restrictions on home building by owner-occupiers and investors and placing them under the
‘right to build’ policy is a step forward to improving the competiveness of the construction
industry.

In conclusion, the claims in recent literature apportioning blame to urban containment
policies for the formation and volatility of land market bubbles are not supported by history,
data or theory. Empirical studies confuse correlation with causation, unable to control for
the effects of mortgage debt acceleration on land prices. Land market cycles are a recurring
feature in Australia, England, the US and the Netherlands since the 17th century, long before
urban containment policies were enacted. The hypothesis now forms part of the
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conventional economic doctrine, providing a credible cover story for equilibrium models
which do not account for asset bubbles, banks, debt and money, and ignore the private
capture of land rent. Dynamic disequilibrium urban economic models advance the
understanding of fundamental drivers of the land market cycle, particularly when usury and
land rent are incorporated. Economists must begin heeding factors they have intentionally
ignored for well over a century and which do not feature in modern economics textbooks or
university curriculums.
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Recommendations
R.1 Taxation, Property and Mining Sector Recommendations
Recommendation #1: A comprehensive Land Value Tax (LVT) is implemented on all land. An
increasing marginal rate schedule taxes the least valuable land at 0 per cent, with rising
rates calculated on a per-square-metre value basis. Land taxes apply per land holding, but
not on an entity’s total holdings to encourage development.1282

Recommendation #2: Municipal rates are levied using site value (SV) rating, taxing land only.
Under the capital improved value (CIV) or net annual value (NAV) ratings, both land and
dwellings are taxed, suppressing construction activity.

Recommendation #3: Tax revenues are based on economic rents, inheritance and negative
externalities. The government calculates and analyses the size of annual aggregate
economic rent to better understand its revenue potential, allowing for abolition of most
taxes on capital and labour. 1283 A small minority of wealthy individuals and households
receiving substantial inheritances are subject to tax above a suitable threshold.1284

Recommendation #4: A uniform resource rent tax is imposed by the federal government on
all resources: oil, gas, minerals, forests and fisheries, levied at a rate of 40 per cent.1285

Recommendation #5: Federal and state subsidies to the mining sector are phased out.
Subsidies are unwarranted in light of the effective mining sector corporate income tax rate
of less than 14 per cent, profit margins of around 35 per cent, almost 85 per cent foreign
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ownership (with a small number of wealthy individuals having large shareholdings), direct
employment of less than 3 per cent of the working population in resource extraction, and
pre-tax profits in the tens of billions.

Recommendation #6: Concessions under a resource rent tax discourage mining exploration
or production at a rate faster than is commercially justified, as well as highly concentrated
mining activity in geographical areas. A transition phase applies for the resource rent tax
and allowances made for pre-existing projects transferring to the new system.1286

Recommendation #7: An auction or cash bidding system is implemented for the allocation
of exploration permits or for a limited number of new mining operations. 1287 Fees and
stamp duties on the transfer of interests in resource projects are abolished.

Recommendation #8: Removal of the capital gains and land tax exemptions for owneroccupiers and the capital gains discount for investors.1288 Owner-occupier mortgage interest
deductibility is ruled out because it is the equivalent of the negative gearing benefit for
investors, and therefore likely to encourage larger debt burdens.

Recommendation #9: Negative gearing is phased out entirely. The ability of investors to
claim depreciation on buildings is reviewed, as it allows income that otherwise would have
been taxed at the full rate to be converted into capital gains that are only taxed at 50 per
cent of the nominal rate.

Recommendation #10: Modify SMSF tax concessions by bringing them into line with
benchmark treatment for property investment.1289 Provisions allowing SMSFs to borrow for
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investment purposes are removed to limit risk and losses during future real estate
corrections.

Recommendation #11: Stamp duty is replaced by folding it into a progressively larger LVT.

Recommendation #12: Remove all housing grants and subsidies at the federal and state
levels, namely the first home owners grant and boost, and first home savers accounts.1290

Recommendation #13: A substantial increase in public housing investment to ameliorate
growing waiting lists, relieving the financial stress of low-income individuals and families in
the private rental market.

Recommendation #14: Cease funding of the National Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS),
while grandfathering existing contracts. Under the guise of helping tenants, the NRAS is
really subsidising investors, as tenants in dire need are not sufficiently assisted by the 20 per
cent discount to the market rent.1291

Recommendation #15: Double the Commonwealth Rent Assistance (CRA) scheme and index
it to nominal rent growth. The CRA is better targeted than NG and the NRAS because it
provides direct cash assistance to tenants. The program may place upwards pressure on
rents as it increases eligible tenants’ purchasing power.

Recommendation #16: Germany’s ‘right to build’ laws are adopted. This policy encourages
timely development of residential and commercial property, while thwarting the NIMBY
attitude (Not In My Back Yard) prevailing in Australia. Planning delays and uncertainties
raise land costs.1292 Under this arrangement, developers and home builders have the right
(positive presumption) to develop, within specified local and state government guidelines. If
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a development is opposed, then the onus is upon the aggrieved party to take the developer
to the civil tribunal to prevent construction.

Recommendation #17: Eliminate onerous infrastructure charges and levies imposed on
developers by state and local governments. Government reverses their preference for direct
developer charges to finance local infrastructure, lowering housing costs. There are two
ways to achieve this: governments can return to the original system of issuing municipal
bonds to finance local infrastructure and pay down debts through council rates or adopt the
Texan Municipal Utility District (MUD) model.

Recommendation #18: Zoning processes should be considerably streamlined to decrease
the cost to developers and home buyers. Extensive delays in land subdivision projects and
zoning vacant land for residential use in capital cities can take well over a decade,
generating considerable costs, uncertainty and reducing developer competition.

Recommendation #19: Removal of all UGBs except for ecologically or culturally sensitive
regions of land. There is no sound rationale for UGBs, as less than 1 per cent of Australia’s
land mass is urbanised.1293

Recommendation #20: Establishment of a ‘Right to Rent’ program allowing any household
in danger of foreclosure to remain in their home for a period of 5 to 10 years (or longer),
paying the market rate of rent to the new owner (the bank). This policy helps protect
owner-occupiers from the injurious effects of banks’ fraud and predatory lending. The plan
does not bailout the banks or home owners, can be implemented straight away, does not
create more bureaucracy and protects property from theft, squatting and vandalism. It also
gives owner-occupiers more power in working through mortgage modifications, potentially
reducing the number of delinquencies, insolvencies and foreclosures.1294
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Recommendation #21: Disallow the use of lump-sum withdrawals from superannuation
accounts to finance purchases of owner-occupied property or to prevent foreclosure (while
allowing SMSF purchases as noted above). The former acts as a first home owners grant,
while the latter is another gift to bankers.

Recommendation #22: Foreign investment in the real estate market is either disallowed or
severely restricted. Foreign investment places upwards pressure on land prices, reducing
the availability of homes for purchase by Australians.1295 An economic review is undertaken
to examine the costs and benefits of foreign investment in all types of land, given the ability
of domestic banks to finance purchases by Australian citizens and those holding permanent
residency. Greater detail and transparency is required in FIRB reporting of foreign
investment.
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Foreign residential and commercial property investment totalled $17.2 billion and $51.9 billion

in 2012-13, respectively (FIRB 2013: ix).
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R.2 FIRE Sector Recommendations
Recommendation #1: Prepare legislation for the implementation of a future Chicago Planstyle reform in the event of a severe banking crisis. This includes a progression to 100 per
cent reserve lending and backing for deposits, and public control of the money supply via
issuance of government money (equity) when banks want to lend, unless they wish to pay
an increased premium for private debt liabilities. Forcing the requirement that banks issue
debt instruments to the government, rather than the private sector, is a blueprint for
removing the noxious impact of usurious fees and interest charges, and rapid inflation in the
money supply that causes asset bubbles and financial instability.

Recommendation #2: A range of macro-prudential tools should be implemented to
moderate housing price inflation and subdue credit growth in a pro-cyclical financial system,
particularly those affecting the loan to value (LVR), debt servicing (DSR) and debt servicing
to income (DSTI) ratios. 1296 Quantitative restrictions are placed on the share of new
mortgages with moderately high LVRs (60 to 79 per cent), and significantly strengthened for
mortgages with an LVR of 80 to 89 per cent. Mortgages with an LVR of 90 per cent and
above, interest-only loans and those backed by parental guarantee are disallowed.
Mortgage debt is capped at a multiple of ten times the imputed or actual annual rental
income of the property being purchased to prevent a positive feedback loop forming
between rising housing prices and debt. 1297

Recommendation #3: To reduce systemic risk, a large rise in capital and liquidity ratios
(buffers) is implemented so banks can withstand a future economic downturn, bank run,
credit market freeze or large fall in the value of collateral. Research suggests the probability
of a banking crisis can be reduced to a 1 in 100 year event by raising core equity (Tier 1)
capital ratios to 11 per cent in isolation or raising core equity to 10 per cent with an
additional rise in liquid assets of 12.5 per cent (the rise in liquid assets over total assets).1298
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For the Big Four banks, this represents a rise of around 3 per cent in core equity. Liquidity
and capital buffers (and general debt provisioning) must rise during the expansionary phase
of the credit cycle, taming the size and duration of a debt-financed asset price boom.

Recommendation #4: APRA enforces a transparent and prudent risk-weighting
methodology for determining capital ratios. APRA rescinds banks’ authority to calculate
their own risk-weights with advanced internal methods (APS 113) and enforces all new bank
lending under APS 112, applying more conservative criteria and risk weights for residential
mortgages. Requisite modifications to APS 112 include higher risk-weights when asset prices
significantly diverge from the long-term mean (25-30 year minimum), and re-calculation of
potential super-sized LGD, PD and EAD during a large housing correction.

Recommendation #5: Significant capital allocations arising from conservative risk-weights
imposed on financial derivatives, with prudential regulations requiring derivatives to be
placed on-balance sheet in SPVs.

Recommendation #6: Development of a new RBA risk assessment framework including a
range of macroeconomic, banking, market-priced and qualitative indicators:
•

Macroeconomic metrics include the stock and flow of credit to all sectors of the
economy (household, non-banking financial, non-financial business, and government
sectors), sectoral leverage, associated DSRs and estimations of credit quality.

•

Banking sector metrics include capital adequacy as a proportion of total asset value (not
RWAs), liquidity ratios, non-performing loan rate, asset quality in high-risk sectors (e.g.
residential housing), proportion of high-LVR and interest-only lending, asset
concentration on bank balance sheets, and the level of specific provisions for bad debts.

•

Market-priced metrics include the divergence of asset prices from long-term averages
(e.g. P/I and P/R ratios), credit spread between market/deposit and lending rates,
proportion of securitised, offshore and short-term wholesale funding, degree of foreign
investment, loan to deposit ratios, and the average maturity profile of debt.
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•

Qualitative measures include lending standards and risk appetite, ratio of prime to nonprime/subprime lending, trends in loan fraud, rapid bank network growth and the
intensity of financial sector competition.1299

Recommendation #7: Strict limits are placed on the Big Four banks to prevent any further
mergers or acquisitions due to the high concentration of Australian financial system assets
under management and the already non-competitive operating environment. A maximum
threshold is established for the proportion of credit aggregates directed towards any single
asset class.

Recommendation #8: APRA enforces less reliance on wholesale borrowing, particularly
short-term foreign debt, via existing regulatory powers. The average maturity of wholesale
funding is lengthened by adopting suitable benchmarks for short and long-term wholesale
borrowing, and imposing restrictions on off-shore bond issuance. A minimum level is also
set for ‘stickier’ funding sources like domestic deposits.

Recommendation #9: Covered bonds are phased out, as this dual recourse funding
arrangement poses significant over-collateralisation risks. The numerous funding
advantages of the Big Four banks over second-tier lenders indicate they are not
disadvantaged by this reform. Legislative amendments to the Banking Act 1959
subordinating depositors in the creditor hierarchy are unwound.

Recommendation #10: RMBS funding arrangements are reviewed and a maximum 10 per
cent limit set for total RMBS financing in any asset class. The AOFM explicitly rules out any
future support for RMBS.

Recommendation #11: Establishment of a Royal Commission to conduct an exhaustive
investigation of the financial system and regulatory bodies. The Terms of Reference are
broad and explore accusations of extensive subprime mortgage fraud, predatory lending,
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and regulatory agency culpability and negligence in addressing systemic risk and
unconscionable financier conduct.

Recommendation #12: External dispute resolution (EDR) organisation regulations are
reformed to better assist victims of predatory lending. Arbitrary caps on mortgages are
removed, allowing EDRs to write-off the entirety of loans in the worst cases of fraud. The
powers of EDRs are significantly expanded to deal with recalcitrant lenders.

Recommendation #13: The Financial Claims Scheme (FCS) is broadened to include
significant ex-ante funding from banks to provide depositor and general policy insurance. A
financial contribution from banks discourages moral hazard and guarantees they bear a
greater loss for subsequent failures.

Recommendation #14: Economists in senior and executive public roles are subject to a
suitable incentive structure to ensure appropriate management of the economy and
commentary. A range of key performance indicators can be adopted and benchmarked
against the performance of the economy. Economists are held accountable for the quality of
their work, with a number of penalties being introduced for poor performance: fines, loss of
employment and even imprisonment in the worst cases of financial and economic collapse.

Recommendation #15: The development of a more transparent and empirically-validated
stress-testing framework. Primary variables that predict future instability include the size of
the credit-to-GDP gap (breaching 6 per cent), DSRs greater than 20 per cent (related to
more severe recessions), a large proportion of credit aggregates directed towards real
estate (42 per cent of all Australian banking assets are housing loans), large deviations of
asset prices from the long-term mean, and low equity to deposit ratios (a greater number of
creditors have a claim on banking assets). APRA ceases to use ‘soft stress-testing
assumptions’ for liquidity as noted in the 2012 IMF Financial Stability Report.

Recommendation #16: The APRA stress-testing framework includes the following secondary
variables: large ToT shocks precipitating a significant fall in national income, persistent tepid
or negative economic growth, steep rises in unemployment stressing high DSR households,
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and significant Australian bank exposure to the New Zealand market.1300 A mining sector
downturn would increase the likelihood of rising personal and commercial defaults,
declining credit quality, and rising bank funding costs as credit ratings agencies lose
confidence in credit quality. New Zealand’s housing bubble is also heavily dependent on
capital inflows for funding, suggesting a simultaneous property downturn could amplify
difficulties for the Australian parent companies, despite legal ring-fencing.1301

Recommendation #17: The decision to implement a CLF is reviewed, alongside the
conditions of access and possible taxpayer risk. At a minimum, the cost of accessing CLF
liquidity should be substantially increased, as there is a spread of well over 100bps between
the wholesale funding and cash rates. Banks may otherwise try to access CLF for cheaper
funding, instead of as a last resort measure. The RBA could also threaten to convert debt
into equity following a large fall in the value of collateral pledged to access liquidity.
Abolishing the CLF is the most prudent measure as it is a thinly-disguised, taxpayer-funded
bailout mechanism.

Recommendation #18: Bail-in provisions overseen by the FSB and endorsed by APRA are
repealed, despite Australia’s implementation of the new global liquidity framework (Basel III
International Framework for Liquidity Risk Measurement, Standards and Monitoring). An
independent panel of experts considers a range of alternative policy measures that
contribute to financial stability, outside of the costly bailout/bail-in paradigm.

Recommendation #19: A ‘true cost of service provision’ regulation is implemented
regarding the pricing of essential bank services. The banking and financial sector is regulated
like utilities, rather than viewed as profit centres yielding infinitely rising returns for
management and shareholders.

1300
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Recommendation #20: A levy is imposed on the financial sector for the government deposit
guarantee, and calculated to be the approximate size of the derived market benefit. The Big
Four’s heavy concentration and majority control over financial system assets means they
already reap significant cost savings due to economies of scale.1302

Recommendation #21: The alleged benefits and costs of high frequency trading are
reviewed. Algorithm-based trading has led to heightened volatility in many of the world’s
markets and innumerable cases of market manipulation, such as front-running of orders by
large institutional players with computerised infrastructure advantages.

Recommendation #22: Lender’s mortgage insurance (LMI) is disallowed. The shifting of risk
to mortgage insurers is a form of private moral hazard providing banks with an incentive to
lend without considering the capacity to repay. LMI does not afford lenders any real
protection in a major crisis as these companies are often severely under-capitalised for the
sizeable real estate risks they are insuring.
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R.3 Government Policy, Political and Institutional Recommendations
Recommendation #1: The government, with its position of low public debt, substantially
increases social welfare payments to prepare for a period of extended financial instability
accompanying debt deflation. Miserly unemployment and disability insurance benefits that
are well under the poverty line (Newstart Allowance and Disability Support Pension) are
increased, alongside relaxed job-seeking or other requirements to ease the difficulties facing
these marginalised groups. The age pension is raised to smooth the political and financial
transition to a comprehensive land value tax. Policies boosting individual and household
cash flows during a financial crisis supports consumption; a necessary antidote to the
Keynesian savings paradox emerging during crises. In the long-run, a comprehensive social
welfare system reduces the cost of other government services due to a fall in prohibitively
expensive tertiary interventions by the police, courts, statutory government authorities,
community and custodial corrections systems.1303

Recommendation #2: During a future banking crisis, government should consider a range of
alternative policies: reducing protections for banks, direct debt relief for borrowers rather
than lenders (a ‘modern debt jubilee’ - see below), forgiveness of debts, the full or partial
sale of financial institutions to new owners and management, and nationalisation of banks
combined with wholesale debt restructuring. Other long-term considerations for reform
include the separation of retail and investment arms of banks (so depositors are legally ringfenced from speculative activities) and the establishment of government investment
banks.1304

Recommendation #3: A modern debt jubilee (QE for the public) is needed to reduce private
debt burdens, as debt deleveraging (balance sheet repair) by businesses and households will
1303
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otherwise detract from economic growth for many years, if not decades. Governmentcreated credit is directly deposited into the bank accounts of citizens who must first use it to
reduce any outstanding debts, before using any remainder as they see fit. This approach
rewards savers, does not destroy bank assets, compensates investors dependent on fixed
income stream products that drop in value, and is a more efficient approach than directly
bailing out the banks. Any inflationary pressures would be a welcome counterbalance to the
devastating effects of debt deflation.

Recommendation #4: A job guarantee program is implemented to provide steady
employment for those willing and able, eliminating many existing government welfare
payments. Under the Employer of Last Resort/Buffer Stock Employment model,
Government absorbs the private sector employee surplus following large job losses during
the downturn. Recipients are entitled to 35 hours per week of work at the minimum wage
while retaining some income supports, helping to maintain price stability via a wage
floor. 1305

Recommendation #5: Radically reduce immigration rates. Since 2007, both the Coalition
and ALP have orchestrated a high rate of population growth through net immigration.
Government, businesses and landowners typically favour high population growth as it
increases revenues, profits and rents. High growth weakens per capita GDP growth,
increases job competition and unemployment during debt deflation, slows the recovery
after an economic downturn, and contributes to greater congestion and larger
environmental costs. A review should be undertaken to determine a more sustainable rate
of population growth that aligns with the rate of infrastructure development.

Recommendation #6: Tenancy laws are reformed to the standards enjoyed in other
Western nations. Australian tenants’ limited rights include less stability and security in
tenure due to shorter lease terms (6 to 12 months on average), lower rental vacancy rates
favouring landlords during contractual negotiations, short notice termination of leases for
1305
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any reason (30 days’ notice), and requisite landlord permission for minor alterations and pet
ownership. 1306 The balanced tenancy systems in Scandinavia and Western Europe provide a
useful guide for reform: leases lasting from a minimum of two years to an indefinite period,
several months’ notice to terminate a lease and only under strict conditions, and a
presumption tenants may own pets and carry out minor alterations without landlord
consent. Improved tenancy rights can make rental accommodation more attractive relative
to owner-occupation, reducing Australia’s obsession with home ownership and the
addiction to debt.

Recommendation #7: Establishment of a political party founded on an ‘anti-plutonomy’
platform. Australia’s dysfunctional democracy does not represent or enfranchise the 99%,
given the Coalition has only ever represented the 1%, with the ALP from the Hawke
administration onwards following suit. The core policy platform of a new party commits to
true political and economic democracy, maximizing economic efficiency, and resisting
neoliberal economics and policies that contribute to wealth and income inequality.

Recommendation #8: Progressive reform of the political landscape, including electoral
processes and parliamentary representation, selection of candidates, lobbying and
campaigning, maximum length of political careers, appointment of key government officials,
and a thorough review of alleged evidence for the pervasive neoliberal agenda, especially of
the deregulation and privatisation of the banking and financial system.

Recommendation #9: A constitutional referendum is held, including options such as the
Swiss democratic republic model. This is a close version of ‘direct democracy’, allowing
citizens to challenge any law made by federal parliament and make their own laws via
referenda, as well as introduce amendments to the constitution.

Recommendation #10: The pursuit of economic democracy. As debt deflation renders
corporations insolvent, government purchases them for cents to the dollar, and hands
ownership over to employees and communities to be democratically run in their interests.
1306

Kelly (2013).
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Employee-owned and managed firms can hold elections to vote in managers who are
instantly recalled if they fail to abide by a democratically-determined mandate. This new
form of ‘Economic Democracy’ can be trialled following the collapse of the financialised
rentier economy, having cannibalised itself. Economic Democracy (decentralised market
socialism) has the potential to replace the inefficient and authoritarian rentier state
capitalist system.1307

1307

Schweickart (2011).
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R.4 Theoretical and Economic Modelling Reforms
Recommendation #1: The integration of post-Keynesian economic principles, and
disequilibrium price dynamic and accounting (flow-of-funds) models into mainstream
economics to explain the formation of business, credit and asset cycles.

Recommendation #2: Economic modelling of unconstrained lending by banks (money is
endogenously created) and the contribution of rising debt to aggregate demand. Thus, the
spending power of depositors (savers; ‘patient agents’) is not reduced by lending to
‘impatient agents’ (debtors) accessing bank-extended credit. Anthropological, historical and
empirical evidence supports the credit-based (endogenous monetary creation) perspective,
including the flow of causality from loans to reserves (loans create deposits).

Recommendation #3: Financial instability models incorporate a Goodwin cyclical growth
model with added ‘Minskyian dimensions’ of Ponzi financing.1308

Recommendation #4: Both Hyman Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis and Irving
Fisher’s Debt Deflation Theory are taught as part of a comprehensive pluralist economic
curriculum. These theories provide a clear definition of asset bubbles, investor and financier
risk and processes underpinning the frequency of credit and asset cycles which influence the
broader business cycle.

Recommendation #5: Behavioural finance concepts are integrated to capture and describe
the motivations and behaviours of irrational agents, namely lenders and borrowers.

Recommendation #6: Land market bubbles are identified as a root cause of financial
instability. Metrics used to recognise these bubbles include the mortgage debt to GDP ratio,
net rental income flows, Kavanagh-Putland Index, total land values to GDP ratio, housing
stock value to GDP ratio and the housing debt to cash flow ratio.
1308

Building on existing five-dimensional mathematical models (wage share, employment rate,

private debt, government subsidies and tax expenditures).
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Recommendation #7: The relative cost of money is identified as a minor determinant in
asset bubble formation due to the tendency of investors to chase capital gain irrespective of
prevailing interest rates.

Recommendation #8: Classical liberal concepts of economic rent and usury are incorporated
to accurately describe and model financial instability and growing inequality. The
neoclassical equilibrium (supply-demand) account for the land market is discarded due to
significant theoretical, historical and empirical inconsistencies.

Recommendation #9: The pernicious influence of the plutonomy is described as a key factor
in macroeconomic models and financial instability. Pathways are required for
cognitive/pecuniary capture and the influence exerted on government policy.

Recommendation #10: Deleveraging is identified as a primary factor inhibiting economic
recovery due to the fall in aggregate demand while government and private balance sheet
repair is undertaken and debts are paid down.

Recommendation #11: A complete heterodox model of financial instability is built from
scratch using empirically validated variables and causal pathways identified in reputable
economic research.

Recommendation #12: A large cumulative CAD (or net foreign liabilities) is identified as a
risk factor promoting financial instability.
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Conclusion
This book has provided a wealth of information pointing to a severe residential property
correction in Australia’s future. Assets bubbles must inevitably deflate due to the dynamics
of debt-financed speculation. The correction may be postponed for years as the government,
captured by the FIRE sector, appears determined to implement and maintain a range of illconceived policies, perverse taxation arrangements and financial inducements to keep
housing prices inflated. These policies will probably prevent a sudden and catastrophic
collapse like that of the 1890s. Both political factions of government are able to increase
aggregate demand to boost economic growth if required. Despite these factors, a significant
correction is inevitable, for the failure of the current housing bubble to deflate would be the
first-ever recorded instance of such a feat across centuries of economic history. There is
greater awareness among elites and the public of the ominous land market bubble and its
potential for wealth destruction. While housing prices may experience another temporary
boom in the short-term, particularly in major capitals like Sydney and Melbourne, it would
be a mistake to believe another major price surge will repeat nationwide, given the onerous
burden of household debts.

Since the mid-1990s, housing prices have departed from fundamental measures of intrinsic
value, namely inflation, economic and population growth, household incomes, rents and
construction costs. Notwithstanding the significant divergence of prices from the long-term
average over 130 years, the common refrain of government and FIRE sector economists is
that either a housing bubble does not exist or is minor in nature (an insignificant ‘price
overhang’). As historical and recent international events testify, these trite responses are
predictable and unsurprising. They should be disregarded based on the inadequacy of
conventional economic theory in explaining real-world occurrences, the host of vested and
conflicts of interests, and the very nature of a bubble requiring the commonplace delusion
that prices are, by definition, rational.

Using Australian economic history as a guide, the parallels between earlier depressions and
modern economic settings reveal the risks posed to the nation by the debt-financed housing
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bubble. Of greatest concern are the modern financial settings that are remarkably similar to
those conditions prevailing just prior to the onset of Australia’s ‘Great Depression’ of the
1890s. In all previous eras, a steep rise in private sector credit relative to the size of the
economy led to large asset bubbles.1309 In the 1830s and 1880s, land market speculation
was the preferred path to ‘easy wealth’, while in the 1920s, a combination of the stock and
land markets attracted the mania of the investor class. In today’s economy, investors have
developed a penchant for residential property speculation, encouraged by financier
recklessness, inequitable taxation arrangements and the expropriation of socially-generated
economic rents by landowners. The irrational exuberance demonstrated by modern
investors is eerily reminiscent of the 1880s, indicating Australia is certainly ‘not different’.

Freeing the financial sector from its regulatory restraints has encouraged the household
sector to accumulate a record level of debt. Debt productivity has plummeted over several
decades in response to prodigious misallocation of capital into unproductive residential and
commercial real estate investment, further indicated by a consistently large and positive
credit impulse since WW2. The vigorous credit impulse is exhibited by the large gap
between aggregate private debt and GDP growth in the 2000s, accompanying the steepest
and most persistent episode of housing price inflation. In periods of speculative fervour,
investors transition from hedge to speculative and finally to Ponzi finance as debt payments,
including expenses, rapidly overwhelms income flows. The irrational exuberance of the
modern Australian property investor is reflected in the high proportion of interest-only
loans, the migration to Ponzi finance units on aggregate in 2001, and the unprecedented
escalation in the mortgage debt to GDP ratio based on the expectation of profiting from
capital gains.

A deleveraging trend has not yet emerged, but the declining rate of credit acceleration
explains the plateauing of housing prices in recent years and the stagnant trend of economic
growth. Unbridled enthusiasm for housing is waning as the stream of ‘greater fools’ reaches
exhaustion and the nation approaches a wage-financed debt payment ceiling. Australia is
1309

Due to limited data availability for the 1840s, comparisons are primarily made to the 1890s and

1930s depressions.
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primed to experience a Minsky moment, particularly as first home buyers are disillusioned
with the state of the market and are standing aside in droves. Mirroring the 1880s, the
residential land bubble has formed during a period of low inflation, signaling the bust may
give way to general price deflation. Debt burdens will therefore not be eased by the effects
of high price and wage inflation as was the case during the 1970s.

Banks have accumulated significant foreign liabilities to fund the housing bubble in a
manner comparable to the 1890s, but on a smaller scale, risking capital outflows in the
event of a large real estate correction and loss of confidence in the Australian economy and
financial system. The banks’ low liquidity ratios, reliance on external debt and significant
short-term wholesale funding profile (with a short, average maturity profile), means they
will be rendered cash-flow insolvent, without government intervention, if faced with bank
runs, extended closure of the wholesale funding market, large capital outflows, or sudden
repricing of financial assets during a contagion event that necessitate fire sales.1310 With the
rapacious plutonomy firmly entrenched, government will rescue banks being overwhelmed
by skyrocketing loan impairments and rapid exhaustion of minuscule capital reserves. In a
major crisis, the financial weapon of mass destruction will be either a bail-in or bailout,
sidestepping a calamitous 1890s-style collapse at any cost.

The risk of financial instability has never been greater, despite the presence of a central
bank, a multitude of government supports, and an advanced and integrated banking and
financial system. The banks are keenly aware of their TBTF status and have purposefully
become overleveraged in pursuit of unsustainable profits, because it pays to up the ante.
Ponzi finance business models do not lend in a traditional manner for productive
investments at a conservative gearing ratio, but instead help to inflate asset markets and
gamble on trillions of dollars’ worth of obscure and unregulated derivatives, with offbalance sheet business almost fifteen times the size of the economy. This behaviour is
symptomatic of financier exuberance displayed during credit booms as unrealistic

1310

Most lenders will be rendered technically insolvent following a small fall in the value of bank

assets, but allowed to continue operating.
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expectations of growing profitability are adopted, leading to a falling risk premium, declining
lending standards and tiny counter-cyclical provisions to cover souring debts.

The financial sector has manipulated regulations to lower their capital ratios via the
generous use of declining RWAs based on internal models, resulting in banks becoming
highly leveraged. It is inconceivable the banks could withstand a fall of 30 to 40 per cent in
housing prices and survive. Unless the government forcefully responds to a future crisis,
both banks and mortgage insurers will be exposed as woefully under-capitalised, with
insufficient loss provisions to meet the enormous risks they are carrying. Financial contagion
and cascading failures are likely due to the intense concentration of mortgages issued
against inflated housing prices, similarity in loan profiles, potential subprime fraud and the
concentration of total assets under Big Four management. In an identical fashion to the
1890s, smaller Ponzi financiers may also fail in the event of significant systemic stress.1311
Financial sector profits have not yet dramatically weakened to signify a near-term downturn,
but the lag between loan origination and defaults means the process of financial instability
takes years to manifest. Indeed, the record-breaking profits of the Big Four in recent years
provide a firm signal that a downturn is imminent.

All three levels of government are responsible for the formation of the housing bubble, but
the federal government is the most culpable and blame can be equally apportioned to the
Coalition and ALP. The deregulation of the FIRE sector, the Big Four’s TBTF status, FHOG/B
programs, and extensive tax expenditures have further inflated the bubble. State
governments have squandered the opportunity to pursue an independent path by
simultaneously increasing land value taxes and reducing inefficient payroll, insurance, motor
vehicle and stamp duty taxes. Similarly, councils were able to lower construction costs by
financing infrastructure through municipal rates rather than developer charges, but chose
not to do so. Poor government choices are attributable to the FIRE sector’s deleterious
effect on democratic processes, a stacked parliamentary deck, and extensive lobbying and
soft corruption that undermines the public good. The political parties and rentier class have
1311

Smaller financiers are not afforded the same privileges as the Big Four, who are granted

immunity from insolvency.
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an unspoken accord to preserve privilege for the rich and to further redistribute wealth and
income upwards in a ‘flood up’ effect. This outcome is realised by privately capturing
economic rents and publicly-owned assets, asset transference through inheritance and
government interventions.

The FIRE sector will propose ‘solutions’ to combat financial instability that are exceedingly
generous to their interests: government support of land prices, extraordinary liquidity
measures/backdoor bailout facilities (the CLF), short-selling bans on financial stocks, bank
holidays, tolerance of ‘zombie banks’, toxic bank asset purchases by the RBA/Treasury,
subordination of depositors within the hierarchy of financial claims, depositor haircuts
under bail-in provisions, capital controls that freeze unsecured liabilities (including deposits),
partial forced equity conversion of deposits, wholesale funding guarantees, an enhanced
federal government deposit guarantee, regulatory capital forbearance, taxpayer-funded
bank restructuring or recapitalisation, and a majority public capital stake in institutions.
Attempts to keep the land market bubble inflated may lead to a future ZIRP policy, but as
recent international events attest, this will ultimately be futile. One factor benefitting
Australia is the low level of combined local, state and federal public debt. Large government
stimulus measures can be implemented in a counter-cyclical manner to offset falling
aggregate demand during a severe downturn. Unfortunately, government is more inclined
to implement harsh austerity policies, despite no sensible rationale for doing so. If public
debt surges in the future, it will result from the transference of the private debt burden
onto taxpayers via interventions that charitably extricate banks from insolvency. The
government can expect a significant fall in tax revenues, as occurred during the 1890s and
1930s economic downturns.

Near-term growth in the nation’s income is threatened by the prospect of mean reversion in
commodity prices and a large fall in the ToT.1312 The current mining boom is unprecedented
in size, following a significant rise in capex, export volumes and commodity prices for bulk
resource commodities. Unfortunately, mining revenues are dependent on a handful of
1312

For instance, the first six months of 2014 have seen iron ore prices correct by around 30 per cent

in US dollar terms.
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exports – primarily bauxite, iron ore and coal – bound for a small number of key export
destinations. China has many characteristics of a bubble economy set for a large real estate
correction, suggesting demand for Australian mineral exports will inevitably recede. Longterm Dutch Disease has hollowed out the non-mining sectors of the economy, meaning
Australia has lost the last remnants of competitive advantage. Multi-factor productivity is
flat-lining and the fall in national income will dramatically impact living standards. ‘Rentier
drag’ will worsen the economic downturn and loss of competitiveness due to the
disproportionate FIRE sector share of output and profits, an immense tax burden on labour,
deadweight costs of inefficient taxes, inadequate public capture of economic rents, and
falling effective demand as income is diverted to rising interest and principal payments.

This book has demonstrated the benefits of utilising a hybrid approach of heterodox theory,
namely post-Keynesianism, Georgism and behavioural psychology to detail how the banking
and financial system interacts with the investor cohort to generate bubbles in asset markets.
The mainstream economics profession has failed abysmally by overlooking and often
denying that enormous asset bubbles exist, leading one to seek more logical explanations.
The worst financial and economic downturn since the Great Depression of the 1930s has not
altered the theory taught and practiced by the mainstream economics profession one iota.
When reality conflicts with theoretical models, reality is dismissed. It is therefore
unsurprising asset bubbles are attributable to endogenous rather than exogenous factors,
with markets operating in constant dynamic disequilibrium and producing outcomes
diametrically opposed to what conventional theory suggests. Once the major flaws of
economic theory are corrected for, identification of asset bubbles and understanding how
they form becomes a straightforward matter.

On the matter of ‘rentier economics’, while the economics profession points out there is no
such thing as a free lunch, it is patently obvious the rich are everywhere feasting on a free
banquet of economic rents and unjustified privilege. Despite perplexed economists and
policymakers blaming recent economic woes on government debt, regulations and social
welfare, it is precisely the colossal corporate welfare state for bankers, landowners, big
business, billionaires, multi-millionaires, insurers, executives, managers and real estate firms
that has spiralled out of control, amplifying financial instability and threatening the entire
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economy. Over recent decades, the Australian economy has been regressively transformed
by neoliberal interests into a haven for usurers, robber barons, free riders and price-gouging
monopolists. Journalist Matt Taibbi’s 2009 remarks concerning Goldman Sachs are equally
applicable to Australia’s expansive rentier class, particularly the FIRE sector and Big Four
banks:

The world's most powerful investment bank is a great vampire squid wrapped
around the face of humanity, relentlessly jamming its blood funnel into anything
that smells like money.1313

The home-grown plutonomy is no different, reaping the benefits of Ponzi finance, subprime
lending, land market bubbles, a vast array of economic rents, generous taxpayer
expenditures, conflicted regulator appointments, campaign financing, political donations,
‘independent’ appointments to government inquiries and reviews, the co-opted mass media,
submissive university economics departments, compliant think tanks, and other areas likely
to yield great power and profit. As Adam Smith recognised in 1776, the role of government
is to defend the rich against the poor or those who have some property against those who
have none, with the ALP-Coalition duopoly simply being the latest reincarnation to dutifully
fulfil this role.

The degenerate state of contemporary politics means a representative majority may not
comprehend the rampant inefficiencies wrought by the FIRE sector and rentier class.
Substantive reforms are not guaranteed even if politicians become cognisant of the
economic harm unfolding, because they lack courage to confront concentrations of stateprotected and unaccountable private power. The stranglehold over democratic processes
virtually guarantees maintenance of the current status quo, unless a popular backlash starts
challenging the unjustified privilege and authority of the plutonomy. Honest public
discourse, genuine taxation reform, decentralisation of political power and a complete
reconstruction of the FIRE sector is essential to Australia realising a more efficient,
productive and meaningful economy that operates in the collective national interest.

1313

Taibbi (2009).
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Table C1: Financial Instability Matrix - 1840s, 1890s and 1930s Depressions and Today1314
Level of Investment and Credit Growth

1840s

1890s

1930s

-

-

-

-

-

Declining rate of debt productivity and falling asset yields

-

-

-

Decline in long-term trend of accelerating credit growth

-

Negative credit impulse (>10 per cent of GDP)

-

1890s

1930s

Persistent surge in private sector credit growth

-

Large credit to GDP gap

-

High level of financial sector debt
High debt servicing burdens (debt to disposable income)
The housing/investor stock debt to cash flow and gross price
to rent ratios exceed 20

A collapse in credit growth allocated to Ponzi-financed
assets
Long-term elevated level of private investment (% of GDP)

NOW

-

-

High levels of building construction in the residential
property sector
High levels of building construction in the commercial
property sector
Stock market speculation (surging share price index and P/E
ratios)

Property, Stock Market and Other Asset Speculation
Residential housing stock growth rate outpaces effective
demand
Commercial real estate stock outpaces effective demand
Evidence of Ponzi finance supporting the formation of an
asset bubble
High P/R, P/I and P/E ratios indicative of asset market
speculation
Annual rise in nominal land values exceeds 20 per cent
Steep rise in the residential/commercial land value to
GDP/GSP ratio

1314

Paucity of data for the 1840s explains the few data labels.
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1840s
-

-

-

NOW

Securities offered as liens on loans related to object of
speculation

Prudential Regulation and Financial Competition

1840s

1890s

1930s

Declining/lax prudential standards

-

-

-

Inadequate/opaque stress testing methodology

-

-

-

-

-

-

Regulators unwilling to investigate/prosecute financial
sector crimes
Aggressive financial sector competition to increase market

NOW

-

share
Rapid branch network growth outpacing lending growth

-

Falling lending standards

-

Evidence of cognitive or pecuniary regulatory capture

-

-

-

1840s

1890s

1930s

Elevated wholesale funding ratio

-

-

-

Dependence on short-term wholesale funding markets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Financial System Risk Management, Balance Sheets
and Foreign Borrowings
Large capital inflows to fund speculation

Short average maturity profile for wholesale funding (rollover risk)
Excessive financier preference for increasing loan
volumes/market share

-

Excessive lending to any asset class leads to a concentrated
loan portfolio
Declining bank capital ratios

-

Declining ratio of liquid assets held by the FIRE sector e.g.
cash, bullion
High proportion of interest-only loans

-

Rising cost of borrowing/narrowing of credit spreads
between deposit and lending rates
Regional concentration in financial lending e.g. mining or
pastoral
Disproportionate concentration of total financial assets
under management with similar loan profiles (contagion
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-

NOW

risk)
Decline in proportion of stable, long-term funding sources
e.g. ‘sticky’ domestic deposits

-

Increased leverage in the financial system (high loan to
deposit ratio, low equity to deposit ratio, steep growth in

-

RWAs)
Low level of debt provisioning

-

Counter-cyclical debt provisioning

-

Elevated price to book ratio

-

-

-

Low level of shareholder equity

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Significant off-balance sheet business

-

-

-

Significant use of securitised funding

-

-

-

Financier investment in securities related to Ponzi financed
asset(s) e.g. RMBS, CDOs

-

-

Increasing level of credit defaults/impaired assets
Excessive FIRE sector share of output (>11.5 per cent value
added)
Excessive FIRE sector share of employment (> 3.5 per cent
share of total)

Emergence of lending fraud
Increasing level of personal and/or business bankruptcies
Rising cost of raising funds in capital markets e.g. cost of
bond issuance
Sudden and significant weakening of FIRE sector profits

-

Inadequately capitalised mortgage insurers

-

-

-

Declining RWAs for speculative assets

-

-

-

1840s

1890s

1930s

Failure of Ponzi financiers and insurers

Financier Psychology
Irrational financier exuberance during asset boom e.g.
falling risk premiums
Excessive financier pessimism during asset bust e.g. credit
rationing
Unrealistic shareholder expectations of possible long-term
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-

-

NOW

ROE
Loosening of lending standards during asset bubble to
achieve high ROE
Tolerance for a growing mismatch between the maturity
profile of liabilities and assets
Tolerance for lending growth outpacing growth and deposits
Willingness to game capital regulations and hold low levels
of liquid assets

Government Debt and Fiscal Settings
Consistently high public deficits

-

-

-

-

1840s

1890s

1930s

NOW

-

High level of state (colonial) and/or federal government
debt
High percentage of government borrowings (bonds) are
foreign-owned
Simultaneous austerity measures while private sector
deleverages

-

-

Large decline in tax revenues
Government unable/unwilling to spend counter-cyclically to

1

ease downturn

Government and FIRE Sector Interactions

1840s

1890s

1930s

-

-

-

-

-

-

1840s

1890s

1930s

NOW

Government interventions to support asset prices
Government interventions to support share prices
Significant purchase of FIRE sector assets or extraordinary
liquidity measures
The representative status of parliament is undemocratic
Government willingness to impose bail-ins (e.g. ‘haircuts’
and capital controls)
Government willingness to engage in bailouts/backdoor
bailouts (e.g. CLF)
Willingness to sell public assets to the private sector
Government outsourcing of key economic levers e.g. central
bank and regulatory appointments

Profits, Inflation and Interest Rates
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NOW

Trend of falling business profits and increasing inventory
Trend of rising bankruptcies
Evidence of sustained price deflation
Credit bubble forms in a low-inflation environment (risk of
general price deflation)

-

Accommodative interest rates (the relative cost of money is
low)

Investor Psychology

1840s

1890s

1930s

NOW

Speculative mania/herding tendency towards asset
speculation
Willingness to transition to Ponzi financing units (negative
asset cash flow)

-

-

Interest-rate insensitive investor mindset
Widespread belief in investor folklore e.g. asset prices
always increase, ‘prices have reached a new plateau’
Media bias reinforces manic investor psychology
High rate of housing turnover (KPI, national dwelling
turnover)

-

-

-

1890s

1930s

Excessive confidence leads to highly leveraged and
concentrated investing in speculative assets
Evidence of the negative wealth effect hampering
consumption and investment
Preference for a higher savings ratio and payment of debt
burdens

-

-

Evidence of waning interest/exhaustion of greater fools in
speculative assets
Emergence of fearful investors/depositors e.g. runs on the
bank
A Minsky moment causes a mass exodus of investors from
the market

Trade Settings and Other Exogenous Factors
Large fall in the ToT and domestic income
Large falls in world commodity prices / mean reversion
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1840s

NOW

Large cumulative current account deficit

-

Decades long CAD precedes asset bubble formation

-

Excessive commodity concentration within export share
composition
A mining boom approaches or surpasses 15 years in
duration
Majority foreign ownership of key commodity exports
Evidence of Dutch Disease

-

-

1840s

1890s

1930s

-

-

-

1840s

1890s

1930s

-

-

-

-

-

Dependence on small number of key export partners
Significant depreciation of the currency

-

Natural disasters e.g. extended drought, floods, fire

Population Growth and Labour

NOW

High rate of population growth weakens GDP per capita
growth and recovery
Falling capital/multi-factor productivity
Trend of rising unemployment and/or underemployment

Taxation / Cost Structure

NOW

Low or no taxes on property, land and/or capital gains
encourages speculation
Low taxation of land, resource rents and inheritances
Disproportionate use of taxes with high AEBs and MEBs
Disproportionate private control over key monopolies
High incidence of taxes upon labour
Trend of increasing wealth and income inequality

1

The current federal government is able, but unwilling, to spend counter-cyclically. Instead,

austerity measures and the sale of public assets are preferred to reduce the already low
(and safe) levels of public debt.
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Glossary
Term1315
Authorised
Deposit-Taking
Institution

Definition
ADIs (banks, building societies and credit unions) are supervised by the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA).
RBA: Gross domestic product as measured by the sum of final expenditure on
goods and services produced, plus exports minus imports. Keen notes the
conventional definition of aggregate demand is the total demand for goods

Aggregate

and services at a given time and price level (derived from household

Demand

consumption, government spending, business investment and net exports)
based on income. However, the empirical data suggests “Aggregate demand
in a credit-driven economy is ... equal to income (GDP) plus the change in
debt.” 1316

Australian Office
of Financial
Management

An agency in the Treasury portfolio, responsible for the Australian
Government’s debt management activities, which includes running tenders of
CGS and advising the Treasurer on all aspects of Australian Government debt
management.

Australian

APRA is the prudential regulator of the Australian financial services industry. It

Prudential

oversees banks, credit unions, building societies, general insurance and

Regulation

reinsurance companies, life insurance companies, friendly societies and most

Authority

members of the superannuation industry.

Australian
Securities and
Investments
Commission
Australian
Securities
Exchange

One of three Australian Government bodies (the others being the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority and the Reserve Bank of Australia) that
regulates financial services. ASIC is the national regulator of Australia’s
companies. ASIC has responsibility for market protection and consumer
integrity issues across the financial system.
The Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) is Australia’s primary national
exchange for equities, warrants and equity-related securities.

1315

RBA glossary www.rba.gov.au/glossary unless otherwise indicated.

1316

Keen (2011b: 219, 337).
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Economic policies and programs that are designed to offset fluctuations in a
nation’s economic activity without intervention by the government or
Automatic
Stabilisers

policymakers. The best-known automatic stabilisers are corporate and
personal taxes, and transfer systems such as unemployment insurance and
welfare. Automatic stabilisers are so called because they act to stabilise
economic cycles and are automatically triggered without explicit government
intervention.

Balance of

A summary of the economic transactions between residents of one country

Payments

and residents of other countries.
A bank accepted bill of exchange is a bill of exchange that lists a bank as the

Bank Accepted

acceptor of the bill. As an acceptor, a bank has a liability to pay the holder the

Bill of Exchange

face value of the bill at maturity. In certain circumstances, the liability is
contingent on the borrower, or drawer, defaulting.
A legal status, which can be initiated by a creditor or person concerned,

Bankruptcy

whereby the bankrupt’s property is vested in a trustee and, with the
exception of certain personal and professional property, is available for
distribution to creditors.

Basis Point

Bill Rate

A basis point is 1/100th of 1 per cent or 0.01 per cent. The term is used in
money and securities markets to define differences in interest or yield.
The bill rate is the effective yield to maturity earned by the holder of a bill.
The yield is usually expressed as a per annum rate.

Billion

One thousand million.

Bank for

An international organisation based in Switzerland, which encourages co-

International

operation among central banks and other agencies in pursuit of monetary and

Settlements

financial stability and provides banking facilities for central banks.
In general terms, a bond is a statement of debt with a medium to long term
maturity at the time it is issued. The holder of a bond is a lender to the issuer.

Bond

As such, the statement gives the issuer an obligation to provide the holder
with an income payment and/or a stream of income payments over the life of
the bond and to repay the principal. The risk that the issuer cannot fulfil their
obligation varies from issuer to issuer and over time.

Borrower
Broad Money

A person or entity that incurs a debt to a lender on agreed terms.
The widest definition of money published by the Reserve Bank of Australia
(RBA). Broad money is defined as currency plus ADI deposits from the non-AFI

785

private sector, plus other short-term liquid AFI liabilities held by the non-AFI
private sector.
Business Cycle

The period between peaks or troughs of macroeconomic activity.
A market for medium to long-term financial instruments. Financial

Capital Market

instruments traded in the capital market include shares, and bonds issued by
the federal and state governments, corporate borrowers and financial
institutions.
Basel regulations require banks hold capital to protect themselves from
potential losses. The amount of capital required is a function of the relative

Capital Ratio

risk weighting assigned to the asset. The danger is financial institutions may
under-estimate the relative risk of said asset, meaning that in an economic
downturn, actual falls can be far greater than expected and banks have
insufficient capital to cover losses.
Broadly defined, the term cash rate is used to denote the interest rate which
financial institutions pay to borrow or charge to lend funds in the money
market on an overnight basis. The Reserve Bank of Australia uses a narrower

Cash Rate

definition of the cash rate as an operational target for the implementation of
monetary policy. The RBA’s measure of the cash rate is the interest rate which
authorised deposit-taking institutions (ADIs) pay or charge to borrow funds
from or lend funds to other ADIs on an overnight unsecured basis. This
measure is also known as the interbank overnight rate.
A non-commercial bank, which may or may not be independent of
government, which has some or all of the following functions: conduct

Central Bank

monetary policy, oversee the stability of the financial system, issue
banknotes, act as banker to the government, supervise financial institutions
and regulate payments systems.
Includes common shares, stock surplus (share premium) that results from

Common Equity

issuing Tier 1 instruments, retained earnings, accumulated other income and
reserves and common shares issues by subsidiaries and held by third
parties.1317

Commonwealth

Include all securities issued by the Australian Government at tenders

Government

conducted by the AOFM (and by the RBA acting as agent for the Australian

1317

BIS (2010b: 13-15).
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Securities

Government prior to 23rd October 2006). They comprise Treasury bonds,
Treasury notes, Treasury indexed bonds and, previously, Treasury adjustable
rate bonds. These securities are issued either by tender or syndication.
The CLF is intended to provide a mechanism for additional liquidity required

Committed

under Basel III regulations. At the RBA’s discretion, ADIs will be able to access

Liquidity Facility

liquidity by entering into repurchase agreements of eligible securities
(primarily RMBS).1318

Consumer Price

A general measure of price inflation compiled and published by the Australian

Index

Bureau of Statistics.
The risk that a counterparty will not settle an obligation for full value, either

Credit Risk

when due or thereafter. In ‘exchange-for-value’ systems, the risk is generally

(Exposure)

defined to include replacement risk (the risk of having to replace a contract at
a potentially unfavourable price) and principal risk.
A CAD indicates the total value of imported goods, services and transfers is

Current Account
Deficit

greater than total export of goods, services and transfers, making Australia a
net debtor to the world. A CAD logically implies an increased level of
indebtedness by the private or public sector (the sum of government fiscal
deficits and excess private spending).1319
Covered bonds allow banks to secure funding in a similar manner to other
securitisation structures, as assets are still placed into a special purpose

Covered Bonds

vehicle which produces an income stream. The major difference is covered
bond holders have priority in claims over all other creditors for repayment
against the relevant assets.1320

Deleveraging
(Dis-leveraging)

Deleveraging refers to a fall in the absolute level of credit stock. Dis-leveraging
represents the accumulation of debt (an increasing stock of credit), but at a
pace slower than nominal GDP growth.1321

1318

RBA (2011a).

1319

Pitchford (1989: 2).

1320

APRA (2011b: 6-8). Covered bonds effectively commit bank assets to secure payments, meaning

unsecured senior bonds and more junior debt securities are lowered in rank.
1321

Keen (2013a).
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Depreciation

A fall (rise) in the value of an asset. In foreign-exchange terms, it is a relative

(Appreciation)

decrease (increase) in the value of one currency compared to another.
There is no widely accepted definition of what constitutes an economic
depression. However, two primary criteria for distinguishing a depression

Depression

from a recession typically used in the literature include: a decline in real GDP
greater than 10 per cent; and/or a decline in real GDP that lasts for more than
three years. An economic depression may also be characterised by the fall in
real GDP and decline in the terms of trade. 1322
The progressive removal of controls on entry and operations, intended to

Deregulation

enhance competition, and raise the productivity of the major entities in the
industry concerned.
A financial contract whose value is based on, or derived from, another

Derivative

financial instrument (such as a bond or share) or a market index (such as the
Share Price Index). Examples of derivatives include futures, forwards, swaps
and options.

Efficient Markets

The view that security or stock prices reflect all available information and it is

Hypothesis

impossible for an investor to consistently ‘beat the market’.
The price of one currency expressed in terms of another currency. Any
exchange rate can be quoted two ways, e.g. Australian dollars per US dollar

Exchange Rates

(USD/AUD) or US dollars per Australian dollar (AUD/USD). The convention for
the Australian dollar is that it is quoted as the foreign currency price of the
Australian dollar. This is sometimes referred to as the ‘indirect’ method of
quoting.

Financial (Fiscal)

The 12-month period decided on for financial measurement. In Australia it is

Year

usually from 1st July to 30th June in the following year.
RBA data series specify measures of the credit and money supply. It includes

Financial
Aggregates

some or all of currency on issue, current deposits with banks, other deposits
of the private non-bank sector with banks, borrowings from the private sector
by non-bank depository corporations and credit (loans, advances and bills
discounted to the private sector).

Financial Debt

1322

Financial debt includes commercial paper and bonds issued by banks and

Fisher and Kent (1999: 1); The Economist (2008). Falls in real GDP represent a decline in

economic output or the quantity of good and services produced within a given time period.
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other participants in the financial sector, such as brokers, insurers and special
purpose vehicles. It excludes mortgage/asset backed securities, short-term
inter-bank borrowings, deposits with central banks and retail and corporate
deposits.1323
Financial

A company whose primary function is to intermediate between lenders and

Institution

borrowers in the economy.
A generic term for the markets in which financial instruments are traded.

Financial
Markets

Financial instruments have no intrinsic value of themselves. They represent a
claim over real assets or a future income stream. The four primary financial
markets are the foreign exchange market, the fixed interest or bond market,
the share or equity market and the derivatives market.
The FSB has a mandate to assess the vulnerabilities affecting the financial
system, identify and oversee action to address them, and promote co-

Financial
Stability Board

operation and information sharing among authorities responsible for financial
stability. Its membership comprises the original FSF members, G20 countries
not already included in the FSF, Spain, and a number of international
groupings of regulators and supervisors, and committees of central bank
experts.

Floating

Exchange rates determined by market forces based on the demand for and

Exchange Rate

supply of a currency.
Group of Twenty countries: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South

G20

Africa, South Korea, Turkey, UK and USA; plus representatives of the European
Union, IMF and World Bank. The G20 is a forum for international economic
co-operation.

Gross Domestic
Income
Gross Domestic

1323

GDI adjusts GDP by the change in relative price of imports and exports. The
further adjustment of GDI to calculate how much net income flows overseas
results in the GNI (gross national income) measure.
A key measure of the value of economic production in the economy. GDP is

Roxburgh et al. (2012: 5 - Exhibit E4).
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Product

determined in one of three ways: the value of goods and services produced
less the cost of production; the sum of incomes generated by production; the
sum of final expenditure on goods and services produced plus exports minus
imports. An average of the three approaches may be calculated and is also
referred to as GDP.1324

Gross National

This measures the purchasing power of income, net of income flows to

Income

foreign owners of factors of production.
A monetary system in which a certain mass of gold defines the monetary unit
(e.g. the dollar) and serves as the ultimate form of redemption. The banks’

Gold Standard

contractual obligation to redeem in gold the volume of paper currency and
deposits – the everyday means of payment – is geared to the volume of
gold.1325
Gross debt is all liabilities requiring payment of interest and/or principal by

Government
Debt (Gross and
Net)

the debtor to the creditor at a date or dates in the future. Thus all the
liabilities in the Government Finance Statistics system are debt except for
shares and other equity and financial derivatives. Thus, government net debt
is gross debt minus assets such as cash, deposits, debt securities and other
relevant categories.1326

Impaired Loan

An impaired loan is one that is not well secured and where repayment is
doubtful.1327
The IMF is an international organisation of 188 member countries, established

International
Monetary Fund

to promote international monetary co-operation, exchange stability, orderly
exchange arrangements, foster economic growth and high levels of
employment and provide temporary financial assistance to countries to help
ease balance of payments adjustments.

1324

GDP per capita (per person) is often used as a proxy for the standard of living, as it can be

reasonably assumed that increased per capita economic production should raise overall living
standards.
1325

White (2008: 2).

1326

Di Marco et al. (2009: 2, 6-8).

1327

ABS (2014).
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Index of
Commodity
Prices
Inflation
(Deflation)

A Reserve Bank of Australia-compiled index which provides a measure of price
movements in rural and non-rural (including base metals) commodities in
Australian Dollars (AUD), Special Drawing Rights (SDR) and United States
Dollars (USD).
A measure of the increase (decrease) in the general level of prices.
A situation where an entity has insufficient assets to cover the value of its

Insolvency

liabilities, resulting in an inability to meet its financial obligations as they fall
due.1328
The term used to describe the cost of borrowing money or the return to the

Interest Rate

owner of the funds which are invested or lent out. It is usually expressed as a
per cent per annum of the amount of money borrowed, lent or invested.

Labour Market

A collective term for employment, unemployment, participation rates and
wages.
The discretionary provision of liquidity to individual financial institutions or

Last-Resort

the broader market by the central bank (or de-facto central bank) to

Lending

overcome a shortfall in liquidity caused by a withdrawal of funds from
institutions due to doubts about their financial standing.1329
Reserve Bank of Australia measures of lending and credit made available to
the private non-finance sector (including public trading enterprises) or the

Lending and
Credit
Aggregates

government sector by those financial intermediaries whose liabilities are
included in broad money. Broad money is defined as currency plus bank
current deposits of the private non-bank sector, plus all other bank deposits
of the private non-bank sector plus borrowings from the private sector by
non-bank financial intermediaries (NBFIs), less the latter’s holdings of
currency and bank deposits.
The capacity to sell an asset quickly without significantly affecting the price of

Liquidity

that asset. Liquidity is also sometimes used to refer to assets that are highly
liquid.

1328

Insolvency takes two forms: balance sheet insolvency (negative net assets; liabilities exceeds

assets) and cash flow insolvency (firms have insufficient liquidity to pay debts as they fall due).
1329

Fitz-Gibbon and Gizycki (2001: 1). This activity is distinguishable from normal central bank

operations which are to implement monetary policy and facilitate financial stability.
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Investment loans used to purchase financial assets, usually equities or units in
managed funds. These assets are used as security for the margin loan.
Margin Loan

Borrowers must keep the loan to security value ratio below a pre-arranged
level or lenders will initiate a margin call, requiring the borrower to either
repay some of the loan or provide additional security to support it.

Market

The formula for market capitalisation (total dollar value of company shares) is

Capitalisation

the current share price multiplied by the total number of outstanding shares.
The point where financial mania turns to panic, inducing investors to liquidate

Minsky Moment

their holdings. This can lead to the collapse of asset markets which have the
appearance of a Ponzi scheme i.e. require a continual stream of entrants to
sustain inflated capital prices.1330
A series of measures of the values of currency on issue, current deposits with
banks, other deposits with banks, plus borrowings from the private sector by
non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) less currency and bank deposits by
NBFIs. Components consist of ‘M1’ defined as currency plus bank current
deposits from the private non-bank sector; ’M3’ defined as M1 plus all other

Monetary

authorised deposit-taking institution (ADI) deposits from the private non-AFI

Aggregates

sector, plus certificates of deposit issued by banks, less ADI deposits held with
one another; ‘Broad money’ defined as M3 plus other short-term liquid AFI
liabilities held by the private sector, except those held by other AFIs ; ‘Money
base’ defined as holdings of banknotes and coins by the private sector plus
deposits of banks with the RBA and other RBA liabilities to the private nonbank sector.
The setting of an appropriate level of the cash rate target by the Reserve Bank

Monetary Policy

of Australia to maintain the rate of inflation in Australia between 2 and 3 per
cent per annum on average over the business cycle.
The net foreign asset position reflects the indebtedness of a country. In simple

Net Foreign
Asset Position

terms, it can be thought of as the value of assets held abroad minus the value
of domestic assets owned by foreigners. When a country runs a current
account deficit – the sum of imports and outgoing transfers is greater than the
sum of exports and incoming transfers – the country becomes a net debtor to

1330

Vercelli (2009: 2-3).
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the world, as foreign borrowing or asset sales are required to finance
spending and investment, reducing the net foreign asset position in the
process.1331
Net Interest

A measure of the difference between a bank’s interest earnings and interest

Margin

expenses, expressed as a proportion of their interest-earning assets.

Net Interest

A measure of the difference between a bank’s average rate of interest-

Spread

bearing assets and its average rate of interest-bearing liabilities.

Nominal Interest
Rate

The nominal interest rate refers to the cost of borrowing money before
adjustment for inflation. It is the cost-visible component for the borrower,
comprising the real interest rate including inflation.

Non-Performing

Non-performing loans are loans that are either not well secured and where

Loans

repayment is doubtful, or loans that are in arrears but well secured.1332
Non-tradables refers to goods and services that are not readily exported or
imported, like medical services, housing and haircuts. As such, their prices are

Non-Tradables
(Tradables)

largely determined domestically. By comparison, tradable items are goods
and services whose prices are largely determined on the world market like oil,
motor vehicles and clothing. As such, the prices of tradable items are heavily
influenced by exchange rate movements, whereas the prices of non-tradables
largely reflect domestic factors.

Organisation for

Regarded as representing developed market economies. It seeks to encourage

Economic Co-

economic growth, high employment and financial stability among member

operation and

countries and contribute to the economic development of less-advanced

Development

members and non-member countries.
The Basel II and Basel III Capital Accords, published in their final form in 2006
and 2011 respectively, lay out a three pillar approach to risk and capital
management for banks. Pillar 3 mandates the disclosures that banks must

Pillar 3

make to provide investors and the public with full transparency. The purpose
of Pillar 3 – market discipline – is to complement the minimum capital
requirements (Pillar 1) and the supervisory review process (Pillar 2). The Basel
III reforms strengthen Pillar 3 disclosures.

Ponzi Finance

Asset markets and debt and income relations can be separated into three

1331

IMF (1993: 161,165).

1332

ABS (2014).
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categories: ‘hedge financing units’ in which the income/cash flow from an
asset meets contractual (debt) obligations; ‘speculative financing units’ in
which income/cash flow is insufficient to pay back liabilities but debts are
continually rolled over, for example, when government issues new debt to
meet obligations of maturing debt contracts; and ‘Ponzi financing units’ where
the income/cash flow generated by the asset is insufficient to meet either the
repayment of principle or interest.1333
Productivity is usually measured as the output per unit of a single factor of
production such as labour input in manufacturing and services (person-hours),
or land/livestock in respect to agriculture, or the amount of minerals
Productivity

extracted in the case of mining. At the aggregate level of the economy,
productivity is expressed as additional value added (for example to GDP)
measured per unit of labour (labour productivity), or per unit of labour and
capital services (multi-factor productivity).1334

Reserve Bank of
Australia

Australia's central bank, the body corporate successor to the Commonwealth
Bank established in 1912; created under its new name by the Reserve Bank
Act 1959.

Real Interest

The real interest rate refers to the cost of borrowing money (i.e. the nominal

Rate

interest rate) adjusted for inflation.
Economists typically define a recession as two consecutive quarters of falling

Recession

real GDP or negative growth, although some economists may only refer to
nominal GDP when making this assessment.
The vehicle whereby most Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) domestic market

Repurchase
Agreement
(Repo)

operations are conducted. Repurchase agreements (usually called ‘repos’)
involve the sale or purchase of securities with an undertaking to reverse the
transaction at an agreed date in the future and at an agreed price. Repos
provide flexibility in that they allow the RBA to inject liquidity on one day and
withdraw it on another with a single transaction.

Risk-Weighted
Asset

Actual capital held by a bank is a function of RWAs, rather than total assets
under the Basel standards. Risk weights are based upon credit rating grades or
the general assessed likelihood of counter-party default, and may significantly

1333

Minsky (1992: 7).

1334

Eslake (2011a: 223).
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reduce the amount of credit-risk capital that must be held when loan/credit
protection is secured against eligible collateral.
Refers to the net profit divided by average shareholder equity in a period,
Return on Equity

with shareholder equity being the difference between total assets and total
liabilities. Return on equity is the same as return on assets, minus the
liabilities.
Used as an international reserve asset to settle transactions between
countries and help balance international liquidity. The value of the SDR is

Special Drawing
Right

calculated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on the basis of a
weighted basket of four currencies: US dollar; Euro; Japanese yen; and UK
pound. The IMF publishes the value of the SDR each day in terms of US dollars
and the Reserve Bank of Australia provides an equivalent value in Australian
Dollars.
A financial instrument which represents a claim over real assets or a future

Securities

income stream. Such instruments are usually tradeable. Examples of securities
include bonds, bills of exchange, promissory notes, certificates of deposit and
shares.

Securitisation

Shadow Banking

Asset securitisation is the process of converting a pool of illiquid assets, such
as residential mortgages, into tradeable securities.
Shadow banking refers to non-bank lending provided by trusts, hedge funds,
money markets, structured investment vehicles and the like.
While there is no precise definition of subprime mortgages, they are usually

Subprime

considered to be loans made to borrowers with impaired credit histories,

Mortgage

which might include one or more payment defaults, a previous loan
foreclosure, or bankruptcy.1335
The risk that the failure of one participant in a payments system or financial

Systemic Risk
(Contagion)

market to meet its required obligations will render other participants or
financial institutions unable to meet their obligations (including settlement
obligations in a transfer system). Such a failure may cause significant liquidity
or credit problems and may threaten the stability of financial markets.

Terms-of-Trade

1335

The ABS defines the ToT as the ratio of the price index of exports over the

The ‘low-doc’ borrower by comparison presents as a lower risk than subprime, but they are not

considered ‘prime’ due to the more unstable nature of their income e.g. self-employed contractors.
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price of imports.
Trade-Weighted
Index

Yield

The TWI is the weighted average value of the Australian dollar in relation to
the currencies of Australia’s trading partners. The base level was set at 100 in
May 1970.
The expected rate of return expressed as a percentage of the net outlay or net
proceeds of an investment, not of its face value.
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